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The Mid-America Vocational Curriculum Consortiyrr(MAVCC) was organized for the
purpose of developing instructional rpaterials for twelve member states. Priorities for
devel6ping MAVCC materials are determined annually based on the needs as identified
by all member-states=-Ohe- of ke-pri-orities identified was-Mei-el Engine Mechanics. This
publication is designed to provide the needed. instructional material, for diesel engine
mechanics programs.

The success of this publication is due, in large part, to the capabilities of the p6i-sonnel
who worked with its development. Thetechnical writer has numerous yearspf indusivy
as well as teaching experience. Assisting him in his efforts were .representatives of each
Of the member states who brought with them technical expertise and the experience related
to the classroom and to the trade. To assure thaf the materials would parallel the, industry
environment and be accepted as ,a transportable basic teaching tool, organizatidns and
indtistryr representatives were involved in the developmental phases of the manual.
Appreciation is extended to them for their valuable contributions to the :manual..

This publication is designed to assist teachers in improving instruction. As these
piblications ,ere used, it is hoped that the student performance will improve and that
students vyill be better able to assume a role in their chosen occupation, diesel engine
repair:

%
-

,II, InstruCtional materials in this publieetion are written in terms of student performance
using measurable objectives. This is an innovative approach to teaching that accents and
augments the teaching/learning process. Criterion referenced evaluation instruthents are
provided for uniform measurement of student progress. I addition to evaluating recall
info4na.tion, teachers are encouraged to evaluate the other areas including process and
product as indicated at the end of each instructional unit. '. ... .

It ,is the sincere belief of the',MAVCC personnel and all those members who served
on the committees that this publication will allow the students to L ecome better prepared
and more effective Members of the work force. P.

, ,
; . n

/..

.11

Don Eshelbt Chairman
Board of Dire tors
Mid-America cationaf

Curriculu Consortium

V.

.
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For many years thbse responsible for teachi g Diesel Engine Mechanics have felt, a
'need for instructional materials to___use__in thi area:A team of teachers, industry
,representatives, and trade and induftrial educatio staff members accepted this challenge. ,
and have produced manuals which will meet the needs of many types of courses where
students are expected to become proficient in th area of diesel engine repair. The MAVCC
Diesel Engine Mechanics publication is designee to include the basic information needed
to be' able to repair most diesel engines.

. _ z

Every effort has been made to make t is publication bsic, readable, and by all means 4
usable. Three vital parts of instruction jh.ve been- intentionally orhittect from this ,
publication: motivation, personalization, .a localization. These areas are left to then`
individual instructors and thee instructors 's ould ,capitalize on them. Only then will this
publication really become a, vital part of he teaching-learning prOcess.

/
s

- in addition, we would appreCiat-6 kir' r help. We ctteck for content quality, spelling,
and typographical errors' many times in e development of a manual. It is'still possible,
howe'ver, for an error to show6up in publication. '.

in 1. .
,..4,

, If, in the use of this publication,,You should find something questionable we would
appreciate you bringing it to our attention. A ctipy, of therzipage or pages.in question
with your suggestions for correction would certainly help us when we revise and update
materials. , ,

,

..

We're trying to provide yoU with the best possible curriculum materials and will
certainly appreciate your help in detecting areas where possible corrections Ire needed
to maintain file quality you want and deserve, . * ,

4

4
r .

I\

Ann Benson
Executive' Director
Mid-America- VoCational

Curriculum Consortium, Inc.
j
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USE. OF TijIS PUBLICATION

A

Instruationalt Units

%.

,

*.. The Diesel Engine Mechanics curriculum includes eight sections. Each section consists '
of one or more units of instruction Each instructional unit- includes sortie or. all of the
basfd comp*ents of a unit ofinstruction: performance objectives, suggested activities .for
teacher andstudents, informatidn. sheets, assignment sheets, job sheets, visual aids, tests,.
and answers to ,the st. Units are 'planned for mom thari one lesson or class period oft\
instruction.. ,

Careful stady hf each instructional unit. by the teacher will help to. determine:

A. The amount of material that can be covered in each Blass period.
B. The skills which must be demonstratecif"

1. upplies needed
EqUipmenf needed'

3. Amou t of, practice needed
4. Am nt of class time needed for demonstrations

C. Supplement rY materials si,leh as pamphlets'affid filmstrips that must be ordered.
D. Resource. edple t; at must be contacted.

Obectives7 4

Each un7of instruction is based on _performance objectives. These objectives state
the goals of the course. thus providing a sense of direction and accomplishment for the
student. .
"N , -

L Performqnce objectives are stated in two forms: unit 'objectives, stating the subject
matter to be covered in a unit of instruction and specific objectives, stating the student

-Performance necessary to 'reach the unit objectii/e. . ..
,;

Since the objectives. of the 'unit' provide direction for the teaching-learning process,
it is important for the teacher and students to. have a common understanding of the intent
of the objectives. A Ikmitd number of performance ternis have been used in the objectives
for thif curriculum to iSsist in promoting the effectiveness of the communication among
all individuals using the : materials.

Following is a list of per#mance term's and their synonyms which may have been
used in this material:

. .
,,,

,.
Warne Identify

<
Describe .,

....

Label -- . Select Define -
List in writing Mark Discuss in -writing
List orally Point out . Discuss orally :
Letter : Pick out Interpret
\Record .,, Chbose ,Tell how
Repeat Locate . Tell what
Give v- Explain .

. ,.

xi

4 .
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Order ,

Arrange
Sequence

List Sri order
Classify
Divide
Isolate

Sort

.
Distinguish . Construct
Discriminate--- Draw

Make
Build .,
Design.,

Formulate
Reproduce
Transcriby
Reduce.

Increase

Figure

la/

_ --- Demonstrate Additional Terms tad
Show--your work EValuate Prepare
Show procedure' Complete Make -

:.
Perform an experiment Analyze , _Read
_Perform the ceps Calculate Tell.
Qperate Estimate . Teach ,

Remove Plan Converse
.Replace Observe .. Lead
Turn off/oh. .. . Compare State
(pis) evrnble Determine Write
(Dis) ctnnect Perform ./I

O

Reading of the objectives by °the student should be followed by a class. discussion
to answer any questions concerning performance requirements for each instructional Unit.

4

Teachers. should feel free to add objectives which will fit the material to the needs
of the students and community. When teachersadd objectives, they shou.ld remember
to supply the needed information, assignment and/or job sheets, and criterion Pests. -

. , .. . .

Suggested Activities . ,
..s.

.. i.
. . .

EachEach unit oNnstruction has a* suggested activities sheet outlining steps to follow
in accomplishing specific .objectives The activities are listed according ,to whether they .

are the responsibility of the instructor. or the student.' \ ,
.

. .
t. ?-

Instructor: Duties of the instructor will vary accordingo the particular unit; hOwever, ;
for best use of the material they should include the following:: provide students with
objective sheet, information sheet, assignment sheets, and job sheets; ,,preview
filmstrips, make transparencies, and arrange for resource materials and people; discuss
unit and specific objectives and information sheet; give test. Teachers are encouraged
to use any 'additional instructional activities and teaching methods to aid studehts
in accomplishing the objectives. _ .

N O

.
Students: Student activites are listgd. which will help the student -to achieve, the
objectives for the unit: ,

xii
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Information Sheets. ,

- .
Information sheets provide content essential for meeting the cognitive (knowledge).

objectives of the unit, the teacher will find tha.t.information sheets serve as an excellent
guide-for preSenting the background knowledge necessaw to develop the skill's specified
in the unit 'olzjective.

.
. .

Students should read the, information sheets before the informatioryis discussed in
. .
class. Students mar take additional notes on 'the Information sheets..

. tTransparency Masters ' .

, .
.

, -
'Transparency masters provide information in 'a special way. The students may see

as well as hear the Materiel being presented,' thus' reinforcing the learnihg -process.
Trpnsparencies may present new information or they may reinforce information presented,
in the informatiorr sheets. They are particularly effective when identificatipn is necessary.

.Transparencies should be made and 'placed in the' notebook Niue they- will be
immediately available for use. Transparencies direct ihe class's attentiori to the topic 'of
discussion._ They should be left.on the Screen only. wren topics shbwn are under discussion.

Job 'Sheets

Job sheets are an important 'segment of each unit. The instructor should be able
to and. in' most situations should demonstrate the skills.outlined in the job sheets.
Procedures outlined in the° job sheets give direction to the skill being taught and allow

,,both student and teacher to cheek studeilk progress toward the accpmplishment of the
skill. Job sheets provide a ready outline br students to follow if they have ,missed a,,'
demonstration.. Job sheets also furnish pofential employers with a, picture of the skills
being taught and the performances which ,might reasonably be expected from a person.
who has had thii training.

41%.

AssignMenf .Sheets

Assignment sheets give direotion to ,study and furnish practice for paper and pencil
activities to develop the knowledges which are necessary prerequisites to skill development.
These Ay be- given to the 'student for completion in class or used for homework
alsignments. Answer sheets are provided which may beused by the student and/or teacher, '
tor. checking student progress.

. .

( Test and Evaluation .--*-,
\. . .

sPaper-pencil and performance tests have been ;constructed ..to . measure student,
achievement of each objective listed in the unit of instruction,ridividual test items .may
be pulled oft and used as a short test to etermine student achievement of a pprticular
objective. This kind of testihg may be used as a daily quiz 'and.'will here the teacher
spot djfficulties being encountered by students in their efforts to accomplish the unit
.objective, Test ire s for'objeeives added by the teacher should be constructed and added

. .
': to the test. . ,

. i.

0 ......
Test )1Viswers

Test-apswers are provided for each unit.. These may be used by'the teacher and/or,
student for checking student achievement of the objectives.

p

o.
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DlESEL ENGINE MECHANICS .

INSTRUCTIONAL/TASK ANALYSIS
c - . I .. .-. ... , IJob Training: What- the , Related Information: Vat the

Worker- Should ' Be Able to Do . . Worker Should Know
-

(Psychomotor) - qt
% * (Cognitive)

SECTION A--UNIT I: ORIENTATION

5. Complete a personal information
sheet - .

1.. Occupational outlobk .

2. Places for. employinent
k.

3..*-.. )Steps yin shopwork
.

4: Engine app licatiohs

a.

UNIT LI:. SHOP SAFETY. .

Colors of the color Code
.

2. Personal safety Ales

. - t shop s,afe.ty rules
% '

.
...,°. ° s .

° A. i . 4. Sburces of accidents
. .

5. Classes gf fites' A. t
V

6. T44:kes ,2 ! of fire
.1 .. eextinguisher's

j
:, 4 ,

Complete a safety. pledge for.rn
-.%

A,p. Complete individual student syji ), V..
-,>......, ' safety inspection , '- .

. _, ,
I, -

..%.
. ,

.
.

. UNIT III: BASIC ,SHOR TOOLS
%. a.. 4 ,

1 . Types of tools., .. . - 4; P
a 6 ..

..a.
5

0 Precautions in using a
.., _. 2. --. ... ;' . ' hacksaw

r. y
A

.

b . .3. 'Parts of..a -twist drill
,,,

4.. -Pullers
.../

.

.- 5.

,.

Measuring, tools
,-... .--.., 6. Methods Of 'maintaining
...-

., shops Is .. .ir .- .

T

xv
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JOB TRAINING: What the
Worker Should Be Able to Do.

(Psychomotor)

7. Read. the micrometer

8. Read the vernier micrometer-

9.
,

; Sharpen a twist drill

10. Drill holes with a drill press

1.1
.

_Reshape a cold'chisel

12. Cut flat metal with a cold' chisel

13. Dress a grinding wheel

L

< ,

RELATED INFORMATION: What
the Worker Should' Know

(Cognjtitie)

ti
14. pLa., screwdriver

15. Replace a hammer handle

16. Tin a soldering: iron
- e,

17. Solder 'a lap joint4
18: Che& a torqueench for accuracy:

Qraw file a flat surface
' ,20. Draw- a -twist drill to correct.

center

21. Use the outside micrometerI
22. - Use the vernier micrometer

23. , Cut external threads

24. Cut -internal threads-

-

%
r

UNIT IV: TEST EQUIPMENT AND SERVICE TOOLS.

1. Types of testing tooli
. .

2. Types of service tools

3. Testing tool ftions

4. Service tool functi9ns
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00B TRAINING: What the, RELATED INFORMATION: WhatWorker Should Be Able to/ Do the Worker Should Know
(Psychomotor) (Cognitive')

UNIT V: FASTENERS'

0
4

n
1. Types of fasteners

2. Bolt head styles

3. Thread .measurement

'4. Grade .m9ckings

5. Nuts

6. Special purpose nuts

7. Seized nuts

8. Types of washers

9. Tools to restore threads

10.' Restore interrial threads

11. *Devices for locking nuts .

. or holes

12. -Machine screw head design

13.,. Types Of snap-,rings

SECTION:B--UNIT I: ENGINE OPERATING PRINCIPLES
c-

1. Basic parts of a diesel
engine

2. Functions of parts

3. . Operation of ,engine
r

,
.

4. Strokes

5. Two and four stroke
differences

- 6. Differetices in gasoline
anc.diesel engines

a

UNIT II: DIE,SEL Fl.JELS,
*

1. Diesel fuel 'combustion
cycle

2. Proprties of diesel, fuel

0
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JOB TRAINING: What the RELATED INFORMATION: 1Nhat
Worker Should Be Able to 'Do the Worker Should 14vv

(Psychomotor) (Cognitive)

3. Ciude oil by-prod

,

4. Cetane fuel

'5. AST standards

.6. Di el engine' knock

7. Diesel \ smoke

8. Storing diesel

9. Protecting fuel quality

UNIT III: ENGINE LUBRICANTS
I -

1. Engine oil ftinctions

2. Characteristics of engine
oils

3. SAE viscosity 'ndmbers

4. 'API classification system

5. Oil -dontaminants4

KJ UNIT IV: COOLANTS

O

1

0

5

xviii

6. Oil additives

7. Selection of oil

Types of cooling systems

Parts ¢f a liquid" cooling -
syste

3. Water as a coolant

4. Antifreeze

5. Boilirfg temperature of
common .coolants

6. Maintenance of the cooling
system



JOB !TRAINING: What the
Worl(er Should Be Able to Do '

(Psychomotor)tor),

"/

1.

RELATED I FORMATION: What
,.. the Worker' Should Know a 1

-b (Cognitive) : \,..
.

ONIT VI! BEARINGS
.

1! Bearing functions

2.. Types of Bearings

r^^,k

3. Load forces ka

4. Advantages and disadvantages\l,
of bearings .

5. . Materials for constructing
bearings

6. Lubricating bearings

7. . 'Causes of bearing, failure

. 8. Bearing crush

9. ,Anti-friction bearings

10, Load carrying capacity

. 11. Race's

12., Designs of ball, bearings

13. Types of needle bearings

14. Mountings,.

15. . Reploye and install. plain bearings

16. Remove and install anti- friction
bearings

17. Check preload bearing setting,
spring scale method

. UNIT VI: SEALS

16
xix

I

N

1. Uses

2. Types

3. ,= Dynamic seals :

4. Static seals
40Proar...

5. Types of static seals

6. Catagories of sealants

I.
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JOB TRAINING: What the RELATED INFORMATION: What.
Woiket Should Be Able to Do 'the Worker Should Know
, 7 (Psychomotor) (Cognitive)

instarl a radial lip seal

ti

SECTION C--UNIT I: CYLINDER HEAD ASSEMBLY'

,

8. Remove, inspect 'and install a
cyIind'er head

9. Disassemble and service valye train

10. Service valve' guides, Valve,,seats,
valve seat inserts and assemble
valve train

Si

1. Parts in a cylinder
head assembly
-tt

2. .Forms of .head castings. ,

3. Parts of a valve assembly

4. Valve rotators

5. 'Valve arrangement5

6. -Locations for turbulence
chambers A s.

7. Fornis of engine movements

,?,\ UNIT II: PISTON AND CONNECTING. ROD A SEMBLIES

a, . Parts of piston and
connectint rod assemblies

.2. Piston functions
.1

3. Piston ring functions. .

11.

;

4. Piston ring types

5. Piston ring joints

6. ,Causes of oil consumption

7. Types of pisto,ri pips

8. COnstiiiction of'pap ends

XX ,
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I

JOB TRANING: What the
Worker Should Be Able to Do

(Psychomotor)

9. Service piston and install
piston 'rings

10., Service piston pin and connecting
rod.

141. Install pi-ecision-rnsert
connecting rod bearings

UNIT /CAMSHAFT, GEAR TRAIN,

..,
RELATED INFORMATION:' What
the Workei7 Should Know

(Cognitive)

6.

7.

move service and install a
amshaft

Adjust valve clearance on a
y.alve -in -head engine

UNIT IV: FRAMES AND Ci'liNDER

'

AND FNGINE TIMING

1 Parts,. actuated by
camshafts

2. Parts of camshaft

3. Parts of a valve trai n

4. Valvc timing

5. Gear train

.4

6. Inspect, remove and replace
a cylinder. lin`er

7?'

1.

Pg

stationary parts -

2._ POrpose of through-bolts
on 'A frame

Cylinder construction

Removable liners

Wet and dry liners

UNIT V: CRANKSHAFTS AND BEARINGS

1, ;-PrijtlkoSh

2. Parts of a yanksliaft

3. Throws

4. Crankshaft balance



\

JOB TRAINING: What the RELATED INFORMATION: What
Worker Should Be Able to Do the Worker Should Know

(Psychomotor) o (Cognitive)

12.: :Disassemble, inspett, and replace
crankshaft assembly and engine
bearings

r. -

SECTION D--UNIT I: LUBRItATION SYSTEM S

5. Crankshaft lubribation

6. Bearing blocks

Bearing crush

8. Oil grooves

Thrust bearings

10. Bearing failure

11. - Flywheel functions

1.

#7.
Aia 2.

3.

a

4.

5.

6.

7.
-03

8.

9.

10.

11 . *ea and adjust oil pressure
on aslive engine

Functions

Types

Componevs

Component purpoases
.., - . .

Oil filters

Oil pumps

Oil'contamination

Lubricating valves
..,

*Oil cooler .
-,

Pressure indicating systems

UNIT II: COOLING SYSTEMS

1 Functions

2. 'Engine overheating

3. Engine running to cold
.

4. Parts of liquid cooling.
system

r

19

xxU
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J06 TRAINING: What the
Worker Should Be Able to Do

(Psychomotor)

I

13.

14.

15.

.

Reverse flush a radiator

Test thermostat a ton

Test for exhaust gas leakage .
and air in cooling system

III:- AIR/ INTAKE AND

s't

a

7. Test ar engine for air flow
restriction

8. Inspect a turbocharger fbr
satisfactory operation

Remove, disassemble, service, :
assemble, and install a turbocharger

10. Disassemble, service, repair, and
assemble a supercharger

RELATED INFORMATION: What
the Worker Should Know

. (gdignitive)

5. I Types of radiators

- 6. Functions of pressure
caps '

17'
8.

9.

Types Of fans

Types of fan controls

Functions .of thermostat

Coolant filters and
conditioners

11. Restrictions' to flow

. 12. Water pumpsI

<IF

EXHAUST SYSTEMS

1

A

Air intake system parts

2. Exhauit system parts

a Air' cleaners
.

-(e .

Methods dhiylinder
< '11 scavenging

5. Superchargers

6. Tuiloochargers

't



/,
JQB, T,RAI ING: What the1
Worker Sh uld Be Able to Do

(Psyc omotor)

jk

-.)

4.

RELATED INFORMATION: What
the° Worker Should Know

(Cognitive)

UNIT IV: STARTING°SYSTEMS

1. Major .types

,
2. Services of electricity

4. a for starting

3. Compressed air starting .

4. . Componet5ts of air
Starting System

5.5 ComponentsOf hydrdulic,

P,1

starting system )

Gasoline starting systems

7.. Electric starting syStems

8. Low temperature starting.
aids

-s.

SECTION --UNIT I: ftIEL SYSTE146MPONENTS

444

21

1.. Parts of a fuel system

2. Functions o TriPYrients

3o a Fuel tnjdciion system

4. \ °Fuel tank maintenance
s.

,5. Air pressure, testing for
leaks

6.? Solderinand welding
safety' ,

7.

'10.

4

13.

Typei of fuel lines
1.

Transfer pumps

Types of filsters1

Series and pArallet filters

Types of injector systems

Jerk purl%) system

Methods ofeinjecting fuel

X-XIV ,



JOB- TRAIN! : What the
" Worker Shou e Able to Do

(Psychomotor)

ay.

J

UNIT

RELATED INFORMATION: What
the Worker Should Know

, (Cognitive)

Ila DISTRIBUTORt TYPE INJECTION( PUMP
pti SI 4 (

e

C

0

. 1 .4 1 Parts
I

26 Rotating-parts of a
distributor pump

3. Principles of operation

4. Fuel flow circuii°
fi

:$

5 Functions of the 'end plate

6. 'Optional features

7. Remove a distributor type pump
frob an engine

8. Bench test a<listributor type pump
. .

Install- a distributor type pump on
an engine

rUNIT INCLINE INJECTION 'PUMP

k

9. Bench test an
pump

O

..

-------' 1.27. Main parts

e -

;
e1 V.,
's

in line tion

2.- -Fuel flow circuit

3
II

.4.

Wand primer

Transfer, pump

5. Injection pump

6. 'Control rack and sleeve

. 7 Delivery valve

8. Plunger and rack positions

UNIT IV: UNIT INJECTO11

f

"

th

XXV, _

1.

2

3.

4.

Parts
vvt

Function's
41

Feel flow

Injection metering



JOB TRAINING: Wha the
-Worker Should B? le to Do `

(Psychomotor)

5. Remove unit injector from. engine

16. Disassemble ,unit injector

7. yAssernbliz-sdnit injector

8. ' Test unit injector-

9. Install unit. injector

'

°

RELATED INFORMATION: Whdt
the Worker Should 'Know

(Cognitivv)

UNIT -V: PT FUEL SYSTEMS

7. Remove and install flangeotype PT.`
injectors

_ -

8. Remov -,..and install PT. {type 13, C,
and D) cidrs,

9. s Adjust injector plunger and valves
using torque' method

10. Install PT -R fuel pump and adjus't
high and low engine- idle

-..
Test and adjust, PT-G fuel, pump

.r "
UNIT VI: INJECTION

. 7. Remove,- service and test an
injection nozzle

I

-1. Parts.,_

2. .Pump_ayembly

I-

, 3. Operation :of pump

Pulsation damper

'514.40.4echanical ,,governor

r

t

6

23`

xxvi

I
. , .

Types o T injectors

NOZZLES /
1. Functions
ti

2.

3.

Moving parts
,

TypC of -Valves

4. Nozzle AOHgracteritics

5. Operation

6. Adjustnlent
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JOB TRAINING: What the
Worker Should Be .Able to Do

(Psychomotor).

RELATED INFORMATION: What
the Worker Should Know

(Cognitive)

UNIT ERNOR-

1. Purposes

2. X Types

3. Mechanical and hydraulic

4. Special governor funciions-

5. Characteristics

,tr

6. Effect of I d increase

7. Effect of load 'decrease
A

<8. Flyweights

9. Isochronous governor

SECTIQN F--UNIT I: PRINCIPLES OF ELECTRICETI
. , .

.
1. ,__Particles found in an atom- (---....: /----,\

. . / -- - / , A--/ s 4. Electron flow
\\ 7

\, 1

...... . t 3. Atomic theory

a
4

.01

J

24
xxvii

Sources of electricity

5. Basic circuit components

16. Conductors and insulators 4
4

Copper as a condUctor

8.. Units of measure.

9. Resistance

110. Schematic symbbls

11. 1 Ohm's law

12. :Types of electrical circuits

13. Rules for series circuits.
rt

14. RqlesjoriftwiletAtircuits
=15 MagnetiCrne"---

0

V

.
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A' JOB TRAINING: What_the
Worker Should Be Able, to Do

(Psychomotor) .

18. . Solve problems using' ohm's law
forrhu la

e

-e

UNIT II: STORAGE BA

6. Clean and service a battery

7. "Remove and replace a battery
.

8. Measure battery electrolyte with
a hydrometer

9. Load test a battery

10..'
-,

Charge test a battery for three
minutes

RELATED INFORMATION: What -.
the Worker ShoUld Know ,.

(Cognitive) .
. _.

I ..

16. Electremagnetic. induction

17. DC and AC

RIES
. .

Function's:4.

2. Parts I,

3. Charging 'piocess-

:4. Safety for batteries

5. Service free batteries

UNIT III: STARTING .C113Ct11-TS

1. Purpose

2.. - Major parts

3. Functions "'
_

tiarting motors

5. . Starter field circuits
1 '

6. 'Counter GMF
40

7. Starting. switchis

8. Starter drives

25



JOB TRAINING: What the
Worker Should Be Able to Do

(Psychomotor)

- 9. Remove and replace a Starter -

10. Disassemble, test, and reassemble
a starter

Test starter eircyit (no.load)

12: Recondition- starting motor. armature*

UNIT IV: IGNITION-,CIRCUITS
.

1. .Purpose

2. Components

4'

.
. ,

.

'RELATED INFORMATION': What
the Worker Should.. KQOW .

(Cognitive-)
ti

.

0

.4

9:'- ;Remove ancr install a distributor

3. Functions. =

4. Primary and secondary
circuits

5.` Components- of:the, distributor. -

6. OperatiOn of circuit

7. Transistorized systems-. )-

B. Capacitive discharge systems

10.. ., Remove and replace contact points. , .
.%and condenser ....

. io..- 4 t ,.,.. - t
11. Adjust dwell on ,an externally , ..

adjustable distributor ,
.. .....

't
. , ...

t1-'
1 2

,

.

:
,Check vend set ignition- timing , . ., .

.-, .

--,,, '13. Remove,' service; and . replace 'spark plugs, .
... .

, .
.e - --,

UNIT V: GENERATOR CHARGING CIRCUITS
,.

. 26
.xxix

- t Purpose
,

2. : Kinds of circuit
.

3. ". Function-of components

4. Parts origenerator

5. , Operating stages,
.

4
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JOB -TRAINING: What 'the
Worker Should 'Be Able to Do

(Psychomotor)

q

14. Test generator output

15.. Remove and replace a generator I

RELATED INFORMATION: What
the Worker Should KnoW

(Cognitive)

6. Current flow

7. Field circuit

8. Converting AC to DC

9. A & B field circuit
. .

10. Generator regulator
components

11. Uses

12. EleCtrical failure

13. Reverse poldrity

16. Disassemble, test, and reassemble
a generator

17. Test and adjust a regulator unit

UNIT ALTERNATOR CHARGING CIRCUITS

er 1

2.

3.

4.

5.

,

4'
7.

t I 8.

9.

XXX.

2'7
10:

Pu pdse

I

Ciec,ujt components and
functions

Altrn ator parts

Acvantages
0

. Current production

Sttor windings

Alternator cr¢ntrol

Tr nsistorized regulator

0 eratio.n

Sa ty rules ." .

-

z.



J TRAINING: Whit the
Worker Should Be Able to

(Psychomotor) .

RELATED INFORMATION: What
Do the Worker Should Know

. (Cognitive)

11. Test the alternator charging
circuit and regulato

JOW

12. Remove and replace an alt

13.

f

Disassemblew test, and reassemble

14. Test and repair a transistorized
regulator

SECTION G -UNIT I:

rnator

an alternator

fi

OPERATION' AND MAINTENANCE

4

1.

2.

Engine operator duties

Starting checklist
A

3. Running checklist

4. Stopping procedure

5. Performance 'records

6. Hard starting

7. Failure to come up to
speed

8. Misfiring

9. Engine knock

10. Overheating

UNIT

4f

II: DIAGNOSIS AND TESTING OF ENGINES

7. Complete, a troubleshooting guide

8. s Load test an 'engine with a
dynamometer

i

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

Steps involvid

Checkpoints

Operating checks

Dynamometer

Horsepower

Improper 'operation

28

O
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JOB TRAINING: What the
Worker Should Be Able to. Do'

(Psychomotor)

9.' Test engine .cyli er compression

10. C k al nta, e system for
r strictions

11. Check crankcase pre Vie,
back pressure, and air b

exhaust ,

x pressure ,

ON IT 1,11: T NE-UP AND ADJUSTMENT

1. Visual inspection checklist

1#).
RELATED INFORMATION: What
the Worker Should. Know '

(Cognitive)

2. Tune-up and servile a diesel engine

3. 'Tune-up

4. Tune-up
engine

5. Tune-tip

a Cummins &Wet/engine

a General Motors diesel

a Caterpillar diesel "engine

UNIT IV: ENGINE STORAGE

1. Climate effects

2. Systems to be protected
-

Prepare an engine. for temporary
storage

4. Prepare
storage

5. Prepare

an engine for permanent

a stored .engine for ser41ce

SECTION H--UNIT I: ARC WELDING

29

1.. Safety

2. Kinds of welders

3. Equipment ita

4. Types of eleaNdes A

5. Electrode sizes

6. Electrode numbers

*7. Electrodt counting

Current
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JOB TRAINING; What the
Worker Should Be Able to Do

(Psychomotdr)

RELATED INFORMATION:
the Worker Should Know

(Cognitive)

9. Striking an arc

10. Arc length

11: . Weld types

12. Welding positions

. 13. Poor welds
-

14. Start, stop and restart a bead

15.

16.

17..

Construct a pad weld

Construct a butt. weld

Make a,pad in, the vertical' up
position

18. Make a -pad in the overhead _Position

C-

3

9.

UNIT II: Oxyacetylene Cutting

Set up equipment for oxyacetylene
cutting

Turn on, light, adjust to a
neutral flame, and turn off
oxyacety.Jene cutting equipment

10. Make ninety-degree cuts on mild
steel and restart ,a cult

1 1 . s, Cut rciund. stock

.3©

.4

1

1_.1 Cutting, outfit parts

2. Torch parts

3. Safety ruler
-

'4. Cutting flames

5, Poor cuts

. 6. Backfire

' 7. Frailibac k

What
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JOB TRAINING: What the
Worker Should Be 'Able to Do

(Psychomotor)

REL4TED INFORMATION: What
.the Worker Should Know

'(Cognitive)

UNIT Ili.. OXYACETS/LENEFUSION WELDING

**/ 1. Welding equipment parts- ,

2. Weld quality

3. Tip size .

4. Filler rod

5. Flame types

.6. Turn on, light,,adjust, and turn
off oxyacetylene welding equipment

7.. Construct a corner weld without
s filler rod

.8/ 'Lay beads on gauge metal without
filler rod

9. Lay beads on gauge metal with
filler rod N.

10. Weld butt joints with filler rod

UNIT- IV: OXYACETYLENE BRAZE WELDING

1, Braze welding advantages .. 41-

t : 10
-

2. r Condttions of metal surface

3. Removing oxides

6. Braze weld a square groove butt
- joint :40

--,

31

.4, Flux

° 5. Molten bronze reaction



SUGGESTED TRAINING FACILITIES

The suggested floor plan is intended to provide training facilities for approximately
120 students with a student-instructor ratio of 15 to 1 and with a class of students being
enrolled, each- semester. The photographs of the. various training facilities willillustrate
thp floor plan and equipment distribution. '

Suggested tools and general equipment are listed by training facility pea. Also
suggested are basic, stucitnt tool kits totie administered on a loan or Purchase plan. This
tool list is furnished as a reference and sbould not be considered mandatory in establishing
a diesel program. Final selection of tools and equipment should, be made with reference
'to the type of equipment to be used as training aids and shop space available. It is 'ether
recommended that selection and pUrchase of took' and equiprritikt be made onrY after
evakation 'by the program- instructor andadvisOry board.

The main shop ,and other areas requiringengine operation should be provided with
efficient exhaust tystems--floor, overhead, of both as needed. Ceiling exhaust blowers are
very_ helpful aqd necessary. Main engine and equipment shop areas should be proyidefl
with adequate floor drains.

AdeqUate -lighting should be provided for all training facilities. Overhead, reel-type90,

drop lights are very economical and successful in main shop areas, to provide localized
lighting. ,

. i
The engine dynamometer lest area_should be provided with a blOwer or other adequate

arrangements to provide the required exhaust accommodations to maintain atniosphetic
preisures Conducive to 'obtaining correct horsepower and torque readings.

- , ..c.k. - ,,. _
. The floor plan will illustrate that the classrooms should be located some distance
froril the main, shop ancr dynamometer areas so the engine operation noise.will not be
a 'disturbing 'factor. r' .

: . ',

,..... The fuel injectir equipment,test area should be dust, temperature, and humidity
controlled Sand pressyrized with provided access through a vestibule. ,

-2----
. .

i I

The photographs are intended to be helpful in visually inierpreting floor plan and
' area suggestions.

.. .- .
Aohott

'

. . ,

.'32
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Room

1,-
1

1

j

V

'Tractor
est Storage

Lab

Dynamometers
Hydraulios.I & Pnuematics
Class - Lab

ji

Engine
[

Lab
Test ...I

Misc. Shop Area

Heavy Equip. Shop Area

Tool Room

cc

I -I

Class Room

Library

rF1 I L_I L_L
ED,

Basic Electrical..plass Lab

El El I 1=-.1

Rest.. I

storage
Office.

171- H 1-
Trarismission Class - Lab

.I I 1 J

Fuel lnj. Test Lab

Fuel Injection Lab

nnnnnny
Li' E0 -D 0

M Basic Engine Class'. Lab

. (17oWo

POSSIBLE DIESEL SHOP DESIGN,

33
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TOOL ROOM
No

1-InduStrial puller set'
1 Farm tractor puller set
1 1" Socket set 5/8"43 1/2")
;I 3/4" Socket sell7/8'.:-2 3/8")
1-14 Deep socket set (3/8 " -7/8 ")
1'Al len set (1/8"-5/8")
1 Tap and die set NC
1 Tap and die set NF .

1 Pipe tap set(1/8"-3/4")
Pilot ieamerset (1/2"-1 1/4")

1- Cylinder, hone, rigid
1 Universal sleeve ptiller

Set (less sleeie adapter
plates)
1 Cylinder ridge reamer
.1 Thread chaSer ,
1 Electric drik(1/2")
2 Electric drills (1/4")
.1 Set dfill bits (1'/16 " -1/2 ")
1 Screw extractor set
1 Copper tubing service kit
1 Oil leakage detector
1 Oil leakage detector
1 Hydraulic.jack (3-ion)
1 Hydraulic jack (20-ton)
1 Straig t edge (4')

, 1 Volu e grease dispenip
) High ressure grease On
.1 oil dispenser "
1 Antifreeze tester
1 Battery.hydrometer
4 Creepers (floor),
8 Light:drop cords (25') (extension)
1 Sledge hammer .

2 Cummins timing fixtures
4 Plastic hammers.
4 Piston ring compressors
2 Hacksaw's
1 Carburetor tool kit
1-Soldering gun kit
1 Carpenter square
1 Combination Square
1 -'Set box ,end and Open end
wrenches (1/4"-2")
1 Set box' end and open end
wrens (metric)

O

t

rr

1 se metric socket wrenches4 \
1 Injector tube installetion kit ,

1 Detr'oit blower service kit
14-1ydraulic flo-rater

$

A

1 Battery service kit
1 Bushing universal installation tool
6 Wire brushes

, 6 Carbon scrapers
1 Photp tachometer- ,
1 Radiator pressUritester
1 Magnetic crack detector
tWater pressure crack detector
1 Universal precup puller m,
1,,Adjustable wrench (20")
21Torque wrench110-150 ft.-ib,)
Torque wrench (100-500 .

1 Tin shearf .

2 Valve spring compressors
1_ Micrometer set (0"-6=') with <
standards and case
4 Micrometers (0-1")

-4 Micrometers (1"-2")
4 Micrometers (2"-3")
2 Inside micrometer set (2"-.8")
2 Micrometer ball attachment
1 Universal dial test indicator set
1 Cylinder gauge (2 1/10"-6")
1 Micrometer depth gauge (0-6") '
2 Oil measures (1 qt.)
2 Oil.measures (;I gal.)
1 Pipe wrench (24")
1-Brake spring pliers
2 Battery carriers .e
2 Water buckets
2 Pairs, booster battery cables
2 Pry bars 23/32" x 24"
2 Rolling head bars 19/34" x 1.8"

JO Screwdriver (assortment)
12 Files' (assortment)
2 Compression tester
1 Leakage tester
2 Log chains (3/8" x 25')

Heli-coil kit
1 Stud remover 5/8"-1"

1 Copper tubing service kit'
(3/16"-5/8") .

1 Feelel gauge set
Miscellaneous
Supplies:

Miscellaneous oil cans (hand)
Gasket material
Cotter pins (misdellaneous),
Washers
1 Fire extinguisher (20-lb- .)

, .

1 ...
.' 4
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1 Flex Stale set or
MiscellaneOus drain'

4

ze breaker
and buckets

FUEL INJECTION EOM
TEST AND MOCK-Ufil

-
Fuel injection test area:

2 Steel benches and c-.11:/1
combination (30" x 6')
4 wall benches (24" x 36")
8 Wall fitting and adapter
cabinets (5' x 4' x 1') glass,fronts
'4 Fuel injection test stands
(miscellaneous fittings, adapters,
and 'accessories)
1 Caterpillar fuel injection test
stand (miscellaneous fittings,
adapters, and special tdola
1 GM unit injector tester and
accessories
1 Injector flow comparator
1 Diesel noz e analyzer
1 Nozzle val e microscope
1 Nozzle val e lapping device and
accessories v
1 Ultrasonic cleaner
1 Nozzle high pressure cleaner
1 Torque vise
1 Concentricity gauge
2 Diesel nozzle testers
1 Set lapping blocks
1 Jar compound = '
2 Torque wrenches
inch-lbs.)
2 Torque wrenches (10-150
ft. -Ibs.)
1 Compression tester
2 Puel s em analysts kit'
8 P mp and nozzle
(misce laneous, tool and service)
kits

r 1 Universal dial test indicator set
° 1: 'Micrometer depth gauge

(0"-6")
2 Micrometers (0"-1')
2 Micrometers (1"-2"

Miscellaneous items
Temperature and Oust control

, equipment
Supplies (calibrating oil, Cleaning
solvent, and janitorial supplips) '

Fuel injection mock-up shop

(5-600

5 Zteel benches and cabinet'
combination (30" x 6')
5'Vises (4") ,

30 Parts;pans
1 Hand press (3-fon) .

10 Steel racks (3. x:: 4.,
equipment)
1 'small parts cleaner
1 Smokemeter (with stand)
6 Allen wrench sets (.028"-1/2")
7 Air hoses and fittings
Miscellaneous cutaway and
demonttration equipment ;

Training riockup components
.11

MAIN SHOPAREA

15Steel benchet.(30" x 72")
15ises (4").
15 Parts racks (wood fabricated)
1,Pcktable floor jack (10-ton)
1'Portable4loor jack (4 -ton) -
6 HDengine staritis
2 FTC-, py9amotneters
4 Chests Dynamometere3
1 Hydraulic press-(75 -ton) .

. 1 Hand press .(3-ton)
1 Clutch, pressure plate adjusting
., fixture'',
1,10'; Lathe and attachments

- 1 3/ " (bench)
1 3/ " Drilli,p s (floo)
1 Connect' rod alignment fixtu

and_adep s
2 Valve grinders
2 Valve seat drinders
1 Air compresior-(3 h.p.)
Air hose and fittings

4 1 Small Arts cleaners
1 Arc welder ,

1 Gas welding equipment (D.)."
2 Pedestal grinders (10")
1 Mobile floor crane (4,000 lbs.)
1 Valve spring tester
Exhedst ventilating system
3 Fire extinguishers (20-1b.),

-

4 Farm tracior jack stands
Supplies (cleaning pftrfions and
janitdrial supplies)
Miscellaneous:engines and tractors

;pp
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/

BASIC ENGINE CLASSROOM
SHOP COMBINATION

1 Blackboard and equipment
1 Instructor desk and chair
20 Classroom chairs (tablet arm)
1 Overhead projector
1 Film strip projector
17 Steel benches (30" x 6')
10 Vises (4")
1 Valve grinder
1 Valve seat grinder
1 Connecting rdd aliner
1 Wive spring tester

1 Bench grinder (8")
1 Small part's Washer
1.BAttery charger
6 Batteries (12coolt)
12 Engines
12 Engines

Air hose,anil fittings °

2 Torque wrenches (2001.-t.-lbs.)
2 Torque wrenches1250
2 Piston ring compressors
2 Valve spring compressors,
Miscellaneous small-tools

DYNAMOMETER ROOM

Eiigine dynamometer (500 h".p.)
T 'Engine dynamometer (700 h.p.)
2 Portable cooling columns
2 Engine stands (48"- x 10441) 4

,1 Universal front engine
mount's and adapter kit

1 Ubiversal rear engin_empunts and
--adapter kit"
1 Engine, column

interconnectingt it
1 ooling column to engine adapter

2,Guard,aslemblies
8,Vedestals H.D.
2 Drive shafts H.D.
2 Farm-tracto PTO drive shafts

BASIC' E LECTRICALt LASS ROOM
AND SHOP COMBINATION

ti

1 Blackboard and eOpipmeni
cad rojector

1 Film strip projector

I

I

1 Instructor desk and chair.
,15 Tables (30"..x 6') '1*.

20 Chairs (swivel)
a4 Steel rack, .(demonstratibn

equipment)
12 Steel benches (30" x 6')
6 Generator test stands (drives)
2 Engines
2-Engine stands

,,3 Distributor testers
5 Volt-ampere testers -
2 Battery starter testers
1 Battery.tester
5,V ises{4")

6 1 Batter§\ charger lip
'1 Load bank'
2 Armature testers.
2 Ohmmeters
Miscellaneous jumper leads
6 Batteties (12-volt)
2 G field controls
4 ieki rheostats

1" Pairs, battery booster cables
Miscellantous'tools

. Electrical components (training)

STEAM AND HOT TANK ROOM

1 Steam-cleaner
, 1 Hot tank and burner

BASIC HAND TOOL SET:

1 t091 box
1 SoCket set, 1/4C square drive,

composition:
1 ratchet
9Sockets, 6 pt., (3/16" thru 1/2

° m.)
1 Flex t-handle

-.!

, 1 Socket set, 3/8" sqtiare drive,
composition:
1. Ratchet

,7 Sockets, 12_-pt. (3/ 8" -thru
3/4")
8 Sockets, deep well,' 12 pt.
'(3/8" thru 13/ j ")
-3 EXtentiOn bars,. (3", 6" and
10")*
2 Socket adapters, (3/8" to 1/4!'
and 3/8" and 3/8 ?to 1/2")
3 .S.grewdrive-rbits-;(-.-030;-70
.055)

.
.36
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1 Sobket set, 1/2" square drive
composition
1 .Ratchet
12 Sockets, 12 pt. ( 16",thru 1
1/2")
11 Deep sockets, 12 pt. (1/2"
thru 1 1/8")
1 Spark plug socket (13/1
1 Flekt-handle ,F4t.

yf Universal joint
3 Extension bars (3",
6", and 10")
1 Speeder (18")
1 Slide bar
1.Cross bar
2 Flex t-handles (15" and 18")
2 Socket adapters (1/2;/to 3/8"
and 1/2" to 3/4:1

3 Wrench sets, composition '
16 Combination wrenches (1/4"
thru 1 1/8")
9 Open-end wrenches (1/4" x.
5/16" thru 1 1/16" x 1 1/8"),
11 Box-end wrenches (1/4" x
5/16"-thru 1 1/16" x 1 1/4 "),
3 Flare nut wrenches (3/88x 7716
thru 5/8 x 11/16)

I I

Miscellaneous tools
3 Phillips screwdrivers (Nos. 1, 2,
and 3)
1 Offset screwdriver
4 Standard screwdrivers (3/16 x (;;')
4, 1/4 x 6, 5/16 x 8 and Stubby)
1 Line-up punch (12")
1 Punch and chisel set, 12 piece
6 Pliers, bent needle nose;
battery pliers; diagonal/cutting
plibrs; slip joint pliers/ hose
clamp pliers; locking pliers 10"

-1 Hex key set, 11 pieces
1 Hacksaw with N,extra blades
2 Hammers, ball peen (16 oz. and
40 oz.)
1 Hammer, (8-12 oz.) no-bounce,
fiber tip
1 Rolling wedgel;ar ( 16")
1 Stainless steel rule

. 1 Gasket scraper
1ignition tile
2 Files, ar

round (6")

1 File, /nil (10")
2 Feeler -gauge, ,nonmagnetic
(standard and long leaf)
1 Scratch awl c

1 Flashlight ID sizebatteries)r

4.
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'(NOTE: This ist an alphabetized list of the publications ,used in completing this

manual.) 4
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XXX.

ORIENTATION
UNIT I

UNIT OBJECTIVE

5

D 1-A

After completion of this unit, the student should be abte to,list facts concerning thy'
occupational outlook for diesel mechanics and select places of employthent. The studeniL
should also be able td list student requirements for entry into the diesel program' and
select steps involved in diesel shopwork. This knowledge will .be evidenced through
demonstration and. by scoring eighty-five percent on the unit test.

SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

After completion of thk unit, the ardent should he. able to:

1. List three facts concerning the occupational outlook for diesel mechaniqS.

2. Select places that _employ diesel .'mechanics.

3. List student requirements for the diesel mechanics program.

4. Select steps involved in diesel shopwork. -

5. List diesel engine applications.

6., Complete a personal information sheet.
lit

I,

AC.
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P.

ORIENTATION
UNIT I

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
a, 0

I. Instructor' ,

A. PrOvide student with objective sheet.

B. Provide studeA with information, and aAignment 'sheets.

C. Discuss unit and specific objectives.

D. Discuss information and assignment sheets.

44":E. Give rest.

'I I. Student:

A. Read objective sheet.

B. Study information sheet.

C. Complete assignment , sheet.

D. Take test.

.

INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS

Inclikled in this unit:

A. Objective sheet

0

B. Information sheet

r C6 Assignment Sheet #1--Complete a Persona Information. Sheet

%D. Test

E Answei-s to lest

II. Reference7:Occupationai Outlook Handbook. ,Bureau of Labor
Statistics/Department. of Labor, 19761"

42



ORIENTATION
UNIT I

D 5-A

IINFORMATION SHEET

I. OccupatiorIal outlook

A. Job opportunities result each year from the need to replace experienced
mechanic's who are promoted, retired, or transfered to related fields of work

B. Number of diesel engine applications increases each year requiring more
mechanics to service them'

C._ Dern'and for diesel 'power has increased due to the added edonomy,
endurance, and efficiency otthe diesel engine as compared to other powerunits

II. Places of.a,employment for 'diesel mechanics

A. Independefli repair shops

B. Service, departmegt,p of 'dealers and distributors

C. Sales agencies and manufacturers of diesel :engines

. D. Truck leasing companies

E. Federal, state, and local government v hicle maintenance depots
N

1

F. Electric power plants

G' Railroad locomotive shops

Fuel injection repair stallion

III. Student requirements for the diesel mecharlics program

A. Operate the shop equipment Ci rectl

B. Be safety conscious; follow sa'f ty regulations
4

C. Take instructions readily; follow directions

D. Bea good-citizen

E. Control temper.

F. Have enthusiasm about work

43
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INFORMATION SHEET,,-,-

G. Have, pride in the trade and 'workmanship

f A
'41.7 k

Be conscious of waste in materi44sand man-hours

I. Be punctual
ti

IV. Steps _involved in diesel shopwork

A. Troubleshooting

B. Disassembly

C. - Measuring

D. Metal work, or machining

E. Installing new parts

F. Reassembly

G. Adjustments and testing

V.. Diesel engine applications

A. Electric power plants

B. Marine engines

C. Farm tractors and -equipment

D. Road- building equipment

E. Automoti7e vehicles,

44.

(NOTE: These vehicles inclu4e,trucks, buses, and automobiles.)

F. Rail hocomotive,s

G. Construction equipment

44
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ENTATION
UNIT I

5.

4..

D - 7-A

ASSIGNMENT SHEET.#1--COMPLETE A PERSONAL INFORMATION SHEET

Complete the following "persorCA data and turn in to the instructor.
.

NAME:

HOME SCHOOL: _.

-

BIRTH DATE:

. GRADE CLASSIFICATION:

e

4.

OCCUPATIONAL OBJECTIVE:

SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER:

PARENTS' NAMES;

A

PARENTS' OCCUPATIONS:

EMERGENCY TELEPHONE NUMBER:
-

P..

0

45
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ORIENTATION
UNIT

TEST

O

NAME

List three facts concerning the occupational outlook for diesel mechanics.

01.

c.

2. Select the places, that employ diesel mechanics by .plicing an "X" in the
apprOpriate

.1' a. Sales agencies and manufacturers of diesel engines

b. Motorcycle sales agencies

rf-. c. Lawnmower repair shop

tv

d. *Independent repair shops

e. Electric (Sower plants

f. Service departments of dealers and distributors

g.. Railroad Iiicomotive sbaps .

ti
h. Fuel injection repair station

3. List six student requirements for the diesel mechanics program.
, .

a.

fic

as

4.
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I

L.

4. Select the steps involvedWdiesel shopwork by placing an "X" in-the appropriate
blanks.

a. Repair estimating

b. Disassembly

.c, Metal work or machining

d." Measuring

e. Reassembly

fr Sales .

>1
g. Installing new parts

h. Adjustments and testing

oubleshooting

List iegel engine applications-.
_

a.

b.

c.

d.

a

9 4

Y1.

6. Complete, a pers&al information sheet.

(NOTE: If this activity has not been accomplished priorto the test;
instructor when it should be completed.)

v

47
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ORIENTATION
: UNIT I

ANSWERS TO, TEST -

e'

ifmimmimmi9

- 11-A

1. a. Job opportunities result each year from the need to repla experienced
mechanics 'who are 15romoted, retired, or transfered to related fi ds orwork..

b. Number of diesel engine applications increases each year requiring more
, mechanics, to service them

c. Demand for diesel power has increased due to the added economy,
endurance, and efficiency of the diesel engine as compared to other power
units

c

'a, d, e, f, g, h

3, Any six of the following:

bl

-Operate the top equipment correctly

Be safety conscious; f dw sateiy regulations

c. Take instructions readily; follow directions

d. Be a -gciod citizen

e. Control te'mper

f. Haynthusiasm About (work

,g. Have pride in the trade and workmanship.

h. Be conscious of waste in materials and 'ATI-hours

I.- Be' punctual

4, b, c, d, e, g, h,

5. Any, five of the following:

414

a. Electric power plants

b. Marine oercgines

-
c. a Farm tractors and equipment

-

d. Road building equipment

4 8

e

4

O
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e' Automotive vehicles'

f. Rail locomotives,

g. Construction equipment

dt

vYF-

0

m

At.

0.4

6. Evaluated to the satisfaction of the 'instructor

a

. 4
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SHOP SAFETY . -UNIT II

EUNIT OBJECTIVE

,

After completion cif,this, unit, the student shouithbe able to recognike unsafe situationsp.
list general shorS' and.Rerj,sonal safety rules, and select the correct fire eitinguishk foruse in case of fire. The Student should also be able to.rAcirlize' the uses of the safety
color code; complete a -safety pledge fore and complete an intlividual 'shop safety

_Liospection,This-knowledge.willbe -evidenced through demonstration andby scoring -onehundred percent on the unit test.

4111
SPECIFIC OBJECTIT

After completion of this u t, the student should beshould d to:f 1

.1)

.

A

1.

2.

, 3.

4.

5.

Match terms associated with shop, safety to the correct definitions.

Match the colors of the safety color code- to the correct applications.

List personal !St. fety . rules. ,

List general sop safety rules: .

a, 1- e.
' Match possible sources 6f accidents to the Jr jury which may. occur.

, .
_ ...4 : V. Mph the four classes Of fire to the correct statements defining each class.,- ,o, 4.

Ai

7-': Match the,type'br types of fire extinguishers to'the class of fire they are
-,: d ors .',:- ''s . - ,to °.

. f4 :. 1 - :..8. lete safetyWeid es ,formV'? , P :?

9. I.Coplete in iviiival itu,'Cleht- shop safety inspection:

,

:

11.."
t. ,

Av.

At

.
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SHOP SAFETY .
UNIT II

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES,

1. Instructor:

A. Prove student with objective sheet.

B. Pride student with information and assignment sheets.

C. Make transparency.

D. Discuss unit and specific objectives.
A

E. Dispuss information and assignment sheets.

f. Demonstrate the use of fire extinguishers.

G. Take students on tour of shop 'prior to completion of Assign rent Sheet
#2.

D 15-A

H. Have a speaker from the local fire department demonstrate the use of tire
extin4uishers*,om )-

I.. Give test.

11. Student:.

do-
A. Read objective sheet.if
B. Study information sheet.

C. Complete assignment sheets.

DP' Take test,

C

r-

.INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS

I. lz.oluded in this unit:

A. Objective sheet

B. Information sheet

C. Transparency master: TM 1--Types of Fire Extinguishers
c .

.4 D. Assignment ets
J ,, .

1. Assignthent Sheet #1--Complete Safety Pledge Form,

V.

.44

1
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2. Assignment Sheet #2Complete, Individual Student Shop Safety
inspection

E. Test

F. Answers to ,test

II: References:
. .

Ike A. The ABC's of Fire Protection. Belleville, New Hersey:
l.
Waite,' Kidde and0711, Company.

:1 , J'

* , 44,,,,, ,*,

Be An Accident Prevention Prpgram for School Sho s and Labors ries. Office
,:,,... of Education/U.S. Departryient of Health, Education, and Welfare.

.,,

. .'C Safety Practices and Procedures in School ShoOs. New Jersey: 'Division of
.

., VoC 'one' Education/Department of Education, ,-
\ >,

p.=.;ttra erle E. Accident Prevention Manual. Arnericn Technical Society,
I 197

E.\ OSHA Safety and Health Standards Digest. Occupational Safety and Health,
\ Administration/U.S. Department of Labor, June 1975.

.

F. Federal Register. Volume 37, Part II. Occupational \Safety and Health
'StanUards/Department of Labor, 19.72.

-e
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SHOP SAFETY
UNIT II

INFORMATION SHEET

I: Terms and definitions

A. Safety -State or condi-fi-on of being free from dangei.-`, risk, br injury

B. Accident- -Any suddenly ocC`orrinl, unintentional' event whichtcacises injury
or property damage /

/ ... 1
44C. First aidImmediate, temporary site oiven the victim Of' an acct ent or

_ sudden illnesS until the seridoeAs 0a.,:physician can 12,e?obtained -.
rC. ' ' 4 11 A

D. Liability:-Legal resportsibility Which binds an individualin law and justice,
4;. to. do something w- hie') may bud-dtenforced by actiofr

. if
yII. Colors and applications of the safet)A color code ',, ,o.

A. Green--Designates ""Safet Rd, the location; of first aid equipnient,', it:,.--- A

B. Yellow--Designates caution andt for marking physical, hazards *".4-1,1_ ,'-l'
I

--
_Cr-- Arius Designates dangerous' of equipment which may,-cut, crush;4 -,

-I , ....,-- ; ,,.
D. Red--Used to identify tbe.location of fire fighting equipment and apparatus

, shock; or otherwise.

(NOTE: Emergency fre,exits Wall be designated in 1-ed. Buttons or levers
for electrical switches used for the stopping of machinery should be
designated in red. Gasoline cans should be painted red with additional
identification in the form of a yellow band around the earti4---.._

E. BlueDesignates caution against starting equipment while it is being worked
upon, or. against the use of defective equipment

(NOTE': A 'blue. tag should be lettered HOUt of ,Order."). -

P. Black, white, or combinations of black and WhiteDesignates traffic and
bouse-keeping. markings

III. Personal safety rules

A.1 Wear shop clothing appropriate to -the activity being performed
, \,B. C ine hair before operating rotating equ'i\pment

S

j/,
=
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. INFORMATION SHEET
9

6 t
C Always wear eve protecction when using grinding wheels, rotating brushes,

and as required .

D. Remove ties when working around machine tools or rotating equipment

E. RernOV't rings and ,other jewelry when working in the shop

F. ConduCi yourself in a- manrier conducive o safe shop practices

o

G. - Keep Mentally alert to shop Hazards

IV. .,General shop safety rules a

A. Keep all hand tools clean and in safe working order., .
;,...

,
B. Report any defective tools, machines, or other equipment to the instructor

Example.. A .-loose hammer head is a defective tool

C. Retain all guards and safety devices exceptwith the specific authorization
of the instructor

,
4,- . D Op(Irar pOweredalquipment only after receiving` instruction on how to

tf,e, operate the `machine safely , .

, 'L.:
E. 'Weporx all accidents to the

inst1

ructor regardless of nature or severity
1

F. Turn. off the power before leaving. a machine tool

-5-

G. Make sure all guards and barriers are in place and adjusted properly before
starting a machine tool

r
H. Disconnect the power from machine tools- before el-forming any

maintenance task

I. Use a solVent only after determining its prOperties, what kind of work it
has to do, and how to use it

J. Use correct and proper
turned or held

.

size wrenches for nuts, bolts, and objects to be.-

K. Keep the shop or- laboratory floor tkar Of tools, scraps, and litter .

L. Clean, up any spilled liquids immediately-- '
,

M. Store oily rags or oily waste in metal containers i

, I

54:
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N. Clean the chips from' a machine with a brush; do not use a rag or bare'
hands

INFORMATION SHEET

D 1.9-A

0. Use prOper support for all heavy objects

P. Practice tool motto: "Get, use, and .put away"

V. Sources of accidents and injuries which may occur

A. Horseplay- -May cause person or persons to fall against sharp objects or
moving machin'ery

Cp,

B. Air hose--One blast may rip clothing or skin

C. Grinder -May cause eye injury from flying sparks or metal chips

D. BatteriesMay explode whe(near open. flame or electrical spark

E. Moving parts- -May catch fingers or -clothinv

F. Loose clothing -May catch in rotating parts

G. Tools -- Sharp' edges may puncture skin

H. Electric power toolsMy cause shock' if not grounded

I. Lack of or improper .supporting device under heavy objects--A fall may
cause a fatal injury

J. Lifting heavy objects--May cause severe back injury

VI. Classes of fires
6

A. Class' A- -Fires that occur in ordinary combustible materials-

Examplest Wood, rags, and rubbish

Clat B--Fires that Occur .with flammable .liquids
4

Examples: Gasoline, oil, grease, paints, and thinners

.C. Class C--Fires that occur in or near ele6trical equipment

Examples: Motors, switchboar ds, and electrical wiring

D. Clas.s* D- -Fires that t ccOr in 'combustible met*

Example's: Magnesium, titanium, zirconium, lithium, and sodium
potassium
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INFORMATION SHEET

VII. Types of fire extinguishers (Transparency'1),

A. Pressurized ,water- -Used for Class A fires

(NOTE: The pressurized water extinguisher usual) erates by squeezing
a handle or trigger.)

B. Dry chemical -Used on Class B and C fires

(NOTE: The dry chemical. extinguisher usually o erates by squeezing a
handle, trigger, or lever.)

C. Carbon diOxide (CO2):-Used on Class B and `C fires

(NOTE: The carbon dioxide CO2) extinguisher usually. operates by
squeezing a handle or trigge

D. PowderUsed on Class D fires

(NOTE: The pow.der should be applied with a scoop or shovel to extinguish
a fire. Use an acceptable powder such as Kidde Metal Guard.)

56
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Pressurized Water

FfotClaStA- 'AS-
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I

Types of Fire Extinguishers
)

Carbon Dioxide fotr .-- Dry Chemical for , .Powder for
Class B and C Fires . tins B and C Fires Criss D fires

I
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SHOP SAFETY
UNIT II,

ASSIGNMENT SHEET' #1--COMRLETE SAFETY\PLEDGc FORM

Read and complete the student safety pledge form by filling in the blanks. Returnformto instructor no rater than ,

STUDENT SAFETY PLEDGE FORM

,valo is enrolled in Vocational

, will as a part of the shop experience, operate-Inactlines,

providing that the parent or guardian gives written permission.

It is understood that each student -will be given proper instruction, both in the use of
the equipment and in correct safety procedures concerning it, Wore beingallowed to

operate the machines. The student must assume responsibility for following safe practices;
therefore, we ask that the student' subscribl to the following, safety pledge.

.
,

1. I PROMISE TO FOLLOW ALL SAFETY RULES FOR THE SHOP.

2. I PROMISE NEVER TO USE A MACHINE WITHOUT FIRST HAVING
PERMISSION 'FROM THE INSTRUCTOR".

3. I WILL NOT -ASK PERMISSION' TO USE, A PARtIcULA13 MACHINE
UNLESS I HAVE BEER INSTRUCTED IN ITS USE, AND HAVE MADE
100% ON THE SAFETY TEST FOR THAT MACHINE. 440

41. I WILL REPORT ANY ACCIDENT OR INJURY TO THE INSTRUCTOR
_IMMEDIATELY+,

DATE' STUDENT'S SIGNATURE

. .
.

I hereby give my consent,to allow thy son. or daughter .to operate all machines and
equipment necessary in-carrying out the requirements of the course in which he/she is
enrolled. , .

DATE PAR'ENT'S SIGNATURE
(If required)

,

Parents are . cordially invited to visit the shop-to inspect the machines and to see them
in operation.

53 a
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.-- SHOP SAFETY
UNIT II

ASSIGNMENT SHEET, #2 -- COMPLETE 'INDIVIDUAL STUDENT SHOP
SAFETY INSPECTION

4

25-A

Complete the safety inspection checklist by physically c6nducting an inspection of the
shop area.

CHECKING PROCEDURE

Draw a circle around the apprOpriate letterdirg thfollowing letter scheme:

S -- Satisfactory (needs no attention)
A -- Acceptable (needs some 'attention) ,

,U, --- Unsatisfactory (needs immediate attention)

Recommendations shoillebe made in all cases where a "U" .is circled. Spa eis-provided
.

at the endr of the form .for Such 'Comments.,

A. GENERAL PHYSICAL CONDITION

1. Machine, benches, and otheF equipment
are arranged to conform to good safety
practices

2. Condition ostairways and ramps

3. Condition of aisles

4. Condition of floors'

5. Condition of walls, windows, and ceiling

-6. i- Illumination is safe, sufficiebt, and well
placed

7. Ventilation is adequate and proper for
conditions

Temperature Icontrol'.

9. Fire extinguishers are of proper type, __

adequately- supplied, properly located,
and maintained

10. Teacher and pupils know location of and
'how to use proper type for tvarious fir,es

11. Number and location of exi cs adequate
and properly identified .00x

'esk

1
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S U
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.
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, .

. ASSIGNMENTSHEET #2

12. Walls are clear. of objects that might
fall.

"."13. ine ,.re_ properly identified

S

"S

14. !Air in shop Is free from excessive dust
aripmoke . S

a 15. Evaluation 'for\ the total rating of
GENERAL PFiYSICAL CONDITION S

B. 140USEKEEPING '

1. . Generarappeara ce as to orderlinesi . . S

Z. Adequate and toper -storage space for
tools and materials S
4t

...
3. Benches are kept \orderly 0 , S

4. Corners are clean and clear S

6. Special tool+4 aCks, in orderly condition',
are provided at benches and Machines S

6. Tool, supply, and /or material room is orderly S
4

7. Sufficient scrap boxes are provided S

8. Scrap stock is put in scrap boxes promptly S

9. MateriaLi are stored in an orderly and safe

A U

A Li

A U

A U

A U

A

A

A U

A U

-A U

A U

A U

condition . S A U

1 O. A 'spring metal container
ks .waste

Nis
wad, itiThy rags

;91,

I Dangerous materials are stored in metal
cabinets .

12.4 Mabhines have been colcYr conditioned'

is provided for -
A U

S A -1.1

S" U

13.' Safety.cans are provided for flammable liquids S A U
,1

14. Floors are free of oil, water,, and forein
material 61

6.

15. Evaluatidn for the total rating for,
HOUSEKEEPING ' . .'
. - .

60
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C. EQUIPMENT

ASSIGNM ET #2

1. Machines are 'arranged so"-that workers are
protected from hazards of other machines
and passing students

. .
2. Danger zones` are properly indicated and

guarded

3. All gears and moving belts are, protected
by permanent enclosure guards'',

4. All equipment control switches are easily
available to operator

5, Nonskid areas are provided arownd
machines

Tools are kept sharp,, clean, and in safe
/working order

, 7.4 Evaluation for 'the total eating for .
EQUIPMENT

D.' ELECTRICAL INSTALLATION

1. All, switches are enclosed

2. There is a master control switch for all
of the electrical installations

3. All electrical extension cores are in
safe condition and are not' carrying
excessive load

4. ' All machine switches are within easy reach
of the operators ,

5. Ihdividual cut-off switches are provided
for each machine

6. No temporary wiring in evidence

7. -Evaluation for the .total rating for
ELECTRICAL INSTALLATION

I,

D 27-A

. f

4 S A U

S U

S if A . U

A U

S A U

S A\ o.,U

S A U

S A U

S. A U

....

S.- U

S A

S A

S A U
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ASSIGNMENT SHEET #2 7 ,

of
E. PERSONAL PROTECTION (Read only) 0.

I

1. Goggles or protective shields are provided and required for all work where
-eye hazards exist

2. If individual goggles are not provided; hoodi and goggles are properly-
disinfected before use

.3. Shields and goggles are provided for electaic welding

4. Rings and otherojewelry Ale removed by pupils whin working in the shop

5. Proper kind of wearing ap parel is worn and worn propetlysforthe job being
done

6. Leggings and safety shoes are worn in special classes

7. .Respirators are provided for dusty or toxic atmospheric conditions such
as when spraying in the fin) shipg room t

os.

8. Provisfons are made 'fOr cleaning"and stegilizing r pirators

Students are examined for safety knowledge ability9.

10. Sleeves are rolled above elbows when erating machines

Clothing of students is free from loose sleeves, flopping ties, and loose coait

RECOMMENDATIONS

62
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SHOP SAFET\'
UNIT II

TEST

- NAME

1. Match the terms on the right to the, correct definitions.

a. Legal responsibility, which binds an 1. Safety,
individual in law and justice tb do
something whicrnay be enforced by 2. First aid
action

3. , Liability
b. Any suddenly occurring, unintentional

event which causes_ injury or properly 4. Accident
damage .

c. State' or condition of being free from
danger, risk; or injury

d.- Immediate, Imporary care given the,
victim of an accident or suddert
until the services of a physician can be
obtained

D - 29'-A

2. Match the cbflors 'of 'the safety color code on the right to the correct applications.

,
a. Designates caution and. for marking V 1. Green

Physical hazards

2. Black, 'white,
or combinatiOns
of black and white

b. Used to identify the location of fire
fi§hting equipment and apparatus

c. Designates "Safety" and the location of 3 Orange
first aid equi ment

4. Blue
d. Designates danger

which may cut,
otherwise 'injure

f.

s parts of e
ush, sh

ipment
ck, or

-11

Designates caution agains starting
equiprnent while it is being worked
upon, or against the use of defectiVe
equipmerk

.
Designates traffic and housekeeping
markings

63

r

15. Red

6. _Yellow
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w

3. Mist five personal safety pules.

a,

b.

c.

d.

e.

.
List eight general

a..

b.

c.

d.

- e.

h.

shop safety, rules.

at

Match'possi6le sources of accidertts on 'The right to the injury ewhich may occur.

a. May cause person or persons to fall 1. Horseplay
'against. 'sharp objects or 'moving
machinery 2. Grinder

b.,..One Illast may rip cjothing or skin, 1 ?* Batteries

c. May cause eye injurYIrorn flyifig sparks .
4.. Air hosea or metal chips

d. May explode when near ppen flame or
5. Moving parts

electrical spark

e. May catcrfingers or clothing

6. Loose clothing

77Electric

A

f. May catch in rotating parts
power tools .

Tooll-
- % g. Sharp edges, may punctte skin

8.

9.

10.

h. May cause shock if not grounded

i. 4,fall may cause a fatal injury

May cause severe back ipjury

64

Lack of 'or improper
supporting device
under heavy objects

Lifting heavy.
objects

a
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.
Match the four classes of fire on the right-to the correct statements defining
each class.

a. Fires that occur in ordinary combustible $. Class B
materials

2: Class A
b. Fires that occur/with flammable liquids

3. Class C
c. Fires that occur in or near electrical

equipment 4. Clais

d. Fires that occur in combustible metals

7. Match the type or types of fire extinguishers on the right to the class of fire
they are used ori.

_

a. Class A 1. Pressurized water

b. Class B

c.. Class C

d. Class D

2,, Carbon dioxide
(CO2)

3. Dry chemical

4. t Powder

/8. Complete safety' pledge form.

9. Complete individual student shop safety inspect*.

(NOTE: ktikthese activities have not been accomplished/prior to the test, ask
.44 your instructor when they should be completed.)

a

Irry.4

S

V
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1. a. 3

b. 4

c. 1

d. 2

SHOP SAFETY
UNIT II

ANSWERS TO TEST'

2. a. 6 d. 3 .
b. 5 e. 4

c. 1 f. 2 -
3. Any five of the fol wing:

a. Wear shop cloth g appropriateTto the activity being performed

b. Confine long hai beforeoperating rotating equipment

D - 33-A

c. Always twear eye protection when using grinding wheers,; rotating brushes,
and as !required c--

d. Remove ties when working around machine tools or rotating equipment

tier Remove rings and other jewelry when working in the shop

f. Co-tul.luct yourself in,a manner conducive to safe shop practices

g. Keep Mentally alert to shop hazards

4 '4,..i
4. Any eight of the following: -4.-

s

, !
a. Keep all hand tools clean and in -safe working order-' -.
b. Report any defective tools, machines, or other equipMent lo the instructor

- ,
.

c. Retain all guards and safety devices except with the acific authorization
of the instructor

0

d. Operate powered equipment only after receiving' instruction on hoW to
operate- tDe maNne safely

e. Report all accidents to the instructor regardless of nature or severit

I

f. Turn off the-power before re-eying a machine tool

6.6

O.
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0

O

- - .

Make sure alltguards and barriers are in place and adjusted properly before
starting a machine tool. /7 ..

h. Disconnect ,the power from machine tools 'before performing any
maintenance task

Use a solvent only after determining its properties, what kind of work it
has to do, pnd how to use it fr

Use correct and proper size wrenches'for nuts, bolti, and Okijecta to be
turned or held

k. Keep the shop or laboratory flop- clear of tools, scraps, and litter \. Clean up any spilled liquids inimediatel,

m. Store oily rags or oily waste in metal containers

n. Clean the chips from a machine with a brush; do not Use a rah or bare
hands

_op'. -Use proper support for all heavy objects

40. Practice tool motto: "Get, use, and put away

5. .a.

_ b-.--1-

c.

10 . 0 .

.. '1" e.

1 f. 6
...--

4 g. 8

a .

2 h. 7

3 i. - 9
49,

5 j. 10

. I*
6. a. 2 .

b t--

et,

C. 03

. '
d.

7. a. 1

b. 2 3

2, 3 ...

I d. 4

8. Evaluated to the satisfaction of the instructor
.. _ . . .

...01 9. Evaluated to the satisfaction c:if the in,structor ,,

67
4
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BASIC SHOP TOOLS.
UNIT- III

.. UNIT OBJECTIVE.

D :c35-A

After completion of this unit, the student should be able to identify .and choose the
right tool for the job and maintain them- 'in a iife condition. The student shmild also
be able to repair and sharpen certain.,-tools and be able to accurately read measuring
instruments: This knowledge will be evidenced through demonstration and by scoring
eighty -five percent on .the unit test. 9

SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES
1

After completion of this unit" .the student should be able to:

1. Identify basic glop tooli.

2,. Identify types of screwdrivers. A

.

3. Name two types of hammers.

4. Identify types Of pliers.
I _ .

5. Identify types of wrenches. r

4 '... 6. Identify types of cold chisels.
..

. .-
, 7. Identify types of punches.

8. Identify types of file,seeth:

9. Name precautions for correct use of the hacksaw.

o

'10.° Name three principle parts of a twist drill.

Name three ways tO extratt a screw.

ot
12, Identify three types of pullers. jte ,411,0"'

13: Name three shop tdols used for measuring speeds.
. ,

N

11., List -two types of feeler gauges.
4

15: Distinguish between correct and incorrect methods of using irld maintaining
baiic shop tools.

16. Name four-types of micrometers.
4.

68
.4 ,
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U. Class DFires that occur in 'combustible metals

Examplet

3

Magnesium, titanium, zirconium, lithium, and sodium
potassium

36-A

17. -Read the micrometer settings.

18. Read the vernier micrometer settings.

18. - Demonstrate the ability to:

, a. Sharpen a twist drill.

b. Drill holes with a drill press,.

c. Reshape a cold chisel.

d. Cut flat metal wLth.-0 cold chisel.

e. Dress a winding wheel.

f. Fit a screwdriver.

g. Replace a hammer handle.

h. Tin a 'soldering iron.

i. Solder a lap joint.

j. Check a 'torque wrench for accuracy.

k. Draw file a flat surface.

L. Draw a twist drill to correct center.

m. Use theoutside micrometer.

n, Use the vernier micrometer.

o. Cut external threads.

p. . Cut internal threads.



BASIC SHOP TOOLS
UNIT III

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

I. I ns'tructor:

A. Provide student with objective sheet.

B. Provide student with information, assignment, and job sheets.

C. Make transpai-encies.

D. Discuss unit and specific objectives.

E. Discuss information and assigitment sheets.

F. Demonstrate anct discuss the procedures outlined in the job sheets.

G. Give test.

II. Student:

A. Read objective sheet.

B. Study information sheet.

C. Complete assignment and job sheets.

D.. Take test.

INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS

I. Included in this unit:

A. Objective ,sheet

B. liftoffnation sheet

C. Transparency Masters

1. TM 1--Basic Shop Tools

2. TM 2Basic, Shop Tools (Continued)

3. TM 3--Basic Shop Tools (Continued)
. 1

4. TM 4'--Types d'f 'Screwdrivers

5. ,TM 5- -Types of Pliers

70

0

D - 37-A
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5'

D.

F.

7.

8:

9.

6--Types of Wrenches
.

TM 7--Types of Wrenches (Continued)

TM 8- -Types of Wrenches, (Continued)

TM 9- ypes of Cold Chisels

10: 'T ypes of Punches
II

11. TM -11Types of Files

12. 12--Typed of Pullers

3. TM 13-- Right and Wrong Use of Tools
.0

14. TM 14-- Right and Wrong Use of Tools (Continued)
__

15. TM 15- -Right and Wrong Use of Tools (Continued)

16.
0

TM 16-- Right and Wrong Use of Tools (Continbed)

17. TM 1i-Types of miotomkers,

18. TM 18 Reading a Micrometer

14. TM 19--Sleeve -Readings

Overlay A-- Thimb1 Sleeve Rebdings

20. TM 20 Vernier Micrometer Readings.
..

Overlay B-- Vernier Sleeve Readings-
,

Assignment sheets

Assignment Sheet #1--Read the Midometer Settings

2. Assignment Sheet #2-- Read the Vernier Micrometer Settings

Aniwers to assignment sheets

Jobosheets

1. - Job Sheet #t Sharpen a Twist Drill

2. Job Shee*_#2,-Drill Holes with a Drill

3. Job Sheet #1--Aeshaa a Cold Chisel`

Press

4. Job' Sheet #4Cut Flat Metal -with a Cold Chisel

5. JOb Sheet #5--Dress a Grinding Wheel

.71
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6. Job' Sheet '#6--Fit a Screwdriver

7. Job Sheet #7--Replace a Hammer Handle

A 8. Job Sheet #8--Tin a Soldering Iron
.1

9. Job Sheet #9--Solder a Lap Joint

19: Job Sheet #10--Check a Torque Wrench for Accuracy

11. Job Sheet #11--Draw File a Flat Surface
.

12. JoSheet #12--Draw a Twist Drill to Correct Center.

U3. Job Sheet #13--Use the Outside Micrometer
4

JOb Sheet #14--Use the Vernier. Micrometer

15. JQb Sheet #15- -Cut External Threads

16. Job sheet ,#1--Cut Internal Threads

G, Teit

H. Answers- tq test

II. References:. O

A. Fundamentals of Sewice: Shop Tools: Moline, Illinois:_Deere and Company, .

1971. ,

B. ABC's of Hand Tools. Deti.oit, Michigan: General Motors ,Corporation,_
General. Motors Building, 1945.

11.



BASIC SHOP TOOLS
UNIT HI

INFORMATION SHEET

I. Basic shop tools (Transparencies 1, 2, and 3)

A. Common screwdriver

B. Ball peen hammer

C. Slip joint pliers

D. Combination box and open-end wrench

E. Flat cold chisel

F. Center punch

G. Flat file

H. Hacksaw ,

I. Vise

J. "C" clamp

K. Twist drill

Screw extractor

M. External- puller

N. Magnetic pick -up tool

Tubing cutter

P. t oldering iron

1:),.0 Feeler gauge

R. Outside micrometer

S. Dial ipcjicator
.

T. Sprittg' 'tester

U. Pressure gaug4 (oil pressure)

V. Tachometer

zer

't

fl - 41-A
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INFORMATION SHEET

II Types. of screwdrivers (Transparency 4)1

A. Common

B. PIlips head

C. Clutch head

D. 'Starting

E. Offset

Ill. Types 'of hammers

A. Ball peen_

Bs Soft

`ti

(NOTE: Types of soft hammers are lead, rawhide, plastic, brass, and rubber.)

IV. Types of pliers (Transparency 5)

A. Slip joint

B. Diagonal cutrs

C. Neadle..nose

.4 D. Side putters -

E. Lock grip

F. Snap Hag .

V. Types of wrenches (Transparencies 6, 7, and

A. Open end

B. Adjustable

C. Box .

D, Tubing

F

4

E. Hook spanner

F. Adjustable 'hook spanner

74
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G. Socket

INFORMATION SHEET

1. Sliding "T" handle

2. Extension

3. Ratchet 'handle

4. Speed handle

5. Universal joint.

(NOTE: The sockets may 'be six point, twelve point, or
deepwel I.)

...

H. Tprque

I. Allen

J. Monkey

K. Pipe

L. Striking

VI. Types of cold chisels (Transparency 9)

A. Flat

- B. Cape

C. Round nose

D, Dian i6tifci point-

I
Types of punches (1,ransparency 10)C., . f,
A. Starting

B. Pin

C. ,Center

D. Aligning

40

VIII. Types of file teeth (Transparency 11)

A. §ingle cut

B. Double cut

.1,

O

.
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4

61.

INFORMATION SHEET

C. Rasp 'cut

D. Curved tooth

(NOTE: Files are made. in numerous sizes and shapes. Common shapes are
round, halfrOund, flat, and triangle.)

IX. Precautions for correct use of hacksaw

A. Teeth must point' away from handle

B. Blade must be tightly stretched
9

C. Select blade with correct number of teeth per inch for material being cut

(NOTE: Two teeth should always be contacting the material being ci
D. Use sufficient pressure on the forward stroke

E. Use full length of blade on each stroke ,

.X. Principle parts of twist drill

A. Shank
r

B. Flute

C. Cutting edge

Wa0 to extract a screw

A. Screw extractor

B. Stud puller

C. Diamond point chisel

'XI I. Types of pulleys (Transparency 12)

A. External

e
Press

C. Internal

XII I. fools used for rimeasuring speed

A. Revolution counter

B. Tachometer

C. TIrrking light (Strbboscope)

76
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INFORMATION SHEET

XIV Types of feeler gauges

A Standard

D !t1-6A

Stepped

XV. Right and wro?Tg) ue of tools (Transparencies 13, 15, gnki 16)

A. Hammer

B. Hacksaw blade

C. Pliers .

D. Cold chisel

E. Grinding Screwdriver

F Grinding flat cold chisel

G Screwdriver

H. End wrench

AdiuStable wren

J. End wrench adjustable wrench

K. Monkey wrench

L. File

M. 'File' card-wrench extension

pis File hindle-hammer handle

XVI. Types of micrometers (Transparency 17)

A. Outside

B. Inside

s Depth
, )

D. vernier

XVII. Ilading the micrometer (Transriareticiei

)
.

,

18, 19, and Overlay A)

A. Each. numbe d graduation. on the sleeve represents one hundred.

thousandths. o an inch (0.100")

7 7

'
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XV I I I .

B.,

C.'

INFORMATION 'SHEET

Each small graduation on the sleeve between the numbered graduations
represents twenty -five, thousandths of an inch (0.025")

Each graduation found on the thimble represents one thousandth of an
inch (0.001")

D. 'Total reading is found

Ex mpje:

.'

Reading the
4 A

Each numbered graduation on
thousandths of an inch (0.100")

vernier

0.100
0.075
0.015
0.190

by adding the three values

Number on the sleeve
Small 'graduations on the sleeve
Graduations on the thimble
Micrometer reading . d

a
micrometer (Transparencies 19, 20, and Overlays A and B)

the sleeve represents one hundred

B Each small graduation on the sleeve between th numbered graduations
represents twenty-five thousandths of an inch .025")

41

Each graduation found on the thimble( repre nt's on/thousandth of an
>

inch (0.001")

0

D. Each line graduation found on top of the sleeve represfirits orie
ten thousandth of *an inch (0.0001")

E. Total reading ,is folfrib by adding the four values

Example: °_ 0,4000 Nur?the'r on the sleeve
0.0250, Sfnall graduations on the sleeve
0 0190 Graduations on the thimble
0.0006 Vernier scale on topo of sleeve
0.4446 Vernier .micrometer reading

1

V

S

L

'+

4

0

4
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-.Pressure Gauge

(oil pressure)-

Basic Shop Tools
(Continued)

Outside MicrOmeter

.;
O

Dial

Indicator,
Spring'
Tester,

o.

Tachometer

a
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Types of Screwdrivers

Common

Clutch Head

-Y. Phillips Head

Offset'

I
v

.

o

V

-4,,.
RSA

,,,,,, :tisal:E=IPMMEE h .

a

Staffing Screwdriver/

(Shovin 'Holding .ipreW.

111.11--a% ff,y,a ..oxV,v2:0

82
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Types of Wrenches

Box

,

0

Hook Spanner

W111.;;AV..*".V,'

Adjustable

1-Idok Spanker.,

AdjUstable Tubing Wrench

84
o
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Types of Wrenches
(Continued)

Socket VVrenciles and Handles
"T" Handle A

st ,

Extension

`tuegit,

Head

Socket

I . 0 '

Universal JOint*

Torque Wrnch'
Pointer Sc6le

Drive

Square

Ratchet Handle

Speed, Handle

Pivoted Handle

ble Beam.

r Measuring Element-

4

Levet

I

ilatchetin

0,
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Types of Cold Chisel

Flat Chisel
, ,t!



Types of Punches

Starting Punch

Shank Body

Pin Punch.

Center'-Punch

4

Aligning ;Punch

F.

O
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External uller

Ot,

Internal. Puller
.11

or

Pulling

From a

Gear
I

es-Puiler Pulling a Bearing
411 From *a Bare

4

O

lulling a Shaft
From a Bore
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1

Right and Wrong Use of Tools

.Right

.

Hammer

Hacksaw Blade

Wrorig

Right Blade r ". Wrond Rade

a

4. .

9 2

Pliers ,.t

Omit Use Pliers on Nuts,

Side Cutters

Use Sidi Cutters to Cut VVire.



-7-Right and Wrong Ue of Tools
(Continued)

Right )

. .

Correct_ Angle.

I 60?.ri

Cold

Chisel

Wrong

Grinding Flat'Cold-thiser---

4

Right

Grinding
Screwd4yer

Wrong

Round Edge Slightly Rounded Angle is Angle Or
and Dull :too Small' -too Large

ewdriver

Wrong
4

:93



Right

Right and Wrong Use offools
(Continued)

Ind)
Wrench

4

Wrong ocS

Wrong Viay,

Adjustable
Wrenth

EndWrench'-
Adjustable Wrench

Right Wr.ong_-; Don't Pull
Pull, Don't on an Adjustabl
Rush.. Wrench Until It h s

[igen Tightened in
the Nut

co,

94

Right

Monkey
Wrench
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Right and Wrong Use of 'Tools 4

(Continued)

It is Dangerous to Use

Correct Method
a File Without Handle .

.

of Draw-Filing

)
p

INong =Never Use a Bar
or ,a Pipe on a Wrench

Correct: Method
of Cleaning' a File

1

Correct Miethod of
Tightening File Handle

95

This is
Bad

:Practice

Incorrect Use ,of
a Hammer .
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Outside M icrometer

of Microilielets

Anvil :Spindle Thimble

Depth prorneter
r
- .

Ratchet`
Stop

s

*

1
Inside

9. icrometerS

CY 0

. - Small I ni fdp- qiiam ete r Micrometer

0: a

aA

0,a t

O e

--b

14?

Large:Inside

.

biaineter 11414rclietei:

I

0,
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Reading a Micrometer

1.;

4

°I
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Thimble
Sleeve
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. 1 6 0

1
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Co

Sleeve c.n

ca
-ph

N.)

Vernier

O
0'1.2 34
T1 I

U-.4690

I

cremeter Readings

Thimble
0

20

4

-a.

,

s,.

'10

.0:4697'
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Thimble

' 20
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BASIC SHOP TOOLS zN
UN-1

ASSIGNMENT SHEET #1.--READ. THE MICROMETER SETTNGS

91-A

_)

Read the micrometer settings below and write the correct answers in the blanks proVided..

2.

3.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

12:

13.

14.

Answers

.14 0
t 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 al

20

4. 5

8. 9.

10. 13.

14. 15.

.44

16.

18. 19.

104

20.

17,

41.
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ASSIGNMENT SHEET #1

I.

. .
L

22.
. .

23. -

24.

25.

4

4

1o5

4

A

OR

-

. .

fa*
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BASIG SHOP TOOLS '

UNLT I II

D 93-A .

ASSIGNMENT SHEET #r 2- -READ' THE VERNIER MICROMETER SETTINGS

..

,Rea, the vernier micrometer settings below and write the correct answers in the blan'ks _

provided.
2.

Answers.

1. . , .
..,

, ..J

2. 0

3.

4.

:5,

6.

.7.

18.

9.1
I

10.,

20

is

3.

I I I 1 1

2 3 4

5

0 I.

20

es

5.

5o
CIO

C

0

20

0 1 2.

8.

20

15

If 11 I

10 0 1 2

9.

10 III1 I

0 1 2

4

, 0

20

1 I

6 7

4.

.6.

4

" f
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BASIC SHOP TOOLS
, UNIT III

ANSWERS TO ASSIGNMENT SHEETS

. Assignment Sheet #1

1. 0.871
2. 0.226
3.4 0.,184
4.t, 0.291
5. 0.086
6. 0.023'
7. 0.500
8.- 0.342
9. 0.047

10. 0.125

12.
0.613

a

13.
.0.250
0.012

14. 0.079
15. . 0.282
16. 0.100
17. 0.133
18. 0.053
19. . 0.393
20. 0.375 tik

21. 0.049
22. 0.058 .

- '23. 0.483
24: 0.249
25L 0.102

,Assignment Sheet #2
,

1. 0.4678
.22 0.8388
3. 0.4715

; ;.4. .0.9453
5: 0.2928
6. /0.3101
7. 0.6383
8. 0.317
9. 0.31

10. 0.51'70

107

I

D. 95-A
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13gIC SHOP TOOLS. UNIT III

JOB *SHEET .#1- SHARPEN A' TWIST- DRILL

I. L-Tools wild materials

.A. Grjnder

Twist drill

C. Container of.water

II. -,Procedure

A. Place the drill point,against
(Figure

. ..

the grinding tiyheel at approximately a 59°,angle
J1 ,

r
Top VieW

.
,

B. Using both 1-Cands7:lower the shank, and raise.the Ilit:eutting point ayainst.4
the 'wheel_ (Figure 2)

Se.

3.

19iA

Pk.

FiGRE 2

1

12 ° -15°

.

03

Side View

4;

4

4.
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-

)08 SHEET. #1

C. Rotate the bit in a clockwise manner whiltrinding

D. Grind both lips in -the same manner
I

E. Dip tnehpoint in water frequeritly to keep it cbol
A ;

O

,t

4

f e

.0 9

A

4
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BASIC SHOP T.001.$

UNIT III

rt

,

C

,

JOB SHOT- #2-DRILL HOLES WITH DRILL -PRESS

I. Tools and materials

A. Small piece of flat metal

B.. Drill press

C. Center
punc\

h

, D. Hammer

E. Wooden block

F. Cutting oil

G. Clamp

H: Safety goggles

II. Procedure

, A. Mark the hole with a center puneh (Figure 1)

11,

B. Pace the metal on a wooden block

0 0

D
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100-A

JOB 'SKUT #2

1

C, Clamp the 'metal being drilled securely to, prevent it from spinning (Figure
. , 2)

Lower Bit and Check Position
C-Clamp

Metal

Wooden Block

D. Feed the bit down to the metal and start drilling,

(CAUTION: Select proper drill speed, if avai.lable.)

E. Raise' the bit to see if you are drilling in the proRer place

F. Continue drilling, using cutting oil od the drill bit two or three inches above
the' work

c

'
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BASIC SHOP TOOLS

UNIT III

JOB SHEET #3--RESHAPE A COLD CHISEL
A

I. Tools and materials

A. Cold chisel

B. Grinder

C. Container of 'water

D. 'Eye protection

II. Procedure

A. Hold the Cfirs,ei at a 65° to 70'angle with th'e handle pointing down (Figure
1)

(CAUTION: Check tool rest fo proper adjustment.)

B. Move the point froth side to side, across the grinding wheel (Figure 2)

k

FIGURE 2

, (NOTE: Dip , the point in water frequently to keep it cool.)
k **go

s .

112 .6.

t

4

s.
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102-A,

JOB SHEET #3

C. Grind both sides of the cutting edge in the same- manner (Figure, )

FIGURE 3

D. D( thp_oint in water frequently to keep it cool

E. kf the head has become mushroofned, it shoukl be ground back into shape

-Ns

,

113
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BASIC SHOP TOOLS
UNIT III

,^ 0

.7

JOB SHEET #4--CUT FLAT METAL WITH A COLD CHISEL

I. Tools and materials

A. Marker (oval or chalk)

B: Flat strip of metal

C. Chisel

D. Hammer

E. Vise

F. Eye protection

Procedure

A. Mark the metal a

4

B. Place the metal in the vise with the putting rr6rk,just above the jaws of
the vise

rt

b 103-A.

C.' . Select proper size chisel and hammer
440,

(NOTE: For .larger size, metal, use a larger chisel land hammk.)

D. Place the chisel at side of the metal to start the shearing point

(NOTE;. Drive the chisel with a hammer.)

114
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104-A

' JOB SHEET #4...

E. Hold the chisel.at approXimately a 30° angle frOm line of cut (Figure 1)
,

FIGURE 1

-11

Repeat Cut on
Opposite Side

te r-).
.1

F Make cuts from eaci end of .the metal to the center and on both sides

G. Bend metal back and 'forth until it breaks

1

115

11

a I

P
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D 105-A

BASIC SHOP TOOLS.
UNIT III

JOB SHEET,#5--DRESS A GRINDING WHEEL r

Toojs and materials,.

A. Grinding wheel

B. Dressing tool

'C. Eye protection

II. Procedure

A. Select the proper dressing tool

B. Set the dressing tool on the gririder tool, rest and press if firmly against
the wheel (Figure 1)

UseUse enough pressure on the tool to prevent sparks.)

I

Dressing Tool

C.' Dress the grinder wheel with the tool unti' the
redges are square with'the

sides

ti

0

116

4
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BASIC SHOP TOOLS
UNIT.ill

-JOB( SHEET #6--FIT A SCREWDRIVER

Tools and materials

A. ,Grinder

B. Screwdriver

C. Screw with head size equal to the width of The screwdrivers blade

D. Container Of v Ater

E. Eye protectio

H. Procedure

1.

4."

D 107-A

/

'A. Place screwdriver against the grinder wheel at a 90° angle to square the
tip 4

B. Apply light pressure on blade, while grinding

C. Shape both, faces. of screwdriver (Figte 1)

FIGURE 1

4,
,

d

D. Use screw head to determine the 'extent of grinding desired

(NOTE: Do not round or sharpen the'ekl. See Figure 2.1
r

FIGURE 2 ,Ground. Right -Grotmd Wrong,

ea.

E. Dip point in water frequently to kerip It cool

117

4
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BASIC SH01:;1?-et-S-----
UNIT

4-- JOB SHEET #7-R6LACE rA HAMMER HANDLE

I. :Tools and materials

Hammar with a broken hah)le

B. Hacksaw

.7
:Twist drill

D. Puncl? .

E. Rasp : 9

F. 4-landsaw,

g. .Soft faced hammer
fi

H. Vise

(NOTE:,,Coverthe jaws of'°the vise 'with sheet metal or use wood blocks
to prev'ent damage, to' the hammer and handle)

dr

D 109-A

0 P

o

I. New, aandle .

Pf

J. Small piebe of wood for Wedge

II: Procedure

A. Place the hammer vbeadt.in the vise

= ,
B. Saw the broken hdle close to the. hammer head with a hacksaw (Figure

.

"KfGURE 1

.

rai

Kr

.4
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110-A

.4

-.JOB::SHEET

c: Remove the wood from the eye by first drilling witl-1/4 a twist drill and then
puncJ g the remainder out (Figure 2)

FIGURE 2

7
D. Place the new handle in,the vise

E. Work the new handle down to size with a rasp, trying the handle :n the z'

head frequently (Figuie 3)

FIGURE 3

F. With a handsaw make a cut across the long.dcamt-tei of'the top of the
handle to a distance of about 2:3 tl,e depth of The eye (Figure 4) ),

FIGURE 4

G. Drive the handle, firmly 'int place using a duff fad ham m er (Figurg,
4

. FIGURE 5

A

Use thin metal wedge arvi ciriTh it tightly into the cut in the erld of
the handle .

119



JOB SHEET F-r

D 1 1A

I. Place the hammer in the vise and use a tlacksaw to cut off the handle
and wedge extending -through the head (Figure 6)

*
,,.. (NOTE: If steel wpdges'are used, the end of the" handle need not be. cut /

across the diameter, as the wedge can be driven'into place after the handle
has been cut off ever$ 'with The head,) . / , Ars.. . ,-

,

,-

,rr -!i' ',"-
, II , 4 ,

F,EG,U
s k /

--;---7.--- ' 2':----'*

.------- -------

N';
1

f

r
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BASIC SHOP -TOOLS

D 113-A

UNIT III \-=-

',JOB SHEET #8--TIN A SOLDERING IRAN

. Tools ,and.materials

A. Soldering ,iron

B. File-

C. Zinc 'chloride, sal ammoniac, or powdered rosin

D. -Solder,

E. Gas -furnace or torch a nonelectric iron is being used).
F. Clean -cloth

G. Eye protection

II. Protedure

A. Cleat) the four facel,of the point with a file

(NOTE: This is necessary for removingrough spots from copper.)

B. Heat the iron until it will melt solder

C. Continue with one of the following three ways depending on materials
available

ti

'CAUTION: Provide adequate ventilation.)

1. Zinc chloride

a. Dip point quickly into aria- out of a jar of zinc chloride

b. Melt solder on the faces

c. Wipe =with- a, clean cloth to remove excess solder

121
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0"

s

-4

, 7

4

JOB SHEET

2. Sal ammoniac (Figure 1)

Tinned Port&

1

tr

.4
4

c.

"s

Sal-Ammoniac Block

.

a. Drop a few drops of 'solder. on -the sal -ammoniac.block

b. -Rub the tip. in 'the drops on the block -

Remove excess solder by Wiping the tip 'with a cleaii,cloth
if -

Rosin

Rub the tip in powdered fosiri
V .

b. Dip the tip in solder

c.

,

c. Wipe with a clean cloth to remoyie, excess solder

122.

A

-

1

..

f.

.
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BASIC SHOP TOOLS

UNIT III

'JOB SHEET #9--SOLDER A LAP JOINT

I. Tools and materials

,A. Soldering iron

. B. Solder

C. Flux

D. File

E. Water

F. Eye protection

°

,s G. Two pieces, of sheet metal, 2" x 6"
.* .

II. Procedure

A. Clean the area to be soldered r
B. Apply, flux '(Figure 1)

C. Cl-eab, he.at, and tin the 'solderin'g iron

. (NOTE: Never let it become red hot.)

/ ( 123

.s

NI

ti
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-o

1

= JOB SHEET -:#9

D. Hold the seani toguther and .tack it with sm.711 amounts of solder at several
points (Figure 2)

(NOTE: Apply the solder directly in front of the soldering irort tip rather
than on it.)

/

4P

IGURE 2

E. Return to the starting point and lay the soldering iron flcit on the work

Use of a Soldering Iron
(Figure 3)

FIGURE 3

Proper, Improper

F. With the seam pressed together witn_a file tang, stait moving the soldering
iron slowly' toward the end of thejcint as soon. ac, tip., solder melts and

begins to flow (Figure 4)

(NOTE. As the soldering iron &Avant-0s, follow it ',1th the file tang as soon
as the solder hardens.)

124

4.



D - 117-A

JOB SHEET #9

G. Clean ...he seam with water

(NOTE:This on needs to be done if an acid flux such as zinc chloride,
sal ammoniac or other acid is used. The joint and the metal.touch,ed by
the flux I turn black if this is not done.)

125
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BASIC SHOP TOOLS
UNIT III

JOB SHEET #10--CHECK /A TORQUE WRENCH FOR ACCURACY

I. Tools and materials

A. Torque wrench

B. Vise

C. "Known" -Weight

D. .Strong cord 1 ,

II. ProCedute

D - 119-A

A. Hang torque wrench' on a fixed nut or secure in a vise (Figure 1)

'FIGufiff 1

A=Center Line of Nut

B=Point of Syspgnsion

-;\

.
1

Horizontal

50 Ibs;

B. Set the indicatbr to '0"

C. 8arrg a known weight from Vie wrench handle at any known distance from
the center of the nut (Figure 1)

140 D. Multiply the weight times the distance from'A to B (Figure 1) .1

E. Compare the answer to the indicator reading

Example: In figure 1, 0 pourids x 2 feet = 100 foot jpoikrids
4

L

.

,

126

0

1
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BASIC SHOP TOOLS:
UNIT II(

6 4.

JOB' SHEET #11--DRAW FILE A _FLAY SURFACE

Tools and materials/
handle

B. , Machinist's file

(NOTE: Machinist's file 'has double-cut, teeth

C. ,.Vise

drawD. Stock to be draw fildd

II. Procedure 4

A. .gecui-e^ stock'- to be fired in vise

_B. .Equip file with a tight fitting handle

C. Draw the ifile- crosswise over:the Work with a light pressure (Figure 1),_

.

A

D 1Z1-A

fpr cutting in both directions.)

FIGURE, 1
11, ,

D. Apply enough pressure to keep- file cutting in both directions

.

12 7

4
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D 123-A .

'BASIC SHOP TOOLS
UNIT 01

JOB SHEET #12--DRAW A TWIST DRILL TO CORRECT CENTER

I. ° Tools and materials'

A. Electric drill, 112" chuck

B. *High spe ed twist grill

C. Center punch

D. Ball peen hammer

E. Stock to be drilled

F. Lubricating oil

II.. Procedure

A. Make a center punch mark, on stock

'B. Enlarge the center punch rriark sightly and remove before whole point has
entered the material

4a.

C, Make a chisel cut to side to which the,drill should be drawn (Figure 1)

FIGURE 1

Chisel Cut

Center P u nch Marks

How to (Draw the Drill Bask .to Correct Center

D. Make another punch' mark fbr new center

..
E. Repeat step',B above

128.

t/

ti

c
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BASIC SHOP TOOLS.
UNIT III

JOIc SHEET #13--USE THIr OUTSIDE MICROMETER

I'. Tools and materials

0" 1.060" outside micrometer.

B. 1.000", 2.000" outside micrometer

C. Lathe or vise

D. New fractional drill bits,ass_ortinent of 5

E. New letter size drill bits; assortment of 5

D 125 -A

F. Pieces of metal such as cold rolled stock, machined parts, hardened dow'ets,
assortment of 5

(NOTE: All workpieces should be numbered or lettered for reference.)

II. Procedure

A. Se1eCt workpieces that are clean and free of burrs, nicks, or dents

B. Select the proper size micrometer for the workpiece

C. Clean the spindle and anvil of the micrometer (Figure 1).:

FIGURE 1

Clean Spindle and Anvil 9

Cloth, or Paper

129
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et_

ti

..JOB SHEET #13

D. Check the micrometer at zero reference

E. Hold the micrometer -according to the type of work 'ece

1. Hold the.mrcrometer in the right hand and the Yvorkpiece in the
left hand to measure a nonstationary object (R4gty6'42)

'FIGURE 2
NonstationaryObject

C

2. Hold the micrometer in both hands to measure a stationary object
(Figure 3)

FIGURE 3

Stationary Object

4

4
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JOB SHEET #13

D 127-A

(NOTE: Roll fnicrometer alone palm of hand or forearrfi foi. quick
adjustment. See Figure 4.)

.FIGURE 4,
Roll for Quick Adjustment

F. lace the micrometer directly 'over the center of the workpiece to be
measured ( Figure 5)

FIGURE 5'

Work Back and Forth
to Find True Diameter ,

a

131

r.
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ti

ti

JOB SHEET #13

G. Turrt the thimble of (he micrometer, until the anvil and spindle contact.
10- the workpiece

AP

Hold the anvil steady and move the spindle lightly over the workpiece to'
locate the ,true centerline (Figure 5,)

I. Use ratchet stop or light sense of feel to.determine exact measure ment

J. Observe micrometer readings

(NOTE: Spindle lock can be. turned to hold measurement .1 micrometer
must be removed from workpied. Spindle must be unlocked before resetting
to a new measurement.)'

K. List the readings accordr to the letter or number on :the workpiece

L.. Return the. micrometer to its correct storage

(1\10tE The spindle and anyik of the micrometer should be left op,-,1 V,,ben
stored.)

M.. Hand' in the listed readings to the nstr or for evaluation

132
4

,
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BASIC SHOP TOOLS
UNIT III

-

JOB SHEET #14--USE THE VERNIER MICROMETER

Toots and-materials'

A. 0" 1.0000" vernier micrometer

B. 1.0000r 2.0000" vernier micrometer_

C. Lathe or vise , ,
D. New number drill bits, assortment of 5

E. New fractional drill bits', assortment of 5

F. Pieces of metal such as cold rolled stock, machined parts!hardened dowels,
assortment of 5

I

129-A

(NOTE: All workpieces should be numeered or lettered for reference.)

II. Procedure

A. Select workpieces that are clean:atadfeee of burrs, -nicks, or dents

B. Select the proper size micrometer for the workpiece

C. Clean the spindle and anvil of t e micrometer (Figure 1),

'Clean Spindle' and Anvil

A

Cloth or Paper

133 ,

C
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JOB SHEET., #14

D. Check the micrometer at zero referepQe

E. Hold the rrricron)eter accoding to the type- of

1. Hold thp micrometer in the rigtt hand
_left hand to measure a nonstationary,

a

FIGURE ?

workpiece

and the workpiece
Object (Figure 2)

in tbe

Nonstatiyvary Objec

2. Hold the micrometer in both hands to measure a stationary object
(Figure 3)

Stationary Object

.t
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r
JOB SHEET #14

(NOTE: Roll micrometer along palm of hand or form for quick
adjustment. See Figure 4.)

FIGURE 4

1'

Ro.11 for Quick Adjustment

F. Place,, the microrrieter- directly olver the center-*of the workbieceno be
_measured (Figure 5)

FIGURE 5

' Work Back and Forth
to Find True Diameter

1135

).
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JOB SHEET. =14 ..

G. Turn ,the th.mble of the micrometer until the dnvil :ind spindle contact
the' workbiece

H. HOld the. anvil steady and move the spindie tirintiy over the workplece to
locate the true contvItne (Figure 5r ,

I
I. . Use *ratchet stop, or light/sense of feel to determine exact meacur, meat.

s

J, Observe micrometer readings

(NOTE: Spindle lock can .be turned to hold measurerne,1 4,tH.icrometer
must he removed 'from workpiece. Sprndle must be unlocked betoi, betting
to a new measurement.)

a

List the readings according td the letter or, number on the .vorkpiece

-11.

L. Return the mIcrornete; to its correct storage
A ,

(NOTE The spindle and anvil of the micrometer should be left ,,i, , .hen
. ,

storpd.)- -,

1., .i %

M. Harid in the listed readings to The instructor for evaluation .

L

4

136
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BASIC SHOP TOOLS
UNIT III

JOB SHEET #15--CUT EXTERNAL THREADS

I: Tools and materials

A. Die

B. Die ,stock (handle')

C. Vise

D. Flat 'tile
''.

E. Cutting oil

0
F. Rod ,,or stock

-- ',

ik ,,--
to be threaded

G. Shop towel :

,

II. Procedure
d , . .. .
A. Place rod in vise (Figure 1)

).--\' .

. D ; 133-A

o

B. Chamfer en& of rod with file

C. Lubricate end *of rod with cutting oil

D. Place die in die stock and secure
.

E. Place die on top of rod with laver facing *claw

F. Start die. straight on the rod

137

4
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A

JOB SHEET #15

G. Press down ,evenly and turn the die (Fig Ure 2)

FIGURE 2

H. Apply a few drops of cuttirigioil while turning the ,die

1. Check die often for squareneSs''

J. Turn the die one turn clockwiseand then 1/4 to 1/2 a turn counterclockwise
to break the chip

K. Continue this procedure until the desired ,amount of threads haii/e been cut

Ren)ove die by turning countercrockwite

M. Hold .onto the die stock firmly while' removing it so as not to drop it
when it comes to the end of .the threads

N. Clean threads with a thrush

(CAUTION: Do not use compressed air for cleaning.)

0. Clean tools and put them away °

138
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BASIC SHOP TOOLS
UNIT 111

JOB SHEET #16--CUT INTERNAL THREADS

I. Tools and materials

A. Tap

B. Tap wrench

C. Drill motor

D. Tap drill

E. Vise

F. Cutting oil

G. Stock to be drilled and /threaded

I!. Procedure

A. Place workpiece in; vise

B. Drill hole top proper size

C. Use the chart below to select the proper tap drill

%roods

Soso& Poe Inch

2

Ovssoslo

C.4 /op 11111

.1 S.... Soot

e. 073

56 056
s8

32

Dosonol

14,alonoo
of 011

n '595

50 ;100
46 CA 0

2 Al

25/138

C89'

0n30
.

12 61 29 n 160
1

19,n
I

15 01495
2 2'6 116 0 1770

1
I

4 0 25'' ' 0 23,0
3125 i. F 01570;

16 375 , 1. 5 16 0 3125

I 4 4)/5 I. 0]680
13 500 n. 27 64 C, 4219

5625 ! 11 64 0 OW

7 16

9 ,6

5 8

7 8

625 17 02

750 2, )2

875 49 64

o 53'2
06561
o 7656

I

a

D 135-A
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(JOB SHEET tz16

D. Place tap in tap wrench

E. Place tap in hole and keep the ;tap as straight as possible
c _

F. Apply cutting oil to tap

G. Press down on tap wrench with equal pressure on both sides r c;.ure, 1)

H. Male two complete turns with tap

CheCk to see that the tap is straight

J. If tap is not straight, removes t anal restart
a

(NOTE: A slight amount of pressur2 cluired to ,get the tap to
start straight.)

K.. ,Tap- the hole by turning the tap wrench clockwise 1/2 a turn then
countercrockw& e-1/4 pf,a turn '

L. After the hole is tapped, remove the rap by turning the ,drench
counterclockwise

(NOTE; Hold on to the tap wrench to ;prevent` rt ft-owl falling on "ii c!1,or.)

r

(Vi. Clean tools and put away

N. Have the instructor inspect

) 1

0

4 ,
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. BASIC SHOP .TOOLS
UNIT III,

NAME

TEST

1. Identify the basic' shop tools.

aiD

7;6

r.

7r027.-,

-a. 0

r

c.

L

e. f.
rr

ti

b.

g h.

111111111

6

P
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I

II

k.

'.

o.
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A

of

4

q.

s.

I'

u.

r
r.

t.

\ I/

v. .

4

4
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a

°

2. Identify ty0s of screwdrivers. ,

a.

t-

r

e.
9.

b.

d.

3. Name .two types of Itammer.
4444

a. 1

b.

4. Identify the types of pliers.

I.

le.

r

. .
....

-._

iv

i

a. b.

0

144
..

;

I



c.

D 141-A

e.

5. Identify the types of wwnches.

c.

4

e

f.

.4,

d.

14'
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J

1

e.

#

f.

n

p

...

l

s.

I

4 . 49

.t.

4

o

li

s
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x

1.

m.

tr

D - 143-A )

o.

q.

6. identify the typo of cord chisels.

....I.'''.

1-1

"".

(

n.

#
P

rf

2

1,

d.

147



7. , 10entify the types of punches,
\

. .

c.

b.

!

"

8. Identify the types of file tee)h.

Mit
a,

An.

d.

I

b..

d.
4

9. NaMe three precautions for correct use of the hacksaw.

.)

.10. Name tree principle flans of a twist drill.

a.

b.' P
44.

C. z
Nre three ways to extract a screw.

a.

. C.

F.

)

148

*
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12. identify three types of pullers.

a. b.

'14

13. Name three shop tools used for measuring speed.

a.

b.

4
4 c.

List twb types of feeler gauges,

a.

b.
O

D 145-A

4
15. Distinguish between correct and incorrect methods of using and maintaining basic

shop toots by placing an "X" next to the illustrations of correct methods.

a.

4

QS.

(-)

t.
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e.

d.

f.°
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u.

o

v.
4
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0 W.

4

#

1 N.,....,
t
.

.

Y.

#

aa.

CC.

t

I ..

I

.."

z.

1.
II .

bir

-. .. %
4

.0'

.1 5'2

4t

I.

,)

-.,

0
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b

_ 16. Name four types of micrometers.

a.

b.

434

7
C.

d.
0

17. Read the micrometer setting.-

.4

Answer

18. !dead the vernier micrometer setting.

l0 5

Will' I

,0987654321

I

Cr)

Csa

Answer

19. ,] Demonstrate the ability to:

a.. Sharpen a twist drill.

b. Drill hc;16s with a drill press.

Re-shape a cold chisel.

Cut flat' metal with a cold chisel.

e. Dress a grinding wheel.

f. Fit a screwdriver.

c.

.1 5

, qt

7
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e
M

-
4

.

AO

g. Replace a hammier _handle:

h.. Tin a. soldering' iron.

i. Solder a lap jojnt:

Check 'a forque wrench for accuracy.

k. Draw file a flat surface. "
.1. Draw a twist drill to correct center.

m. Use the outside micrometer.

Use the vernier micrometer.

o. Cut external threads.
4

p. Cut internal threads.

(NOTE: If these activities ,have not been accomplished prior o the test, ask
Your instructor when they- should be completed.)



t. BASIC SHOP TOOLS ,. .

IJNIT Ill

ANSWERS TO TESL,

a. *Comr9on screwdriver

. b. Flat file
.

c. Magnetic pick -up tool

,'d. Combination, box and opebend wrench

e. Slip joint- FAT.>

f. cold chisel

g; Twist drill
t "

h. Center punch

Ball peen. hammer

Screw extractor'

k. "C" clamp

. Hacksaw

m. Tubing cutter

n. Feeler gauge

0,

I'

o. Soldering, iron .
' 7

I,

.0 .
p. Outside micrometer i,

a

4

151-A

q. viie-

r. Pressure gauge (oil pressure)

, s. Tachometer 7'

t. Dial indiCator

"u. External puller

v. Spring tester

155

6
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1.

2. a. Common

b. Phillips head

c. Clutch head

d. Starting-

e. Offset
,

3. a. Ball peen

: b. '4oft

4. a:* Diagonal cutters

b. Side critters

c. Slip joint

d. Needle nose

e. Lock grip

f. Snap ring

5. a. . Open end

b. Ad 'justable
44

c. Box

d. Tubing

e. Hodk spanner

f. Adjustable hook spanner

II

.1

g. Sliding 'T" .handle

h. Extehsion
..,

i. Socket'

j. Ratchet handle

k. Speed handle'

.- I. Universal joint

m. Torque

n. °Pipe

0

156

0
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o. Monkey

p. Allen

q. Striking

a. Flat

b. Cape

c. Round nose

d. Digmond point

a. Starting

b. Pin

c. renter.
. ..

, .

d. Aligning

f

8: ' a. Single cut

b. - Double cut

c. . Rasp cut

d. Ourved tooth
.

9. An,* three° of the following: -

a Teeth must point away from tindle

4

D:- 153-A

b. Blade must be tightly stretched

c. Seledt blade with correct number of teeth per inch for material being cut

d. Use sufficient pressure on the forward stroke
fo

e.
,.

Use full length of blade on each stroke

10. a. Shank

b. Flute

c. Cutting edge

11. e. Screw extractor

b. Stud puller

c. Diamond point chisel

H57
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12. a. External

b., Press

c. Internal

' 13. a. Revolution counter

b. Tachometerr

c. Timing light (Stroboscope) A

. 14. a. Standard

b. Stepped

15. e, f, h, i, I, m, o, r, u, w, .z, aa, bb

16. a. Outside

`b. Inside

c. Depth

d. Vernier

17. '0.159

18. 0.4697

19. Performance skills evaluated to the satisfa-ction of the instructor
, #

7

153

ti

*

40.
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TEST EOUIPMENT AND SERVICE TOOLS
UNIT IV

'UNIT, OBJECTIVE

V.

D - 155-A

.,.. . .

_After completion of This unit, the student should be able to identify testing and servicing
tools and match the name of the tools to the correct functions. This knowledge will
be evidenced by' scoring eighty-five percent on the unit test. , 7

SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

. .
.. - .

After 'completion of this unit, the student should be ,able to

$

1.° Match terms associated with test equipment and service,tools to the correct
definitions.

Name two genial types of engine tools

/ 3. Identify types of testing tools.

< 4. Identify types of servicing tools.

5. Match the testing tools to theorrect. functions.

and their purposes.

1

6.. Match' the servicing tools to the 'correct functions.

153

L -

ev
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TEST EQUIPMENT AND SER V IC5 TOOLS
UNIT IV t

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

I. Instructor

'9 A. Provide sthdent with objective sheet.

B. Provide - .student with infOrtnation sheet.

C.. Make transparencies.

D. -Distusi unit and specific .'objectives.

Discuss information sheet.

F. Demonstrate. fhe use of ,a valve guide knurling tool.
et

Give test.
1

. I,I. Student:
IMF

A. Read objective sheet.

B. Stay information= sheet.

C. Take test.

INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS

I. Included in this unit:

A. Objective sheet\

4, B. Information sheet

C. Trantparency 'masters

1. TM 1--Testing Tools

2. TM 2--Testing Tools (Continued).

3. TM 3--Testing Tools (Continued)

4. TM 4 -- Testing Tools (Continued)

5: TM 5--Servicing Tools

160

a

D = 157-A

2



%ID

158A

4

-4

N

6. TM 6--Servicinb Tools°

7. TM 7--Servicing Tools

8. TM 8--Servicing Tools

(Continued)

(Continued)

(Continued)

9. TM 9:-Servicing Tools (Continued)

D. Test

E. Answers to test

r

Reference--Fundamantals of Service: Engines. Moline, Illinois: D ere' and
Company, 1972.

t--

61
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TEST .EQUIPMENT ANp SERVICE TOOLS
UNIT IV

-INFORMATION SHEET

.1

I. Terms and definitions

/ D 1

..4..

A. Dynamometer Applies a load to engine to pleasure harsrower ariziFieli,, c_
\.....,,'consumption ! , ,...

Via....,
B. Manometer rester using mercury or water to 'fest eigine vacuums' or \ . .

.. A
I

... .
-... .- pressures .

.

I
.

i

C. Knur!--To iipset metal thereby decreasing the bore or increasmq the outside
. ' diameter of a cylindrical object I

ts. -,
D' Ream--To enlarge or dreasout a hole -or bores ri
I-----Njiagnose--To recognize by signs or symptoms

F. Thermocouple Two dissimilar wires joined at one end, and used tE)
temperature differences

II 'Types of engine tools an their purposes

A Testing tools--To diagnose the- engine

B. Servicing tools- To repair the engine .7

III. Testing tools (Transparencies 1,2,3, and 4)

A Cylinder compression. tester

B cylinder bore gauge

C Ring. groove wear gauge.

D. Piston pin bore gauge

E. P-Iasttgage

F. Valve spring tester

G. Injection nozzle tester

H. Injection pump tester

I. 'Dynamometer

,J." Manometer

,



160-A

INFORMATION SHEET

K. Battery hydrometer

; -TherMostat tester

M. Radiator and cap tester

Pyroriieter

IV. Servicing tools (Transparencies 5, 6, 7, 8, and 9).
-

A., Valve refacer

B Valve seat grinder

C. Valve wring compressor

D. Valve gurrearner

F Vale guide knurling tool

F .0C4finscier 1,ner puller-installer

.,0',
'G.' Cylinder ridge reamer

'H. Cylinder reboring bar

I Cylin er deglazer

J. Piston rin roove cutting tool

K Piston ring expander

L Prston, ring compressor

M. Piston and rod aligning- tool

- N. Injection no4zle removal, tools

Injection nozzle cleaning ,kit
4

P Valve seat curter

0. Valve seat installer:

V: Testing tools and their functions

I

C414nder. compressipo -testerMeasiires cylinder pressure

a

Cylinder bore gauge -checks the roundness or tager 01 a cylinder

C. Ring -groove- wear gauge Mtlasures the amount of -wear IQ tne piston ring
grOoOes

.0



0

a

4

INFORMATION SHEET

I

D. Piston pin bbre gauge' kleiasures piston ?pin bore- for precision fits

E. PlastigaN Determines engine bearing clearance

F. Valve spring testerChecks the strength of vae springs

inrector nozzle tester Checks the condition of needle valve and seat, spray
pattern, cracking 'pressure of nozzle, jeak off Ihrough nozzle, and nozzle
valve lift

H. Injection pump tester Tests and calibrates diesel fuel injection pump

I

(NOTE An injection pump tester tests leakage, acuum, pressu\!, and
deliver\, used to make idle and torque control. adjustments )

DynamOrneter Applies a load to engine tot measure engine horsepower and
.fuel consumption

J Manometer Checks. the air intag system lof an engine for rltrtctrons_

K Battery hydrometer Checks the specific g avity of a battery.
o

L :Thermostat tester 'Cheeks the temperature
to open

at which the thermostat starts

RaAtor and cap tester Checks the
opening 'pressure

radiator and cap for leaks and cOrrect

N. Pyrometer Instrument kir measuring temperatures be'Yond the, range
Mercurial thermometer .

VI: Servicing tools' apd- flicir functions

-4

A Valve refacer Grinds an exact angle on the face pi valve
a

B. Valve seat grindeUsed, to reseat valves with both rough and finishing.grinding stones

Valve spring compressor--CompieSses thNspring when removing-or installing.,
the valve

D. Valve gudde.reamer. Reams used valve guides

(NOT-E A valve guide reamer is ideal for cleaning carbon from used guides

4
E Valve guide knurling tool Used to resize a worn valve guide.

164 L

4*
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. INFORMATION 'SHEET

Cy Cinder !Hier puller:installer-Hydraulic or manual tool used to remove or
insoll cylinder liners

Cylinder ridge reamer--Removes the ring ridges found at-the top oNa.cylinder
or )vier

H Csihnue; reburTg bar- -Used to machine. the cylinders ()Marge engines which
hve integral.cylindets

The boring operation is necessary if oversized pis/Ons are to be(NO

Cylinder deglazer-Used to deglaze and finish the, cylinder or cylinder liner
bore

1\,)01-E Stone, pad, and brush types of cylinder deglazers are available.)

rii Li groove cutting tool--Used to machine worn pis'ton ring grooves

Ne* standard width rings can be used with flat steel spabers after
yoovt' cutting )

K ,t0f1 ring ,:xpanderi Used to remove-or install piston rings without damage

,.ompressor-Used to compress the. piston rings when installing
sons !-'.o the cylinder

P )tr), anti rod aligning tool Checks the piston and rod alignment

":OTE Bending bars and clamps are-.used to correct any bend, twist, or
(,"syt in the rod.)

,-,1.;c,tion nozzle removal tools- Removal and installation kit for some
iniection nozzles

f 1'; O FE, Atypical kit includes hose clamp pliers, nozzle puller, bore cleaning
tool, dnd d (j1.1

Injection nozzle cleaning kit- Kit of tools designed to service one particular
make of nozzle

(NOTE Kits usually include cleaning wires, brushes, drills, and lapping
compounds.)

P. Valve seat cutter -Tool used to cwt new angles, or dress up valve seat'

Q, Valve seat installer Tool used to install valve seat inserts in tht cylinder head

L.

5



Testing Tools

4,

Ring Groove Wear Gauge

Piston Pin'.

Bore Gauge

CVlinderCompression,
,Tester

- .

.Cyliritler Bore,Gauge,,, 0

167°
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.61.0O.

A

NNW

4,

Graduated Scale

Testi ools
(Continued)

:

To Crankcase or Oil
(Oil Level Dipstick H

:401

Pan Fitting
ole)

Open to
tmosphere

Clear Plastic
Tutling

lastic
Thread

g
N163

Plastigage

ValVe Spring Tester ,

Manometer

1.6J
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Testing Tools --

(Continued) ,

injection' Plimp.Tester-2

di 1,

,

Dynamometer

4
P1

f

Injection Nozzle Tester.-(Diesel)

1'e0
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Radiator and Cap Tester

g
41N 171

,

Teiting Tools
(Continued)

O

Pyrometer

Battery Hydrometer

*,

Thermdstat /ester.



Servicing Tools

.

( ,

Valve Spring Compressor

Valve Refacer

.300
0......k)

.
. -(..

Valve Guide Reamer

-t-

Valle 'Seat Grinder

r--



s

Cylinder Reboring Bar

Servicing Tools
(Continued)

p

Valve Guide Knurling Tool

Cy liitder Liner Puller-Installer

174
cylinder Ridge Reamer)

e
°



Cylinder Deglazer

.

.

-

Servicing Tools
(Continued)

c

I

IN

.

L

st

4

Piston Ring Expander

k
Piston Sin,g,,Compressor

1
a

Piston Ring Groove Cutting Tool

175

v
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o

Servicing Tools,
(Continued)

o

- Piston and Rod Aligning Tool

Injection Nozzle Removal ToQts (Diesel)

I, 4

O

Injection Nozzle Cleaning Kit (Die:

a
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TEST EQUIPMENT AND SERVICE TOOLS
UNIT. IV k.

.

TES
NAME

1. Match terms on the right to' the c\ rrect, definitions.4

1$1A

0
a. Applies a load to engine, o measure 1. Manometer

horsepower and fuel consumption ,
2. 4 Dyffairiorneter

. Tester using mercury or water to test
engine vacuums 'or pressures . 3. if Diagnosei - -

c. To upset. metal thereby decreasing the
bore or increasing the diameter of a
cylindrical ;object

c To enlarge or drepatit a hole 'or bore

e. To recognize by signs or symptoms

f. Two dissimilar, wires joined "One end,
and used to measure -temperature
differences L.

4. Knurl

5. Ream

6. .Thermocouple

Name two general types of engine tools and their purposes.

a. .

.

the types of testing tools.

4.

. V

V

73

4

a

a

le
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c,

..

le
4.

/
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.

>

4. Identify the types of servicIi1 tools.
',

dig 1

t.

44.

4

I

.I
, ' i.-

Y *0 0

9.; u

4

4

4

4.

4

0
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1.

A
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Alf

1.
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186-A
9

,

14.. 417

O

1""

-0

0

...4111111-

044

t.

-4
4

- a

S.

18 :1

9

..._ 4

I

O

O
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188-A

.

-re

$.0

U

5. Match the testing tools on the right to the correct functions.
0.

a. Measures cy-lindei pressure

.t

1. Plastigage

b. Checks the Adness)or taper of a 2. Ring groove
cylinder wear gauge

c. Measures the amount of wear in the 3. Cylrnder
piston ring grooves . comprtssion

- tester
d. Measures. piston pin bore for precision

fits 4. Valve spring

1 ., 'tester
e. Determines engine bearing clearance

Checks the strength of valve springs
5. Cylinder

bore gauge

g.' Checks the condition of needle valve and 6. Injection
seat, spray pattern, cracking pressure of nozzle tester

It'ak of through nozzle, and
nozzle valve lift 7. Piston- pin

bore gauge .

h, Tests and calit3rateki,diesel fuel injection ,
41-pump 8. Radiator and

cap tester
Applies a load to engine o measure
engine horsepower ancffuel consumption ' 9. Battery

hydrometer
j. Chedks the air intake' system of an

engine for restrictions 10. Thermostat'
. ' tester
1, Checks the specific gravity of a battery

,. ''.. .11. Dynamometer
'I.' 'Checks .the. temperature t which the 4.

7 thermostat starts to, ope 12. Injection

m. Checks the radiator and ,cap for leaks
and correct opening, Rressure

n. InstrOment for measuring temperatures
beyond the range of a mercurial;
thermometer

. 1S5

pump tester

13. -Alanometer

14. Pyrometer

"\

I
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1

0

J
41,

6. Match the servicing tools on the right to the correct functions.

s

Grinds
valve

ane,exact angle on the face of 'a Valve spring
compressor -

b. ;Aeci to reseatvalves with both rough.
and finishing grinding stones

N.
.

c. Comfilesses.the spring when removing or
' installing the valve

d. Reams used .salve guides

I.
e. ,Uspd to resize a worn valve guide

f. Hydraulic or manual tool used to remove
or install cylinder liners

g, Removes-the ring ri.dges found at the top
of a cylinder or liner

_

h. -Used to machine the cylinder of large,
engines` which have integral c linders

Used to deglaze and 'finish the cylinder
or cytindervliner bore

worn piston 'ring

k., used to rembve or instal,' piston rings .

wihout damage

. .

j. Used to machine
'-grboves

. J .

I Usedto compreSs the piston rings when
Iling..pistons into the cylinder

CKecl3the pisto'n 'and rod alignnlientm.

n: Re'movar, and installation kit
injection nozzles

D - 189-A

10.

4.

2. Injection _nozzle
kit

3. Valve seat
grinder

Piston 'ring
compressor

5. Valve refacer

6. Piston, and rod
aligning tool

k

7. Injection nozzle:
removal tools

8.Piston ring
eXpa-nder

9. Piston ring
grpo've cueing
tool, .

Cylinder
reboring bar

0 I

1

I .12.

for- scirrie 132
t, lc/

cr. Kit of tool's Asgned"tdyervice one 14.
parficulai -make of nozzle

vp' Tool used to cut new angles, or drew up
valve;teek---

q. Tool used to install valve seat
the cylinder head '

inserts in

,
,t; _

5

15.

16..

Cylinder
deglazer

.V-a71e guide
knurling tool

Cylinder liner
puller-installer

ss
4alveofir ide

,ream.

ridge reamer-
.

, Valve- seat
installei

17.° ' Valye seat
cutter

(
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0, ie

...)TEST E UIPMENT AND ERVICE TOOL
UNIT

. (
ANSWERS TO TEST

. d. 5 .

ci 3

,
1

a. Testing to Is -To diagnose' the engine

b. Servicing: tools To. repair the.encline

. Cylinder compression tester'

,` b. Cylinder borre, gauge

, Ring grciove\ikear gauge

d. Piston pin bore au e

e. Plastigage

f. VatVe spring tester

g: InjettiOn, nozzle tester

h. Injection pump tester

i. Dynamometer

1. Satter' hydrometer

k. Manometer
1

I. fThermohat Oster

m. Radiator and cap 'tester

n. Pyrometer

4. a. Valve rpfacer

b. Valve /seat grinder''
c. Valve spring compressor

d. Valve guide`,reamer

ag

f 4

4

A

A

c.

D 191 A
.

F.

4>
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e. Valve guide knurling tool

f. Cylinder liner puller-installer

4 g. Cylinder ridge reamer

h. Cylinder reboring bar

i. Cinder deglaier

Piston ring groove cutting tool

4 k. Pisto'n ring expander

1. Piston ring comprqssOr

laiston and rod aligning, tool

n.. Injection nozzle removal tools

o,, 'Injection nozzle clebning' kit
,

p Valve svt,cutter
1

q Valve seat installer

5.

2

d. 7

(J.', 6

6. a 5 , f

b' 3 Al

c. 1 h

,d 14 . 1,

12

c
!

o

13

9

1.88--

k. 8

.3 4

o. 2

a

4

. n.

0 I

2
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FASTENERS. .

UNIT V

UNIT OBJECTIVE

After completion of this unit, the student should be able to ideatrfy typical fasteners,
dissuss how bolts at- Ad threads are meosufed, and_select,,qualities of satisfactory fasteners.
Th student should also be able to select methOds used to remove seized nuts and select

'tools used to restore threads. This knowledge will be `eVidenced by scoring eighty-five
--percent on the unit test. . 4

s

SPECIFIC- OBJECTIVES

After completio'n of'this unit, the istadtot shoUld be able to:

.
1. Match terms associated with fasteners to the correct definitions.

a,

2. SelfEt qualifies Cif satisfactory fasteners.
br .)

'3. Identify. typical fasteners. ,ri
4. 'Identify ,typical bolt- head style

'5. ; Discusihow bolt sizes, lengths, a threads.ere measured.

4.

6. Match the grade of bolts to-the markirigs sbn the head of bolt.

. 7' Ide tf typical nuts.
0$

,. 4
.

$. entify speciapurpose nuts with locking or self-locking features.II. A r -,- .
0. 4.3

9., -' e methods used to -remove a seized nut.' c
'
-.''..

1 4**s . ..
10. f-N= ;41 tify five types of washers$

-. .,.
---.

11., elect to,ls:' used to restore bolt e-ads.. - thr e
4

12. .' :Select tools used to restore internal threads.
:r ,. - i.

.

1.3. ..e''' LNit: four devices for locking nuts or bo(s.

14.
, Identify .typesVf 'Machine screw hek designs. d,

\. .
15,;. Identify four types'of snap rings.

.
4

180
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4

FASTENERS
UNIT IV .

SUGGESTED ACTIVITiES

I. Instructor: I`

A. Provide_stuclent with -objective sheet.
41

B. Provide udept with information sheet.

C. Make transparencies.

D. Discuss Lit and specific objectives.

E.. Discuss information sheet.
I

F. Give test.

IJ. Student:

Read objective sheet.

Study information ,sheet.

C. 'Take test.

c

INSTRUCTIONA L' MATERIA

I. Incl,uded in this unit:

A. Objective sheet

B.' Information sheet
,

C. Transparency masters

D 195-/k

4F"

1. TM 1Typical Fasteners,

2. TM 2--Bolt Head Styles
t" ,-

3. TM 31-14y 'v to-e Measure, Boltts and Threads

4., TM 4--SAE Grade Markings for Steel Bolts and Screws

5. TM. 5'--Typical Nuts

6. T$6--SpeCial Purpose Nuts

9

150

4!



7. TM 7--Methods Used to Remove a -Seized Nut

/8. TM 8--Thes of Washers

9. TM 9--Tools Used to Restore Bolt Threads and Internal Threads
Vow

10. -TM 10--Devices for Locking Nuts or Bolts

11. - TM 11 Machine Screw Head Designs

12. TM 12- -Types of Snap Ring as

D. Test

Answers to testc
II. VefFeTiceFundamentals of -Service: Fastenee.', Moline, Deere arfd

Company, 1974, .
-
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-INFORN:l'ATION SHE F'T

I Terms and. defInttiohs

111461.

D *191 A

. .

,11:1, Bort Metal rod or Pin f OV fs1StenITIll ObjeCtS tor-trier that has a f ead\at

one erci a sci-eAf thread at the other end, and J5 Ser..U' t.' d by a: Alit
/ , t,

B..
5
5(:,,s,,%- Pointed and heaped (y II ndi-;c,-,11 fastener tlIcit is threaded and clestgned

, ,

I fQr Insertion into matenal by rotabril;
. r6

4.
., .

., F,,,,t,,,,,. :iev,,,$ ,,,(i Ii, ,, ('cif, (IT hold 1 lat,VIer ser),:,111, itssilis,,
-.

. . ,

D To Tifof for forni,na 'an intern:), scrt,,. frh,,,,3(j
....

-- 4 0
;

E D imt,:,t)aik, thrtadoti 5Cr,,,A CliTt,r1(1 ii1ki, 1.1,0(1 fur 'on Mill(1478x tern& .c't ,;4,,
. ,

.
O. :

<of'
Stk,(1 Str)i rr,t1 v%ith t ark on br4sh ends.tto,pe scriiiyod ptf;franen

oofd oat, u-10 ;i'd and r e6;11,,'E, cl nut do the- ilipOSed

A

N
G SAE Socl;t\,. Autnf"otiof Erriirfars-

:

A, Strong " r

C)

$

Lonq-
.

.

F r2z.(rr(,),-,a),,1 04

°

Tyro, ,II f S.1 Tr tr1(.'.t rrs'h4

A,k Hoy V.,,i(1 1;;;)11

B hl,i ,1 -rL;'

C SIN()

A

a

1
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4
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INFORMATION SHEET

< ,

D. Woodruff Icey

E. Cap screw

F.-- Socket head bolt
T

G. Tapping screw,

H. Tooth lock washer

1. Rivet

J. Bolt and`nut

K. Cotter pin
4

(
--.______.,,IL. Squ'are key

M Flat w.esi her

N, Plow bolt

0. Carriage bolt

P Castle nut

e Lock washer

R , Adhesive

, S. Lock pin'
4,

T.. Snap, ring 4

t

el

(

U. Machine screw .

i
V. Set-..screW

W. Sprin lock pin -

X. Locking nut

Y, Clovis .pin ,

Tz

IV. Typical bolt head styles (Transparency 2)

A. H x head bolt

B. ex socket head bolt

193
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INFO-RMATION SEE T-

C. Plow bolt

D. Square/ head cap screw

E

(
/12-point. head bolt

Askew head bolt

G. Carriage bolt

H. Hex flange- screw

V. 'TVleasuring bolts and threads (Transparency 3)

A Size of bon: is determined by
I

measuring th diameter of the thread end
. . / .

Length of boit is determin by Measur ng the distance from bottom of
the head ,to the end of the th ads

;

NOTE Some carriage bolts ,6/ith und, flat, tapered heads are ,measured'
from the top of the, head fo t e Ad of the threads.)

C Number of threads pe inch is det4rmineci' by measuring with a rule or
a thread gauge

40'
(NOTE* Amert.Can National Standds established the unified.screw thread

/,
standard Course threads re wt 'standard and fine threads are S A.E.
threads

V.I. Grade markings for s el bolts (Transparency 4)

A. SAE Grade 1 an 2- No marking or hrl of bolt

B SAE Grade 5- hree, marks (slashes) on head of bolt

C SAE Grade 7- Rye,/ marks (slashes) on head of bolt

D. SAE-Grade Six/ marks (slashes) on head of bolt

VII. Ty )ic-al nuts (T ansparency 5)

A. Acorn

B "--Caftle

Spring

194
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a.

ti

o:

D, Wing

E. Hex

'F. Flanged

G. Lock

H Slotted

INFORMATION "§HEET ;

45%

Weld

Panel z

K. Serrated

L. Single thread
411

M. 4,Sipecialty

V111. Special purpose nuts with locking or self - locking features (Transparency 6)

A: 'Prevailing torque lock nui

ie

B. Plastic insert lock' nut
t

C. Sam nut
.

D. Castle nut

E. Slotted nut

Wing nut

G. Speed nut

1-i. AnchOr nt4t

k
.1. Chamfered nt

7:3

J. Cap nut

K. Flange-lock nut

Pal nut

14

195
Ie.
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INFORMATION SHEET

IX. Metkocis 'used to remove a 'seized nut (Transparency 7)

A. Penetrating oil

4
B. Hackiaw P

C. Nut splitter

D. Chiset

E. Gas torch

X. TypFs of 'washers (Transparency 8)

A. Flat Washer

. B. Lock \Nasher

C External toothed lock washer

D. Internal toothed Tuck washer

E. Countersunk, external toot d washer

Xi. Tools ;used to restore bolt t reads (Transparency 9)

A. Rethreadylg tool

B. Thread/restorer

C. Rethreading die

XII. Tools to restore in rnal threads (Transparency 9)

S

--
D -A 7-

:t

A. Internal thr chaser

B. Hand tap

Xil H. Devices for cking nuts or bolts ,(Transparency 10)

A. Cgkitir pins

B. wire

C. F at metal locks ,

D. Lock ears

x96
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INFORMATI01;1 SIJEET
/

XIV. Types of macIPIine screw, head designs (Transparency 1.1) ,

Al- Fidund

B, Fillister

C. russ

D. .Pa -

E.', Dial

F. Cross recessed or pfiillips
,

G. Flat

H. Clutch

I. 'Hex slotted 6

XV. Types of snap_ rings (Trihsparency 12)

A. Internal prong

B: Internal hole

C. External hole

D.' External "E"

a,

'

411

r

I

4
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ex Head Bolt

Altimmat

Stud

Machine Sae

91»»»»»»1»»

Lack g Nut, .°VViri Nut . .Castle Nut
strIN
LW&
411111

yp
Bolt.and Nut

;Cap Screw -%

Fasteners

Plow Bolt

078»»»»»»»1

Carriage Bolt

e'')))))))))))1in

Socket Head Bolt

OVID»»»»D»)»)

Tappihg Screw
j(111111111(1111C.7

Set Screw Woodruff Key -- Square Key Rivet

,Caner Pin

t

,

..-4,\ 44

JP,

;

Lock' Pin
as

4

Toothed Lock Washer

Spring Lock Pin-Snap Ring

1.98

Aclheive
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10 0

Head Styles.\
C Hex Head'golt

(7m»»»»»»»»)

Square Head ,

Cap Screw:

.;Carriage.Roit

V

6

Hex Socket Head Ifolt

0111»»»»»»»»»»

12-Point Head Bolt

Plow Bolts

Askew Head Bplt

. .

klex flange .Screw

I



HOW to Measure Botts and.Threads

Boit Length

. .

',A

Fine.Thread

1.4111111111111111111

1 '

4

Bolt ft Size

Meisuring Threads Per Inch

Length Length Length .

Coarse Thread

260

111111111111111

l
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iNliiiiiiit.

Ruler

Ti;iead Gauge. ,
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SAE GRADE MARKINGS,

FOR STEEL BOLTS AND SCREWS

Grade .
Marking.

. (

'Specification
.L._

2 Maferiil.
Tensile

Strength .

Min., psi

*SAE-Grade* Steel. ,.

4 SAE -Grade 1 Lo(Carbon Steel; 55,00-
SAE-Stade 2 '1.0/Carbon/Steel 69,000

. ,

. .

SAE-Grade 5
;

Medium Carbon
iSteel, Quenched
and Tempered

. .

\-

120-,000
,

4 )0
.

.

SAE-Grade 7
Mediim*Carbon '
Sieet Quenched.
and'Teinpered

. 133,000
.

r ...

1

;4,4

SAE-Grade 8
Med. CcarbonAlloy
Steel, Quenched
and Tempered

I'
150,000

.

L
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A

Acorn

Hex

Weld

Typical Nuts

Castle

Flanged:

Pane)

I.

9.

1

Spring Wing

.Specialty_ Serrated.: Single Thread

2O

0



II

Special Purpose Nuts
.

Prevailing Torque Plastic Insert
Lock !fit Lock-Nut

t.

Jam Nut

1 I I

Chamfered Nut

(Both sides)

Nylon

Insert

Wing Nut

Castle Nut

Speed Nut

a

Cap Nut Flange-Lock Nut

20-)
,

4

Slotted Nut-

..Anchor Nut

4



__Illtethods Used.
.

/Seized
Threads

Chisel

1

o Remove a Seized Nut

Nut- Slitter
Penetrating- Oil

-4

.

-

o t

`Hacksaw

)
^

o Seize.
2 Threads

Gtt Tor.ch for Heat
Use Carefully!.

s



. ,

Types of Washers ;
13

Flat _Wersher

tountersunk .

External. Toothed-Washer

Lock Washer

Extirnal Toothed.
Lock Washer

Loose

3,

,

,Tipt
(Washer 'Grips

Internal Toothed
Lock Washer

20o
fyw



Toolis Used to Restore Bolt Threads

Thread Restorer
(Tile-Like)

0

and Internal Threads

'Bolt Threpds

Rethreading Tool
P

Rethreading

-Die

Internal Theads

Internal Thread Chasers:

20.0



Devices for Locking Nuts 'or Bo4

Correct

Bend Prongs

Slotted Nut Cotter Pin

Cotter Pin Pious Properly BentAround

-Castle :Ntit and a Slotted Nut

=Lock Wire

11111

Double-Head Cotter Pin, in Use

Flat Metal t&cks Hold Flywheel_
Bolts' in Place

MIR

Lock Ears. ( into
Properly §wit

Into Place'



Machine Screw Head Designs

$

Fillister

Pan

t -

I

Cross 'recessed
or Phillips ' ... Flat

t -

Oval

$ $

203

s.,

<

.

Clutch

.

e

.

..

Hex Slotted



Types of Snap Rings



z

;
e. Be threaded on' both ends

.

.

D 227-;ok.S

FASTENERS
UNIT V

NAME

TEST

Match the terms on the right to the correct defini ions. ;'
- ,,,,

a. Metal mid or pin for fastening objects, 1. Tap
together that has a head at one end, a'
screw*-thre0 at the other end, and is 2. Stud
secured -by a nut a ;. ,

3°. Screw , i

c4

b. Pointed and headed cylindrical fastener
that is thretded and' designed for
insertion into material by rotating*

c. Device used_to 5ec,tfte or hold together
separate items

d. Internally threaded screw cutting tool
used for forming external screw threads

e Tool for forming an interrial screw
thread

f. Steel rod wh threads on both ends, to
be screwed permanently rnto:a fixbd part
at ;one end and receive' a', nut on the
exposed end

Society of automotive engineers

4. Die

5. Fastener

Q. Bolt

7. SAE

2. Select ocsatisfactory fasteners '-by placing an "X" in the approprike
blanks.

I'

a. Easy to rem ve

\
b. 'Must be used wit' two washers

c. Strong

SA- 'Ternperatu re resistant

4._

f. Ra'usaN .

e

.210
4104-
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-4,-

230-A
,

646-

. .

t
t *

0")»)»)»)»»»)»)

c. d. .

simi»»»»»»»» Rwrio»»)

g.
I

5. ° Discuss how bolt sizes, lengths, and threads are measured.

6.

0

#

0

A

Match the grade of bolts on the right to the markirfs on the head of the bolt.

a.,

b.

c.

:

4.

1; SA E rade 7

2. -S-Af-Grade 5 q-

3. SAf-Grade 1 and 2

4. SAE-Grade 8 . .

213
.,
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identify the special purbose, with locking or
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D - 233-A

9. Select methods used to remove a seized nut by placing an "X" in the appropriate
blanks.

10.

a. Hacksaw

b. Chisel

c. da's.' torch.

d. Hot water

e. Screwdriver

f. Penetrating oil'
Y

Identify five types Of wa'shers.

,

a.

c.

e.

d.

411: Select tools used to restore bolt threads by ,placing an "X" in the appropriate
blanks.

a. Rethreading tap

b. Rethreading die
et.

.c. Rethreading tool

d. pie stock

216,

"
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S

,11 4 .,-

12. Selecra tool used-o resiorei9ternal threads by placing an "X" in the appropriate
blah k.

a. Threading die

b. Chisel

c: Hand tap

13 &ist four devices for locking buts .or bolts.

a.

b.

c.

d.

4f

-14. Identify the types of machine screw head designs.

a.

c.

e:

P

t

b.

d.

h.

4

ae

217, -J
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Ja.

0

a

15. , Identify four types of snap rings.

9

a.

c.

/.

^

-a

4

\

d.

1

a

,

.213
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a

1. a. 6

b. 3

c. 5

d. 4

2. a, c, f

3. a. Hex head bolt

. b. Wing nut

c. Stud

d. Wbodruff key

e. Cap screvy

f. 1 Socket head. bolt

g. Tapping screw

FASTENERS
UNIT V c1/4

ti

D 237-A

ANSWERS TO TEST

e.
f. 2

g. 7

-.b.. Tooth lock washer

i. Rivet
-rer

j. Bolt and nut

k. Cotter pin

I. Square key

m. Flat washer

n. Plow bolt

o. Carriage bolt

p. Castle nut

q. Lock washer

r. . Adhesive

6e

,

-

21

111,
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238A

s. Lock pin,

t. Snap ring

u. Machine screliv

v. Set screw

w. Spring lock pin

. Locking' ript
,

y. Clevis pin

4. e. Hex head bolt

b. Hex socket Bead bolt

c. Plow bolt

d. Square head cap screw

e. 12-point hea bolt

f.' Askew hea bolt

9. Carriage bolt

h. Hex flange screw

-4.5. Discussion should include:

a Size of bolt is determined by measuring .the diameter of the thread end

b. Length of bolt is determined. by measuring the distahce from b6ttom of
the head to the end of the threads

,

c. Number or -threads
a thread gauge

Art

. a. 3

b. 2

c. 1

a. 4

a. Castle
te

b. Spring

1

,,
per inch is. determined by measuring with 'a rule-oF

220
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16.

-c. Wing

d. Hex

e. led
f. Lock

g. Acorn

h. Slotted

i. Weld.

j. Panel

k. Serrated

I
otIr

I. Single thread

m. Specialty

8. a. Preuailing torque lock ,,nut

b. Plastic insert lock

9.

c. Jam nut

d. Castle nut

e. Slotted put

f. Wing nut

g.- Speed nut

h. Anchor nut -

i. 6hamfered nut

j. Cap nut

k. Flange-lock nut

I. Pal nut

a, b; a, f.

10.. a. Flat washer

b. Lock washer

4i.

e.

239-A
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c. External toothed lock, washer

ck. Internal toothed lock was

e. Countersunk external 'toothed washer

11. t%c,

12. d

13. a. Cotter pins

0

b. Lock wire

c. Flat metal locks

%Lock ears

14.

b. F.

c. Truss

d. Pan

e.' Oval

f. Flat-

g. Cross recessed' or phi-nlps-

h. Clutch

i. Flex slotted

15. a. Internal hole

b.' Picternal "E"

Internal prong ;

d. External hole

0
4

`222
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ENGINE OPERATING PRINCIPLES
UNIT I

UNIT OBJECTIVE
t.

D - 1-13" "'

. After compiet of this unit, the student should be able to identify bas parts of a,
diesel eribi anti match these Outs to their functions. The student shoUld also be able
to discu the operati9n of the diesel engine, #istinguish between *a differences in the
diesel engine and the gasoline engine, and explain thelbasic difference between a four
stroke cycle and a two stroke cycle engine. This knowledge will be evidenced by scoring
eighty-five percent.on the unit test.

"". L j
SPECIFIC OBJEt TIVES.

After corhpletiOn of this unit, the student should be able to:

1 Match; terms associated with engine operating principles to the correct
definitions.

2. Identify basic parts of a diesel engine:

',.

3. Match basic diesel engine.partsto their functions.

4. Discussthe operation of the diesel engine.

5. Explain what happens during each(stroke of a four stroke cycle engine.'

6. Explain the basic difference between two stroke and four stroke engines.

7. Discuss the characteristics of two-cycle and four-cycle engines.

- 8. Distinguish between the differences in diesel engines and gasoline engines.
;.

v

223
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. ENGINE OPERATING PRINCIPLE
' .' UNIT 'I

, SUGGESTD ,
Instructor:

A. Provide student with objective.. sheet.

R. 'Provide stlident with information' sheet.

C. Make transpa ncies.

D. Discuss unit arid specific objectives.

E. Discilssfinforfnation sheet.

'F. Give test.
gi

II. StuZient:

A. Read objective sheet.

B. StaTly information, sheet.

C. Take test.,

INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS

Inclu d in this alit:

A. 'Objedtive, sheet

a
B. Information sheet

C. Transparency masters'

'1. ' TM :1:-Cylinder Terms

2 . TM 2--Compression Ratio

3. TM 3--Piston Crown Designs

4. TM 4-- Piston Stroke

5. . TM 5--Basic Parts of a -Diesel Engine,

6. TM 6--Internal Engine Parts

,,
D 3-Et:



N.

r.

ti

4414
a ny

7. TM 7Diesel Engine Combustioh '

8. TM 8--Four Stroke Cycle Operation "7-

9. TM -9--Two Stroke Cy le Operation ,

D. Test

E. Answers to ,test

' 4

ReferenCes:

A., Kates, Edgar J, and 15/ck, William E.' Diesel 610 High
Engines. Chicago: Ame ican Technical Society, 1972.

Compression Gas

B. Fundamentals of Sery ce: Engines. Moline, Illinois: Deere-and Company,
1972. ...

C.'' Detroit Diesel Allis' n, Service Manual. Detroit, Michigan: General Motors
Corp., 1973.

\ 4

c

a

r
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A

a 41,
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ENGINE OPERATING PRINCIPLES
UNIT I

INFORMATION SHEET'

I. Terms and definitions'

- D 5-B

A Volume -Totabspace between the rilSt011 at its lowest position in thecylinder
tr-.and the bottom of the cylinder head (Transparency 1)

B Clearaniip volume -Total siia'ce between the pis-ton at its highest position
int the cylm er and -the cylinder head (Transparency 1)

C. Compres s on-The reduction 'volume of gases trapped in the-cylinder by
the upward motion of the piston t . -

D. Compression ratio Ratio of whole cylinder volume to least cylinder volume
(Trarlspareric 2)

(NOTE. The least cylinder volume is the clearance volume.)

E Compression 'ignition-Ignition of the fuel by the, heat from compression

Temperature--Measure of heat intensity

G. Combeistion-Action pr operation of burning

,
H Preicombussion chan1 ber Cavity in.ke cylinder head of some diesels where
---.:op,ie burning21,e1 first take's face 4,

x

I. Piston crown Surface Shape of the fop of, the piston (Transparency 3)

J TDC (Top Dead" Center) Piston` at highest point of travel (Transparency
4)

K BDC (Bottom Dead Center) Piston at lowe'st point of travel (Transparency
4)

L. Stroke Distance the. piston moves when traveling from TDC to BDC
(Transparency 4)

M. Erigine speed Crankshaft revolutions per MI fill te

N Power control Controllintj the eneiine power by varying or governing. the
amount of fuel injected 'into the combustion chamber

0. Cycle Series of .e.ents that reheat theniselv,.?s in d regular Sequence/

22,
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\
INFORMATION SHEET

1.

1). Basic parts of a diesel engine (Transparencies 5 and 6)

A. Cyjiricier block

t.

B. ,Cylinders

C. Pistons`

k
D. Conoecttng rod

,E, Crankshaft,4 ..* -

A
=;,:

_
F'.. ' Crankshaft. gedr

r,--4: . .

G.. CamShaft

H. Timing gear

Cam lobes

J Push rods

K. Rocker arms,

L. Valve

M.

N.

o.

Valve lifter

Cylinder head

Cooling pasisagevhy

Wrist pin

Q. Flywheel
,

R' 0tl purrir,

/ .
S. Oil pari

/ ,(---.; l

T. Intake valve

U. Exhaust valyi

III. Basic cliest engine art's and their farctibns (Transparencies 5 and 6)
Y

A. Cylinder block - Solid- casting which includes the cylinders and water jackets

r-

B. Cyli. ers HoleS in the cylinder block containinb the pistons

227 l
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INFORMATION SHEET

.

I

D 7-B

Pistons Movable. plugs open at orre.end, which transfer force of
to the connecting rod -

Connecting rod-conftcting link between tl piston and4rankshaft

E. Crankshaft- Main shaft of an engine which, turned by the, connecting rods, .

changes the reciprocating' motion ,of ;the piston to the rotary--rnati-on--i-n-
.the power train

NOTE. Portions are offset to form throws
are attached.) .

F. Crankshaft gear Droves the, camshaft or idler gear

G. Camshaft -' 'Shaft with .cam lobes used to operate the vaVres

H. Timing wear -Gear by whicli the camshaft is driven by the crankshaft:

1. Cam lobes-.Eccentocs on the carn.shafti that operate the valves

J. Push rods Rod hors that transfer motion from the lifter the rocker
P arm

to which Me/connecting rods
.

I

K. Rocker' arm Transfers motion from push rod to,valve to-open the valve

t- .Valve lifter-Rides on the camshaft so,til,t the cam lobe raises'a to operate
the Valve _

A
. (NOTE: The'yalve lifter is also called the cam follower.)'

i as

M. Valves--Open and close the cylinder t9 allow air 4o enter 'oe gases 16 leave-,
r the cylinder

N. Cylinder head Metal section bolted to the block to close .one end of the
cylinder, which usually contains tie valveS

6. Cooling passageway Holtow- like In block through which /-COolant,
circulates ,. /

.
../

P. . Wrist pin ServNas floating connecting piece for 'piston Ad connecting rod
..,

...x. ,- - , ....- .

Q 'Oil pump Provides pressure that .ciroulates oil to rotating or reciprocating
engine parts to 'minimize friction

Oil pan - .Reservoir for engine oil .

S. Intake valve:-Perrnits air to enter the cylinder

22r)
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INFORMATION SHEET

J

EXI1d145t valve Opens and allows exhaust lases to be. forced horn engine
cylinder .

.2 ..,1

I

U. F lywheel-Atfaches to the .end of the crank'shet and provides inertia to
Ar

carry the crankshaft around from one firing impulse to the other r.
,

IV. Operation of the diesel engine (Transparency 7)

A. Piston xi-loves up on compression stroke

1. Air is trapped in the cylinder causing pressure to rise

2 Pressure rise causes high temperature .

B Piston leaches top dead center
A

1. Fuel is 'injected into the cylinder

2. Hot compressed air. ignites the fuel

3 Cornbution, occurs

-C. Combustion creates energy to- force the piston down on the power stroke

- (NOTE Power is controlled *by amount° of fuel injected into` the. cylinder.)

V. Strokes in a four stroke cycle engine (Transparency 8)

A First 'stroke Intake

1, Piston moves down

2 Exhaust valve closed

3. Intake valve open

B. Second stroke--Compression

1 Piston moves up

2 4 Intake and eViaust. valve- closed

C Third stroke Power (ignition)

1 Piston going down

2:- Intake and exhaust valve closed

229
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D 9-8

. INFORMATION SHEET

D. \Fourth stroke Exhaust
c

1. Piston moves up

2 Intake valve closed

3. Exhaust valve open

VI.. Difference, between 'two stroke and four stroke engines

A. Four sOoke cycle-:Fires every other time:Jcston. reaches Top dead center
(Transparency 8)

(NOTE Crankshaft makes twp revolutions and piston makesi-four strokes.)

B, Two stroke cycle Fires etIch time piston reaches top dead center.
(Transparency 9)

11.

(NOTE Crankshaft makes one revolution and piston makes two strokes'
but completes all four events in the cycle Cylinder has been charged by
a blower forcing air tk(ugh ports near bojtom of cylinder.)I

VII. Characteristics of two cycle and four cycle engines
-;

A Two cycle

1 Produces a power stroke fo0r each revolution of the crankshaft

Theoretrcally .produces twice the power' for the same size engine

3)` Smoother running as powei strokes occur at shorter intervals

B. Four, cycle

I
1 Heat problem is less du4 to each cylinder firing half as often

2 Does not use engine power to drive a blower to force air charge
into the cylinder under pressure

3 Btirned gas:;es are completely cleared from the cylinder, resulting
in more power per powet stroke

4 Exhaust v.alves or ports open later creating eyrne gam in effective
PO \A et

)1J

,
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INFORMATION- SHEET

VIII. Diesel and gasoline engine differences

A. Fuel ignition.

1. DieselIgnition by compression

2. Gasoline-ignition by .lectrical spark

B. Intake air

(

0

1. DieselTakes fresh air directly t- o combustionthamber

.2. Gasoline--Takes fresh air and fuel through Carburetor,. then2to
combustion chamber

C. Compression

1. Diesel- -High compression ratio (16-22:1)

2. Gasoline--Low compression ratio (7-11:1)
a IP

D. Fuel

1. Diesel Burns low grade. fuel oil

2. Gasoline--Burns g)asolirre.

E. Fuel delivery system

1. Diesel= -Fuel injected directly 'into .combuStion chamber

2. Gasoline- -Fuel and air mixture drawn through carburetor and
intake manifold into combustion chamber

F Construction

1. Diesel -- Heavier construction

it

II

(NOTE: Heavy construction is required to handle the high
pressure and temperature generated in a diesel engine.),

2. GasolineLighter construction

231 6



Cylinder Wall

Cylinder Terms

Cylindei Head

Clearance VOluire

Total Cylinder Volume 0

._Pistori at; Bottom of

gm

o e Piston at Top of Stroke..

23Z

.4

UM.
0

e

Cylinder Wall

,



Compression Ratio

^. V

1

2
;

1-\
Piston

233'

3

5
.6

7

8
9
10

D - 13-B

1.94:÷LC,

-a4÷-44.0.41.

1 _ 11:1

Compression .

Ratio

Clearance*.

Volume

Piston

Ir

TM 2
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:Piston ,Crown Designs

234
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A.

3

.4"

r

Piston Striike

TDC

BDC,*

C

. .
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Basic Parts of a iesel Engine

Exhaust Va1v-e14_-

f, a

Cylinder Head

Intake Valve

Rocker Arm

Push Rod

Opentombustiort4;
n., Chamber .

Cylinder BloCk
o

. jCooling Passageway

. 233

Wet Typ Sleeve

6-Cylinder Crankshaft

Fiiing Or er11-5-3-6-2-4)

'Valve Lifters

rist Pin Cam Lobe

. Camshaft
Crankshaft

.f

'Connecting Rod 'and Connecting Rod. Bearings

Crankshaft Sear
(73'

23
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Internal Engine Parts

Valves Cylinders

Cylinder Head

Piston Rings

Pitons

Connecting. -Rods.

1'

. .

Cran

Main. Bearings
Gil/Pump

-23y

-.
Flywheel

Rd

Cylinder Block



a.

Dlese Engine Combustion

Piston moves up Air4 trapped in
. on compression y. the cylinder

f.

.'stralse causing' pressure

to rise

2.3

Injection of Fuel

0 2ISI .A4.N.

LIFIR

o

3.

TDC

's

Pistol reaches
T D C alld fuel is
injected

,
into the.

cylinder

Combustion

o

.Hot compressed
air ignites the fuel,
combustion occurs;.

. and this creates
..energy to foice the
piston down on
the power stroke

0

l

200
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Four Siroke Cycle Operate
Air c.

say INTAKE
Fuel-air mixture is
drawn into cylinder
from carburet
through open

"intake valve by
down-stroke of
piston,,

COMPRESSION
Mixture is
compressed by up-
stroke of piston.

loth intake and
exhaiist valves are
closed.

POWER
. Compressedmix-

ture is-ignited by
spark plug and 4.
expanding -gaes
force piston to

k bottom of cylinder.
Valves remain
closed.

241 ----

EXHAUST
Piston on up-

- stoke forces
burned gases` from
cylinder through
open exhaust
valve. ,



f.

7-

e

. .

Two Stroke Cycle ion

Compression

xha,Ott

? ?
. o

; t242

1

Blower

Intake Port

.Injector

)1

Exhaust Gases

Jy

a

Intake Port
1

243
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ENGINE.,0frERATING PRINCIPLE7
UNIT I

NAME
. TEST--

1. Match the termson the right to the correct definitions.
- '4

a. Total space between the piston at its 1,4-- Piston crown
lowest position in the cylinder and the ,,

# bottom of the' cylirider head 2. Power control
, t

b. Total space between the piston at its 3. E i-igine speed
... highest position in the cylinder and the

cylinder head 4. Stroke

c. The .reduction in volume of gases 5. 'BDC
, trapped in the cylinder by the upward (Bottom Dead % '

,'- motion of the piston , Center)

d. Ratio of whole cylinder volume to least 6. TDC
cylinder volume (Top Dead Center)

e. !ignition' of the fuel by the heat from 7. Combustion
compression

8. Pre-combustion. . .
,f, Measure 6f heat intensity chamber

,....:, .

g. Action or operation of burning 9. ?Compression
-,

h. Cavity iii the cylinder 1-kai:1 of some 10. Temperature
diesels where some bailing of fuel first

.
takes place 11. Compression

. a 0 ignition
i. Piston, at highest point of travel .

12. Compression
i. Pi ton at lowest point of travel .?

ratio
...,

......

, k. Distance the
, ..,
Ipiston moves when ..13. Volume

Traveling from TDC to BDC
'1 14. Cycle

4. CrAnkshaft revolutions per minutei 4'15. Clearance
m. ContrctIling the engiriepSwer lay-varying volume

or governing the amount of fuel injected 2

into th combustidi chamber .

- 4.
s tt

n. SuPface shape of the top 6,f the piston..... t 4..

o. Series off events tl-eat repeat themselves
a ,regular sequence

t
-

4





k. q.

r.

s.

n. t.

0 .

P.

D - 31-{3

3. Match the basic parts on the right to their correct fanctions. (The answers for
"a" thrOugh "I" are on this page.) -

a. Solid casting which includes the
cylinders and water jackets

b. Holes ir) the cylinder bloCk containing
the piston's

c. Mocjable plugs open at one end which
transfer force of explosion to the
connecting rod

d. Connecting link between the piston and
crankshaft

e. Mainshaft of an engine which, turned by
the connecting rods, changes the
recipiocating Mellon, of the pliston to The
rotary motion in, the power train

Drives the camshaft or idler_ger

haft with cam lobes used to Operate the .-
valhs

h.

1. Valve lifter

2. Connecting, rod

3. Crankshaft.

4.. Push rods ,

. 5.- Rocker arm

Gear 6y which the camshaft is drivep by
the crankshaft

i. Eccentrics on the camshaft that operate

k.

, the valyees

Rod links that transfer motion from the
lifter to- the rocker arm

Transfers motion from push rod to valve
to opec....ye valve

Rides on the camshaft so that the cam
lcibe raises it to operate -the valve

z

246
L

6. Timing gear

7. . .4 Cylinders
.

8. Cylinder block

9. Cam lobes-

10. Pistons

11. Crankshaft. gear

12. Camsliaft

,
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a

4.

a

(The 'answers for "m" through "u" are, on. this pegd,)

0..

. Opens avid ellOws ,exhaust gases to be
forced from engiqe cylinder -

n. Metal section bolted to the block. to
.close ,orte end of the cylinder, which
usually contains the valves

o. Provides pressure that circulates oil ,to
, rotating or reciprocating engine parts

to .minimize friction ,

p. Serves as floatirig connecting piece for
. ,piston and connecting rod,

q. Hollow space in block through which
coolant circulates

r. Reservoir for engine oil ..

s. Permits air to enter the cylinder ';''''''.

-t. Open and close the cylinder to allow air
to enter or gases to leave the cylinder

p. Attaches to the end of the crankshaft
and provides ,inertiao to carry the
crankshaft around from one firing
impulse to the other

Discuss theoperation of the diesel engine.

24
44,

13.

14.

Valves
_

Oil pan.

15. Flywheel*

16. Oil piimp

17. \' Intake
valve

18. Cylinder
head

19. Exhaust '
valve '

20. Cooling
4,4ra'ssageway

21. Wrist pin
.

...

4
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5. Explain what happens during each stroke of a four stroke cycle engine.

6. Explai basic difference betweenr stroke and four str e engines.

Discuss the; characteristics of two-cycle and four-cyCle engines.

I

240

4

44
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8. Distihguish between the differences in 'diesel engines and /gasoline engines by
placing .an "X" -next to the descriptions of diesel engines.

a. Lgnitiort -by compressi6n_

b. Burns ga;oline

c, Lighter construction

High compression ratio

e. Heavier construction

f. Takes fresh ,air directly to combustion' chamber

g. Ignition by electrical spark

h. Low compression ratio'

i. Burns low grade fuel oil

",

j. Fuel and air mixiore drawn th-Fough carburetor, and intake manifold--
into combustion chamber

k. Takes fresh, air and fu through carburetor then to combustion
-'chamber 4

I. Fuel injected directly into combustion chamber

s

.

243
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t.

ENGINE OPERATING PRINCIPLES
UNIT I

%

1. Lari-'

b.

c.

d.

e.

f.

13

16

15

9

12

11

.... ,

ti

ANSWERS TO TEST

,

g.

4

10

h., 7

i. 8 .'
j. 6

k. 5

I. 4

O

m.

n.

- o...

p.

3

2

1

14

1

2. Any fifteen of the following.
a. Cylinder block

b. Cylinders

c. Pistons

d. Connecting rod

e. Crankshaft

f. N Crankshaft gear

g. Camshaft

h. Tir'ning gear

i. Cam lobes

j. Pulh rods

k. Rocker arms

'Valve
ter

m. Valve lifter

n, Cylinder head

o. Wrist pin

P

V

Cooling passageway

a

250 °

111
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L 3."

, It

a

q. Flywheel .

Oil pump

s. Oil pan

t. Intake valve

u. Exhaust valve

a. 8 h. -6 o. 16

b. 7 is 9 p. 21

c. 10 * j.._ 4 . . q. 20

.---'
d. 2 1k. r. 1N

:..

e. 3 8'1 1-

f. 11 m. 19t_

g. 12 n. 18'
,

4. Discussion should _include:
9

s. 17

t. 413

u. '15

a.' Piston moves up on compression stroke

AI&

1) Air is trapped in the cylinder' causing pressure to rise

0,
2) Pressure rise causes high temperature-

..

bd Piston reaches top dead center .,

1) / Fuel is injected into the cylinder

2) Hot compressed' air ignites the fuel

3) _Combustion occurs

c. 'Combustion creates energy to force the piston down on thte power stroke

5. a. FiKst stroke Intake'

1) Piston moves down

2) Exhaust- valve closed

3) Intake valve open

251

7
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oho

aV

b. Sercond /stroke -- Compression

1) Piston moves up

2) Intake and exhaust valve closed

c. Thir stroke -Power (ignition)t
o

Piston going -down '

Intake- and exhaust valve closed

,-
.

.0 ,

d:, F firth
. 44.

stroke Exhaust

" 1), Tistora moves up

2) Intake valve cloSed

3) Exhaust 'delve open,
.9

D 37 -B

.a.' Four stroke cycle- -Fires every other tine piston- reaches top dead center,,'",

b Two stroke cycle--Fires each time piston reaches top dead 'center

7. a. TwoCycle
o

1) Produces 'a power stroke, for each revolution of th rankshaft

4V4.

.2) Theoreticaliy produces twice the power for the same size-engine

3) ,Bmo' tlier rUnoing as' power strokes occur at shOrter intervals

Four -cycle

1) Heat problem 1s Tess due to each cylinder firing half as often

.. 2) Does riot use engine power to drive a blower to force air charge
into the cylinder under, pressure

:..;

3) Burned gasses are completely cleared from the cylinder, resulting
in more power per power stroke.

4) Exhaust valves or ports open later creating some gain in effective
' pOwer

8. a, d, e, 4,

I

0

252
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DIESEL FUELS
, UNIT II

UNIT OBJECTIVE :

After completion of this unit, the student sliould'be able to discuss the characteristics
of high cetdne fuers and arrange jn, Order the operating principles that describe the diesel

combustion cycle. The student should also be able to list two important considerations
:wtien storing diesel fuel and select the methods used protect fuel quality. This knowledge
will be /videnced by scoringeighty-five percent on the unit test.

C

D - 39-B

(S

SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

After completion, of-this units the student should be able to:

Match terms associated with diesel' fuels to the correct definitions.

2, Arrange in order the operating principles that, describe the diesel fyel
combustion cycle.

3. Match the properties of dieSel fuel to the correct definitions.

4. List crude oil by-products.
_

5. Disduss the Characteristics,: of 'Ugh cetane fuels.
, '

6. r 'Name two 'grades of commercial diesel fuel meeting ASTM standards.

7. DisOguish between the cause of diesel ignition knock and the cause of
gasoline ignition knock.

8. List three mosi likely causes of black smoke from a diesel exhaust.,
Ir . .

,,,_.,:-..".......,

two
..

9:- List two most likely causes of white smoke from a diesel exhaust. :

10. List two important considerations when storing diesel fuel.

11. /ielect the methods and rules used to proyct fuel quality.
, .

12. Select the Number of feet required .for, safe spacing of. diesel fuel storage
tanks. ,

.

4

0

253
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DIE8EL, FUELS
UNIT II

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

I. Instructor:

A. Provide student with objective sheet,

B: Provide 'Student with information sheet.

C. Make transparencies.

D. Discuss unit and spedific objectives.

E. Discuss inforMation sheet

F. Take student on tour. of fuel storage facilities.

G. Give test.

Student:

A. :Read objective sheer.
4 ' 3

B. Study information sheet.

C. "Take test.

INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS
.

I. Included in this unit:

A. Objective sheet

B. Information sheet

C. Transparency masters

1. TM 1--Diesel Combustion cycle

2. TM 2--ASTM Limiting Requirements for Diesel Fuels

3. TM 3--Safe .Spacing of Storage Tanks

A

Test

E. Answers to test:

254
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II.. References:

s .

A. Tpboldt, Bill. Diesel: Fundamentals, Service,
Goodheart- WiUcox Company, 1973.

B. Fundamentals of Service: Fuels, Lubricants;
a Deere and Company, 1970.
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and Coolants. Moline,- Illinois:
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DIESEL FLAIZt :
UNIT II

fo'Nsi,

' INFORMATION SHEET

as

Terms and definitions

A. ,rude oil--Mixtu're of hydrocarbons in natural state

Y

D -.43-B

. Hydrocarbons Compounds consisting of hydrogen and carbon

C. A-STM-Arnertca'n SOciety. Of Testing Materials

D. Volatility Ability or a liquid to change idto a vapor when heated
.

a

E. No. 1 11 diesel -fuel- ASTM classification of volatile fuel oils from kerosene
to intermediate distillates ,

e t
F No 2 D diesel ruel, aass of distillate gas. oils' of lower volatility than

kerosene . ..

H Diesel .fuel combustion cycle (Transparency 1) ,

A. Air vonly enters cylinder,

B An is compressed

C Fuel is prayed into combustion chamber

D. Fuel-air ignites, from iheat of compression

Properties cif (11,-,e1 fuel and definitions

A Heat ikmount of power fuel will provide when burned

B Specific gravity Ratio of clensitafTfuel (oil) to density of water

C Flash point Oil temoci-ature at which flammable vapor driveh off will ignite
.'from an open flame.

D Cetane mAnher-Ease vvii,11 which the fuel will ignite ei<pressed in numbers
,

(NOTE Commercial diesel fuel cetane numbers range from 33 to 64.)

E Carbon. residue .,Metter le-ft after evaporation and chemical decomposition

F

Is.4h,

Sulhir coilptent Causk corrosion and deposit formations In an engine

G /ash Unburnable residue in-ti-)e form of solublemetallic soaps and abrasive
solids.

436

N./
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INFORMATION SHEET

,
H Viscosity Resistance of a liquid to flow

I. Pour point Lowest Nmperature at which fuel ceases to flow

IV. Crude oil.by-products (Transparency 2)

(NOTE These by products are listed in the order they are given off.)

A. Natural gas

,(NOTE This natural gas is used for homes, industry, and s6me engines.)
9

B. Firtjh octane aviation gas

C. Automotive gasoline

D Finished kerosene

E Nmestic heating oil

Hydrocacbon gases

NOTE These raw materials are used in the manufacture of: high octane
gaso:ine, synthetic rubber;, plastics, paints ana varnishes, alcohols and
solvents, explosives, and many other products.)

G Ind,istrial fuel (57 (diescl fuel)

H Finished lubricating oils
,

Wax (paraffin)

J Gas oil

K , Coke

L. Asphalt ,!`3

(NOTE As crude oil is refined, approximately 44 peoicent is gasoline, 36 percent
is fuel oil, cif1(1 the balancers. kerosene,s-filbricants,\ and .by-products.)

"4*

V. Characteristics of high -cerane' fuel
s..

6
A- Permits engine start at _lower air "temperatures

_ . ,. ' ..%, , ,
B Provides faster engine warm up,

,.t ..r...

,.., . ., .. , 1-_,

...
C Reduces the .rate te of formation .OKzarrush dAd carbon depositsI .
D : EilmmdtPs combustion toygbnas-Tor----ca-rnon. knock

L

2
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INFORMATION SHEET
*

VI. 'Commercial diesel fuels meeting ASTM standards (Transparency 3)

A. No. 1-D,
B. No. 2-D

VII. Causes of ignition 'knock

\A. DieselDue to fuel igniting too slowly

(NOTE. .Diesel fuel must burn fast )
,4

Gasoline -Due to fuel burning too fast and uneven explosions

D - 45-B

ri

\ (NOTE: G.1.soline must burn evenly.)

VIII. Causes of black smoke from'a diesel exhaust

A. Faulty fuel injection

B. Overfueling

C. Restricted air in-take

IX. Causes of4white smoke from a diesel exhaust

A. Unturned fuel

B. - Partially burned fuel

X. Storing diesel ftie

T A. Keep filel r-ee of dirt and water

B. Avoid gum deposits
,

;.
XI. Methods and roles used to protect fuel quality

-(NOTE The el injection system on a diesel engine is fitted with buts that
'are helemthin millionths of an (inch clearance. Very fine dirt particles soon
ruin the Rarts,andsscause.an Wxpensive repair job. Water, even extremely small
amounts, causes corrosion which ruins the highly polished surfaces of the
injection..system components )

A. bo tot let water ccilledt on top' of fuel barrels or storage tank
,, .. .

(NOTE: Water retained on the tank tends to i-65; the outside of the drum
s. and as fuel is drawn from the tank, water may be drawn through the,pir

vent directly into your fuel supply'.)
^ I

4-33Orr;
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INFORMATION SHEET

B. Do not use an open' container 40 transfer_ fuel from the storage tank to
4,- . . ,

the machine tank 't, .
,

\

- a ; - 1.

(NOTc: This.greatly increases the chance forcet to enter die
.
fuel tank.:

Equip the aboveground tank with a pump and hose or a gravity hose to"
( trqnsfer° fuel. Be ure 'to' cap the end ot the hose nozzle while the hose

is not ,iaje.) ..
C',

. .
.1 -.

r

C. Do not store diesel fuel, in a galvanized tarik,;,, A4

4
. .

{NOTE: When.diesel fuel is stored ir a galvanized tar*, the fuel; reacts
' with the galvanized finish, causing powdering particles to form. They sooq

.clog the fuel filters on a diesel engMe.*Using a steel tank will avoid this.)\

Q. Do not use a tank forrherly used for gasoline storage
, \ ,

(NOTE; Fine rust and' dirt particles that settled out Of. gasoline and
accumulated on the bottom of the tank mix- readily with dies,e1 fuell and
may remain suspended ih.jrtilinfil drawn from the tank.) . -.

i- C°
4P .

(
,

. Do, not let the suction pipe to-the \ fuel pump extend to -the bottom\ of. -. ,the storage`tank , . . '
. .: . i -

(NOTE: This pgrmitt the pUmp 'to picC.up water anci,sedime,nt that h
settled out of. the fuel. The end of tr-Ze pipe should be 3 to 4 incheS fro
the bottom. If possible, slOpethe tank \away .from the pipe or outlervalVe) '

.
, , , .

F. '. Always dram the storage tank before refilling and dean the hank regularly

, (NOTE: This will prevent .tie dirt ancrvvater residue front rising high enough
teratro..,41-ein 'out, with the Mel.) a , .04

"x
. iv

fuelA
` . x

)411 I. Safe.. spa40 of fuel tanks (Transparency 4)
. ,

t

A. Forty' feet frd-ni neares1 building for .:topvegrou`nd tanks.
0

0

B. 1. One foot from nearesiKuildingo for underground tanks

A

I

5
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'MEW

Wes!! Combustion Cycle.

1/4

1. 'Air Only Enters Cylinder
2. Air is Compressed

N 3. Fuel is Sprayed in t'
4. Fuel -Air Ignites from

Heat of Compfression

Average

Comptession

Ratio:

16 to 1

00

Di'ese

Air

C.

*6,
1. Fuel-Air

.
are Mixed

in Carburetor
2. Mixture Enters Cylinder.

and is Compressed ,

3. Spark Ignites the
Mixture > .

4.

Average

Comprpssion

Ratio: -(!,;i01

' 8 to
Gasoline

26 1) 6
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ASTM Limitihg Requirements for Diesel Fuels

Diesel
Fuel
***

Flish
Point,

°F.

Pour
Point,

°F.

t
Water and

, Sediment,
% vol.

Carbon .

'Residue
on 19%

Residuum,
%

Ash,
% wt:

. ,

90%,
Distillation -

Temperature,
°F.

- -
Viscosity
at 100°F,

Centistokes

.

Sulfur
% wt.

,

.

Copper
Strip

Corrosion
.,

Cetane
Number

. ,

Min., ,Max. Max. Max. Max.), Min. Max.,. Min. Max. Max. ' Max. Min.
No. 1-D

_No. 2-I)

100 or,
legal

125 .or
legal

*

*

: Trace

0.05 --

. 0.15

, -

- 1 0.35

0.01/.,
0,91

-

540*;'

550

640

1.4.

2.0**
N...

2.5

4.3

0.50

° 0.50

No. 3 -

No. 3
.

.

40

40 . i

..e \ .. ..
*For cold weather operation, thepour point should be specified 10°F. below the ambient temperatuat I

which the engine is to be operated except where fuel oil heating facilities are provided,
**When pour point less than 0°F. is specified, the minimum viscdity shall be 1.8 cs and ther minimum of

90% point shall be waived. '
.***A diesel fuel of-low volatility, No. 4-D, is recommended only for low -,and medium-speed engines.

.
,,. ,

\

O

2
e .

ti
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Safe Spacing of Storage Tanks

D 51-B

Vent Pipe
'&
Air FilterABOVEGROUND

TANK-
.

Building

<AS

12- ft. .

Minimum
-

P.

a

ODD

AA.

UNDERGROUND
TANK

A

263
4'

ft
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DIESEL FUELS:
UNIT II

- NAME
TEST

D 53-B

1. Match the terms on the right to the correct definitions.

a. Mixture of hydrocarbons in natural state 1. NO. 2-D
1 diesel fuel:

6

b. Compounds consisting of hydrogen and ,
carbon / 2' ASTM

. c.. American Society of Testing Materials 3. - Hydrocarbons
. ,

d. ASTM classification of volatile fuel oils
4. - Crude oil

from kerosene to intermediate distillates

e. Class of distillate gas oils of lower
volatility khan kerosene'

f ,Ability of a to change into a vapor
when heated

5. Volatility
`

6. No. 1 D
diesel ftiel

_Arrange in order the operating principles that describe the diesel fuel combustion
cycle.

a.' Air only enters cylinder!.

b. Fuel -air ignites from heat of compression',

c. Air is compressedo

a: Fuel is sprayed into the combustion .cham er

Match the propertiqs of diesel fuel oia the right to the correct definitions.

a. Amount of power fuetwitl provide when 1. Carbon residue
burned

2. Viscosity
b. Ratio of density of .fuel (oil) to density

of water
,

c. Oil temperature Sat which flammable
vapor driver) offwill ignite from.an open
flame

d. Ease with whith . fuel will ignite
expressed in numbers

-

2 6. 4,

t.

J. Ash

4, Pour -point
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e.- Matter
chemical

eft after evaporation and 5.
ecomposition

f. Causes corrosion and deposit formations
In an engine

g..-i-Unburnable \residue in the form of
soluble metallic soaps and abrasive solid's

h. Resistance of liquid to flow

i. Lowest temperature at which fuel ceases
to flow

4. List six crude oil by-products.

a.

b.

C.

d.

e.

5: Discuss the characteristics oi high cetane fuels.

I
4

Heat value -

6. Specific
.. gravity

7. Flash [lint

8. Sulfur
content

9. Cetane
number .

6. Name* two grades of commercial diesel fuel that meet

7.

a.

M standards.

. -,7

, A

I' "" , .
Distinguish between the cause of diesel ignition knOck'and the cause of gasoline
ignition knock by placing an "X" next -to- the cause of'diesel ignition knock.

--a. Due to fUel burning. too fast and uneven explosions

b.. Due' to fuel igniting tpo slov'ly

265
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"

8: List three most likely causes of black smoke from, a diesel -exhaust.

a.

b.

9. Aiit two most likely causes of white smoke from a diesel exhaust.

a.

.b.

10. List two important considerations when storing diesel fuel.

11.

a.

b.

Select the methods and rules used tal)rotect fuel quality by placing an "X"
in the appropriate blanks.

a. Store. fuel& in a galvanized tank

b.

c.

Always drain the storage tank before refilling Sand clean the tank
regularly .

Use tahk formerly used for gasoline when needed

d. Do'not let the suction pipe to the fuel pump extend 'to the bottom
of the storage tank

L e. Use an open container to transfer fuel from tank to machinet 4 '
f. Do not let wafer collect on top of fuel barrels, or storage tanks.

12. Select.the number of feetrequired for Safe spacing of stora tanks from buildings
by placing the correct number in the appropriate blank .

O

a: underground tanks

\)).. Aboveground tanks

.,.

260
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2. 2 feet

3. 5 feet

4. IV feet

5: 40 feet

6. 50 feet
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4 DIESECrUELS
UNIT II

ANSWERS TO TEST

1. a. . 4 - d. 6

, b. 3 e. 1"

c. f. 5

t .2. a. 1

44411' b. , 4

c. 2

d. 3 4

3. a. 5 d. 9

b. 6 e. 1

e 7 . f. 8

SO

a

4. Any six° of the following:

L'

a. Natural gas

b. High octane aviation gas

c. Automotive gasoline

d. Finished kerosene
- ,

e. Domestic heating oil

Hydrocarb-op gases

g. -Industrial' fuel oil- (diesel fuel

EiCrighed lubricating :Mils

iparbff in)

/

k. . Coke

I. Asphalt

t

26'7

9. 3

h. 2

4

yrtr
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5. Discussion should include:
-

a. Permits engine start at lower, air temperatures

b. Provides faster engine .warm-up

c. Reduces the ate of formation of varnish and carbon deposits

Eliminates 'combustion roughness or carbon knock

a. No. 1-D

b. No. 2-D

7. b

8. la. Fault fuel injection
. .

b. Overfu>bI tng

c. Rest'ricted- air intake,

9. a. Unburned fuel

b. Partially burned fuel

10. a. Keep fuel free of dirt and water

b. Avoid gutii deposits

1.1. b, d, f
0

12, . a,

b. 5

263
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ENGINE LUBRICANTS.
UNIT III

UNLI. OBJECTIVE

D 59-B

' After completion of this unit, the student should be able. to list futfretions of engine oils
rand match oir%additives to their functions. The student should also berable to name oil

a .contaminants and discuss ways to avoid oil contamination. This knowledge will be
evidenced f5f scoring eighty-five percent on the unit test.

4. 'SPECIFIC OBJE,FTIVES

After completion of this unit, the student should be able toy

1. Match terms associated with lubricants to tkie correct initions.

2. List four functions of engine oil.

. _ 3. Sqlect the _characteristics. .goed engine oil.

4. Discuss oil ratings and classifications.

5. Explain the SAE viscosity y number.

6. Explain the API classification system.

7. Name fi ve contaminants.

8. Match oil additives to their functions.

9. Select factual statements about oil.

10. List general rules for sdlectiOn and use of oils.for best

11. Discuss ways to avoid oil contamination.

260
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ENGIINE LUBRICANTS
UNIT III

SUG.GpTED ACTIVITIES

I. Instructor;

A. Provide student with objective sheet.

B. Provide student with information sheet.

C. Make transparency.-

'D. Discuss unit and specific objectives.

E. Discuss information sheet.

a

r
F. Invite speakers from industry to talk on lubricants.

Give test.

Student:-

A, Read objective,sheet.

B. Study inforthation sheet.

met.C. 'Take test.

INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS

I. Included in this unit: irkt

A. Objective sheet \

<at--.r

B. Information sheet

C. Transriaredcy masters,

1. TM 1- -SAE Visdpsity
2. TM 2--SAE Viscosity (Continued).

t
e.

E. Answ test

II! Reference: -Fu amentals of Servidl: Fuels, Lubricants, and Coo /ants. Moline,
Illinois: Deere9rid Company, 1970,

o

270
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ENGINE LUBRICANTS
UNIT III

INF RMATiCkl SHEET'

I. Terms and clefLnitions

Na

D 63-B

A Additives--Certain properties added to oil to provide extra performance

B. Multi -grade oil Oils compounded to behave as light oils at cold terr4eratures
and heavy oils at warm temperatures

C. SAE- Society of AOtomotivg....Engineers

D. .API-tnerican Petro I eu m Institute

E Ml L specifications prepared by the Ordnance Depa-rtment of the
Military Forces

F ASTM- American Society for Testing Materials

G Viscosity -A measure of the fluidity of an Oil at a given temperature

H Viscometer: Instrument 4ised to measure the length of time in seconds
reciwied for a specified volume of oil to flow through a small orifice when
the oil is brought to a specified temperature

II. Functions of engine oil,

A Reduces friction and wear

B. ;cools Moving )arts

C 'Helps sea! c lincrers

D Keeps parts lean

III Characteristics of g qd *gine

A Keeps a protective' film on 'moving parts

B. Resists breakdown at high temperatures

C. 11-e-sists corrosion rusting,

D. Prevents carbon build-up

E. Prevents sludge forrnation

0-1
4. -27i-

1.
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INFORMATION SHEET

F Flops easily at low temperatures

G. Resists foaming

H. Resists breakdown after long use

95 1 V Oil ratings and classification
4$1.

A. .SAE-Viscosity-established by Society of Automotive Engineers

B API Service classikation established by American Petroleum Institute

p

V .SAE viscosity number (Transparency 1,)

MIL Spec,ifications prepared by OIdnance Department of theNt_1.S. Army:.
Navy, anti Air Force

'41111`

ASTM -Eng ne sequence tests whose_ procedures are adopted by the
American Society for Testing Materials

A 0 Is vary in viscosity as terliaeratures change

(NOTE 011 becuynes more( fluid as temperatures increase and less fluid as
temperatu 'decrease.)

B Lighte oils for \,vinter use are specified at 0°F and carry a 5w, lOw or
20w sY'rnhol

111

INTOTE Specifications are deteromined by time of flow througS an
instrument, such as a Saybolt viscometer, in. seconds.)

C Heavier oils are spcicified at 210°F and carry a 20, 30,40, or 50 viscosity
number')

(NOTE Compounded oils called multi grade behave. as°1ight oils in cold
temperatures and heavier oils at high temperatures, for example 10w-40 can
replace four single grade 'oils.)

VI API clas.incation system

Joint
*

(fort of API, ASTM, and SAE organizations

13 Attenipt- to clarify oil spetifications and oil, qualities between the engine
manufacturer, the petroleum industry, and the Customer

VII. Oil contaminants

. 4 A. FrImign partiClei

B Water

C. Antifreeze

leg

`27'
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INFORMATION SHEET

D. Fuel

E. °Aeon

VIII. Oil additives arfd their functions

-
(NOTE. Most oils already have these adclitiv'es ),

D 65-B

:. A. Anti corrosion l elPs prevent failure of kfloy bearings from corrbsive`acids
caused by com UStiOn 0-'

, -

B. Oxidation inhibitor Prevents acid, varnish, and sfUdge formations

(NOT' Oxidation causes oil to thicken.) t

C. Anti -rust PrevenVrustrng of metal parts during storage or d ntime

D
,

Viscosity ;ride \ itiThr overo H.is oil give (Up lubricating protection at both
high 3110 tento-qana:: is

E Pour point depress.vo Prevents v.ax crystals from ',conge"aling in cold weather
and forming clumps

F Extreme pressure ASSW ItaPMCdtly1 .1.^Jtkefe extreme pressures between
close tolerances are enccnntered

.
. Detergent dispersant' HOps I eel) metal surf4ces clean and prevents deposit

formation
V \ A

o: ",.... H. Foam innibitur Helps or,,,,,,nt air bubbles Nhich would restrict lubricatiorl .------......,

(NOT E East cira,ilation. causes, oil to foam I

X. Factual statements about 011,

A Oil %ernes un )r farther S e di, it absorbs contaminants and aS additives
civ depleted, . ,

B. Multi viscosity oils are not always preferred

C. Black oil does not mean time' for an oil,. change
3,

D Buy qua:Ity calf= filters' as recommendfod by machine

pil oxidution- resdits nt thickifr

O

opoi ta)t S 11).11114,11

f

4

7. 2 .0 ..
,.- ,

O

4 '
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INFORMATION .SHEET

°

F.- Using-a light oil until consUmption increases, and then switching to d heavier,
.4311, is nota good practice ,

Followit4 operator's manyal recommendations is. critical to insure good
performa

IX. Selection and, use of oirs for best engine performance
a

A. Use brands which meet engine. manufacturer's 'specifications

B. Drain and change .at recommended intervals

C. Select' oils which have ben performance tested

D. Never mix oils o.f various MIL specificat;ohs

. "
E. Bnng engine up to normal operating temperature odch time it is used

F Keep oil containers covered sealed:and protectqd to prevent contamination

XI. Ways to avoid oil contamination-

A. Drain oil at recommended intervals

B. Use clean oil containers and work habits

C: Replace oc.clean filters before they become plugged

274
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SAE.Viseositli ,

,
.

,..
.

... .
.,,

.. SAE CRANKCASE OIL tlASSIFICATIGN
-,

SAE .

Viscosity
Number

Time of Flow Through Saybolt .

0 Viscometer in Secorids
at. 0 °F. atm F.

`n:. Max, Min., Max. - .

': : 6W
1 OW

=,I.,-.

: 20W 1 ,

20 ,
30
40
54

, .

m-....L
6

.

i

66,000
.(Note A)
,12,000
(Note )

,

z

1 ,6,000-
less than

12,000.
i 48,00G'

A

45
58
'70
.85

% a- --,
1

.-
"1 ._ ..i:

'
.

dess than 58'
less than 70
less than 85

. 110
.

.

.

.

146te A. Minimum viscosity at.0°F May be waived pr6vided viscosity at 21 'F Is not blow 40
seconds, Saybolt Universal. .

Note B. Minirniim visc,oSity at 0°F may be waived provided viscosity at 210°F is below 45
seconds, Saybolt. Universal.

1

,,

._____.. .,
t.

m

.
, i ,

, 27.5 . . ..
, .. . ..

..,-
. 0 .. . . .

. .
.



A 4

Sayboll

Viscometer

,

.SAE viscosity
(Continued.)

4

9

Kinematic

Viscometer

A Multi- Viscosity Oil Can Replace Several

Single-Viscosity,Oils (When IVecommended)

a

27f;
4
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) ENGINE. LUBRICANTS,
UNIT I

4

D 71-B.

NAME
, .

TEST -I.

. ) .r ,

1. Match the terms on, the right to the correct defihitions.
r

.
. ..

a. Certain properties added to oil to
0
provide extra. performance , .

. Offs compounded to'behave as fight oils .b
0

at gold temperatu'res and heavy oils at
warm temperatures

c. Society of Aitomotive Engineers

1.

2.

3

5,

6..,

7.

8.

SA

Viscosity
.

API

"
viscometer

44. -

ASTM.

!
_ Multi-grade

oil

Additives

.ir .

d. American Petroleum Institute
..

e. Oil specifications prepared by . the
_

Ordnance Department .of the Military
Forces

.. .

American
.

f.. c Society for Testing Materials

g. A measure of the fluidity of an oil at
a given temperature

h. Instrument used to measure the length
of tulip. in' seconds required for a

specified volume of oil to flow through
a small orifice when the oil is brought
,/o a 'tpecified temperature

List 'four functions of enginq oil.
1.

b

:I-
II:

3. Select frtlyg. statements Mich describe a characteristic., of
pladin an n in the appropriate blanks!.

a

-r '

0

. Keeps a protective film on 'moving pants

b. Resists breakdown at high tempe,ratures

.c. Resists corrosion and lusting,

a,good

'277
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engine oil by
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4

d. Prevents carbon build-up

e. Prevents sludge formation
",!

f. 'Flows easily at' low temperatures

9

. -
g. Flows easily et,.fiigh temperature

,h. Resists ..foaming .

- e i. Resists breakdown after long. use ",

4. Dyssoil atiogs and classification-5. .

40,

a. SAE::

'b. API--

c. MIL

d:. ASt m--.

5. ExPla n the SAE viscosity' .number.

-..
.!.. i

k . ;., ; 6(
6: Explain the API "claSsification sstern. :

014

o -

V.

(7

-44

_

4

_ r

-

4.7.

'

.7-0
1.

" '

_ Ne :15

-

. .- ...

f.--
* . . 0"

1 b '-' , i'.... -

C 2 7 8 p-, . ...._

4.

a
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_Name five oil contaminants.

a.

b.

a.

.`
e.

;42

'8. Match .the oil !additive's on the right to their functions,
'

4

. a. Helps prevent faiivre of alloy bearings 1. Anti -mist
from corrosive bolds caused 13y , :
combustion' ' 2. Oxidation

.
inhibitor

b. - Prevents acid, varnish, and sludge .

formations / 3 . Anti corosion
5 *-_-, _

A. Viscosity index
c Prevents'rusting of metal parts during

,improver
storage; or downtime .."

46 -- 5.
o. Helps oil give top lubricating protectio'N

at both high fartc.,t, low 3 temperatur
'-6.

.siPceventswax crystals from coogeelplg in
cold w,eathefl and forming clumps. .

0. 4 ttr' 7.

Assures lubrication wherelk extreme
pressures between .close tolerances are
>encountered' e

,
keep petal surfaces* clean and

.Jr prevents deposit formation

Pour point
depressant

/
-Extreme
. pressure

Foam ,

inhibitor

Detergent
dispersant

_ h. Helps1;prevent air bubble which'would.. ,
restrict lubrication' 4,

,
., .. i. . , , ,

'pi-- Select the ,factual ttatements, about' oil by,-placing an 11)(," in the approOriate
r ,- blanks. ..", * . s

r-s
*

. , -.
a. Oil becomes unfit tor further use as it absotbs contaminnts and as

.,,,N.... additives are depleted"! ' , °.,
...- g

.

.,. '' .. : i
b. Muld-viscosity oils are not akvays preferred . ./

. ,

r
c. 'oil does not mean time .for an 'Oil change

s' .

,
v

I

I

C
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d. Buy quality oil filters as recommended by m achine operators 'ma nual

e. Oil oxidation 'results in thicker oil

f. Using a light oil until consumption increasAin t ri switching to
a heavier oil, is not a good practice ,4*

Follovving- operator's manual recommendations is critical to insure good
performance .

a
g. "

List five general rules for selection and use of oils for best engine performance.

a.

b.

c.

O

d.

e...

Discuss ways to avoid dil contamination.

C

,

9

4'

41,

a-

44,
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ENGINE LUBRICANTS
UN T HI ..

SANSWER TO TEST

1. a.

b.

c.

d.

8

7

1

3

e.

f.

g.

h.

4

6

2

5

Reduces friction and wear

13. tools Moving parts

c. Helps seal cylinders

d. Keep parts clean

3: , b, c, d, e, f, 11/1

4. Discussion should include.

4

D 75-B
ft

* 1

0

"

a. SAE -Viscosity established bfy.Society ofAutornotive-Erigineers I
b. 'API Service .classifrcation vstabi-ished by American Retiofeurn Insti td te '.

1 .

. ...

Z. ' 0 .c . , till L-- Specifications prepared b' ,Ordnance Department of S Army', Navy,
).

, and Air Porde,

. d AVM plqine sequence' tests whoyr proc-rtclures are ado. pte4i by
grnerican Society foi- TestiN Material9 ,

. .
5. Explanation should include

. - 1

.. . -* .

a. . Oils vin-7 in Viscpsity ..as temperatures cliange..
t,

a :51 ,
b: Lighter. oils forio'inter use are specified at -0°F and carry a 5w, -Ow or 7).

4.-

. VV \ .4 20 'symbolbol . . , i A

1

.1

//
the

.4

c. .Heavier oils are specified at 210'F and carry a 20, 30, 40, a
e nUmber to.

R

6.. .Etxplanation should iticlutfe:

a. Joipt effort 'of API, ASTM, and SAE

b. Attemptsoto clarify dill specification's anti oil qualitis etween thcy ruling
manufactur &r, petroleum indust,y, and the customer .

Gl

0 vi5r wow.,

,

. .
48"

0

.1
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".

a. Foreign' particles

.t
b. Water

b,111. Antifreeze

d. Fuel

Oxidation
-

8. a..3
b. 2

c. 1

d. 4, .

4

5

f.
.

6

2g.

h. '7

9. a, b, c, d, e, f, ,g. e

10. Any five of the 'following:,

o
f. Keep oil containers wvered, sealed, andlirat ed to psevent divination

a. Use brands which meet engine manufactur r's specifications

* '
b.' Drain, and change at recommended intavalsi

Select oifs which have been performance tested

Nevus- oils, of various M11_, specifications .

. Bring engine up to norm4I oPerating temperature each time it is Gsed

s (....-.
.

1 Discussion should ,includeany two of, the following:,.
.. ,. .

a. " Drairk oil at recommended intervals
I --

b. Use clear, oil containers ancf work7'habes\ . .

. c. Replace or clean filtersybefore they beccime plugge-a-----.--.--
..,

, .

7-1

4

,

( - 0

11'
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COOLANTS
,UNIT IV

UNIT OBJECTIVE

adopoeir0.\

,,,

77Bo

ti
1., s. .. ,

, After completion ot this unit, The student ould be able to list the ,advantages and,/
disadvantages of water as a' coolant. He sh d also be able to discuss the requiremen,ts .
Of a good antifreeze and list the preventi aintenance procedures to.follov; in_maintaining
a CF6Iir-Tglystem. This knowledge be evidenced by scoring eighty -five on the
unit test. i /141

-,

i

.. I

4. SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES
_

lifter completioh of th" it,' the strident should be able. to:.
tr-`'

1. Match fens Cooling systerr lie, correct definitions.
,

2. . Narrie two types of cootingisystems hsed on modern engines.

4Match,he parts of a liquid cog ng system. to the correct functions:,

coolant,List advantages of ,water as

3 I
5. List disadvantages of,:water tas a qolant.

6. List requirements Ar a good aritifreezk.

7. Verne 'two types -OPAritifreeie used most in modefn.
-

8. Match- the coolant -to the temperature it vlihich it boils.
q

.

0

List. preventive Maintenance procedures to.,foklaw in maintaining
syStem.

283
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Instiuctor:

COOLANTS
UNIT IV

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

A. Provide stydent with -- objective -she t.-

B.
o

Provide suident with informationsheet.

C. Make transparency:
. .

D. Discuss unit and specific obje tives.

E. Discuss information sheet.

.44

/ 17

F. Demonstrate and discus's the procedYres for measurirt the antifreeze inia
cooling system.

4

D 7 9-

)

4

G. /Discuss cooling system conditioners.

H. Give test.

II. Student:
. r

A. Read objectiVe sheet.

B. Study,- inforrriatiOnIkei.

test.

,

7tTRUCTIO
-3 7 44,41.

it or ,

I. Included in this unit:

A. Objective sheet

Infbrmation sheet

MVEfilALS

)
. .... .

C. Transparency) rnastei-:-- . 1::Parits 'of .a Liquid Cpoling §ystemi-
, .7

. i I

D. Test : 4 I , -"1/4. , .
%.,

3.

F. Answers to test -
.

II: Reference Fundamentals; pf Service:: Fuels,. Lubricants, and Coolants.' Moline,
Illinois: Deere and .

<1

284:
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COOLANTS
UNIT IV

INFORMATION SHEET

i7 Terms and definitions f

4Wilif0

A. Inhibitor Material used in coolants to)estrict or preventsorrosiori of metal
parts

. / ,
..

B.
°

Antifreeze- Material added to coolant to prevent freezing c
it

C., Coolant Liquid that absorbs and transfers- heat to maintain normal engine
operating temperature I

. s._ I
D Permanent antifrje,ze Liquid solution which contains properties that will
... not teachly bo4way ., ,,

I. Types f cooling ,systemk used one modern engine'sI' ---",--' :tili _
*

A. Air .,

B CI cif irh: III
. .

.
.,

III Partsof a liquid- coati,rig wstern and their functions 7Transparency 1)
. .

5,,. .0 . 4. -.,,,
`'.- A * R Idiator Releases mat to atosphk,re, reservoir far,enough Ilquid coolar t

to operate enginel
.

.,
,

.., 'Bs: Expansion tank Separate° tank in cooling system that allows for heat
exnansion Of coolant - .

k
C Pressure (.ip Rel,,..701 pressure from too much heat, lets in air pressure as

liq0cl'.cc41e

44

(NOTE .Apre',sunzed cooling system raises the boilin,9 temperatiiresiof
coolants about 2 for each bound of presure.)

Fan Forces cooling air through radiator core tornoce quickly dissipate beat

E Fan belt Trinsinits power from,einpte..crankshatst t,p drive fan and water
pump , _ ZS N &

--N. I - 7 .:\

IAkitf.r. pucnp Circulates coolant throtiqh the syst-em
. , 1.- .

s

G trhermostx Controls the ,flow of coolant tr? radiator to maintain correct'
operating tenTperatures

* . N

H Hoses Elexihici, connections be ween Onijine afd itl-te-r oparits of cooling
system

1...
_ I

4

1

365
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4

1

INFORMATI9 SHEET
'1

I. Coolant Median ,which carries away excess heat from engine .

Coolant filter- -Used in some engines to soften the water and remove dirt

Advantages of water as a coolant

A. t-Plentiful and cheap

B Abseil-Os h'eat well

C. Circulates freely

D. Harmless to handle,

V, ,D,ladvantartes of water as a 'coolant

A Will freeze at 32'F

B. Car) corrode mett parts-

C. Can leave d OS I tS

D evaporate

7
VI ,V. Re au` Trier,ts of a good antifreeze

... 4

A .Prevents freezing

B. Inhibits 'rust and corrosion

C Cherpically stable

"D. Nonconductor of electrity

F

E1 Flows readily at all temperatures

F Conducts heat readily

G. esists foaming

, . , .

v I. Types of antifreeze used most in'rnodern engines-
..

A Alcohol base

B. Ethylene glycol base

Mk,

2 PI

e.

t

0

^r4

uL

o f

0.
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INFORMATION SHEET

VII!. Boiling temperature of 'coolants

A. Alcohol base antifreeze-180°F

. Water 212'F

C. 'Ethylene glycp1 base antifreeze- -/23 °F

IX. Preventive maintenance procedures

fr- '
A. Inspect for system deterioration

(NOTE: Pressure -test the cooling system.)
4,

(CAUTION: Do not exceed pressure cap Irrpgs:)

B P.ceent corrosion and deposits

C. Flush and 'dean system periodically /
.°

Dc' Lubricate water pump a,nd fan, as required

E Allow a 'hot engine to Idle a few minutos befoje shutting it down

, (NOTE Idle speedThIlows temperatures of parts to eq'ualize andpuckents.
,,after boil, of.coolant ) .

. '
r

F Check coolant recornmended in operafor'i bitinttaj
I 014

Ate,

a

. -

A

ti

o

P.

A
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-Engine

irWaterJacket

2

!

Parts of a, Liquid Cooling System

Thermostat.

PressureCap.

Bypass

1 ..-

0.10 0 I . OM ;NI

7)... .... ... an

row

...Iv.

-("

Air Flow

A

Hose,

Water Pump 't Radiafor
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D 87-B

-TEST

1 Match the terms on the right to the correct "definitions.
;, -

a: Material used, in coolants to
.

restrict or 1.
prevent CorrOsin of metal parts '-

b. Material added to coolant to: prevent
freezing.

C2 Liquid that absorbs and transfers heat to-, --

maintain normal= engie operating. -

temperature.

' d. Liquid solution
properties that will

ti
2. Name two tyres of cooling

a.

b.

which contains
not readily it away

,

s ems used ) bn rp§aern, engines.

2.

4.

'Permanent
antifreeze

Antifreeze

Codant

Inhibitor

. ,
1 ,I ?,

3. Match the parts of a,liquid cooling sy tern on the righi to the correct functions.

i
a. Releases 'heat to atmosphere; reservoir;

for enough liquid coolant, to_ operate
-engine . t (.0, :..

Thermostat

2: Pressure cap

b. Separate tank' in _cooling system that 8. Fan
allows for heat expansion of coolant

c. Relieves pressure frot too:muclf heat;
lets in,

air pressure .as"iqujd coals

'Forces -cooling air through radiatbr core'
to more' quickly' dissipate heat

d.

f.

Circulates coolant- through the. system

fi'ansmitspoWer from engine crankshaft.'
to drive fan and water pump. -

4. Radiator

Coolant

6. Fan belt

O ,"

/



. . .

g. Controls the flow of coolantlo fadiatifir'," 7. Water pump
to ,,imaintain. - correct operating
temperatures - 8

-.

. Hoses,

h. Flex-4)1e connections between engine and 9. Coolant filter
otherzparts of" cpoling system, , - . '0

0 10. Expansion tank '""
i. Median whiteh carries- ray excess-heat

from engipe
. , , -- i

.
. . -...;

j. Used in some engines to softeri the water
and remove dirt

List three advantages of water-as a coolant.

a.

, b.

c.

5. List three disadvanta`ges o'f water as a coolant.,

a.

b.

0

-t

6. List five requifements of a good antifreeze.

. d:

k ;Neo

t

./

r

\

,

250'
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Name two types orantlfreeze usedmost in moaernengmes.

a.

kb.

8. Match the coolant on the right to the temperature at. whictLit :boils,
o

a. 223°F 1. Alcohol base antifreeze

D -189-13 e

b. 180°F

c. 212°F ,

2. Waters

,3. Ethylene glycol
base antifreeze

9. List lour preventive maintenance procedures to follow in maintaining cooli9.g.
system.

a.

b.

c.

d.

V



COOLANTS
- UNIT IV

ANSWERS TO 'TESt

f. 6

g. 1

n. 8

i. 5

j .

. 4. Amiethree of the
. -

a. Plentiful and cheap

No
b. Absorbs heat well

. 1

c. 'Circulate's freeiy,
.

d, Harmless" to handle

Any three of the following:
.

a. WiII freeze: at 32°F

b. Can corrode metal parts

c, CarNeaye deposits

t
d. Will ;evaporate

4

,

11,

1

4
a

0.

'a

.

c.

' .( 1 ,
. .

.
,
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:1 7,

°.

.

. Any five o ollowmg: .

. a. Prevents eezing

b. Inhibits ru t and corrosion
4:P

c. Chemically fable

d. Nonconductor of electricity

e. Flows readily at all temparktv,res

f. Conducts heat readily

Resists foaming

a. Alcohol base

b. Ethylene, glycol base
.

a. 3

A

c. 2
.
. Any four of the following:

a. Inspect fOr system deterioration

b. -Prevent- corrosion and deposits

0

Flush and clean system periodically

Lubriate 'water pump and fans as .required

Allow a 'hot engine to idle a -few minutes before shuttin4 it.cdown

Check coolant as recommended in operator's manual.

't

.f

S..

"

MIN

,
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UNIT OBJECTIVE

0

I.

D 93-B

After completiOn of this unit, the student should be able to name types 9f bearings andlist their, functions. The student shot(ld also be able to list factors influencing the
distribution of lubricant to the bearings, list causes of bearing failure and ddmonstrate
correct procedures for removal and installation of plain and anti -friction bearings. This
lthowled,ge 'will be evidenCed. through demonstration and by scoring eighty-five 'percenton the unit test.

SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES
r

, After completion of this unit, the student should be able to:

-

1.

'2.

Match terms associated with-bJarings to the correct definitions.

List four functions of bearings.

Name two basic types of bearingt.

4.* Discuss load forces on bearings.

5. Match the types of 'bearings to the adiantages , and dis'advantages.

6. Mich the 111.ustrations oI plain bearings to, the correct names!
,1

7. List mater4
,

ts fronti
.

List three' factors influencing

arings may 'be constructed. ,
,..

the distribution of lubricant,to the bearipis.

Name common methods' of lu rica
ting,bear

r
. rr7..

.-,
. '

plain .bearings ,

1

List causes of bearing failure 1
, -

List four reasons for bearing cru h.

Name three types _Of anti-friction bearings.

13. List three Condit `;.that determin the lo
friction bearings.,

14: Name f04,
\ /(r
types of /13 be/anng

15. list four- designsof' bea

o

4

irYi-lb.capacity of anu=4



)

16. List five types of roller bearings.

17. Name two typs of needle bearings.

18: Discuss mountings for anti-friction bearings.

19. Selectbearing maintenance- tips.

20. Demonstrate the ability to:

a. Remove and install a- plain bearing.

b. Remove and install an anti-friction beating.

.c. Check preload bearing setting, spring scale method:
, .

\r.
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BEARINGS

UNIT. V ,

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

b

a

5'

instructor:
L

A. Provide student Ik h objective sheet.,

B. Provide student with ,infor ation and job sheet's.'

C. Make transparencies. '
9 . . .

D. Discuss- unit and' specific objectives.

a

)
E. 'Discuss information sheets. r.

F. Demonstrate and disc the procedures outlined in the job sheets.
, . . .G.. Discuss typical adjusting (preloatling) devices for tapered roller bearings to

include slotted hex nut and cotter pin, laic nuts.and torqued washer, shims
and threaded cup follower.

H. Give' test. .

IL . Student:

A. Read objective sheet.

B, Study Nformation sheet.

_ C. 7. Complke job sheets.

D. Take test.

k

41
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Included in this unit:--
Objective sheet

B. 1 Information .sheet

- C. :Transparency masters

1. TM 1- -Basic Types of Bearings

2. TM 2:-Load Forces

ti s,

-

-298
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9643

3;

4.
...;

5.

6.

t o
7.

8,

9.

1 10.

11.

.12.

TM .3Types of Rlain Bearings

TM 470i1 'Groove Design

TM 5;-Methocis of Bearing Lubrication

TM 6--Causes of Bearing 'Failure
.

TM "7:Types 'of Ball Bearing Races

TM 8--pall Bearin§, Designs ,,

TM 9--BasiC Types orRoller and Needle Bearings,

TM ,10-- Typical Ball Bearing ountings

)V1 11--Typical Roller Bearin -Mountings

TM 12--Typical Needle Bearing Mountings

D. Job sheets

Job Sheet #1-- Remove and Install a Plain Bearing

2. Job 'Sheet #2;-,Remove and Install an Anti-Frictioh Bearing
.

3. kb Sheet #3- -Check Preload Bearing Setting, Spring Scale Method

E. Test

Answers, to test,

II. Referencerundamentals of'Serviee: Bearings and Seals. Moline, Illinois: Deere
and Co., . 1974. .

I -

A

2 7

4

Ir
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BEARINGS
vm--r

INFORMATION SHEET

e

I. Terms and 'definitions .

D - 97-B

A Enction-Reststance to mcitiori betWeen two bodies in contact 44

. . -.. .....,

5: ,Radtal load--Force is directed .sideways or perpendicular to the shaft .

. ..

C. Axial loati--,Force is directed 'endways or horizontal to shaft

D. Race's --1-7/o .hardened steel rings

E Plastigage--Plastic thread- which
measuring bearing clearance,

",cruslisl° to the exact clearance when,
a. .

1.-

F Babbit Alloy of lead, tin, antimony, and other metals

G Plain bearing Supporting surface for a wheel or shafttha't providft..a sliding
contact between the mating surfaces

(NOTE: Plain bearings are also Called pu§hings.)
,

.:-.H Vedring crush- Each half of the bearing extends one or two thousandths
fef an inch beyOnd ,the bearing seat bAre

. \
. .

t I Anti frictioti bearing-.Supporting surface for a viheel or shaft that provides
a rolling contact between mating surfaces

J -.Preloading:'Adjustm of anti-friction bearing after being secured in the
mountifl

.., .

rf. Functions of 'bearings
.,

A.. Su port the moving part'

4...B.. Reduce friltiOn
;

C. Reduce v.i:gar .

D. Provide a replaceable wear surface

Ill. Basic types of bearings (Trans arency 1)
.

A. Plain bearings

B 'Anti friction `bearings
4 .

. 2.93

I

7

9.
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%INFORMATION SHEET

IV. Load forces on bearings (Tranwarency 2)

A. Axial load forces are those forces directed endways

4

0.
(NOTE: Thrust ;bearings are used fo support the endways force.) ,*

B. Radial load forces are those forces, directed gicreways or perpendVular to
the shaft

V... Advantages and disadvantages of plain bQaring's and anti-friction bearings
.

.)A.' Plain bearings (bushings) -
Advantages

a. Requite little spac

b. Low, iri cost

c. Quiet operation

.

6. Rigid construction, ,
2. Disadvantages
D.

a. High,*friction operaI tion

t . b. Fieciiii.re more frequent lubrication because thex/ cannot be
packed

., B. Anrifrictiori bearings , .

.I
.1. Advantages

r.

a:----Low friction operation -..

b. Cari be, packed to, reduce frequency "rg lubrication
,

mac. More versatile, rriany designs

2. Disadvantages ;

a. Require more space.'

.,

. , 0, ' *r . ,

h. Noisier .operation
- -_ * . -/

c. Higher cost --,-

..,
d. Less rigidity , . ...,.- , .. .

-";

299 .
r.;
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INFORMATION SHEET

VI. Types, of plain bearings (Transparency 3)

A. Solid bearing ,or sleeve

B. Split bearing, rolled type
4

C. Thrust bearing

D. Split bearing with steel back lined with bronze or babbit

O

E. Split type constructed of wood, plastic, or rubber

F. Split, bearing used for engine crankshaft

D 99-B

G. Solid bearing with fluted rubber structure

VII. Materials from which bearings may be constructed
ti

A. Wood

13;:rari iron
,

. C. Soft steel

D. Hard steel

E. 'Copper, brass, K:1 broize

F. Copper, lead

G. Babbit

H.' Aluminum

Plastic

J. Rubber

Factors Influencing the distribution of lubricant to the beiringg (Transparency
4)

A.
it

Oil grooves_
c,

B. Bearing clearance

C. 131aring surface compatibilitf

F.

(NdTE: 'Bearing surface compatibility' is determined by viscosity of the
lubricant, speed of shaft rotation, and smoothnest of the mating surfaces.)

3

A
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'INFORMATION SHEET
I .

.
-40 /IX. Methods of lubricating bearings ( Transparency 5) -

A. Oil can

B. Grease gun

C. Central grease system

(NOTE:' One plurIger

D. Oil bath .splash

Pressure feed system

lubricates several grease fittings.)

'1, r.

X. Causes of bearing failure in plain bearings (Transparency 6)
. .

A. Dirt

B. Lack of lubrication

C. Improper assembly

t

(NOTE: Improper assembly may result' in too littl& or too much bearing
crush, improper bearing clearance, or ,mislocated on hole.)

D. Misalignment'

E. Overloading

F. Corrosion

Xl. Reasons .for bearing crush

A. Greater heal dissipation

7
B. Insert is forced to seat' solidly

,

C. Insures that the bearing" remain round

!

. Avoids aily possible movement of the bearing in the seat

(NOTE: The :amount of crush must not be excessive (.001" or .002.::) or the
insert will be distorted when the cap is tightened. he bearing will buckle, and
will result in increased friction and heat.)

. 0
XII.. Types of anti-friction beatings' (Transparency 1)

it. Ball

B.- Roller

C. Needle

301-



INFORMATION. SHEET

D - 10143

XIII. Conditions that determine. load carrying capacity. of anti-friction bearings, .

.
A. Size of bearing

B. Number of rolling elements.

C. Type of race

, .. . .

XIV. Types of ball bearing races (Transparency 7)

A. Conrad

B. Full type

C Split race

D. Angular contact N
4.1 -

XV. Designs. of ball bearings (Transparency 8)

Radial load

B. 'Radial and thrust load

C. Self-aligning, radial load

D. Thrust Igad
!: #XVI. Types of roller bearings (Transparency 9) 1/4

A. Radial load, straight roller

B. Radial and thrust load, tapered roller

C. Self-aligning, radial, ,and thrust load, spherical roller

D. Self aligning, radial and thrust road, concave roller

'! Thrust load' .

b

.8"

. ,

XVII. -Types of needle _bearings (Transparency 9)
f .

*A. Radial toad

B. Thrust limtl

302 ;
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INFORMATION '§HEET.

XVIII. *Mountings for anti-friction bearings (Transparency 10, 11, an 12)

la;
A. Shape must not he distorted

B. Rolling elements muSf not be bound ,
C. Inner and outer races 'Must be aligned

1-1

(NOTE: This is not",necessary with sqf-aligning bearings.)

D. Axis'of each haarit most -be aligned with the other
'

(NOTE: The abovio,ndition applies when tW*O or more hearings area
mounted on the Sarrie::shaft.)". '

.
\ ,.

t E. Usually mountecl with one race a press fit and the, o her a push fit
/ .

,.11\10TE:.;Normally the /press fit race- i pressed onto into the rotating..
part and the ,push f() nto or into the tationary part. Till's rule of,thumb
is not true in every ituatidn. Large bearings, tremendous loads, and high
speeds may require oth races to be pressed into place.)

.'" ..
F. Seals are used to °retain lubricarrt and exclude dirt.

XIX, Bearing maintenance tips
.

A. Work with clean, approved .tools, in clean surroundings

B. Clean outside of housings before exposing. bearings

C. Handle' bearirjgstwith clean; dry hands '

D. Work on a otetaf-or metal covered bench

E. Treat a used bearing as carefully as &new one; until the used one is proven
to be defective

F. Use,clean Solven-ti and flushing oils

G.4 Lay bearings out on- a clean surface' .-
H., Protect disassembled bearings from dirt and moisture

k
I. Wipe bearings, if necessary, only with:clean, lint-ffPrags

Keep bearings wrapped in oil:proof paper when not in Use

Thoroughly dean the inside of housings before rrisialling hearings

. 30.3



INFORMATION SHEET

L. InstaIf neWAbearings as

th,./ are!reCelyed ri a
4. 4". -

M. Keep lubricants, clean
not in use

they'come from the package,
sealed container

en applying them, and cover

N. Doril t spin uOcleaned or 'dry ,beari4

0. on ' t sp n aoy bear ng with compressed air

P. Don't use the same:container for 'both cleaning
. 'bearings

Q: Don't use gasolines

D - 103-B

withczyt washirig,, if

the containers when

a d final yin of).used

(CAUTION: The fumes ,maysbe injurious to health, as well at a firehazard.)

R. Don't use incorrect type or amount of lubricant
1

.1

3014
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Basic Types Of Biearings

t

O

Needle,
Bearing ,

;7...

Anti Friction

Eitatings

*Ball
Bearing

3

Plain-
Bearings.

*

Roller
Bearing

le
6

305
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I

Load For es

Thrust, Washers Used With

Radial- Load -Type Bearings 4 Thlijsi ,-..
- Lead'";4'

. .,

Bearing
r.

. Support

haft ,

42.

Bearing

Bevel
Gears

pf

Fla 'al/
d

Thrust

'Bearing

= Radial
Radial fr-. ..

. washers.

Loads ti ,,
Trust ;

., %.

<L ad -... ,

,..

''i '`..i"

h
. -road

1
si-

Axial
Loads .

Load Forces-Acting

Bearing. On Bearings

306
a



Solid Bearing

-or Sleeve ;

r

Types 'of Plain Bearings

Split Bearing,
Rolled Type Thrust Bearing

,

OVILMR/Dral

Split Bearing with
: Steel Biclained-witti

Bronze orBabbit

lit Type
-Constructed *'

of Wood, Plastic,. Split Bearing Used
or Rubber -for Engine Crankshaft

Solid. Bearipg- with .

Fluted IliiblYer-Strtictu're
ti



'4).Used in Also Used
.4 General' in General
Application. Applications

AleO Used
for Grease
Lubrication

'':14c!CirCumferential..
Gtooye and
Chamfered Recess

ligiptroves Oil Filer
7Cooling. Used' in

Enaihd Bearings,

Feeder
Grog Oe,and-Axial,
Distr utin

U ed
.for' Large, Slpw
Speed Beafiffigs

-Chamfeeed -Re
in Split Bearingj
Distrilitites O FT
Along Shaft..
Us6d,in -Engines.
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lot

0

ti

Methods of Beminglubrication'

Presswe-Feed, Oil. System .

in a Typical Engine

\irappor Lever
Shaft

Camshaft
Bearings

Two Types of
Hand.Lubrication

Piston Pin
Bearing:

IM

Oil ColleCtiort
.Tr.ough.

Main Gil
GalleryCrankshaft

Main Bearings

310tn.

Oil Pimp
and Filters
.

.0.

4.

.

Oil Can

6.

4-

CaMshaft Bed rings,

4!

S.

O

Rod Bearings ,

L 110116 Main Bearings A

k 1,111r - kl1
ute ,

1E::

1 411\

"at

:Oil Strainer
Oil Purrtp

Oil '1.113 ply- to

Splash Pan
v.

s,Circulatin9 Splash System
Gfl/ 4

.5. -1

311
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Causes of Beating. Failure
4

.a:A.-
-47

-

Damage From DO

Embedded In Bearing

D 115 -B

Ail Staniation Caused:this Damage

4.1

Be mg Fatigue Caused By Wear On Ohe Edge of 13:e.ari:ng

Overloading :and. Heat-

1

Ciused by. Tapered Jii4pals. ,

312-

Excessive Ajar Caused

.by.a-,136nt Connecting Rod
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I I

es:Of :Ball Bearing daces,

Conrad

Bearing

J 0
I. 55,

Atmer Race fn ECcentric-PositiorY,,,::
For Lq@ding. Good forzfkoth- :

.s.' Radial AndThiust Loads.
.

.*- 7

fo P Sr
55e.

5 I

'E.

r

Inner-Race Is:Center-Cut
.Gbod ForThlust-Loads Ony:

t

;
Angular Contact Fug Type:-

Bearing tearing -.-

16, ,

"` :'

. ,

7 One Shoulder Of Outer Race,,Rernoved..
Good P.& Thrtist 'Loads -:One,Directi9ry

y

r -
,. , t _ _ .,

Soo
, ...

Has -A-',1_0dirigi. Hold's rylpro
Balls, "Only: For4140il ,LOads. ":''-,..... 4 .

....,.. . .,.
.,,,

, ....,v.....% . , : 6' 55.. .. , t .
_At' 0 -6. ..

.0 ,,,
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Ball. Beating' Designs

SingleRow
Radial .Radial-Thrust

J

,Double. Row .

`RadiatThiust

,

Thruit-Load Ball

_B jearing;

A.

T,

-Double Row
Self-Aligning

r Radial

,-,inmersomm.,00,
6;..,..-f dia

...........

Open ,FOCe Bill t
, ellifinit. It= ; ligning Pall-

,

Thrush ,
(Seliareipte).., .Bail .us

,_ - 1 -
.

i41;tte)

B a n d e , shielded

,

A.

"A

ri

VG.



Basic Typee Of Roller And edle Bearings

9.

Ridial. Load, fladial-Thrust,
Straight Roller

Tapered.Roller

I NINIMMEMINIIINMENIMMEOMI I

Spherical
Self-Aligning

Tapered
sc,

Self-Aligning v; Self-Aligning;

Radial-ThrOf- Radial-Thrust

Spherical-Rollers Coma* o

Thrust: oa Roller Bearings
Thrust Load

Blaring
Radial Load ,

.



_Nut.

, Cap

Ar -

Typical Ba Bearing .11110 tings
.Sn,ap!

latimunt Ring
4;1

sir

Single Row
Radia).

Nut , 7. Arm

Radial7:Tlirust

O

316

<W4,

Doable Row Single 'Row
Radiallerrust -' Snap Ring

air

W1,11I MN

Thrtrit
.syr

O

Single. Row

"Floated"

. -Flanges

lifternally
Sqlf-Aligning

Set
Screw

Lockin'g
Collar.

'Externally

Self-Aligning
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Typical Nee-dler Bearing Mountings

Thrust-Oad Needle Bearing
.(Prktents Axial 'Movement)

:

VI,

RaditIlload

Needle Bearing.

(Preve s.Ratlia4
Shaft eflectibn),
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BEARINGS,
V

JOB SHEET #1--REMOVE AND INSTALL A PLAIN BEARING

I. TOols and' materials

A. Bearing driver and adapter

B. Pilot and reamer

. Torque wrench

D. Feeler gauge

E. Basic hand tool set

F. Shop towels

G. Safety glasses

II. Procedure

. A. Replace one piece bearing

1. Drive .old bearing out with driver and adapter (Figure 1)

(NOTE: Be, careful not to damage the bore'.)

Swivel Lever

Bushing

2. Clean -bore and remove

320

any burrs
4
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-

kr

.4
-*wow*

1

'JOB SHEET #1

Drive-- the bushing straight, into the bore (Figure 1)

(NOTE: When possible use a-press to asture accuracy.ee Figure

Installation Of Bearing
With A Press

H1$

Alliffrieel

4. Use a pilot and reamer to size the bearing boi:e, if necessary
(Figure 3)

(NOTE: N ver turn a rarer backwards.)
,

Bearing

Rerer

.

ea,



JOB SHEET #1'

-Replace split bearings

ti

, .., - I,
., 1. 1Vleastre several places around shaft with micrometer to determine

amount of wear (Figure 4)
7

tt

(NOTE:' See engine manufacturer's
limits.)

technical Manual for wear ,

Measuriqg Shaft

2. Install bedrings

3. , Use'an inside
bearing (Figure

FIGURE 5
fr

Measuring Beari
Ctearance

tv

a

and tighten to specified tolque

micrometer to 'measure tne . inside diameter of
5)

:
Conipare the reading with the outside diameter of the shaft

.

.322
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)

Locking Lip

JOB SHEET #1- # *
A'.

5. DeterMin,e the dlearance'by subtracting the shaft diameter from
the beahng inside di6meter

* .a
(NOTE: Refer to engine manufacturer's specifications to
determine the correct cleiarance.)

6. Another ,method-of measuring bearing olearance ,is by ,,using a
plattigage - (Figure 6)

s
.. ,-

(NOTE: This, is a plasticohread which ' crushes". to the exact
clearance, wheh the , bearing capifii(JV tightened. While this
method will give the hearing clearance, it will not tell Voti whether
the wear is,9on the bearing or on the itIaft. Crankshaft must be
supported, when checking main, beari(g cl aMnce.),

FIGURE 6
k

..,
, , -Plastigage

,

1. Plbsiigage In Place
Before BaaringCap
Is Torqued

'2, Plastigage After
Bearing Cap
Is Rettlovect

7. Install undersiie bearings' -if too -much wear has occurred,
-

.(NOTE: When installing trie 6earing, be careful that it doe's not
cover any oil holes and that ttie locking deyices are: in correct
relationship. See Figt:ite

:14 Dowel Hole
FlUkE 7 O

A

-42-3:-
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Crush Heigh Each

4,4

.1

earing

D - 133-B

JOB, SHEET 41

Determine the correct amount of be-ering "crush"
.

a. Force the insert to seat solidly in bearing seat (Figur,p 8)

'FIGURE 8

.Rod

4

. LOOSE.

Bearing

Bearing
Cap

Radial
Pressure

Seats
Bearing

Cap

TIGHTENED

b.< Insure that the bearing remains round

(NOTE: If not tightly held on the, edge, it might distort
as illustrated in exaggerated foi:m. See Figure 9.)

FIGURE 9

Lack Of Crush

Edges Of Bearing Curl
In Toward Shaft

YL

Too Much Crush

.,,,,Bearing Buckles Whet)

Cap Tightened

EFFECTS OF IMPROPER CRUSH

324
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BEARINGS
UNIT V

J08SHEET #2--REMOVE AND. INSTALL AN ANTI- FRICTION BEARING

I. /Tools and enaterials.

A. Pullers

B., Press '

C. Vise

D. Support blocks

E. Basic tool set

F. Shop towels

G. Safety glasses

II. Procedure

r.?

A! Remove bearingiising pullers

S.

0

1. dean bearing housing- and shaft

2. Study bearing mounting and determine how it can be removed
using a, b, or c bearing pullers below

0
a. Using a slide hammer pUller, slide the hammer against the

stop and force bearing from housing (Flare 1)

FIGURE 1
Stop

Weighted Handle

SLIDE-HAMMER
INTERNAL PULLER'

Puller

",325
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ff

JOB SHEET #2 -;
A..

--,
. ite

b. Using a,scre- type- puller, pull bearing froTh the shaft by
force o Set- w.ti./rning (Figure2)

,

FltORE2Y.L--,

Screw

iffo,
W11111111

.Y .
ilo wttra,ulf

Jaw,
.7

O

1"s
Part To Be Removed

EXTERNAL SCREW-TYPE PULLER

_ - --,-

c, Using a hydraulic pcmered1 puller, puy bearing ircltri ;haft,
by force IFigure 3)-. A.:.,

HOse Tp Cylinder V
FIGURE.3 From.. Hyd. Pump

, Screw
fie

HYDRAULICALLY-POWEREI) PULLER

9

Make the correct puller applicatiOn using a, 13, or c below

"-(NOTE: Pullers may be for either- internal or external applications,
depending on the need. Some:pullers can be used fdr both jobs
because they have reversible jaws with both egtetnal and internal
ends.)

328
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JOB SHEET #2

4.

a. Make puller application using an internal' type with
push-puller, (Figure 4) . -e_

Push- Puller
. Bearing he 1 ; 4,

'Hub Or Housing Cup P.1,' Iler

'4

(NOTE: The push-puller may also be used for installation.
The legs of the push-puller sappbrt the head while the screw
is turned'," pulling the bearing cup from the housing.) 7

b. -Make Oiler application using a knife-edge p uller plath with
push pLIIIP (Figure 5)

INTERNAL PULLER
WITH RUSH-PULLER

Knife-Edse
Puller Plate:

111

I 11

Push - Puller

- KNIFE-EDGE PULLER PLATE WITH PUSH;PUiCE.
_

(NOTE) A knife-edge puller plate is available to remove,
b edrings where offier would damage thetedring.-This
plate is shown ciFigbre 5) removing a bearing -3froni" a
shouldered shaft. If the regular externattypeetaer were use,d.%
to remove _this bearing, the force exerted-on 'the outet.race
would damage the bearing. Notice that the k -edge plate
is axed, with a push puller; the exteelvit dw t pe"puller
can also be used MTh thp.knife'-edge plate.);;

A

'327
$
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JOB SHEET #2

c. .,Make puller application using anexternal screw type puller
(Figure 6)

FIGURE 6

Gear

0

0

11_0411P0

11'1

Two'-Legged Pullei-

EXTERNAL'. SCREW TYPE PULLER
. ,. . .

. ,.

1° (NOTE: The external . screvft9fe puller ,can.. be used to
remove bearings provided there is some solid' object which
allows .the jaws of the pullet4o force the bearing off.)

4. Force the bearing from ale itida'ft

B. Remove bearing using a, press .(Figure Ti

1. Support inner race with split rings or U-plates as available (Figure
7)

Q °
FIGURE .7

0

Shaft

1

Press Bed .

SPLIT RING SUPPORT

Press bearing from shaft

fr

328

. Shaft Shoulder

U-PLATE SUPPORT
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JOB SHEET #2

ID 139-B

3. Press bearing cup from housing using a flat bar which transmits
ram ,pressure (Figure 8)

(NOTE: ,Housing must be open from opposite sidg.)%

Outer Race Flat Bar

BEARING CUP REMOVAL

4: Press outer race from housing using a tube slightly smaller than
the outer race (Figure 9) ,

r.

O

FIGURE 9

Plate .4-- Press Ram

X X X
Tube I

gm CJ 3CM
ig-- Housing .

32b.

46
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JOB SHEET #2

C. Remove bearing .with, a hammer and driver 'using either method below'

1. Method #1

a. Place tube over shaft to drive bearing from the shaft (Figure
10)

(NOTE: If shaft has obstructions, tube may be split and
tied.)

FGURE 10

0

-;

I
IIII

I11.-4 LugI Split Tube.

Ift
Shaft .

Vise

b. Strike'- the. welded lug with :hammer, and punth

Method 42

. . .

Use support, blocks, split rings, or a U-plate to support inner- `,

race of_ the bearing (Figure 11)

USING VISE AND
SUPPORT BLOCKS Soft Metal

Slug
That Will
Not,Chip

FIGURE 11

f
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JOErSHEET #2

,

b. . Drive the shaft from the, bearing with a soft plug or driver

Install bearings using appropriate method below

1. Press inner faae; on shaft by using press met-hod (Figure 12)

FIGURE 12
Press Ram

ubing Clears Sfraft,
Presses Against Inner Race

(NOTE: No pressure Is -exerted on outer race.)

2. Press outer race in housing by using-press method (Figure 13)

FIGURE13

ti

Press fia

Plate.

Tubing

o
'o

(NOTE: No pressure is exerted on inner race.)

..**t
) .
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JOB. SI-IEET #2

. .

'Drive inner race on shaft \h/ith hammer (Figure 14)

FIGURE 14r

tl

DRIVINGINNERRACE ON SHAFT

(NOTE: No pressure is exerted -on outer race.)

Press needle bearing into housing with press (Figure 15)

Driver Undercut.
FIGURE 15

Ram

Driver,

Neeqle
searing

Rousing
.100-

Press Bed

(NOTE: Use special undercut driver to transmit driyjng force to
outer shell, prevOiting bearing' shell froin buckling.

k k.

S-

332
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BEARINGS
'UNIT V

JOB 7S,HEET #3' -CHECK PRELOAD BEARING SETTING,
SPRING SCALE METHOD,

1: , Tools and materials

N'A ' .Safety glasse

B. Appropriate service manual
it .

I.' 1
C. Spring scale

D. String or cord
44.11,

E. Basic hand tool set

F. ,Torque wrench e

A. TorquQ3earing* Yidjusting' device to manufacturer's specification.-

B. Ltibricate bearings, if necessary

)-r-%
C. Attach string to gear and wind around the outside diameter

p. Attach spring scale to string (Figure 1)

.FIGURE

D 143-B

I

Rq

Pounds

Gear Radius 1.ri Ifiches x Pull In
POunds= Inch Pounds Torque-

,

Pull until gear is rotateci,slewly

333
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I a. - JOB. SHEET #'3(

.-..
F. Read the pounds pull 4-tecessary to keep gear turning

. , .
..-, .

G. Calculate the rolling torque by multiplying the radius of the gear in inches
.by the pound pull on the -spring scale (Figure 1)

. .

(NOTE: .Compare calculated rolling torque to manufacturer's specificatiorjs.)

H. Tighter 'or loosen the adjusting device' to obtain maskLotaeturer's preload
bearing setting

*4-

4; .1

4

IF

t:

834
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4 .
, h. Supporting surface for a wheel or shaft

'that provides a rolling contact betweeti
mating surfaces

i. Each half of the bearing extends One or
two thousandths 'of arch beyondthe
bearing -seat bore

Adjustment of anti-friction bearing after'
being secured in the mounting

List fout kinctions of -bearings'.

BEARINGS.
UNITY .

NAMES
'TEST

MatCh the terms on the right to the correct definitions.

a. Resistance to 'motion betviteen two 1. Axial loadbodies in contact

b. Force is directed sideways or
.perpendicular 'to the shaft

c. Foice is ,directed endways or horiiontal
- to shaft'

d. Vwci hardened steel rings

e. Plastic thread which "crushes' to, the
exact clearance when measuring bearing
clearance

f. Alloy of lead, tin,,,antjmony, and other
.- metals,

.
g. Supporting surface for-a wheel or shaft

that provides a sliding contact between
th'e mating 'iirfaces

d.

2. Radial load

3. Friction

4. Plastigage

5. Plain be;i:,in,

6. Anti-friction
bearing

7. Babbit

8. Bearing
crush

Preioading

.21

Name ,--.two basic types -t bearings, .

a,.

b.



4. Discuss 'load forces onMearings.

1-:""

.
5. Match the types of bearings- on the sight to their- advantages'snd disadvantages.

;1 betrkigsa.

,

Advantages
1) Require lithe space
2) "Lovcir in -cost
3), Quiet operation
4) Rigid construction

b. Advantages
1) Low friction. operation
2) Can be packed to reduce frequericy

of lubrication
3) More versatile, many designs.,

c. -Disadvantages
1), High, operation
2) Require more frequent lubrication

because they-cannot-be packed -;

d. Disadvantages
-A 1) Require more space

2) Noisier operation
.3) High& cost
4) Less rigidity

AR4

2. Anti-friction
bearings

.

(It

v' 4
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.f

6. Match the ,illustrations of plain blIqrings 'to the correct names.

el, Solid bearing or sleeve

b. Split bearing, rolled type

ring
E

d. Split 'bearing with stgeLgack lined with .bronze or babbit-
=s.

e. Split type ' constructed of world, plastic, or. rubber ?it,
f. Split bearing used for engine cran kshaft .

g. Solid bearing with fluted rubber structure'
4te

c

I

. *

7a1:4.
IA; 4

..Ta.o
t

.

List six materials fr m- wh!clikearinOi.ktal7e- corist iiicted.

.
. .

.,

..: i V
.a. , ,,a.

.ft.. ... . -.- \ !..' ( vi;
,- ,.

-'r

,
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8. List ,three- factors influencing they distribution of lubrican the bearings.

a.

__b;

9. '1 Name four common methdds of ilbricating bearings.

a.

b.

Cy

d.
- ,

10. -"List five causes of bearing failure in plain bearings.

a.

b.

C.

ct.

e.

_11. List fdur reasons, for'.ilearing crush.

a. '1
b:

. c.

d.

;

1\2. Name three types or anti- friction bearings.
1

a. ^

b.

13. .st three conditions that de ermine the .load carrying capacity of anti-friction
earings. .

A,'a.
b.

1

?;-



,

--
1. -'"' - __.....,.......__

,,,,, d:
. .

to 15. List four desigris of ball bearings.

I

- /
14. Narde four types., df ball bearing races.

b.

C.

a

a.

b.

.c.

d.

16. List five 'hypes. of roller bearings.

a.

b.

Name two types of needle` bearings.

a.

b..

18. ' Discuss mountings for anti-friction bearings.

V
.

1

a

t

ta

L

D - 149-B

4

2

4
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a

I

4.

19. Select bearing maintenance' tips by placing an "X" In the appropriate blanks.
,

a. Work with clean, approlred tools, in clean surroundings

b. Use clean solvents and flushing oils

c. Instill new bearings as.they cone from the paOcage, without washing,
if they are received in a sealed container - -

d. Uie wooden mallets or work on-
.

a soft wood'. benCh.. t ;.
e. Lay bearings out on a clean surface

.:
1
li. -

. -: :if. Handle bearings with dirty or moist hands,' - . 4 .

g. Kee' bearings, wrapped 'in oil-proof piper when not in use-
-

h. Wipe bekrings, if necessary, only with clean, 11n :free rags
>

i. Expofe bearings to moisture and dirt

Use the same container for both cleaning and final rinse
bearings

of used

k. Keep lubricants clean when applying them, and cp er the containers
when not in use

20.: emOnstrate the ability to:

a. Remove and install a plain bearing.

b. Rernove and install an anti-friction 6a/ring.
.7-

c. Check, preload bearing setting, snrthg scale method.
z

(NOTE: If those activities haverript been accomplished prior to the test, ask
your instrdctor When: they should be completed.)

a

^ 0 "

4

1

340 0
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BEA.RINGS.
UNIT V

a

ANSWERS TO TEST .

f.

g. 5

h. 6

i. 8

e. 4 j. 10

2, a. Support the moving pact

b. Reduce friction

, c. Reduce wear

-44

.

.d. Provide a replacebble wear surface

a. Plain bearings_

ction Bearings

4. Discussion
,

ihould include:

..

,

a. .Axial I d orces are 'those forces directed endways

b. Radial 'oad forces are those forces directed sideways perpendicular 'to --

(?'

1

D 151 -B -

/

the sha
1

-5. a..

b: 2 .

c.

I'd. 2

e. 7

f. 3

g. 1

iw

,

cf

1.

4

1:7
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41 7. Any six. of the `following:
.. I , Y.

a. Wood

b. Cast iribn

c. Soft steel

d: Hard steel

e. Copper, brass,

f. - Copper, lead

9. Babbit

--h. Aluminum

i. Plastic

Rubber

and bronze

0i4 grooves

Bearing clearance

c. Bearing surface compatibility

9. Any, four of the following:

a. Oil can

b. Grease gun

..c. Central ,grease system
tt.

d. -- Oil bath splash

e. Pressuse feed syste,m

10. Any five of the following:

ar- Dirt

b. Lack of Itbrication

c. Improper assembly

d. Misalignment

'11.
7

Overloading

f. Corrosion
,342

4
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11. d. Greater- hea issipation,

b: Insert is forced to seat solidly
".>

c. . Insures that the bealings-'remain round

',410. Avoids any pbssible movement Of the bearing in the seat

12. a. Ball

b. Roller

c. Needle,

13. a. Size of bearing

b. Number of rolling elements
... 4..

c. Type of ,race

14. a. Conrad

b. Full type

c.. 5ulit race

Angular contact

15. a. Radial load
.

b. Radial and tlirutt load..
c. Self - aligning, radial load

d. Thrutt load
441

16. a. Ridial 4oad, straight roller ,

b. Radial and thrust-load, tapered roller

c. Self-aligning, radill and thrust_ dad; spheric'al roller

. d. Self-aligning,, radial and thrust load; concave roller

e. Thrust load

17. a. Radial load

b. Thrust load

4 3 4 3

10 >71.-

O

.

ti

t

40
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.

Discussion 'should include:
..:

. .-.
4,

a. Shape wist not be distorted

b. Rolling elements must not .be bound --,\-',.
'fit

%

,A c.: Inner and_ outer races must be aligned I

d. Axis of each bearing must be .aligned with the other

e. Usually mounted with one race ap%!tt and the other a pAsh fit
.

Seals are used to retain lubricant and exclude dirt

19. a, b,* c, e, g, h; k .

20: Performance skills evaluated to the satisfaciion of the insttuctor

O

e

,

344
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SEALS -

UNIT VI

UNIT *OBJECTIVE

After completion of this unif,"-the'studenfshould,be able to list three uses of seals andname places where dynamic and- static seals are Oed. The student should also be ableto match the names of the dyriamic seals ,to thei(funotions and install a radial lip typeseal. This knowledge will be evidenced through demonstration and by scoring eighty-five-

_

0

D - 155-B

percent on the unit test.

SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES
a

After completion of this unit, the student should be able to:. 4-7 ,

1. 'Match terms associated with teals to, the correct definitions.

2. List three uses of seals.,

A
3. Name two basic t es of seals and their uses..

4. Name three places( where dynamic seals -are used.

5.., Name three places where Static seals are 'Used.
,

6. -.Match the names of the dynamic seals to their functions.F

7. List four type* of static seals.

8. Name three categories ..of sealants.

9. Demonstrate .the- ab \lity fo install a radial tip type seal.

10,1;

4.

A45

e

, .

Ir
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SEALS
UNIT VI

'SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES`

I. Instructor:

A. Provide student with objective sheet.

B. .Provide student With information and_ job sheets.

C. Make transparencies._--

D. Discuss unit and specific objectives.

E. Discuss inforation sheet.

F. Demonstrate, and discuss the procedures outlined -.in __the job sheet.

G. Display several types of dynamic and static seals including 0-rings, gaskets,
and diaphragms.

.

/

H. Give test.
_ . .

"II. Student:

A. Read objective sheet:

B. Study information sheet.

C. Complete job sheet.

D. Take test.

flP

TRUCtIONAL MATERIALS

Included in tills unit:

A. Objective sheet'

B. Inforirietion sheet

C. Traniparencar masters

1. -,?- TM 1--Basic, Types- of Seals

-440s
-1 TM 2Dynamic Seals

3. '-TM '3:-Qynarnic Seals (Continued)

T

7
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Wa.

A

4. TM 4-- Dynamic Seals (Contihued)

5. 5--Dynanic Seals (Continued)

6. TM 6 Dynamic. Seals (Continued)
.

7. TM 7Dynamic Seals (Coritinued)
r

8. TM '8--Dynd.mic Seals (Continued)r
-

9. T1311 9--Dynamic Seals (Continued):

10. TM 10Dynamic .Seals (Continued)

11. TM 11--Dynamic Seils / (Continued)

12: TMe 12--Dynamic Seals (Continued)

,
13. TM 13 Static Seals . . .

14. - TM 14Stitic Seali (Con'tidied)
e ._

15. TM 15-- Static Seals (Continued)
--?' ;,-. ..

, A AS ,, , .4- . .

II. Reference -- Fundamentals of Service: Bearings and Seals. ,Mci1ine, ilibbis,: Deere'
. ,,and CoMpipy, 1974.

,

A

.
A.

a)

o .

34
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SEALS
UNIT VI

4

INFOKMATTON SHEET

I. Terms, and definitions

A. 'Dynamic-Moving; relating to forcet--\

B. Static-- Without motion; still or fixed

C: -Sealant-Similar to gaskets except applied as a liquid or paste
$

D 159:B

D. . Static seal-Device which maintains a barrier against the 'transfer of fluids
across two mating surfaces which do not move relative to each other

E. < Gasket- -Type of static seal

4

I I. Uses of seals'
---,

- A., . Tolkeep "in fluids $ ...,
-. .

B. --, To keep but dirt

C. To hold pressures or vacuums

I l'l Basic types of seals and their uses (Transparency 1)

A. Dynamic-To seal moving parts

B. Static-To seal fixed parts_

IV. Places where dynamic seals are used

A. Shafts and rods

B. Compression packin9s

C. Piston rings

V. Places where static sears are I used

A. As gaskets

---
B. 0-rings

C. Packings

4,

343
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INFORMATION SHEET.

1,

. . ,.
VI. Dynamic seek 'and their functions (Transparencies 2,3,4,5,6,7,889,10,11, and 12)"

-,-. ',.. --
A. Radial lip seals- -Used on systems which have moving shafts

...

(NOTE: Lip seals may
.
be bonded or assembled and are'clas.sified by lip

types: single ,lip', double lip,- and dual lip,) . ,

B. Exclusion seals--Used to prevent entry of foreign_ material into the moving
parts of machinery

(NOTE: ExclusiOn seals are classified into four.keneral groups: wipers,
° scrapers, axial .seals, anCI boots.)

,

C. Clearance seals-:Limit leakage by closely controlling the annular clearance
between a rotating or reciprocating shaft, and stationary buthing

(NOTE: Clearance seals are classified as labyrinth seals or bushings (rings)
and some leakage is permitted.)

',

D. Ring seals-Depend on surface, contact between" the seal and the Moving
. part and the seal and the stationary part

(NOTE: Ring seals are split-ring type for reciprocating parts and
circumferential for. rtary ,,p4t4.)

1,

E. Face seals--Form a running seal between flat, precision finished surfaces

NOTE: All fdce seals ha .ye. a stating seal ring, stationary warring, sQring
_ loaded devices, and statib seals.)

F. Compression packings--Create a seal when squeezed between the throat of
a stuffing box and its gland

(NOTE: Thred_classes of packings are fabric, imefallip, and plastic.)

G. Molded packings -Fluid being sealed- supplies t e pressure to seal the
packings against the wearing surface -

MOTE: The. Major types are lip and squeeze. Lip. type packings include
flange, cup, U-cup, U-ring, and V-ring packings. Squeeze types include
0-rings and related forms; plus felt.)

DiaphragM- seals-Divi.ding merribrane'whichSpans the gap between a moving
and stationary member . .

(NOTE: Diaphragms are two types, rolling and flat. The rolling Ve4ike-
long travel bellows.) ,



D

a

O

4

INFORMATION SHEET

r. .
VII. Types of static seals ,(Transparencies 13 and JAI_

A. Nonmetallic .

B. Metallic

D-- 161-B

C. Static 0-rings (nonmetallic)

D. Static 0-rings (metallic)

VIII. Categories of sealants (Transparency 161.

A. Hardening types

B.

Tapes

Nonhardening types

tl

__44444e

F
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'

Basic Types of Seals

A

4

4"-
s.

,44:4

Dynamic Se
-Static Seal

351
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. Dynamic Seals
a

Assembled

Seal

Single Lip. Seal

Not'
Spring-Loaded

Radial
Lip Seals

e

a

Double. Lip Seal
One Lip
Spring-Loaded,

Dual Lip' Seal
Both tips
Spring-Loaded

4-

Sine Lip. Seal
-Lipp
Sprihg-Loaded
=

352

c
I

Bonded

Seal.
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.., -
Sealing Ed'gp

Conta6
Pressure

BQ e,

Housing

Dynamic Seals
(Continued)

Exclusion Seal-

Contact
Width-

Lip Height
Lip Mating,Ring

-4.

'r

Sear Ring
Groove .::

Shaft

Radiltxclu* Se 31
1.

Spring Member
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.
Conical; Scfaper

4

Dynamic Seals
(Continued)

Scrapers

Accorclian
Boot

4

P A

,

Ring Scraper a Proper Operation : Lack Of Contact
Pressure

xclusion . .
Lips Of (Wiper Seals

.e .'Seals

Rpbber
flex
Boots )

-,/ .
. Boots Which Protect- Ffeciprocating Shafts (`
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0

'-'7.41:1111

Cover Ring.

Back Ring

Extension
'Springs .

a.

y ,

Dynagic''Seols*
.(Coniritied),

.f N

1

4 , 0..

yetg
.136m,

..t

Oil -Cobtrol

Conipressign
RingSt.

"jilt 11.117:s

,
.

,,
.

4.. .

4.

thrcumferental Seal

FlUid

Pressure

Seil.F4ng

I

I

Rinf g

d1111111111111111111111111111111NI

How,A Orifit Ring Seals

. .
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Split-Ring :Seals

. On :-At,) EogineTisjoic,
fl?

Wall

0
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V

Piston
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Seal Face

Dynamic Seals
(Continued)

'ittletal Bellows Seal

'On Shaft 1.

T-8figue And'
'GI-00e Helps
Seal Against.
Contaminaticq

Spring tBellows
Strips Or Knives

Spring"-Loading Device
(Opposed ,Washers.)

Static' Seal

Housing (Stationary)

Siaticinary Seal, Ring_

Rotating Seal Ring

354

: Labyrinth Seal

(Clearance Sea

Rotating Shaft

'4

Face .Seal

(Axial Mechanical Seal)
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Braided
Core

Cylinder
Wall

. Bore

Diagonal
Laminated

Fabric . Packings (-

Dynamic Seals
(Continuad)

Soft Core

Inside -Packed

a-

Bided
Core

Typical'
Com SSion

'Pbc.king

nsid And
Outside-
R9cked

Insthilations

:351

Metallic, Packings

Back Support
Ring

Inside ,

Stmport
_ Ring

Outside-Packet



Dyfiamic Seals
{Continued)

Piston Rod
Rod Guide--

Wear
Piston .0 -RingRing

Stop V-Packing
Nut

0-Ring
Piston

Retainer

Slap
Ring .

;

\ Backup Wiper Seal
Washer

V;Packing

353
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V-Pakings
Double-Acting

Piston installation



Dynamic Seals
(corpnum)

A

Leather U-Packin0 Supported
By Ket3I Pedestal Ring Drilled
Cross -Wise To Equalize Pressure.

4

1J-Cupf_ackings

iTOided
Packings

4

'w

Packing

(Leatlier_Tywi

Outside-Packed installation
With Ring And U-Cup Supported
On A Pedestal Ring
Cross-WiSe-ToEqualize Pressure

Leather
. Babk-Up
W h'as. er

O

1-1

Inside-Packed -Instqllation
For 4'A Singg-Acting 'Pinto

el`

Metal
_ Support
Ring
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Dynamic Seals
(Continued)

Molded Packirps* 4 Force

11111111110101111016

/ illlllI I

Incorrect
Too-Laiige'f Ring.

Correct: ",
Slight, Squeeze

4 Force

0-Ring Squteze

1

incorrect:

Cut

No Rolling Action.

Correct:y
Rolling Action-

Squeeze -Type PackingsT,'

(0-Rings ShOilvri)
. r

Action



-Swollen
Use of Wrong Fluid

Cut 0- Ring:
. Shaft Damage
or Intalled_Wrong

Dynamic Seals
(Continued)

. Flattened 11-Ring:

Use of Low-grade
Rings

0-Ring Failures..

Dirty 0-Ring:
Poor. Storage or

e? Contaminated'System

Worn 0-Ring:
Laa of Lubrication

36

Cracked 0-.Ring:
Too Much Heat .

Twisted' 0-Ritig:
Installed-Witing
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-Nonmetallic
Gasket ._-_ __-

Static Seals .4

----

-

- _

o.

NonmetalliC Gasket 1:.

-In Lovii-Pressure Application

/

363

Cylinder
Head

Metallic (Combination) Gasket

On Engine Cylinder Head_

- * --e,

__-76.0..17:.._74Rworgollselj-6-siiiiwi

00 0

O

4:

Head
Gasket_

C

Dowel
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Typical.Metallis 0-Ring

Static_Use_

Static Seils .

(Continued

A
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-

. Nonmetallic_Static...0-Rifts

Iny Flange Joints

(Two 'Wes -0f-Rectangulari,,,:

' 'GrooveSibown)
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SEALS
UNIT VI

e , JOB SHEET #1--INSTALL RADIAL LIP TYPE SEALS

1
I. Tools and materials

A. Seal installation tools recommended inappropriate service manual

B. Gasket cement-

C. Emery cloth

D. Basic hand tool assortment

_Ef Shop towels (lint free)

F. Appropriate service manual

G. Safety glasses

II. Procedure

A. Clear) -the shaft or bore area -ands ins"p6cf -for daitgge";

File or, stonelltry. burrs or bad nicks and polish with fine emery cloth to
a ground finish

Clean area and remove all metal particles

- D. Lubricate the seal, especially apy li 9g and the shaft to ease installation,
using the system fluid to lubricate ie seal and shaft

(NOTE: seals with single lips, the lip should normally face in toward
the system lubricant. Thii is usually the garter spring side.).

E. With metal\ cased seals, coat the seal's outside diameter with a thin film
of ,gasket cement to prevent bore leakage, and do not alloWexcess cement

_to run onto sealing lipf Figure 1) ,

(NOTE: Precoated seals .do not require Mment4on the bore fit.)

Ankh. Sealant On Case
nto Sealing Lips

FIGURE 1

Oa

366
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JOB SHEET #1

F. Install the seal (Figures 2 and 3)

(NOTE:. The use of a factory specified installation tool may be required.
This is very important with pressed-in seals. *If- a seal driving tool is not
available, use a circular ring such as an old bearing race that contacts the seal
case near,the outer diameter, or use a square wooden b ,ck. Do no.t use
sharp tools, and never press on the sealing lip, only the outer metal case.).'

FI-GU RE 2

FIGURE

,

O
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JOB SHEET #1

G. Protect the sealing lip when installing the seat over sharp corners of shafts,
keyways, or splines (Figures 4 and 5)

-

(NOTE Shim. stock can also be used to protect seals ,when installing them
over sharp edges such as shaft splines." Place rolled plastic shim stock over
the sharp edge, then pull it of after thee seal is in place.)

H.

0/0

FIGURE 4
6

FIGURE 5

Drive the seal in evenly to prevent "cocking" of the seal (Figures gp and 71

(NOTE: A cocked seal all-onis oil to leak out and dirt t6 enter as shown.
Be careful not o bend or dish the flat metal area of Thetal cased seals.
This causes the lips to be distort4d.) al. f

Dirt
Entry

cs.0

LeakAe

FIGURE 6
-Alito

Cocked Seals Allow Dirt To Enter
And Oil To Leak Out

;
1

Vat

4 - 368

Seal Lips
Facing Inward
Towatd System
Lubricant

Seal Fully
Seated In
Bore All
Around

Shaft .
Lubricated

J

Spring Seated
Fully In Groove
&kind Lip

FIGURE 7

Pressed trri
Outer Metal
Case Only

0
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JOB SHEET #1')

titio, After assembly, always check the unit by hand-for free operation, if possible,
before startirig up the' system . ..

- ..--- en/ .

(NOTE: Try to prevent dirt apd grit from falling on shafts and being carried '
into the seal! This material Can quickly damage theseal or score the metal(' _.-/-

surfaces.) -

.
'91

J. Rur id new lip type seal (checking)

(NOTE: When a new lip type seal is installed on a clear) 'shaft, a break
in period of a few hours is required to 'seat the seal lip with the shaft

'surface. During this period, the seal polig pattern 'on the shaft and
the shaft in turn seats the lip contact, ,earkig away the knife-sharp lip-.9

contact to a narrow dpand. 'During ttis period, slight seepage array occur.
After siring, the seal should perform withoJt any asurable leakage.)

f \

4

. _

Y
R.

e
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.v.
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SEALS
UNIT VI

197-B

NAME

TEST

Match the-germs on the 4rright tO'the Correct definitions.

a' I'Vjoving; relating .t.C. force 1. Static seal
4

2. Static .
c.

C. Similar to^gaslets except applied .as a 3. Sealant
- . -.liquid or pas

b.. Without-motion.; still or fixed

. . -4. Gasket
- d. Device- which maintains a barrieragaihst * , .

. the transfer of fluids across two mating Lb( Dynamic
. suilaceq,which'do rnot move relativP to

t,

, ..
each other .. 3

, .

e. Type pf static seal.
,

List three uses..,of 'seals.'

a.

b.

0

4.I
4 t

;"'
,

. ,

.

t,

3.

4.

.

5.,

. c..
,

Name two basic types of seals and their uses.

o7a.

(
7 b. .

, Name three places where slynimic seals are

a. _- _

t
4.`

C..

.

Na%e three places where static seali are Used.

,

.
r e

`,

a

b.

0

,,
A 3 70-

,.. .: ...

. .-, -

A

I

, .

*
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6. Match the names of the dynamic seals on the right
.

a. Used on yystems, which have moving
shafts

b. Used to prevent entry of foreign material
into the moving parts of machinery

,

c:---timit leak ge by clOsely controlling the
annular cle rance between a rotating or
reciprocating shaft and "stationary
bushing C

V

`

/ 0.

Ir -

d. Depend on surface Crtact between the
seal and the movitig),bart and the seal
and the stationary' part

1 a

e. Form a runefing seal between flat,
precision finished surfaces

. ,
f. Create a seal when squeezed between the

throat of a stuffing box and its gland

g Fluid being sealed supplies the pressure
to seal the packing against the wearing
surface

h, Dividing membrane Which spans the gap
. between a ^' moving and stationary

member .

.42

7." List four types of-static seals.
_ .

a.

b.

c.

8. Name*.three catagorie x)f sealants..

a.

c.:

'Demonstrate the abilit

(NOTE: if this activity hai Rot been accomplished prior to tile test, ask your
instructor when it sho Id be Completed.) .

a

(,

to theiir functions.,

, Ring teals

2.. <Radial lip seals

3. Face. seals

4. Molded packings.

5.

6.

7.

8;

Exclusion seals

Clearance seals

biaphragm .seals .

COmpres.sion
packings

V

to install ,a radial- lip type, seal.

.

a

k t 8

C

V

-0

0

4 I



r,.t,

I
.

1

1. a. 5

b....2

c. .3

-11. 1

4

a. To keep in fluids

b. To keep out dirt

c. T, hold pressures or vacuums

3. a. Dynamic -To -.seal `moving- parts

b. StaticTo seal' fixed parts

-4. a. Shafts4kna rods

b. Compression packings

SEALS,'
UNIT VI

NSWERS TO -TEST

t

4

c. Piston rings

5. a: As gaskets

b. 0-rings r

c. Packings

6. a.. 2
A

b. 5

C. -

e. 3

f. 8

4

7

4

.1

sy/

4 a,I/..
,

.
/

I.

.

S

D = 199:B

o
.

-

4

7

I

4

^- -



1. a. Nonmetallic

,,..b. Metallic

4

Static 0 -rings (nonmetallic)

.; Static, Q-rings (metallic) .

a. Hardening types

b. l NonhardenirTg types

t
c. Tapes

9.- Performance ,skill evaluated to the 'satisfaction of the instructor.

V

4

3

0

e
a

I

;

t

P
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GYLINDEHEAD ASSEMBLY'f, O
UNIT. I

.,

. . ..

UNIT- OBJECTIVE

After completion
..
-ttf."' this unit, the student should be' able_ to diassemble, inspect,

recondition, and .asSemble ..a cylinder head and its cOntaining:parts. ThiR knowlexige will
be evidenced through tlemon'stratidn and-by scoring ieiglify,fhie percent bn the unit test: .-, ,

1.--:.,0 ', .
ef.., ?.. .-

.. 1,3i3 .....- l
SPECIFIC-OBJECTIVES .

. -

N .
*After completion of this unit.; the udentttfibuld\:06 able. tol..

, .

1: Matchzterms _associated 'with 'the cylihder head to the.
. .

th e.cor' ect eihiition.
P

,,.t' . . A ,

... .?
NI <w major-, joarti.,bsualrfourid in a cylinder head assembly.

.Namerthree,forms Of cylinderfiead castings that may be found on - diesel. - i:engine.
.... . _ . ir-.

.,.

Identify the primary parts of -a valige assembly. ..
. , r L i . :.----

,...-4
-...- -..

List two tykes ;of valvo:rotatys. .. .

. - -.........

.

;-B. Match Valve -arrangement to the -type of 'engine:head._

List two locations for turbulence-chambers Of an engine..
:

Identify three forms Of erigitte..Valves-...
-

9.
#. Dembnstrate the ability "t6: -:. .

------. ,. .....* ....i.. - t
.

a. -Rerriave, Inspect, and 4Irttall_ a cyfindeiv.head: . -
. ,

-.Disatiemble and service valve train;
.

c. Service valve guicIgs, Valve seats, -valve seatinsert4, arf_cKasseinble valve:
train. .:-

4

'''
K Y



I. Ingeructor:

ot
CYLINDER HEAD ASSEMBLY

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
4

I.

A. Provide stu ent with objective sheet.
e

B. Provide stu ent with information and job sheets.
,

C. RitialCe transparencies. . .

,

'D. Discuss unit and specific objectives. ...,, . ..

E. Discuss inforation shebt..,
. ..

%-

..
AS

F. Demonstrate arid discuss the procedures outlined in the
. *

G, Give test.

."Il. Student:

r
1 II-

t

r B. Study infoitmation, sheet.

A. Read olyctive sheet.

Complete job Sheets.
a

D. Take test.
I

i

INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS,
0

,-..
, I-. Included in this unit; ii,

. ,

A. Objective sheet ,
,

...- B. Inforgiation slieet .

.P: . ,,,, :
' C. Transpareh Cy masters.

1: TM 1--1-.(alve Assembly I io

2. ; TM 2--ValVe acker Arm AAembly?-

. s
.1;

3. TM 3--Energy 'Cell
, .

4. TM 4--Valvb and 'Fuel Injector
1'.

3. 7 5

*-

joia,sheets.

*,

4

I
4.

--D 3-C

*:

G

4

.16



I

e 4-C

1 1,

,.4

1'

;.

5. TM 5-Primary Parts of a :Valve Assembly

at TM 6-Va-lve ,Rotators 14 2.
Alle . .

7. , TV 7--Valve Arrahgements and Turbulence Chambers

zTM 8--Forms of Engine Valves "
D. Jots. sheets

,

J,ob Sheet #1 -- Remove, Inspect, and Install CylindwHead

2. Job, Sheet 42-Disassemble and Service Valve Train

3. 'llOb Sheet 43-Service Valve Guides, Valve Seats, Valve Seat
inserts, and Assemble Valve Train

-

Test

F. Answers to test

II. References:

6

m
A. Fundamentals of Sen;ice. Moline, Illiriois: Deere and CoMpany, 1972.

. . ., ,

'4 43 . %Shop Manual. Columbus, Indiana:ana: Cummins Engine Company, 1974.
t_i-4- .

C. Kates,- 'gar J. Diesel and High-Compression Gas, Engines. Chicago:
American Technical Society, 1974. /
. ...,' <
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CYLIN E.R HEAD ASSEMBLY
UNIT I

IMP

IVOBMATION SHEET

-

D - 5-C

Terms and definitions
. . ' / 'it . .. . .A.' Service- iTó clean; inspect, lubricate, and/or adjust1'

B. Poppet valve -Disk with a stern that rises perpendicularly to or .from its
seat and is opened by a cam and closed by a spring (Transparency 1)

C: Valve seat -That part in the head upon which the=valve.tace rests to close
the port (Transparency' 1) .

D. Valve guide- -Hole trough which' the stem of the valve tses (Transprency-.,
1)- .
(NOTE: Some guides are pressed into place and others are drilled into need
metal.) .

.

E. Valve spring---Helical spring .used to close the valve (Transparency 11
....

F. ' Valve spririg retainers-Kolds the valve sPringon the valve steam .--' . .. i. ..
I -,..G. ...,Rocker *arm shaft--Serves'is a fulcrum' for rockei- army ( Transparency 22)

. , :

'H. =Rocker arr - Lever that transmith-e ac an ,of the cam to the. stemof
.

valves- (Transparency 2)
_3 ' ---7

3. , .. .

, . .,.. .

7

.
. - .

Rocker arm assembly Shaft jrocker aria, and cam follower (Tran'sparencu ..-4
.. . s2) .

-. ril . - , ., .
'

Cam foiloWer-intermediate contact betineep camshaft and valve stern
(Transparency 2)

(NOTE: This is sometimes 'called a valve lifter.) -7, .` At
*..K. 'Energy -cell-Special removablk-ecimbustion: chamber fdr highspQed diesel

engines orransparency 3) . i- - \.
i, ,, , oi. .

L. Turbblence-High llocity swirling, of air .within the 6ornbilAtion chamber
. . .....,

. 0M. Valve seat angle -- Angle) bptween the :seat surface and the cytinder head
surfade,_ either 30 or 4

1-

degrees '
).

- . 1 ,---

N: Torqbe--A twisting.4 .rOrt . , ,..
-0,
.t.,,

r

..t). 411

. gra
A

-F
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A

4

,
it.. . . ..

.0. Torque W ench-- .ch used to draw' nuts to a specified tension by
measuring the twistin effort in foot - pound's -

., .
Foot-pound--Equivalent,to raising one pound a distance of foot

INFORMATION SHEET ,

Q. Fuel injector-Weiers anti rays 'fuel into the combustion chamber
(Transparency 4)

Fuerinjection- noiLle--Injects fuel under high pressure.

II. Major parts usually, found in a 'cylinder head assembly (Transparency 4)

A... intake valve

B.. Exhaust valve

C: Rocker arm

D. Fuel injector or nozzle

E.- Cam followers

F. Fuel injectortribV-,,
9

G.; Valve guides:

H. Valve seats.
___111---oylinder head, casting's

#

A. Single
S .

(NOTE: This covert. one cylinder.)

B. {trlultipie
41,

(NOTE: This ,covers tvvo pi: more cylinars.),

. C. One plebe

covers 'all, cylinders.)--
rt t(

Primary parts of a valve assembly (Transparency 5)

Split collar retainers (valve keepers)

4 B. Jve
spring cup

C. Valve spring
-t;

D. Valve

a

Is

.r

0



INFORMATION SHEET

V. Types of valve rotators (Transparency 6)
e -

A. i',Releaseltype---
___--

..........--;_----13".-- Positive typ

$ ,

_--- t2....---

VI. Typical vatve ALI,ngements (Transparency 7)
- - 4

.A. I dBoth vaives. above-cylinder

13, 14=H-ead--Both:vahles abov e angled cylindei-v(V-block)
$

)-
C. .4,111 One valve above and one to 'side of cylinder

.
D. .11.: gci-e-BOth vaLves'to-side of engine (valvejn block)

4-

sn

(NOTE: The F-Head aiid L-HeadL are not used much due to the trend toward
valve:in-head engines.)

..
.

VII. Locations of turbulence farmers -(Transparency 7)
.

.-

,A. , Chamber in .cylin 'r head -
:...-

1 ,

.13
,

rhan be r in piston- ..J__

----, . ,.. ...:';
"),,-V111. > Forms of valves (Transparency 8) ' .\

?;;,,...c'1, .I,, Y -2,,:-----'-'"-...-"..7e i' °

22..,%--";IV Ar.- Standard
..-.0 ., , ...,--7 / 1' ,i W ..!

.r. X.% ...,Jie'it" 7

.

a.

.4.

re"

. *

o

3 70
. {
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a
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;
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Rocker And

as

Valve Assembly
*..

O

finder Head
) Stem

4.

,*0?

hocker Arm Pushes Here

4

Springs-

amshaft

1.

0

Cylinder :
.)

Cylinder Head-
rI

nectirig Rod

shaft;

I A 1'

: ;...
. - - *4-

i .... ;

uide
.

Seat

Valve Head--a---.-1

.3tA

fate
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do ,

Valve Rocker Arm Assembly-

Rocker Arms

Shaft ..1

Roller-fyfe, Follower

$
Flat or Mushroom Follower

Plug
.

Wicker Arm

Valve

I t
Push, Rod

Cam Follower

PiAytedj F How

6

Camshafk

Piloted Pin Follower with Roller

(=.c

.







Rocker Arm
ICam FollOwet

Valve. Bridge

-Exhaust Valve

,Valve eat

I ake Ports



7 o

If

.4

Primary Parts of a Valve Assem

r

:1

Split C4er Retainers .

.



Valve Rotatorq

Valve Guide

Valve Spring

Retainer Lock

Tip Cup/

//

.V, aive.

Spring Washer
Built-In
Clearance.

,

Release-:TYPP

yr

C

.Spring, Cap

Tappet
Balls

F.

Poittiv41,Type

386
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et,

D. Brass hammer e

.

CYLINDERHEAD ASSEMBLY
UNIT I _

JOB SHEET #1-- REMOVE, INSPECT, AND INSTALL CYLINDER HEAD

.
c .

I. Tools and materials

A.- Steam supply .

° 4B, Compriked air supply

C. Chain hoist of sufficient capacity

. E. Torque wrench

F. Straight edge 4

G 'Feeler.gauge

H. Head' gasketraper

I. Wire brush

J. Basic hand tobl
;

.
K. kew head`gasket .

L.: Shop tawels

M. Eye -Protection.'

"

,j1 Procedure

A. Remove -cylinder head.

0 1. , "Check for !Oil; water, fuel, or compression leaks around cylinder
had

2. Steam clean the engine

3. Drain coolaht from engine. - .

4:I. Rem, 'ove ac4essories attac'hed fb cylinder ileac!, 'allowing a clear
L. place ,to. work . )

*..
. , ). 4

.

25-C

a

t.
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26-C

JOB SHEET #1

5. RemoVe 'rocker arm cover and rocker arm assembly, if used .

6. Remove cylinder head studs as _suggested by manufacturer's
. specifications

*

7. Attach suitable'lifting device to head (Figure 1)

FIGURE 1

4

S

Break head loose .using suitable -.pry' bar and location
_.

4111

(CAUTION: 1)o. not pry on the cPntact surfaces.)

Place cylinder head in head holding fixture or 'equivalent and
reinstall assessoriet

B.' Inspect cylinder head
. . .

1. Clean the cylinder head.and contact" surface s,
. a,

2. , , Cldan mating surfaces of the block and head, thoroughly
. .

3. Check for damage to the sealing' surfaces of .the; head or block
- - ,

4. Check liner 'protrvsion-lor proper specification

.
. .

..... \-...
Clean afr car .006-sits frOm the head by Scraping or.brushinn :-5. . ;.

.2._ 'witli- +' 71 sh . .. a-,

.te" ',./. '""/- ,

6, dbeCk fghi'me.:deposits ,in, water_ passages and remove Soft ,Plug,
c,-

, ..

- , if used,- .

4 . ' .

(NOTE: `Use.t recommended solution, and 441 the head to clean
.

'e,, -'1"014,scale an&Iinie:0 i --"

r s

e ''
.... I ''.. I

. :
't

.

i
1.

r
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JOB SHEET #1

7. Examine fuse plug, for. signs of overheating (Figure' 2)-

(NOTE: Fuse plugs contain a metal alloy center that_melts if
engine is overheated.)

. ,

FIGURE 2._

8. Inspect..and repitce soft plug as needed
;

9. install new plug if metal alloy, has melted

(NOTE: If fuse plug has melted, check caref011y for further
damage.)

Use aNeavy straight edge and Ideler gaug6 to check for warpage
,at_each end and between all cylinders

.(NO,TE:. Also check for end-to-end warpage in atleast six places.
ee Figure 3d-

FIGURE 3
v-..

Feeler Gauge

Straight Edge
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JOB SHEET #1

14. Decide yvhethef to reinstall head or reface it

7 It 4. (NOTE: Cons'ult the engine' lechrticalmanual for refacing limits:).
.

."

142L; ChecKhead for leak's or crackk.

a. Water and air pressure method -Seal the head and connect
to an air hose/ Im rse in hot water (180-, 200°F) for fifteen
minutes. Leald are d ected by any air bubbles which appear"
in the water -

b. Magnetic) crack detector method -The .magnetic crack
detector, is placed over the .suspected area, setting up a
magnetic field (Figure 4)

FIGURE 4

(NONE: Fine white metallic powder is then sprinkled over *,
the area and the war is rotated -90 degrees. After excess
powder is blown off, any creaks are clearly shown in white.)

3.
44v,

C. Install cylinder head 4'

1. Inspect the cylinder hea:1 and ,contact surfaces
-

2. inspect for scratches or riltks on the sealing surfaces of,the heack
and block

, . ,
3. Inspect and clean cylinder head cap screws end threads^

'392
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JOB SHEET #:1

4. install new cylinder head gasket

D 29-t

(NOTE. ollaw engine manufacturer's recommendation for.
applyin/ a sealing compound to one or both sides of the head
gasket. Check to be, sure that water passage holes are aligned with
holes in block.' Use aligning dowels -if required.) . * ,,,

'lc\z 5. Set head squarely on block without disturbing the heati gaske 1J .. ,,, .. ;
5IJ--Clean and lightly oil bolts or studs

.. .
. ,7. Start the stud nuts al- cap screws and tighten down finger tight

1

8. "Snug" down in the correct sequence (see manufacturer's Manual)
fror center of head out (rigure 5)

FIGURE 5's.
...- Torque Wrench

.

. Start at the Center

.

Tighten Toward ,

Cylinder. Head

Each End, Alternating
from Side to Side in a Circle as Shown

syr

Tiihten.eactl ,nut

. "(NOTE: 'Refer to`-engine manual for torquing procedures.
After The engine has been running a fe`w hours, retighten the stud
nuts in the correct sequence.with ihe..torque wrench.)

393%
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CYLINDER HEAD ASSEMBLY
UNITI -?

JOB SHEET #2--DIASSEMBLE AND SERVICE VALVE TRAIN

I. Tools and materials

'A. Valve spring compressor
miw

B. Stedm supply'-;
. Compressed air supply

D. Bench .grinder

E. 0-1 MO micrometer

Vahie spiing tester.

G. Dial indicator

H. Basic hand tool set

Board with set of numbered holes for valves'

.
J. Crocus cloth

K. Eye protection

Procedure

A. Rernove valve

1. SVilrn clean complete head assembly

2. Dry with compressed air

D 31-C

*-

e

a.

6 -

1

3. ( Place cylinder head' in head holding device or- equivalent
, .

s.,

,
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JOB SHEET #2

Compress one valve spring, at- a time with valve compressori`(Figure 1.L,

FIGURE 1

i

Valve Compr'essor 4

a

'5. Tap valve lightly to Idosen; then remove sri)it collar. rptamers

6, Remove spring cup

7.9 Remove spring

8. Remove snap ring and seal;Jif used (Figure 2)

FIGURE 2

395
re
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JOB SHEET #2

9. Remove valve .from bottom head----

- 33 -C

0

10. Use 'a board with a set of n'umbered holes drilled.in it and place
valves in holes in their correct order a

.4
'(CAUTIO-N: Do not mix.)

.8. Clean valves . Im

1. Hold each valve firmly against a wire wheel on a beno/S grinder,
or use lass bead or sandblasumethod

2. Fier-hove all carbon from valve Fe-ad, face, and stem

3. Polish valve stems with crocus cloth.

(NOTE: -Do t use wire brush on stem bea'ring suy,face.)

C. Ins and test valves

aft.
, 1. Inspect valves

Irt

.1"

s

O

w's\

.

.

a. Use 0-1 inch microrneter,to measure the valve stem (Figui-e
3) -

-MINA

p.

b. If diameter is less than specified In manufacturer's manual,
discard valve, and valve guide

.

(NOTE:. See Job Sheet, #,3 .for valve: guide, reptabement.)' .

396
"
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13--S-ET #2

2. Test valves

ar

a. Fidicl the valVk by the stein, head down
-

b. Strike sharply on stern erid with hammer; if fraeture exists,
the, head will break off

7

D. Reface valves

1. Dress wheel, if necessary ,(Figure 4)

0 .
a. Place dressing attachment against stop bar 'on grinding head

and tighten 'wing. nut ,
..

. _

. Turn on motor ana take light, steady cuts across, wheel

(NOT: Use coolant as requir'ed by manufacifU're'r.)
. .

2. Locate chuckhead (Figure 5)

0

ti

. -
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JOB SHEET #2

D - 35-C

a.: Locate chuckhead at the exact angle you wish to refinish
valve

/
/

(NOTE; Refe'r to manufacturer's specifications.)

41,
b. Lock chuckhead with hex nut

3. :Chuck valve (Figure 6)

. FIGURE 6

ar

7

(CALTlON: Special ,care should be taken Mien working with
sodium O

t,
thaust valves.) . ''-t..

. ,.,
4p,

a. Open chuck sleeve and insert valve so that rollers touch just
above the worn part o e stem

b. Set aligner for proper length of valve'

c. Closechuck sleeve to gontact stem
'1

d. Depress leypr and ;close chdck sleeve about, 1/8 turn-:.
.' ,--c

(NOTE:' Use-according to manufacturer's specifications.)

e. fressvalve firmly back into aligner.arld release lever

f. "'Tighten' by hand to de-sired tension
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; FIGURE 7

$

JOB SHEET 42

4. Grind "val'ves. (Figure 7)

A

ti.

Switch on motor

Advance valve in front of grinding wheel until wheel just
touches valve

(NOTE: Adjust coolant nozzle, as required.)

c. Set micrometer on feed screw 'at zero

d. Begin grinding aeleft. side of wheel, moving valOe slowly and
steadily, across- whee2)hen- back again.'

.
,

e. Take light cuts by feeding the wheel up:to the valve .901
or .602. art a time -,.

.
,,

-.
, .

' , :f. Remove just .enough material to make a clean, smooth .face
. .. .

g. When valve face is trued, advane to right until 'top edge
,- of valve is flush with right hand edge' of wheel

(CAUTION: Do not let valve leave the stone.) .

; .

3'99

4
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,

FIGURE 8.

JOB
'

h. ',Stove se
valve

HEEf #2

D 37-C

and or two, then back grinding wheel away from

i. -Repeat steps above for other valves

(NOTE: K valves in numbered rack to make sure you return
them to tfleir. own ,guic

Replace any valve that cannot be entirely refaced while
keeping a good valve margin (Figure 8) -

Warped Valve
with Knife Edge

Knife. Edge'

. ""
. , - . 1-

(CAUTION; -Avoid a knife edge around part or all of the. .'

valve head. See Figure 8.)
,

E. Inspect valve spring

InsOct for:

a. Weir on

b. Wear on

c. Wear on

the castin where springs rotate

the spring caps

ends of spring

d. Warped springs

,

47
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JOB SHEET #2

2. 'Pest spring tension
r4

a. Mo.unt valve spring on.spring tester (Figure 9)

FIGURE 9
4

A
,14

01Z,

b. Measure spring length4by means of manufacturer's.standards
4q,

c. Compress. valve' stiring

(NOTE: If valve springs compress.ta dimensions showh in
manufacturer's table at less than load indicated under "worn
limits,". valve spring sho)ld be disparded.)

401.
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CYLINDER HEAD ASSEMBLY
, 6)UNIT I

J

D 39-C

JOB SHEET #3--SERVICE VALVE GUIDES, VALVE SEATS,
VALVE SEAT INSERTS, AND ASSEMBLE VALVE TRAIN

I. Tools and Materials

A. Basic hand. tool s4

B. Electric hand drill

C. Rotary wire cleanih brush

D. Valve se?t lrinding kit

E. 0-1 inch micrometer

F. Small bore gauge

G. Bluing or lead pencil

H. Shop tOwels

Eye 'protection
C

Procedure

A. 'Service valve guides

1.. Clean valve guides

ti

a. Use correct size were brush in an electric drill

b. Run brush up and down the -4111 'length of guide (Figure
1)

. t
FIGURE 1

'o P. I. Apply a ievy--c14-Ops of oil
f
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.JOB SHEET #3
.

2. Inspect valve guides

a. Measure at different points within the guide (Figur.e'2)

FIGURE 2

Measure nside of
Guide,witri Gauge

7 5

b..- Read measerement pin 'micrometer

c. Measure ouiiide of valve stem (Figure 2)`

'CPrnpare- "(b) an for clearance

(NOTE: If .guide to -stem clearance is more than 50 percent
above manufacture6;specifications, replace. or knurl and
ream the valve guide.)

.

3. Replace valve guides

a. Rer'nove old; valve -guide ancynstall new guides as needed
(Figure 3)

.
"Th

FIGORP3,

Pilot Tool

?uide

t

..,AK.,

-6\10TE:.Some guides may compress slightly ivhen installed.) -.i', ,, ., -,'t
b. Precision-ream to specifications alter'installation,"Nthuired :*0. . At

/,
410:3
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JOB SHEET #3

-
B. qr-vicevalve seats

1. Clean valve seats .,(Figure 4)

FIGUFE 4

b.

D - 41-C

r
Ose an electric hand drill with wire, brush
carbon -.:,N . .

b. Apply kerosene to loosen carbon,

' c. Check for -pitted, burned, or worn .sett
.

Dilss grinding wheel , ..,,,,,,,

., '44

a. Set dre4ing tool at desired prigl (Figyre'5)
I

F I U

k,

IP%

A

_

Put. a drop of very light oil on dressing pilot ".7.

(CAUTION: Do not get oil on
- ,

404,

inding 4tvheel.)
.
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. 4.
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o.

JOB qHEEL,T #3",

.4

c. 'Screw grindirig')wheel-on holdeearld pla4e on pilot

; d. Adjust Until wheel just;touches diamend
. .

, 4. 0 ,,...... . . N.e. Insert driver and bring' up to speed , r 7 .e
1

f. Move imond' steadily °across wheel, ',taking light 'cut
,,

4 73. Select taperecj pilot (Figure 6) ,, .0

_g

. ,
a. Select largest pilot which wrll fit snugly' into valve guide

s.. . .
b. Place drop of .oil on pilot, insert into*lide, And twist gently

. to lock ,

/, ."

FIGURE'6

4

, t

4. Select grinding *heel.

.4.

Screw proper grinding wheel onto holder and place on pilot
(Figure 7)

(NOTE: Reler to ;erfice manual for size an( angle.)

4'

0

4.4

405



FIGURE 9
1464 ,. 1/64 .15 °

JOB SHEET #3

b. ',Insert driver ,spindle in holder (Figure 8)

FIGURE 8

-;

I

- 43-C

.'-
c. Grind the valve seat so that little of the-valve face is-exposed

to the combustion charribet:(Figure 9)

Wide Seat NarroW Seat ."

V4ve Seat
Proper Width

ValVe Seat
too Wide

(NOTE: Narrowseat to manufacturer's- specifications.)

d. Precautions

.1) Do not grind too long, only a few seconds

2) Do--not us,e _too 'much pressure
. :.,-.

3) Keep work area -clean

4) Check seat width and contact pattern with bluing
or lead pencil marks

r

.

ti

A

a
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'FIGURE10

.46

JOB SHEET #3 I

5) Regrind uneven spots

(NOTE: Lap seats with grinding compound only
if necessary.y

6) Check the runout (concentricity) of the valve
seat with a 'dial indicator '(Figure 10)

Turn I ndicalor to Check
Runout of Valve Seat

(NOTE: Reading must be within specific *ions
shown in the engine teclAcal manual.)

7) Rotate the pilot 90° in the guide aqd take a second
reading

. .

C Service valve seat inserts /I t , .
4a ,

o

1. Clean, inspett and grind using same 'method as with bored valvb
seats in (B) ,s A 1

't 2 . 1..

2 , Lightly tap, head near valve seat, if "insert is loose enough to
bounce mark for replacement V, .

/ .

(NOTE: Replacement of, injector sleeves (if 'used), energy cell (if used)- valve
seat inserts (if used), and resurfacing of cylinder head is receznended at
instructor's option as determined by availability of tools and equipmentee

4 , -
. manufacturer's 'sty manual for special tools required and steps of procedure.).

a
4'0 7
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D. Assemble valve train

1. Apply oil to valve 'stems and return to same ports frogi'which
they were removed

,

(NOTE: CoMmerbial valve stem lubricants are available.),,

2. Work the valves back and forth to Make sure they slip through

JOB SHEET #3

0- 45-a

easily and seat properly
o

(NOTE: A properly seated valve will bounce-When. dropped. ofr-
its seat.)

3. Install valve seals if required and seat valve springs

.J`

(NOTE: Place Wound end of spring to stationary side.)

4. Install new valve keepers, if necessary, making sure they fit
properly (Figure 11)

p 41,

Pop each spring and valve assembly three or four times LIY tapping'
on the end with a soft mallet

403
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; CYLINDER HEED ASSEMBLY
WI- 1.

TEST

NAME
.

B

0

D 47-C

. .

1., ' Match the terms on the right Acr their correct definition.
.

. . - .

a. .To , clean;'' inspect,' lubriCate, nd/dr 1

.
clean;'' a

,
-;

. adjust , , . ..., ,--, .. ,
,..-.

.
' --_,;-

?:
b. Disk., :with a: stem that rises .______ .,

. perpendicularly to or from its seat And = . 3.
2,- 17 is opened by a cars and closed by a' . -.,

....:,<,t,spring,

..

3

?:

c. That part' n the Iiitad upon ,which the
valve face, rests to cicise the port

d, through which the' .stern of the
,xalve passes ;

.

e: Helical spring used to close.-the valve
r'

Holds;the valve sprilg on the valve stem -

g. Lever that'tcansmits the action of -fhe
cam-to the stem of the valves,

h. 6erves as e. fulCrum or rocketefts-- ti

is Shaft, rocker' arm, 'arid, oath follower --.11.

4.

Valve guide

%-

Cain f2llower

Rocker. arm

Ropkef,.arm
'shaft .`

- Valve spring
retainers

.
6. SerVice:

.
Rocker -arm
assembly,

Vagie seat
. ,

9. 'Poppet ,valve
-,

10. 'Valve spring

4 intermediate .contact between camshaft 12.
and valve stem

:

k. Special removable gombustion chamber
for' high speed diesel =engines

t. High velocity swirling of (air within the
combustion chainber

i`
. Angle between. the seat surface and

the. c.jdinder head surface, either`. -30"
or 45 degrees 1 $.

,

n. :At twisting ;effort'. j
^00.. e,

Valve seat anble- -
.

Energy -cell

13. Foot-pound

14. .. Fuel injector

0

O

0

1.

p

.
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1

-

. .

o. Wrench used to draw nuts to a specified 15.
tension by measuring the twisting effort
in foot-pounds 16.

p. Equivalent to' raising one pound a
distan'ce of one foot

f$ .

oq. Meters and sprays fuel into the 1

combustion, chamber

r. Injects' file!, under high pressure

2. , Name five major parts usually" ciund in a cylinder' head assembly.
,

(.

Torque wrench

Turbulence

Torque.

Fual injection
nozzle

a.

b. .

c.

- d.

e.

a

3. Name three forms of'cyliriciar head castings-that may be found on a diesel engine.

C.

,
4, , Identify the primary parts in a valve assembly.

a

,

.4.10

%99;a.o



List two types of valve -rotators.

a.

b.

6.3" Match the valve arrangements ori_the left to t

a. Both valves to. side of engine

b. Both valves, above angled. cylinders

c. Both valves above cylinder

e of engihe head.

F-Head

2. L-Head

3. I-Head

d. Opb r valve above and .one to side of 4. H-Head
cylinder

7. List two locatiOns for turbulence chambers in the engirie.

a.

b.

8. Identify three forms of engine valves.

IA a

a,

Demonstrate the ;ability to:

a. 'Remove, insect, and install a cylinder head.

b. Disassemble 'and service valve train.

4

D 49-C

..*

C

a

c. Service valve guides., valve seats, valve'seat inserts, and assemble valve train.

(NOTE: If these 'activities have not been accomplished_ prior to thetest, askyot r instructor when they .should be completed.)
-

,

I.



1.. a. 6 -
.

11#
b. 9 '-

c. 8

d. 1 j.

- e. 10 ---'

f. 5

,

CYLINDER HEAD ASSEMBLY.
UNIT ', f.or

m. 11
-:-

. 17

i. 7 15 .

D 51-C

r

4

,/
13. -.0 'i

J1.

k. 12
.

., q. 14 ::/ -,,,i'--,7

I. 16

2. Any five. of the following:

a. Intake valve

b. Exhaust valve

c..- Rocker arm

d. Fuel injector or no

e. = Cam followers

..,

..
f.: Fuel injector tube

g. Valve guides

h. Valve seats

3. a. Single

b., Multiple

c. One pi9ce

4. a. Split collar retainers (valve keepers)
r _1

0

.o>

b. Valve spring cup

c. Valve spring

d. .

1

4

°

412



5. a. Release .type

b. Positive type

2' 6. a. '2

h. 4 \,,
-

c. tp.

d. 1

7. a. Chamber in cylinder head
,

,p Chamber in piston

8. a. Flat-top

b. Standard

c. Tulip .
_ .

9, Performance' skills evaluated to the satisfaction of the instructor

v 1

e

s
.

I

$

o.

AO

413:'
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PISTON AND CONNECTING ROD ASSEMBLIES

41,

"
UNIT OBJECTIVE

D -

After completion of this unit, the.tuderit should bcable to service a piston pin-and
Iconnecting rod and install precision-insert connecting rod Bearings. The student, should
also"bq able to 'identify 'the primary- parts of se piston and connecting rod assembly and
selett the causes or high oil conalhiption and blow-by: Thi.knOwleilge will bd evidenced
through demonstration ank by -scoring eighty -five percent -on the unit test.-

CIFIC OBJECTIVES

-.. , ; , , ;',i,

..--
After compleiltp

.

tbis unit, -the- student shbuld be 'able to: A .

1. Match_ terms associated with piston and connecting ,rod assemblies to the ,
correct definitions. . -

0

.

2. Identify seven primary ports of a piston -and connecting rod assembly'.
is

3.. List tbree functions of the pistbn.

4. -Identify five main parts of a piston.

5. Ligt three functions of piston rings.

6. Name the twb types of piston rings.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11. DiScuss thereaionlfbr_markings on the coon- ting-rodr piston, and bearing
cop.' -.,.. /..._,;ir / A..,,,-- ' -,..,0.,....-,

... ./- i - \
-

12,--:: Demonstrate the ability 40: . .

a.' Service piston and install piston rinds.

b. Service piston. pin 'end connecting rod: ' ,
---.

.,, ; .-

;.. C. Install precision - insert connecting rothlikrin s
,.

Name three common types of ring joints. r

Selebt possible causes of high oit consumption and bloW-by.
,

Identify three types of -piston pins.
4 .

,,
Name two types -or construction for the bap end of a. connecting rod. -.

a



PISTON AND CONNECTING ROD ASSEMBLIES
UNIjT II

;.1

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

I. Instructor: 1

.
to

A. Provide student with objective sheet.
.

. t, ,B. Provide student with information and job sheets.-, .
.).. ... -
C. Make transparencies. ', ..

--. D. Discuss unit and specific objectives.: /r. 1

'' %

V Discuss., information sheet.- r--- . ...

,
6- ,, F. Demonstrate and discuss the aocedqres outlined

,
in the job sheets...

'. G. Give test. .... ,

I!. Student:
104W-

e% Read objective sheet.

B. Stiady information sheet.

C. Complete job Sheets...

Take test..

- INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS

I. Includtd in .phis unit:

I.,

. A. Objectives sheet

Information stieet
11.

C. Transparency masters,- .
.

1. TM 1-Piston and Connecting Rod Assembly
_1

2. - TM-2--Piston Ring

'4. TM 3-- Blow -By-

4. --,,TM-4--Types of Piston Pins-,

5. .TM 5--Connecting Rod Markings
ti

-

4 1 5 _

0

D - 55-C
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D. Job sheets

1. ' Job Sheet #1:-Seyice Liston and Install'Piston Rings
, ' ,. ? ,-

7: Job Sheet #.2--Service Piston Pin and Connecting Rod

3. Job Sheet 3I Connecting Rod Bearings

F. Answers to test

II. References:

A. Kates; Edgar J., and Luck, William-E. Diesel and High_Conipression'Gas-
Engines. Chicago: American Technical Society, 1972.

B. Fundamentals of Service: Engines, Moline, eere ansi Company,

. ;

C. Cummins Engine Shop Manual. Columbus, Indiana: Cummins Engine
Company, 1974.,

z - .

416
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, : 4
PIS-TON AND CONNECTINGECTING ROD ASSEMBLIES

-\ UNIT II 4
t

*co

INFORMATION HEET

I. Terms and definitions /,

A. Piston skirt--Outside part of piston below ring grooves. .

B.

C,
t

D.

E.

Piston la d--Area between ring grooves

Piston.' pin - -T s piston and. rod together

Pision doss--Eible in piston swhich supports piston pin

Ring jciints--Clearance between ends of piston rings

F. Blow-by--Combustion gases escapihg to the crankcase

G. Lugging--Overloading causing unusual stress
A -

vr H. .Incandescent --Glowin6 or burhing ..,

. ( .----
t.I. Knurling Upsetting the metal to decrease the inside diarheter or increase

the outside diameter

J. Full floating pin--Piston pin that -moves in both rod and Piston
. .

K. Plastigage--Soft, oil soluble, 'plastic thread
-

II. Rrima'ry. parts of t piston end `connectitir rod assembly (Transparency 1)

, A Piston

B. Piston rings .

C: Pisfon pin-
.

Piston pin bushing

E. Connecting' rod

F.7 CopnectIng rod cap

G.
f,t..
.Bearing shells;

Functichs of a pistoh

A. .Receives the force of combustion

B. Transmits, this force tolthe crankshaft

C. Carries the piston rings Which seal. and wipe the 'cylinder .c)

r.

i

.4

41.
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' INFORMATION SHEET 4

Main parts of a piston (Transparency 1)

A. 'Head or crown

B. Skirt

C. Ring grooVes
A.

D. Lands 'a

E. Piston 'pin boss

41,

V. ,Functions 'of' piston rings i, *1 4.,. i'' .... . .

Forms a gas tight seal between the piston and cylinder

.0-

.

B. Helps cool the piston by transferring heat

C. Controls lubrication betwe n piston and cylinder wall.
' .

VI. Types of piston. rings (Transpa ency 2)

A. CortifneSsion fingt'

B. Oil control,. rings

VII..., Common types of HA joints (Transparency 2)

A. Step

B. Angle
.

C. Butt ..

VIII, Causes of high oil. consum

A. Piston ringS installed wrong

B. Stuck, oil rind,

C. Plugged oil ring

D.
O

E. 0

F. -Physical damage to pistons.

Te

and blow-by (Transparency 3)

-Top ring broken, or .top groove .worn,

wear in piston, rings, and cylinder

.

.1

'4

Cl
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INFORMATION, SHEET

IX. Types of ,piston pins (Transparency 4)
40

A. Fixed -` -Moves in rod, fastened fo piston

.
,)

D-- 59-C

\.
B. Semi-floating-Moves in piston, fastened to rod

:

C. Full floating- -Moves in both piston and rod, fastened by'- spring, clips

X. Types of construction for the cap end of Cconnecting rod, (Transparency 5)

A. Square cut

B. Angle cut
in(

Xl. Reasons' fore markings (Transparepty 5)
J

A On the piston-To install in same cylinder and on same side from which"

1 ,

- removed .; -'
)

.

B. On the connecting rod--To install in samecylinder and ones a -side from
which removed

. i. ,

C. -On the bearing cap--To install on same rod and on isame side from which'
removed '

44

0.
-
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Piston

Rings

Piston'and Connecting:Rod AssemblY

Piston

Connecting Rod

Connecting.

Rod Cap

4*

Piston Pin

0

.

c

Piston Pitt Boss
Reinforcement.

Top Land

2nd Land

3rd Land
4th Land'

Piston Pin' Ring Groove

9

`Bearing Shells

,
Con* lete.Piston and Connecting Rod. Aisembli

g
42

Head Rib

Head

e

Skirt

.

Oil. Drain
LtlaleS Behind

'Ring

;Atwv-Plit-4

r.

Skirt Beinfortement.

Piston

Piston Pin,
Boss

0)
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A.

4

---r

F'iston Rings O

p

. 45? Angle Joint

-4

^' 422'

S

-

a/J.:Butt Joint
t.

Step Joint

Compression-Rings with Sinipie-Joinis

ea-

`e

7,
--- yr: -Double and, e le and

.

Ventilated 01,, Ring :-,

OA

Conifiressloh ,

Rings.
Oil Control

Rings,

e

PistiiiiiRingifer a Typical Piston

;

0-

.

.423,,
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Blow-B

1:1;,- 65-C

O

-a

BlowBy

.

O

BitmBy of Gases in .

424-

1111111.
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Tries of Piston Pins

410

Fixed Pin k Semi Floating Full Floating.
,, :Pin Piro'

Fastened to P. Fasfened to f,I.od Fastened by Spring Clipt,
. ,

,



4

a

Eye

Shank

Heads

Cap

Connecting IROIVIarkings

4-

Front Mark

Bearing
Cag Marks.

Bearing Inserts,

.Upper Bearing
Cap

Lower.
:Bearing

Cap

ConneCing Rod Angle Cut ConneCting Road Square

426
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t PISTON AND CONNECTING ROD ASSEMBLIES
UNIT II

JOB SHEET #'1--SERVICE PISTON AND INSTALL PISTON RiNGS.

I. Tools and' materials

- A. Ring expander .

B. Thickness gauge
-

C. Outside mitrome.ters,-
-766 I

D. Bench vise
.

E. Chemical cleaning solution
,

F. Solvent to remove oil film

G. Water spray .supply

H. ompressed air supply

1. Eye iarokkection

Q., II. Procedure

0

*. .

e

A. Remove cylinder head assembly and secure liner as'.necessary

a

B. Re14 piston

1, Remove oil level gauge and gauge tube.

D - 717C

sr

r-

. .
2. Remove fuel drain lines and other parts as necessary I

4.*

3. Clean the carbon. ridge from top of cYlinde; liner .
Alli,

., 4. Rotate the crankshaft clockwise as rfecessary to gain access to.
the connectingrod cap,!- .

*.

5. -Remove the connecting rod cap and retaining bolts

(NOTE: 'Mark`-rod and cap if not. already marked)*

6. Push the piston upward untitthe rings clear th9 cylinder liner
,

(CAUTION: Protect the conribtting rod journal.)

Lift the pisto'n and Ci0 n necti ng rod from the liner

4
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72-C

. JOB SHEET #1

Replace cap on rod after removal

9. Repeat above steps for remaining pistons

. Remove old rings

11.. Clamp Connecting rod in a vise using jaw protectors

'2. Use a ring expander to remove, old rings

Disassemble piston

1. Remove piston pin retaining rings, if used

2. Remove piston. pin and piston from the. connecting 'rod
*.'

E. 'Clean pistons using one of the following -methods

4

4

8-

r.
1.

Use a4 chemidil Solution to soak pistons
It

Use a solvent to 'remove oil film from

b. Mix the ,cleaner solution and heat as. recommended

1

P.

. .
pistons

' c. Soak the distons in the cleaning solution fOr specified time

Soak /or a second period if needed arld scrap'Plightly if
needed 7 al 16

°

(CAUTION: Never use a wire brush.)

e. Drain and spray rinse with water and air

(NOTE: Be sure the piston ring grooves are thoroughly
cleaned.)

2. Use glass- beads to clean pistons
.

ti

t

a.

b.

Wash 'pistons. in solvent to- remove 'grease and 04i,1

.

( CAUTION: Use a stiff brush, not a wire bitrip.)..

Spray the pistliis dry using compressed air , ,.

, Clean, theidistons'
per, 'sip beads.

in the grass bead cleaning machine using
and correct pressule

429
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'JOB SHUT #1

d. Keep, the black moving

D -.73-C

(CAUTION: Do not hold bead blast on one,area too long,.
. or %eta! may be eroded.) .

e. , Hold the nozzle away 4
from the surface; distance will vary. .

depending on recommended pressure
4, ;

' al r
F. In'spect' pistons

1. Examine for score ,marks, damaged ring grooves, or sign of
overheating

2. Iipect piston, for cracks in head and skirt area arid for bent or
broken lands 1**

(NOTE: Replace if damaged.)

G. Measure ring grooves for wear
.

1.. Install a new ring in groove (Figure 1)

2. Insert feeler gauge between upper surface
Land to cfteck clearance (Figure 1)

.
ifak

of new ring and tie
i .

41

FIGURE 1 Measure Ring Clearance with a Feeler Gauge

- ,
3. 'Cheek, all ring grooves at several points

(NOTE: Follow engine manufacturer's recomMenclation for wear
limits.)

430 .
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74-C
a

JOB SHEET #1

\
Meiature piston for wear

1. Using outside micrometers, measure diameter of piston skirt at
right angles to the piston pin bore (Figure 2)

FIGURE 2 Checking Piston

2. Take, a reading at both top ,and bOttom of the skirt

3. Compare these measurements with new dirpensions liven in the
engine Achnital mant.to4 .

4. Note the difference which piston.wear:- .

I. Measur:e piston 'to cylinder clearance

Measure the cylinder.diameter at right angles td thecrankshaft
in the lower or least-worn area of theCylinder, using a cylinder

*dialnauge, on inside micrometer, or a telescope gauge with outside
micrometer -

: Measure the diameter of the piston across the th rust faces wi th
at-outside micrometer (Figure 2)

,

(NOTE:, The 'difference...between these. two measurements is the -piston
clearante. 'Replace pistons if their clearance exceeds manufacturer's

_silecifications.)

.

4 3 1
P

--V--

IP
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J.s' Install rings

JO,f) SHEET #1

e

1. Using ring expander, install oiFtohtrol ring (Figure 3)

2. Using ring expander, intall compresdion rings top -side up

(NOTE: Refer to engine technical manual fore directions on
installing different ring types.)

c

1.

FIGURE 3 Installing- Piston Rings
Using a Ring Eipander

Stagger the ring ends according to' manufacturer's
recommendations

. (CAUTION: Dp not twist, expand, or stretch rings too. much.)

J

.1

4'32

.4
1*
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A.

PISTON AND CONNECTINROD ASSEMBLIES
UNIT II

D 77-C

M
SHEET #2-- SERVICE PISTON PIN AND CONNECTING R015';

I. Tools and material's
t 1

. A., Piston pin vise

B. Straight edge

C. Brass hammer

D. Shop towels

E. Compressed air supply ar
F. Eye protection

I I. Procedure
.

A. Service, piston pin

1. k pine, f out-of-round-.or loosetiess
. r

a.. Clamp pin in pin vise

, 0 .41 ' . ) ..^'

,
emov,e ,hod and examine shiny.' contact spots

..

,i'il. ,

4,P : 1OTE:, If conket .4oe ,.ngt show over entire surface
reae.w bushing) . ';.;-. '',._ ..,a, i : ...

Iv .

2.
,--\°\ ...

Check bore fog or belltmoutIling (figure' 1)

tate(iod back and. forth on' phi°

a#4

Tapdred Hold'
in Rod

S.

Bel outfied Hole

FIGURE 1 Bad Pin' Fits i Connecting Rod

4,

it*

a

.4/

^".
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JOB SHEET

"141;.:

a. Insert pin from each end of the bushing

(NOTE: If pin is'free orrone end and tight on opposite
end, the in hole is tapered. If pin enters easily from either
end but tight in the enter, the pin hole is bellmouthed.)

b. Renew bushing if pin hole is tapered or bellmouthed-

3. Check for misalignment between the .piston pin holes (Figure 2)

't Tapered' Holes // in Piston
1

Misaligned Holes/
in Piston

FIGURE 2 .Bad Pin Fits in Piston Bosses -

Pia pin through pin hole toward secon do.piston boss.
(NOTE: If-pin does not enter second boss without a chick,_
nisalignment has occurred.)

A -

b. Install new bushings

to

14.
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I

B1 Service

1.'

JOB SHEET #2 -

connecting rods

D - 7g-C

0
iReplace bent or twisted rod, if wear points show on 'bearing in

eye or cap (Figure 3)

FIGURt3 Wear Points from a Bent/Rod

2. Replace rod if out' of alignThent to limit of 0.001 inch in six
inches (Figure 4)

Bore Must be Parallel I

Within 0.001 in 6"

Twist Must Not
Exceed 0.001 in 6"

E AA .
*.v .. .

/ 1 ," FIGURE 4 Recommended' Limits for Rod Alignment. '. 4 .
. #

1

4

43.5
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PISTON AND CONNECTING ROD ASSEMBLIES-
UNIT II

JOB SHEET #3--INSTALL PRECISION-INSERT CONNECTING ROD BEARINGS

I. Tools and 'materials

A. Outside micrometers

B. Inside micrometers

C. Rawhide mallet

D. Torques wrench

. E. Oil pan gasket

F. Shop towels

II. Procedure

'A. Clean crankpins

9

, , - Ilk ,

B.

;
visually check for gugq, scratches, grooves, and scored surfaces

d. :Measure crankpins in jeveral places with outside micrometers (Figure 1) ,

(NOTE: Write clb-wn minimum and maximum' diameters; write down ,,,...,
maximum shaft diameters and cylinder locatibn.) .

D 81-C

Alr

,

-

Vw

FIGURE 1 Measuriffg Crankshaft Rod.lournals

1

I

3/
4

a,

4
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JOB SHEET #3

0: Assemble No. 1 cap and rod without bOrings (insert' shirrts if provi:ded)
and tighten bolts lightly

0

(NOTE: Tab cap Irghtly,with rawhide mallet just- before 'final tightening
4to the torque wrench setting recommended.)

E. Check, yod bore with inside microTeters'or diat boregauge for out-of-round no
(Eigures 2 and. 3)

a

FIGURE 2

,

FIGURE 3 checking Connecting(;; Rod Crank
Journal Bore

F. Remove cap from rods and clean all parA , . 7s
.

.
. .. .4

G. Obtain new bearings to ,give the correct oil clearance with the maximum
shaft sizes previouily recorded in C above

(NOTE: Bearing clearance can also be measured with the crankshaft in place
by using .a plastigage." While this method will give, the bearing clearance
it will no tell whether the wear igeon the bearing or on the, crankshaft
journal.)

H.. Compare old and new .bearings...for correct oil groovqs, holes, and lips

Insert correct lower half bearings

J.. Place No. 1 rod assembly No. 1
to Camshaft; do the samer with

K. Insert upper halt :bearings into
oil on bearing surfaces

Into caps; make sure-lip nests into slot

cylinder with-marking in corral relation
her rods -

(now.ip engine); smear engine

4372'

r
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. JOB SHEET #3

D - 83-C

. /
L. Seat rod with bearing in place upon its crankpin and check rod marking

with camshaft poSition

(CAUTION: See that the rod bolts do not touch crankpin.)

M. Assemble No. 1 cap and rod; do the same WitOrods No. 2, No. 3, until
complete'

(NOTE: Markings must be on the same sidef with shims inserted, if used
in original ass-embly. See Figures 5 and 60

?s

1.

Upper
Bearing

z, Cap

'Bearing
Cap

Marks

Lower
. Bearing

Cap

,

FIGURE 5

Takeup on bolts lightly

Cra Pin
Be g Bolts

`')FIGURE

(NOTE: ;lap cap with mallet to find natural cdnter.).

0. Tighten with 'toi-que, wrench to recommended setting
41

(NOTE: Rotate crankshaft by hand; 'after tightening *each rod, to make
sure it does nqt bind.)

P. Check -complete installation in'this Order: markings, torque wrench readings,
crankshaft tightneSs, and apply cotter, pills or'ldck .nuts, ,

Q. Attach oil leak detector, if, available, as final check on both main, and
connecting rod bearings

4
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84-C
I:

I

1 4

1 / ..--'-'*-'1:0B SHEET #3

14"---`t .

Clearl, oil pan and oil pump screen thoroughlytz
1 4,- - . + -. .

S. (fie oil pan gaskets and, assemble to engine
.

.
;..

T. Fir with a good grade of oil of recommended' viscosity to sit.the season

4

if

U. Replace oil filter cartridge

V. Clean air cleaner
_.

W. Start engine and run just 'above idling speed until oil gauge registers normal
pressure

X. Vial break-in (7,.the engine bearings! should be the same as br ing in
a risT

(

O

4. 4 3 9

..

I

,
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PISTON AND CONNECTINQA1OD ASSEMBLIES
UNIT- 11, -

7
NAME

TEST

'D

Matt the terms on the right to -the correct definition's.

a: Outside part of piston below ring A,
grooves

b. Area between ring grooves

c. Ties piston and .rod together

d. Hole inpiston which supports piston pin

e. Clearance between ends of piston rings

f. Combustion gases escIng to the
crankcase

g: Oyerloading,, causing unt.isuar stress

h. Glowing or burning
Le,

2.

-3..

4:

5. .

6.

7.

8.

Piston pit),

Piston pin boss

Piston' land

Pistor; skirt

Ring joint§

Blow-by
.

Plasti gage

Full floating
pin

9. , Lugging

16. incandescent

i. Upsetting the metal to decrease the
inside diameter or increase the outside
diameter

j. Piston pin that Moves
--spiston

k. Soft; oil soluble,litestic thread

I. Knurling
in both rod' and- e

Y

6*

40
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ti

2. Identify seven primary parts of a "piston and- connecting rod assembly.

b.

a.

411

d.

f.

3. List three functions of the piston.

a.

b.

c.
a

4. Identify five main paqs of a piston. i

\.

.141



f

t.

5,. 41..ist three functions of piston stings,

a.

b.

C.

B. Name the two types of piston rings.

a.

b.

k
,7. Name thriee common types of ring joints.

a.

b. .

D *S7-C

c.
a

, . 4 °1, . . .
8. Select possible causes of hitoilconsumption and b,low-by by placing an "X"---- -in_ the appropriate blanks,

9.

a. Piston rings installed .wrong

b. Plugged dil ring

c. Stuck oil ring
"r

d. Burned exhaust valve
a'

e. Oyerall wear in- piston, *rings, And

Identify three types of piston Pins.

cylinder

4.

a.

442-
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=

10. Name two types of construction, for the cap end of a ,conriecting rod.

T

. ,

a.

b. , .\
.

Discuss the reason for markings on the connecting rod, piston, and bearing cap.

..

0

SIa

t

a,

4

12. Demonstrate the ability to:

4

a., Service piston and install piston, rings.

b. Service piston pin. and connecting rok

c. Install precision-insert connecting rod bearings.

(NOTE:- If these activities hale not been accoinelished whir to the test, ask
Our instructor When they shOuld be completed .

4

A

4

448
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'4.

'PISTON AND CONNECTING ROD ASSEMBLIES
. UNIT II

1. a. 4

b. 3

c.

d. 2
o

,
2. a. Piston rings

B. Piston

ANSWERS" TO 'TEST

D 89-C

v: 5.
1

i. 11 4
f; 6

9 k. 7

h. 10

4.

c. Piston pin,

d. Connecting rod

e. . Piston pin bushing

f. Connecting rod cap

g. Bering shelit ,

a. Receives the force of combustion
. (

.7

b. Transmits this force to. the crankshaft

. Carries the' piston rings 'which seal and wipe the cylinder

4. a. yead or crown,

b. Lands

c. Ring grooves

d. Skirt

.1e.. Piston' pih boss

5. a. Forms a gas tight seal between piston and cylinder

b. Helps Cool, the piston by transferring heat

,Controls lubrication betw n Piston and cylinder Wall

1P

444,

±

a
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6. a. Colnpression rings

b. Oil control rings

7. a. Step

b. Angle

c. Butt

"8.' a, b, c, e

a. Fixed

b. Semi-floating.

c. Full floating

10. a. Square cut
0

d.

b. .Angle cut
.

11. Discussion should

4.

' /
,On the pistonToinstall in same cylinder and on 'gine side qoin which

ft,

L.

removed

.b. On the connecting rod- -To install in saryie cylinder and on. same side fn,

' which removed °

.

c. On the bearing cap - -To install on same rod and on same sides from which
, removed .

.12. Performance skills evaluated to thy` satisfaction of the instructor
,...,

445
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CA.MS-IAFTS, GEAR TRAIN, -AND ENGINE TIMING..
UNIT Ill

n. .

UNIT OBJECTIVE

D 91-C -

'After' completion of this unit, the student should be able to identify primary parts of
a camshaft-ai'id parts in a valve train. The student shOuld alio beable toexplain valve
timing on a two-cycle and four-cycle engine and name the gears which are marked in
the gear train to insure correct valve timing. This_ knowledge will be evidenced through
demonstration and by scoring, eighty-fivespercent .on the unit test.

SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

After completion of this unit, the student should be able to:

e

1. Match ierms associated with camshafts Id gears to th,L'covect definitions.

( 2. Name parts on some diesel' engi2es that are actuated by the camshaft.
.

1/4<-3. identify three primary, parts of a_ camshaft. t.

.4. Identify fourparts in a valve train.

5. Explain Valve, timing on a fou'r-cycle engine.

§. Explain valve timing on a two-cycle-engine.
,

7. Name fo,ut: gears found in a typical gear train., .

8. 'Name three gears which a're marked in the gear train to insure.correa;valve,
timing.

9. DertiOnstrate the ability to:

a.° Remove, service, and install a camshaft..

b. Adjust valve clearance on a valve-In-head engi

446
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CAMSHAFTS; GEAR TRAIN,--AN6ENGINE TIMING
UNIT III a

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

_ I. Instructor:

Pr.ovicfe student with objective sheet.

B. Provide student -wtth information.. and lab sheets.
. ..-

, `C.* Make trgrisparencies.

D. DiscusS. unit and specific objectives-.

iscust ,iriformation sheet.

-F< emo strate and discuss the procedure outlined in the job sheets.
.

G.

II. Student:

est:

A. Reed objective sheet.

B. Study .information sheet.

Complete job sheets.

D. Take test. .

-.41! --a
INSTRUCTIONAL .MATERIALS

1, 'In'cluded in this unit'

../ A. Objective 'sheet

B. Information sheet

)

. Transparency masters .

1. TM 1--Valve Clebrance
._

2.9, TM 2- ;Parts of a Camshaft

3. '1 TM 37-Valve__Train

4: TM 4- -gears in a Typical Gear Train

5. 1 TMSTiming Marks on Gear Train

447
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S

-

Job 'sheets

1. Job Sheet #1--Remove,, Service,.and Install a Camshaft,

2.' Job Sheet #2--Adjust Valve Clearance on a Valve-in-Head Engine
I,

E. Test

F. Answers to test

II. References:
0

A. Fundathentals of Service: Engines. Moline, Illinois: Deere and Company,
1972. ,

B. Cummins 'Engine Company Shop Manua/..-Columbus, Cummins
Engine Company, Inc., 1974.

C. Engine Service Manual. Peoria, Illinois: Caterpillar Ttlactor Company, 1972.

D. Detroit Diesel Engines: Service Manual. General Motors Corp., 1972.

448
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CAMSHAFTS, GEAR TRAIN, AND ENGINE TIMING
UNIT III

INFORMATION SHEET

I. Terms and definitions

.

D - 95-C

. ,

A. Cam lobes--cceritric on the camshaft whichh'anges rotary motion to linear
motion

B. Backlash -Clearance between meshed gears

C. Dual valves-Two valves operated by a single rocker arm

D. Bridge or crosshead--P rmits a single rocker arm to depress dual valves

E. Valve clearance--Definite clearan9- between rocker arm and valve stem
(Transparency 1)'

Cam followers--Drive the push rods to operate the valves

(NOTE4am followers may also be called valve tappets.)

G. Hydraulic valve lifters--Noiseless cam followers that automatically adjust for
valve clearance

-

II. Parts actuated by the camshaft on some diesel engines

A. Intake valve

B. Exhault valve

C.- Unit injector

D. Air starting valves

.111. Primary parts of a camshaft (Transparency 2)

A. Drive gear

B. Cams

C. Bearing journal

IV. Parts in a valve, train (Transparency 3)

A. :Valye

. Rocker arm

443 .
. ,

/

0

C

.1
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O

C. Push rod

Cam follower

INFORMATION SHEET

V. Valve timing in a four-cycle engine

A. Camshaft turns at one-half the speed of crankshaft . -f- 4

B. Each valve is opened and closed once during two revolutions of the
crankshaft

-VI. Valve timing on a two-cycle engine

,A. Camshaft turns at the same speed as crankshaft

B. Exhaust valve is opened a d closed once during one
crankshaft

revolution of the

. (NOTE: Intake port'in tylinder liner is uncovered by the piston once during
, one revolution of the crankshaft.)

VII. Gears in a typical- gear train (Tra_risparency. 4)

A. Carrishaft gear .

D. Crankshaft gear :\
,a.

C; Idler .gear so
.

, -,.,_
0- .4 4

i 1
D. , Fuel injection pump and governor drive gear %

VIII. Gears marked to insure correct valve, timing (Transpa-rericy 5)

A. Crankshaft gear tees.

B. Idler gear teeth°
AP'.

C. Camshaft gear teeth

7

t

o

d°

450
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a

.

Valve Clearance'

Valve

Clearance

6,7

Valve Closes and Sohls
, Gases in Cylinder .

4:

Problem of Too. Little

..
No Valve

Clearance2'

14:
f

/
.11 ;Valve Doesn't Seat.

Poivei *Lost and Valve

Overheats.

alve-Pearinte

51
0
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Parts of a Camshaft-

,.

r
,

.igarwq--14(.444WORIp

DriVe Gear'

(Not Shown

Bearing Journal

Drive Gear_
C-am

Bearing Journa
v.



:Valve Train
Waive in Head Engine)

Z.

- 101-C,

y.

4.0

I

. _
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Gem in a TypicarGear Train

. Camshaft Gear
-

Tirbing
Gears -r

Fuel

Injection PUmp

and Governor

Drive Gear

idler Gear:VW)
es..4r4.

"."

II

Crankihaft Gear..

- t

1.*
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liming Marks on Gear Train

O

Fuel.
Infectir Pump

=Drive Gear

t.
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CAMSHAFTS, GEAR TRAIN, AND ENGINE TIMING'
UNIT 111

JOB SHEET #1--REMOVE, SERVICE, AND INSTALL CAMSHAFT

I. Tools and materials,

'A. Outside micrometer

B. inside micrometer or telescope gauge

C. Shop towels

D. Appropriate Manufacturer's service manual

.11. Procedure'

.
A. Inspect camshaft journals for signs of wear or- out-of-round condition

a.

B. Measure the camshaft journals with an outside micrometer (figure 1)

FIGURE 1

4

, '

Camshaft Journals

1107-C
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JOB 8NEET #1

C. Measure the camshaft bores or bearings with a telescope gau-ge-ald outside
micrometer --(Figure 2) 4

t

Measuring Camshaft Bores

D. CO7re the' results with specifications given by the manufacturer
,

,.E. Using 'micrometer check each cam lobe,4or height Y
, _ ...,

F. Conipare intakes to Other intakes
s-

. , .
.G. Compare exhaustsoto other exhausts .. , ..

H. Replace camshaft if manufacturer's ,specifications are not Met

4

457
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CAMSHAFTS, GEAR. TRAIN, AND ENGINE TIM Mit
, UNIT III

JOB SHEET #2--ADJUST VALVE CLEARANCE
ON A VALVE-IN-HEAD ENGINE 0

r

4 Vs.

tools and materials

4*, A. Correct size end wrench

B. Screwdrivelf

C. Feeler gauge

D. Shop towel

E- New valve cover 'gasket

II. Procedure

A. _Start engine and bring to normal operating temperature

a

. 9

(NOTE: See manufacturer's recommendation for hot or cold adjustment:)'

B. Clean all dirt and oil from around valve over and" remove

C., Tyrn engine over until piston in No. 1 cylinder is at top dead center on
tthe compression stroke (Figure 1)

FIGURE 1

Top Dead Center Mark

Fuel Pump
Injection
Timing Mark

Flywheel Hbusing

Duringth"ecompressjon. stroke, both valves must be closed and
o the push rods'must be loose.)

453
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a

A

Pf

.

JOB SHEET #2

Using a feeler gae, check the valve clearance (Figure 2)

Intake Valve

Feeler Gauge

24

-Exhaust-Valve

FIGURE 2

(NOTE: Distinguish between the intake and the exhaust valve because the
clearance may , be different.)

E.. Adjust to manufackurer's recommendation by loosening lock nut and turning
valve adjusting . screw 'up or down with screwdriver,

F. Tighten lock nut with ehd wrench

G. Rotate the engine crankshaft in its firing'order and adjust valve clearanc6
when each piston reaches T.D.C. of Its compression stroke

(NOTE: Two or three sets of valves may be sefat a time with one rotation-
of the crankshaft.)

H. Install .valve cover, using a' new gasket
AA.

.4.11
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CAMSHAFTS, GEARGEAR TRAIN, AND ENGINE TIMING`
UNIT III

TEST
ot,

NAME

1. Match the terms on the right to the correct definitions.

O

a. Eccentric on the camshaft which changes
rotary, motion to linear motion

b: earance between meshed gears

c. T o valves operated by a single rocker-
arm

d. Drive the push rods to operate the valves

e. Noiseless cam followers tha't
automatically adjust for valve clearance

f. Definite clearance, between rocker arm
and valve stem

g. Pel-mits a single
.dual valveV

2.' _ Name

a.

c.' ,k)

1. Bridge or
crossrrbad

Dual valves

3. Cam lobes

it- 2.

rocker arm to depress

4. Backlash

Cam/ followers

6. Hydraulic
valve, lifters

7. Valve
clearance

parts on some diesel engines that are actuated by the camshaft.
4

3., Identify three primary parts of a camshaft.

sus

.<.

ai

11 a b
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4

O

4. .:Jdentify four parts in a valve train

e

a.

b.

c.

d.

5. Explain valve timing on a four-cycle engine.

01.

z

6. Explain valve timing on a two -cycle engine..

0

4

7. Name four gears found, in a typical gear train.

a.



4

D - 113-C

Name three gears which are marked in the gear train to insure correct valvetiming.

a.

b.

c.

Demonstrate the ability to:

a. Remove, 'service, and install a camshaft.

.%;, kb. Adjust .V.alve clearance on a valve-in-head engine.

(NOTE: f these activities have not been accomplished prior to the test, ask
your instructor when they should be completed.) ,

R.

4.. 7

, s

Obi

Yo

46 c.,1
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AR TRAIN, AND ENGINE .TIMING
UNIT III

ANSWERS TO TEST

1. .a. 3 e. 6

d. 5

2. Any three of the °following:

a. Intake valve

b. Exhaust .valve

c. Unit injector

d.4 Air starting valves

.3. a. Drive gear'

0

b. Cams

c. Bearing jourpil

4. a. Rocker arm

Valve

c. Push rod

d. Cam follow

5. Explbnation shou d° incifuae:;. . ,
a. Camshaft turns at one-half the speed of crankshaft

b. Each valve is- opened ah'cl closed once during torrdvolutions pf the
crankshaft

6.; Explanation shoWd include:

a. Cafnshaft turns at the same speed as crankshaft

b. xhaust vale is opened and closed once during onei; eevokition of the
rankshaft ;

(7 .

46.3



7 a. Camshaft gear

b. Crankshaft gear

c. Idler gear

Nr. d. Fuel injection pump and governor drive gear

tri,
;

8. a.. Crankshaft gear t eth

b. Idler gear teeth

c -Carnsehaft gear teeth

ti

ID

9., Perforrnanc skills evaluated to the satisfaction ofethe instructor

i'rou

4

ao

I*

6

e
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or,

After completion of this unit,-the student should be able to name th4 Stationary parts
of three typical frame designi. the student should also be able to name three ways cylinder
blocks may be constructed in regard 41 the cylinder proper arid match the types of liners
to stateMents on wet and * liners. He-.should also lie able to inspect, remove, and replace
a cylinder_ liner. This knowledge will be evidenced,through demonstration and by scoring
eighty-five percent on the unit test.

SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

HOMES AND CYLINDER 'BLOCKS
UNIT IV,

UNIT O'BJECf IVE

11,

completion of this uVt, the student should be able to:
4

1. Match frame" and cylinder block terms With the correct functions.
4

2. Name' the stationary parts of three typical frame deiiignsz

1---Describe- the purpose of through-bolts or an A-frame-design engine;

4., Name three ways cylindet 'blocks ma
cylinder proper.

se 5. Name two advantages a removable4n

6. '- Match the types of liners to sta
z -

Demonstrate the ability. to i
1%.

be constructed regard to the
.

f)1

over the integ61 cylinder bore..'

A,

o.
-

1.,

.

ove, and "replace 'a .qlinderliner,

-*.;

o

to, :?4,40,
'

4 -

Ants orr- wet an* dry liners.
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FRAMES AND CYLINDER BLOCKS
UNIT IV

'SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

I. Instructor: .

A. Provide student with objective sheet.

,B. Provide Student with and job sheets,.

C. . Make transparencies.

D. Discuss' unit and specific objectives.

E. Discuss information sheet.

F, Demonstrate and discuss the procedures

- G. Give test.

II. Student:

A. Read objective -sheet..,

B. Study informatiort sheet.

C. Complev job: sheht.
ti

D. Take test..

co

Dutlimed in the job sheet.

1N$TRUCTIONAL MATERIALS

If-lauded in this unit:

-'IA. ....Objective sheet; i
V:, ,r.f . .

B. InformaiiOn sheet Y
4. ,e , e. ':C. Transparency ,masters--

.-. 1, 3_,
:,'

1. . TM tEngline. Frames

4

D 119-C

g,

0

2. 'TM 2--CYliggler Liners .,.
4 .. :. lb

3;,-, 11T114.,3-c-Cvlind Biock 'and Cylinder Liner. .,
... . ..;

,

466

*.o

e.

1
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- -

c

D. Job Sheet *1--In'spect. Remove, and Replace a Cylinder Liner

E. Test

F. Answers to test

II. References:

A. Kates, Edgar J., and Luck, William.E. Diesel and High Compression Gas.
.. Engines. 3rd ed. Chicago: American .Ttchnical Sobiety, 1972.

. .. .
B. Fundamentals of Service: Engines. Moline, 'Hinds: Deere arid Company,

1972. .,,

C. Cummins Engine Company Shop Manual. Columbus, Indiana: Curnmin;
.Engine Company, Inc.,,1974.

. .

.

O

Si

t

I

, A
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'FRAMES AND CnINDER BLOCKS.
UNIT IV

INFORMATION SHEET

I. Frame and cylinder block terms and functions

A. Frame--Stationary part which supports engine and keeps moving .-parts

line . o . .

. .

B. A;frameCenter fame has shape ,like an "A" altid supports cylihder blocks.

C. Bed plate -- Supports main, bearings'
< t 0

D. Center ImraeCarries cylinder rivers .

. E. Through-bolts--TW the\bed plate, center frame, and head together.

"ID - 121-C

f

-Integral cylinder -- Cylinder and waver jacket cast:in one piece

G. Cylinder liner -- Inside surface of the cylinder
. 4

jacket
:.11 . Wet liner--Liner is inserted into cylinder casting to form water Lacket

.
. . .
I. DrY,Iiner--Makes "mefal to metal contact with cylinder casting containing

water jacicet .. . ^ 4

. r '
e , II. - Stgtionary Parts of ,.frame designs (Transparency. 1):

..,_ . ... ...
. ,

A'. Two-piece framl .
, ,

. _ ,:.
1..- Bedplate_

-
-1

.4

.2. Center frame , eI .

. 4
. ..'

4 '(NOT :,For stationary engines which rest on a substantia[founda tiOithe
, awes- e construction is most -widely used.)_ . ...

*I .
B. Three -piece frame ' ., ,,,

$
.

-

1. Bed prate

2. Center frame
"

3. 'Cylinder block

1 . . -\

s

-

,.

0
4. -- .t Yt
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of*

;.

".

- 0 '

C.

4

1Ih

INFORMATION SHEET

A-frame

1. Bed plate

2; Center_ frame .

sir...(NOTE: Another frame design is The automotive type, in whiCh case the
hearings are. underslung from, the upper Section and the lower section is

_. a cr(nk pan.) 1

... II I. A:frame design With 'through-bolts..: .

9,0

A. Bed plate- supports frames
,

B. Frames support Cylinder block

C. Cylinder block supports cylinder head

D. Through;bolts tie A, B, and C together

IV. Cylinder block Construction (Transparency, 2 and
0

-

s!.

,

A. ylinder)ork_en integral part' ,of blOck

B. Cylinder bore- With removable wet liner

C. Cylinder bore with removable dry liner

Adyanstages_ of removable liners ovi -integral cylinder bore
.

A. 'Allow( room for expansion lengthviise i

B. May be replaced separably when worn
.-

. .

VI. We and dry liners (Transparency 2 and 3).
c' -

A.

B.

..4.4110....10

Wet liners
1,

1. Provide better cooling of cylinder
4

( 42. _ May be replaced separately When .wom

.,bry liners

1. Less trouble Jo. replace

. 2. Less .expensive

4)

\

Allow room for expanpion lengthwise77

May be replaced separately wh n wo

,

469
.4
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4,

I

r
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.J
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I

5;

.Autoinoive -Type Frame -7,
.

two-Piece. frame-.

43. ,*".-
-tr`

Thr9e-Piece Frame came Construction

S
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cylinder Liners I

tinei forms
.

The. Cylinder Itself

Liner is A teeve_
Inside' The Cy nder_

Cyliridef Cast as One Piece.

=

Drytylin,dt Litter

411

-Wet CylirifIftin7r
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FRAMES AND C INDER BkOCKS .
= UNITIV

O

4
JOB SHEET #1--INSPECT, REMOVE, ND REPLACE A CYLINDER LJNER4

Tools and materials
,

A. Cylinder gaugt"with dial-indicator or inside micrometers
/ .

B. Screw type pulling tool or'liner' removing tool .
?..

k .t
, C. New spaling rings

N
O-

D. Compressed airsupply- . ,-
.r f

E. Manufaciurer's specifications -on.cylinder pear limits / *-e:

, .--
af.

F. Commercial scale yernover,

soaps

. '

G. Grease- or ii;

. Wire brush

- I. Basic hand.tOol set

- .
H.', 'Procedure

a

4

4A' 1 it
0,

4
A. Remove= cylinder head,' -oir pan, and pistons'

.
B. Inspect Iln'er for wear,

. Get a cylinder gauge with

129-C

V

4

ial indicator

Set con.tacts *.to. original size of, bore and turn ,dial indicator -td
read zert)- _

bt *
- 0-

' t
s. 3. Press in on coritacts.`and slide gauge No thg &nee

, .
!

4

4 Slide 'gauge 'slowly Up and down in cylinder then around in,:
cylinder . .,. 0

,'. -"--- -,,, '0

/:/

5. Checkagauge readings'againstpanutacturers maximum -allow tble
clearance -,-.4, . ,..: ,.

I O

:
,1\s,

N .

473
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JOB SHEET #1

. fro,

Inspect lb find to

, 1. Measure the rallel the.'crankshaft at both the top and
the bottom (Figure t)

FIGURE

2., Measure at right angle,t6 the 'C'ran haft attoth ihdbop and the-
1,07bottom

3. Compare the top parallel reading with the bottom parallel reading
40 . .

. (.NOTE: The difference., will be taper for zquarter'section.)
( 4.

. . ... -
.4. Compare the top right ang14. reading to the botto" ''ht angle

reading ..,'
'..-'4F*-. '-'9',

.

The differencevt411 be taper 90°Irom the quarter section.)
. , .

.
MOTE:.

, D. 'Inspect' to measur

4

Measure
,.:

2. Measure

(NOTE:

p Example:

out-Of-round:
e 6."6 '14'.

the bore in a/ position parallel. to crankshaft-
"... - -

in a position 'at right angles to the crankshaft

The difference will \show how- Much-) out=of-round the
is at thatpoi?ft) ).

.0
If the engine ore is 6" and it is more than '.015
out-of-round, t liner, should be replaCed

A ..
1 1

(

6

re,
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JOB SHEET 41

E. Remove liner
.

ArD - 131-C

1., Record the mArkin on top of liner ,arld cylinder block _!./
'cr-

-(NOTE: If rnarked, make mark before removal.)

' 2. Use scireiwt impact type pulling tool and remove the liner (Figure
',2) ,y

N4

4,

3

3. Discard all used sealing rings

F. ;Clean cylinder block bores using stead.]

G. Dip - bores in cleaning solution..
Clean oil passages using wire brush

Blow out .with compressed air

7.

,

4

J. Clean Pwater -passages using commercial scale remover -
,.

K. FollOw- manufacturer's recommended procedures *. .,-
L Install new or rebored liner

4
*," k. . ' 4.

1. .Adjust liner, projestion in 'accordance to manufacarer!s .
4. . specifications , . I

1

/ ) I
2. . Place .new. Saing rings in correct grooves .,
3. ,.CCa entire outer surface with soap or 4g)ease.

4. Set liner squarely in 'cylinder byre and- press firmly.
: . . t ,- -,

.S. Pull' ddwn with cylilder head stud nu s

1

I ,.

475 .
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FRAMES AND CYLINDER BLOCkS.
UNIT IV

'NAME
(TEST 1po'

Match the teTrns on the right to the correct functions.

D - 133-C

.
a. Stationary. part- which supports, engine 1.

and keeps moving its in 'line
. ,..

2. .',(b. Center frame has sha e like an "A" and
.

supports cylinder`- bl cks.
3

*
.

,
. ,

c. Supports main bearin

d. Carries cylinder liners

e. Ties the bed plate, center 'frame, and
-bead together

(

Dry liner 4

A -frame .,

Cylinder
liner

Integral
cylinder,

Wet liner
.;

f. Cylinder and water jaCket cast- in ore 62. , Center" frame
piece . -

s.
____ ,

.
a.- - . ,_ . , ,

7,. ' -Bed plate .Intidelrfat pt; the= cylinder
_ .

. ,

. h. Liner is iriseted into cyitindee'casting to
form water jacket .

g.

Make5 metal -:to me
. cylinder casting on

Qf th

-contact with
g water jacket

ee typ ical frame` designs.

8. . Througholts

Frame ,

b. . Three,-piece frame:

1)

2)

o 7

-^. ,"

I

.11,
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3. De4cribe the piirp se of throtigh-bolts on an A-frame design engine,

460

.

N

4. N.ta e three ways cylinder ibl-Qcicsmaye-"zr.onstructeekin regard to -the- cylinder
_proper. . ;

-

° 5. -

a

a.

b.

a.

ame two advantages a removable liner has over the integral cylinder b

b.

6. Match the types of liners on the right to

a.''Less trouble to replace

'b. Less expensive

z_

statements qn wet anctdrY.4iners.

I ' U,
S Ao .. , :.., "'ft 4 ) Ao

c. Provides better 'cooling of cylinders' .-.1

-.*. r ,,,,,i ,

mod/ d/ Miy be refilAced separately-when wern-
I -1

---.e. r Allows room for expan%ion lap hwise

1. -Wet liner

2. Dry liner

7. . Demonftrate the ability to inspeet,-tratrifte, aid, replace
.

(NOTE: If this activity has not'been accomplished, prior'
instrstor when it' should be comptelpd:)

477
A4

,
a:cylinder liner.

to the test, ask your
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6

a. 9

b. 2

c. 7

FRAMES AND CYLINDER BLOCKS
UNIT IV ,

ANSWERS TO TEST

f. 4

g. -3

h. 5

d. 6 , i. 1 , C

e. 8

2 Two-piece franie

1) Bed plate

2) Cetter frame

b. Three -pice fr'aine

1). Bed plate
-

2) Center frame

.3) Cylinder block

c. A-frame

1) Bed plate
I

'2) Center fr

3.
Argo

Description should incrude:

a: Bed plate supports flames
".

.
b. Frames Support ,oylinder block

- k

Cylinder block supports cylinder head
1r AN*.

d. *Thraigh-bolts tie a, b, and c together

- 4. a. Cylinder bore an integral part 'of block.

b. Cylinderjipre with remdvable 'wet liner

c. Cylinder bore with ,removable ,dry liner
f

-.478
44

D - 135-C

°
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.
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I.

.17

o

4." '

r

5. a. Allows roon1 for expansion length.Wise
op

b. May e replaced separately when wprn

.: .
4 '-.7r- --1-7.--,----,._

6. a. 2 .). i'"

0

b. 2

c. 1

I

d, 1 and 2

e. 2:

OY

4

0

e

.
4..

Perfofniance skills .eyakiated to the satisfacton of the instructor

1 c

0

0

-St 4'

, .
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CRANKSHAFTS,.AND BeARtNes_

uNrCxr

UNIT OBJECTIVE

"#(6;.):;74-7...

. ,

After completion of this tilit; the student should be able to name the parts of a 'crankshaft.and explain how the crankshaft and surrounkOirig parts are lubricated. The students should
also be able to list engine indications of beari6g failure and disassemble, inspect, and replace
crankshaft assembly and engine bearings. this knowledge will be evidenced through
'demonstration and by scoring eighty -five percent on -the unit test.

4PECIFIC OBJECTIVES

After completion of Unit, the student should be able to:
'

1. Match terms associated with crankshafts and bearings to the 'Correct
definitions.

2. Name four types of crankshaft constrttetion.

3. Name six parts of a crankshaft.

4. List the effects of the arrangement of' crankshaft throws.

6.

7.

Match the'.arrangement of crankcase throws to' the number of cylinders
in the engine.

Name threeNtays crankshaft balance is maintainea.

Explain the lubrication of the crankshaft. and surrounding 'perts:',

8. ' Distinguish between a bushing and -a eering..

1. Name three materials used ih mal9Ag bearing linings.

10. Name two types a .bearing locks.

11. Explain what,ii Meant by bearing ,crush.

12. State the purpose of oil grooves in the--bearing.
,/

13: N'ame two types cif thrust 'beatiins.

1.4; List three engines inc' ations of bear7g failure.

15. Match .the percentages o be "ng f ilure to the uses-of bearing failure.

s-

486
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f

4

1.

.
16. List functions' of the flywheel.

17. - Demonstrate 'the ability to. disassemble; inspect, .and replace crankshaft
assembly -and engine bearings.

$

ti'
f..)
9`, 1
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CRANKSHAFtS. A D BEARINGS-

, UN1 T V .

sudGEstED/ACTIVITI
.

I, Instruct4:

A. "Providtudent, With objective sheet.

B. Provide studenr with ,iriformation and job sheets.

Make transparencies.

Discuss unit and specific _objectives.
)

E. Discuss information sheet..
.

F. Dernonstr. e and discus's the procedures outlined in they lob shpt.,

GiVe," test.

IL. Student:

f
Read objective sheet.

B. Study. information, sheet' _

C. ,iCoinpletejbb sheet..

D. Take test.

I
. INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIAL

, Included in this unit:

Q. Objective sheet/
. . .

B. Information 'sheet

Transparency .masters
%.

1. ' TM 1--P;rts of the Crankshaft'

2. TM 2--4rtaingement of Cranksha Throws

.3. TM ,B--CounterweOhts, Vibration Damper, and Flywheel

04: TM 4--Crafiltshaft Lubrication



.

C 4.

. ,C

5 TM 5-- Bushings and BeaFhigt

6. TM 6Bearing Locks

`7. TM 7--Bearing Crush `,

8 TM 8--Bearing Oil 3rooves
,

9.' TM 9-Types of ,ThilisABearingi

1.0 TM 10CaUses of Bearing Failure

Job ,Sheet #1-- Disassemble, In'spct. and Replace

.....

Engine Bearings ti

E. Test

F. Answers to, test

II. References:'

-3

C.rankshaftkAnTh151y arid
. .

.
.

,
A Engine Bearing Service Manual, 8th ed. Detroit, Michlen: Federal-Mogul L

Corp. - '

13: Engine Service'lfrfanual. Peoria; Illinois: ,Coterpillar.Tractor Company,

,eCummins Engine c..onajlany SlyoP'Manual. Okluhipus, Indi
Engine Company,' Inc., 1974.

Fundamentals nt Service: Engine. Moline*, Illinois:
,1972.

utimi

and Conipany,
-

.t

1 .
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RANKSRA }- I S AN-DBrA13 I N GS
a UNIT V

INFORMATION SHEET

.
I. Terms and definitions ,(Transparency. I)

D )41-C

A. Integral ci-anicshaft-Made froni a single billet of steel 12

B..r Journal-That part of a shaft' ocaxle in contact with the bearing

C .1 -Crankshaft throw--Two crankshaft webs and one crankpin

D. Crankshaft web-Fornp the crank or throw between the crankpin and main
journal

E. Orankpin--Outer end of crank throw.
4

(NOTE: The crankpin is also talleda connecting rod journal.)

F. Vibration damper Reduces torsional stress on the crankshaft caued 14
/power strokes and the loads on the engine

) 1
. (....--

.Statically balanced -- Balnced while at rest ;
v

. .

H. Dynamically balanced Balanced againtt the rotary outward force at high
speed

J.

Bushing--Full round sleeve normally used 'to support light loads
. -

Bearing -Half round sletve ormally used to support heavy loads

K. Bearing clearance Measured .ifference between the inside diameter of the
bearing and the outside dia eter of the journal .

-

Short block-Engine block w thout cylinder head and external accessories
.-

i I I., Types of crankshaft construction

A. Integral-For small and mediu size engines

B.. Sectional-For medium and large engines

C. Semi-built-up-For large. engines

D. Built -up= -For large engines

48.
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. INFORMATION .SHEET

lit. Tarts of a crankshaft (Transparency .1)
4

.4 AI? Main bearing s-journals , 4'
n 4 A

1 ..

B. Connecting rod bearing journals

C. Connecting 'rod counterweights

D. Flywheel hub or flange

E. Crankshaft gear

F. den kshaft th low

L

IV. Effects of the arrangement of crankshaft throws "(Transparency

V .
s

A.; Balance the 6-tine

B. Sfnooth vibrations of turning shaft
.",

C. Equali.loads on the main bearings

D. Determines the iriing order of engine

Atrangement of Bran shaft throws '(Transparency. 2).
. .

A. Twp and four cylinder, throws 1800 apart
,

'B. Three and six ylind'er, throws 120° apart

C. Eight cylinder, thrdws bo° apart

Vd. 'Maintaining crankshaft balante qTransparency 3)

A. Counterweights \ ,

. - ' ,
4.

# ;
101
0% Vibraii on damper

, C. Flywheel

4

v-

VI L Lubricatioil of cranksfihft acid surrounding.,parts (Transparency 4)
.

.

*A'.' Oil, prdssure through" holes in jouvn ,,alr
.

B. Oiri: sprays frbm ,excess

'(7
F

4
4

485
,
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D 143-C

INFORMATION SHEET
'/

VIII.. How bushings -grid bearings .are used (Transparency 5)

A.- Bushings -A fully. round sleeve used to support light loads and slow speeds
.

B. Bearings--A half round sleeve used to support hpavy loads and high speeds

Ontarials used iri bearing linings

A. Tin or lead base abbit
.

rs.,,

1..rt B. Copper or aluminum alloys

.

C. Multilayers 'of copper or aluminum alloys and silver combinations

X".'- 'Types of bearing locks (Transparency .6)

A. Lip slot

B. Dowel

Xl. Bearing crush Height of bearing insert abovet bearing cap to allow for a fork/
seated bearing whew-tightened (TransparencY. 7)

).
XII. Pur ose of bearing oil grooves--Bearing oil grooves carry the oil through to the

connecting rod (Transparency 8)

Types of thrust bearings (Transparency 9)

Ai: Separate thrust Washers

- B. Thrust flanges on bearings

XIV.. Engine indications of bearing failure

A. Drop in lubricating oil- pressure-

11. Excessive oil consumption

4. Engine noiseRythmic knock
, ,

XV. Major causes of bearing failure (Transparency 10)

, A. Dirt--43 percent
,

B. Lack of lubrication-16 percent

Improper assembly-14 percent

;

r

4
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144.0
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-INFORMATION SHEET

.

D.- Misalignment =,10 percent

E. Over loading--9 ,percent

F. Other--8 percent

XVI. Functions of flywheel

A.' 'Stores energy for momentum between power strokes

B. Smodths out speed of crankshaft.

C. Transmits power id driven machine
AIM

D. Provides a drivtrfor-' starter via ring gear

t. Serves as ,a facing Jo4 engine clutch

A

. .

rl

._

:487
41,
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Parts of the Crankshaft

L

`'Main Bearing Journals
s "

"1411,1
.

-,FlyiNheel Hub
or Flange

; :

S.

V

Crankshaft
Gear

.0ifHole

Throw or
.Crank

,"

Confiecting Rod Bearing Journal

t web.



1 -4

Arrangement of. Crankshaft Throws

4 3-6

4:4

.4Cylinder Engine Cylinder InLine, Engine



Countelweigins, Vibration Damper and Flywheel

*A.
Cotinenng Rod. .

Vibration Counterbalances
Damper <

"ft

Crankshaft

Gear .Oil Holes
Flywheel

.

A SixCylinder,(SevehMain Bearing Crankshaft.

J.0
do.
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0

. Crankshaft Lubrictition

0 . 15;1/C

4.
a

r

. Drilled Oil Passage
in Zrankshaft

491
s .

.

t.

if*

-
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Bushin and Bearing's .

4

1

C'

-



N
- . ci ,--,

. . ,

Dowel





, _

i g on: GrOoi00

.1

Annular, it- Groin

'Thumbnail"' Groolies
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Typersy...:!0
,,..

Bearkips

Flanges

n Bearing
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&uses of Bearing Failtire
4

64A.

,,.

Embedded. In Bearing Oil Starvation Caused This Damage

BeariOg Fatigue Cause:d

,Qverloaditi4 and Meat

si

,

:Wear On OileTEdge of Pealing

'..stau:sed by .Tapered Journals, *-

Corrosion Fro`mAcid
Formation In Oil

Excessive Wear Cauied.

'bV..a.Berit Connecting Rod

TN4
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CRANKSHAFTS AND BEA ING.

UNIT V

J

JOB SHEET #1--DISASSEMBLE., INS ECT,,AND.
REPLACE CRANKSHAFT ASSEMBLY AND GINE BEARINGS

Tools and Materials .

Pe

A. Basic hand tool, set

B. V-Blocks

C. Engine short block

D. Oytsiele micrometers

E. Inside ,micrometers

F. Out -l-roundness indicators

G; Shouldei- arbor -

H. Cam bearing pssembly tool

I. Steam supply .

J.. Compressed air supply.

K. Solvent

L. Eye protection
,

M. Shop towels
,

N. Appropriate service manual
3

IIP11.. Procedure

A. Disassemble crankshaft t'ssem

.

D - 165 -C

,L

1NOTE:,Be sure connect' g. rpd blades and caps are marked as to position .

'n engine (#1 #2, ..an/so on) and on which side all of the markingsare,
'If there .areino markings, mark accordingly with a numeral stamp. . 1

\ .

Remove rod caps

493
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z

ipe;
.

JOB SHEET #1

N

' Remove' the bearings from the carr-and blade and mark tla ir-
i positions in'the lining, 1 U, 1L in the case of npmber 1 connect' g

Tod uppdr and lower bearing (Figure 1)

3. Repeat step lumber two for main bearings caps. and bearings

subsequent analys
4. Wash alfr beahn and sel out on bench in proper ,ordeyfor

0.

Remove camshaft

r

6. Remove. crankshaft a d place on V-blocks .,

7. iThorOughly clean linder -block, crankshaft, and camshaft

8. Rinse in clean solvent .

9.

FIGURE 2

Clean oil passageways and holes with brush and water pressure
or brush and compressed air (Figure 2)

k, :11L
"1111r2

rolioru

499 !
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II

.B. Inspect crankshaft

JOB SHEET #1.

(NOTE: Use the .chart given to
3,)

FIGURE 3

.

of

- 167-C

record the following readings. Ste Figure
-7

MAIN
BEARING.

#1
N GBEARING

#2

.
MAIN

BEARING
#3

MAIN
4° BEARING

:A

MAIN
BEARING

#5

do
MAIN

REARING
#6-

MAIN
BEARING

#7

HORIZONTAL
I . ,

- V 1

VERTICAL . .

---!;

.

4

CONNECTING
ROD

BEARING #1

.
CONNECTING

ROD
BEARING :2

CONNECTING
ROD

BEARING ;A: 3

CONNECTING,.
ROD '

BEARING #4

CONNECTING
ROD

BEARING #5

-CONNECTING
ROD .

BEARING #6. c.

' HORIZONTAL
a

I I
J. I

t .

,

VERTICAL ' i'
I

t

I

I i

/1. Take readings all around one journal to -1141 the smallest.diameter-
titas'a starting point. (Figure 4)

..

,

'Take three readings in line on' the journal.:

.ti

(NOTE: 'Take one, reading at the smallest end, 6ne in` the center,
and one at the other end of the journal.) t .

3. Record readings on chart to show amount of taper:.
.4. Rotate- journal 90", or one quarter of a tuin.

a



168C

:'*

1

JOBISHEET #1.

5.1`; Take three adin'gs in line

r.

41

., (NOT:. Take the first at one end, ;the -` second in the rqid le,.

,
and the third at the o:th6 ond,and record ,Zhem..lf the first three
readings were horizontal, the second, three would be. vertical or, vice versa:The second :three readings show the amount of taper
it'. that line Of the iournal.) . ii '. .

, .
'6. Compare the first horizontal trtading with t4 first veriical.reading,

'the second. horizontal Teadlpg with the.second vertical reading,
and the third. horizohtal.readipg with t4.third vertical reading

,r,,,
(NOTE-. This will sh.Qw the amount of gout -of -round of the
journal-) .,

. s. . , .

7.: ,r1-4p i. the above process foI- all the Main and Connecting -rod
. jourhals,(Figgre 5). . -

F(GURE 5

4.

' (NOTE: If *any joiln'1,1 or Cr. belOW §pecifications for
taper or out-of-round, crankshaft siquld regvund to a amootti,
accuroe 'undersizO_

,

0

f ,

-5-01

ti T
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JOB SHEET #1

Inspect'camshaft

1. Measure the height of cam lobes (Figure 6.)

ti

-

2. Compare the height of lobes

(NOTE: Compare one intake against the other intake,-and exhaust
against the ''other exhaust until completetit If wear exceeds
limitations camshaft .should be reground or replaced.) -

3. Measure the cam§hafF journals in several places around the'-
periphery starting from the timing gear and. (Figure 7)

-

D - 169-C -

0

°

4

10

74.
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.

hr.

400

se

JOB SHEET #1

a . . ,

4. Record the maximum and the minimum measurements obtained ..
for each journal (Figure 8)

. 0
-.(NOTE: If any journal is .0D-1" below the established low limit
specifications, it should be reground to a standard undersize.)

.-\

OP.

D. Inspect connecting rods
oro , .

1. Assemble the number one cap onto the number one connecting
rod

+4.

9 ,

-2.. Tighten the rod nuts lightly, tapping the cap, with a plastic mallet
to seat it properly

.

3. Tighten the nuts to Tie. correft4pue specificatic?As` and repeat
this 'operation with the rest of the rods (Figure 9)

'503
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D 171:C

,r

JOB SHEET #1

4. Check each connecting rod bore. with an out-of-roundness.
indicator - '

,
P <

.
(NOTE: If the ouuof-roundness of any rod round to be greater
than _ow". that rod must be replaced. See' Figure .1 d.) ',.

-
FIGURE 16 '''\

.
Yi

'VW

I

5. Examine the backs of the old rod bearings for signs that indjcate
that some of :the Prod bores are oversized (Figure 11)

4

4

(NOTE: A rod bearing 'that had' failed' 'for no apparent re'son
or the backs orthe bearings that show excessive movement would
make, hat Connecting Tod open to suspicion.)

,. --
6. Replace any rod that has been determined unfit for further tike ' It

------- Assemble
--

engine

-..,1. Check all new k3earings against, the, rod for correct alignment of
locking lips, oil grooves, oil holes '(----,, ...

:, 40.. . . f.

(NOTE: Make sure a(), parts are cleaned and crankshaft anti 1

camshaft-, journals tagged for arhourit of undersize if-regniunit)
. -.../

.

4

504
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4/,

I

JOB SHEET #1

2. , Using a shoulder arbor of the, proper size and a suitable cam,
bearing assemblytool, lin6 up the oil holes and (Ness each'carn
bearing into place(Figure 12) ,

. .. .
(NOTE: After the-bearings have been installed, check-to make , .

- . sure the oil hOreor holes in 'die bearings are aligned exactly with
. those in the crankcase.) .°4

e

/NW

. I

,i. ,. .-

3: Wipe off each gam -bearing' bdre with a clean sloth --..,/
j 1 1--/ ' , . ,,,Pt, . . A ,

' - IN:4., Spread clean oil on the Ow surface
,, "r......:,

. .,
411 % a \ 1 t / ,

5. 'Carefully insert the camshaft- . \ ., , - 0

S"-s, .. . . . .

_ .(NOTE: If the crankshaft has been legro,und, clean itagain very
. .

thoroughly with a brush and plenty-qf solvent.) i,
.

i.

Clean out-all of the oil'-'ways with -a wire-handled, rifle brush

, '

S.

04,

. 505
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JOB SHEET #1'

D 173-C

7. Blow them out with clean, demoisturized air or flu'sh them with
clean solvent (Figure 13) / ,

.TIGURE 13

(NOTEk.This is .very inicrortant because metal chips or particles
in the oil-ways can damage the bearings.)

.. % 8. Place the upper main bearing halves in the crankcase saddles and
"snap". them into their seats , .

, -
_.

(NOTE: Make sure that each locking lip nesfs. into, the recess
KoVided.) .

1--- ' .
...k.::

9. Apply a few_drops of cFeari oil to the bearings and spread it over. t the surfaces with a" clean finger (Figure 14) , ,.

7,

506
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JOB SHEET 41

g%

10. Wipe off' the crankkhaft journals with a clean' cloth

11. - Carefully position the shaft on, the bearings
ow:

(NOTE: Be sure to hold the shaft p rallel to the case bores and
gently lower it into position. This ust be done with extreme
care because the thrust bearing thrust surfaces can be easily
damaged.)

12. Wipe off each main bearing cap bore

13. Position the bearings in the bores; and.snap them into their seats

(NOTE: Check to see that each locking 1-ip nests properly in its
,recess. Apply a few drops of oil on each bearing and spread it
over the surface. See Figure 15.)

. -14. Install the main bea1cj ri9 caps

1

d' (NOTE: Check tht cap markings for position n the engine and
for position in relation to the front of the engine!)

A.w."

15. Install and tighten the cap ,screws or stud nuts finger tight
. _ ..

(NOTE*: NO' each cap with- a plastic or leather matt to help
it find its, natural position.)

16. Using a pry bar, force the crankshaft forward until the rear faces
of the, thrust flanges are prOperly aligneo4

507



JOB .SHFET #1
, of-

D - 175-C

. 17. - When the thrust flanges° are ned, tighten all of the nuts'J

alternately fo be fairly snu

18.. Fiial tightes each 'n o the propepttorque limit specification
(Figure -1

F1 GtflE

19. After the nuts have all been torqued using a iuitable tool, rotate
the crankshaft by hand

-

(NOTE: If the job has been dprie..p,roperly, up to now(, the shaft
should turn, reasonably free. See Figure 17.)

20. Check crankcase oil -clearance' according to manufacturer's
specifications

.1
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1.1

B SHEET #1

21. Instll plotter pins or lock riUts
. :

- (NOTE: Ifthe:cbrinecting rods are to be reused, press out the
piston pin .bushings and install new ones of the properize'to

'permit piston pin: fitting. See Figure 18.)

:L FIGURE 18

V

< . .

22. Size each bushinO, as, necessary, to fit the piston pins
.. .; .,

23. Clean each rod again, particularly the oil-way
. '

24. Assemble the pistons, piston pins, lock rings, and piston rings

25. Wipe off the crinpcting rod cap bores and the backs of the lower
(pealing inserts- with a clean shop towel

-
26. Install a bearing into each cap, making sure the locking lips nest

properly into their recesses (Figure 19)

FIGU19

e

?CAUTION: Keep, ry hands off bearings.)

((t\

:509
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,

--JOB SHE 1

)
1.

x

t'-k'.
. . .. 1

f
27. Vitipe cwt the connecting rod blade bores and the back of the..... upper_ 0,If bearing Omrts

,.28. Install the bearings in the blade 6ores On the rod and piston
assemblies ,

.

28. Spread engine oil on the bearing surfaces (Figure 20)

30. Install the number one piston rod assembly into the number onecylinder

4,

(Note: Make sure thQ rod reference is in correct relation to the
ront.of the engine.)

31. With the bearing in place, seat' the rodron its Crankpin (Figure
21) ma_

.

(CAUTION: Make. sure the rod studs do'not touch and damage
the crankpin when the.\rod is being installed.)

510
r
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i

, ..
.1.

\ i )

32. Spread on the onneoting rod cap bdaring surface

33. ; Install. number? Ate rod cap and turn the nuts down linger
-tight.; '6ure .22)

..,1 )

FIGURE 'ip it

V.

1'.

1

I

JOB SH ET #1

, .
(NOTE: "Make sure that the rod.cap and blade markings are on
the, same side.)

34. Install
I
the other rod caps in the same manoqi-

35. Tap each cap 'with a plastic mallet to help seat it in its proper
position

Tighten all rod nuts to the recommended torque specifications
(Figure 23)

1

FIGURE 23
.

,

,
A
WIC

37.- install lock-nuts, if required

38. Install oil pump and other parts

39. Attach the en gine pre-lubnca or to check the
to prevent "dry starts."

511
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CRANKSHAFTS AND BEARINGS ,*
UNITV

.
NAME ,

TEST

D - 179-C

Match the terms on the right to the correct definitions.

a. Made fr,om a single Billet of ,steel

b. \That part of a shaft or axle in contact
with the bearing

c. Two rankshaft websand dne crankpin -
.

d, Forms t crank or throw between the
crankpiyc and main journal

e. Outer end of crank threw

f. Reduces torsional stress on _the
crankshaft caused by power st ekes and
the loads on the engine

g. Balanced while at rest

h. Balanced against the 'rotary outward
force at high speed
e

is Fulf-nzund sleeve normally. used . to
'support light loads

Dynamically
balanced

2. Short block

3.* Crankpin

_Bushing
'244

5i Vibration
damper

B. Statically 4-
balanced

7.

k.

I. Engine black without cylinder head and
external' kcesso ries

. .

Half . round sleeve vormAliy, used to
stippbrt heavytjoads

k-,',*
I'Vleasured di relif,t, qtween the inside

..,. ., ,

diameter the bearing and the outside
diameter of the joilmal

r

2. Name four types of >crankshaft construction.

=a.

b.

Bearing

Crankshaft
throw

9.. Crankshaft
-Web

10., - Joltfnalr

. Integra
cranks ft

12. Be mg
'clearance

N



160-C'

r

1
Name six.! parts of a crankshaft.

.I .

e.

t

.

.1

.
4. List .three effects of the arrangement of crankshaft throws.

a.

c.

5. Match the, arrangement of crankshaft throws
-cylinders. in the engine.

a. Two and four Sylintlei

b. Three and six 'cylinder

. c.' Eight' cylinde

6. Name three wa

a.

b.

<

I

on the right.'to the number :of'

r

1. Throws 90° apart

2: .- Throws 180° apart

Thiowl 120° apart

crankshaft balance is- maintained.

,,:EiOlain the ,lubrication a the cranKshaft and surrounding parts.

rim

bistingbish between a bushing, and
IlescriOtton :ofa bush g. ,

a. A half -rotfricl,sleeve used

b. -A fully round sleeve used

k44:1

a, bearkng by plabing an
.;- <

to support' heavy, loads

'to support light loads
-41

"X" ne*t to °the

andhigh speeds*I! ,

d slow speeds

,
-



*Oa,

1

,

9

.-

*

Name three 'materials used in Making bearing linings. ":-.
-a.

C.

,; Name two

t.

pes of bearing locks.

O 9

,Explain what is meant b bearing crush.

4.

,.. .
12. ,,State tie purpose of oil g °Oyes in the bearing.

5.
5 ,

13. Nam, two types of thrust b6rings.

a. s .
b.

,

,14. List three engine indications of bearing failure.

a.

.

181-C

9

9.

<5

c.'

15. Metal the percentages(Orbearing failures on the right t? the cau;es'of bearing
failure.

a. bit/

..b. .Lack of 16brication

- Improper - assembly

,overlOadi4

1.. 9 percent

2.. _14 percent
I

3. ,16 pittent

10 peitent

43 p.ercent



: List four funCtions of the flywheel.

-b.

Demonstrate the ability to disassemble, inspect, and, eplace.dankshaft assembly
and /engine bearings.

.

# 41

o

.
I'

0

(NOTE: If thishas"not been accoMplished prior to the test, ask yot instructor
when it should be completed.)

1 - 6 . i
Q

.3A ,

o

0

4.4

".*

4'

0

104

4

tc.

1

;

O

0
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CRANKSHAFTS AND BEAAINGS_
UNIT V

ANSWERS TO TEST

1. a. 11 g. 6

b. 10- h: 1

2.

f.

41,

b.

9

3

5
'Integral

Sectional

c. SeMi-built-up

d. Built-up

5'

r? - 183-C

3. a. Main bearing journals

b. Connecting rod bearing journals,

c. Connecting rod counterweights

d. Flywheel hub or fl

e. `Crankshaft gear

f. dankshaft thfow .
4. , Any three of tlfe following: /

a. Balance the engine
,

b. Smooth Vibrations of tumil-ig shaft

bearings
l'

c. Eq&alize loads on the main bearings

d: --Determine -the..liring order of engine

5. a. 2

b. 3

c. 1

41#

el

516
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4

6. a. Counterweights

e

b. Vibration damper

'C. Flywheel

7. Explanation' should include:

a. Oil pressure through holes in 'journals

b. Oil spfay from excess

8. - b

9. -a. Tin or lead base babbit

b. Copper or aluminum alloys

c. Multilayers of copper or aluminum alloys and silver combinations

10. a. Lip slot

0

Explanation should includeHeight Oflearing insert above bearing cap to allow
for a fully seated bearing

7 r
12. Bearing dil4e-'oo04 carry

when. tightened I,.

he oil through to 'the tarieg9 rod

13. a. Sel;faratust washers

14. a.

Thiust flanges on 'bearings...

Drop in lubricating .oil pressure

b. Excessive _oil consumption.

c. Engine noise--Ryttimic' knock

15. a. 5

b. 3

c. 2

d. 4

e. 41

41

517



-16. Aryl four of the following:

O

a. 0 Stores bnergy for momentum between power strokes

b. ,Smooths out speed of crankshaft ,
t

TrlinspiL"As pbwerzto dPen machinec.
'...7 ,

d. Provides a drive for starter via ring gear

1

e. Serves as a facing,- for engine clutch

17. Performance skills evalioated to the satisfaction of the instructor

..
.

yr

P.

4.

Ci

ID a

a

D - 185 -C

.

a

,

4

.`,sitt:
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. , UNFT I

UNIT OJECTIVE

After completion of this unit, the siud6nt should be able toiiidentify the components
of the lubrication system aQd Match the components to their pQrpot6S. The student should
be able to list the types of lubridaffon. systems and discuss the wafer dridsoic- circulation-
in an 'oil 'cooler. This knowledge will be evidenced thiough demonstration and by-scoring
eighty-five percent on the' unit .test.

-0116,

a SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES
AI

. , ,

After)ompletion of this. unit, the student, should be able, to:
A. ' .

e.1. klatch terms associated with the lubrication systern to the correct
definitions.

2. List five functions of the lubrication system.

3. Lift 'ffiree. types 'of lubricatift systems.

4. Identify* the components .of the Iiibridation' system:
.. .

,,,Mat mponents of the lubficeation
i
system to their purposes.

6.. Identify I-wo pes of oil filters.

7. __, Nam! typs.;1, oil pumps.
.,..s-, .,

8. - List s01 -,ol. ,oi I `..T:6iltami n ati on.
, .

'List .the -sqs...of lubricating valvei. .,--.., . .
10. Discuss the Water and oil circulation .in an ;oil

.446" -:-- ' .
44: .... .:11. ,piscuss two types °toil pressure indicating systems.

. ,
- 12.

.

Demonstrate the ability, .to check- arid adjust oil pressure' on. live engine.
...

.

/
ift 9.; , t

cooler.
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.1. Instructor:

LUBRICATION SYSTEMS
1'

SUGGESTED gerl-VITI ES

-1: A. Provide student with objective sheet.
..

B: . PrOvide student with inforinatibn and job sheet;

C. e Make transparencies..

D. Discuss unit ind specific objectivei.
. . . ,
E. DisCuss information sheet. fv.

.%-r F. Demonstra
.

/id discuss the procedures outlined in th job -s
. , ."---...

G: Invite comperw representative to digcuss lubricating oil

D 7 3-D
.

H. Give test.

II. Student:

, A: .Read objective sheet:-

B. Study information sheet.
'°3.1141,

C. Complete .job 'sheet.'

D. Tiake'test.

.

INSTRUCTIONAL MATE RIAIS
,r-\

I. Intl.ilded in this unit:

A. Objective sheet .B.'-Information' sheet

C.
+-vvW

Transparency masters 1,9
. 'al A' ''.9

, 1 . .
4 . A TM_ 1- Functions of the Lubrication Systeme ;. ' . i. ! -

;
2._ . TM 2-4ypee of

A

-Lubrication- Systehis :
-"-

TM 3-Components or the tubrication System'



4-D

'TM 4--Types of Oil Filters

5: TM 5--Types of Oil Pumps

6. TNI 6--Types of Oil Pumps iContiniied)

7. TM 7- -Types of Oil Pumps (ContinCied)

8. TM 8-- Lubricating VIve§

9- TM 9-- O11-Coolers
..2/

.,.....::-_,7
i0. TM 10Mechanieal Oil Pressure<icating. System

. .

11. TM 1'1-Electrical Oil PreSsure* Indicating System

I

0

D. Job Sheet #1--Check and Adjust Oil Pressure ,ori a Live Engine,

5. 'Test

. Answers to test

II. References:
.

A.. Kates, Edgar J. and Luck, William E. Diesel and High Compression Gas
Engines. Chicago: American Technical Society, 1974. t

13. Fundamentals-of Service: Engines. Moline, Illinois: Deere and Company,
, *1972.', -

O

e, .

I

A
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LUBRICXTION. SYSTEMS
UNIT I

INFORMATION SHEET

I. Terms and definitions
U

D - 5-D

A. Friction-2Resistancd to movement between any two objects placed in contact
with each other

B. Viscosity--Measure of an ots ability to vflow

C. APIAmerican Petroleum InstitUte

D. SAE--Society of Automotive Engineers

E. Gallery--Pipe or passageway in the engine
one area to another

II. Functions of the lubrication system (Transparency 1)

Yv

1.1,"

s

used to carry engie

A. Reduces friction between moving parts ..
.. .

. . B. Absorbs and dissipates_ heat ,
.,. .,

C. , Seals the piston rings and cylinder wa ils

D. Cleans and flushes moving parts

E. Helps deaden the noise of the engine

III. Types of lubricatibn" systems (Transparency 2)

A. Circulating splash

B. Internal force feed and splash

C. . Full internal force feed

The full :jn'ternalaforce feed system, in addition to other parts,
oil under: pressure to the piston pins.)

of the Itibation sygtem (Transparency 3),

(NOTE:
supplies

Components

A.

B.

a.

o

Oil galleries

Oil filter'
s

Pressure regulating valve-
,-

. 1

To

522,
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INFORMATION SHEET

D. Oil piImp

E. 'Oil pan

F. Pressure gauge*,

G. Engme bearing's

V. Purposes of components of the-lubrication system\.

A. Oil galleriesCar'ry engine ail from tone area to another
4.0* -.

B. Oil filter -- Strain's the engine-oil removing abrksive, particles

C. Pressure reg' lating valveLimits the maximum oil. pressure

dip

D. Oil pump -- Forces oil under pressure td various parts of the engine, for
r lubrication

E. Oil pan--Provides a reservoir for the engi&je oil

F. Pressu're gauge--Indicates oil. pressure during engine operation
.

G. Oil cooler ngine coolant flows through this and hells dissipate the heat
in the en ne oil f'

C

VI. TYpes of Oil 'filters_ (Transparency 4)

A. Surface)i1ter - wire mesh type

(NOTE: Oil passes straight through tiny surface`

B. Depth filter'- Cotton waste type

(NOTE: Oil. moves In many direatidhs before passing through filter to
lubrication system.)

jj

VII. t Types.,of pi) pu-1ps (Transparencies 5, 6, and' 7J
. ,

A. Gear
ti

. B. ''Rotor'
o

Vaihe 6,

(NOTE: All types are osit e displacement pumps:)

521
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INFORMATION SHEET

VIII. Sources of oil contamination

A. Storing and handling

B. Dust from air that is breathed into engine

e Improper engine ,wara-n,up

D. Antifreeze leaking into oil supply

E. OXidation

F. Carbbn particles

G. Engine wear

H:. Fuel dilution

IX. Purposes of lubricating valves (Transparency 8)

Regulate oil pressure

By3ass oil at filters and oil coolers
.

D 7-D

(NOTE: The oil pressure regulating valve maintains the correct pressure in
the I bricating system regardless ofengine speed or the temperature of the-

t oil.)

X. Oil cooler circulation (Transparency 9)

. ,
A. /Internally mountedEngine coolant is pumped by water pump through oil

/ cooler mounted in he crankcase and back to the radiator where the heat,, is,, dis'sipated
mit44

-

. -B. Externally mounted- -Both water and oil are pumped tfirough The oil4cooler.
(NOTE:. Oil coole-rs are also known as .heat 'exchAngers.)_,

Xl. presiiire indicating systems...A -
e 1 IS*

A. MechanicalBourdon tube ..gauge whfch tends. to straighten out when
pressule is applied (Transparency la)

'Electrical (Transparency 11)

1. Sending unit is at pressure source'

2. Indicating gauge is on control panel

e

.. -..
.

(NOTE: Electrical indicating systems may 6e three types: -ele&roolignetic
---4.Coil,- heating coil, or pressure ,switch systen-a

a,-..-

524



Functions Of the Lubrication

eats Piston Rings
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4,

Types of Lubrication Syste

,TapriefLevei- haft

0*.

Canishaft-
Bearings

Piston Pin Bearing,

±))))))))4 /Mr ig(I»)11))/W' '
filVir

- r'";;;:!0

Crankshaft Main
Bearings-

.

.11

. .

Full, Intern,a1 FOrce Feed

.

r

Oil Collebtion
Trough

Main Oil
Gallery.

,Oil *Supply

Oil Pump Splash Pan

and Filters.

I -i

'CAM
Rik # li st:::: ..

gruf If

r ,
,I vs 6 I Scoop Splash Pan.

--,....-; mli ,_zzamilismins-......10. Trougfisi

Canishaft -bearings

Pi el
ismIP womimplimima

,^:41;,:,-rc '0.

0't

Rod Bearings
Main Bearings

Circulating Splash,System



CoTpOnentt of the Lubrication Syste
p

cl)resSure Gtige

Engine Bearings

Oil. Gallgiies.

Oil Filter

Oil Pam
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Pump Body,

Inlet

Pump Gears

Outlet

Inlet
11;

Outlet

,,Rotor Pump
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.Types of Oil Pumps '(Continued)

Oil Puinp. Bracket
Oil Pump

Shims Drive .-

. Coupling

Oil-Linp to Oil Cooler

-Gasket

111

Oil Line from Sump.0

ti-

Idler Shaft

10"

,100
cow-It'w

Drive Shaft \.
Oil Pump

Gears
Body-

..

Buthirigs
Oil Pump .Gea

Ditfiii tine
qrankcase

Oil Pump Cover, .
.

01 Sea

Bushing:

8

Exploded -View of .Gear Type Oil Pum
ti
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=3*

)

or'

)
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t o,

Pump Body

.

.

,

...

_:.

Types- lotOil Pumps
. (Continued) .-

91 :1Skew Geir

1;,-...s.
..........\Rotor-and' Shaft Assembly

Vanes,

, .

-....,-1

._.

. ,

t -

("7

f

a .!

4

/

..4

0 "

/

`

p - 21-D

,--- .

.

e

b

or

.

Spring

, Inlet Pipe
r.sk4

rt...,

..,

.

4

e

.

f

0.

.

.

-i

lkillik

qtl.'V

:Retiind
Oil Pressure ,Relief Valve Tilunglir

\ A

N ilih
,_....

4

--Cover .-
L.

,

_. ....,_ . ._ 4

A

't

0

-. 1 l'''

ir z .

, . ;

0,.

.*

s '

, :

.,

..

...-

:

r)..

' *

-
, .

-

Gauze -Screen-.

.

Vane Type Oil Puthp
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Mechanica 911 Pressure ndicating System ,

Pointer

Bourdon tube.

rP

Geai. HO:, Spring

.44_ * Link

andVimon

Stationary Socket

Oil Pressure:,

Bourdon Tube Oil Gauge

536
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Scale (in psi

Complete Giuge

4.
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.

Sending Unit

-fr

4

Electrical Oil Pressure Indicating System
Electrom agnetic Coil System for Indicating Oil Pressure*'

Pressbre (psi)

Ignition
Switch

.1.

Battery' ;-7.---,- . ' S p r i rigI Indicating Gauge.

-, . Oil. OresSureirKere

kesist

Wiper

Lever

fvf

Terminal

Indicating-Gauge',

Bimeta
HeatingCoi

'metal
nsUlated,.

Contact
Grounded
Contact,
Flexible

1111.1. Diaphragm Ignition
mi.Low Pressure .

Switch-t-- '' v.

a

Diaphragm

Sending 110

'Indica or ht Bulb.

...;t4-

Operation with LoW911 'Pressure .

Heating Coir;SystOm for Indicating Oil Presstire

537

z ,
'Oil Pressure- . A,

6nding Unit (Presdore Switoh),
Pressure SwitCh System for Indicating .0iIRressure Cf17-":A.
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LVBRII CATI ON SYSTEMS
''-UNIT I .

.00

JOB SHEET #1- -CHECK AND ADJUST OIL PRESSURE .
0 .ON A LIVE ENGINE

1. a Tools and equipnrient

A. Sollewdriver

B.

C.

6.

E.

II. Pressure

S)

Master pressure gaUge

End wrench

.S,hop towel

Shim-stock for

Safety glasses
,

A.

regulating valve

Checks condition' of oil filter,
. -

Install a ,mage gauge (FigUre 1)

replace # dirty

,FIGURE 1

To Engine Oil Gallery

Master eressure Ga0ge,r
_

C. Start-- engine and

D. A Record pressure

'warm up, at fast idle speed

readingon the gauge-

E., Compare reading with the engine specifications

533- ti
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32-D

C

.
JOB SHEET #1

F. Adjust pressure regulating valve

. Adjust pressure regulating Valve with shims (Figure, 2) -

FIGURE 2

It

Aluminum' Washer '

Valv6 Plug
Valve
Head

11#

a:

Siiring
41%

Small Shim

Rise pt-essUIre by adding, shims

b. Lower ptessure by ..removing shims

2. 'Adjust pressure regulating valve with screw (Figure 3),

a. Raise pressure by turning screw in

b. Lower pressure by turning screw' out

540
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LUBRICATION SYSTEM.
UNIT

TEST

NAME

xl. Match the terms ,on the right to the ccrrect definitions.

a. American Petroleum Institute 1. , Viscosity

b. Resistance to movement between any
two objects placed in contact.with each
other

c. Society of Automotive Enginee'rs

d. Measure of an oil's ability to flow

e. Pipe or passOgew4 in the engine used
to carry engine oil from ,one area tooar

; c,

another

0

. -

2. Gallery

3. Friction
1.

,4: API

.B. r SAE

2. List five functions of the lubriCation system. x

'ff

,three types Iiibitation systirns:

.

54
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...

0

4. . Iderftify thecompo entsOf the lubrication Qsystem.

, ........, ...

..... ...... . .... ;

-._

.0

%

f.

0

III

C.

.f.

9.

542
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Iliame_

Matqh the components oLtheftlibrication systetil on the right to their pgposes.

'f a. Provides"-tat raSekciir-for the, enigin'e oil
;, I

b. Limits the maximum oil pressure
.

,. . . .- . . .

c. Carry engine oil from Q ne area to
he

.

another _...;.,

..... , .

-operton . -
' Oil pump'

ai
.

.

d: Indidafes oil pressure during engine 4.
- ,. _

5 'Oil pan. , .
. e. Forces oil under pressure to various parts .

.

. of the engine for lubrication. .,.. 6. Pressure gauge.
.. 4., ,

-,-
s

m
: .

f. Strains the engine oil reoving abrasive 7. oil cooler,----- ,
particles ..

1. . Oil galleries .$

2. Oil filter,

3. Pressure

regulating Valve

$

g. Engine coolant' flows through this and
helps dissipate the heat in the engin oil

6, (dnntify two types of oil filters.

I I

,. Name two types of oil pumps.

O

yr



0

,
8. List five sources of oil contamination.

a.

b.

p

r.

41,

e. 0

9. List the purposes of lubricating valves.
/

a.

10. Discuss the water and oiL circulation in an oil cooler.

11. Discuss two types of oil pressure indicating systems.

N

12. Demonstrate the ability to 'check and adjust oil' pressure -on. a live engine.

(NOTE: If this activity has not been :accomplished, prior to the test, ask your
instructor when it' should, be completed:)

Ts

. ti S

vt-

4
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LUB.RICATION SYSTEMS.
UNIT I

ANSWERS TO TEST,
dia

1.' a.

b.

c.

a.

4 ' d. 1

3 e. 2

5

Redu-ces friction between ,moving parts

0

(-

afa

b Absorbs a ssipates heat

c. Seals the piston rings and cylinder walls

d. Cleans and flushes moving parts

e. Helps deaden the noise of the engine

3i. 11,culating splash

b. Internal force feed and =splash

- c. Fill' internal force feed
J-

a. 0(1 Vir
,

,

b. foil, pan

c. PIssure regulating valve

d. Oil filter

e. Oil galleries

f. Pressure gauge

9. Engine bearings

5. a!

b. 3 t.

c. I 1 g. 7

d. 6

0

e

5-4.5

1

r)

737-D -

a.

r.

I

eS



6. a. Depth filter - cotton waste type

b. Swface filtpr r wire mesh type

7. Any two of the following:_t,

f
a.. Gear

tor

c. Vane

8. Any five of the folloWing:.

a. Storing and handling

b. -DUst from air that is breath td

c. Improper engine warm-up

into engine

d. Antifreeze leaking into oif supply

e. oxtdation

f. &bon particles

g. Engine wear

O

o

4

4

h. Fuel dilution

a. Regulate oil pressure

b. Bypass oil at Mrs and oil coolers

Discussi6n should .include:

a.

71?-1

Internally mounted-Engine coolant is pumped by water pump thrciugh oil
cooler mounted in the con caste and-back to, the radiator where the heat
is dissipated

b. Externally mounted.-- r and oil are pumped through the oil cooler

Discussion should include

Mechanical-Bourdon tube- gauge which tends to straighten out .when

, .

pressure is applied ... .. ; .
b. Electrical - a°

.

.1
1) Sending, unit is at pressure source-

_

21 Indicating g'avge is -on control panel
.

12. erformance skills evaluated to the satisfaction of tl?e instructor

.; /
5 4 6

7
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COOLING SYSTEMS u
UNIT II:

UNIT OBJECTIVE

. ,. . . . . - .
After' completion of this unit, The student should be able to listthe effecks of an engine
running Adlo hot or too cold: -The student should also be ,able to name two functions4
of the cooling system and identify the parts in a liquid cooling system. This knowledge
will be evidenced through demonstration and by-scoring eighty-fiVe percent on the unit
test. -if -

SPECIFICOBJECTIVES
,

Yr_

After completion of this unit, the §tudent should be able to:

1. Match terms associated with the cooling system tohe.correct definitions.

2. Name two functions of the cooling system.

3. List effects of an engine running too hot.
.

4. Lisa effects of ap engine running too cold.

5. Identify the parts in a liquid cooling system._

6. Identify two types of radiators:

7. fame, two functions of the radiator cap.

' 8. Name Aree*types of .fans used in cooling systems.
.

I9.
Kerrie types of fan control.

.
.6 . v ,,,4 ,

10. List three purposes for using a coolant,filter or conJtioner itthe cooling
system.... ,, - ... -#. .-11. Select functions of the thermostat. -

12. Select types Of ,thermostats.
.

^ . t13. Match the disadvantages of using waterag a coolant to the corrective actions.
,' \- ' . ... . ,

14. Select commtn materials that may restrict radiator coolant ikw. .

,15. Identify the primary parts of a water pump and fan.

547
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16. -<Demonstrate the ability to:

9 r.

a. Reverse flush a radiatdr.

b. thermostat action. .

. c. Test fix exhatist gas leakage and air in cooling syssterre.

0

a

I.

"

. ,

548
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/
COOLING SYSTEMS

UNIT II

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

.1. Instructor: -.

A. Provide student with objective ,sheet.

B. Provide student 'with information and job sheets..
.

C. Make transparencies.

D-.. -Discuss unit and specific objectives.

E. Discuss information sheet.

'D. -E4.1-D_

F. Demonstrate and discuss the procedures outlined in% the job sheets.

G. Demonstrate water-pump overhaul.

H. Give test.
...

--.11. Student;

A. Read objective sheet.

-B.. Study information sheet.

C. Complete job sheets.

D. Take test.

INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS -

,

I. Includedin this unit:

, A. Objectiye sheet
-- t

B. Itiformation. sheet

C. Transparency masters

4

1. TM 1- -Parts in a Liquid, 000.ling System

2. TM '2Types of- Radiators

'
jM 3- ;Pressure Cap Operation-

A,:
. sA\ .

. .

0



.
4. TM 4--Fan Types 6;"

5: TM 5--Coolant Filter

6. TM 6--Operation of a :Thermostat

7. TM 7--Types of Thermostats

8:" TM 8--Water 'Pump -and Fan
t,

.
D. Job Sheets

1. Job Sheet #1:-
, 2=

ash a Radiator

2. Job Sheet # est ThOmostat..Action

_7

.3. Job Sheef#41Test for Exhaust Gas Leakage and Air.n Cooling
)System

E. Test

F. Answers to test

II.` ,Referencei:.

_2- 5 ,
A. Fundamentals of Service: Engines. Moline, Illinois: Deere and Compat)y,

'1972.
, .

B. Kates, Edgar J. "and Luck; William E. Diesel and HighCornpression Gas
Engines. 3rd ed. Chicago: American Technical Swiety, 1972.

/

"-;
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COOLING SYSTEMS
UNIT H

INFORMATION SHEET

I, Terms arid definitions

A. Coolant-- Liquid that circulates through the cooling system to transfer engine
h eat

d.
-

S. Thermostat- -Heat operated valve Oat .autoknatically. maintains correct
operating temperature

C. Pressure. cap Radiator cap with pressure aili&ikuunn valve

D. Fan Forces coolihg air through radiator core to more quickly dissip e the
heat

E.. Bimetallic Two strips oi .dissimilar metal welded together, one of which
expands more when heated than the other.

F. I nhibitorChenribicai which dissolves in water to -forma rustproof film on
the metal

G. Aeration-- Mixture of air and watdr
.4, .

H. RadiatorRadiator shuttersDevice over radiator to maintain temperature variations
of coolant

I. RadiatorHeat exchanger in which cooling water gives up heat to the air
without conning into direct -contact with it .

II. Functions of the cooling system

A. Prevents' engine overheating

B. Regillatel enne temperature
.

11.1. Effects of, an engine running too hot

A°. Excessive' wear .

B. Scoring '

C.° Knock.'

D. Burnecl piston and valves

E. Lubrication fail'ure

F. Seizure of moving partq ,

' -1/Loss of power

a



\

44 D

INFORMAT4ON SHEET

IV,_. Effects of an. 'engine running too cold

A. Excessive wear.

B. . Poor fuel . economy

C. Accumulation, of water and sludgeintthe...krankcase

D. Loss of power

V.. Parts in a liquid cooling system (Transparency .1)

A. Radiator

B. Fan drive belt
4.

. '

E. Water pump

D. Engine water jacket .

E. Thermostat

F. Connecting hoses

ti

,

4

Liquid or coolant

H. Pressure cap.

I. Bypass

J. Fan

K. Shutters and control,

'I

.

ss*,

Types of ra41a4tors (Transparency 2)-
.

, Cellular type Core'.. . .
B. Tube and fin type core

Functions of the

A.

.

iator- cap ("Transparency 3)

Allows atmospheFic pressure to enter the cooling system

TE: The vacUurri. valve opens.)
. ,

B. Prevents coolant from escaping at normal terpperature.
. .

(NOTE Thepressu re valve permits escape of coolant or steam when\ pressure.
-reaches \ a certain .point. Pressure Ilse df one pound Will raise. t boiling,
temPerature.bf water about 3 degrees fahrenheit.)

I.

9

. rks
-

dot



INFORMATION SHEET

r

VIII. Types of fans used in cooling systems, (Transparency 4)
q

A: Suction type

B. Blower type

C. Reversible type

IX: Types of fan control

A. Helical coil spring

B. Flex-blade fan

C. Electric abxillary control

X. Purposes of a coolant filter or conditioner (Transparency 5)

A,. Softens tke water
,

(NOTE: Chemicals in the filter element remove corrosives and keep the,
pater jackets free of scale.)

D 45-D

B. Removes dirt. ,

(NOTE: Filter elemeht is replaceabl4 and' cltrt which settles o bottom -may
be drained.)

C. Provides a pJace for rust inhibitors, in the filter element

(NOTE: Rust inhibitors dissolve to form a rust proof film on the metal
surfaces of the, cooling system.)

XI, Functions of the thermostat (Transparency 6)-
e

A., Provides automatic control of the engine temperature

Perthits rapid _engine warm-op when closed

Permits efficient cooling When open.-

B.

XII. Types of ;thermostats (Transparency 7)

A. Bellow's

4

B. Bimetallic

C. Pellet

1

1
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a

.INVMATION SHEET.

XIII. Disadvantages of using water as a coolant and corrective actions

A. Freezes readily when cold--Add antifreeze
9

a
O

Boilsand evaporates when hot--Pressurize systr

C. Corrodes Metal parts- -Add rust inhibitor

0

'D. Causes mineral deposits and scale in water jackets -Use sift water and
,chemical 'additives

XIV. Materials that may restrict radiator coolant flow

XV..

A. Rust

B. Scale

C. Oil

D. Lin-te. 0%.

/**

)1

Primary parts of a water pump and "fan (Transparency 8)
J

A. Fan Wade assembly

B. Fan hub

C. an belt a

D. Pulley

E,. Bearing and shaft assembly;

F. Water pump housing

G. impeller
4

e

OR

.

(.1 .ei .

d
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I.

Parts In a Licwid Cooling System'

Water JacketJacket--07,*

Pressure Cap

Shutters
And

Control
:17

zCooling

IE.- .% Air

TherMOstaf
Bypas

9

r0 mmollo .

4

V
1111111%ls

a
.

Hose
fe COolant

Water Pump -rN. Radiator
Fan, Drive Belt

\Tlipical Air Operated Shkit*ASsembly:-
.

555
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Pressure Cap OPeration,

1 I

0

Valves

Ost t

0

Pressure Valve Open

5'7

Vacuum Valve Open-

e 6
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Coolant Filter

Coolant Out
Filter Element°
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Typtisof Thermosta
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Bimetallic Thermostat
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COOLING SYSTEM
UNIT II

JOB SHEET #1--REVERSE FLUSH A, RADIATOR

I. Tools and materiars

A Flushing gun

B. Hang' tools

C. Water source

D. compressed air' soUrce-.

E. Safety glasses

II. Procedure

A. Drain- the radiator

B. Disconnect both hoses

1 .

D 6a-D

4
c,

V

C. Connect the flushing gun hose to water source and air source of 100 PSI
(pounds per square inch)

D. Connect the flushing- gun nozzle to lower radiator 'hose (Figi.ire, 1)

FIGURE 1

Discharge Hose

Flushing Gy....n

E._ Turn on waer

1" F.. Fill radiator

G. 'Inject aif.in short bursts to clear the

I
di M. -Mow radiator to fill tietween, burstsp

, .,* '". '
, I. Con-tinue uptil water Rows freely

... .

. 5s

tubes

.

.

4
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a"

4

-

, COO1NG SYSTEM
UNIT H

4

JOB:SHEET #2- -TEST THERMOSTAT ACTION.

Tools and Arilate'riaii-

A. Heat source

B. Container of water- t
.

- C. Thermometer

.
D. Thermostal

--4, gtg.

S)feti. glasses
.

II. Procedure
.

.. 4
..A. Suspehd the therrrlostat and thermometer in container of water (FigUre 1)

.

' t
1 . ,

65-D

S

'

le

Heat Source
, 1

tl

a

4

.,

%. ....
, B. . ompare the terripirature rating stamped on the frame of thermostat ;to. it

e triermometer4 _

. ...
.... .

C. Thermostat should start to open at the tempefature stamped 'on the frame

. ,.
,,

and befully open at 22°F above the specified ieniperatUre
4. . .--- --- 0 _. -,.

, - . .. .-D.. e..R Move thermostal and observe its .closing. action :-
.- ' .,,

4

r .
E. If thermostets defective,i0iscard

tl

-

A

0

.
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COOLING SYSTEMS
UNIT II

JOB SHEET #3--TEST FOR EXHAUST GAS LEAKAGE AND AIR

.1 ,

I. Tools and materials

A. Live engine
. .

B. Rubber tube

C. Elottle, of water

D. . Safety glasses

II. . Procedure ,

IN COOLING .SYSTED/1

4.

A. Test for exhaust gas leakage (blow-by)
0

Warm up the engine 'and' keep it under load
.,

Z.., Remove the radiator cap and look for excessive bubbles in the
coolant (Figure 1} isteortio'

A

.

D 67-9

f

FIGURE 1 , Gas Bubbles
Mean Blow By

Pressure Cap famoved

.
-e

.
,

9

1

r.`

I 4 $

3.
, .

Look for a sign of 'blow-by such as bubbling or an oil film on
the- colorant

. .
. . .::

.
A

NOTE:. A cracked head or a loose cylinder head foint allows,
-hot exhaust gas to ,be blown* into:the cooling system under
canbustiori pressures; even though:the joint may be tight enough
to keep liquid from leaking into the tylibder. The eN.lindertead
gasket itsOf may be burned an0-lorroded by esdapingigxhaust
gases. Exhaust gases dissolved- in/coolant destroy' the inhibitors
and fprnr acids which cause coAosion, rust, and clogging.)

.4,,
'' ' .,

_.: .... -.. ,.. , -15&13- ,-
..

4

°
4

d.



68-D

I.

1

,40 JOB ,SHEET

-

B. Test' for cooling .system

.

. '

, ..

,c.- Adjust coolant to forrbCt level- . .7 " ..
..,. ,

.

2.0 . Replace iiressure cap- with .a plain, :air-tight cap

3.4. Attach .rubber tube to lower. end O. (ie, .new -pipe,*

(NOTE: Be, 'sure 'radiator e-ap" and tube are .

.3-1!:: -7. ' , 1.
.i4 Witlitransmissioti in ..rieutraLle'ar';'run'engine at high speed -until

' temPerature' gauge stops rising and 'terimair)s stationary _
-, . i :..: . . - a

5; WithoillcWnging engine speed or -teinperatorerptit.94 atrubbbr.
. .,

^-c.......: -toloe in.tottlt of 06ter
a .' .

..4

1 1
. .-

:. %. . . . ,
'6; , Watch fOr continuous streasti= of bgbbles in the watel bottle,

show41g that -air is being drawn_ intoi-the cooling system (Figure . .

2) .. '' ..
, t -

-_ , . : ..
- 1 ,

. .E1GURE 2

. - 4- -- -
a--

.1.444

(NOTE: Air rnzpi be .draWn int6 the .-CdotantAecetoe .of
in the .s m, turbulence_in the top ta.olc-l'or toolow. coolant.
level.)

r.

s . :
'I Z.

A.

. e

4

.

LS .

7.

t. - .
.

_

I ei -

el' so ,

r

5 6 6 :

I
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COOLING S4'STEMS
UNIT II

4

NAME

" TEST.

D - 69-D .-

.
. ., \ . .. . *. , . .

"1. Malq the terms on the right to, the correct defihitions.
1 . .

a. Liquid, that circulates thrvugh the
i cooling system to transfer engine heat

. '
.

I
5.. Heat operated valve that automatic ally

maintains.; correct opet-ating .tem ature

c. Radiator cap With pressure and vacuum
valve

Forces air 'through. radiator care to more
quickly 'dissipate. the heat..

.

e Two- strips of di,isimilar metal welded
s together, one .of which expands more

when heated than. the other)

f. ?Cheiliagi which dissolv s in water to
a." rustproof film on the metal

d
g. Mixture of air ,and water

.

1. Inhibitor.

2. Bimetallic

3. Radiator

4. Pressure
cap

5. Coolant

6. Aeration

7.

, ,

ThermOstat
, ':

8. Radiator
shiltters

h. Deice over radiNor to rmaintain
..temperatufe,Joriations of coolant

,
.

Heat exchanger in.Which cooling water
. gives up Mat to tile air without coming-

into' direct coni@ct with it

Name two fdrictions ortkle cooling system.
:

a.

bP
List few"- effects

B.

b.

c: ,

d. . If
\

to

-
of '"an engine running 'too hot.

/

r'. .

0 .

4. a

4

. 1

O .

#

a
I

,



loD

.1

4. List three. effeicts of an engine running too cold.

5.. Identify the parts in a liquid cooling system.

J 4

O

ti

;

b. .

r
C.

d.

g

h.

'4'

k.
. .

568,

sa,

..



,1

O

4 1

6. identify two types-of racialors.

Water Passage

r.

Tube
..;°"°"..01;,'

tr

a.

I
-4.17,,

%Water Passage

7. Name two functions of the .radiator -'cap.

. a.

b:
.1-

..

1

8. ,Name three types of farts used in coblfig systern&:

a.

b.
1'

4

,"

9. Narne two, types of fan :control.

O

--kk
a.

I.

Air.

V .
S. ..

't- , * ..
b

List, three purpOses for
,

using d coolant,.filter or condemnerener in the cooling s31,iem.
. .

."

-,, -
,.i b. / 5-4ree

4, A VI

1
c. r >"--7,

,-.,,-...,K

-
1r . 5, .1

q

. -N,
.. 44

4

11- Select functions of the thermostat by R 4ttfacing an X' in the appropriate blanks.
.. ;

. ..
it. :Permits rapid ,engine tkairrn-up ii.flien closed

.
, ;' .:- - .- /. ,

b. 'Permits effici cling when :cg4e- n
"t ';'''- .." .4.

c. Permits, ,rapid engine wikw-up.:when or5,:ri'
. . ,.

, ,. a -,.. S r,

,,, 4011

I



D - 72
4

.

d. Permits efficient cooling when closed

p

e.,0Provides automatic control of the engine temperature

12.. Select the type of theimo ats by plating an "X" in the appropriate blanks.

t

.04.

a. Burrows

b. Rec6ngular

c. .Bellows

d. Bimetallic

e. Pellet-
13. Match-the corrective actions on t

as a coolant.

;a.Freezes re564 cold:

'b. Causes mineral deposits . and
s`water iackSt. .

c.- Boils and evaporates when hot
I-

ot

d. Corrodes metal 'parts

r

rto the disadvantages of using water'_

d rust a,a 2
itor-

Select 'common materials that.miy restrict radiator coolant flow by placing an14.
.

"X" in the appfopriate blank's.

:
Scale

.
f. :Mud'

Add a tifreeze

Pressurize
system

4. Use; soft* Water
and chemical

401. additives

a. -0j1

b. Hair

c, Suds
flo

.6 1.

.g. Rust ;

6

-c

4 .



,
15. . Identify the primary parts of \a water pump and fan.

1
r .

k

b.

.

d.

e.

f.

t

-t

9.

"

.

1

571#t
)

,

's*:. :,
.1



7.

)

74-D°

16. Demonstrate. the ability to:

a. Reverse flush ; radiator.

b. Test thermostat actin.

c. frTell for exhaust gas- and air in cooling system.
- .

-,.

. .

(NOTE:-.1f 'these activities have not been accomplished 'prior to the test, ask
your instructor when they shoUld be completed.)

re

J

#

-

C-

0110 ,*

I ;

.1

4 %.

444:

.t

/ k

°

,

z
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- COOLING SYSTEMS
4 UNIT -IL

.
ANSWERS TO TEST

e. 2
Aw.

6 .

h

a., Prevents engine overheating

b.\-- Regulgtes engine ,temperature-
.

Any four of the following:

a. Excessive wear

_ b. Scoring

c
t

,

d. Burned piston and valves

e. Lubrication failure

f. Seizure of moving parts

Losc of power

4.. , Any "three df the following:

.1 a. Excessive wear

b. Poor fuel economy

c. t AccuMulatiOn of water, and sludge in the crankcase
, .

etoss or power.- -

#r

Licit.kid or /coolant

b. Pressure cap

c. Thermostat

cf. Bypass

e. Engine water jacket
O

. 5733
--,* t `,.., , *

1

/ _...... --- ' '-'..1 ..4,'.
...."1' , c "c--.. 4 '''1 ..i,.....A,..

/ s

D 75-D
A



1

f. Water pump .

.g. Fan drive b

h. Cooheqing hoses

i. Radiator

j. Fan

k. Shutters and control

6. a.,

5 - Cellular type ,core radiator

Tube and In type core radiator

7. a. Allows atmospheric pressure to enter the, cooling system
.s,. lc 0

. b. Prevents coolant from escaping at normal temperatures

8. a. Suct4pn type

b. BloWer type

c. eversible type

94, . Any -two of the fbIloWing:
. -

a. Helical coil spring 'r

b. 'Flex-biade fan

c. Electrio,'auxillaryo control

Softens the water

b. '--,FIVItoves dirt

c. Provides a place for rust inhibitors in the filter element

11. a, '13, e

- c; 0, e

13, 2

b. 4 .

c. 3 -

574

TN V

4

O



14. a, d, e, g

16. a.

d;'r-

c.

d.

e.

f.

Fan blade assembly

Fan hub

'Fan belt

Pulley

Bearing and shaft assembly .

, ' ° ,;
Water ,151.1nAp pausing

;

0

4'1

16. Per`for4nce skills .evaluated to the satisfaction of: the instruOtor
.

S

O

o

1/4

4

, ' A

°

0 Y

1.

I

O

.

as

1

6 1

eq

i °

,

A°.

0

D 77-D
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la

a

0 0

044
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All.. 1'
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. AIR INTAKE AND EXHAUST ,SYSTEMS
UNIT III

UNIT OBJECTIVE

After comp)Vtion of this unit, the student should be able isieritify the .components
of an air intake and exhaust system. The student. should also be able to disassemble,
service, repair, and assemble ,a supercharger. This knowledge will be evidenced through
demonsltration and, by scoring eighty -five percent on the unit test.

a

SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

After completion of, t s unit, the student should be able to:

1. .Match term associated with air intake.andexh systems to.-the correct
definitions.

- 79-D

2. Name -parts of .an air intake system.

3. Name parts of an exhaust system.
-

4. ss three types of air cleaners.

5, Discuss trep methods of scavenging the cylinders on a two-stroke cycle
engine. . ,.

,,' , . 7 , -
6. Distinguish between port scavenging and Valve scavenging in two-cycle

A
.. . engines. , , -

Discuss two typei of superchargers.
.

. .
"*Nr,....-Lis't advantages of a turbocharged en6ine.

Dem'onstrate the ability 6:
^\

a. Test an engine. for air flow restriction.

ti

414

. ,

b. Inspect a turbocharger tor satisfactory operation: * (-),. ;,..,.. .
1,, .

. c. Remove,,disassaMble,, service., assemble, and install a turbocharger.
.

d. Disassemble, service, repair, and assemble 'a supercharger.



O

...

I. 1nstructorT

AIR INTAKE AND' EXHAUST SYSTEMS
UNIT

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

.

Provide student with :objective sheet.

B. Provide student with information and jab sheets

,C. Make transparencies.
./

_D. Discuss .unit4 and specific objectives.

E. - Discui,5 ihforrnatiori sheet.

7!'-

;
D."- 81 -Ti.

a,

Demonstrate and discuss the pr educes outlined in the job

G. Give test.

II. Student:

A. Read *objective sheet.

B. Study inform6tion sheet.

C. Complete job sheets.

.D. Take test.

.

INSTRUCTIONAL MATE
.

Included in this 'unit:

A. Objective sheet

B'. Information sheet

C. Transpaiency :pesters'

1. Ty, 1--Drt Type

2. tiV1'12Viscous-linpinge ent Cleaner

3.. YK3--Oil .Bath Air' a ea er.

t.) T:4Crankcase S ing Engine
, .

: -TM' 5--Scavenging and Blower

6. 6--Pori:Scaven Engine) C

U



4

9
e

r

4

--- ---
TM 7--Valve.Scavenged Engine

8 TM B--Pos pislacement -Su P

9. TM. 9Centrifugal

D: Job .sheets'

Type Supercharger

.

1. Job. Sheet #1--Test /sir Engine for Air Flow Restriction.

a

2, Job Sheet #2--Inspect a Turbocharger for Sitisfactory. Operation
?

3.. Vpb Sheet . #3 -- Remove; Disassemble, Service, Assemble, and,'
Install a Turbocharger

4. Job Sheet #4Disassemble, Service, Repair, and Assemble a
1 Supercharger,

E. Test

F.. Aniwers to test

II. References:
a'.

A

, . .. .

A.. Kates,. Edgar 3., and Luck, William E. Diesel and High Compression Gas
Engines. 3rd ed. Chicago: American Technical Society, 1972.

,, /
s

Fundamentals, of SerVice: Engines. Moline, Illinois: Deere an
1972. t --

V-71 Service' Manual, .Detroit, Michigan; Detroit Diesel Allison, Revised
1975. : . . ,

I,- ' ,

D. 'ThandWH Saes Shop Manual. Columbus, Indiana: Cummins Engine Co:,
' Inc. .."

F.
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INFORMATION SHEET

Terms and definitions

D -

A. Filter-Unit confaining an element of varyin degrees of fineness to trap
foreign particles

B. Scavenging -- Method of push.n/g ail: out, of the Cylinders during the exhaust
stroke on two-cycle engin $ t

. .
C. Fort-Opening in a cyli er block ,or liner 'for intake an'd/or exhaust air

on two-cycle engines

D. Valve Device for se ing the intake and/or exhaust ports in a cylinder head

E. BloWer-Method f increasing air presure,, and velocity

F. Roots type bl er-Posiiive displacement blower to raise intake air above.
atmospheric 'ressure

G. Tudaocharg r-Exhaust--dtiven turbine which drives a cenpfugal compressor

.
H. Manifold- Pipe or casting with multiple openings to conned`multipl? ii

,oneto ,o e outlet or inlet ... .'. to i,
- .

I. Super arging*-Method of charging_ cylinders with freh air 9bove' ;.
atmo pheric,pressure on the intake strOk0 -

P. 4.

J. Na rally aspirated--Engine which is not supercharged . ...A:

,

K. P ecleaner-Device to collect some dirt from air before i.t enters t6e main
, 'it cleaner 6

4 t

. II. Part of an intake system

.

A. Preclearket, (air cleaner

C. Intake manifold

D. Piping

E. Intake valves' or ports

.

f '

i

I I

o

.%
. ...

Supercharger (if used)

ft,

A

a
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r
HI. Parts '.of an exhaust system

A. Ports and/or valves
1

B. Lxhaust manifold ,;

C. Piping

D. Muffler,r.
TurbOcharger 'used)

Air

*4

. . ,

IV. Types of.
.

air cleaners y

V.

A.
. Dry 'element type Cleaning is done by replacing element (Transparency 1)

. - . ,

B. Viscous-impingement type-Cleans air by passing it thi!citigil a maze of metal ''
wool, wire, dr, screens saturated, with oil' (Trarsparenc\r 2)

e
I

8 ''

C. Wet type-Cleans air by directing it through a center tube into the jnner
oil cup where direction of air flow is reversed causing most of the dirt
to becorrie tfaPped by the oil and settle in the sump (Transparency 3),

Methods of scavengi7 the cylinTrs'
.

A, Crar4case (Transpare"ncy 4) . (

1. Air enters the engine through the crankcase

Each dovvnwarcrmovement of the piston compresses the vapor,
within the crankcase until 'the intake port or valve. opens

3. The corn \ ressed vapor .escap6s into the cylinder at a pressure,
nearly eq al to atmospheric.presSure

B, "Power piston ( Transparency 5),

1. Uses a separate piston, and cylinder driven by the engine
crankshaft s'.

2.. Puthes the vapor into the cylinder ..as the intake valve or port
opens

rr

Blower (Transparency' 6) 4

1

1. Uses a positive-displacernent rotary' blower- driven by the engine

' 2. Compresses.the vapor into an air chamber surrounding the in,tbke '
.,.

1. .1- ports ..
\ .

\ . \
,

;518 o -. 0
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INFORMATION SHEET

VI. 'Port and valve scavenging

Ftbrt sCavenging--Nr enters and-gas lea'ves through poi-is in the cylinder block
or liner which the piston uncovers (Transparency 6

B. Valve scavenging-Air enters through ports in the cylinder' block and g'ases
leave thrgugh. valves in the cylinder head (Transparency 7) -(-r .._ ,--(NOTE: The scavenging process in the two-Tcle engines uses 'a, swish'of
air to push out the spent gases arid replace 'them with fresh air at
atmospheric 'pressure.)

, l.,,

VII. Types of superchargers

A. Positive displacement .(Transparency

(NOTE: The root 'type blower is a positive-displacement supercharger,)
.

1. Driven by a chain, belt, or gear
...

2. ROmbles oil pumps in Cle'sign,
1'

B. Centrifugal (Transparency 9) , 1
. .

(NOTE: Turboch4rs are an exhaust driven centrifugal type supercharger.)
,.° .

1. Driven by engine, engine .exhaust, or separate motort
,., et

2. Impeller normally moves thirty times engine speed

,
.VIII, Advantages of a turbocharged engine ,-

.-,-

1 . .
.

. A. 'Increases horsepower output'of a ,given displacement engine .

_
Reduces weight by delivering more . horsepower per 'pou.nd' than
nontUrbocharged engines <

C. Cost of a turbocharged engine is less on a dollar per horsepower basis

D. Maintains 'horsepower, at . higher altitudeS
a

(NOTE: Naturally aspirated engines lose three percent of horsepower per
each. 1000 feet of aktitude.) '

,.
.$'',, . .

E.. , Reduces exhaust s`rnqke by, supplying excess air to reduce exhaust density
. .

.

a

I
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Scalienging

Exhaust.

a

4,

14'

Crankcase

ort

Fuel-Air Inlet
.

Compressioh/Power Sjroke

8 3t

,-17,41

wr.

intake/Exhaust Siroke
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Scavenging imp AndBlower

'Power Cylinder

Fuel-Air Vapor.

Scavenging' Pump

. 5 -

4'

Exhaust Part

Inlet

Blower

it.

CrankShaft DriVes'Ptimp --
I

- POWER PISTON
4:1 r 587

POSJTIVE
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Air PasSage

V ve-Scavenged Engine
.5

'

-Exhaust Valve
-

''Air Ports'

Li)

Blower

Water
Passage

Seat-1119g

Ail' Box

V-TYPE:
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O.

Type,.Centrifuga y Supercharger ,

Turbine E atist Gas OutletCompressed Air Discharge .

Ambient
Air Inlet

Turbine Wheel

04.

"".

Compressor Wheel Gas*Injet

z

°

\
1".

,c-Igine

Cy itiler

.Exhaust 'Gas Discharge

.

as. Engine EkhaUst Gas. Flow.

c=> Cbrnpressed -Air



AIR INTAKE AND EXHAUST SYSTEMS
ONit III

1

.
JOB SHEET #1--TEST AN ENGINE FOR AIR FLOW REST-RiCTI011

I.. /Tools and materials

A. Vacuum gauge

B. Basic hand tool set

d! Live engine

D. Shop towels

E. Engine technical manual
.

.

,

)/
F.: Safety glasses.

I P. Procedure
4

D - 10S-D

4
,

(NOTE: When the* air flow is restr-icted there is more vacuum or suctign. in
the cylinders. This can cause oil to' be drawn in around the valve steratand
pistons and so increase oil consumption.)

) ....
..,

...

A. Warm up the-engine . - 4. . /
. .

B. Connect the vituum gauge to the intake manifold- (Figure 1)
.

C. Set engine speed at fast idle
V" I

D. Compare the reading on the gauge' to the specifications in the engine
technical manual .

IOW

(NOTE: Too high a reading means that there is a restriction, in titre air
. intake 'system.).

4

C

-e

v ,

a

,
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AIR INTAKE AND EXHAUST SYSTEMS
:

D - 107-D

JOB SHEET V--INSPECT A TURBOCHARGER FOR SATISFACTOIVr:OPERATION
;

Is

I. .Tools and materials

A., Basic hand tool set

B. _Live -engine with 'turbocharger

C. Shop towels

D. Safety glisses
ro.

1

' ,II. Procedure .. -... .4.: *
, .. . .

-.. i

c'

A. Inspect the mounting and connections of the turbdcharger to be certain
they are Secure and ,there is no le age. of oil or air

B. Check the engine crankcase to be sure
.)

no restriction to oil flow

C. Operate the engine at approximete.sated oulput a nd listen for unusual
turbOcharge0 noise

.
.

.

- `CAUTION: If a shrill whirle (olier than normal);is heard,.stbp the rngirie
" immediately. The , whine means that the bearings are about to fail. Remove

.

y . -.
,..

the turbocharger for inspeotion.) .

. 5. 1..
.

(NOTE: Do not 'confuse' the w hine heard ,during 'skim down', as the engine
stops, with a bearing failure during operation. 0,er unusual-turbcfharger
noise could mean improper :clearance betweeii tlVturbine wheel and
housing. If such \noises are heard, -retlote the turbocharger for inspection. %

See the engine technical manual:) , ;1 4.
t

D, heck ti"\tiurboPharger for unusual vibration while engine is operating at
fated outp t

(NQTE: Unusual vibrations like noise -may r ire that the' turbecharger
be removed and inspected.)-

. E. Check erigineynder. Ifail .conditions

. , (NOTE: Excessive e haujesm'olct indicites'ificorrect fuel-airinik . This
coild pe due to en in? -Overload or turbosparger- malIuRctiOn.).

- /2. , ..- .
"..,-/ F. Inspect and_ service air crganer according 'to instructions" in the operator's

..,

5

fr , (-_..2-""/

1-

.1,/
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AIR INTAKE AND EXHAUST SYSTEMS .

. 9 UNIT III

---I
..
.. -.

JOB SHEET #3- REMOVE, DISASSEMBLE, SERVICE, ASSEMBLE, <
. AND INSTALL A TURBOCHARGER

. . ..,-
L Tools and materials

A84 Engine with tutoharger

B. Basic band tool set

C. Chain hoist

D. Lifting sling

E. Torque Wrench

F. Dial indicator 1

t

G. Soft hammer

Cornpressed air ..surce

I. Noncaustic solven

J. Silicone carbide abrasive cloth
\

K. Crocus .abrasive clo h

L. Eye protection

M. Shop towels

N. Appropriate service manual

II. Procedure e

Itt

A. Remove turbocharger

1. Disconnect the exhaust manifold adaptor attached to the turbine
housing I

2. Disconaect the (air inlettoseattached to the compressor housing

3. Remove the oil inlet line from the top of the center housing.

4. 'Remove the oil outlet line -Rpm the bottom of the center housing'
1 .

597

.;4

1

a
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B.

440

JOB SHEET #3

. 5. Attach a chain hoist and a suitable lifting sling torthe turbochal-ger''
assembly

6. Remove the nuts and lock washers
assembly to the mounting bracket

7. Lift the turbocharger assembly away
it on a bench

, 4.
Cover the, end of each oil inlet-and
inlet and exhaust Outlet openings on

-entry of foreign material

8.

securing the turbocharger

from the engine and- place

oil outlet line and the air
the engine to prevent the

..

9.. Clean the exterior of the turbocharger with noncaustic cleaning
solvent before disassembly

*'
Disassemble turbocharger

1 8 14

7

13

17 I6

/ 23.
27

4:tk

4 2";

-i
22

20

21 /

19

11. Ring-Piston

12. Screw

13.. Lockplate

14. Backplate Assembly

15. Ring-Sel

16. Spacer-Thrust

17. RingPiston

18. .Collar-Thruct.

19. Washef-Inboard Thrust

20. Bearing

Y

18

1 Coupling "V" Band 'r 2 HousingCompsesscir

3 Bolt

4 Lockpfate

5 ClampTurbine Houslitg

6. Housing-Ty;bine

7.147Nu t-Sel f. Locking

8. WheelCompressor

9. ShaftTurbine Wheel Assembly

10. ShroudTurbine Wheel--

1

a

15 .

.0-

f

ss,

10

4

9 . 3

21. Washer--Bearing
FIGURE 1.

22. Ring Snap

23. Ring - .Snap-

24. Baring

25. Washer-4Iearing

26., RingSnap

270 Housing-Center

1. Loosen the "V" band coupling securing
(2) to the backplate .assembly (14)

the tOmpressor housing

2. 'Remove the compressor housing and "V" band (Figure 1)

3. Remove the eight bolts-(3) securing the four lockplates (4) and
tutine housing:daMps (5) to the center housing (27) and turbine

-Yousing (6).

6.

5S8

is
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JOB SHEET #3

D 1/4111-1)

.. e , .
4. Remove the' turbine housing from the

-
center housing

(CAUTIPN:*Exerejsecare When 'removing the center housing and
turbine. housing 'to prevent damage to the compressor of the

. tiabine wheel.) . ,.. .
, .

:k a ', .

. (NOTE: Tap- the housing with a soft hammer if forde is needed.
,for removal.) .

5. Pcisition the turbine wheel (9) of the center hbusing assembly
iti a suitable holding fixture

. .6. Rerriove the wheel nut (7) from the shaft

(CAUTION: To Prevent the possibility of bending the turbine
....'wheel shaft, remove the compressor wheel nut from the shaft

with a double, universal socket and tee handle.)'

7, Press' the compressor wheel (8), from the wheel shalt assembly
(9)

8. Withdraw the wheel shaft assembly (9) and the Wheel shroud (11)):
from the center housing

' 9.. Remove the four,.. bolts (12) and -lockplates (13) securing 'the
backplate assembly 14) to the center housing (27)

10. Remove the backplate assembly

. 111. Remove the seal ring (15) from the groove in the center hoiising

12. ; Rem-ove. the thrust spacers (16) and piston ring (17) from the
backplate assembly

. *
13. Remove the thrust collar (18), inboard thrust washer (19),trearing

(20), bearing washer (21), and snap ring (22) from the center
../s- housingt .

14. Remove the snap ring (23), bearing (24),_lwrings washer (25),.
'- and snap ring, (26) from the opposite ennethe center housing

,"

C. Clean° turbocharger
.

. ,

(NOTE: Before cleaning, inspect the parts for signs of -burning, rubbing,
or other 6rnage which might not be evident after cleaning.)

.4.1. .
1 . ' Soak all parts in 1 *noncaustic creaning .otv:_ent for about NI*

minutes. . .." . . ,2. After soaking, use a stiff bristle brush and remove all dirt particles

59

:I

,

O
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.

Dry all of the part's thoroughly
.

(CAUTION: Never use a caustic cleaning solution for *ening
as this will damage certain parts. Use the `cleaning solution in
an open or well ventilated areas-Avoid breathing the fumes. Keep
away from open .flames.' Do not use a wire brush or a steel blade
scraper to clean the- parts4

. .

(NOTE: Make sure that both wheel blades a're thoroughly clean,:
Deposits left on tile blades will:affect the balance ofthe rotating

Asse-nbly,.)- ' -I,

, '1,--:. ` . . ". " .
4. . Clean all Of the internal cavitiOnd oil passages in the Venterhousingthoroughly with dry compressed air, !

-
D Clean the oil -Passage in the center housing thrust' Rlate,,with dry

. Compressed air .
_._

.. . -.
: ./

- 8,:' Remove the oil inlet and outlet Wes from the engine and
..---...,

R

thoroughly, clean the oil lines inside and "out1;. .

... (i\IOTe:.4'.Oil line th'at is dented or crimped 'enough to restrict
the 'flow of oil. must be, replated.) ' ;.. .

'Inspect
. ..

D. turbocharger

1. Inspect- all of ihe parts for signs' of damage, iorrolion,_ or
deterioration : ...

. , 2. Check ,for nicked, crossed, or stripped thread's

3. Visually' chck the ,turbine .wheel for signs of rubbing

. 0
i

t

,,,

4. Inspect the shaft for signsof scoring, scratches, or bearing seizure
- -- /

. - . -

5. check the compressor whgel:foesigns.of rubbing or. damagfrom . .

foreign material . .,'":'. -.., - .. 3

-
.0. f .

6. Check to. see that the wheel bore is not- galled
,-.

-..

(NOTE: The wheel must be free Of dirt and other foreign
material.)

7. Inspect the seal parts for signs of rubbing or scoring' of therunniqg
faces '

_

:.
8. %., Inspect the houSing for contact with' the rotating-parts -. . .

, .

(NOTE: The oil -and air passages must be clean li-id free Of
-

- . obstructions.),
A

1

..
,
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JOB SHEET #3

9. Using a silicone carbide abrasive cloth for aluminum parts, or a
crocus abrasive cloth for steel parts; burnish or polish any minor
surface daMage that may appear

Replace the bearings and thrust washer if they shoal signs of nicks,
scores, shellac deposits, or foreign material imbedment

(NOTE. It is recommended that when one rotor shaft bearing
,needs replacement that both bearings be replaced arthe same
time.)

Inspect the exhaust outlet elbow seal ring for sips of wear or
'breakage .

E. Ass.gmble turbocharger

(NOTE: Check each part prior to installatioh toe sure cleanliness. As the
parts, are -asser bled, cover the openings to, prevent entry of dirt or other
f6reign. na nal.)

Lubricate the-bearings (20 and 24) with clean engine oil
A.... .

.

.

2. Install a new snap ring (26), searing washei- 25), bearing (24),
1. and new snap ring (23) in the turbine end of the. center housing

, (27)

.
3. Install a new snap ring ,(22), bearing washer (21), and bearing

in the compressor ecid ofaTrye center housing

4. Install a new piston ring (17) on the thrust spaCer (16) and gently
insert the spacer into the'llackplate assembly (14).

(NODE: Do not force the piston ring into place.)

, -
PositiOn the inboard thrust washer (19) against the center housing
with the hole and cutout in the thrust washer in alignment with
'the pins in the center housing

6, Install the ,thrust collar snugly against the thrust washer ,
V

7. Lubricate the thrust collar and thrust washer with clean engine
oil

8.- lnstala newseal ring (15) .in the groove at the compressor en
of the center housing

1 /
601

0
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JOB SHEET #3

9. Align. the, oil feed in the center housing (7) and the
backplate assembly (14) and attach the,.backplate to the center
hotising with four bolts (12) arYd new lockplates (13)

10 Tighten the bolts to manufacturer's specified d torque and bend
the lockplate tangs up against the side f the bolt heads

(NOT; 'If a new backplate with a warning plate is inadvertently
installed, the warning plate. must be removed and the three drive
screw holes plugged, to prevent air leakage.)

T1. Position the.wheel, shroud (10) against the center housing (27)
and insert the wheel shaft assembly (9) through the wheel shroud'
and into the center housin.g

(NOTE: Be careful net to scuff or scratch the bearings when
installing the shaft.)

12. Pike, the turbine wheel shaft assembly, shroud, center housing,
and ackplAte upright in a suitable holding 'fixture

a

13. Heat the compressor wheel in an oven, furnace, or hol, oil bath'
to 325 °F - 375 °R for no more than 10 minutes

14. Position the compressor wheel over the shaft and install the wheel
retaining nut

15. Tighten the not to manufacturer's specified torque. while the
compressor wheel is still hot

16. After the compressor wheel has cooled to room temperature,
loosen the retaining nut and inspect the nut fade and the front
face of the compress& wheel t6 b-e-Stire they are .smooth and
clean

.

17. Apply a small amount of clean gine oil to the nut threads and
the nut and wheel contact faces

Tighten the retaining nut, to manufacturer's specified torque

(NOTE: Tighten 'The" retaining riut in silch -rmariner so as nbt
to impose a bending load or ,the shaft.) ,sk

w.

GO 2
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19.

20.

ir

t JOB SHEET #3

Check the bearing' axial end Play

Clamp the center housin assembly in a bench vise equipped
with soft jaws (Figure )

,1

D - 115-D

(

1 *. . -4;t

0

b. Fasten a drat ind)cator with magnetic base to the ,center .
housing so that the' indicator tip. rests on the end df the
rotating shaft on the compressor side (Figure 2)

, .:."'

c. Move the shaft axially back and forth Ilily -hand.
. - ... .

NOTE: If the total dial indicator readings do Qot fall within
the manufacturer's specified limits, repair or replace the e
rotating assembly.) ,

. ,

Position the'turbine -housing (6) against` the center "housing (27)
and secure-it in place-with 'four clamps .(5),-four stew lockolatea
(4), and eight bolts' (3).

.

21: Tighten the bolts to 100-110 lb-in /torque
.1

22. Position the compressor housing (2) against the center housing
(27) ,and secure it in place with the "V" band Coupling (1)

23. . Tighten the, nut on the "y" band. coupling, to manufacturey's
7.*

- 'specified torque v

. '

n .

: 6Q3
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tow

24. 'Check the, shaft radial movement

17a. Position the magnetic base ViAth the swivel adaptor on the
flat surface of the -turbine housing inlet flange (Figure 3)

I

FIGURE 3

I

b. Fasten the dial indicator extension rokto the dial indicator
and at' the diaLindicator to to -the swivel adaotor ,

Ingert the extension rod into /the oil drain tube mounting
pad opening so that the_ rod is againstthe wheel shaft and
is `perppdicular to the shaft

(NOTE Make sure:the extension rod does not rrfatt confect
with the sides of the center housing, otherwiSe it will be
irnpo.ssi,41.8-0,-,obtain adcuiatei

d. Grasp each end of the rotating assembly and, applying equal
ressure, at each end, ,,move the-rotating shaft first toward

then away from the dial indicator, creating a transverse
movement in the' shaft (Figure 3) _

.

(NOTE; 16he displacement does not fall within these limits,(the
diasseniblO and;., repair or replace the rotating assembly.)

. __ . N - : ___ -

B04
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117-D

4 . .
ti

.
25. . Stamp the letter u13" in the lower left hand corner of the

nameplate to identify that the turbocharger has been reworked
. .

F. Install turbocharger ...
-

,
1.

assembly

,
Attach a chain hoist ands suitable lifting sling to the turbocharger

2. Rkmove the covers from the air inlet'and exhaust outlet openings
on the engine that were placed overthe openings when the
turbocharger was removed

3. Place the turbOcharger assembly into pi:Aition on the mounting
bracket

4. ' Secure the turbocharger to the mounting bracket with bolts, lock
washers, .and nuts '

(NOTE: Tighten tr(e nuts just.enough to hold the turbocharger
tight against the bracket.)

5. Slide the blower air, inlet tube hose over the CompreSsor housing
'outlet opening and secure 'it in place with the ,hoSe clamps

6. Tighten the turbocharger to exhaust manifold adaptor bolts
securely

7. Re2ove the chain hoist and lifting sling from the turbocharger

8. tall the oil drain line between the openintg in the bottOm side
of th6 center housing and the cylinder block

9. Attach the oil 'inlet line to the cylinder lock -

10. Befare starting the engine, retake sure that there is adequate
lubricating oil in the tCfrbodharger

a. Clean the area around the oil inlet opening'Alvn poOr about-
fotir ounces of engine oil in the oil inlet opening of the
center housing r

Turn the rotating assembly by hand to coat the bearings,
thrust washers and thrust ,collar with otil

G. Hold the compressor wheel from turning and start the engine
and run it at idle speed

t ih) f "
V " tr

i
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I

4

I

d. As soon as oil appears at the end of the oil supply line,
connect the oil inlet line to the top of the center housing

, ,, .
(NOTP Compare oil pressure, to manufacturer's

. specification.) . .

e. After the oil inlet line is attached, release the compressor.
wheel

,

11. Check all ducts and gaskets\Jor leaks'
.
. i

12. Operate the engine at idle speed for a short period ta_provide.
adequate Lubrication 'to the turbocharger'bearings

40

13. Run at rated output and .listen for sounds of metallic contact
frbm the turbocharger

(NOTE: If any such noise is apparent, shut down the. engine
irrimediatel* and correct the cause, After the turbocharger'has
been .operating long enough) to permit the unit apd the oil to
warm up, the rotating assembly should coast-freely to a stop after
the engine is stopped. lf,the rotating assemblylerks- to a sudden
stop,' the cause should ,be immediately. determined and
eliminated.

r

f

z
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,A1R INTAKE AND EXHAUST SYSTEMS
. UNIT III

JOB SHEET ;#11 DISASSEMBLE,, SERVICE, REP IR,' AND' ASqMBLE A SUPERCHARGER

(

eeek

I. Tools tirid, materials

A.. Basic/ hand tool set

B. Arbor press

C. ViSe 1 with protective jaws

D. Fee4,:r 'gauge

4 E. Softi' hammer

. F. Lock. ,Wire
,

,,

-C. Compress'ed air source
.

°
l. H. Noneaustic solvent

I. Mineral spirits
o r

J. Shop tov(rel
'.1

K. Eye protection

L.. Appropriate -service manual
,,.. ' .

Ii. Procedure
.,

A,' Disassemble supercharger .;
, , ., A . -

.4
' ,

(NOTE V41.41 ally inspect rotor and case surfaces thri9ugli inlet and outle
ports before Ilissassembh supercharger. If sevdgrt/s.coring, roughness,
or cracks aro found, r )lace entire assembley with va rebuilt unit.)

1. Remove intake and discharge connections
4

2 Cover fidtK. openings and wash exterior- of supercharger with .
mineral spirits

. (CAUTION: Do riot. use any solution that will, damage finished
surfaces or aluminum ) s s

3.' Mount supercharger in vise, clamping supercharger at inta,ke
thousing only tight enough to stabilize it

(NOTE: Make sure, jaws are covered with copper or other
protective materizjIs.)

607
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JOB. SHEET #4

4. ' Remove pipe birsArfrom end plate cover, remove oder, spring
k- and plunger

Pry up on aillar On recesserlwasher reafpr.--drive rotor shaft;,
remove Icyknut and washer'

(NOTE' Sortie models require special spanner wrench.)

Remove generator :drive coupling, if used '
(NO E: Some models require special puller.)

7. move capscrews from end plate cover
r.

8. Carefully pry Cover. from dowels using a small screwdriver at each
end of cover

9. . Driv'e out oil seal .

).

10. Pry ears of recessed mistier up and out of slots in locknut on
rotor shafts at plain 'end of supercharger and on drive.coupling
locknut at gear end of supercharger ,

11. Lock rotors with' coupling locking wrench; remove locknut at
plain end and locl*nut in drive coupling

12. Remove "drive coupling frOm shaft using. puller
I

Remove drat Plug from litttom of gear cover and drain oil

14. Rerno apscrews from ibear end plate cover and remove over .

'104-
. 'Remove oildr retainer, `§Pring key wasper, and plug from gear cover

16. Remove locknut and lockwasherlroM idler rotor-shaft end using
shaft, locking wrench to, lock rotors (Figure 1).

FIGURE 1

.0

608'
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JO-B SHEET' #4

rt D - 121-

Remove socket head ,capscrews from gear end

18. , Remove end plate rotor and ,gears as a unit from housing.

19. Carefully tap plate at each end with rubber hammer to remove ,

from housing dowels

'420. Check each rotor for the proper timing

_

:-. ..*

(NOTE: One rotor will have an X mar along {he gear end of
--the air line. the other rotor ,will have n X mark in,...the.,gear

end of the v011e When properly assemb , these tvti& X' marks
will passe; time the supercharger ro tes. 11The rotors
do i-tot h.lyet Arks, f Will be necessary to mark the-rotors _,
prior to fern- rn end plate. When reass mbling the Unit, the
rotors, ni6st5j 3, -ate= in the same position as they did b'efore
disassembly. Keep ,,all rotors in matched pairs when rebuilding .
more than on'e,urlif.i

arks end pOsitio'n

21. Support under si of end plate near rotors and press out each
rotor shaft

22.1 'Mark each gear so it can be replpped on shaft which it was
4removed (Figure 2)

23. . RemOve rotors from housirigs,

411

(NOTE: When- rotors are removed from-housings, inner. rages-off
roller bearings usually remain on shafts. Remove them carefulhi,

'avoiding damage to shafts.) - j .

ti

609 .
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SOB SHEET #4

.

Remove screws from each be5-ring retainer plate on gear end plate;
remove retainers

Press bearings out of gear end, plate

Remove capscrews from plain end plate.
/ -

Remove end plate from housing dowels by carefully tapping plate
at each end with a rubber hammer v

28. Drive. bearing outer races and rollers out of er\I plate

29. Remove piston ing seals from bOth ends
°

of rotor shafts/
A. Clean and inspect supercharger

1
..

' -
Q - A

1 Discard all gaskets, oil seals, recessed washers, miler bearings and,
ball bearings

. .0 -'
2. Clean all rartsvith approved.cleaning solcteiit and dry thoroughly* .

1 . .

,
i

f.. -
)r. 3.

. .

Inspect rotors, housing and end plates .for,crackstabrasions, wear
spots; and build-up of foreign material and smooth all worn or

...rough spotb with fine emery cloth '
f , 4

4: Wash clean in approved solvent and dry,
-;

, . '

5. Discarth,cracked, broken 'or Zja.rnaged parts

(NOTE;,Roprs and shafts are-not serarable and Mutt be.replaced
as a matched rotor set. or

;,,, .
, .

..
,

6. Inspectd?ive 6otill 4, r worn pins,,:di.,storted Otdisplaced rubber. ,,,,--,,.e.
bpshings and i'',W`Cirn internaripline-sv-e- ' , .- .4,

',_ e i, , -r. ,, ..1-.. ,,..

7. Examine hub su date unde oil seal.and rpplace_coupling if surfalee;
is grooved or seriougly torn , - ..

,. ..
8.

'

ClieCkIear fil'o roto ,ts,:matching 'gears tOthaft'stiip" which.
. -

removed ..
. ....

.

lo,or .4%

9. , Check gear teeth ,for evidence of chatter ,and wear

10. Replice rotors and gears gears are riot a good press:fit op shafts

11. Vount gears on four-inch centers and check backlash !between
gears

,

(NOTE: Compare reading

r .

with manufacturer's. specifications.)
4

4,

,
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IJOB SHEET #4 ;44

.

.12., Mount drive rotor on V-blocks at bearik journals
."

13. Set up dial indicator to bear .on outcale diameter of splines at
shaft ends

(NOTE: Check manufecturer-!s specifjcaticms for run Out nadir-Cgs.)
Et

14. j Inspect all dowels, oiler plungers,. piston ring seals and gasket
surfaces and replace' as necessy

Repair and assemble supercharger

1. Press new double-row ball bearings into gear end plate.

A
2. Position bearing retainers and secure with screws and lockwashers

3. , Install piston seal rings .on rotor shafts .

4. ,Construct oh assembly block (Figurq 3)

4

,
(NOTE: DLitt holes, 'slightly larger than shaft diameter.)

;.4;

FIGURE 3

5. Position rotors on block with plain end' Of shafts in holes;, gear
end up

.. , .
(CAUTION: Do not damage shaft sear rings.). _ .

. .
6. `Move block of wood with rotor in place to arbor press and,insta1.1

gear end plate so rotor- shafts enter proper bearing's
is , .'

' ......

611
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JOB SHEET #4

c

Press bearings °vet+ shafts with appropriate mandrel and sleeve
*ow

(CAUTION: Make certain seal rings OP rotor shafts enter end plate
without damage. See Figure 4.)

B.' Install temporary spacers on shaft ends

9. Install and tighten two Met locking nuts

(NOTE: Some superchargers,s reqiiire a special shaft locking wrenp.
See Figure 5)

FIGURE 5

_Aria 9
13catitili floloultiri

SpoiLt%

1
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JOB SHEET #4
I

10. Check end clearance with feeler gauge (Figure 6)

(NOTE: If manufacturer's' specified clearance is not obtained,
remove locking nuts and temporary spacers; 'press rotor shafts
from bearings.)

Rotor

' 4151klif'"'
4-441")."-. `7 '"

,

11. Add or remove shims between shaft/Shoulder and bearin'g inner
race to obtain ronufacturer's specified clearance

Feeler

a

12. Reassemble parts and recheck clearanc.9

.
13. ... ,- Repeat above procedure, if, necessary, Mi)

.
proper clearance is

obtained ,

14. Remove two locking nuts and temporary spacers from rotor shafts

15. Press same gear-on drive shaft that was removed, unless new gears
are-used

ise

`e 6j3.

.
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JOB SHEET #4 Se - a

16.- -Position rotors at right angles to each other with the timing marks
in the proper position and press other gear on idler rotor 'Shaft
(Fi-gure 7),

.

(1\tibTE: The .rotor timing marks will only visure the proper, valley
to lobe relationship. When installing geak-s, the rotors must be
at g 90°. angle to each ,pther. -Disregard timing marks, on gears.)

a.

17.

18.

FIGURE 7 ° -

o.

t

Remove\

Separatg

Assein

plai

ne

°

a

. . , .. . ..
rotor and end plate'assembly from arbor press

,., -. ). .., .
-4

nper races or new roller bearings and, drive races on
o qotoi-,, shafts

6 rotor, end plate and gear assembly to housing, uiing ,
. ". -

- , ,,5rf

20. Install socket head capscreWs with new copper washers
. ,

24. Tighten evenly and 'secu:rely,..Lising (ockwire to secure ....

\ ., ..
22: Position plain, end _plate' on housing .

. -,. .
(NOTE,?. Engage dowels in proper holes evenly, assemble.wrgThpis

, and lockwashers and tighten on4lternate sidw&enly.) t .

. . 23. --Install new roller bearing outer rites and_ rollers oilW Inner races
into plain end *plate bore

. ,

(NOTE: Make certain bearing name is -thward outside:)

.614 O
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JOB SHEET #4

D - 127-Q

24. Check clearances between rafors and rotor houSing,' rotors and
plain end plate, and between rotors

(NOT-E: Use long feeler gauge from tool kit through inlet and
outlet ,'ports of housing. See .Figures 8 and. 9.)

25: Check' clearance between rotors
.,. .

(NOTE: If olearecet be , obtained, disas§emble and,
thoroughly chack all parts.' Additional" shims- can be installed

41' 110.tviidet) fear' end plate and hoOsing to obtaift Proper cledrance.
2 -atoppositeends o,f rotors a'nd plain end-plate. .11 other clearances.

ro 'cannot be Otitalned,, replace supercharger.),.,

.

615
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JOB SHEET; #4

26. :Position new recessed washers on each end of driven motor shaft
and install two nuts

(NOTE: Hold drive' shaft by placing a clean block of wood
between rotors. Tang on inner pert of washer must fit into keyway
of shaft. Tighten nuts with''pecial spanner and stake, side of

; washer into slot of nut after tightening.)__
.

27. Assemble nevy gasket to plain end plate and install end plate cover

28. Install lockwashers and capscrews and tighten 'eicirrly

29. ' Install one new oil seal in cover bore

(NOTE: Sealing lips should be in; toward rotors and flush with
housircg.)

30. Press generator drive coupling on shaft
.t

(NOTE: While pressing on coupling, always rest unit on opposite
,fiend of shaft.)

31.. Install generator coupling, lockwasher and locknut

32. Tighten securely and lock

33. Replace oiler plunger and spring in gear cover
. .

(NOTE: Make sure small oil hole is clean, and slots in plunger
line up with ving retainer fitting or cover will not pull up to
end plate.)

34. Install new oil 'seal flush with gear cover

35. Assemble cover with a new gasket to gear
lockWashers and -capscrews

36. Tighten oralternate sidet securely

37. Assemble oiler plUnLer, spring 'and fitting i

p",

cover

with sealielt3 lips in .3

end plate and install

\
*-:-

nto plain end bearing

(NOTE: Radius on end of pin rnust fit radius of spacer. Oil hole
must be clean and Pin must'work freely.)

,

387- Replace oil drain hose 'fitting in gear end cover

.

c
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39.' Support entire assembly on drive rotor shat at plain OM and
press drive 'coupling onto splines at drive end

(NOTE: Press on coupling flange,.
Cnot

pins.)

40. Install recessed washer and nut' to drive rotor shaft. threads

41. Tighten securely with special, spanner

42. Hold shaft from turning with coupling 'locking wrench

43. Lock washer into nut slots after tightening

is installed to engine,' add one quart of engine
gear 'end.- plate thrOugh pipe plug hole-

.

44. After supercharger'
lubricating oil iii

F.

°

e 0,1

C.

A

4.
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AIR. INTAKE AND EXHAUST \SYSTEMS
UNIT III

.'NAME
TEST-

1". Match the terms. on the ,fight -to the- correct definitions.
. ..

a. Unit containing ah etiment .of .varying 1. ScavengingI degrees . of fineness, to trap foreign
particles ' 2.,#.

Filter.,
.

b. Method of pushing air Out of the 3. Blower# ,-, cylinders during the exhaust stroke on
% - two -cycle engines ' . , .

, -
,, --Supercharging

-
. c. Opening in a cyclinder block-or liner for

5. Turbochailerintake and/or exhaust air orb two-cycle
engines

6. Natur.ally
d. Device for sealing the intake.'and/or aspirated

exhaust ports in a cylinder, head
., .

t ., 7. Port
e . Method of increasing air pressure and

velocity 0,
, :::

, .
....

, 8. Valve 1
.

.t .

f. Positive displacement blower to raise
..9. Roots typeintake_ air above atmospheric pressure

blower
g. Exhaust-driven turbine 'which drives a

centrifugal compressor 10: Manifold
, .

b., Pipe or casting with multiple 6penings- 11. Precleaner
to connect multiple cylinders 'to one

1.

outlet or4rilet

Method of charging cylinders7witt fresh.
air above atmospheric pressure on the
intake stroke

Engine whiciiit not supercharged
-. , i-. ,....rt;

kt, Device to collect some dirt from air
,before it enters the main: ail. 'cleaner.

-,, . ,, .,..

4-- 2-. Name four -parts of S'n air' intake system.
. . .,... ..,
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3. Name four parts of an eXhaust system.

a.

b.
t

.d. .

4, Discuss three t of air cleaners.

0:

1 1r

I

- tr / .
Discuss three methods ot.scavinging"the Cylinders on-a two-stro ke cycle engine. ,

4'.

,

o'

1.

a

a

V

)

40-

4'
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6. Distinghish 13'etwe6n port.scavenging and vah/e scavenging in two-cycle engines
. by placing 'an' "Xi' next to the description of port scavenging.
' 4 ,

,

, . ..' ° a. Air enters through ports in the cylinder block and gases leave through
-valves in the cylinder 'head"

b: Air enters and gas leaves through ports in the cylinder bloCk or liner
which the piston suncoyerS

/ Discusstwo yes of superchargers.

8. . List four advantages of a -turbocharged engine.

I a

a

1

/

-- 7

l'

. -0

at

b. '

C

d.

De.monstrate the ability to:

f a. kt,-on engine for air 'flow restrSption.

tvlpec-ca turbocharger for satisfaciory- operation.
. .

RemoVe, disassemble, service, , assemble, and install a' tutllicharger.r

r

,

.

. Disassernble, service, .repair ane, assemble a superdharger.

(NOTE; If these activities have not been accpmplished prior tdthetest, ask you'r--
. instructor when they should be complete4 -
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AIR INTAKE ,AND EXHAUST SYSTEMS
UNIT 111

41.

ANSWERS TO TEST -

1. _. a. _2 4. 5

-b: '1 h. 10 - /,

c. .7-9 4 i. - 4

d. 8 j. 6

e. 3 . k. 11

f. 9

2. Any four of 'the following:

a. Precleaner,.,air *cleaner

b. Supetctrarger (if used)

c., Intake manifold

d. Piping e .

e. Intake valves or ports

3. Any four of the following:
,.. .1

Ports and/or valves

o 6

I

a.

tl,,

b. Exhaust manifold .

c. Piping

d. Muffler

e. Turbocharger (if used)

4. Discussion should include:

41fir

dir

4
a. Dry element type -- Cleaning is done by replacing element

b. Viscous-impingement type -- Cleans air by passing it through a maze of metbl
wool, wire, or screens saturatethwith oil

c.
. .

Wet type--Cleans air by _diTcting tt through a center tube into the inner
oil cup where direction 'of air flow is reversed causir)g most of the dirt
to become trapped by the oil and 4settle in the sump-'

I .

5 ,

,



5. DisCussion should- include:

a:- Crankcase

(1. . 4t1

Air' enters the engine through the crankcase

2. Each downward movement of the piston compresses the vapor
within the crankcase until the intake pOrt or valve opens

3. The compressed vapor escapes into the cylinder at a pressure
nearly equal to atmospheric'pressure'

b. Power piston L.

1. Uses a
,
separate

crankshaft
piston and cylinder driven by the engine

, a
2." Pushes the vapor into the cylinder as the intake valve or ports

opens

c. -Blower.

1.

2.

4 6. b

Uses a positive-disOlacement rotary, blower driven-by the-engin.e

Compresses the vapor. into an airchamber s rothiling the latake
ports

7. Discussion should. include:

a. Positive displacement

b.

1. Driven by a th'ain, kik, or dear
;

Resembles oil pumps in design

Centrifugal

2.

s,

Driven by engine,- engine exhaust, or separdte motor,

eller normally moves thirty times engine speed

8. ..Any four of following:

a. Increases horsepower output of a given displacement engine

b. Reduces weight by delivering *more' hotsepower ;per pound than, -

nonturbpcharged engines ' .4. . ,
...

c. Cost of a turbocharged engine is less on a dollar per horsepower, bisis

)

:
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0

O

d. Maintains horsepower at higher altitudes'
e. Reduces exhaust smoke by supplying excess, air 'to reduce exhaust density

9. Performance skills evaluated to the satisfaction of the instructor.'.%
r

'0

0

e
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STARTING SYST.EMS
UNIT IV j

`UNIT OBJECTIVE:

4

D --139-D

e

*v

. *,
. ,

°After completion of this unit,. the student should' e able to explain the various - methods
Used to start diesel engines and be able to i entity ttircomponents necessary to operate
the starting system). This knowledge will be evidenced' by scoring eighty-five percent on k
the unit test..

' . SPECIFIC OBJEGTIVES \
After completion of this unit, the student should be: able to:

1. Match terms associated with starting systems to the
I
correct definitiog:t

2. Name four major types of starting systems, .4
1 'I

3. ExTlain three 'Sources of electricity 'that may be used in electric motor
ttattiNg. 0

,
,..,....... _

. .. -, .

4.
,
List two sotts of compressed Air far compressed air starting motors., -

61 'Discuss how`- an 'engine is tarted by Oerriliressed air admission..

6. compoAents of -pri air dmission-starting system-,ft * , `.4.7...; .,, t ,
7. tarts ystems. /6 °

.,,, i:
Disc

I den

Name

-.Name

:Name

tour ,c

three components of 4,electricAtatling s'ysien).
as f - ' 'Plit:

types. of loW temperature starting 4 al CO . * tC i

4 r " 4
t,

% #
.4: ' .4\ 1 4. 'V

. e

,
, 1

I

4

nents hYd i c'sfinting systeni...ctg el V... ,

4

patients
k of 4japline sfarti system.:

e

t
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I. Instructor;
C-

STARTING SYST,EMS
.UNIT1V.

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

A. provide student with objectiv'e sheet,

B. ProSide student With information sheet._

C. Make transparencies.

D. Disbuss\mit and specific. objectives.

E. Discuss information' sheet.
, .

F. Locate an engine-which uses compressed air for starting 'Yid demonstrate\ the starting procedures.-

G. Give test.

'II. Student:

.4 A Read objective sheet.

B. Study information sheet.

C. Take test.
!

D - 141-D,

Mb

.
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INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS

I. Included in this unit:
. .

A. Objective sheet

B. Information sheet

C. Transparency masters

1. TM 1-Compbnent% of Air. Admissiop Starting System

2. TM 2--Air St,arting Systems

TM 3-Compressed Air Startirjg Motors

TM 4-Components. of, Hydraulic Starting System
,

TM 5--Startiiig Aids
-

6. ;1',M 6Starting
,
Aids-- (Continued).

-

J
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D. Test

E. Answers to test

IL References:

A. Toboldt, Bill. Diesel.. ,Fimdamentals, Service, Repair. South Holland,,,Illinoir
Goodheart-Willcox Coriipany, 197.

.

B. Kates, 'Edgar J. and Luck, William E. Diesel and High Compression Gas
Engines. Chicago; American Technical Society, 1974.
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11

STARTING SYSTEMS
UNIT

.

INFORMATION SHEET

I. ' Terms and definitions

A. Accumulator--A device used. to store hydraulic energy
.

B. Pinion--Gear with a small number of teeth designed tolhesh with a large'r
gede

-../ ., C. Inertia-Tendency- of 'mass in motion to remain' in -motion, ort if at rest
to 'remain 'at rest .

.......-4

i D. d--CompounDtal, two systeths
.

.
E. Plenum Enclosed sOace

II. Types of starting systems

A. Hydraulietranking motors

Et, Electric motors

C. Gasoline engines 4

I5.. Compressed air;cranking systems , ,
. , ../.III. Sourdes of -electricity for electric motor starting ,

1-, . , .. 1,
A. Twelve, twenty-four or thirty-two voltostorage.batteries driving an electric

starting motor ..

. B. Sixty =flour or one hundred ten volt storage batteries riving the main
'generator as a starting motor

(NOTE: Diesel-electric locomotives use this system.) -

.. "C. Main switchboard in a __stationary power plant where the switchboard is
always energized

44.444,4. - -'=--11./. Sources of compressed air for Compressed air starting motors '.,
A.:.

. A. Separate engine and compressor
.0: .

'B. -Air 'brake-, compressor owhighway diesel. tractors
..- ., Jo

. 4 . (NOTE: TheTair starting motor. produces more torque to turn an engine over '.
..,,... . i*0". a.r0 ,than an electric starter motor.) .

:-.- 6

.0

4

647
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INFORMATION SHEET
\

V. Starting an engine by compressed 'air admission

A. Air compressed In storage tanks

B. Compressed air is 'admitted through-an atitomaiic'sfartin-g valve in engine
cylinder head when the pis 'ton is at top center at start of the-power stroke.

6. Starting valve opening is timed by cams,on the camshaft

(NOTE: Usual starting air pressures ran4e from 250 to 350 pounds per
square inch.)

.

VI. Components of airy admission starting' system (Transparency 1)

A. Pressure rag Valve

B. Pressure gauges

C. Air, tanks

D. Blow-off valves

E 'Drairy valves ,

,

F. Shut-off valves

G. Engine driven air compressor '

H. Motor driven air compressor

VII-. Air starting systemr4ransparencies 2 and 3) .s

4.

fo

o

A. Air admission starting systerhCompressed air admitted to engine cylinders
: to crank engine

B. Air- motor starting systemCompressed
flywheel. throui a bendix drive

VIII. Components ofa hydraulic starting system

A.' Reservoir'

B. _Engine driven hydraulic pump

C. Hand pump

6. .Presstee gauge

E. Accumulator

air turns motor which

4
(Iran arenCy 4)

6

engages

:

. .
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INFORMATION SHEET

F. Pressure lines
,

G: State assembly

IX. Components of gasoline starting system

X.

A. Gasoline, engine

b. Clutch

C. Gear box

D. Drive pinion

Components of electric starting system

A. Lead acid storage batteries

B. Electric -crariking motor

C. Starter. switches

XL Starting ids (Transparencies 5 and 6)

A. Special starting fluids- °

B. Heating coolant

ng .lubricating oil

D. =Air heating engine

E. Heating intake air

F. Glow plug

G, Heating ,starting battery

o ,

ee

(NOTE:. Aids may be used singly, or in combinaiii5i)',

D - 145-Q
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4

omponents of Air Admission Starting System

A

sure Relief'Valve.

Sure Gauges

Tank's
. .

-Off Valves

n Line

t-Off yalVes,

.6

1

4

4

'7-Engine. Driven Air Compressor

8 -Notor Driven Air. Compressor

9-Engine

WY,

.

O

. s

_):
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Ak Starting Systems

Air Admissio Starting System

4.

Air Motor

'
cr.

tartingSr-
Auto ileLuljricator

Motor _Driven -,fngine Driven y

Air Compressor Air Compressor

04.

Relay Valve

.Chek Ve

Air Tan

Muffler& Starter'



.

4

p

Compressed Air Starting Motors

--HighwaY Tractor Air Motor
and Transmission Starter. System.

Bearing SAE Alb: 3 Drive EllouS419 .

. Supported Flange

Aluminum
Inlet

Rotor

,

Needle -13earing

Bendix Supports

Drive Bendix Drive

'Double
ositive

18°Iiv Blade
.Displacement

Bean

--1 . -

, n 6 a2
c,,)

Double Ravi!,

Ball Bearing .

Positive Blade
'Displacemeht

Prevents Freeze -Up

sir Start Motor.,
Inlet

R.

.t 633
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omponents

46.

. Drain

Filter

Supply to Pumps

41.

.Tack Drive

- ,

41-ydraulic.:$tajtrg SysteM
4.

Filer p i-tydrautic Starting System.

:Drain

O

Starter AssemblIk:

Engine Driven

Hydraulic Pump

tJ valve,' Cover,

Accumulator.

Pressure'GaugeHand Pump- .4'

634
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Starting. Aids
Ether copsule Primer .,

c, RemovablePiecing
Connector Pin ,,,,i,:.*

...; :

::1 Cap

miv. , .k,
III. , .____ ,,,. ,,,...e

Neoprene

Washer

F. 3/16 in. O.D. Tubing
s

, .

Discharge Nozzle

Installed gat

ForWard End of

-InIake Manifold

.0

Discharge Cell Mounted
at Operator Station

1"...

Aerosol Can of Ether

4

#

Electically.Heated

Discharge ,

Lever -Oil -Heater Cool ant, -Thernisiatz.
, Heater



Typical Glow ,Plug

Starting Aids
(Continued)

Starting fluid Cylinde
wan

;Actuator Cable

r Metering Valve
5
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: STARTING SY-STEMS -
..

' UNIT IV - 2 .
. .

040; .
TEST;

1. Match :;tie- terms on the right ,to the 'correct definitions.
:=

a. A device used to store hydrautipeneNy 1.

b*: Gear , with -a- sm@II, number of 'teeth
designedto rnestvvitil a larger gear

c. Tendency Of mass in motion to remain
motionor if at rest to, remain at rest

_ .

d. Eua1, two 'systems

e. Enclosed spacp

r
;

et

.
2. Name,, fdurmajor types of starting systems.

a.

2. Compound

3. : Accumulator

4. Plenum

5.,. Pi rlion-

!

I s.

b. 4

C.

d.

4

ri

V ,3. .Explain three sources of electricity that rnay
At.

be used In electric motor starting.

ir

So0

638
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A
4! List iw sources of compressed air for compressed air starting motors.

_a.

b.

-

5.. Disc ss how argine is started by compressed air admission.

4

a.

b

C.

d.

e.

? 0.

a

7. Discuss air starting systems.

a. Ai( admission starting system--
.

. b. Air motor starting systerii--

6. Name five compornts of an air admission starting system..

iS



'

identify the components of a hydraulic starting system.

a.

b.

C .

d.

.

e.

f.

9.

St

a

4

D -

S

j.

o .

O

O

O

O

O .



9. Name, four components of a gasoline starting syste

d.

10. Name three components of an electric starting- system.

11. Name four types of low,atOriei7ature starting aids.

../

-

O
O

e,

/

o
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.STARTING 'SYSTEMS r

UNIT IV- ;

I'

ANSWERS TO TEST

1. a. 3

-
lb. 5

c. 1

e. 4

2. s a. Hydraulic cranking motors

b. EJectric motors

c. Gasoline engihes

d. .Compressed air, cranking systems'

,
3. Explanation should include:

...-

a4.- Twelve,-twenty-four,-or thirty-tWo volt storage batteiles drWing an electric
starting motor c-- ...-

\4 .:.., 4-
b. -Sixty-four or° one h,uriclred ten

° generator as a starting mbtor,,
,

. . ,
.. . . _,

C. fytairi switchboard in a stationary power -plaht Where the sik,litchboard is
t , ..

always energized . .
t'

(
I

1

.

2.

volt storage baiteries driving , the main

a. 'Separate engine and compress.Or

b. Air' brake compresSor on highway digel ,tractors
'1\

'ft

Discussion. should

a. -.Air Impressed, in storage ranks`
,

, ,t,
0,

b. 'Compressed air is admitted thrOugh an ,automatic starting valv..'e in engine-
cylincler` head when the piston-is at top center at start of the power; stroke

-
Starting valvt opening is timed tly .Ceins_on the. _camshaft

-6`42
*AO

'ft

iv
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At

1.1

3

6. Any. five of the following:

a. Pressure relief valve

b. PresSure gauges

c. 7 Air tanks

d. Blow-off valves

e. Drain valves

° `-
f. , Shut..3ff valves

g. `Engine driven air compressbr
,

Motor driven. air- compressor

7. Disbussion should include:
4.4

a. Air admission starting system--Compressed air admitted to engine cylinders
to crank engine

b.° Air motor starting systemCompressed air turns motor' which engages
flywheel through a, bendix drive

P. Reservoir
_

b. Engine-driven hydraulic pump

. Hand bump

d. Pressure gauge

,

fx.;.s( e.., Accumulator

t --. f. Pressure lines

g.- Starter assembly

a. j GaSoline engine

Clutch
go.

c Gear- box

d. Drive pinion

a. Lead acrd storage batteries

-4;

6 43

t

do A

f

I

.0



,

b. Electric cranking motor.

P. Starter switches It.

11. Any four of the following:

a. Special starting fluids
.

b. Heating coolant

9. Heating lubricating oil-

, d. Air heating engine
.

e. _Heating intake air

f. Glow plug

g. Heating starting battery

C

4

p

0

*

4..

4

644
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FUEL SYSTEM COMPONENTS
UNIT

UNIT, 'OBJECTIVE. -,

r-

. ,

After 'completion of this unit, the student should be able ame eznajor parts of
a .fuel system and match 'the parts to theii-rfunctiorSs. The student suld also be able'
to select major functions of the fuel injection systemWid explain the operation of the
jerk pump method of injecting' uel, This knowledge will f ridenced by scoring eighty-five
percent on the unit test.

$1

I 9

SPECIFIC

After completion of this unit, the student 'should be to.
.1

able
. _

1. Match terms associated with the fuel system to the cofect

2. . Name five major parts bf a fuel system.
- 4

\ Matih the parts of:the- fuel systeni to their functiOns..

4.. Select. major functiont of Ale- fuel injection system.
- -

4ECTIVES

_: .... 5. Name three fuel tahleihaiiiteriance problems.
.

, - ,Qi scu _ii.c.,,p r e s su r e...;t e..%..1g of. a!fuel,,tankforAeaks. '.=,6.
--. -

. . ,

- r

List the,-precavi,ons-to take' :before- soldering or welding a fuel tank.
,

8, Match the' .types of fuel lines to -their pu rpotes.
-

9. Explairt the purpose of the fuel 'transfer pump.
.

. 10.. Name three types'of filters usedsat the stagesof fuel filtration on a typical
diesel fuel system.

.
,

-
11.. v Distinguish between the Operation, of the series end paraNel dual filters.

12. Name three major types of injection systems(
. x.

13:' Explain the operation of the jerk ptimp tifstem.

14. List four methodss.:Ot iiijecting fuel using ,the pump and Injector 'nozzle.

fG

-e

1



A

SUGGESTED 'ACTIVITIES

FUEL SYSTEM COMPONENTS
UNIT I

3

YS
I. Inktructor:.

A.: Provide student with objectiVe sheet.

. P rovide student with information sheet'',

C. '; Mak, transparencies.

D. Discuss. unit and specific. objettives.

E. Discuss inforMation -she,et.
4

F. Have student examine the difference in construction among fuel lines.3

G. Give ;test.

- .,.
IL' Student: .-

. . . \
,

A. Re-ad objective sheet.

B. Study informa tign sheet.

C. Take test

I NSTRUCTIC4 A MATERIALS' -

I. Included in this unit:

A. Objective sheet.
.

B. Information 'sheet

a TraniparencyTnasters

1.. TM 1--Fuei Si/stem Cbmpanents

2.

_ 3

TM 2--Types of Fuel Lines
. .

TM 3:-Stages of ,FUO. FiVratitai

64 .



4-E '

4.- TM 4--Series Dual Fuel Filters

5. 'TM' 5Jerk Pump' and Injection Nozzle Combinhions

D. Test
.1-

E. Answers to test

U. References:
-

to

A. Fundamental,s of Service: Engines., Moline Illinoi Deere and Company,
1972.

B. Kates, Edgar J and Lutk, William E. Diesel and High Cofnpressipn Gas
Engines. 3rd 'ed. Chicago: American Technical Society, 1972.

sap.

C. Detroit Diesel Allison: Service2-44aaual. Detroit, Michigan: Division of
Gendral Motors dorp., 1974.

1.,- .1% >it-

.

4

. I#
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A

I

I
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FUEL SYSTEM COMPONENTS
UNIT I

I. Terms and definitions

INFORMATION SHEE,T

6

D 5-E

t A. r- Atomizer-Break crown into small particles

B. Fuel bump-Pressure ,cleveloPing.imif which g'upplieS fuel to the injector

C. Injedtion nozzle--Device to, distribute fuel in, the combustion chakber

D. Unit injector- -Pump and fuel injection nozzle combined into one45'unit

I. Major par.ts 'of the fuel system

A. Fuel ,tank

.- B. Fuel transfer pump
C_,

- 'C. Fuel filters.

D. Fuel injection

Mir

pu.mP.

E. ' Fuel injection nozzle
4

Ill. . Functions .of fuel system pats (Tran.sparency 1)

A. Fuel tank-Stores ft4el
,

.8. Fuel transfer pump Supplies fuel th4pugh filters to injection pump at low
pressure

Fuel filter--Cleans the fuel

. Tuel .ibjectiop, pump.- Times, measures, and delivers fuel under pressure to
injection nozzles ,

E:,. Fuel injection nozzle--Atomizes arid sprays- frier into' combustion cliamber

IV. Major functions of the fuel injectionsystem.

A. Supplies the correct antity of fuel

B. Times. the fuel delivery

C. Controls the delivery rate

4

1
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INFORMATION SHEET

D. Atomizes the fuel

E. Ditributes fuel evenly throughout the combustion chamber
t

V Fuel tank Maintettence problems

411

A. Leaks

B. Cbndensation

C. Dirt
1

VI. Air pressure testing of a fuel tank for leaks

A. Plug. filler neck and attach air4ose to fuel outlet

. '

B. Submerge in clean water and apply approximately three pounds of atr
pressuie

Draw a ring around each spot where bubbles appeal-

VI I. PreCautions before soldering of-.. welding

A. Solderirig--lion should not be red hot

B. Welding

0
1. Plug tank outlet and fill with water

2. Leave filler cap off to allow for expansiori

;VIII: Types of fuel lines and purposes (Transparency 2)

A. Heavy weight (high pressureY-Transfers fuei between injection pump and
injector

B. Medium weight {low pressure)--Transfers fuel between tank and injection
pump

A .

Light weight (no pressure)--Trahifers leakpff fuekfrom injectors to tank
r pump

IX. Purpose of fuel transfer pump

.-A. -*Draws fuel from supply tank through fuel filters.

V

4
0

B. Forces fuel urhier low pressure through injection pump

At.

o-

649.

;to
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INFORMATION SHEET

X. Stages of filtration (Transparency 3)

A. First stage -- Filter screen at stank or transfer pump

B. Second stage--Primary filter

C. TIlird stage Secondary filter

0 p e r n of dual filters '(Transparency 4)

A. Series--All fuel flows through one filter before flowing through ?the other,

B. Parallel--_Parl of the ,fuel goes throughth filter ,

D - 7-E

XII., Major types of injection systems

A. _ Common, rail system

(NOTE: The tommon rail system is not suitable for high speed, small-bore
engines because it is difficult to- control the small quantities.of fuel injected
into the cylinder at each stroke.)

B. Accumtilator system

sa. (NOTE: The quantity
aocumulator system.) 1/4

of fuel injected per stroke can be varied in the

.-40
C. Jerk pump system

(NOTE: Almost all modern diesel systems are of this type; therefore, type
A and type B are not discussed in this unit)

XIII." Operation of jerk pOmp systemOperatcs on the plunger and 'cam princip
whereby the pump itself raises pressure, meters the charge, and-times the injection

, . ,,

-444* ....

XIV. ranp and injection noz;le methodt for injecting fuel (Transparency 5j-

injection
. _

A. Individual pump and injection nozzle- for each _cylinder
-' ,-

(NOTE: Some engine and/or pumOizaiiufacturers who use
.American Bosch, Robert Bosch,' and

Combined pump and injection nozzle for:eactcylinde(uni

(NOTE: Some engine and/or pump manufacturers whd'iil
General Motors Corp. and Cummins Engine Company:),

.

4

this system are

t injector t-ype)

a

O
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It SHEET/
r

-'
01;

C. Pumps in housing, injection, nozzle for each cylinder (in-line type)

(NOTV: Some en'ine and/or pump manufactUrerstwho use this system are
Robert Bosch, models P.Etite. and P..E.S., ,Ameriean Bosch; Model A,P.E.:°-
C.A.V.-Sims, Caterpillar.)

D. One pump serving injection nozzles for several cylinders (distributor type)

(NOTE? Some engine and /or pump manufacturer's who use this system are
Roosa Master Models D, DB, DC, _CB, apd DM; American Bosch ,Motleis

P.S.B., P.S.J., and 100 t eries; Robert Biiich Moq EP /VA; C.A.V.-D.P1r)

.

re

si

-;

ti

it.

s 0
1 )

s

7.
$

!.-

%- - ,

t.

1..
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Fuel System Components,

Injection Nozzles

,

Ornbustion. (
Chamber

ti

. I

I

Injection _Pump"-
(Distributor Type,)



Types-of Fuel Lines

Nozzle Leak:Off Lines/

.4'

'Fuel
Injection

Lines

Fuel Supply tine

Very High'Pressure Low Prqss,ure few
1-
; '; it

.Fuel,Liri$'in,-a Diesel Fuel System

I

4. '1

No Pressurer



Stages ,o .Fuel Filtration
,1

lip

L1.11

Secondary Filter

Filter Sc a
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* 1

Individual
. Pumps

Jerk Pump and Injection
Nozzle Combinations

Pump and Injecioqacli Winder

Qs o
.V. ,

Unit Injector _Type

N.

Individual
Injectors

OndiVidual
Injectors

0.

Pumps
in Common

Housing0

. Combined.
Pump-Injector

V

Typ'

Distributor Distributor
Type Pump

It

Individual Injectors
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FUEL SYS1`EI111 COMPONENTS'

UNIT 1

TEST

NAPIE1*--,

,

1 Match the.lerms on the righi to the correct definition's.
. ,

D 19-E-

a. Break down, into small particles 1. Inj&tion
- nozzle

Li. Device to aistribtife 'tuel ini the'
cOmbustion chamber 2.. .Fuel pump

c. Pressure deVeloping unit which supplies
fuel to the injector

,-
d. P undp and fuel injectiOn nozzle

cothbined i'nto,one nit

2. Name five major` parts of a',f' el system.

a.

b

c.

d: .

e.
' A 1

4L .
e

a. . Match the pelts of The fuel system on the right to Their ,functions.
:,..

.,..
s , .. 1. Fuel..transfera: Stores fuel .

, .

puthp,
.... .

- . . 6
. b. Supplies fuel through filters to injection

{,,,

at low pressure'
,

2. " Fuel injettlifn:
nozzle ' .

. . -.

,..
=----9 .,

' t
- 1 -c. Cicans,,the fuel lilt . ... ....

, ....

. fuel tank -, ..

- - d. Tithes, mejsuret, and delivers fuel under ----..

pressure toe injection nozzles . , . :Full filter :.
, .,

)1 . . .., . ,
'.?-, . -. - ! - .. . .- . - - - .

e. ;Atomizes and ' spfays fuet, into 5;1- RieLinjectiort. .- a, .. ,, ; 4.i - .'conibustion charnber _ , , . .. .,.. '-- ParnP .

. .4'

3. Unit injectbf

4: Atomize

?

- ,
r ,

I

. 7 ...*;
I:Z.11.w "."

-
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nen

4.

4

I c

-
To A

,
4. , Select the major functions., of the fuel, injection- sy tem by placing an "X" in

- -the appropriate. ,-41*-
a. Transfers fuel from Supply tank toinjector u p

.

.

I

- ,

. -

;

b. Times the fuel delivery

c:. Atomizes the fuel

de Storg__exceoss fuel

e. Creates a' cooling effect_ on the 'fuel

Supplies -the correct quaritity of fuel'

g: Controls the delivery

h. Distributes fuel evenly throughout the combustion chamber,

i. Delivers the fuel thr,ougli, tow pressure ffienines
0

5. ,' Name thtee. fuel tank maintenanpe problems.

a. t

. b.

c.

Discuss air pressure testing of. a fttel tank forA leaks.

s eP

: e

1. I
7'. List e precautions to take before soldering br welding a\tuel tank.

t ;

4

lo

Ws/

a. Soldering

oo4 b. 'Welding °

"1
21

$

/

659/,
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e-

r

?

;2**/'

!*.

4 .

1.Match the types of fuel on_ the right to their dSurposes.27.
'c
a.. Transfers; fuel.. between injectiOn 1. Mediu'rn -weight,

and injector . (low pressure),,
,

Transfers fuel betkeen. tank '..and Ligt w.eight
injeclititi ci.(n pressure)-

,..1

Trargfers" leak-off fuer frogti-iinjOtors to'
feel or -pump .

9. . Explain, the purpose of the. fuel transfer-,

- -g

4 -

,

Heavy 1veight""
:(4igt! pressure)

, -

-
"5"-

'S':

N.
4. r

A i.. .

i.-. -- .

1,-'

10 Naine three typ of filter0. used 2 the stages-of fuel :firtration on a typical
. .

, -

r
.- - . -Elidel fuel ,system. - . -

;
.

%.-- ._. . ;.,-:, ..
:sio,

a; irst stage- ..- ...
. -:

;.- .., ..

- b. ., Second. stage-- 4,- :-
.

._ .
, '..r

c. stage-- ;

/.%".
. an "X" next to the aescription: of thepar" alleL 'dual:filler, e

1. .Distinguish betWee'r; thew -oprraii9'nof,the serles-aii4a,raliels11.4 hie; bs; plkirig

, . .... . <... ,-.. A ....... '1 t -
\- Part of the fuel goes tbrotAgh each filter .,..

.. .; .-..

'each
',.. I .. . , .

'ill fuel goes through one. filta:befOie; if(iii-nAtfii-Ough. the Err

... .,

I.' t . ,.....
.-.. 1 . -'- Name three major 'types 'injection system's. -, - -4;;..1 ,---:*_ ...

_se
, .

.."

C.

4"O

1' .

.1

t4.)

13. Explain the o eration of theder
.. 1.

. 110

-

"

.4.

pump -system.

s.

, -

-`

7

* .
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22.E

O

v.

14. List four Methods of injecting fuel using the pump and injecton no le.

.a
ti

b.

%.°

7. 1
c.

rr

c".

*,

i°

A

I

1"

S

II

4

e

4
I.

5

4

4'

ti

- 661 ..

is
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1

FUEL SYSTEM COMPONENTS
UNIT I

1: a. 4

b. '1

c. 2

d.. 3

ANSWERS TO TEST

.2. a. Fuel tank

4 b. Fuel transfer pump
. -,

c' Fuel filters

d,. Fuel injection pump

e. Fuel injection nozzle
. .

3. a. 3

b. -1

I

c. 4

d. 5

e*. 2

4.:
N

b, c, f, g, h

'5. a. ;Leaks

b. Condensation

c.

Discussion should include:

4i
a. Plug filler neck and attach air hose. to-fuel outlet

, ,

b. . Submerge in gleali water and "apply approximately three pouncl§ of air
preigure

0

Oo

r

%-

D 23-E

,

'c:. Draw, a ring around Bach spot where bUt5bles 'appegr

's

662
4

.



a

-,-'24rEf

7.

4

Solde'ring--Iron °should n t be red -hot

, Welding

1) Plug tank outlet arid fill with wfiter
o

2) Leave filler cap. ,off tO -airdik for expansion
-,

4.404.,

Eigilanation should include:

10.

,

a. Draws fuel from supply-tankjhrougb fuel filters
.. . .

b. Forces fuel under',Iow pressure through injection pump
,

- 10. a. First stage-Filter screen; at tank or transfer .puThp .
-..

Vs

t.
.

. .

b. Second stage--Primary filter a
.. .-,

6. Third stageSecondary filter

111 a
.0.44

12: e. Common rail system
.*

414% V

b. Accumulator systdm ,

-
t.

: ., c. Jerit pump, system .. . ..,...

. . X %

13, Explanation should include .Operates on he
...,

plunger and camp rinciple whereby
the punip itself raises pres?ure, met., s the charbe, and times the injection.. . '
-, . 7_ . .c. .

--6. Indiiridual pump and injection nozzle for 'each cylinder
, . . -,

b

7.Y. .., , . . .

p.,-, Combined pump and injection nozzle for, eagtvOlindeni-finjector type)
, . . 1 .. c

C, Pumps-in common housing, injection nozzle for eachcylinder (iriEline tie)_

40 / . - , 4.

d. One piltnp -seiying injection npzil r several:dylinders (distributor type )
. -

k r .

71

;

k'14'.

a

t

A

olg.,

41.

)

J
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.- DISTRIBUTOR TYPE INJECTION' PUMP
UNIT II

JECTIVE r""

After completion of this unit the student should b 'able to identify the main parjs of
460 a distributor type pump and trace ,thefuel flews,/ cuit ,durinha complete pump clycle

of a distributive type pump. The student shortie Is° be able to remove, bench test, and
install a distributor type 'pump. This knowledge Will be evidenced:through demonstration.
and by scoring Qighty-fiveperceht .on the unit t st.

SPECIFIC 08jEeTIVES
,

* );.' ,
.-

After completion of this unit'the student should a 'Ale to:

1. Match ier,ms associated with the di tr tutor type, pump to
-1/./ definitions.

.!
.

-1
2: Identify the main parts of a distributor .,pump,

1,
. .- , , .,...,.0

Identif' three rotating parts of the distributor-type pump.
. . -494*- `

Match' the major, parts of the distributor- type' pump to' their functions.
.

. Discuss the drinciples of, operation of the distribdtor. type pump.
4) 4

I

he correct
-4, A

,

6. 'Trace the fuel flow circuit during a comple pumpcycie 4" distributor
type pump.

. 7. Name three functions of the end plate; ...
4 . ., , I

I

Name, shc-,00tional feature a di type p8. y have:
- 1/4,, 9-, Demonstrate' the ablitV Ito:

...

.

4
a. Remove a distributor type DUMP from arr.engine.t

, b. Bench test a 'distrib'utor type. pump. ,

c. Iristall a disgibutor type pump on an engine./'' 4 ' 1

.:1 41 r4
o ;

4
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instructor:

DISTRIBUtOR TYPE INJECTION PUMP
UNIT II

, +4.

SUGEST4D, ACTIVITIES

.A. Provide student pith objective sheet.
;v.), .

'5v,cB. .

Provide student wish information and job ;fleets.
.

C. Mqkeftransparencies°. ...

D. . Discuss unit and specific objectives.
*

E. Discuss information Sheet
.

F. Demonstrate.:and ,discuts. the procedures outlined in the job sheets.

'4- "

4-6. C4tor code oil passages on ransparendy masters.

.
H. Give test.

II. Studerit:1
_ .

A:----:Rea&objectiv.e sheet`

t .
Study information sheet.-

.

Complee. job sleets..

D. Take test.
,

.

ai

-

NSTRUCTIONNL MATERIALS

(
I. included ir this unit: .

.; A. Objective .sheet

C.

riformation sheet '.
t

t

Transparency masters
40,

1.. M *P.-Distributor Type Pump
4 .

2. Tf1 2--Main p.arts. of Distributor,TYpe Pump-

2 e, 3.N
.z7iy

a
.0

3. TM 3- -Fuel. Flow t

fift
. -
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4: TM 4--.End Plate-Mi:Ably with 'Transfer Pump

5. TK/I,'5--Optional Features of a Distributor Type Pump
.

, .
6. AM 6-=Optional. Features of a Distributor Ty ump(Continued).

40 .

,:, ----' . : ,
.

Job 51-feet #143emove a Distributor Type Pump from an Engine
,

-',-.1213 'Sheet #2--Bench ,Test a Distributor Type Pump

.4 D. Jol? sheets

.,

3. Tab Sheet #3 st Il a Distributor Type Pump On an'..Engine s.

- ..---. f
:1.

.'t
- ---

-,;- I,,,E. Test
-CI .-,S,"-,;-

:-
.,

., A..
S.. ^ . '.'

+ "I'' ' A s VP` ,,-;. 1 0
F Arm/ars '-to is 31/

II. References:-

A. Toboldt, Bill. Diesel: Fiindamentals,Service, Repair. SouthsHolland,-1-Ilinois:
Goodheart-Willcox 'Company; 1973. .

t,:- .,. , .
.

.:.ci

B -Kates, Edgar. J., Luck, William-E. Diesel and tilih Compression Gas
Engines. Chicago-. -American Technical Society, 1'97 t;

a

3), --, ..
. ,

,Fundamentals of Set-vice:. Engin( Is. Moline, 'Illinois De-ere and Company,
.

1972.' ' 1 ' f ,
%. g----.'' s I

e
6 1- ...

D. 13-oosa Master: Operation -and' Instructidnal Manual ModeF _DC Pump.
`i o' Hartford, -_Connecticut: St -dyne /Hartford DivisiorgRoosa-Master..-_ , I. . - . -,-; :-'-,. i
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EMS RIBUTOR TYPE INJECTION PUMP
UNIT II

I. Terms an. efinitidns

I NFORMA ION,6SHEET

.

A. .D tributor type injection systel-Nounally uses
fue) to all, cylinders (Transpareficy* f)

one pump to distribute

B. Annulus-Ring;va part, structure marking resembling a ring' c

Ns.C. Hydraulic Operated or moved brlicjuid in, motion

-64i. Registry--Oil passage that indexes with a port, in a roWing head ,
.._ f i A .: ;

E.. Metering;Precon measurement of fuel delivery 3

,,

\F. FtetraCtion-Act of drawing back
____

G. Servomechanism-Automatic device. for controlling large amounts of power
with small amounts of power as a pistQn moved by flpid,Onder pressure

, As '
1/4-,

H. Circuit-coonplete path 1..of fuel flow

4. (
chamber

I. Delivery. valve--Provides retraction of delivery line pressure causing nozzle
valve to return to its seat, preventing dribble of fudl into com ustion

`I I. Main parts of *distributor type pump (Transparency 2)

, . A. Drive shaft
. . k

B. Distribtitor roto

C. Transfer ptrfp

D. Pumping plungers

E. Internal cam-ring

F. HydragliC head -*

._ End plate

H. Governor

I. Automatic advance

J. Housing

.11

1#

.1

t.

:.
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INFOFIATIION SHEET/

Rotating parts of thelTributor type pump (Transparency 2)

A. Drive shaft`

B. Distributorrotor

C. Transfer pump blades

IV. Functions of major parts (Transparency -2)

A. Drive shaft-Turns distributor rotor in the hydtaulic hgd
. .

.... ___

B. Distribu or rotor--Rotation of rotor causes pumping action of plungers, ..,-

which discharge fuel when passages index with appropriate paisages in tile,
I

hydraulic head ,
,, ,

.1"

a

0 0.

Transier pulp--Draws fuel from supply tank through inlet strainer to pump-
1

(NOTE: Vane type pump is attachto opOostte ?nd of distributOr rotor.)

D. Pumpi4pliAngers--Provitle pressure to transfer fuel from rotor to hydraulic
head to injection nozzles

Internal cam ring-- Actuates the 'pumping plun,gers

F. Hydraulic head-Confains the metering valve and the [lore in which the rotor
rev9Ivg

G. End plate--House s the transfer pump pressure regulating valve and fuel_ y,strairier

o.
.1 4t ; H. Governor...Regulates e speed by positive mechanical linkage to metering

valve .

I. Automatic `speed advance 'Hydraulic, senit.mechanism powered by oil °
pressure from the transfer pump which advances injection' taming

. ,-- ,
1 . I

(NOTE: -Not all _pump's are equipped ..vith, an automatic speed advance.)
. 1 . . ,

1

4. . J. ?Housing- iCOntainsall .component parts

V.
MO* - .

trV. Principles, of Operation of mthe distributor type pup (Transparency .2) 4-
/

A. Drive shaft engages the distributor rotor in thb,,hydraulic he* ..
- ,.. .

(NOTE:. brive end of rotor. has- two cylinder bores, each containing two'plungers.)',1

I

668
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INFORMATION. SHEET

Plungers are at. wated toward each .other simultaneously by the internal:,
cant iing to o-pump fuel . . f-° .

. .--, . .
:

C. As rotor revolves inside
.
hydrulic heacPthe discharge Oassagesin the rotor

. indexes with appropriate passages in the hyclroeulic Wad 40 lead, to' he
injector nozzles :

. -
VI. Fuel 'low circuit (Transparency I)

. .
A. Fuel is drawn from the-supply tank Into the [jump throtigh the inlet-strainer

by the-vane type fuel transfer pump , .-
...- .

. ,. , ., , °

B. transfer pump pressure forces fuel through drilled passages ih the hydraulic
head into the- a'nnufus -

Fuel flowsfordund, thp,:!Innulus to ttIp of sleeve and throtigh connecting
passages to retering valve

.

D.' Metaring valve regulates the flow of fuel into th-e'cl'iaroing ring which
rpo r a tes the .:charging ports 4

.

, s

E. As the rotor revolves the twin isle pas'sages register with two charging ;IP

F.

ports in the hydraulic head allowing fuel to flow into the puripingcylindets
a

With fntther rotation tree inlet'passages move out of regtstry and the single
adischarge port is opened .

G. The rollers contact the cam lobes.

H. Fuel trapped- between the plungers
. to th nozzle

fdrcing the piungers, together,

s the?? delive iterd through Zielivery_valve
. . '..

-. .

VII. Functions of e plate (Transparncy 4) 4;,, ct,, .

4 4

A. Provides. ft inlet passages alitct houses pressure regplating va
%

.

B. Covers tha uet transfer' IN-41-)

C. Absorbs end thrust 'of. Crive and g'overnar
ao

VIII. ;Optional features qt a Ciii.tribtrtor

A. .Viscosity ,compensator °

Centrhfugal.govei-not

C. Autorriatic load 'advance .

D. Automatic-speed. advance

E. Torque control

F., Electric shut-off

-

,G63
.

type pump Cfran'gparencies

Is

e

e

to.
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Main9' Parts o Distributor-Type imp

Internal Cam-Ring

Annulus. in Willa c. fliad

Supply Tank

Strainer <
,

Pressure 4ulativig Valve

End Plate

Transfer Pump

I
1 Jransfer Pump
hillt; Blades.

distribulor Rotor

671
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Charging Ring

Rollers

'

Fuel Flow

Metering _Valve

. Distributor liftior

Twin Annulus TransferPlimOrs
Inlet in Hydraulic pump

,;* '; 'Passages Head Barrel Pressure

Cli6rging Cycle

v672
.

.

. -Head Outlet

Discharge passage

. '111111111.1110 j

Mew:at:a

1......W

Passage .Delivery

. ..,

every Valvo Stop

Wier

Dischrge Cycle

.673 m



!wider ump

"A7

Regulating.
Spring-

Transfer
Pump

BladeS

Inlet Screen

Adjusting Plug

Pressure Regulating

egulating Piston

Piston Seal
Trattsfer

Pip
Liner

End Plate Pressure. Regulating Valve

67;1
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Qpti nal Features of a-Distributor Type Pump

Lou Idle
Spri

Lin age Hook

Go mot
Sim g*

Govern° Arth

'Pivot Shaft

,4

'Thrust
Sleeve--7-777

-Flyweight
.Weight
Retainer N

Centrifugal- GoVernor

Throttle Shaft

ao,

(

Metering Valve

4a

Eleovical Shut -Off
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Optional Features .ora, Distributor .Type. Pump,
(Continued)

Automatic Advance
Mechanism

Pump- Cam.

Advance,Pin

Spring

N

f

Pisfolt

Advance Trimmer-Screyv

Torque CO trol Screw

Torque

;

4.

;

1

,Automatic .-

SpeeiAdvabee
Trimmer ,Screw

N
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UNIT II
UMP

JOB SHEET #1.-- REMOVE DISTRIBUTOR TYPE PUMP FROM ENO!,NE

,A

I. Tools and materials

.. . .A. Distributor type pump
...a

B. Appropriate service maDual

C. Hand tool set

D. Solution for washing aurnp'

E; Shop towels (lint free)
4

. F. Shipping caps or plugs for disconnected lines

G. Safety, glasses

i I. , ProCed6re

(NOTE Refer to engine manual and determine type pump installation If *drive
shaft \is, part of engine drive assembly it remains with the engine.)

.
,

)n1/4.' Clean and wash 'dawn Pump, fittiks, and ali cooliec tions.to be broken
toi elimina '. any chance -of, dirt''entering the system when lines are

'dilconnected
.

(C6UTIQN:, All openings shpuld be temporarily plugged as' lines' ares
disconnected.)

4 .

B. Check the engine manual for 'proper timing --position of crankshaft
of

.
C. 'Bar t e engine in correct direction ofirotation until the engine timing mark

is :indexed and. tile' No. 1 cylinder is, on , compression stroke
, ,

'46r
, .

,, D. Remove the timing window cow., frOm the,outbOard side of the pump,,
;.; ?-

. . .....

(NOTEf Tide siming line on the-i..,governor weight retainer hub,shouill be
directly opposite tIce line on thepsoam. Engine perform poor0
if, these lines are not indexed properly.) ,

E. Disconnedt' the fuel suply, 'retuith ', r-arid nozzle leakoff lines and all high
-,- pressure lines, plugging all openingS_ft;

. ,

:
. . .

1 ,
" <

.4

4 67.1..
#
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JOBSHEET #1

Discohnect thrbtt(le and shut-off linkage
o

..G. Tie throttle lever in full fuel bosition.'

H. (Remove mounting nuts on the' pump flange,

I. Slide pump grt y from location

(CAUTION: Be 'careful noo damage the pilot tube by-cocking pump,
on removal.)

. .

o

O t

o

6 8

/

N. -

0

.
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DISTRIBUTOR TYPE INJECTION PUMP

JOB SHEET #2-BENCH TEST DISTRIBUTOR TYPE PUMP
In

, I. Tools and materials

A. Distributor: type pump

B. Appropriate serviNcl, manual

C. Hand 'tool se

D. Injection fine .1716" x 20" length
I

E. . Injection line 3/32" I.D. x 20" length

9

F. Calibrating nozzles adjusted to pump manufacturer s specifications

G. Pump test stand

H. Adapters--pump to test stand

I. Recommended calibrating_oil

J. Shop towed, lint free

_K. Safety glasses

II._ Procedure

'Ae, Calibrate and test

Bearing'Mounting.

,

Modnt the pump securely with appropriate adapters

(NOTE: If pump erriploysa steel pilot tube, do not support the
drive shaft in the housing. A drive adapter, usually with,a ball
bearing, supports ,.the shaft. These pumps must be, tested' using,
an`. intermediate support bearing. See Figure 1:)

a

to Pressure-Gauge

W dovv-

675' .

'47
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JOB SHEET #2

.2. Installhigh; pressure injection lines using new gaskets

(NOTE: Install two new gaskets, one on each side of fitting. Leave'
fuel line connector screws at bump and injection line ;tuts at
nozzles loose.)

3. Install inlet and , return lines and- transfer pump pressure gauge

9-

,,,,,
(NOTE: Use a restriction fitting on'the returnturn line if th'ig VUmp ;
normally uses one.)

4. Determine proper direction of rotation from pump name plate
("C", Clockwise, FCC" -- CoUnterrolOckwise)

_

. .

tNOTE: Rdtation.is determined ps viewed from drive end of
, pump.) N I .. .: ....

".-v
, 5. Start stand

.

at lowest speed,move throttle to "full-load" positions --

, 6-: When transfer purrip picks`up suction, arlo%)4 fuel' to bleed-for
several seconds from loosened.connector,scremt

7. Allow fuel to bleed from loosened injection, line nuts, Itl tighten
securely -

. .
, . ..

(NOTE: If pump is factory tested on stands which measure fuel
flow in cubic millimeters, it is necessary to convert the readings,,,
on other types of stands which measure in cubic centimeters.See

*Figure 2.). - -.

FIG1)15E 2

A

-

Uwe.),
1 n toth
dtoduore
(CC 0

3
D.W.....y al C41. (6111inwers 06/6 /.64( 51.6.

15

Numb.,44 Sorokls .

25 103 125 200. 250 XO 100 400

-
1003

40 ^10 8, 5 4 3:3 2.5 2 1 (er3)

2 50 20 16 10 8 6.7 5.0 1 2

3 -120 74 15 12 10(0 r.s 6 3
. ...t.

4 140 ,40 32 20 16 . 13.3 .10.0 8 A

5 200 50 .40 25 20 16.7 12:5 10 5

240 60 4 3014' 24 ,20.0 15.0 IP't '6
7 260 70 56 33 210 23.3 17.3 14 7

8 320 64 40 33 26.7 20.0 16'.
- I

90..., 72 45 36 30.0 22.5 18 9

10 4:0 KO so. 50 .io . 33.3 25.0 20 10

20 200 162 103 03 .. 66.7 50.0 63 20

XI t 300 240 170 120 100.0 75.0 60 30

40 ICO 320 200 160 133.3 103.0 03 60

50 .400 250' 200 *166.7 123.0 100 '^ 50

60 300,- 240 -..,2.200,0 150.0 120 .40

70 ' .2e0 233.3 173X . 140 70

, ' 320 266.7 2013.0 . 160 111:1

90
v

360 300.0 223.0 10 10

100 403 333.3 250.0 700 .100

I

,

r

,
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JOB SHEET #2II

0

(NOTE: The test stand tachortleter registers pump speed. Some
specification test data refers to' engine :speed.)

Operate pump at 1000 RPM, for JO minutes
..

10:

11.

12.

N

,

13. .

14..
..4 ;

Dry Off completely with compressed air

Observe, for leaks .and cbrrect as necessary
i°

Back but the high idle sic* screw and torgue'secew (if equipped)

(l4OTE: the inlet to the transfer pum' p should never. i;)e'
pressurized during bench testing.)

Close valve in sup-ply line.
a?

a

(NOTE: Check td see th'at :transfer pump' .pulls. up to
manufacturer's specifications. If it does not., check for air leaks,
on suction side or rnalfunctron of end' plate and transfer pump
parts. If the pump is equipped with an external bylpass,4 should

flbe pinched off during-this test.)

ca

Fill -graduates tobleed air from test stand 'and to wet glais ..
A -, .

:.
Observe,,.return. oil . . . 1.. I ,,.. .
(NOTE: , Compare observable' return with manufacturer'S
specifications. By-pass equipped pumps 'wilt return Jess fuel.) ...,,

. . o'

r
.

')
- 681,. .

t..

.
4,

0

.

,
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JOB SHEET #2

15. Operate "the specified speeds with amide open throttle andobserve
transfer pump pressure

,
.

. (NOTE: Adjust pressu're-regulating spring plugAto raise or lower
transfer Rtimp pressure.)

4 .. . .
(CAUTION: Under no circumstances should 1 psi be excheded.
See Figure, 3.).__

I

_ Transfer Furnp)'ressure Adjustment,
C

a

16. Check,for minimum deWery at cranking speed

4.

.0

682
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JOB SHEET #2

t

D - 51-E

17. *Operate at high idle srLe'd and Sdjy- st high idle screw to obtain
the specified delivery (Figure 4):

High Idle 4

Delivery Adjustment

1

High Idle Screw

18. Adjust the loW idle screw to the correct loi idle delivery( Figure
5)

s.

FIGURE 5

Low Idle Screw

tow Idle
Delivery Adjustment

0

?

O
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JOB SHEET #2

19. Adjust automatic advance

a.: Adjust speed advance'

FlGURE.6

1) Check the cam position at specified points in the
speed range

,
2) Adjust 'trimmer screw, or shim, as 'required to

obtain proper advance operation (Figure 6)

b. Adjust load advance

ry

1) Adjust_ the.' test stand speed to 41.)e specified,
part-load delivery .4

t°

t
O

684 t
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FIGURE 7

Load Advance

Adjustment

JOB SHEET #2

/D 53-E';

.
2) Observe cam position and adjust guide stutith

.-correct cam movement (Figures 7 and $)`
/Y

FIGURE 8

ff

OUT Retard IN Advance

Port From To le,
Transfer . Advanke ..

Pump . Mechanism

^
,

EFFECT OF LOAD ADVANCE ADJUSTMENT

I I

20 Record fuel delivery at check points shown on, the pump,
specification

(NQTE: ROL4.,E.R SETTINGS SHOULD. NOT BE READJUSTED
Jr444.. ON-THE TESVBENCH. Experience has woven that micrometer

and dial indipatpr settings <provide more consistent, accurate
re'sultsin performance. Variations 411 test benches, nozzles, lines,
and fuels in different areas sometime ;result in inavurate flpw
readings.)

f
4

-

5
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JOB SHEET #2

7 While operating at full- ad governed speed set torque screw, (if
; employed) to specified. delivery (Figure 9)

Torque Screw AdjustMent

22. Recheck delivery at lowest speed' checkpoint

N
23. Check governor cutoff at specified speed

24. ,Remove from-test stand and assemble,allsealing wires;
now reVy for installation to engine

. .

. -

(NOTE: if there is rive shaft with the pump,pire the thrOttle
lever`in "full fuel" position for shipment or until installed on
engine. Otherwise, mount the pump on drive adaptor with shaft.
Check shaft seals with a pressure' test on -the housing.)

(

686
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DISTRIBUTOR TYPE INJECTION PUMP
UNIT II

.
. ,.

l'. _
s.,4

JOB SHEET #3 -- INSTALL DISTRIBUTOR TYPE PUMP ON ENGIE

1
0

h. Tools and materials a. I

A. Distributor -tir)3e pump

B. Appropriate service manual
k

C.,\ Drivg shaft installation tool

D. Torgpe wrench

E. fety glasses%

ProcIdure,.

.At
a (NOTE: Pumps marked "Time Start Ii9j." Or "Timed End 'In)." on ire timing

window cover are timed _acco ding to procedures below.)
, .

A. Remove outboard timing CArindow 'cover (name prate Side)4t ;

With a:CLEAN wide bla ed screwdriver or the purilip driveshkftinserted';
- into the drive end of the rump, rota the distributor rotor un tl xhe timing

line on the weight re.tai er hug registers with thl line on th'e cam 0.D.-.
(NUTT: Tile purnpis n correctly positiOned for assembly to the engine.)

4
C. Roll the engine in dir tron of .rotation until the flyikheel :is correctly,

0 positioned fOr fuel pum assembly (See angihe manual) '''?4

D 55-r

D. Apply a light coat of g ease to the drive shaft sears

t,E4 While compressing the drive shaft pealswith the die shaft installation tool,
slide. the. pump into positioh. over the' mounting studs

(NOTE: Make .sure drive shaft and seals are properly poiitioned.)
,

4.0 t 0 0P. Assemble.and tighten the mounting nuts finger tight-

. 687
17
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JOB SHEET #3'.

G. Rotate pump, first in the direction of rotation and then in the opposite
direction until timing lines again register (Figures 1 and 2)

sti I

FIGURE 1

Timing Lines

Weight Retainer

*

H. To 'take up ail back lash, tighten nuts securely

(QAUTIONIf. Drive shaftspline should engage with hand pressure. Do not
attempt to "draw-up14"the pump flange with mounting stud puts. If spline
does not engage, rotate pump slightly 'to IocatQ timing pin.)

688
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JOB -S E

Back off engine at least 1/2 revo
of rotation to the proper timing

and roll it again

D 57-E

.
.

/in the dir ction

. ,
(NOTE: Recheck line marks in the.pump and correct if necessary Repeat
procedure' to insure; proper timing.).' 4

..t
.

J.. Unplug Open ends of high Presiure lines, assemble, with new fuel line
connector washers and tighten to specified torque

K. Assemble 'and tighten fuel return and nozzle leak-off lines

L. Attach pump controls

M. Open bleed screw on secondary filter, and operate hand prinier (if equipped)
or allow: fuel to flow from tank until all air is dispelled from filter

N. Close bleed Screw

0. Continue hand priming until a quantity of fuel flows "air-free" at pump
inlet line -

, 4

P.' Fasten the inlet line to the pump
o

(NOTE: This procedure ould also. be followed without fail after every
filter change. Refer to engine manual for starting,instructions before starting
ertgine.)

Q: Provide means for emergency shut-off

O

0
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DISTRIBUTOft,TYPE INJECTION PUICAP.
UNIT II

NAME
.1- f.

Match the- terms on their

a. Ring; a part,
resembling a rin

TEST

he correct 'definition-S.

'It
ctUre, dr marking -1: Hydraulic,:

D 59-E .

'

Alb

t b: Operated or mo ed by-liquid innrnotion

c. Oil passage that indexes, With a port in
a totating head

a

d. Act of drawing-back

e. Automatic device for controlling large
amounts of poviter with small amounts'
o'f power as a.piston- moved. by fluid
tinder 'pressure

. .

f. Complete 134 of fuel flow
s.

g.

ti

Distributor'
type injection
system

. 4 `Rejracti4l

,

;
Normally 'inset one pump' to distribute
fuel all cylinders ",

a 1

h. Provides retraction delivery
pressure causing rizile valve to return
to its seat, pre4hting dribble of fuel into,combustion chamber ,

' et .

Precision measurement: of fuel delivery

. pit

. ,

- .

Circuit .

ilk
Servomechanism

Annul4

Registry.

Metering

ltke

'1

-;

k' t

1
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)
Identify theliiain 'parts

r r .
A

of` ;a cdistributOr type. pump..
. e

f)

a

4.

O

C.

d.

r

O

mar

v.

Li
i.,' ,tra ,



A

,

8. iclentify three rotating parts of the 'distributor type pump.

.

D - 61-E

b.

C.

, 4

4., Match the major pats
functions.

b.

of the distributor type

a: Turrth distributor rotor in the hydraulic
head

b. Rotation of rotor causes pumping action
of plungers which discharge .fuel whpn
passages index with appropriate passages
iii the hydraulichead

pump on the right to theft.

c. Draws fuel frOm supply -tank through'
'Inlet strainer to pump

d. Provide pressde to transfer- fuel from
rotor to hydraulic head to injection , 6.
nozzles

1. Puni ng
plunge's

2. Drive shaft

3. Disiribu?br
rotor

4.. Housing-

5. Hydraulic head

-)e. Actuates the pumping plungers

f. Contains the nietering valve-and the bore.-
in which the rotor revolves

Houses the transfer pump pressure
regulating valve and ;fuel strainer

h. Regulates the speed by positive
mechanical linkage to metering valve

I
g.

i. Hydraulic ser,4 vomechanisni powered !W-
. oil pressure from 'the transfer pump-

which advances injection 'timing,.
.

j.- .Contains all componaiii PIrts
2.

69 n4

Automatic .

speed advance

7. Governor

8. Internal
cam-ring

9. Transfer pump

10. End .plate

I-

4

u -
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5. Discuss the principles of _operation of the distributqr type pump.
. 4

a

e,

.
Trace the fuel flow circuit during a complete pump cycle on a distributor type_

'pump. , .

a.

b.

c.
Y.

5

d.

a-

e.

f.

7. Nerve three-lunplions of the end plate.

a.

c.

5 ;

Name six optional features a distributor type pump may-have.
.

b.

c. .

it04.
e

693

a

v.)
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f .'.

- B3:E

0:1

4

9. ^Demonstrate thp ability tp:

Cy

-18111.

rr

1 '

'
z

a. Remove a distributor type pump from an, engine:

b. Bench test a distributor type pump.
45'

c: kistalt a diAributor type pump* on an engine; J' r

(NOTE: If these activities have ndt been 'accomplished prior 'to the test, ask °
your,instructor when they should be completed.)*

t.

5,

;

ti
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DISTRIBUTOR _TYPE
.
INJECTION PUMP

UNIT II

e, 5

2. a. Drive shift .

* .

/h. Distributor rotor

--- C. Transfer bump-
. .

d. Pumping plungers
.

e. Internal cam-ring '"

f.
. , .

Hydraulic head
4

g. End plate

ANSWERS TO TEST

f. 4
S

9.

, h. Governor

i. Automatic acrvance:i

Housing

^

O

3.. -.a. Drive sfiAft

-Distributor royii

c. pump-blades

;* I

4. a. I2 f. 5

b. 3 ;_g. 10
,

h.. 7 .

: ,

')

ry
I

1.

,

0

°

4 .
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A..

Discussion shouidinclude;

a. Drive shaft engages the distributor rOfOr in the hydraulic head

b. Plungers are actuated toward each other simultaneously by the internal
am-ring to pump fuel, ;

c. As rotor revolves inside hydraulic head the discharge passages in the rotor
indexes with the appropriate passages in the hydrtulic head to lead to the
injector nozzles

6. a. Fdel is drawn from supply tank into the mp through the inlet strainer
by the vane type `fuel transfer pump

b. Transfer pump pressure forces fuel througlf drilled passages in the hydraulic
head into the annulus

7.
°I

c. Fuel flows around the annulus to OP of sleeve. and through 'connecting
passages to metering valve

,Metdring valve regulates lie flow of fuel into the charging 'ring which
incorporates the charging ports

e. As the rotor revolves the twin inlet pawages register with two charging
ports in the hydraulic head allowing fuel to flow into the pumping cylinders

f. W. further rotation the inlet passages move out of registry and the single
_discharge port is opened

g. The rollers 4/act the cam ibbes forcing the plungers together

1%
Fuel trapped between The plungers is then delivered through delivery calve
to the nozzle

a. Provides fuel inlet passages and houses pressure reguleting valve
*

15. Covers the fuel transfer pump

c. Absorbs end thrust of drive

a. Viscosity compensator.

b. Centrifugal governor

c: Automatic load advance-

d. Automatic speed .advance

e. Torque control

f. Electric shut-off -

and governor

9. -Performance skills evaluated to the, satisfaction of the instructor
. ,



,IN-LINE INJECTION RUMP
UNIT

UNIT OBJECTIVE
t%

D

.. .
.After completion of thi unitwhe student should be able to match the main parts of ,.

an in-line injection ,pump ,and discuss the principle of operation during one complete
cycle of the fuel circuit. The. student should be able to bench test an in-line injection
pump. This knowledge will be evidenced through demonstration and by scoring eighty-five
percent* on the unit test: ,

...- . .

SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

After completion of this unit," the student should be able to:

4-

1.

2.

Match terms associated with the in -line pump to the correct definitions. .

Match the main parts of the in-line pump to the correct name.

3. Trace the fuel flow from supply tank to delivery.
o

4. State the purpose of the hand primer.

5. Explain the purpose of the fuel transfer pump.

6. Discuss the operation of the injection pump.:
7. Identify parts and design features of the pumping element.

-
8. Explain 'the operation of the control rack and sleeve.

9. Stale the purpose of the delivery valve.
-,

10. Idehtify the plunger and14ack p sitions.
. ,

11. Demoristrate- the ability to nch test an in-line injection pump.

.69



IN-LINE INJECTION PUMP
-

SUGGESTEDSG.CTIVI

I. InStruCtor:

A. PrOvide studenf ith o e sheet.
Also

B. . -Provide stude t with information -et.
.

C. Make transparencies.

4

,
s

D. Discuss unit and specific objectives.

.E. , --aiscuss informatiori sheet.
'

F. Demonstrate and discuss the procedvmutlined in the job Mleet.

G. Dembnstrate and discuss tie pr,ocedures on assembly and reassembly of
- an in-line pump.

4
H. Give test. (

01.

D. - 69-E

.111'
Student:

A. Read objective sheet.

B. Study imfoimation sheet.

C. Corriplete job sheet.

D. 'Take test.

INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS: 11

I. .Included in Phis unit:

A. Objective sheet

B. Informaiton sheet

C.
. t

Transparency, Masters

1. TM 1-In-Line- Injection- Pump

2. TN 2- Pump Parts

3. TIUI 3 - -Fuel Flow

.-t

0...
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4. TM 4-- Injection Pump Operation

5. TM 5-Parts and Design of Pumping Element

6. TM 6--Control Rack_ and Sleeve

TM 7-Plunger!.Positions at 'Fuel. Delivery

D. Job Sheet #1-7Bench Tist an In-Line Injqction Pump .

E. Test
)

F. Answers to test

II. References:

A. Toboldt, Bill. Dietil: Fundamentals; Service, *pair. South Holland, Illinois!
Goodheart-Willcox Company, 1973.

B. Kates, Edgar-. J., and Lack, William E. Diesol And I-ligh Compression "Gas
Engines. Chicago: American Technical Society, 1974

C. Fi/ndamehtals, of SerVice: Engine's. Moline, Illinois: Deere and- Company,
1972.

D. Technical Manual: JohoDeere Fuel Injection .17uipmetlt- Robert Bosch.
Moline Illinois: Deere and 'Company, April 1974. , , ,

1

0. 10.

(

.4

. . .
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IN-LINE INJECTION 'PUMP

\
D 71-C

UNIT- Ill at,
a.

INFORMATION SHEET

L Terms land definitions.

A. In-line injection pump--Uses an individual pump for each cylinder, with
' pumps mounted in-line (Transparency 1)

frte
B. Annular' grooveMachined recess forming a r ng on pumping plunger

C. Vertical slot--Located at right angles to the 'plane .f the supporting surface

;.
(D. Helix Spiraled, machined recess, on

E. Gallery -Long, narrow fu I or' Oil.

umping plun

ssage

r

F. Aneroid--D "ce which liini fuel, supply to engine, preventing excess smoke

G. Transfer 'pump (supply pum fuel at law pressure through filters
to the injection pump .

II. Main parts of in-line pump (Trarisparency

A. Aneroid

B. Individual pumping element

C. Injection line

D. Leak -off line

E. Pump housing

F. Hand primer

G. Sediment bowl

H. ° Fuel. transfer pump

I. CaMshaft

J. Control rack

K: Governor

70

2)

r*

t
4.

r '
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.z,

I. Fuel flow from supply tank to delivery (Transparency 3)

INFORMATION SHEET
4

A. , Fuel is -drawn ;from sup ply- tank through primary filter by fuel transfer
pump

B. Transfer pump forces fuel under low pressure through secondary filter enif
through final stage filter to each injection panning element

C. Pumping element mete* fuel'at high pressure to each injection nozzle for
g,

.

delivery' to combustion ,chamber - . "
.

I-V. Purpose of hand primer--Hand primes on the fu I transf r purnwan, be operated
by hand to pump- fuels when bleeding the s stem ( ansparfncy 4). -

.

'V. Purpose. Of fuel transfer pump

Dralks fuel from supply tank through prifiary filter

B. Assures fuel supply to injection pumping elements

vw-(NOTE: All fuel flOws
sediment 'bo%41.j -,

. .

VI. Injection pump Operation* (Transparency 4)

through( a preliminary filteroin the transfer pump

A. Plunger. type purnp has engine driven camshaft rotating at half engine speed

. Roller, cam followers, riding on cam lobes, operate the plungers to supply
high 'pressure fuel through delivery valves to injection 'nozzles

. .

tl I. Parts and design features of pumping element (Transparency' 5)

A. Spill. ports .

B. Plunger

C"

D.

Annular .groove,

Barrel .

E. Helix

F, Vertical slot

VEIL Operation pf control rack
r ,

and sleeve (-Transparency 6)

- A Governor moves rack +.- regdiate Speed of erigine

B.. The s titeve, rotated by
to 440-*anes on the

4

411111%*,

the control rackjjs -fitted over the barrel and connects
plunger

.

'701
.
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'INFORMATION SHEET '

73-E

C. Plunger rotation opens or loses the helix meters the' quantity' of
fuel for delivery to cylinderr

.IX. Purpose of delivery. va ve--The' delivery valve creates a sudden pressure drop in :
ti

the delivery lirie c6usin the injeclor nozzle valve to close instantly (Transparency
6)

1

(NOTE:. This effect prevents dribbling' at the nozzle.)

X. Plunger and rack positions (Transparency

A. No fuel delivery

$. . B. Partial fuel delivery Alr

G., Full fuel delivery

0

\

.4
a

a

4.

1.
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1/1467er Shutoff Fuel -

I

jection Pump

Outlets Td Injection

Valve Overflow

'Governor
let 011 Fue

,

Rack control

Camshaft,

Operating Lever

,}
Inlefoil Lubricating

Fuel Supply, Piimp

a



, ;

1,

fr

Aneroid

r

ft.

111

Mai0 Pump Parts'.
.

Individual- Pumping Elemeht I Injection ,Line.

Tt

Govern&

=-1 Control Rack

: 704

Fuel 'Transfer Pump
°

Leak-Off Line

1001

O

4

Pump Housing

e"

,,

171and.,Pri'M'er
3 .

-.Sediment Bowl`"' ,t

t

a

.1
, I

m.
705



0-60 lbs.
Gauge "'

4

fuel _Flow

Bleeder. Sue*

.

,Noll e HOlder
I 7i

Final- StageFilter

Drain Screw

Overflow rValvr--7-'-

Fuel ,Supplf _Pump

Drain 'Screw'v.

'Secondary Filter



a

"NJ

ea

njections Pump Operation

Hand Prim&

11,

41111111111111111,
11, A
11.

Delivery Line

Delivery Valve .

Brarrel

.Plunger -

Control Rack

,ontrO1 Sleeve
Plunger Vane
Spring, 4

Spring Plate

Cam

- 81-E

Cam Follower

Can-ishgt

Fuel Transfer Pump

Sediment Bowl

4
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t

Parts And Design Of Pumping Element

7 0
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Control. Rack And Sleeve

Delivery Valve

Plung.,

Control Rack

t'

Cdrttrol Sleeve

Control:Rack, 8Iedve,anct DeliveryNalve

Control Rack
. 1

Control
Sleeve

eEu

41 P

CSrtfliiiiill
or I

Or 'Barrel

. Plunger

.Control Flange
.

Plunger,Rotation Mechanism.

(Ameriian 865ch AMBAC Industries, Inc.) 0.

J



Plungir Positions At Feel Delivery

a

I

.

F

No Fuel Delivery-
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1N-LINE INJECTION PUMP
UNIT' Ill

,JOB SHEET #1--BENCH TEST IN-LINE INJECTION PUMP

(NOTE: The job, sheet detailed here is general and requites the use of a test stand manual,
pump specifications sheet, and the appropriate engine service manual.)

D - 89-E

I Tools and materials .

A. Basic harid tool set

B. .Test standard adapters

C.' 'Test ,stand manual

D. Pump tools \.
(NOTE: In, addition to basic hand tool set you may need a special tool
set for the pump you are working on.).

E. Pump

P. rump specification sheet and appropriate service manual9
G. Lint free stfor3 towels t
H: Safety glasses

Procedure

%N.

4

A.. Thoroughly clean pomp exterior
, .

[EL-, Rotate pump camshaft two or three complete

(NOTE: If camshaft turn§ abnormally hard or
be disassem\Wed and repaired. See appropriate

C. -Prepare test stand as required,

D. Attach pump
^

turns

will\not4urn,,pump musty,
techhical manual.)

(NOTE: Use appropriate. adapters and procedures as specifigtOirt test stand
manual, pump specifications sheel, an service,,manual.)

E. Check and adjuit pumpliming or port closure using pump specification
sheet an'thappropriate.-service manual ,7
(NOTE: -Port closure:'is defined as ,the position of the plunger '9_9 it moves
upward at the instant the barrel port.is just completely covered and fuet
flow stops. With the control rack locked in the 12mm position, th plunge
will' be correctly rotated's° that port closure will' take pike on.'-t extreme
top edge of plunger, ipstead of 'on the retard notch.)

,*

s'
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JOB SHEET #1

Check, pump timing - -low pressure method

(NOTE: The low pressure timing method must be used if the
test stand is not'Vquipped with a high pressure pump, Thjs.method,

requires the -removal,\of the deliveryi<va(Ve, stop and spring, apd
deliv-ery valve holder for each of .the plungers. If the 'test ,stand
is equipped with a high pressure vump, the high pressure tirni99
Ynethod is pr:eferced to the low timngniethod, since the delivery
valve and relatedt parts do 'not have to be removed.),-

1.2._

(CAUTION-, To prevent possible, injurY, do not corinecrhose .to
higli pressure outlet on test stackcr'when using this method. The
high pressure pump, supplies test fuel at approximately 700 psi
pressure. The low pressure installation is'interVed,for the use of
test fuel` subjected to 70 psi or less.)
.

.

2. Check pump timing- -Low pressure method

(NOTE: The high pressure outlet rabies -the injection 'pump to
be checked for,port closure without having to remove the delivery

spring and spacer, and deliVety valve holder. On some of
the other model test stands, a mobile high pressure unit I's available
to pekorm high, pressure_ timing of ttitinjection pump. 'Use the
following procedure to 'prepare pupp for high pressure tifning.)

... .

F. Orate Ommpp to bring temperature and pressure t.ipwio manUfacturer's
specification - s.

I

r
(NOTE: Until now, tests' and adjustments were mode without driving the
injectiontepump. TO4finish adjiisting the governor (anclo make other
adjLtstments as well), it will be necessary 'to drive...the injection ,pump,
Therefore, to prevent- pump damage, be certain that pump is filled with
oil to the proper level.) . .

..-

. .° . . .

%,,

G. Adjust pumping elements, tack position and speed -.,..
1 .

(NOTE": This is done to balance delivery. Check-pump spedfkation sheet
and appropriate Serktice manual -gr exact 'amounts.) -

.01r0. .r.,
:

" H.. 'Adjust govern'or -i.

-,. , "log (NOTE: Specification heet, and service manual settings should be f011Owed
exactly. Variations from Ascribed' settings can cause .engine to rue
improperly.) -, ,,a -'', / .

.,

j14
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air

.4.

,
4.5 ,JOB SHEET #1

I. 'Replace all covers
.

J. Run pump _and check for leaks.

K. ilemove pump from stand
7' 45 i

Seal Pump ?

D - 91-E

(NOTE: Use seal wires, cap all pump openings, and repaint the, pump.)
7

f

,
V .

6 ',-.%-*
c. ' e .

-. .\'.

s'

.
.

1

'04

eTh
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D 93-E.

IN-LINE INJECTION PUMP
UNIT III t.

11.<
NAME

TEST

1.
e

Match the terms on the right to the correct definitions.

a. Sergis fuel at low pressure *rough filters
to. the injection pump

b .' Machined recess forming a ring on
pumping plunger

Located at right angles tp the plane of
- the supporting surface

6. Spiraled, machined recess on pumping
plunger

e.' Long, narrow fa or oil passage
.

f.- Device which limits fuel supply to
..-engine, preventing excess smoke'.

,

g. Uses an individual pump for each
cylinder with *pumps mounted

-

1. Annular
groove

2. Helix .

3. ,Galle*ry

4. In-line
injection pump

5. Transfer pump

1r

716

(supply pump)

Vertical slot

7. ...:virAneroid

. ti

- ,
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E

2. Match the main parts pf the in-line pump to its name by placing the dorreef
numbers. in the apprVte blanks.

°

13 v 4.

1'

7

.a. Control rack

b. Goviemor

c. Sediment bowl

los
d. Aneroid

e. Fuer.trarisferurrip

f. Individual pumping element

.8.

pft

6

7.

W,

g. Hand' primer

4 h.,-.1njection line

i. Pu'iiik housing

j. Leak -off line,.

Camshaft

111-:/,

ra

4
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ft

.3. Trace th'e fuel flow from suppl tank to delivery.

tl

- 95-E

=

a

7--f
aft

4. State the purpose of'the hand prither.

S.

5, Explain the puroche of .the fuel transfer pump.

. e
/Discuss.' tligoperation of the injection pump:

r. s, S' '' , . , 3

.4 . ; C' 7:

-,,, .7,,,,
k

...
.,.. . tit,

and de ti fea/ures of te -pumping element
0 -,, .... .

,.... d . . e

*,... ..., `a
e$-.. ' - i

n, ' , 4 .. .
7 o .. .

,

)--' d.,

-4

4
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e,"

N.

8. Explain' the operation of the control rack and sleeve.

/4

a

Stattbe purpose of the delivery vate.

1

4.

^,7

a

1

10

r

)

t

r

. N4

-. 0 '
./. 1



/
10. Identify the plunger and rack positions.

a. No fuel delivery

b: Partial fuel delivery

c. Full. fuel delivery

D 97-E

7

4

r.r, -4,, ,,

i;Vt Drionstrate the ability to bench test an ,in-line injectiOn *mp:
+.`;, -

(NOTE: if this'activittias not'been.,accdmplished prio,r to tin test, ask your
rrgructor vyheriszit should Abe 't olnOleied.)
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IN-LINE INJECTION PUMP
UNIT III

ANSWERS TO 'TEST

1. a. 5

b. -1

c.

d. 2

e.

f.

g.

3

.7

4

I
D 99-E

-2. .a. -10_ i. 5
.1

- - b 11 f. 2 4

c. 7 g 6 \lc,- 9

, d. 1 h. 3

3..

.

. a. Fuel is drawn from supply tank through primary filter by fuel transfer
-pump 7

b. Transfer pumpiforces-fuet under low pressure through secondary filter and
through final stage filter to each injection pumping elerikent

C, Pumping _element meters fuel at high pressure to'each injection nozzle for
delivery .to combustion chamber

a

4. Hand primer on fuel transfer pump can be operated byithand to 'Sump fuel

4.

wfien bleeding thesystem .

5. HplanatiOnshould include:

a, Draws' fuel from supply tank through 'primary filter

b. Assures fuel supply' to injection,pumping eltments

6. . Discussion stiould include:'

.1 s

a. Plunger type -Gump h'as engine driven camshaft rotating at half engine speedI .
b. Roiler-cam followers, riding on cam. lobe, operate the plungers to supply

high ,pressure fuel through delivery v4lves to injection nozzles

. ,

>721
,

tt. 4.4
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7. a. Spill ports

b. barrel

c. Plunger

d. Vertical sl&

e.

f. Ann ar groove

8. Explanation should include:
-e

a. Governor moves rack to 'regulatt _speed of engine .
b. The sleeve, i-otated by the control rack, is fitted over the barrel and connects

. .
to the vanes on the plunger , , ., , ..

... .
. .

c. Plunger rotation open% or closes the helix which meters the, quantity of
fuel for delivery to cylinder

' '

9. The delivery fivalve -creates a sudden pressu"re drop in the delivery line causing
the injector ,nozzle valve to close instantlY .4's.

.'10. a. 2

11.

4

.1!

-

b. 1

c. 3

I ,

Performance skill evaluated to tie satisfaction of the instructor

t

Y.

le
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UNIT INJECTOR
UNIT IV

. UNIT OBJECTIVE

a
a

D - 107-E

Aftgrrcompletion of this unit, the 'student should be able to list the functions of the
unit inje4tor and match the arts of the unit injector to Part'narnes, The student should
also be 'able to discuss fuel and explain hdw fuel is metered. This knOwledge will
be ,evidenced,throOgh demonstra on and by scoring eighty -five percent on' the unit test.

SPECI F IC OBJECTIVES

Aftt,,,completion of thissunii, the :student should be able to :"
A/ 1. Match terms associated with the unit injector to the correct definitions.

2. "Match the parts of the unit injector Yo'rthe correct. part names._-

p

3. Litt functions of the unit injector.

4. Dismiss fuel flow through the unit injector fuel tystern.
r

5. .Eiplain how fuel is metered- during the injection stroke.

6. Demonstrate .the ability to:

a.- Remove unit 'injector from engine-.

b. Disassemble unit injector.

c. Assemble unit injector.

d. Test unit injector.

e. Install unit injector.

,

-

.

a

4

.

111,

to.
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4

INJECTOR
UNIT IV .

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

I. Instructor:

A. PrOvide student with objective sheet.

B. Provide student with information and job sheets.

C. Make transparencies.
. ...

D. Discuss unit and specific objectives.

E. Discuss information sheet.
,9144 ..

F. Demonstrate and discuss the procedures outlined in h ob sheets...

G. Demonstrate lapping and cleAning''procedures.

N. Give test.

II. Student:'

V

A. Read objective 'sheet.

information sheet.

"Complete job sheets.

D. ,Take test.

INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS.

I. Included in this unit:

A. Objective; sheer.

B. Informadon 'sheet

C. Transparency masters.
,

1. 1-1./nit Injector

6,

. .
. . ,

2.. TM 2-Parts of Unit Infectcir '(Needle Valve).
.e.., . , ., ;-- ..... ,

-3. TM 3*.ii, el FiciW Tiough Unit Injector (Crown
..4.-..?,

4. TA 4 Pk..,.I n
geP

Positions,'t i ons,'. . ..

1'-, 'P . 4,

i724 ,

sa.

Valve)'" :.
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D. Job 'sheets

1. Job Sheet #1 -- Remove Unit Injector. from. Engine

2. Job Sheet #2DisaSsemble Unit Injector

3. Job Sheet #3Assemble Unit Injector',

4. Job Sheet #4 - -Test Unit Injector

5. Job Sheet #5Install Unit Injector,

E. Test

F. Answers to test

r

. . fr.

Reference -- Serv ice Manual, Detroit Dail Engines. DetrOit:Michigan: Defroit
Diesel Alliion, 1975. --. --, ',, - .

O

*725
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UN INJECTOR
UNIT IV_

INFORMATION SHEET

I. -Terms and definitions.

gik

D 105 -E

A. Spray. valve--Serves as a. pozzel 'to atomize fUel sprayed into combUstion
chamber

B:, Helix -- Spiraled recess machined into plunger . ..

C. Port--Drilled passage in bushings .
el

'T. -...

D. Control rack andgear--Rack and pinion gear arrangement,on unit,inigetor

.
E. Bushing--Serves as a barrel for the plunger on the unit injector

. t
F. Unit injectbr-Injection pump, injector, and spray valve form a single unit.

(Transparency 1) ,

(NOTE: one unit is provided for-each. cylinder.),

II. .Parts of .unit injectors (Transparency 2)

. A. Follower

B. Follower toting

C. Stop pin

I. Filter cap

1
E: Plunger
..
F. , Gasket

G Iniecto
C.,

H. Filter

l'., Gear

J. Gear retainer

-- K. Dowel

a.

L.- Control rack ti
.

.

726
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INFORMATION SHEET.
4r

7
M. l Seal

N. Bushing

0. Spill deflecters

'Y. Lower port

Q. Upper port

R. Check -valve

S. Check valve Cage

''nil Valve spring

U. Spring cage

c

V. Spring seat , 4

W. Needle valve.

X. Body unit,

Y._ Spray tip

Z. Identification. tag -

Functions of the unit injector

A. Creates a high fuel pressure -,

(NOTE: This is needed 'for.efficient' injection.)

-fVjeters required amount of fuel

C. Atomizes the fuel

D. Times injection

E. Injects fu el

(NOTE: Fuel-and air are mixed in the combastion chamber:)
,

IV. Fuel flow through the unitinjector fuel system (Ttansparency 3)

A. Enters injedori.through- a filter cap and filter

B. Passes` through' drilled passages ,and ports; into supply chamber

(NOTE: The.,sapp(y chamber is that area between the plunger bushing and
the spill .defleZtor, in addition to.that area under the injector plunger within

,:the bushing.) voit,
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. INFO.RMATI.ON SHEET

. C. Pump pressUre forces fuel through smallT orifices in spray tip

D. Atomized into- combustion chamber

V. Metering fuel (TransparenCy 4)
0

,

(NOTE: Changing,the position fthe helices by rotating the plunger increases
,or dacreases the amount of fuel inject6d into the cylindef.)°

A. No injection

I

-

Control rack out

2. Upper port is not closed by helix

B. ;Full injection
g

1., . Control rack in
o

2. Upper port.is%plosed and lower port is clos

411

440.

4,6

*a.

A ,

4 0

y helix
Ys c t ,

.

4
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Unit injector
4

s.

4,
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Parts Of Unit Injector
.

Needle Valve (
4 *"&:

Follower Spring

Stop Pin

Plunger

ear

a

Follower f!.

Filter Cap

Gasket

Injector
Body

liter ,

Gear Retainer

Bushing

-Spill DefleCtor
0

Lower Port

Check Valve

Valve Spring

.4-Control
Rack

.

Dowel

Upppr fort

Check 'Valve. gage
.

Spring CageNeedle Valve'

prayTira
( Nut

. Spring Seot,

Metal Identification Tag
rressecILInto Recess In
injectoi. Body

. ....

a

IdenificatiOn Mark' on
Plunger'

111

lde.ntificationKark on
End of Spray -Tip

(N921.-fedel injector shown tfit needle valve insthlled. See identification,Jag-on inje0orbptly,t6/80termine type injector valve in iase.; Refer to service manual for correct prowhen reworkiii6 crown valvp, ndecilevaiv'e, high valve,: cr- convdrsiorr kit service.}
t -
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0*-ThrOU011 Injectpv.,,,
.0.

Crown-Va.lve..
I k

I A,

0

'Injector Valve

Vahie Cage
4

Valve Stop:Check Valve

D - 113-E
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,Plunger Positions

Effective Effective:,' . Effective
Stroke_` Stroke Stroke .

$

No Injection-,-

Various plunger positions from no::
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-UNIT INJECTOR
UN IT IV

JOB SHEET #1--REMOVE UNIT INJECTOR FROM ENGINE

I. Tools and materials

A. Needle valve fuel injector

(NOTE: For specific instaltations and models get detailed service from the
manufacturer's service manual.)

B. Hand tool set

C. Pry bar

D. Shop towel (lint free)

-E. Safety gla,sses

II. Procedure

A. Flemove the Valve rocker cover

Remove the fuel pipes from both. the injector and the'-fuel connectors}
(Figure 1)

c-

Rocker Arm
FIGURE 1 Injector

uel Pipes
Injector

Dowel Pin

Injector Hole Tube

./AFe
(40

Control Tube

J Rack Control Lever

Injector
'Control Rack

(NOTE: Immediately after removal of the fuel pipes frorrran injector,- coder'
the filter capsVith shipping novo prevent dirt from entering the injector.
Aiso protect the fuel pipes and fuel-connectors from entry of dirt or foreign
materiel. -) ,.

734.. 4
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JOB SHEET #1
e

C. Rotate-tt-le engine to liting the outer ends of the push-rods of the injector
and valve rocker arms in line horizontally .

D. Removerthi two rocker shaft bracket bolts and swing te rocker arms away,
the injector and valves (Figure 2),'

E. Remove the injector clamp bolt, special washer, and clamp
.str.

F. -Loosen the .inner and outer adjusting screws on t'he irfjettor.
lever and slide the lever away from the ifijktor

G. Lift the injector from its set in the, cylinder head (Figure
0

H. Cover the injygr hole in the cylinder head to keep foreign
0 0

I. Clean the exterior orthe
,-
injepor with clean fuelpoil and

compressed air . .
,...

.
;

O

735
f

'rank control

&

materiaLo.ut

ctry it with
'

0

I

,

b
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UNIT INJECTOR ;
UNIT

JOB SHEET #2--DISASSEMBLE UNIT INJECTOR

I. Tools and materials'
0.

A. Needle valve fuel injector

(NOTE: for specific installations. and models get detailed service- and
specifications from the manufacturerl service manual. Normally in industry
unit injectors are pretested before disassembly.)

B. Injector nut socket wrench

C. Injector _spray tip driver ,

D. Injector vise and -rack freeness tester

E. Hand toot set

F. Shop towels (lint ,free)

,G. Safety glasses
at I

II. Procedure
,.1, e s

- Y
A. Support theinjector upright in injector vise and rack freeness°tesler and

f emove the RIter caps, springs, filters, .and -gaskets ,(Figure 1) .

FIGURE 1

s.

ti

,

(NOTE: Whenever, a fuel injector is disassemb4d, discard the filters and
gaskets and replace with new filters and gaskets.),

4'1,..

736
.4.
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JOB SHEET #2

0

B. Compress the follower spring and raise the-spring,above the stop pin wjth
a screw driver and withdraw the pin and allow the spring to rise gradually
(Figure 2)

+1GURE 2 Screwdriver

4.4

C. Remove the 'plunger follower, plunger, and spring as an assembly (Figur;
3) ,

FIGURE 3.

4

it

Lc

t;
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JOB SHEET #2
. '---,..,

D. invert -the fixture and, using injector nut socket wrench, loosen the put.
. , on the injector body (Figurer 4)

FIGURE 4

E. Lift the injector nut straight up, being,,careful not to dislodge the, spray
tip and valve parts ..

F. Remove the spray tip and valve parts from the bushing and place them
in a clean receptacle 'until ready for ssembly

i(NO.TE: When an injector has been n use for some time, the spray tip,
even though clean on the outside, may not be pushed readily, from the
nut with the fingers. In this event, support the nut on a wood block and
drive the tip down through the_ nut, usipg the injector spray tip driver.
See Figure 5.)

FIGURE-5

f

9 :N\.
733
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JOB SHEET. #i

r

G. Remove the spill deflector and the seal rings froth the injector nut (Figuit
. . 6)

FIGURE 6
L

,A^

- 1

,

Spray Tip

(...,-.

, Valve Cage .

: . N
Valve. Valve Stop

,
,.!-- = ,L

Injector Valve
Valve Selat. .

Nut

).

Spill Deflector

1-4---theck Valve

bushing

rtrig---Gear detainer

.Gear

Cs.
4

,

.
H. Remove the pluriger bushing, gear retainereancl gear from the injector body.

I.. Withdraw the injector- control rack fromthe injector body .
6r-

i

I

Control Rack

Injector BOdy

-

739
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UNIT INJECTQR
UNIT IV

JOB SHEET #3--ASSEMBLE UNIT INJECTOR

° I. Tools and materials

A. Neediq valve fuel injector -

(-NOTE: For specific installations and ratodels 'get detailed service and
,specifications from, the manufacturer's service manual.)

. Injector vise and rack freeness deer

IC..,..Injector nut socket wrench

D.. 9/16" deep well socket .

E. Torque. wrench

Hand tool set

G. Shop towels rlint free)

H. Safety glasses

1i. Procedure
;17

4

A: Assemble injector filters

(NOTE': Use an extremely clean bench to work on and to place parts when
assemblingan injector. Also be sure all injector parts, both new and used,
are clean. Flush parts in fuel oil ,pr calibrating oil during asSembly.)

1: Study, relative position of injector parts (Figures 1' and, 2)

F4GURE 1
i'``,

Filter Cap

Gasket

Filte

Injector Body

=
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FIGURE 2

Follower

JOB SHEET #3.

Follower Spring

Injector' Body

Control Rack.i

Spray Tip
7

Plunger

..StoP Pin

t

2. While holding the,injeetor body right side up, place a new filter
'`..` (slot' in .the filter up or toward the filter cap) in each of the

fuel cavities in the top of the injector body (Figure 1)1 le
. .

Place a spring..on top o-f each filter (ifan early design filter, cap --
is used) and a new gasket on each filter cap

4. Lubricate the threads and install the filter caps -

4 5. Use a 9/16" deep socket wrench and tighten the filter gaps, to
specified torque' ,

.-
6. Purge the. filters after installation by directing compressed dir 'or

fuel through- th'efiltef caps .
..

, .

*7. Install, clean shipping caps on the filter Caps to preventdirt from
, entering 'the injector. * , ,

. .
i ..

'. ,

r
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JOB: SHEET #3

B. Assemble rack and gear

. (NOTE: Observe the drill spot marks (timing marks) on the control rack
and gear. See Figu"re 3.)

6
FIGURE 3

Seal Ring

Valve Cage - 1115

Natt
P

44,C

Spill Deflector
rye

. Check Valve.

411(---4"---7 Valve Stop
. '

'Valve Spring ....:.--------4
.

Valve Seat ,-----10...C"---Iniector /Valve
0 .

- Bushing

IP

e"

Gear.

lajr4N,--=:' Gear Retainei-
.

Controls' Rack

,

Injector Body

t

1
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4

1. Hold the injector body, bottom end up, and slide the rack through
the hole in the body r'

2. r Look into the bore for the rack teeth, then move the rack until
you can see the drill marks and hold the rack in this position

Place the gear in the injector body so that 'the marked tooth
is engaged between the two marked teeth on thg rack

4. Place the gear retainer on top of the gpar

fr5. Align the Idcating pin in the bushing with the slot in the injector
body, then slide the end of the bushing into place

C. Assemble injector Valve a51;1 related pKts

(NOTE: Make sure the injector valve and related pgrts have. been ,lapped
and cleaned.- -See Figure 3.)t

1.. Support the injector body, bottom end up, in the injector vise
and freeness qester

2. Place a new seal ring on the shciulder of body, then slide
the spilneflector over the barrel of the bushing .

3. Place the vaiVe seat on the end of the bushing and insert the
stem of the valve in one end 'of, the valve spring and the valve,
stop in the other' end i

. Lower, the valve cage over this assembly so that. ther5alye stop
seats i'rrthe cage and place the .valve cpge assembly on the valve
seat

5. Locate the check valtre centrally on the cage and place the spay
tip over the check valve and against the, valve cage

rw

3.-

,

4
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6.. Lubricke the threads in the injector nut and carefully L,tread the
nut on the injector body. by-hand.53;

'MOTE.: Rotate the spray tip bet4n your thumb and-first finger
while threading the nut on the, injector body. See Figure 4.)

FIGURE 4.

4

,;

7. Tighten the nut as tight as possible by hard

(NOTE: At this point there should be sufficient force on the
spray tip to make it impossible to turn with your fingers.)

'

744

OP.

A
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JOB SHEET #3

8. -Lcsa.Use injector nut socket wrench and a torque wrench to.tigh;ten
iniector nut to specified \.torqud(Figure 5) ,.

k.,-- ,ta,
r

(NOTE: Do not exceed the specifid torque. Otherwise, the nut
may be stretched and- result' in improper sealing of the lapped
surfaces in a subsequent injector overhaul. Avoid cross threading
the nut during installation.)

FIGVRE 5 .

4

,
D. Assemble plunger and follower

1. ." Slide the head of thd plunger into the follower (Figure 2)

2.. Invert the injector in the assembly fixture (filter cap end Up)
and push the rack III the way- in; then place the follower spring
on the-injector body

/
..,

r:'"4 ,.. ,

, 3."- Place tie stop pin on the injector body so that the-follower spring'
,

. \ , rests 'on the narrow flange of *le strIp pin -
. .

. , )
..::,

4. , Align
,
the slot in the follower with tixe, top pin-hole in th injector N.

r

body
r e \

Align the flat side of the plurIger with the slot in the fo1lOwer
, .-. , ,

- i \
6. 'V Insert- .the free end:' of the p nger in the inje body. ,,..



c

hd

. (NOTE: When in place, the spring will hold the stop pin 1i
position.)

,JOB SHEET

D - 129-E

7. Press dOwn on 'the follower and at the same time press the stop
pin into position (Figure 6),44616,

,F,IGURE 6

a

4

41

ti

1

a

4.
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- UNIT INJECTOR
UNIT IV

JOB SHEET #4--TEST UNIT. INJECTOR

I. Tools and materials

A. Needle valve fuel injector .

(NOTE: For specific installations and modeli get detailed service and
specifications from the manufadturer's service,manual.)

0

I

B. Hand tool- stt

C. Injector vise and a'.Ck freeness fester

b. Injector tester

E. Comparator injector tester or

F. Appropriate -calibrator injector tester (See ffigufes 6, and- 6)

G. Shop towel (lint free)

.H. Safety glasses

Procedure 1111!

(NleoTE: -Identify each injector and record- the- pressure drop and fuel-output.
as indicated by,...the following tests.)

A. Test injector control ,rack' ancy pluver movement

' 1. Place the injector in the tector fixture and rack freeness testere,--
.... ,r

.
2. \Place the handle on top of the injector follower. (Figure '1)

FIGURE 1

/ 747

s
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JOB SHEET #4

.

(NOTE: If necessary, adjust the contact screw in the handle to
ensure the contact screw is at the center of the follower when
the follower spring is compressed.) ,

3. With the injector control-rack held in the no-fuel position, push
the handle down and depress the follower to the bottom of its
stroke , . .

, .

4. Very slowly release the pressure on the handle while moving the
Control rack up and doVvn until the follower reaches the top of
its travel (See Figure 1)

(NOTE: If the rack does not fall freely, loosen the injector, nut,
turn the -tip, then retighten thet.hut. Loosen and retighten the
nut a couple of times if necessary.. Generally this will free the
rack. Then, if the rack isn't free, change the injector nut. In some
cases it may be nepessary to disassemble the injector to eliminate

--the cause- of the misaligned parts:).--

B. Test injector valve opening pressure,

(NOTE: The purpose of the valve opening pressure test is to determine
the pressure at' which the valve opens and injection. begins.)

1. Place the injector in the tester with the dowel on the underside
of the injector, located in the proper slot of the adaptor plate

4

2. 40$ Position the injector handle support to the proper height4Eigtire.

. .

-(NOTE: When testing an injectorlust removed frOrne an engine,
.the flow of fuel through the" injector on the tester

.
should be

the same as in the - engine: Covinections on the test 'head .of the .
tester may be changed to 'obtain the correct directiongpf flow.)

,-
d.

0o

Qs 410.

1/2

748
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(CAUTION,,,- Always place the injector in the proper position in
relation to the spray deflector before it is tested to prevent tlie
fuel spray from penetrating the skin. Fuel oil-which enters the
blood stream can cause a -serious infection.)

FIGKRE 2

r

may-

-Close the inlet clamp and operate the pits handle unti,1 all of
the air is purged from the injectortester4nt.the injector, then
close the outlet clamp

7,9

1

S

Vac:rrag'

v

a
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JOB SHEET #4

°

-

4. With the injector, rack in the full-fuel position, pump the handle
of the injector tester with smooth; even strokes and record the
injector valve owing pressure indicated, when the injector Sprays
fuel (figure 3)

FIGURE.3

. .4%; , , k.':'

le. (NOTE: The specified valve Openirig pr:vs§ure is 450 to 850. psi.
t - .

' If the pressure is not . witin '''the above range_, refer to,
t -manufacturer's troubleshdoting chart '..

C. I njectalve hailing pressure: test,
'''7

(NOTE: The injector valve holding pressure test will determine whether
the various lapped surfaces .id. the injector are sealing properly.)

.
'Operate the pump handle to bring the pressure 'up ,to a point1.

just below the injector valve opening pressure (apprdiirrratelY 450
_ psi) -

,

2. . Close the fuel' shut-off. valve and note 'the -pres'iu re, drop
, .

(NOTE: The time for a pressure drop from, 450 psi to.250
should not be -less-than.40 seconds. If the pressure drop is less
than 40 seconds, follow procedures a through c below.) N .

,
L v

..`
.

, . v,..
A 0 . . . .

- t,,t..- 401"

5a
I

.* iic
.

. .
-...,

. . .
. 9

r
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JOB SHEET #4

a. Thoroughly dry the injector with compressed air

,D 1B5).E

,b. Open' the tester fuel valve and operate the pump handle to
maintain' the 'test pressure

c. Correct, malfunctions. ,as appropriate

1) A leak around _the spray tip oc seal ring usually
is caused by a loose injector nut, a dam-aged seal
ring, or hardened surface on the injector nut or
spray tip . ,

.

,2) A leak at the filter cap indicates a (ooselilter cap
-or darnege'd filter cap ga et .

3) A "d'ribble" at tile- sp ay tip orifices indicates a
leaking valve aassembly due to a-dam, edssurface
or dirt;',.;I:eakage, at the ip will cause pre-ignition
in the engine

2.

(NOTE: A--'kirop or two of fuel at the sprayetip
is only .an 'indication of the fuel 'trapped in the
spray trip, at t1-.1 beginning of the test and is not
deAimental as long aS the pressure drop specified
is not less than 40 seconds.)

,; ,_-
D: ,Perform injector high pressure test. _

.. ..

'(NOTE: This test is performed t6 discover any fuel leaks at the injector
-filter cap-gaskets,*body plugs -and nut seal ring'whicl did not appear during
the valve holding pressure test.' Thk:high pressure test also indicateS'whetlier

,or 'nOt the plunger rand bushing clearance Is' satisfactory.) .

,' X.,_ s.

1. -No/roughly dry the injector with Compressed air ' ,:..-*"; ..i... ;.. /, ..
. . r- -,i... .

2. Check the fuel connections for... leaks; kleaks have occurred,'
tighten the confections, dry the injector ani:P recheck

`1.

,, .
, .

' aa .
".

-
a,.

411!

4*. ;.

.
11

,
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JOB SHEET #4

3. - With the injector rack in the full-fuel position and
tester handle locked in position by means of the
operate the pump handle to build up and maintain
(Figure 4) ,

the injector
handle lock,
the pressure

. 0
,

4'. Use the adjusting screw in the injector tester hAdle to-depress
the injector plunger lust far enough to.close both ports in the

,injector; . busting - ...

....-- . ;
1

.(NOTE: .The point at which both ports are closed 'may be easily
'ascertained by the fact that the injector spray Will decrease - ,

appreciably and a rise in pressure will occur. At this time, the
i, condition of the plunger and bushing May l-)eestabiished, If there

is excessive clearance 'between the plunger andbushing;-pressure
brind the normal valve -opening pressure cannot be. obtained.
Replacement

P
of the plunger and bushing assembly is then

requiied.) v-Arok.
I

.

.
.

t
. .

.

Primp up the injector tester and maintain a pressure of 16Q0 to
2000 psi _by 'actioting the pump handle, then inspidt For' leaks
at the injector filter cap- gaskets, botly .plugs,and injector nut

.seal ring . -

.7 I . ..,

!.:
1.

'A.

;

.

.75
/

, Ia 1

5,

11*

'
o
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D. 137:E

(NOTE: If any of tlie-§etconditions exist, refer to manufactl der's.°
troubleshooting chart. It is normal for fuel to seep out arqund
the rack due to high pressure- fuel being applied to a norrally
16w pressure area in the injector assembly. Howevet, fuel droplets
at the rack indicate excessive- leakage.)

4

(CAUTION: Do not permil the pressure in the irijectooester to
equal or exceed the capaphy of the presSure gauge.)

E. Spray; pattern test .

,
1. Open the.fuel-shut-off vatve; place the injector rack in the full-fuel'

position andoperate the injector several times in 4sirccession.bSts
operating the fester handle at approximately 40 strokes per

<
4hAe..

minute ,

,

. . .

Observe the spray pattern to see that all'sPray orifices are open
and injecting evenly'

.. d.
. .

(NOTE: The beginning and ending of injection should be sharp
and the fuel- injected should be finely atomized. See.'Figure 4) t

3. if all of the spray tiporifices are not open and injecting evenly,f, 'clean the orifices in the tip
A -

4 's

(CAUTION: To prevent damage to the pressOre gauge,jdo not
exceed 100 psi during -this- test.)

. .e , . F Test fuel. output -.-
, . ,

'--,--, (NOTE: The injector fuel ;output test .can be performed in either the
.

- ..,

... corhparator J 7041 or 'the calibrator J 22410. See Figures 5 and '6.)-. v
$ ,

(CAUTION: Wherts injectors are removed from an engine 'for fuel output
testing and, if satisfactory, rei.pstalles) with6ut disassembly, extreme care
should be taken to avoid Feveissing the 'fuel flow.,When.lhe fuel flow is'

clirt trapped by the filter is. back flushed into the injector
mponents.)

.
,, c 4

,

...-
-.

ti A 19'

0

.

4
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. .

(NOT): BefdreemOviri§ an injector'from the engine, observe the-direction
of the fdel flow. To avoid revering the fuel floW when checking injector
fuel output, use !ihe appropriate adaptor. The position of the fuel flow
pipe's oh the comparator depends on the adaptor being used and the
direction Of fuel flow through the injector. See Figure 5. Thd position elf"'
the braided fuel inlet tube and the plastic fuel Outlet tube on the calibrator .

depends op the adaptor`being used and the direction of fuel flow through .

the injector. See Figure 6.),

FIGURE 5 . FIGURE6
Calibrator .

Vial Friel'Flow
Start' Buttonr

nter

Adaptor'

-e
011

'

. -
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Check fuel output using

'a-. Place% -the injectoiin
wheel 'to damp the

:

appropriate comparator (Figure' 5)

the -corriparator and tighten the hand,
injector and -adaptor in pcisition

t
)

(111fgE.:11(lake sure the counter on the comparator is pres.et
to 1000' strokds., If, for' any reason, This ,SettiN his been

' altered, raise the coverapd es* the counter to1006 strpkes:-,
by bulling ;the seleetoryvheel to be charted the "right and
rotating i3 to_its.joroper setting. Then release the-wheel and-

:dlose the eoveK fie'fer.to,IfTe comparator insfruction
foi- fucthei- inIcirmatiob. See Figure. 3'.) .

FIGURE 7

I

I,

-

.1

,

_ at 6

1

When installing q -t-ta
'corniaprifor, position the__.inject
-appiciXimiteij-.71S-4t angle;p
--adaptor, then :_bring, it into -a

*:
in .) 't e,

,

b. Purl khf infector rack out 'to th

,

ti

i.. Start the comparat9r. byllturi)inq
' .. .

d. After the comparator has state
'ie el position

o

v....n.4

75tr1.)

St

p bcciy-ajector. in the,
? *sin, the :tidaptor, "it
-th-an

-

'

nq -fuelps ttion 't
-1..

ifje' kttlr
: .

.

push, -the injector;reck in .

,
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,

e. Let, the 'injector run for approximately 30 sectinds to purge
the ail that may .be in the, system

f. After 30 sebonds; press the: fuel flow start button

(NOTE: ,This will start the ,flow of fuel into the-vial. The
comparator will, automatically stop the flow of firel after
1.000.strokes.).,

g.

.
tAfter the fue!. stop,s, flowing into the vial, pull the injector
rack out to the, no-fUel pbsition , °

. .

h. Turn the .comparator off and reset the4courrte r/ . ,
, .

, ,;.

i. . Observe the reading on the vial and refer to figure 8 to
determine if the injector fuel output falls within its specified
limits .

f

/ 0 , -t

(NOTE: if the quantity -of fuel in the.vial does clot fall within
the specified lirni,t(refer to manufacturer's troubleshooting

441 chart for cause -and. remedy.) .

dFIGURE 8

Inielikr

.

Calibrator
1 ?WO,

.
.ComparOtor

'J 7041

.

.

Min. Mox i
''''-7'
in., Max.

.

`

558

658
S55

S60
S65

S70
S80

4s9:1

.

:'

'

50

.53
55

§9 k

64

71"

80
a7.

54.
57,

. 59

63
66
75
84
92-

..
9

10

14

18

; 24

30
38

46
,

\

,

1.5

16

20

24
30

36
44 .
5.2

_.

ti
'
.

.. ,i , It :__ .

2. Check fuel output
.
using appropriate calibrator',(FiVire 6)

.

,.. . .. . , .
.

a.' Pit6e, the cam' shift index -wheel and fuel ffow lever in_their.
respective, positions , -.,

. # -,
( b. Turn on the 'test fuel oil \heaterssWitch and preheat the test

oil to 96"to. 105°F..;: . r

1 .

, #-,
,

.
, c. Place the proper. injector adaptor between the tie rods and

, engage it with the fuel block locating 'join - ,

. it-" %/.
,

47 / _ 4

, *75 a .,

4

If

_ .
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. -JP
d. . Slide the adaptor forward and up against the fuel block face

e. Plate the injector seat into the permanent seat (cradle handle
in vertical position)

f. Clamp the injector into position by operating the air valve

(NOTE: Make -sure the counter on the calibrator is preset.
at 1000 strokes. See Figure 9. If for any reason this setting
has been altered, reset the counter to' 1000 strokes by
iwistinl the- cover release buttob to the le/t and bold the.
reset lever in th'e full up,dositionxhile setting the numbered

-wheels. Close the cover. Refer to the calibrator instruction,
booklet for fdTther inforrriation.)

FIGURE.0

.

.;
. the injector rack out to the no-fuel position;

.

h.. 'Turn on the main dower cojtrol circuit switch
)

i. "s"' Start the calibrator by turning On the motor stariTr switch

(NOTE: The low oil presure warning_buzier will sourld
briefly until 'the lubricating oil sreaches theroder. pressut.e.):

--; . . ..: ...

j . After the Calibrator has 'started., set the-injector- rack into
the full-fuel position

-2_

9-

.(NOTE: Allow, the, injector to operate for addrO4imately 30
seconds tb purge the air that may be in the system.) .

re

r

1-

-/
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JOB SHEET #4'

k. After the air is purged, press The fuel1Iow start buttcy-frerd),40 .4 N.,

44.4`

(NOTE: start the flow:of fuel into the vial. The
fuel flow to the vial will automatically stop` after-1000

4 strokes.)

L. Shut the calibrator off (the calibrator will stop in less tii-rie
at fall 'fuel)*

, .

m. -Observe the vial reading' and refer to Figure 8 to. deter
wh'ether the injectOr fuel output fallswithin the spe
limits 0

. (NOTE irf the quantity of fuel in the via does not fall wi hin

. the specified limits, refer to manufact troublshoo
chart, for the cause and remedy.)

(NOTE: The comparator or the calibrator may be use to
check and select aseit of injectors 'Which will inject the same
amount of fuel in Each cylinder at a given)hrottle se ing, I .

thus resultirt in a smooth canning, well balanced gine.
ein:injedtor, which, passes all of the abbyd tests may!. e put(
back into service. However, an infector which fails o pass
One or mcfre of the tests must be rellluilttnd eh eked on

,
4

the comparator 'or the calibrator. Any injector
disassembled arid rebuilt.must be tested-again .efore bing
placed in s ice,)

me
fled

.

4

N

k

4

A 0

I
..4
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JOB SHEET # -INSTALL UNIT 'INJECTOR

.

UNIT INJECTOR.
UNIT IV "/

I. Toots and materials

A. Needle valve fuel injector

(NOTE: FOr specific installations end models 'get detailed service and
,specifications from t manufacturer's service manual.)

-

4
B. Hand tool set

.
C. Injector tube bevel reamer

,

D. ,Fuel pipe socket

E. Torque wirencb,.

F.. Grease

G. Shop towels (lint free)

H. Safety glasses

C.

II. Proc'eduri

.. " ,
.... (NOTE: Before installing an 'injector in' an engine, erriove tirieAcarbon deposits

-,,, ,, korn the beveled seat of the injector tube in the c inet head: This will assure ,
correct -alignment -of the injector and prevent 0 y undue stresses'from being'

.. exerted against the spray tip.) \Y ( .. . * 1

,A. Use injector tube bevel' reamer to clean tile carbon from the injectofttub/e p,
, .

(Fig,ure 1)
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JOB SHEET #5

°

(CAUTION. Exercise sire to- remove ONLY the carbon so that the proper
clearance between' le inject:2r body and the cylinder head is.maintained.
Pack the flutes I the reamer with grease to retain the carbon' removed`
from the .)

0 . - _

(NCIT': -Be.(sure ttie fuel' injector is.filled 'with fuel oil. If nec ssary, add
. cledn quel oil at. the inlk filter cap until it rims out of the o tlet filter

cap.).

B.. Insert the -injector into the injector tube with the dowel in the injector
body, registering. with the locating hble in the cylinder head (Figure 2)

. . ti

FIGURE-2:
Rocker Arm Injector

Fuel Pipes.

'Injector Clamp.
3 .? . ;

Dowel Pin

\
' !Injector Hole Tube-7

YS

Ckorol Tube

Rack Control Liver
. .

Infector
Rdck

.

C. Slide the reek controf.lever over so that:it registers witheie'jnjecfcrr rack
:

,O. Install the ipjecfor clamp, special washer (with curved 'side toward fnjettO
-eA cl .p)r and bolt and tighten the bolt to specified torque, making sure that

th lamp does not interfere with the injector follower spring 9r the'exhaust
valv springs .

(NOTE: Check the injector control rack for free moVement. Excess torque
can cause the control' rack to stick or bind.)'

-

t

'
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D -

E. Move the rocker arm assembly into position apOsecure the rocker arm
brackets to the cylinder head blbtightening the bolts to the torque specified

1 , in service manual

t
(CAUTION: On faur valve cylinder heads, there is a possibility of damaging

-- tbp exhaust valves if the exhaust valve bridges 'are'noi restipg on the ends._
of the exhaust valves when tightening the rocker shaft bracket -bolts.
Therefore, note t position of the exhaust valve bridgesbefore, during, 's.
and After tighteni g the rockershaft bolts.t .

F. Remove the shipping caps, then install the fuel-pipes and connect them
tothe injector and-,fhe fuel 'connec,ors, using fuel pipe socket to tighten
the connections to specified torque __. \ -A- ?.. .

e :
....

.
.,--5,'

. .
(NOTE: ,' A specified fuel pipe socket may be needed. Refer to appropriate
service manual.) . ,

... s

,

)
(CAUTION: Do not bend. the.fuel pipes and do nt exceed ta specifiedthe.fuel

-

torque. Ex live tightening will twist or irketure the flared end of the
fuel-$ne arkr--tesult indealp. Lubricating oil diluted by fuel oil can cause
serious damage to the enbine bearings.)

, - i , .
.. -

.

G..
4 .Refer to service manual for final adjustments and tune-up procedures

AO. :

e-

-!,. ,,,
. ?.`'f1/4;

-,t.N.:1,4

'4

. ry

4

rF

;

r.%

I-,

I 1

)

. ,
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1. atch the terms on

'

'

UNIT INJECTOR
UNIT IV

N.

'NAME

- 147-E

1

TEST

tbe4rrightio the correct definitipns.'
.

a. Serve's as a iozzle .to atomize fuel
spr4ed' into combulion ohambqr

.

b. Spiraled recess machined,'-intiplunger-

trilled paSta§e in bu,shinj

d." Rack an pinion_gear arrangement on
tit injector

c.

.e.-- Serves as a barrel for the plunger on the
unit injector

t.
I AS .

f ..' al njection puttip, injector, and-spray valve
. forM a single ,tpit -.,.

1

Match the parts of -the' unit injector on the' right to the correct part names.
. ,

1

. . 1
1. Bushing

c

2. control rack
and gear

4' Spray valve

4. -Unit Injector

5. Helix

6. Port
.

C

a. ,,Follower,

b: Plunger

Gear

lye sprirTg

e. Filter .

f. Spray tip

g. Control rackr
h. Needle valve

i. Injector body

11

f

_

j. Followerpring.

k.. Identification tag

-1.-

ti

ot

-;
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/ 1
3. List three functions of the unit- injctor.

.
1

4

a".

b.

C.

t

4. Discuss fuel flow through the unit injector fuel sytem.

5. Explain how fuel is

a.`. No injection

b: Pull injection

),

Metered

6.- Demonstrate . the ability to:

duiig the injection stroke.

Remove unit injector from engine.

b., .rDisassemble unit injector/

.Assemble unit inezor.. .

d. Test -unit injector.

e: Install unit injector.*

0

(NOTE: If -these activities have not been accomplished priof to the 'test, ask
ydur .instructor when they should be cOmplet0.)

. to. 763
!V V

r



a

S

$4-

a. 3

b.

c. 6:

2. a.

b.

c.,,

0,

le

0 ,
.

UNIT INJECTOR
--7 --UNIT IV,

ANSWE R.5710 TEST

4,;

0 2,

D - 149-E '"
: ,%,

'1..

t

.

f. 7

g. 8

d. 5 h. 6

Any three_ of, the following:

a. Creates a high fuekpressury

Ca"'

b. Meters required amount of .160
-z

c. Atomizes the. fuel

d. Times injection

e. Injects fuel'
o.

4. Discussion shoilld include:

a. E injector througli; a filter cap ancici filter

4

4

b.

c.

d.

5. a.

6.

1

I

.

0'0
1

Pa througb drilled passages ai:id lions trite) supply chamber.'
.

.Pump pressure, forces fuel t rdugh small orifices in spray tip'
.

Atomized into conibustion chamber -'. .. .

No ,injection

1) Control rack out
..

O

t

. Upper port is not closdd by helix

Full injection.
1) 'Control. rack in

2) Upper port i cloped

Performance skills ,evluategl to the

0 0

+~tT.

4

,S.

1.0
k

4

` 0

I

ancj lower Port is 'closed Ay. helix .
a.

satisfaction .of the trfstructox

A





PT FUEL SYSTEMS
U1\11,7 V.

UNIT OBJECTIVE

After)tompletion of this unit, the 'student should be abje. to 'name .the main parts of
a pressure time fuel_ injection system and discuss Its 'operation. The student should also
be able-toinkall a PT type 'pumvand rerndve and install PT injectors. This knowledge.,

be evidenced through demonstration and by scoring eighty; five percent iiri:tfie upit
test.

.SPECiPt'C OBJECTIVES .

After completion f this unit, the student should 'bete to:
C..... ,- -. .

1 . Match t crns associated with the'PT fuel system,to 'the correct definitionsi
1 -,

. \
2: Name the three main' parts- of the PT fuel system.

3. Match the main units of the PT pump assembly to their functions.

4. Discuss the operation of the PT injection system.

5. . State, the function of the -pultation daMper.

, 'Explain the operation of the: me0anical governor.

t'

7. Name two types of PT injectors

S. : Match,thekopetion steps of the PT injectors to thbir description.
. ;.?

9. Demonstrate the ability to,:...

a. Remove,:and install flange 'illy pe Prinflotors.
, a

.th. Remove and install PT (type .B, C,And D) injectors.
.) . I:

c. Adjust injector. plungerand valves using torque method., - ____,.... ,

,..-- d. ) Install ps-R fuer pump and "'adjust high and low engine idle.%
,, .:--1

..,t%;
- '

e. ,Test and adjust PT-G fubl,pump.

-A



I. Instructor:

PT FUEL SYSTEMS
UNIT Vft

' SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

.

D 153E

- .

.

A. Provide student with objective sheet.
' ,,

B. Provide student withz- information and job- sheets-
,

C: Make transparencies.
. .

D. Discuss, unit and specific objectives.

E, "Discuss, information sheet.

..., F. Demonstrate and disCuss t e procedures outlined in the job sheets.

G. Give test.'

II, Student: ;

A. 'Read objective sheet.

B. Study information. sheet.
_

C. Complete job sheets. .

D. Take test:

- : INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS

:-
1. InclUded in thiS- unit:.

A.
7

Objective-sheet

B. .1 Inforrnationsheet

C. Transparency feasters

1.

?.

TM, 1-Main Parts of , PT Fuel System

2--PT Rump Assembly

3; TM 3 -:PT, Pump Athembly (Continued)

4--Types- of Injectors-
-

5: TM 5-70peration of Injectors

766-,
.
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0 -ri--
Job sheets

1. Job. Sheq #1--F,Iernove an. Install Flange. Type -PT' Injectors

2. Job Sheet #2 -- Remove and Install PT (Type B, C, and.D) Injectors

Job Sheet #3--Adjust Inje'ctOr. nger and: Valves Using Tor. e'
Method 44, *V

4. Job Sheet - #4 -- Install Pi; -R Fuel Pump and Adjust Hi ,h and Low
Engine Idle

45. Job. Sheet #5--Teit and Adjust PT-G Fuel Pump

E. Test'

'F. Answers-to test*,

IL References:

Toboldt, Bill. Qiesel: Fundamentals, Sert;ice, Repair. South
Goodheart-Willcox Company, 1973.

.
B. Kates, Edgar J.,. and.Luck, William E. Diesel, and High Compression Gas

Engines.' Chita* American Technical Society, 1974,

C: Service Bulletin No. 3379011-01: InfortorPihnger and Valve Adjustments:
LT Columbus, Indiana:. Cumtnins Engird Co., December, 1975.4

.

' D. iService. Bulletin No. 3379101-00:
0,. Indiana: Cummins Engine Co., De

E.

F.

. . .
1,s-

Service tl'ulletin No. 337907,1-02, In ectors, All Types. Columbus, Indiana:
Cummin Engine Co.; Deaember, 1 75.

service 'Bulletin No. 983725:' Ca' pratiori- of ,PT-G
rndiana: Cummins Engine -Co., 191:5.

'-gervice Bulletin No. 983535: Fuel Pump Rebuilding.
-Cummins Engifle Co., 41975.

T fuel Pump Ca' libration. Columbus,
ember, 197.5.

-

Cr.

.

pumps. 'Columbus,

Columbus, in'tliana:t--

.

MP

, )
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Tr_FTJEL SYSTEMS
UNIT V

INFORMATION SHEET

I. Terms and definitions

0

A. PT system Pressure time system, based on the principle that the volume
of liquid flow is proportionate/to the fluid pressure, the time allowed to
flow," and the size of the passage through which the liquid. flows

B. PT type G--PT fuel pump which is governor controlled

C. -PT type R--PT fuel pu:mp which' is p}essure reg' I ated

D. Purge-Jo get rid of
II

trapped fuel

Rated- speed-Engine rpm's under full .load

F. Meter--To supply in a measured amount

G. High idle or maximum no-load speetl--Engin rpm's with ho-load and throttle .
fully open

Main parts of FT, fuel' system (Transparency

A. Fuel pump

B. Supply lines, drain lines, and pissage

C. Injectors

B.
44140.4.

C.

1.11. Functions of units of PT pump assembly - cTranspaiyicies 2 and 3Y -°. ..

.1
4.) 0.

,
li .

A. Gear pump -Draws fuel from supply tank forcing, it through the pumprfilte4
screen ,into the pressure regulator Valve . ,

. _ ,Pressure regulator-Limits, the pressu e of the 'fuel tothe injectors
, ..' ,1

Throttle--Provides a manual control f fuel flow to the injector under all
conditions -in the, operating range : ..

.
A ,

s
flow

\D. Gove or assembly--Controls the floW of fuel;,;fro?ri idle to ;maximum
governor spetd " :" 11 ,^^., r '', ''

e

A. Gear type fuel pump, deliverg fuel throdgh laJestridting

.

IV. Operation of /PT injection system' .',!

governor

L. ' ,

."'"

..k.i. I o

-throttle to the

B. From the gover rfor, the' fuel goes to a manifblji w14611 'feeds cam-operaied
injectors in the cyliner head ;

4,,

,
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4.

C. Injector raises pressure to produce a good spray and times the start of
injection-

V. -Function of pulsation damper--The damper contains a steel .diaphragm which
. absorbs pulsations and smooths fuel flow through system (Transparency 2)

(NOTE:, The pulsation damper, mounted on gear pump; performs the same
feinction on both type G and type -R fuel pumps.)

VI. Ope'ration of ,mechanical` governor (Transparency, 3)
)

A, Between idle and m ximum speed, fuel flows through the governor to thy
injector in accordance with engine requirements as,controlled by the throttle

B. When engine reache governed speed, the governor weights move the
goverrror plungers' so fuel 'passage. to the injectors it shut off

r--- ,

(NOTE:,,At .the same ime another passage opens and dumps the fuel baCk
Sato the main pUmji ody. The engine speed is controlled and 'limited

regardless of the posits n of the throttle:) /
C. Fuel leaving the govern (flows through the shut down valve, inlet supply.

Imes, and;onto the. injegtors
1

VII. Types of PT injectors (Transparency 4),, *,

A. Flanged i
B. Cylindrical

s

VII Operation steps of PT injectors (Transparency 5)

1

4. Metering'

WV"

..

Fuel enters the injeclor'at 'fuel inlet

. (NOTE: Pressure i& cretermihed..by throttle nand /or governor.)'

2. tering orifice Controls qUantity_of fuel' that enters.die injector
cup

(NOTE: Pressure is determined by the fuel.ump and the time
interval during. which the holesupplying fuel. is uncovered 15y the, `-

injector plunger.)
r

(68
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INFORMATION SHEET

B. Injection
\

6' 1. ' Downward plunger mdvement cuts riff fuel entry into injector
..., , . 4

cup -., , .

2. Continued downward movement forces fuel fi-om injector cup
through the orifice into combustion thambe

NOTE: High pressures allow foralmosI-complete burning of fuel
spray.) ;... t-

3. While plunger IS down fuel passes through `upper hole around
undercut in plunger through return passages to the fuel tank

C. Purging

1. Plunger remains seated after injection

(NOTE: 'Fuel flows through the, injector cooling it and warming
tank fuel through This stage.)

2.

41111 aii6

Plunger rises .on next metering operation

.(NOTE: ThetiMing of metering and injection
camshaft configuration.)

is determined by

S

,
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am Parts Of PT Fuel System

Injector Supply . Fuel Pump .rain Connection

Injector

.Shut DoWn

Valve.

Fuel Filter

fuel Tank.,..

!..

!I*

-

Inlet Connection
, -,

Pump And
-- -

Injector Return

From Tank'

Fuel Filter.

Injector Drain'

Ai%

;
PT Fuel Pump

,.

FUEL. FLOW DIAGRAIV1_OF CUMMINS

PRESSURE TliclIONJEPTION SYSTEM.;
P 7y)

-* oe,Y
.C1 .

ka
cn

7/2
=



PT Pump Assembly
Tachometer Connection

Filter Screeri

0 Pressure Regulator

, .
Main-Shaft

.

4

Shut -Down Valve ,

, .

Gear Pump

6

,
PUlsation Dampner.

Idie_SOeed Screw

Governor Weights' -Idle Springs
ft a ,



,

wumpossemdry
(Continued)

c

ShutDowd Va

From Tank

Pulsation, Dampner

:Gear Pump

Presiure. Regulator

lye

ti

To ,injectors

-
Filter. Screen

Throttle Shaft

Governor Plunger

.Governor

.CUMMINS 47.TYPE A PUEL1NJECTIOW PUMP. .

/74
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I
10

Orifice Plu

Inlet

4,

Types Of injectOrs

'Drain

11-1jetor Body

r
\*

4

Plunger'
.* _

Se

,rGs

4.

V,

I
Injector Spring

,:'O" Ring 4eals.

C,

Injector Lid(

Plugs

Stop 4

Check' Ball,

Fuel Out
...

.

.1

Fuel '1n

Adjustable Delivery
.

-Orifice. Plug:

"0". king Seal

0". Fling ,S0a1

, ' "4016g

.Plunger-

Prain Orifice . .'-: - :
i . 1 A ro

. i 1 1 Metering Orifice,,

Metering, Orifice'
1

k... :
CUP

FLA GED TYPE- INJECTOR,
.

775
fir

1

)

CYLINDRICAL INJECY011,

p

.

t:3
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PT FUEL SYSTEMS
UNIT V .

.

D - 169:E .

4.

JOB -SHEET #1--REMOVE AND INSTALL FLANGE TYPE PT INJECTORS

I. Tools and materials

A. Basic hand tool set

B. Torque wrench-

C. Oil can, hand type

D. ,Shop towels y

E. Safety glasses

II. Nocedu re

cA

41'

a.

A. Remove injector

1. Remove injector hold-down camscrews

2. Pry and remove injector from cylihar head by grasping injector
body rather than plunger

(NOTE: Do not turn injector upside doWn, as plunger might drop
out.) '

3. Plate in drain rack Gi)

. .
--T.. .,

(NOTE: Do not dams ector tip_and be careful not to lose
the plate retaining collet. Do not intermix ,plunger and injector
bodies 'as they are paired.)

B. Install injector
0

1. Clean injector seat with cleap rag wrapped arouhld wooden stick
c

(,DOTE: Never use screwdriver of metal tool for this operation;
a scratched seat may cause compreision leakage.)

2, osition injectors head(s17'.-

(NOTE:' Whein installing".injectors in h'ead(s), position injector
plunger so class mark is centered between inlet and drain'
connections. This prOvidps the same plunger poSition under which
the injector was `tested /in infector test staid. Be careful not to
damage injector tips.)

.
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JOB SHEET #1

3. ' Oil injector hold-down capscrews

4. Smart, but do not tighten, hold-down capscrewi into irtjectot
mounting holes in cylincleOlead(s)

5. -Align injectors before tightening hold -dowh capscrews by screwing
in, the inlet and drain connections about three tuens

6.. Torque to 10 to 12 ft-lb (14 to 16.N. m) in alternate steps

7. Start tightening on capscrews *opposite inlet and drain connection.

- (NOTE: Some injector [1dd-down qacpscrews contain a Nylok
insert that acts as a lock: These capi rews may be reused 5 to
10.1imes before the effect ness of the insert is impaired,'Nylok

: capscrews should be tosquecl to 12 to 1d,ft-lb (16 to 19 N. m).),
8. Torque inlet and drain connections to 20 to ft-lb (27 to 34

N. m)

Check air on tubs

(NOTE:. Put in new copper washers. Check boots and filter
screen.)._

0.

og,
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PT FUEL SYSTEMS
,UNIT ,V

D - 171"-E

JOB SHEET #2:REM,OVE'AND INSTALL PT (TYPE B, C, AND D) INJECTORS`

,t

I. Tools and materials

A. 'Basic hand tool set
6

B. T4rque wrench

C. Oil can, hand type

D. Shop toweli

E. Safety glasses

II. Progeddre
;z.

A. Remove injector (type I:1 and C)

. 1. Remove hold-down capscrews

2. Insert 3/8"-16 capscrew in tapped hole in tiold-down plate and
jack 'injector from head

3. Place injectors in rack for protection

4. . Tag and -riu,niber injectors by .cylinder from which remove

(CAUTION: Do not damage injector tips.)

(NOTE: Older model engines have 'a sepdrate jacking hole in the
plate and utilize a standard hold-doWn.capscrew for the jacking
action.)

.%

Install injectors (type B and C)

Clean injector sleeve with cloth wrapped -around odenstick1.
.

, -

2. Lubricate tile- injector body "0" rings with cledntS.A r. -20 or
30 lubricating- oil

. :-.. ..

(NOTE: The "0" rings should ecei a fresh, cot .6f oil each
time injectors are installed inlead. -

, .3', Start the injector into bore, uiding by hand until .injector is 4
aligned . in bore and not binding in any manner

.,: . . . . .

(NOTE: To ,install injectors on V--12 engines,.Stand either on right
bank side, or left bank side of engine. On, H or NH engines, install ,.\
injector's from fuel p'ufrip side of engine. Injectors are to be placed
with ball 'check retainer plug at one o'clock.)

r

.

6
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JOB SHEET #2

4. ' Place plastic hammer handle* on top:of injector plunger body
and "seat" injector by giving a quick, hard pkiSh on the Hammer .°

(NOTE: A "'snap" should be heard and felt as the cup seats in .0

'the copper.sleeve.)

Piece ,Ilold-down plate e'er injector body with .counterboreO

6. Position half-collet:,locking.clamp in injector body groove

Start hold-down capscrews, but do not tighteh .

(NOTE: Be sure the two projecting radiisdo not drop in 'drilled
holes atop inrebt6r.)

Place injector spring on Hold.down plate with closed end dowb.

(NOTE: Spring must seat on hold-down plateJf spring seats on
locking clamp, incorrect injector adjustment will' result, causing
pushiftube and camshaft damage.)

9. Hold iaje6lor spring in position and carefully_ insert injector
plunger' t,

(NOTE: On V42 engines only, position plunger in injector bore
With class mark on the plunger midway between inlet and drain
ports (*injector the inlet port is below the ball retainer plug.
Thls will provide the Same operatihaposition in which the injector

. was calibrated.) ,

10. 'TorqUe procedure, for -V -12 engines only

a. :;Make sure injector is positioned correctly in head ..!
,

, . ....

b.' ;Tighten one capscrew (use Nylok 'capsbrews), until' clamP
contacts head snugly; then back out one complete turn

,

Tighten other cajTsdew. to a torque of 4 ..to 5--ft:lb (5 to
7 N. m) P .r4

117
...

d Tighten, first capscrew to 7 to 8 ft-lb (9 to W. m)
'

Tighten second capscrew to 7 to 8 ft113 (9 -to 11 N.41')*

f. Check the plunger to see it it is free

,

'782
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JOB SHEET #2

g. a Loosen clamp and reforque if the plunger free

(NOTE: On H and NH engines, position plunger in injector
bore with class mark qn the plunger toward rear of engine.
This will provide the same operating position in which the
injector was calibrated.)

' 11. Torque holddown capscrews in alternate steps. to 11 to 12 ft112'
(15 to t6, N.

emove and install PT. (type D) injectors

1. Remove 'injector hold -down plate or yoke

(NOTE: On some engines spec0 tools are needed .to remove
injectors, consult appropriate service manual.)

4./- a. On NH, NT, and V12 series engines nu may insert a 3/8-16
eapscrew in tapped hole in hold-downialate and jack injector .

from hrd

b. Use a' right angle roll bar or pinch bar to pry injectors from
head in "V" series engines

(N-OTE: When prying 1,ael certain to keep the plunger'
and/or injector from lumping out of the head and landing
on the .floor.)'

2. Remove all carbon from injector copper sleeves

(NOTE: 6o not use\ anything metal to -scrape the sleeves. Use
a wooden stick with a cle cloth wrapped. around the end.) ,

.

3. Lubricate the 11.0" rings-with 20 to 30 weight lube oil. Do not
use Lu bri plate

. .

4. Start injectw. into -bore, .guiding by hand until aligned in bore
and not binding

/NOTE: It is not required to.line 'up any plugs or rotate'injectoe
around in any position. The PT type wil l perform. at any
position.)I

5. Place a clean blunt object on injector body and "seat" injecior
by giving a quick. hard Ptish

783
5.1
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JOB SHEET' #2

Listen "for the snap as cup seats in copper sleeve
-'

.

a

.43

.

NOTE: Do not use
to install injec rs.

into plunger link
socket. If inj ctor i

a wooden hammer handle or similar tool
in or splinters from the handle may drop

at cau`s,ing early faklure of link or plunger
not completely seated, the "On rings may

;

be damaged if ull d down with the mounting capscrews.) s

7. Install hold-down, p es or yokes, lockwashers, and capscrews

(NOTE: Be, certain plates, or yokess do not contact crosshead
-stems.)

8. Torque NH, NT, and KT capscrews'in alternate steps to 11-12
ft-I5 (15 to 16 N. m)

a. Use NyJok capscrews on V-12 engines and torque alternately
to 11 to 12 ft-lb (15 to 16 N. m)

b. Torque V-6-149, V-8-185, V-378, V-504, V--555, V-8-265 and
V-903 capscrews to 30. to 35 ft:pp (41 to 47 N. 7n)

9. Tet injector plung for movement after torqueing hold-down
capscrews. If ol er is not-free, loosen and retorque capscrews,

73[4.

';`,
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PT FUEL SYSTEMS
UNIT"

"JOB SHEET #3--ADJUST'INJECTOR PLUNGER. ,a
AND VALVES USING TORQUE *METHOD

.

Tools and materials

'
- i75-i-

C

A. V-378, V-504, V -555, or V4T-555 C.I.D. serips Cummins engine
,

.

(NOTE: For specific installation d models: 'get ;detailed service and
specifications from the manufacture is service bulletin.)

B. 13asic hand tool set

4C. Inch-pounds torque wrench

D. Foot-pounds torque wrench

) E. Feeler gauge

F. Shop towels.
.

G. Safety glasses

,

I I. Procedure

S

.
(NOTE: °Morgue injector hold-doyvt1--Tlamp.4cap screws to manufacturer's
specifications before adjusting 'injectors'.)

A. Position valves and `mark ali9riment
, .

1. f ern crankshaft in directibn of rotatiob untriClo. 1-6 mark
ears orithe vibration damper' or crankshaft pulley (Figliee 1)

(NOTE: Son, models May have "A H
marl*d on damper.)

,

, .

N

4

1

.
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JOB HEFT #3

:-.

...

, W.

(NO.TE:) In tilfhi.position, both Anteke ari,c1 exhaust valves nt

, r,...,

be closed for cylinder No. 1; if not, ackiance crankshaft
. . rebioliltiork See T,Figurest 2 and 3 and Table 1 fot firing orde .)

..- .; , ,11 A to i ,

FIGURE 2 r FiGpRE 3- '

Table 1: Engine Firing
..- .

Rigq Hand Rotation (-----, V8 , , ,1-5.4-8-6-3-7-2

Right Hand Rotatiqn V6 1-4-2-573.6
.

k . ...

.. -.
2. ° Adjust injecor plunger', then irossheads. and vaki/es of first

cylinder ac'-explained in the, following' stePs S.

7 n.. .

3. Turn crankshaft in -direction o 'rotation to ,next "VS" mar,k
corresponding to firing or,der Of n.ginq and correspondingey,linder
will be re4ciy. fOr adjogrrient (,See Table, I) . , n.

, ',41 .5 '
t

v

4. Co'htinue turning crankshaft -in direction' of .rotation and. maki ng
adjustments until all injectots a.nd *Wes have been correctIst.
adjusted 4 s

o
.

;(1

Order
e

(NOTE: Two complete revol ions of crankshaft are 'needed to,
set all injectoq plungers an elves. Injector' ana *Ives can be
adjusted for only one -cyli at arty one .IVS" setting.)

s
.--- .. ,

B.. ,-Adjuseticrosshead-
.

`i . .

, ,,

1: . Loosen valve crosshead adjusting screw.locknut a ack off screw
one turn ,s' . 'Iir, - ..- 1'

2. Use lightfiriger,gressure.at rocker lever 4ntact surface to hold
;crosshead in contact With, valv&stemlwtthout adjusting screw)- f_' .. .:-

4 0

1

I ,

786
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JOB SHEET #3

b 177-E

3. Adjust crosshead adjusting screw according to engine
manufacturer's sPecifications (Figure 4)

FIGURE 4

4. Hold adjusting.sCrew in this .poskion and torque lockaut to values
.specijied in appropriate service manual (T-able 2)

-14

Table 2: Crosshead ocknUt Torque

Without ST-669 With ST-669
,.

25)to 28 ft-lbs 22 to 26,,,ft-lbs
(34 to 38 N. m) (30 to '35 N. m)

a

r
ye

C. Adjust injector plunger . 41'1
4

-,i .
1. Turn4djusting screw down until plunger contacts cup and-advance

anadditibnal 15: to squeeze oil from cilia
A -et

2. Loosen adjusting screw one turn,
; 6

3. ,Using a torque wrench calibrated -in in-lbs and a screwdriver
- adapter, tighten the adjUsting screw to values shown in Table 2

for cold setting and tighten .-the Iocknut to manufacturer's
specification figures, (Figure 5)

78 z
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JOB SHEET #3 ."

FIGURE 5.

11.

A

(NOTE: Some engines use different hot and col torque settings.),

4.. Hold injector adjusting screw and tighten injector adjusting screw
locknut to value -specified in appropriate service manual (Figure

se

6)

FIGURE 6

.1

.

D. \ Adjust valves

e c, (NOTE:- The same crankshaft position used in adjusting injectors is used
setting intake' and. exhaust valves,)

41*

.0

I

Loosen locknut and back off adjusting screw
.

.

2. Insert feeler gauge' between rockergier and top (of crosshead

-Consult appropriate
_ _ .. .

,specifications.) . , .

., .

(NOTE: service manual for .. exact'
,it

b_

A
,4

788
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3. t Turn screw down until lever justlouchekgauge'and lock adjusting
screw in this position with lockhut. (Figure 7);

4. Torque locknut to values indicated in service manual
-

A

FIGURE'

if

,

4

I'

I
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PT FUEL SYSTEMS
UNIT V

-

JOB SHEET #4--INSTALL PT-R FUEL PUMP AND ADJUST
. HIGH AND LOW ENGINE IDLE'

Tools and materials

'A. .Basic hand tool set-

c B. Cummins engine, using PT-R fuel `pump'

. _

.C. PT-R fuel pump properly calibrated

D. Hand tachometer-

E. Idle adjusting tool
/.:

J.,- Shop towels

II. Piocedui-e

:Install pump

. (NOTE Injectors and. values:shcruld be set' to specifications and engine
armed, to operating_ temperature.) a

,
.Insttall fuel pump to accessary drive or .to compressor Iva new

ga*et,and proper rubber buffer, nylon buffer or splihe coupling
and tighten securely . k

4

I

D 184:E

% 2:
.

3.

4 40-

0

4,

5.

0,

4 .

-. i i.--;Squirt some tube oil inlet holeclean sntp gear pump .
,, .

(NOTE: this -aids gear *pump fuel pick -up.)
..g.....,

--- f (

...
;. Connect the fuel ptimp-coPPer.line from the, pump shut:off valve , %, . .to the fuel rilapifold. .

. .0 C'

. . . ...
.4 .4

(NOTE: The throttle lever inkdge shou'lld not be connected to4. ..
the throttle lever,, thus leaving Wethrottle free for pump .
adjustments.) - - .

$,...
. . ,

Install tachometer to fuel pump tachometer. drive shaft connection'
Or, use hand tachometer . .

, Connect-the shutoff verve electrical connection. *foperly, le4OngR
;the manual control button in a closed position (screwed out)a

. _a ,. /
- 6: Conerect, pump drain line to houlsing

_-

7b O
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. ,

B. Set governor

...

r°

.

04

0

JOB SHEET #4

1. - Set idle speed

p

.
a-

Operate engine a sufficient period of time to purge air from
thq fuel system and to bring engirie up to"operating
temperature (at least 165° ,F. oil temperature)

Remove pipe plug from spring pack cover,:

c. Install idle adjusting tool (Figure 1)

d. Operate engine 6 'sufficient*Periodtof_ti'm'e to,purge ail air
from the fuel system after idle adjusting tool is installed in
Spring pack cover

e. Turn, idle adjusting screw in to increase or out to decrease
the speed .

(NOTE: The idle adjusting screw is held in position by a
spring Clip. Consult appropriate service manual-for exact idle
speeds.)

f. Remove idle adjusting .tool and replace pipe plug when idle
speed is airNO!,,

(NOTE: On the mechaniCal variable . speed governor fuel ,

pump the maximum and, idle adjusting screws arelocated
on goVernor cover; adjust idle`by loosening rear idle adjusting
screw locknut. Screw adjusting screw in or out to get Speed
required. Tighten adjusting screw locknut immediately after
adjustment to prevent air entrainment.)

O

7-91
b
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J68 SHEET #4
.

2. Set rated speed

(NOTE: The engine should be ,nioadecl",' on an engine or chassis
dynamometer to perform this check. Normally, this adjustment
is made tin the fuel plep test stand as the fuel pump is canbrated
and does not need toe changed on the engine.)

3. Sgt engine hi-idle 'or maximum no-load speed

(NOTE: This check should not be used to check or make governor
speed adjpsiment§. If the hi-idle speed significantly greater than
specifications, the governor, assembly should be examined for
malfunction OF improper parts.)

,` 4.,,

4f.

"*".
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PT FOEU SYSTEMS
UNITID-V

.

. JOB SHEET. #5- -TEST AND ADJUS PT-G FUEL PUMP
`.

'D 185-E

(NOTE: The job sheet detailed her and requires the use of test stand manual,
piimp specifications sheet and e appr e engine service Manual.)

I. To and materials

A. Basic hand tool set

B. Test stand and adapters

C. T.95)t stand manual t.

D. Pump spe.cial tools

E. PT-G fuel pump

F. -Pump specification ;beet,

G. Lint free shop- towels

H. Eye protection

Procedures

A. Thoroughly .clean pump exterior

°B. Drain, all fuel frOM pump and fill with _pump stand soil

C. Mount pump as desCiibed-ifrpump mounting section of manual

(NOTE: An all, tests with fuel temperature at W.F.)

D. Test--Pump
.

1. Determine pump rotation with, stand in high range

2. Open pump shutdown valve; niani,fold valve, and suction\ valve
on pump - , .

., ...--
0 .... -

3. 'Close idle valve and bypass valve on, ptimp 'discharge line
: ...

.
4. °, Turn on pump stand and ruriiii5 to 500 rpm for pump to -pick,.r

s .up prime ,. -
,

......
5. . Rulopump to rated speed for 5 min utes to seaatings, flus'h

,,..pump, and purge air . ''-

6. Check for air in .flow meter_

1' 713

. o.
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JOB SHEET #5

k

E. Test--Gear pump suction -:Operate test. stand at 500 rpm and close suction
valve to 25' vacuum

. .
N I.

R." Test--Pump suction adju-stment

1.- Turn stand to 100 rpm below rated speed-
.,

2: Adlust suction valve to 8" vacuum for remainder*of tests

G. Test--Total . fuel flow

1. Open manifold 'valve.
2. Close idly and bypass valves

3, Set suction valve to 8" vacuum

..
4. Raise test stand speed 'to PT-G pump rated speed given on

calibration. sheet ' '.
, ', .

t.
.

Adjust manifold valve until flow meter float indicates the flow,
specified'under "flowMeter-lb. fir. @ rpm" on the calibEation sheet

1
H.: Test--Governor cuttIff sbeed..

Place throttle in full flier position

2. Increase test stand speed to a point where pressure begins to drop
and check pump speed which should be within limits for
"Governor C t-Off RPM" on calibration sheet

(NOTE: If speed 'is outside limits, add shims on high speed
governor spring. Remove shims to 41(6wer speed. Each .001" of
shim will change 2 rpm.)

3 Aftei' adjusting.3overnor Cut-Off" RPM raise stand speed until
. Pressure Gauge drops to 40 PSIor what's stated Linder "Governor

,Settint PSI-RPM" in specification sheet 4

0

..

(NOTE: ,If more than 10-15 rpm higher, tchange in, governor
barrel. and plunger may be needed.)

Test--Throttle leakage

1. dPerate a test stand at rated speed and. flow
1.

throttle -in:. idle position with throttle spring
. ,

_3- Open, bypass iialve and close manifold valve ,

e

1

794t,
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JOB SHEET #

Place "graduate" under bypass tube and collect fuel for 30.sec,.,

5. Compare doubled amount to specification sheet and adjust front
screw to required amount

(NOTE: If leakage cannot be reduced to correct leakage, excess
,wear to throttle shaft it indicated.)

Lock screw when setting i5 correct

J. TestIdle fuel pressure

7

1. Reduce test stand speed to 500 rpm or speed stated on
'specification sheet ,

2. Open idle value and close manifold and ,bypass valve

-3. Hold throttle in idle position

4. Note reading cm pressure gauge.

.5. Adjust idle screw in spring back cover to correct pressure

(NOTE.Screw in to increase and out to d ec reate

pressUre.)

-. 4
6. Purge air after each settingito

K. Test--Manifold fuel presture r :
,

___. .

1. , Open manifold
..,v/tve and'close idle\and bypass valve.

2. Place throttle in full fuel :position
J . '

0

3. Run stand at rated speed and adjust manifold valve to total fuel
flow

0 .'.,-, -
. . .

,
.., I-

.

(NOTE: Pressure should agree to .specification, adjust shims in
throttle shalt lb r9.ad 3 to 6 PSI higher than specification sheet.)

, is ' .41.8#5t,fros
4, Reset flow meter 16 specifications _

4 ,

5. Turn in rear' throttle- screw-to "trim Off 3 to 6 PSI and bring1 .. pump to, 'specification
. . ,

. ,

6. Recheck governed speed and 'pressure
. ,

9 5
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JOB SHEET #5

:4_. Check point pressure

IF

1. ,Reduce .stand speed to "Check Paint" speed

2. Cheek manifold pressure at check point speed, if above or beloW,
check torque spring, for seating, shimMing and. part no.

..3"..1 If spring it', taf ged recalibrate puinp

M. Check weight assist pressure l
% / 1

1. Reduce stand speed to .800 1.-brn
v_...

(NOTE: Manifold pressu're should fall within specification
"Weight Assist PSI.") *ay

2. `-Add shim? in governor weight carrier to raise .pressure.,.

under

.

3. Remove shims to lower pressure ,,,

, (; 4. If shims' are changed, recalibrate puny .
,

- .

N. Drain and remove Rump from lest stand- when 16elibrsation is complete

_
Ct- Seal '-ill openings in pump

a

a

. V

-

c..11-9.--

r'

A

' , .
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PT FUEL SYSTEMS
UNIT V .

NAME

TEST

. .

A

D - 189-E

1. Match terms on the right to the correct qefinitions.

a. Pressure time system based or the
principle that the volume'ol" liquid flow)
is proportionate to the fluid pressure,
the time allowed to flow, anatthersize
of the rlaisage through which theliquid
flows

b. PT fuel pump which iiovernor
controlled

1. Purge.

2. Meter

33-- PT tre G

4. RT type R

5. . Rated. speed

PT fuel pump which is pressure regulated 6. PT system

d. To get rid of trapped fuel

e. Engine rpm's under full load
o

f. To supply in a measured amount

g. Engine rpm's with no-load and throttle.
fully open

.. Name` the three Main parts of the PT fuel system.

3.

a
b. .. 0.

c.

7. High idle or
maximum no
load Speed, ;

P

z .

Match the main units of the PT Pump assembly' on the right to their functions.

Pressufe
regulator

Gear

Draws fuel from supply tank forcing it
through the pump filter screen into the

Oressufes regulator va,tv.e;

b. Limits the pressure of the fuel. to the
injectors

a .
I

c. ProttideCa manual control of fuel flow
to the injector %under all cdnditions in
the operating range

Controls, the flow of fuel from idle to
maximurii,goVernor speed

1.

4.

pump

Governor . --
assembly

Throttle
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i

4. Discuss the- operations of the PT' injection system.

44

State the function of the pulsation dainper. r

;$

s-
6. Explain the operation of the mechanical_govern?r :-

7. Name 'two ty es of PT "injeCtors:

a.

b.

4,

eo

ti

.

--.--,.? ''
, .

4 .
8: l'yta h the operational steps of the PX injectors at the right .to their description.,

.

on the left. :ri -/.-
.

a. 1). Fuel. enters the iinjectorat fuel
inlet I

.
0 - 4

J
4

2) Metering orifice ctntrols
.quantity of %el thai enters'
the injector. cup

4

+

Injection

2. . Metering'

3. Pw:7 ging

J
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0

'

C4

-f

b. 1) Downward Anger Movement
,tuts off fuel entry into
injector cup

2) Continued downward
movement forces fuel from
injector cup Through, the
orifice into combustion
chamber

3) While plunger is down fuel
_passes through upper hole
around undercut in plunger
through return passages to the
Wel tank

;, -
G s Plunger -remains seated after

injection
7:`

2) Plunger rises on next metering
operation

9. \ Demonstrate the ability to ti

a. Remove ghd install fla ge'type PT injectors

.b. Remove 'and install P.T (type B, C1 and D) injectors.
. .

c. Adjust injector plunger and valves using torque, method.

d. Install- PT-R fuel pump' and adjust high and law engine idle.

e. Test and adjust PT-G fUel pUm9.

4NOTE: If_ these activities have not been accomplished prior to the ask
your instructpr when they should be completed.) .r

f.

,HT

a

tv

t

.

.p.

- 191 -E\
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PT FUEL SYSTEMS

UNIT V .....14-..

,... c
a

A
.... '?'fr ' ANSWERS JO TEST

7

a.

b>. 3

c. 4

dr 1

e. 5

f. 2

1
g. .7

2 'a

St

Fuel pump

" b. Supply lines,,drairi lines,' and ,passages

c.

3. a.

I njectors

b. 1

c. 4

3'

4. Discussion shogld include:

A . 6

.

""'

r.

, _

a. Gear type fuel pump delive -rs 'fuel through °a restricting theottle`to
goverhor

0 /4

. Froni, ,the governor, the Auel oes to _a manifold -Which-feedsi6m-operdted
injectors in the cylinder he , -, . 4',

. '.7--A 14. . ., ' c. Inject& raises pressure, to prOcitIce a.,good spray and times the start of .
,, .,injection. ,

..,

1-
". . .. k..

.....- /---

,7: The- =damper contains a sieel diaphragm-whith absorbs ,'pulsations' and smooths .,..41 fuel- 10.40h rccugh. system, , ;--- .
,

D - 193-,E

46

the

6.
\

Explanation Should inc,1 'Be
/ . ,

.
. .

11\ a. -Between idle _9ncimaximurry speed; fuelflowT.th`rough the boverrror to th?..-..,,...

1 injector in accordance with envie requirements'as
-- 4

controlled by the throttle
. t

a'
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....°

-
_ ,

..: . . .

b. When engine reaches- governed

.

speed; the governor, weights move the
governor plungers so fuel passage to the. injectors is shutilf

,
-

. ' . ''''. ,, ., .

p. Fuel leaving the governor flows-Ihrough the stlut doWn yalve,inlet supply
lines, and onto .the injectors ---4 : : -'- 0 '

0

e
7. a. Flanged

b. Cylindrical

8. ,

1

3

a.

-
. r,

*0

9. Performance skills evaluated to the satisfaction of the irstructor

4

. ,
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INJECTION' NOZZLES,
UNIT VI

AT. OBJECTIVE

After cambletion of this 'unit, the -student should be able to explain the 'operation and
list the fiinctions of .the injection nozzle. The student should also be -able to Match
characteristics to the type of various spray valves. This knowledge will be evidenced through
demonstration and by. scoring 'eighty-five percent on the untk test.

SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

After completion of this unit, the student shourata. to:

(-7

1. Match terms *associated with injection ncliziest to the correct definitions.
fi

2. List two functions of the injection nozzle/

3., Name four moving parts in the injection nozzle.
, .

__.

4. Name three common types ofo nozzle valves.

5. Match the 'types of nozzles to -their characteristics-, .

6. Explain( the operation of the injeCtion nozzle.

7. _Explain how the nozzle opeAng pressureis adjusted.

8. DemOnstrate the ability to remove, service, frid test an injection nozzle.

4

80,2
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INJECTION NOZZLES
'UNIT -VI

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES..
.

1-

I. Instructor:
.

A. Provide student with objetive sheet.

.8. Provide student,;with information and job sheetg.

C. Make transparencies.

D. Discuss unit and specific objectives.

E. Discuss information sheet.

F. Demonstrate and discuss the procedures outlined in the job sheet.

G.. Demonstrate lapping and clea/ning procedures.
----

H. Give test.

II. Student
,-.>

, '
A.' Read objective sheet.

B. Study information sheet.

C. Complete job sheet.

D. Take test.. -,
1

INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS,

I. Includd in this .unit:

A. Objective sheet

B. Information sheet
P

C Transparency masters

TM 1 -- Moving Parts in Nozzle

2. ,TM 2--Nozzle Valve Assefnbly

Job Sheet #1- :Remove, Service, and' Test an Injection Nozzle

E. Test-

F. Answers to test

a 6

few

T,
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, .

A. rabldt, Bill: Diesek Fundamentals, Service, Repair. South, Holland, Illinois:
Gopdheart-Willcox' Company, 1973.

- A. . .
B: Kates, Edgar, 1., and Luck, William E. Diesel and *High Compression Gas

Engines. Chicago:' American Techni94 Sbtiety, 1974. 4---,
-I

, . . :
fundamentals,. of- Service: engines. Moline, I ots:'Oeere and Company,
1972. " . / . .

. '. .
e .

.D. Robert Bosch Corporktibn.1 Bulletin Number 221103. 4131-A.Directors
, .

Row, Houston, -Texas 77018. -

4.4*- t
. .4

'a

.

711

804
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INJECTION NOZZLES
UNIT VI.

INFORMATION SHEET

I. Terms and definitions

A. Pintle- -Valve 4n which the end extends. into a shank' or pin

B. Orifice-Small* hdle

Q -.n198-E

Injector nozzle---Nozzle, nozzle holder, valve and spring assembhi

D Nozzle assembly -Valve, -body7-and spray valve-

II. Functions of .the injection nozzle
411

A. Atomize's the fuel for better combustion"'

B. Spreads th ft el spray to fully mix, with air

I II. Movifig parts (Transparency 1)

A. Valve

B. Spring

C. Spindle©

D. Retainer

IV. Types of common nozzle valves -"(Transparency. 2)

A. Single hole

B. Multiple orifice

C. Pintle type, single hole-/.\ .
V. Nozzle characteristics (Tianspareney 2)

.,°;, .
_ .,

A. Hole type-Used for engines with open colnbustion chambers

B. Pintle type (inward-opening)-Produces,a hollow spray; used for engines with
precombustion- chambers or energy xells

C
:,-7',

- .,,,. .
Pintle-type (outward-opening)--Does stEA dribble fuel; us.M.for engines with
precombustion chamber or energyliell . , .17 .

mo

D. .Multiple orifice--Variation of pintle type; holes have a tendency to clog

VIA, Operation of ihjection nozzle

4,. Hydraulically operated by fuel delivered from the injection pump
111.

°

E
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INFORMATION SHEET

B. Spring loaded valve is lifted allowing pressurized fuel to spray out through
one or more orifices into combustion chamber

(NOTE: Some injection nozzles have adjustable valve lifts. Refer to
manufacturer's service manual.) -

Adjustment of nozzle opening pressure--Adjusted by a screw or shims on the
valve spring (Transparency 1)

o

4

o

t.

.4
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Fuel Leak-Off

Moving Parts In Nozzle
Retaining Sore*

Retaining; Screw

Gasket
Pressure Adjusting

Sicrew Lift` Adjusting Screw
protection Cap

Gasket

Pressuiv

Adjusting S fling

Nozile, Holder

Pressure Springy,

Locating Clamp

N1 Nozzle Body

. Protection 'Cap

-

Spring Adjusting,-

Reining Cap Nut
-

Spindle Aslecnbly:
.

N-Ozzle Cap ,Nut

Fuellnlet
e

4

Noizle Valve
k

Dowel Pin.

-

AD B- NoZzle:

807-

Seal
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1'

Nozzle:Valve Assenibly a.

'Pressure* Chamber,

Closed (
OptWard-Opening

. pintlejype

Pintle

-

Orifice,.

Closed Open

.Inwd-Opening
Hole-Type

4 '
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INJECTION NOZZLES
UNIT VI

JOB SHEET #1--REMOVE, SERVICE, AND TEST AN _INJECTION NOZZLE
. A....

. /. - .o

N .

I. Tools and Materials

A. Nozzle .tester .
.

B. Appro 'priate service tool kit,

II. Prbcedure
,

(NOTE: The job sheet detailed here is,generer. For specific installations and
models ( follow the specifications and procedures according to the engine /
manufactuper's instruction manual.)

-,24.;
',A. Remove nozzle _

1. Clean the area around the nozzle

2. Rerhove and cap the injection' and leak-off lines

3. "Remove the nozzle fr the engine_

(NOTE: Some nozzles may require special tools-or pwcedures°
for removal. See manufacturer's service Manual.)

B. Clean nozzle _

r

.-. .1: Soak entire nozzle assembly-in-clean solvent or calibration fluid
alter discarding outer, seals ;.,,,,

. . rt 1 letr.
2. Clean and decarbon spray tip and nozzle body with a brass.wire

, .- brush (Figure 1) , - - .

(NOTE: 4 ever use emery cloth or steel wire brush because the,
precision .tip.Will be damaged)

.
FIGURE 1

fi
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N
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.

A-1

JOB SHEET #1

C Test nozzle
4t4

(NOTE: All nozzles require careful handling and a special tool kit to perform
any service. When working on several nozzles>, DO NOT mix nozzle parts.)

1. Place nozzle into nozzle holder.

2. Tighten nozzle nut, first by hand, then With.correct size wrench

3. -Torque nozzle nut according to the values given by the engine
manufacturer's specification

Connect the nozzle holder with the delivery' line to -the tester

5. Enclose nozzle in transparent beaker, ,if possible (Figure 2)

t 4.

. (CAUTION: The fuel comes out of the nozzle at extremely
high-pressure which can penetrate clothing and skin and cave
injury. Always keep the nozzle pointed away from you or enclose
in beaker.)

FIGURE 2

t

. . .. . .

60. Test for nozzle jamming by pressing hand lever of nozzle tester
town quickly (6-8- times) with the pressure gauge bypassed

-
(NOTE: When valve moves'properly,the nozzle should chatter
with a shrill whistling buzz. An exception to the rule is the type
nozzle with one or two small spray holes that will not chatter
when lever is operated quickly.)

:
F."' li

812
0

A



JOB SHEET ,#1

7. Open pressure gauge.

8. Slowly depress hand leVer until the nozzle ejects with- slight
chattet'

--V171119.7117.

D - 207 -E:
4 4. A

J

,
*V..At

(---4 7

. o

9. Take reading of opening pressure on the preisare gauge

10.

('NOTE: Adjust to ening pressure, specified in the engine
operating instructions.) 4606

If reading differs from specified opening pressure,, turn adjusting
screw, (Figure 3), or 'change total shim thickness (Figure 4)

(NOTE: Opening pressure is not adjusted by shims on all models.)

FIGURE 3
.

FIGURE 4

6

Jr

. f.: . ..

D. Test le@kage--OperaV the hap lever,9ft er264.ile tester until the pointer,
on the pressure gauge indi te's r;1 row the stieiiiied opening,presure

. ,.

(NOTE: The nozzle is considered I jsprobf if no oil emerges at the nipple
tip` within 10 seconds.) .''

. 'I:'.41p
. *It

81
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INJECT:10NNOZZLES
, UNIT

NAME
TEST. ft

Match the terms on the right to the correct definitions.

1..:

-..

a. Valve in which the end qtrds into a
N

2.
b. Small .hole

3:

4.

shank or -pin

'c. Nozzle, nozzle holder, valvesand spring
assembly
460,

d. Valve, body, and spray valve

2. List two functions of the Injection nozzle.

a.

b. .

vs,

3. Name four

S.

moving parts. In theoinjectioy,hozzle.

rff

O
:

111

11,
O

triOrre es of 4nozgle- valve.., .
. d : ° . .J4

s
ntir ' 7 .., A .

-. '1''' . 0 - .01\ 1 '
5.. -.If ? a ''

.. .
. .

i , . -
, .

. ....
. .

C.

Orifice
,1"

injector ,nok'zle-

Pintle .

NOzzli assembly

5. Match the *types of noizles on the right to' ihair Cha.racteristics.- .
a, Used for engiries with-opeti.corilits4on 4t^,',' 1*,..
' ' chambers -,-- -

, r
e. ,'

. . , A - '.. - ..t.,
!Ili:' Produces a hollo.vtispray;usedfdr eftgines . 2.

with precOmbustion chambers 4 errergy,
celh , . ' % e "1 -

-Z 4.

c. Does not dribble fuel; used tor:engines
with precombustion cham r or energy.

kcells ` .
.t

e

d. Variation of Pintle ,type; . hales have a -
.,

tendency, to clog ' . o
.0:

pintle, type
- (outward-opening)

Multiple
orifice,.
. .

,Pintle type --
4(inward:openingt,--,'

4.' Kole, type'`
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4$

6., Explaig the operation 51 the infection 'nozzle.

7. Explain how the nozzle opening peessure is adjusted.

=t,

11.
8. Remonstrate the ability to remove, seeMce and testikn injection 'nozzle.

1

I )

(NOTE: If the above.activity has notbeen accomplished prior to the test, ask
your instructor when it should, be abnitileted.)

No

or

0 O

V

kr

815

dr- .

p

IAA

.



ti 'INJECTIONNOZZLES
UNIT. VI

40'

ANSWERS TO ,TEST

.

2. a. Atomizes'the fuel for better combustion
S - ,
b. Spreads the fuel sway to fully mix with air

3. a. Valve

b. Spring

c. Spindle
.

°
d, Retainer

4. a: Single hole

b. Multiple orifice
_ .

Pintle type, single hole

5. a. 4 \

tr.- 3

c. 1 u,

'd. 2

.0"

6. EXplanation should include:
-./ ......

., .

ydraulically oeratbd by fuel delivered 'from the.injection pump
.

41
b.', Spr g laded-J9gfireli lifted allovving.pressurizyd fuel _to spray out through .,

,' one or more orificip...k:into cortibustion cherriber P . --.,
. , ,

E,)(..pHanaticiti shoiltd includekAdjusted by a screw or shims cfla the valve spring. .

le

0

4.

4)

r.

211-E

..-1 6
PVT

8-(=',..-Perforthranc tat evalu)ated .tc the-satisfaction of the instrustor

. -
4,
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GOVERNORS
UNIT VII

UNIT OBJECTIVE

D 213-E

After. completion of this unit, the student should be able to explain the operation of
the gpvernor on load increase and load decrease and explain how a mechanical and hydraulic
governor differs. This ,knowledge will be evide'nced by scoring eighty-five percent on the
unit test.

7-1

. SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

After completion 'of this unit, the student should-be able-to:
4- .....) ..4,

1. Match terms associated_ with governors to the correct definitions.,...., .

- .,. . . 4
2. List three purposes of a governor.' .

.
. ,......_

3: Name two basic types of governor i
using flyweights,

«""--T

.

, ,

4. -. Explain how a mechanical governor and hydraulic governor differ. .
-

.

"4)

-70

'Name two types of mechanical governors.

Name two types- of hydraulic governors.

Math the_lind; of governors to their speCial functions.

. , Mat& the/ types of governors to their characteristics.

Explain the operation of the- governor -onload increase.
a

10 Explain the operation of the governor' on load decrease.,

Identify the positions of flyweights .for load increase or decrease.
,

12. Describe the characteristics- of an isochronous governor.

-......00

I"

,

ti

I

a 4-
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GOVERNORS
UNIT VII

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

J. Instructor:

A. Ptovide student with objective sheet.

"

B. Provide student with infOrmation sheet.
.

C. Make'' transpikencies.

7, --D. Discuss4.irrit and 'specific. objectives:
r

E. Discuss information sheet.

, F.' Give test.

II. Student:

A. Read 'Objective 1heet.

study information sheet. .

C. Take test.

-,

4

.

4 7 TIA-Governor Operation , c As
. .a'

3. ..`.
D. Test , .. .___

I

'

\

INSTRUCTIONAL MAT0,ALS

.Included in this unit:

A. Objective sheet

B. Information sheet

C, Transparency masters

1. TM 1--Schematic of -Governors

2. TM 2--Nonisock.oilo-us Governor

3. TM 3--Isochronous Governor °

4.

p.
r

Ei'C Answers to test

1k0-1P":.

,

- 215-E

t

:

,
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II-. Riferences:

-A. Kates, Edgar J., and Luck, William E Diesel and High Compression Gas/ 1
Engines? Chicago: American Technical SocietY% 1974.

B. Fundamentals of Service: Engineq. Deere and Company,
, 1972.

C. Toboldt, Bill. Diesel: Fundamentals; Service, Repair. South Holland,
Goodheart-Willcox Company, J973,

.0"'
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GOVERNORS .

UNIT VII

INFORMATION SHEET
,

I. terms and definitions 11

D - '217-E

A. Governor--Device that controls engine speed automatically by varying fuel,
supply

Speed driffGradual deviation of the. gOverned'speed abmie or below the

C.

desired speed

Speed droop Change in governor rotating speed which causes the governor's
fuel contr' rod to move from full-closed to full-open thr e positionor
vice versa

D-.--geadband--Change in speed the- engine must mak- before the governor
will make a corrective movement of the throttle

(NOTE:, Dead band is sometimes called sensitivity)

E. Hunting--Oscillations in speed due to over - correction by governor

(NOTE: Hunting is sometimes called surging or rolling)

. Servomotor-;Piston moved by . s.luid under pressure
. '

G. Isochronous--Ability of governor to maintain a steady engine speed at anyly...,,-
load .

-- N. Flyweights--Centrifugal ball head, moving in a circularpath

II: Purposes of a governor

A. Maintains a selected speed

B. Limits the slow and fast speed

C, Shut down sngine- when it over-speeds

III. Basib types of governors using flyweights

'A.' Mechanical

B. Hydraulic
.

IV. Mechanical. and hydrkic governor differences (Transparency' 1)

1 ,A. Mech'anicallovetbors Use mechanical linkage to change engine fuel control

'1

B. Hydr,aulic governors. use hydraulic power to change fuel control

820

'
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7
INFORMATION SHEET

V. Types of mechanical governors

A. Limiting speed

B. Variable speed.

I

VI. Types of hydraulic governors (TranspaYencies 2 and 3)

A. 'Permanent speed droop
.

(NOTE: Speed droop is applied o prevent rainting.)'

Temporary speed droop

(NOTE: Speed droop is applied and .then withdrawn so governor
isochronous.)

VII: Governors and their special functions
O

A. Variable speed Maintains any selected engine speed/

B. Over- speed -A safety device which shuts down thg engine in cast it runs
too fast

C. Load limiting--Limits the load to prevent overloading the engine* whatever
`maymay be running

4

becomes

D:- Load control Adjusts the amount of load applied to engine to Suit the
speed at'which it is, set to rpn -3-

Characteristics of mechanical and hydraulic governors

A. Mechanical

1. Has large dead &ands.

2. Power is small,

3. Unavoidable speed droop
4

o B. Hydraulic

1, Is not isochronous
.

,.
7

2. Speed droop is not convenient to adjust
. e A ,

) .t

1 ti _
1. (NOTE: Speed droop must be applied an ¢. then-withdrawn to.

becomeAaeisqchronous hydraulic gbVerno10

"3.

, 821.
,.
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INFORI14ATION SHEET

1.

IX. Operation governor on load increase (Traosparericy, 4)

(NOTE: Engine speed decreases as load .increases.)

A. Flyweights rotate 'slower

B. .Speeder spring forces .ovekorhe centrifugal farce of flyweights

C. Speeder rod moves down to open fuel valve 'to increase fuel'

X. Operation of governor on load decrease (Transparency. 4)

(NOTE: Engine speed increases as load decreaseil

A. Flyweights rotate faster
,

B. Speeder spring force is overcome by centrifugal force of flyweights

C. SpeedYr rod moves up trcing fuel valve to close
- . t.

Xl. Position of flyweighp (Transparency 4) $

,
A. Load increase--Flyweights move in

B. 4,1.oad decreaseFlyweights move out

XII. Characteristics of an isochronous governor _

v

.

A. Maintains constant speed without hunting

4

BY . Speed droop is temporary
* .

F (NOTE: Speed droop employed to,give stability.while fuel is being corrected
and speed droop is removed as engine responds tO:fuel change.) .

=



Schematic of Governors

Load Decrease on
Mechanical 'Governor

ser

.Jt

it ;:

4

Hydraulic -Goierrior
.(Diesel)

C

ncregsed Fuel
:BallHead

dil Supply

Fuel Cootrol
Valve

Fuel to Engine

(Reduced)
Fuel

SUpPly.

I 1ff '4
.

Pilot

Valve, t
Q

Drain

ow'er Piston



Nonisochronous Governor

Spe ed.:Droop
-Leier Fuel Control Shaft Pin

Speed' Droop

'Ball-Arm

Supply of .0 l
Under_*:

Pressure

'plunger

Fuel

COntrol.
Lever ..-416.

*Power Pist

\ &vers.
Piston

j.

Aontro l
Fuel. 0ii

Trapped

ValVe (5" 1441

-of

vt.

Floating Lever

Fuel lo Engine- (Reduced) Fuel

Effect of Load Decrease on Hydraulic Supply Gearlump

Speeder Spr,ing

5'

Speed Adjusting

ShatiFiXed).

Ball-Arm Flyweight

Pilot-Valve Plunger

Pressure Oil.

Pilot Valve
Bushing

Regulating Port

Governor With Speed-Droop Lever To engine Sump

V

N.

826 (t)m
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,Load jr.l&reases,

Engine Stieed Degreases

414

overnor Operation

'

Load 'De6reasesiv

Incraases

Flyweights :Rotate :flriveig.hts 13,btatb
Slower Fas;0'

r #

Fuel Flow- Increased

,

Fdel, Flow Decreased

, ,

Increa*I.

_

perationFof Centrifugal Governor

_Decreased. Load

1



, GOVEtRNORS,
UNIT VII

TEST

O D - 229-E

NAME

1. . Match the -terms on the - right to the correct definitions.

a.' Device that controls engine speed
automatically by varying fuel sypply

b. Gradual deviation of the governed speed
above or below the desired, speed ,

1. " Speed drift

2. Governor

3. = . Isochronous

c. Change in governor rotating speed which 4. - Hunting
causes the governor's fuel control rod to
move from fug-closed to full-open 5.. Servomotor
throttle po5itioh or Vice, versa

6. Dead band
el; Change in speed the engine mist make

before, the governor will . make a 7. Speed droop
corre7tive movement of the throttle

8. '" Flywe4ghts ,

e. Oscillations in speed t due to
Iover-correction by governor

f. -Piston moved by fluid under pressure

g. Ability of governor to maintain a steady
engine speed 'at any load

h. Centrifugal ball head moving in a circular
rgith

2. List three, purposes of a governor.
_ea

'1

c.
44o

o

3. Name two basic types,of govesvrs using flyweights.

a..

b.

o

ti
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--400

4. Explain how a mechanical governor and a hydraulic governor differ.

44,

5. Name two types of mechanical governors.

a.

b.

6. Name two types of hydraulk governors.

a.
**71

b. t.

7. Match the kinds of govemors on the 'light to their special functions--

a. Maintains any selected engine speed

b. A safety device which shuts down the 2.
engine in case it runs too fast -

1. Over-speed

Limits the load to prevent overloading
the engine at whatever speed-it may be

, _running

d. Adjusts the amount of load applied to
engine to suit the speed at which -it is
set tsz run 7'

Matcp the types ollforvemoz5 to "ther COaracieristics.
r

14.

'
1a. Has large dead bands .'_

b. Speed droop is not convenient*, adjust

4.

c.
tiA,Unavoidable speed droop; ,4:.,4.

d. Is not isochropous

-
ise. Power s small 7,

___ loi i
9. Explain the operation of the governor- on load* increase.- ---

2.

'load control

Load limiting,

Vable
speed

Mechanical

Hydraulic.

y.

0D

.



.4"` 10. Explain,the operation of the governor on load_decrease.

r

O

t

4
/7

. D - 231-E

11. Id the position of flyweights for load increase of load decreased by writing
figure 1 or figure 2 in the appropriate blanks.

a. Load increase

b. Load decrease

: ,

FIGURE 1

Increased Centrifugal Force

Reduced ("Centrifugal Force

44104.e

Spring Force
(Increased)

HigherSpeed
Normal 1Speed .

(\

Reduced Centrifigal Force

_.,-' *
Li;iii (Reduced)

.ping Force.

Higher Speqd , : 0
' Normal Speed .

Lower Speed -

t

Describe the ,chargcteristics of .an isochronous governor.

t

o

8,3i

5

9'

ti
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1. . a.

b.,

c. a

d:

10.

GOVIRNORS
UNIT VII

D - 233-E
f

2

7

.6

. .

ANSWERS TO TEST

4

f. 5-

31v

h. 8

I

a. Maintains a selected speedI
b. Limit the,slow and fast speed

.e,,,
c. Shuts down engine when it overs'reeds

. ,

3. a. Mechanical

1a. Hydraulic -

4. Explanation 'should include:

. Ia.
o

Mechanicallovernors use mechanical linkage to change engine' fuel control'I ' . ... ...
.. .., .Ti. Hydraulic governors use hydraulic power' to change fuel control

(-- . .

a

. 5. a. LimitirlOsipeed

b. Variable speed

,'6
- a. Permanent speed droop

4,
10.. Temporary speed droop

d\
8. 'a.

c.

4

3

2

1 d.

e.

.6

2
1

0.

:#

V
,.. &AO

ti

:2-
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.9. ,Explanation should include:.

a. Flywgights rotate slower

b. Speeder spring,forces overcome .centrifugal. force of flyweights

c:. Speeder rod moves down to open fuel valve to increase fuel

10. Explanation should include: "
.

a.. Flyweights rotate faster
(."

IL. Speeder spring force is overcome by'centrifugal force of flyweights

c. Speeder rod moves up, forcing fuel valve to close

`-11, . a. Figtire: 2

b. Figure 1

12. Description should include:

a. Maintains constant speed without hunting

b. Speed droop is temporary

O

33

O

41.

.
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PRINCIPLES OF ELECTRICITY
UNIT .1

UNIT OBJECTIVE.

e.

After completion of this. unit, the student should be able to define electricity according
to the electron theory and apply ohm's law to measure-voltage, amperes, andresistance
in a basic circuit. The student shduld be able td identify tree types of electrical circuits
and distinguish between the characteristics of alternating and direct current. This knOvvIedge
will be evidenced_ttirough demonstration, and by scoring eighty-five percent, on the unit
'lest.

SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

After completion of this unit, the student should be'able to:
4.s.,

.

, 1. Match terms associated with electricity .1'
the correct defiriitions.

,

J y

a .

2.. Name two particles found in an ato1.

;;--- 71.,... 1 .., -
3. Explain the nature of electron flow.

4.
,

...-
-.... ,,, - . .

=4. -Defihe-electricity--acedrding_Ao the atotnic theory:

Identify three sources of electricity related to diesel engines:

6: Name, three parts of a basic circuit.

7. Distinguish between. a good conductor and a good
_theory.

t

8.' Distinguish betWeen good conductors and insulators of electricity.,4
..

9. Explain why copper is widely used as a Conductor. ,.
.:k:

10. Matc h the basic circuit ter-ms to their units of. measurer

List, two causes of resistance to the flow of current (electrons).: .,, 11.
_ - .. -.. . _

12. Match .the basic electrical schematic symbols to the correct names,..
- .

13. Match the letter designations used in ohm's law to the correct terms.
0 p

-,, ,14. _ Draw ,ohm's law formula in triangle. expreision.
. ';''

. ...

. .
15. . State ohm's law id le'qer formula -for, calculating voltage, current, and. .

. .resistance. - -
4-A

Identify' jhree types 'of 'electrical., circuits.
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. -.

t-
List three rules for series-circuits.

List three4 rules for parallel circuits.

Name three factors affecting r'esistance conductor.

Select the characteristics of magn

21. Explain two ways ant iron bear maybe. magnetized..

.22. laitcUsS the relationship between- electricity, and irnagnetism.

.., .---.
23. Discuss the, principle. * e1'ectromagnetic ihduction. ,

,
--1*-?.., '.

24. List three ways inC hich a voltagd can be induced by eelectromagnetic_
.

induction. .. .. -.
, i ' .

25: . List three factors tbat,determine the magnitude of.induced voltage.

./. . ,

26. Name two types of electric *current.
w 1 .. . -

' 27.
.

Distinguish between direct and alternating current.
.._

.
... /

4-

28. **Name 'four instruments used in checking electrical circuits:; ?.- j', . , ,' . .

29. .--Solve problems using ohm's law formula..

.

7,
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Instructor:

. PRINCIPLES OF ELECTRICITY
UNITI,

SUGQESTED ACTIVITIES

r. . -
A. Provide s, _ostudent with Wective sheOt.

. .

B: Provide student with information and 'assignment sheets.
°.

C. Make traosp-arencies... 110

D. Discas unit and specific objectives.
a

E. Discuss infomation and assignment .sheets
-a s . ,

F. Demonstrate, magnetic lines of force by usingairon filings and a conductor.
1-

G. Assign students to construct a series and a patallel circuit..
H. Give. 'test.- *.

II. Student:

A.- , 'Read objective Ott.

StudyStudy informatfon sheet.

Complete assigiimeht sheet.

D. Take test.

44-

INST.RUCTIONAL MATERIALS

I. Included in this unit

A. Objective street

"". B, Information 'sheet

C. Transparency, masters

1., TM .1--Structiire of alsom's

2. ; =TM 3-- Electron- Elpittr"

TM 3--Sources ,,of Electricity
4

S4tt

TM 4- --Ohm's Ua r 1r1:Triangle' Expi.esiiiin
t

.14

O

t

4';

83.6"
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5. TM 5--Ohm's Law in Letter Designatiofi

6. TM 6- -Types of Electrical. Circuits

7. TM 7-- Series Circuit Rules

8. TM 8 -- Parallel Circuit Rules

9. TM 9Magnetism and Field of Force
to

10: TM 10Electricity and Magneiism Relationship

11. - TM 11--Measuring Instruments

D. Assignment Sheet #1- -Solve Problems Using-Ohm's Law

E: Answers to assignment sheet

G. Test

H. Answers to test

'I I. References: . -

A. FOndamentali of Service: Electricity. Moline, Illinois: Deere and Company,
1972. , .

, . .

8: Parady, Harold W.:, and Turner, J. HoViard.Electric Energy: Athens, CAorgia:
American Association for Vocational Instructional Material& 1976::.
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PRINCIPLES OF ELECTRICITY
UNIT I s

,INFORMATION SHEET

I. Terms and definitions

A. Atom--Smallest unit of all matter ,

.

B. ElectronsParticles with a negative charge in orbit around a core of protons

C. Protons -- Particles with a pbsitive charge that make ,ue the nucleus of the
atom

D. Current--Flow of electrons through a conductor, measured in amperes

E. Conductor--Any material that permits passage of electric current

F. -SemiconductorAn element which has four electrons in outer ring; used
to makeeiliodei and transistors, not a good conductor or insulator

Voltage--Potential difference that causes flow of current
.1 1

' G.

H. Resistance--Opposition

I. I nsu latorMateria I with

J. Electrochemical =- Stored
electrical current

to current floWin a conductor

an extrem4y high resistance to 4-rent flow
-,e

. chemical energy which can be converted to

ElectromagneticElectricity generated by cutting the magnetic .lines of force
(field) around a magnet

L. ThermoelectricElectricity, generated. by heat

M. Thermocouple:- Thermoelectric deAce, used to 'measure temperature.
accurately

N. Elea' magnetic inductionInducing voltage in a conductor that moves
,- acr ss a magrietic field .. , ..,

. ,

0. Mutual induction -- Occurs when changing cgrrent in one coil induces voltage
in a iecond coil ..,

- t-
,

P. Self induction*Voltage which occurs in a i coil When,there is a

' Current

a Generator (direct current)--Voltage and current produced by moving
Cdrlductors across a- siationa.ry magnetic field:

1

1

/ia t

1.

it

change of

83.3
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INFORMATIONSHEET

R. Alternator (alternating current generator)--Voltage and current produc9d by
-. a rotating magnetic field cutting across stationary conductors

u.

S. . Worl orce tines distance

T. Power-- Rate of doing work

U. Watt--Electrical measurement of rate of doing work

(NOTE: 746 watts = 1 horsepower.) ,

V. Emf-Electromotive force or voltage

W. Counter emf--Voltage ineleced irra conductor which is moving through a'
magnetic field in oppogition to the source of voltage.

(NpTEt This is a generator action developed in every motor.)

X. Cycle (hertz)--One complete reversal of an alternating current from positive
to negative and back to the starting -point - -

Y. Parallel circuit-,-Curren has more than one .path to ta,ke
11

Z. Series circuit-Current -has only one path it can take

AA. Series-parallel, circuit - -A circuit
components

consisting of both series aniNparallel

II. Particles in an atom (Transparency, 1)

At Electron

13: Proton

ti

(NOTE: Theseare the particles involved in the electron theory.)

III. Nature, of electron-flow--When acted upon by- a source such as Ma*, electrons
in the outer ring or orbit, break-away_to oth atoms (Transparency 2)

Example: When a Fubber rod is rubbed with wool, electrons are removed
frOm 'the .wool and collected an the rod. The wool now has too
few electrons and is positively charged. The rod has :too many
electrons and is negatively .chargecT.

.1V. Electricity-The flow of electrong from atom to
(Transparency -2)

. 4";
830 °\

atom in a conductor

o

L



INFORMATION SHEET

1-
.

V.; Sources of electricity related to diesel engines (Transparency 3),

A. Thermoelectric

B. EleCtrochemical

C. Electromagnetic

VI. Parts of a' circuitr
A. Voltage

Example:. Battery

B. Resistor'

Example: Light bulb

C. Conductor

Exarrrple: Copper wire

VII. Conductor and insulator difference

A. Conductor has less than four electrons in outer ring

B. '.Insulator has more than four electrons in outer ring

N71114-Agonductors and insulators of electricity

A. Conductors

7" 1. Sillier

(NOTE: Silver has the least resistance to current flow.)

2. Copper

3.: Gold

4. Aluminum

5. ° Tungsten

6.- Zinc

7. Brqss

8. Platinum

9. Iron

10. Nickel'

-

D 7-F

O
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INFORMATION SHEET

11. i Tin

12. el

13. Lead

14. Mercury

15. Nichrome

(NOTE: Nichrome

n§ulators

1: Glass

2. Rubber

3. Plastic

4. Wood
4#0,

5. Ceramic
4111

6: &Mica

Al

4

1'

has the highest -resistance to .currAt flow.)

ti

IX. o er as a conductor -- Copper' has only one electron in outer ring and is
c aritively. cheaper than other metals which may have the same pr-e erties
(Transparency 1)

X.. Circult terms.and unit measure
t.

A. Current--Ampere

.
B. VoltageVolts

C. Resistance--Oh

X I. Causes of st nce

A. Core of atoms (protons) attratts orbiting ,electroni, which resist their
..remR,val

S

B. Collisio.n of countless electrons as they move
.

XII. Basic electrical schematifsymbols

A. 'Resistance or lodd

71o,

8
I
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INFORMATION SHEET

B. Ohm's of resistance

C. Inductor (coil),

D. Inductor (solenoid)

E. Ground

F. Battery

G. Connection

H. Terminal

I. Switch (open)

J. Circuit breaker

K. Crossover

L. Direction of current

M. Diode (one-way)

N. Zener diode

O. Transistor .(PNP type)

0.

.

D - 9-t

P. Transistor (NPN type)

Q. Capacitor

R. Variable resistor

S. Fine

842
.0

r
a.

.
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INFORMATION SHEET

XIII. 'Letters and terms

E-- Ele9fromotive force in volts

B. I-Intensity (current) in amps.

C. -R Resistance in ohml'

XIV. Ohm's law formula in triangle expression (Transparency 4)

r

(NOTE: E.I.R. formula reminder is the -phrase ."Even I Remember.")

.XV. Ohm's law in letter formula (Transparency 5)

XV I.

A. E = J x R or Volts = Amps x Ohms

B: I = E/R or Amps =. Yolts 4-Ohms
11111

R = E/I or Ohms = Volts Amps

Types of electrical circuits (Transparency 6),

4-77r .A '" Series

B. Parallel

C. Series - pallet

XVII. ,Rules for series circuits (Transparency 7)

A. Current through each resister. is the same A

°

B. Voltagedrops across eh resistor will be different if -the resistance values
are different ' t Raoloc

\
Sum of the voltage drops equals the .source

.

voltage

- .:
XVIII. '4P- fop parallel cir it (Transparency 8) , 1' .

oltage across eac resistor is the same
.

'IL'
B. ,Current through each resistor will be different if the resistance values are

different

C. Sum of the separate currents equals the total circuit current

843



INFORMATION SHEET

XIX. Factors' affecting resistance in a conductor

A. Length of wire

B. Diameter of wire

C. Tempefattire of wire

eTh

XX.. CharacteriAics of magnetism (Transparency 9)

A. Every magnet has a north and south pole

B. Unlikepoles attract and like poles repel

C. Every magnet has .a field of force surrounding it

D. Magnetic materials are acted upon when located in a field of force

D 11-F

, s,

0

E. A-rt unmagnetized piece of iron can become a ma-gnerth-rough the principle
of etectromagnetic induction

XXI. Magnetizing an iron bar

A. Stroke an iron bar with another bar which has been magnetized

B. Place an iron bar in a strong magnetic field

(NOTE: Soft metals 411 not retain much magnetism when withdrawn from
the knatretic field.) 1,

XXII. Relationship between electricity and magnetisty (Transparency 10) ,

A. CuyFent passed thorugh a wire (conductoa creates a magnetib field aroun
wir.e

.
B. agnetic lines have direction and change direction when thevrrent flow

c nges from one direction to another

TE: Ikhe Right Hand Rule for a straight conductor can be used to
find the direction of the lines of force'arotmd the wire. To apply the rule,
grasp the Wlre.,w,ith the thumb extended in 'the direction of conventional
current flow (positive to negative); the fingers will then point in the
direction in whidi the Tines of force surroun the conductor. These lines-
of force- are always at right angles to the onductor.)

C. Two coriductOrs on an armature, carrying current in opposite directions,
create a strong'and weak fielchon opposite sides causing conductors to move
apart or armature to rotate e

m .
(NOTE: The downward movement or rotation is, caused by current flowing
in the conductor. This is the spancipleb-y which a cranking motor operates.)

8 44
""
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--- INFORMATION SHEET

Electromagnetic induction

A. -Conductor moving across a magnetic field will have a voltage (emf) induced
in it

B. Voltage polarity and the cuAltnt flow direction are determined by the
-direction of wire movement a'nd direction of the lines of force

01-ei

447
(NOT: The coriduVor can move or the, magnetic field can move.) .,0.

Ways--to induce a voltageby .electromagnetic induction

A. Generated voltage by relative motion

Examples: Genera-tors and alternators

B. Self induction voltage,..ereated by .,a change of current in the conductor

Example: Primary of ignition coils

C. _Mutual induction voltage which occurs when changing current in one coil
induces voltage in a second coil

Example: TwO windirkgs of ignition coils

XXV. Factors that deteknine the magnitude of induced voltic

A. Strength of the magnetic field
. -

Speed 'at which lines of force are cutting across the conductor

Number .of ,conductors that are cutting across the lines of force

XXVI. Types of electric current

A. , Direct

B. Alter'nating

XXVII. Direct and alternating current

A. '- Direct current.
1. Supplied by

. Generator,

Battery rb.

. Dry,cell

2) Wet :cell

845 ---
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'INFORMATION HEET

2. Flows iriorie direction only

3. -Abbreviated as DC

B. Alternating current

,D - 13-F

1. Suppljed by an alternating current generator (alternator) -,:

Flows-in one direction then reverses and flows in.the
direction

r..
3. Abbreviated as AC' 4 ,

XXVIII. Instruments used, in checking electricakicfruits (Transparency 11)

A. Ammeter

1. Voltmeter 46

.4e

D. Wattmeter

(NbTE: Modern tester; often combing the voltmeter, ammeter, and ohmmeter
in one test unit , w swch as a tottery-starter tester.) -6641'

4

O

81G -,
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Structure of Atoms

-4

fr.

.10

Electron
4

J,
I

. Uianiutii Atom,

92 Electron't:
'92 -PrOtors

Hydrager; Atom

1 El clion
T P oton .

co

e el ,
;

. ,NOTE;.Count the%Nuftibef of EledtronsJn- the Outie Ring:-Of the Ain.

Copper 'Atom

29 Electrons
29 Protons

.

: 1

f,



euetiiie Charge

Copper Wire
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fin's- Law in Oiler Designation o

,.
Electromotive Force = Cawrehi .x Resistance

113. Volt = -Amperes
4

ti

-,Citrrept :.= Electromotive :Force
-Resistance

Volts
-O hrs . .'

E Ampere's
0

Resistance E.earorfloti Force
Cu,trOn't

,

4
-0 Wits

Amperes

1 '
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Types., Of Electrical CirctOts

SERIES CIRCUIT PARALLEL CIRCUIT SERIES-PARALLEL

CIRCUIT

C.°

8011MS
.$4

'3 OHMS

6 V
HMS

OHM

**--/

8 3 ,
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Series Circuit Rules

2

..

V

a-

I-
:3.

ErVbitS

3
i

t

4.

Am.

,-

.

=12/6 = 2Amperee
0

V

B. iE 4: IR

E = '25(2 = 4 Volts

E = 2x4 8 Volts

4+8 .12 Volts

,

O

O

.

855
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1? V

V. 0

3

.

Amps

ft

"'N

Parallel Circuit Rules

r 2 Amps-,.

.
8 0

,

. Amps

Amps
ie..

r

Battery voltage acros;

each resistor = 12 Volts

B. .UR =. 12/6

= 2. Amperes,_

A. UR = 124?

= 4 Amperes

= 12/6 2 .0hmi
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a etism And Field Of Force

to '
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-.Unmagnetked'Iron Filipgs

Magheii6 Lines of FOrceI
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Electricity And Magnetism Relationship

Strong Field Between Conductors-

Ffig-twitanitilule For Straight Conductor

Arrows- Sho'w 'Oration Of Field Of Force'

P

,

c,

Conductors,rend To °1140e Apart

.
-7.-A-ovar

Motor Principle



easunng Instruments

Electric current is measured in

amperes with an ammeter.

Volts x Amps

Electric "pressure" is measured Resistance is measured in Electric power is measured in

in volts with a voltmeter. ohms with a ohmmeter. watts with a wattmeter.

860
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D - 37-F

PRINCIPLES OF ELECTRICITY
UNIT I

ASSIGNMENT SHEET #1SOLVE PROBLEMS USING OHM'S LAW

Read the problems and use the triangle expression of ohm's law to solve for the unknown
value in each problem.

Example: Cover the unknown in the triangle and solve

(NOTE: E = Voltage; I = Amperes; R = Resistance.)

Show your work on each problem. Turn in to instructor after completion.

1. A current of 4 ampefes is needed to operate a certain light bulb having a
resistance of 3 ohms. What voltage is required?

2. Through how many ohms resistance does 12 volts force a current of 12 amperes?

3. An electric horn requires 12 volts; the resistance is 20 ohms. What current does
the horn take?

(i4OTE: The electrical energy consumed in any resistance appears as heat. There
is a definite relation between the power consumed and the heat produced. This
is in accordance with the principle that energy cannot be destroyed.)

862



ASSIGNMENT SHEET #1

4. A light bulb having a resistance of 6 ohms, uses 2 amperes of current while
in operation. What is the voltage applied to the circuit?

5. A horn connected to a 12 volt battery uses 2 amperes of current for its operation.
What is the resistance of the horn?

863



PRINCIPLES OF ELECTRICITY
UNIT I

ANSWERS TO ASSIGNMENT SHEET

1. Covering up the E shows the formula for this problem to be I x R. Therefore,
E= IR = 4 x 3 = 12 volts.

2. Covering up the R shows that R = E/I which equals 12/12 = 1 ohm.

--3 7 Covering up the I shows that I = E/R. Therefore, 12/20 = .6 amperes.

4. E= I x R. Therefore 6 x 2= 12 volts.

5. R = E/I. Therefore, 12/2 = 6 ohms.

864



PRINCIPLES OF ELECTRICITY
UNIT I

TEST

1. Match the terms on the right to the correct definitions.

NAME

D = '4T-F. 777
.of

a. Smallest unit of all matter 1. Resistance

b. Particles with a negative charge in orbit 2. Thermoelectric
around a core of protons

3. Electrochemical
c. Particles with a positive charge that

make up the nucleus of the atom 4. Electromagnetic

d. Flow of electrons through a conductor, 5. Electromagnetic
measured in ampereS induction

e. Any material that permits passage of 6. Electrons
electric current

7. Atom
f. An element v:hich has four electrons in

outer ring; used to make diodes and 8. Current
transitors; not a good conductor or
insulator - 9. Generator

(direct current)
g. Potential fference that causes flow of

current 10. Alternator
(alternating

h. Opposition to current flow in a current generator)
conductor

11. Voltage
i. Material with an extremely high

resistance to current flow 12. Protons

Stored chemical energy which can be
converted to electrical current 13 Watt

k. Electricity generated by cutting the 14. Power
magnetic lines of force (field) around a
magnet

I. Electricity generated by heat

m. Thermoelectric device used to measure
temperature accurately

n. Inducing voltage in a conductor that
moves across a magnetic field

o. Occurs when changing current in one
coil induces voltage in a second coil

865
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p. Voltage which occurs in a coil when 15. Work
there is a charge of current

16. Thermocouple
q. Voltage and current produced by moving --

conductors across a stationary magnetic 17. Emffield

.r. Voltage and current produced by a 18 Cycle (hertz)
rotating magnetic field cutting across
stationary conductors 19. Series-parallel

circuit
s. Force times distance

20. Conductor
t. Rate of doing work

21. Series circuit
u. Electrical measurement of rate of doing

work 22. Insulator

v. Electromotive force or voltage 23. Counter emf

w. Voltage induced in a conductor which 24. Parallel circuit
is moving through a magnetic field in
opposition to the source of voltage 25. Semiconductor

x. One complete reversal of an alternating 26. Mutual induction
current from positive to negative and
back to the starting point 27. Self induction

y. Current has more than one path to take

z. Current has only one path it can take

aa. A circuit consisting of both series and
parallel components

2. Name two particles found in an atom.

a.

b.

3. Explain the nature of electron flow.

4. Define electricity according to the atomic theory.
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5. Identify three sources of electricity related to diesel engines.

a.

61

b. c.
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6. Name three parts of a basic circuit.

a.

b.

c.

7. Distinguish between a good conductor and a good insulator in electron theory
by placing an "X" next to the description of an insulator.

a. Has more than four electrons in outer ring

b. Has less than four electrons in outer ring

8. Distinguish between good conductors and insulators by placing a "c" in front
of the items that are good conductors and an "i" in front of the insulators.

a. Mercury

b. Brais

c. Rubber

d. Glass

e. Wood

f. Nickel

g. Plastic

h. Nichrome

i. Silver

j. Gold
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k. Ceramic

I. Aluminum

9. Explain why copper is widely used as an conductor.

10. Match the basic circuit terms on the right to their units of measure.

a. Voits 1. Current

b. Ohms 2. Voltage

3. Resistancec. Amperes

11. List two causes of resistance to the flow of current (electrons).

a.

b.

12. Match the basic electrical schematic symbols to the correct names.

a. Resistance or load p. Transistor (NPN type)

b. Ohm's of resistance q. Capacitor

c. Inductor (coil) r. Variable resiltor

d. Inductor (solenoid) s. Fuse

e. Ground

f. Battery

g. Connection
1.

2. _00_
3. r-
4. -n-
5. kr-

h. Terminal

i. Switch (open)

Circuit breaker

k. Crossover 6.

7.

8.

9.9.

I. Direction of current

m. Diode (one-way)

n. Zener diode

o. Transistor (PNP type)

-
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10.

11. NAM-
12.

13. --IOW-

14.

15.

16. --H-
17.

18. +-117:

19. 0-11



1 3. Match letter designations used in ohm's law to the correct terms.

a. Electromotive force in volts

b. Intensity (current) in amps

c. Resistance in ohms

14. Draw ohm's law formt.Ia in triangle expression.

1. R

2. I

3. E

D - 45-F

15. , State ohm's law in letter formula for calculating voltage, current, and resistance.

a.

b.

c.

16. Identify three types of electrical circuits.

a. b.

17. List three rules for series circuits.

a.

b.

869
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c.

18. List three rules for parallel circuits.

a.

h.

c.

19. Name three factors affecting resistance in a conductor.

a.

b.

c.

20. Select the characteristics of magnetism by placing an "X" in the appropriate
blanks.

a. Every magnet has a north and south pole

b. Like poles attract and unlike poles repel

c. Magnetic materials are acted upon when located in a field of force

d. Every magnet has a field of force surrounding it

e. Unlike poles attract and like poles repel

21. Explain two ways an iron bar may be magnetized.

a.

b.
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22. Discuss the relationship between electricity and magneism.

23. Discuss the principle of electromagnetic induction.

24. List three ways in which voltage may be induced by electromagnetic induction.

a.

b.

c.

25. List three factors that determine the magnitude of induced voltage. -

a.

b.

c.

26. Name two types of electric cuneht.

a.

b.
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27. Distinguish between direct and alternating current by placing "AC" in front of
the items that refer to alternating current and "DC" is front of the items that
refer to direct current.

a. Flows in one direction then reverses and flows in the opposite direction

b. Dry cell battery

c. Supplied by an alternating current generator (alternator)

d. Flows in one direction only

e. Supplied by a generator

28. Name four instruments used in checking electrical circuits.

a.

b.

c.

d.

29. Solve the ;ollowing problems using ohm's law formula.

a. A current of 1.5 amperes is needed to operate a certain light bulb having
a resistance of 8 ohms. What voltage is required?

b. A horn connected to a 12 volt battery uses 4 amperes of current for its
operation. What is the resistance of the horn?
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PRINCIPLES OF ELECTRICITY
UNIT I

ANSWERS TO TEST

1. a. 7 h. 1 o. 26 v. 17

b. 6 i. 22 p. 27 w. 23

c. 12 j. 3 q. 9 x. 18

d. 8 k. 4 r. 10 y. 24

e. 20 I. 2 s. 15 z. 21

f. 25 m. 16 t. 14 aa. 19

g. 11 n. 5 u. 13

2. a. Electron

b. Proton

3. When acted upon by a source such as friction, electrons in the outer ring or
orbit break away to other atoms

4. The flow of electrons from atom to atom in a conductor

5. a. Thermoelectric

b. Electrochemical

c. Electromagnetic

6. a. Voltage

b. Resistor

c. Conductor

7. a

8. a. c g. i

b. c h. c

c. i i. c

d. i j. c

e. i k. i

f. c I. c
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9. Copper has only one electron in outer ring and is comparitively cheaper than
other metals which may have the same properties

10. a. 2

b. 3

c. 1

11. a. Core of atoms (protons) attracts orbiting electrons, which resist their
removal

b. Collision of countless electrons as they move

12. a. 11 f. 18

b. 4 g. 3

c. 13 h. 12

d. 7 i. 10

e. 1

13. a. 3

b. 2

14.

c. 1

j. 6

15. a. E=IxR
b. I = E/R

c. R = E/I

16. a. Parallel

b. Series-parallel

c. Series

k. 14 P. 8

I. 16 q. 17

m. 9 r. 2

n. 5 s. 19

0. 15
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a. Current through each resistor is the same

b. Voltage drops across each resistor will be different if the resistance values
are different

c. Sum of the voltage drops equals the source voltage

18. a. Voltage across each resistor is the same

b. Current through each resistor will be different if the resistance values are
different

c. Sum of the separate currents equals the total circuit current

19. a. Length of wire

b. Diameter of wire

c. Temperature of wire

20. a, c, d, e

21. Explanation should include:

a. Stroke an iron bar with another bar which has been magnetized

b. Place an iron bar in a strong magnetic field

22. Discussion should include:

a. Current passed through a wire (conductor) creates a magnetic field around
the wire

b. Magnetic lines have direction and change direction when the current flow
changes from one direction to another

c. Two conductors on an armature, carrying current in opposite directions,
create a strong and weak field on opposite sides, causing conductors to
move apart or armature to rotate

23. Discussion should include:

a. Conductor . moving across a magnetic field will have the voitage (emf)
induced in it

b. Voltage polarity and the current flow direction are determined by the
direction of wire movement and direction of lines of force

24. a. Generated voltage by relative motion

b. Self induction voltage created by a change of current in the conductor

c. Mutual induction voltage woich occurs when changing current in one coil
induces voltage in a second coil
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25. a. Strength of the magnetic field

b. Speed at which lines of force are cutting across the conductor

c. Number of conductors that are cutting across the lines of force

26. a. Direct

b. Alternating

27:''' a AC

b. DC

c. AC

d. DC

e. DC

28. a. Ammeter

b. Voltmeter

c. Ohmmeter

d. Wattmeter

29. a. 12 volts

b. 3 ohms
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STORAGE BATTERIES
UNIT II

UNIT OBJECTIVE

After completion of this unit, the student should be able to list the functions of a battery
and discuss the process by which it converts chemical energy into electrical energy. The
student should also be able to select safety rules, explain the term "battery rating", and
demonstrate the ability to service and load test a battery. This knowledge will be evidenced
through demonstration and by scoring eighty-five percent on the unit test.

SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

After completion of this unit, the student should be able to:

1. Match terms associated with storage batteries to the correct definitions.

2. List three functions of the battery.

3. Match the parts of the battery to their purposes.

4. Discuss the process by which a battery converts chemical energy into
electrical energy during the discharging and charging cycle.

5. Explain the term battery rating.

6. Select safety rules to be observed during the care and maintenance of
batteries.

7. Name three characteristics of "service free" batteries.

8. Demonstrate the ability to:

a. Clean and service a battery.

b. Remove and replace a battery.

c. Measure battery electrolyte with an hydrometer.

d. Load test a battery.

e. Charge test a battery for three minutes.
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STORAGE BATTERIES
UNIT II

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

1. Instructor:

A. Provide student with objective sheet.

B. Provide student with information and job sheets.

C. Make transparencies.

D. Discuss unit and specific objectives.

E. Discuss information sheet.

F. Demonstrate and discuss the procedures outlined in the job sheets.

G. Demonstrate the use of a battery charger.

H. Give test.

II. Student:

A. Read objective sheet.

B. Study information sheet.

C. Complete job sheets.

D. Take test.

INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS

Included in this unit:

A. Ob;2ctive sheet

E. Information sheet

C. Transparency masters

1. TM 1--Storage Battery Construction

2. TM 2--Battery Plate Groups
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STORAGE BATTERIES
UNIT II

INFORMATION SHEET

I. Terms and definitions

D - 57-F

A. Battery- -Two or more connected cells which convert chemical energy into
electrical energy (Transparency 1)

B. Cell--One positive plate group and one negative plate group (Transparency
2)

(NOTE: The positive plate contains lead peroxide and the negative plate
contains spongy lead.)

C. Plate group--Similar plates welded to a plate strap (Transparency 2)

(NOTE: Plate groups are interlaced, with positive and negative plates
alternating, but separated to allow free flow of electrolyte.)

D. Electrolyte--Solution of water and sulphuric acid

E. Specific gravity--Weight of liquid compared to an equal volume of water
at 60°F

(NOTE: Water has a specific gravity of 1.0.)

F. Hydrometer--Glass barrel syvinae containing al calibrated float used to
measure specific gravity

G. Sulfated--Oxidation of positive plate grid wires and formation of lead sulfate
crystals which become dense and hard

(NOTE: A sulfated condition is caused by long storage without recharging.
A slow charge may or may not restore the battery.)

H. Dissimilar metals--Metals not alike in substance or essentials

II. Functions of the battery

A. Supplies current for cranking the engine

B. Supplies current when the demand exceeds the output of the charging
system

C. Stabilizes the voltage in the system during operation
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INFORMATION SHEET

III. Purpose of battery parts

A. Plates--Store active material which brings about the chemical reaction to
provide electricity

B. Separators--Insulate the negative plates from the positive plates

C. Terminal posts--Connect to conductors for current flow

(NOTE: The positive post is larger than tt e negative post.)

D. Battery case--Holds the cells and electrolyte to make up the completed
battery

E. Vent caps--Close the opening in each cell cover and provide a vent to allow
gases to escape (Transparency 3)

F. Cell connector -- Connects cells in series

(NOTE: Six-volt batteries have three cells and twelve ,tolt batteries have
six cells connP-Aed in series.)

G. Post plate strap--Connects plate groups to terminal posts

IV. Converting chemical energy into electrical energy during the discharging and
charging cycle (Transparency 4)

A. Discharging cycle

1. Electrical energy is produced by chemical reaction between the
active materials of the dissimilar plates and the suiuric acid of
the electrolyte

2. Lead sulfate is formed at both plates as the battery is discharged,
while the sulfuric acid in the electrolyte is replaced by water

B. Charging cycle

1. After the battery is discharged, it must be recharged by a suitable
flow of direct current from an external source

2. The specific gravity of the electrolyte increases, sulfuric ,cid is
formed and water is used up
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INFORMATION SHEET

V. Battery rating

D - 59-F

A. Capacity rated according to quantity of electricity that can be taken from
a fully charged battery over a definite period of time

Example: Battery rated at 100 amp-hour should deliver 5 amps
continuously for 20 hours

B. Individual cell amperage depends on total plate area, specific gravity, and
temperature of electrolyte

(NOTE: Battery efficiency drops from 100% at 80°F to 40% at 0°F.)

VI. Safety rules

A. Wear safety glasses, rubber gloves, and rubber apron when servicing batteries

B. Electrolyte must not be allowed to come in contact -with clothing, skin,
eyes, or painted surfaces

C. Flush immediately with water any area o skin which acid has contat.ted

D. Flames or sparks can cause gases given off by battery to explode

(NOTE: Gases given off are hydrogen and oxygen.)

E. Avoid shorting or grounding battery terminals duffing service

F. Avoid breathing fumes from a battery that is being charged

G. Leave charger in the off position when connecting and disconnecting
batteries

VII. Charactcalstics of "service free" batteries

A. Case sealed with lifetime supply of electrolyte

B. Special liquid-gas separator returns any liquid to reservoir

C. Water loss eliminated through the use of spec;a! plates
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Electrolyte

(Sulfuric Acid)
H2SO4
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Lead Peroxide
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STORAGE BATTERIES
UNIT II

JOB SHEET #1--CLEAN AND SERVICE A BATTERY

I. Tools and materials

A. Safety glasses

B. Rubber gloves

C. Rubber apron

D. Bristle brush

E. Wire brush

F. Screwdriver

G. Battery clamp puller

H. Combination end wrenches

I. Battery pliers

J. Baking soda and water solution (two tablespooni of baking soda to one
pint of water)

K. Battery anti-corrosion paste

L. Shop towels
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JOB SHEriT #1

II. Procedure

A. Disconnect battery cables from the battery posts (Figure 1)

(NOTE: Always disconnect the grounded battery cable first to avoid short
circuits.)

FIGURE 1

Pry Clamp Open

Pull Cable Off

B. Clean battery cable clamps and battery post (Figure 2)

(NOTE: Battery posts and inside of battery cable clamps must be clean
and bright.)

FIGURE 2
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JOB SHEET t1

C. Remove loose dirt and corrosion particles from top of battery (Figure 3;

FIGURE 3

D. Brush soda water solution on battery, battery post, clamps, and battery
hold-down (Figure 4)

(NOTE: Keep water and soda from entering the battery through the vent
holes in the vent caps.)
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JOB SHEET #1

E. Wash away residue with clean water (Figure 5)

(NOTE: Remove all residue that may have lodged around battery, frame,
or parts of the vehicle.)

F. Dry the battery and battery cables with a clean cloth

G. Reconnect battery cables tc the battery posts (Figure 6)

(CAUTION: Always reconnect the power cable firut and the ground cable
last.)

FIGURE 6
Battery Posts Slightly Above Clamps

H. Spread a coating of battery anti-corrosion paste over the cable clamps and
terminals

I. Remove vent caps and check electrolyte level in all cells

J. Add water if necessary to bring electrolyte up to proper level

(NOTE: Do not overfill.)
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STORAGE BATTERIES
UNIT II

JOB SHEET #2-- REMOVE AND REPLACE A BATTERY

I. Tools and materials

A. Safety glasses

B. Rubber gloves

C. Rubber apron

D. Wire brush

E. Screwdriver

F. Battery clamp puller

G. Combination end wrenches

H. Battery pliers

I. Battery cable spreader

J. Battery post and cable cleaner

K. Battery lift strap
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JOB SHEET #2

II. Procedure

(NOTE: Observe the location of the positive post so the battery can be installed
in the same way.)

A. Disconnect the battery cables from the battery posts (Figure 1)

(NOTE: Always disconnect the grounded battery cable first to avoid short
circuits. Use care to avoid twisting the battery cable post.)

FIGURE 1

Pry Clamp Open

Pull Cable Off

B. Remove the battery hold-down

C. Remove the battery from the carrier

(NOTE: Use a suitable battery lift strap to litt the battery.)

D. Inspect the battery carrier for dirt or corrosion

(NO 1E: Clean with baking soda and ware, as required.)

E. Check battery cables for worn or frayed insulation
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JOB SHEET #2

F. Clean the inside of battery cables dean and bright (Figure 2)

FIGURE 2

...:1Plikft....
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G. Set the battery into place using a lift strap

(NOTE: Position the battery to allow for correct battery cable attachment.)

H. Install the battery hold-down clamp or strap and tighten securely

I. Reconnect battery cables to the battery posts (Figure 3)

(NOTE: Always reconnect the power cable first and the ground cable last.
Replace clamp bolts and nuts as needed.)

FIGURE 3

-7-

Battery Post Slightly Above Clamps

J. Tighten the battery cable clamps securely

(NOTE: Use care to avoid twisting the battery cable post.)

K. Spread a coating of battery anti-corrosion paste over the cable clamps and
terminai
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STORAGE BATTERIES
UNIT II

JOB SHEET #3--MEASURE BATTERY ELECTROLYTE WITH AN HYDROMETER

I. Tools and materials

A. Hydrometer

B. Shop towels

C. Container clean water

D. Safety glasses

E. Rubber gloves

F. Rubber apron

II. Procedure

A. Remove vent caps from battery

B. lnse -t the hydrometer into the first cell

C. Squeeze the rubber bulb to draw electrolyte into the hydrometer to suspend
the float

(NOTE: If the electrolyte level is too low, add water, charge for one hour,
and recheck.)
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JOB SHEET #3

D. Take reading at eye level (Figure 1)

(NOTE: Make sure the float is not bumping the top of the hydrometer
tube or sticking to the side of the tube. Write down reading for each cell.)

Hold Tube Vertical

Do Not Suck In Too
Much Eleztrolyte

FIGURE 1

E. Squeeze bulb to return electrolyte to cell

F. Repeat for other cells
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JOB SHEET #3

G. Adjust the readings for temperature

1. Add four gravity points (0.004) to the reading for every 10°F
above 80°. Subtract four gravity points (0.004) for each 10° below
80°F (Figure 2)

Temperature
oF.

FIGURE 2

Temperature
Adjustment Chart

160

150

140

130

120

110

100

90
80

70

60

50

40

30
20
10

Gravity Points
to Add or
Subtract

+32
+30

+28
+26

+24
+22

+20
+18

+16
+14

+12
+10

+8
+6

+4

O
+2

4 2-
-6

-8
-10

12
14

16
18

20
-.24 22
-26

-28

2. Specific gravity should read from 1.215 to 1.270 (corrected for
80°F electrolyte temperature)

3. The variation in readings between cells should be no more than
0.050

4. If the readings are not within the above mentioned range, charge
and retest.

H. Replace vent caps upon completion of test

I. Flush any spilled electrolyte with clean water
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STORAGE BATTERIES
UNIT II

JOB SHEET #4--LOAD TEST A BATTERY

I. Tools and materials

A. Battery capacity tester

B. Appropriate conductors

C. Safety glasses

D. Rubber gloves

E. Rubber apron

II. Procedure

A. Connect tester (Figure 1)

FIGURE 1

Battery Capacity Test - 12V Battery

B. Tighten rheostat knob to apply a load to battery

C. Apply load equal to three times the ampere-hour rating of battery being
tested

(NOTE: Ampere-hour rating should be marked on the outside of battery
case.)

D. Read battery voltage at the end of 15 seconds

(NOTE: If voltage drops below 1.5 volts per cell in 15 seconds use the
3minute charge test.)

E. Loosen rheostat to relieve load at end of 15 seconds

F. Disconnect tester
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STORAGE BATTERIES
UNIT II

JOB SHEET #5CHARGE TEST A BATTERY FOR THREE MINUTES

I. Tools and materials

A. Adjustable, fast rate battery charger

B. Battery capacity tester

C. Appropriate conductors

D. Safety glasses

E. Rubber gloves

F. Rubber apron

II. Procedure

A. Connect tester and charger (Figure 1)

FIGURE 1

0 - 83-F

Battey Charge Test - 12V Battery

B. Turn charger on and adjust the charging rate to 40 amps

C. Charge battery for 3 minutes

D. Read individual cell voltages with battery charger still in operation

(NOTE: If they vary by more than 0.1 volt (1.10v), replace the battery.)

E. Read total battery voltage

(NOTE: If it is over 15.5v (15 1/2 volts), the battery is unsatisfactory
and must be given a long slow charge and load tested again. If voltage
under load test is less than 9v, replace battery.)
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STORAGE BATTERIES
UNIT II

TEST

1. Match the terms on the right to the correct definitions.

NAME

a. Two or more connected cells which
convert chemical energy into electrical
energy

b. One positive plate group and one
negative plate group

c. Similar plates welded to a plate strap

d. Solution of water and sulfuric acid

e. Weight of liquid compared to an equal
volume of water at 60°F

f. Glass barrel syringe containing a

calbrated float used to measure specific
gravity

g. Metals not alike in substance or
essentials

h. Oxidation of positive plate grid wires
and formation of lead sulfate crystals
which become dense and hard

2. List three functions of the battery.

a.

b.

c.

X60
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1

1. Electrolyte

2. Hydrometer

3. Specific
gravity

4. Dissimilar
metals

Battery

6. Plate group

7. Sulfated

8. Cell
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3. Match the parts of the battery on the right to their purposes.

a. Store active material which brings about 1. Terminal posts
the chemical reaction to provide
electricity 2. Battery case

b. Insulate the negative plates from the 3. Plates
positive plates

4. Separators
c. Connect to conductors for current flow

5. Cell connector
d. Holds the cells and electrolyte to make

up the completed battery 6. Vent caps

e. Close the opening in each cell cover and 7. Post plate
provide a vent to allow gases to escape strap

f. Connects cells in series

g. Connects plate groups to terminal posts

4. Discuss the process by which a battery converts chemical energy into electrical

energy during the discharging and charging cycle.

5. Explain the term battery rating.
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A

6. Select safety rules to be observed during the care and maintenance of batteries
by placing an "X" in the appropriate blanks.

a. Electrolyte must not be allowed to come in contact with clothing,
skin, eyes, or painted surfaces

b. Flames or sparks can cause gases given off by battery to explode

c. Wear safety glasses, rubber gloves, and rubber apron when servicing
batteries .,

d. Leave charger in the on position when connecting and disconnecting
batteries

e. Flush immediately with water any area of skin which acid has
contacted

f. Avoid breathing fumes from a battery that is being charged

7. Name three characteristics of "service free" batteries.

a.

b.

c.

8. Demonstrate the ability to:

a. Clean and service a battery.

b. Remove and replace a battery.

c. Measure battery electrolyte with an hydrometer.

d. Load test a battery.

e. Charge test a battery for three minutes.

(NOTE: If these activities have not been accomplished prior to the test, ask
your instructor when they should be completed.)
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STORAGE BATTERIES
UNIT II

ANSWERS TO TEST

1. a. 5 e. 3

b. 8 f. 2

c. 6 g. 4

d. 1 h. 7

2. a. Supplies current for cranking the engine

b. Supplies current when the demand exceeds the output of the charging
system

c. Stabilizes the voltage in the system during operation

3. a. 3

b. 4
w.

c. 1

d. 2

e. 6

f. 5

g. 7

4. Discussion should include:

a. Discharging cycle

1) Electrical energy is produced by chemical reaction between the
active materials of the dissimilar plates and the sulfuric acid of
the electrolyte

2) Lead sulfate is formed at both plates as the battery is discharged,
while the sulfuric acid in the electrolyte is replaced by water

b. Charging cycle

1) After the battery is thscharyed, it must be recharged by a suitable
flow of direct current from an external source

2) The specific gravity of the electrolyte increases, sulfuric acid is
formed and water is used up
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5. Explanation should include:

a. Capacity rated according to the quantity of electricity that can be taken
from a fully charged battery over a definite period of time

b. Individual cell amperage depends on total plate area, specific ,gravity, and
temperature of electrolyte

6. a, b, c, e, f

7. a. Case sealed with lifetime supply of electrolyte

b. Special liquid-gas separator returns any liquid to reservoir

c. Water loss eliminated through the use of special plates

8. Performance skills evaluated to the satisfaction of the instructor
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STARTING CIRCUITS
UNIT III

UNIT OBJECTIVE

After completion of this unit, the student should be able to name the major parts in
a starting circuit and match the parts to their functions. The student should also be able
to disassemble, test, and reassemble starting motors. This knowledge will be evidenced
through demonstration and by scoring eighty-five percent on the unit test.

SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

After completion of this unit, the student should be able to:

1. Match terms associated with starting circuits to the correct definitions.

2. Explain the purpose of the starting circuit.

3. Name four major parts in the starting circuit.

4. Match the major parts in the starting circuit to their functions.

5. Name four major parts of a starting motor.

6. Match the component parts of the starting motor to their functions.

7. Explain how a basic starting motor converts electrical energy into
mechanical energy.

8. Explain how a starting motor is kept running.

9. Discuss the current flow in a starting motor circuit.

10. Identify four types of starter field circuits.

11. Match the types of starter field circuits :o the current flow in each type
circuit.

12. Discuss counter electromotive force in relation to armature speed.

13. Name four types of switches for starting motors.

14. Distinguish between a magnetic switch and a solenoid switch.

15. Discuss the operation of the series-parallel switch.

16. Explain two ways starter drives are engaged.
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17. List three types of electromagnetic or lever shift drives.

18. Demonstrate tie ability to

a. Remove and replace a starter.

b. Disassemble, test, and reassemble a starter.

c. Test starter circuit (no load).

d. Reconditicn starting motor armature.
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STARTING CIRCUITS
UNIT III

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

I. Instructor:

A. Provide student with objective sheet.

B. Provide student with information and job sheets.

C. Make transparencies.

D. Discuss unit and specific objectives.

E. Discuss information sheets.

F. Demonstrate and discuss the procedures outlined in the job sheets.

G. Give test.

II. Student:

A. Read objective sheet.

B. Study information sheet.

C. Complete job sheets.

D. Take test.

INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS

I. Included in this unit:

A. Objective sheet

B. Information sheet

C. Transparency masters

1. TM 1--Starter Motor Component Parts

2. TM 2Components of Armature

3. TM 3--Parts in Starting Circuit

4. TM 4--Starting Motor
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5. TM 5-Starter Field Circuits

6. TM 6--Types of Motor Switches

7. TM 7--Series-Parallel Switch and Starter Circuit

8. TM 8--Types of Electromagnetic or Lever Shift Drive.

D. Job sheets

1. Job Sheet #1--Remove ana Replace a Starter

2. Job Sheet #2--Disassemble, Test, and Reassemble a Starter

3. Job Sheet #3--Test Starter Circuit (No Load)

4. Job Sheet #4;- Recondition Starting Motor Armature

E. Test

F. Answers to test

II. References:

A. Fundamentals of Service: Electrical Systems. Moline, Illinois: Deere and
Company, 1968.

B. Billiet, Walter E. and Goings, Leslie F. Automotive Electrical Systems, Third
Edition. Chicago, Illinois: American Technical Society, 1970.

Crouse, William H. Automotive Mechanics. New York, New York: Webster
Division/McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1965.
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STARTING CIRCUITS
UNIT III

INFORMATION SHEET

I. Terms and definitions (Transparencies 1 and 2)

A. Pole pieces--Ends of a magnet in the field frame assembly of a starting
motor

B. Field winding--Wire wrapped around pole pieces to increase the strength
of the magnetic field when current is passed through the windings

C. Armature--Main drive of starter motor; converts electrical energy iWe
mechanical energy

D. Commutator--Metal segments attached to ends of wire loops to form contact
surface on armature

E. Brushes -Sliding contacts to feed electrical energy from battery to
commutator

F. Pinion--Small ge;.qr that meshes with a larner gear

G. Solenoid-Electromagnetic switch that closes circuit and engages the motor
anion with the flywheel

H. Motor '- Manual, magnetic, or solenoid switch

I. Inertia-Tende= JN r a body in motion to remain in motion

J. CEMF--Counter electromotive fu.ce

II. Purpose of starting circuit-Converts Jectr;cal energy from the battery into
mechanical energy at the starting motor to crank the ongine (Transparency 3)

III. Major parts in starting circuit (Transparency 3)

A: Battery

R. Starter switch

C. Motor switch

D. Starting motor
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INFORMATION SHEET

IV. Function of parts of starting circuit

A. Battery--Supplies energy for the circuit

B. Starter switch--Activates the circuit

C. Motor switch--Closes circuit to motor and engages motor drive with flywheel

D. Starting motor--Drives flywheel to start engine

V. Major parts of starting motor (Transparencies 1 and 4)

A. Motor switch

B. Field frame assembly

C. Armature

D. Drive mechanism

VI. Component parts and functions (Transparency 4)

A. Pole shoe--Forms a magnetic field of force around armature

B. Field windir,g--Wrapped around pole shoe to strengthen magnetic field when
current is passed through the winding

C. Armature--Converts electrical energy into mechanical energy to drive
mechanism to crank engine

(NOTE: The magnetic field around the loop and the field between the
pole shoes repel each other causing the ,00p or armature to turn.)

D. Commutator--Forms contact surface for battery to feed electrical current
through armature

E. Brushes--Sliding contacts which feed electrical energy to the commutator

VII. Conversion of electrical energy into mechanical energy--Current carrying
conductor (armature) formed in a loop and mounted on a shaft, will cause the
shaft to rotate when placed inside a magnetic field (field windings)

VIII. How a starting motor is kept running (Transparency 2)

A. The magnetic field around the armature and the magnetic field between
the pole pieces repel each other causing the armature to turn
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B. Metal segments on the ends of the commutator make a one-half turn
reversing their connection through sliding contacts (brushes) which causes
the current to flow in the opposite direction in the armature windings

IX. Current flow in a starting motor circuit--Current will flow from battery, through
cable, across switch contacts, through field windings and armature, and back
to battery through ground (Transparency 3)

X. Types of starter field circuits (Transparency 5)

A. Series-wound

B. Parallelwound

C. Series-parallel-wound

D. Compound-wound

Xl. Types of starter field circuits and current flow (Transparency 5)

A. Series-wound--Current flows through all the field windings before it flows
through the two insulated brushes to the armature

B. Parallel-wound--Current flows through one field winding to the brushes, and
also through the othe, field winding to the brushes, placing the field
windings in parallel

C. Series-parallel-wound--One third of tne current flows through each pair of
field windings to one of the three insulated brushes

D. Compound-wound--One or more of the poles is shunt wound, connected
directly to ground to prevent excessive speeds

(NOTE: The shunt coil is not affected by the counter voltage (CEMF)
induced into the armature windings when passing through the magnetic field
of the field coils.)

XII. Counter electromotive force it relation to armature speed

A. Counter voltage (CEMF) is ;nduced into the armature windings when they
pass through the magnetic field of the field coils

B. The faster the armature turns the higher the counter voltage

C. The compound-wound starter shunt winding prevents excessive speeding
because the shunt winding is connected directly to ground, reducing the
series field winding, armature current flow, and armature free speed
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INFORMATION SHEET

XIII. Types of switches for starting motors (Transparencies 6 and 7)

A. Manual

B. Solenoid

C. Magnetic

D. Series-parallel

XIV. Magnetic and solenuid switches (Transparency 6)

A. MagneticNormally used with bendir drive as switch does not provide
mechanical shifting of drive mechanism

B. Solenoid--Provides a mechanical means of shifting pinion into mesh with
flywheel

XV. Operation of series - parallel switch (Transparency 7)

A. Starter switch closes, connecting two 12 volt batteries in series with the
starting motor

B. Solenoid circuit is completed by a set of points mechanically closed by
the series-parallel switch plunger and starter turns over

C. Starter switch is released, going into neutral position, permitting operation
of electrical equipment by two 12 volt batteries in parallel for normal
operation

XVI. Engaging starter drives

A. Inertia of armature acting through drive mechanism

B. Electromagnetic plunger to mechanically shift pinion into mesh

XVI I. Types of electromagnetic or lever shift drives (Transparency 8)

A. Overrunning clutch

B. Dyer drive

C. Sprag clutch drive
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Starter Motor Component Parts

Pole Pieces

..
iN

Magnetic Field

POLE PIECES AND THEIR MAGNETIC FIELD

kraeg Field Winding

FIELD WINDING ADDED TO POLE PIECES

.
014 (-,P,



Current
From

Battery

Components of Armature
Loop

agnetic Field

LOOP OF "LIVE" WIRE AND ITS MAGNETIC FIELD- _f

ARMATURE FOR STARTING MOTOR

LOOP PLACED IN FIELD WINDINGS

Brushes

Commutator
Pole

Pieces
Field Windings

rmatu re

ARMATURE AND BRUSHES 0
--1

N 916 41

8
IV
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Parts in Starting Circuit

Motor SIIII In

Battery

Starter Switch

917

Starting
MotorI

Flywheel



Brushes

N

Commutato

Starting Motor

Solenoid

0
Solenoid Shift Lever

Armature

Pole Shoe Field Coil Winding
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Drive

Mechanism

Pinion



Brush

Field Winding

Starter Field Circuits

Current From Battery

Field Winding

Grounds Commutator

Pole Shoe

FOUR-POLE TWO-COIL SERIES-WOUND MOTOR

Parallel Windings Field Coil

)
4 Used)

(00.
*
Pole Shoe

FOUR-POLEFOUR-COIL PARALLEL-WOUND MOTOR

Commutator
Brush Shunt Coil

Pole (6 Used) Series Coils Pole Shoe

--1 SIX-POLESIX-COIL SERIES-PARALLEL-WOUND MOTOR
01

913

COMPOUND-WOUND MOTOR
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Types of Motor Switches

-=k)11/If

Heavy Switch

Battery

Startingt Motor

MANUAL SWITCH

TYPICAL MAGNETIC

SWITCH CIRCUIT

Starter Control Switch
Winding

Plunger

Magnetic Switch

Return Spring Battery
`'Nrminal

Motorl
TerminalContact Disk

/
Starting Motor

To Batterie

SOLENOID CIRCUIT

Bendix Drive

Hold -In Pull-In
Winding Winding

Solenoid
Plunger

Shift Lever

Overrunning
Clutch

- Motor
Terminal

,Contact Disk

7 Starting
Motor

Control Switch
Battery Terminal

To Battery
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Series-Parallel Switch and Starter Circuit

Regulator (12-Volt)

Generator I
(12-Volt)

i To Lights
and Accessories

12-Volt
Battery

"A"

Series-Parallel

z
Ammeter

(Bath Batteries)

Starting :
at Switch 4,,
T.II :

; ;

12-Volt
Battery

Fuse--....p

Solenoid Switch (24- Volt)_

Ammeter (Bat. B)-*-0

Starting Motor (24-Volt)
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Types of Electromagnetic or Lever Shift Drives

Solenoid Shift Lever

Pinion Stop

SEE

71-8

Armature Shaft

Overrunning Clutch

Rollers

Pinion Gear

Collar

OVERRUNNING CLUTCH DRIVE ENGAGED

Pinion

DYER DRIVE IN OPERATION: 3) FLYWHEEL
SPINNING PINION OUT OF MESH

Sprags
1=1ShIft Collar

SPRAG CLUTCH DRIVE

Pinion

co 92 924
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STARTING CIRCUITS
UNIT III

JOB SHEET #1REMOVE AND REPLACE A STARTER

I. Tools and materials

A. Combination end wrencnes, 3/8" - 3/4"

B. Sockets, 3!3" - 3/4" by 3/8" drive

C. Ratchet, 3/8" drive

D. Extensions, 3" and 6" by 3/8" drive

E. Small ignition wrench set

F. Battery cable pliers

G. Safety glasses

II. Procedure

A. Remove starter

1. Disconnect battery ground cable

2. Remove the cables and electrical wires from the starter

(NOTE: In some cases it may be necessary to remove the starter
retaining bolts and allow the starter to be lowered to provide
easy removal of the starter wires and cables.)

3. Remove starter retaining bolts as required (Figure 1)

FIGURE 1 ----Remove Cables
and Wires
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JOB SHEET #1

4. Remove other starter brackets if used

5. Remove starter from engine

(CAUTION: Starter motors are heavy and should be handled
carefully during removal to avoid damage to the starter or injury
to the worker.)

B. Starter replacement

1. Clean starter and block mounting surfaces

2. Position starter in mounting position and start retaining bolts

3. Tighten starter retaining bolts securely

4. Position starter wires and cables in place and start retaining nuts

5. Tighten starter wires and retaining nuts securely

(NOTE: Avoid overtightening and twisting off small retaining
nuts.)

6. Replace any brackets that may have been removed and tighten
securely

7. Check all connections

8. Replace battery ground cable

9. Start engine two or three times to check starter action
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STARTING CIRCUITS
UNIT III

JOB SHEET #2--DISASSEMBLE, TEST, AND REASSEMBLE A STARTER

I. Tools and materials

A. Combination end wrenches, 3/8" - 3/4"

B. Needle nose pliers

C. Pliers (two pair)

D. Hammer

E. Small wood block

F. Suitable armature growler and test light

II. Procedure

A. Disassemble starter (Figure 1)

FIGURE 1

Field Coil Connector

Starter End Frame

U - 117-F

Thru Bolts

1.

Starter Housing

Disconnect field coil connectors from solenoid

2. Remove thru bolts

3. Remove starter end frame

4. Grasp starter housing and remove the armature and drive assembly
from the housing
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5. Remove the armature and drive assembly from the drive housing

(NOTE: Sometimes the solenoid and shift lever assembly must
be removed before the drive assembly and armature can be
removed.)

6. Remove starter drive from armature shaft as follows

a. Remove thrust washer

b. Tap retainer toward armature to free the snap ring (Figure
2)

FIGURE 2

Sleeve

c. Remove snap ring and retainer

d. Remove starter drive and assist spring (Figure 3)

FIGURE 3

...,92
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JOB SHEET #2

7. Remove starter brushes, if required

B. Test and service

1. Clean all starter components

(NOTE: Clean all parts by wiping with rAan cloths. The armature,
field coils, and starter drive asser, "- must not be washed in
solvent.)

2. Arrange all starter components for inspection

3. Inspect starter bushings for looseness and replace as required

4. inspect starter brushes for wear

(NOTE: Brushes worn to half their original length or less should
be replaced.)

5. Inspect the starter drive

(NOTE: The starter drive p'nion gear should turn freely in one
direction and lock when turned slowly in the ether direction.)

6. Inspect armature commutator

(NOTE: If the armature commutator is rcugh or out-of-round,
it should be turned down using suitable equipment.)

7. Test the armature for short circuits (Figure 4)

(NOTE: Pli.ce the armature on a growler and rotate the armature
while holding a hacksaw blade over the armature core. If the blade
vibrates, the armature is shorted and will require replacement.)

FIGURE 4
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JOB SHEET #2

8. Check armature for ground (Figure 5)

(NOTE: Place one lead of a test lamp on the armature core or
shaft and the other on the commutator. If the lamp lights, the
armature is grounded and will require replacement.)

FIGURE 5

9. Check field coil for open circuit (Figure 6)

(NOTE: Place one !ead of the test lamp on the insulated brush
and the other on the field connection tab. If the lamp does not
light, the field coils are open and will require replacement.)

FIGURE 6

Insulated Brush

930
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JOB SHEET #2

10. Check field coil for ground (Figure 7)

(NOTE: Place one lead of the test lamp on the field connector
tab and the other on the grounded brush. If the lamp lights, the
field coils are grounded and will require replacement.)

FIGURE 7

Field Connector Tab

Ground Brush

11. After all parts have been tested and inspected, and worn or
damaged parts replaced, the starter is ready to be reassembled

C. Reassembly

1. Assemble and install starter brush rigging, if required

2. Attach wires to starter brush assemblies

3. Install starter drive on armature shaft

4. Drive snap ring on shaft (Figure 8)

FIGURE 8

Snap Ring

-- Groove

Retaint.,
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JOB SHEET #2

5. Force snap ring into retainer (Figure 9)

FIGURE 9

Thrust Washer

Lubricate drive housing bushing with 4 to 5 drops of light oil

Make sure thrust collar is in place against snap ring and retainer

Slide armature and starter drive assembly into place in drive
housing, engaging shift lever with starter drive as requires'

(NOTE: Install solenoid if removed.)

Position field frame over armature

(NOTE: Use care when positioning field frame against drive
housing to prevent damage to the brushes.)

Place 4 to 5 drops of light oil on starter end frame bushing

Place leather brake washer on armature shaft

Install starter end frame and start thru bolts

Tighten thru bolts evenly and securely

Reconnect the field coil connectors to the solenoid

Test starter w'h a battery and jumper cables to determine starter
motor performance
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STARTING CIRCUITS
UNIT III

JOB SHEET #3--TEST STARTER CIRCUIT (NO-LOAD)

I. Tools and materials

A. Basic hand tool set

B. Starting motor

C. Fully charged battery

D. Ammeter

E. Starter technical manual specifications

F. Voltmeter

G. Carbonpile resistor

H. Tachometer

I. Safety glasses

II. Procedure

A. Inspect starter motor before removal

1. Engage starting motor drive gear and listen for clashing teeth

2. Release motor drive from flywheel and listen for squealing or
rattling noise

(NOTE: 1 and 2 above indicate a dry or won. drive mechanism.)

3. Look for loose mounting bolts

4. Remove commutator end frame and check for burned
communtator bars, high mica, worn brushes or an oily
commutator and brushes

(NOTE: Correct 3 and 4 before further testing, if necessary.)

5 Check pinion gear for freedom of movement by turning shaft

B. Concuct no-load test

1. Remove starter from engine
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JOB SHEET #3

2. Connect starter motor to a fully charged battery (Figure 1)

FIGURE 1

Ammeter

Cr-E-71

Voltmeter

Carbon
Pile

Resistor

Tachometer

Solenoid/ Bat.
S

Cranking
Motor

Jumper Lead
..../

3. Connect an ammeter between battery and starting motor (Figure
1)

4. Connect a jumper wire between tne "s" terminal and the battery
post so solenoid current draw is not measured, if technical manual
specification is for basic motor only (See Figure 1)

5. Connect voltmeter to starting motor terminal and frame (Figure
1)

6. Connect carbon pile resistor across the battery (Figure 1)

7. Place a tachometer on end of armature to measure armature speed
(Figure 1)

8. Start motor by connecting leads to battery terminal

9. Vary the carbon pile resistor until the specified voltage is shown
on the voltmeter

10. Read the ammeter for the current draw

11. Read the tachometer for the armature speed

12. Compare the readings with the technical manual specifications for
the starter motor being tested
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JOB SHEET #3

C. Interpret no-load test results

1. Rated current draw and no-load speed indicates a normal starter
motor condition

2. Low free speed and high current draw indicate:

a. Too much friction

b. Shorted armature

c. Grounded armature of fields

3. Failure to operate with high current draw indicates:

a. A direct ground in the terminal or fields

b. Frozen bearings

4. Failure to operate with no current draw indicates:

a. Open field circuit

b. Open armature coils

c. Broken brush springs, worn brushes or high insulation
between commutator bars

5. Low speed and low current draw indicates high internal resistance
due to poor connections, dirty commutator, or an open field
circuit

6. High free speed and high current draw indicate shorted fields
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STARTING CIRCUITS
UNIT III

JOB SHEET #4--RECONDITION STARTING MOTOR ARMATURE

I. Tools and materials

A. Basic hand tool set

B. Special tool for turning commutators or a lathe

C. Special tool for undercutting commutator or hacksaw blade

D. Safety glasses

II. Procedure

A. Turn down commutator

1. Secure armature and special tool in vise or lathe (Figure 1)

FIGURE 1

2. Remove only enough metal to "true -up" the commutator

B. Undercut the mica between commutator bars

1. Secure armature and special tool in vise (Figure 1)

(NOTE: Use hacksaw blade saw with same width as distance between
commutator bars if special tool is not available.)
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JOB SHEET #4

2. Undercut mica on commutator

(NOTE: Always consult starting motor specifications before
reconditioning armature. Most high output starting motor armatures
should not be undercut after the armature is turned down.) a

......
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STARTING CIRCUITS
UNIT III

TEST

1. Match the terms on the right to the correct definitions.

NAME

D - 129-F

a. Ends of a magnet in the field frame 1. Armature
assembly of a starting motor

2. Solenoid
b. Wire wrapped around pole pieces to

increase the strength of the magnetic 3. Pinion
field when current is passed through the
windings 4. Pole pieces

c. Main drive of starter motor; converts 5. Field
electrical energy into mechanical energy winding

d. Metal segments attached to ends of wire 6. Commutator
loops to form contact surface on
armature 7. Brushes

e. Sliding contacts to feed electrical energy 8. Inertia
from battery to commutator

f. Small gear that meshes with a larger gear

g. Electromagnetic switch that closes
circuit and engages the motor drive
pinion with the flywheel

h. Manual, magnetic, or solenoid switch

i. Tendency of a body in motion to remain
in motion

I. Counter electromotive force

2. Explain the purpose o4 the starting circuit.

3. Name four major parts in the starting circuit.

a.

b.

'c.

d.

333
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4. Match the major parts on the right to their correct functions.

a. Supplies energy for the circuit

b. Activates the circuit

c. Closes circuit to motor and engages
motor drive with flywheel

d. Drives flywheel to start engine

5. Name four major parts of a starting motor.

. a.

b.

C.

d.

1. Motor
switch

2. Starter
switch

3. Starting
motor

4. Battery

6. Match the component parts of the starting motor on the right to their correct
functions.

a. Forms a magnetic field of force around 1. Armature
armature

2. Field
b. Wrapped around pole shoe to strengthen winding

magnetic field when current is passed
thorugh the winding 3. Commutator

c. Converts electrical energy into 4. Brushes
mechanical energy to drive mechanism
to crank engine 5. Pole shoe

d. Forms contact surface for battery to
feed electrical current through armature

e. Sliding contacts which feed electrical
energy to the commutator

7. Explain how a basic starting motor converts electrical energy into mechanical

energy.
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8. Explain how a starting motor is kept running.

9. Discuss the current flow in a starting motor circuit.

10. Identify four types of starter field circuits.

Parallel Windingshi
)

F i eld
coii , (4 Used) Brus

**w-*
t Field Winding 1144A4)\

, Grounds CIommutator

Pole Shoe Pole Shoe

Current From Battery

eld Winding

a. b.

*1,

9'
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Coil (6 Used) Brush
Commutator

Shunt Coil.f k

1

Pole (6 Used) Series Coils Pole Shoe

c. d.

11. Match the types of starter field circuits on the
each type circuit.

a. Current flows through all the field
windings before it flows through the two
insulated brushes to the armature

b. Current flows through one field winding
to the brushes, and also through the
other field winding to the brushes,
placing the field windings in parallel

c. One third of the current flows through
each pair of field windings to one of the
three insulated brushes

d. One or more of the poles is shunt
wound, connected directly to ground to
prevent excessive speeds

right to the current flow in

1. Compound-wound

2. Serieswound

3. Series-parallel-
wound

4. Parallel- wound

12. Discuss counter electromotive force in relation to armature speed.
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13. Name four types of switches for starting motors.

a.

b.

_ . c.

d.
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14. Distinguish between a magnetic switch and a solenoid switch by placing an "X"
next to the description of the magnetic switch.

a. Provides a mechanical means of shifting pinion into mesh with flywheel

b. Normally used with bendix drive as switch does not provide mechanical
shifting of drive mechanism

15. Discuss the operation of the series-parallel switch.

b.

c.

16. Explain two ways starter drives are engaged.

a.

b.

17. List three types of electromagnetic or lever shift drives.

a.

b.

c.

18. Demonstrate the ability to:

a. Remove and replace a starter.

b. Disassemble, test, and reassemble a starter.

942



c. Test starter circuit (no-load).

d. Recondition starting motor armature.

(NOTE: If these activities have not been accomplished prior to the test, ask
your instructor when they should be completed.)

t
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STARTING CIRCUITS
UNIT III

ANSWERS TO TEST

1. a. 4 f. 3

b. 5 g. 2

c. 1 h. 9

d. 6 i. 8

e. 7, j. 10

2. Explanation should include:.

Converts electrical energy from the battery into mechanical energy at the starting
motor to crank the engine

3. A. Battery

Starter switch

Motor switch

Starting motor

b.

c.

d.

4. a. 4

b. 2

c. 1

d. 3

5. a.

b.

c.

d.

Motor switch

Field frame assembly

A..mature

Drive mechanism

6. a. 5 d. 3

2 e. 4

c. 1
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7. Explanation should include:

Current carrying cordurtor (armature) formed in a loop and mounted on a shaft,
will cause the shaft to rotate when placed inside a magnetic field (field windings)

8. Explanation should include:

a. The magnetic field around the armature and the magnetic field between
the pole pieces repel each other causing the armature to turn

b. Metal segments on the ends of the commutator make a one-half turn
reversing their connection through sliding contacts (b;.rshes) which causes
the current to flow in the opposite direction in the armature windings

9. Discussion should includeCurrent will flow from battery, through cable, across
switch contacts, through field windings and armature, and back to battery
through ground

10. a. Parallel-wound

b. Series-wound

c. Series- parallel -wound

d. Compound-wound

11. a. 2

b. 4

c. 3

d. 1

12. Discussion should include:

a. Counter voltage (CEMF) is induced into the armature windings wher, they
pass through the magnetic field of the field coils

b. The faster the armature turns the higher the counter voltage

c. The compound-wound starter shunt winding prevents excessive speeding
because the shunt winding is connected directly to ground, reducing the
series wound field winding, armature current flow, and armature free speed

13. a. Manua!

b. Solenoid
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c. Magnetic

d. Series-parallel

14. b

15. Discussion should include:

a. Starter switch closes, connecting two 12 volt batteries in series with the
starting motor

b. Solenoid circuit is completed by a set of points mechanically closed by
the series-parallel switch plunger and starter turns over

c. Starter switch is released, going into neutral position, permitting operation
of electrical equipment by two 12 volt batteries in parallel for normal
operation

16. Explanation should include:

a. Inertiaof armature acting through drive mechanism

b. Electromagnetic plunger to mechanically shift pinion into mesh

17. a. Overrunning clutch

b. Dyer drive

c. Sprag clutch drive

18. Performance skills evaluated to the satisfaction of the instructor
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IGNITION CIRCUITS
UNIT IV

UNIT OBJECTIVE

After completion of this unit, the student should be able to identify the components
and ex...)lain the purpose of the ignition circuit. The student should be able to remove
and replace the distributor, install contact points and condenser, and set contact point
dwell and ignition timing. The stuoent should also be able to remove, service, and replace
spark plugs. This knowledge will be evidenced through demonstration and by scoring
eighty-five percent on the unit test.

SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

After completion of this unit, the student should be able to:

1. Match terms associated with the ignitici circuit to the correct definitions.

2. Explain the purpose of the ignition circuit.

3. Identify the components of the ignition circuit.

4. Match the components of the ignition circuit to the correct functions.

5. Distinguish between primary and secondary ignition circuit components.

6. Identify the components of the distributor.

7. Discuss the operation of the ignition circuit beginning with the battery
through one complete cycle.

8. Discuss the transistorized and capacitive discharge ignition systems.

9. Identify the major components of an electronic ignition system.

10. Discuss the functions of the major components of the electronic ignition
system.

11. Demonstrate the ability to:

a. Remove and install a distributor.

b. Remove and replace contact points and condenser.

Adjust dwell on an externally adjustable distributor.

d. Check and set ignition timing.

e. Remove, service, and replace spark plugs.
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IGNITION CIRCUITS
UNIT IV

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

I. Instructor:

A. Provide student with objective sheet

B. Provide student with information and job sheets.

C. Make transparencies.

D. Discuss unit and specific objectives.

E. Discuss information sheet.

F. Demonstrate and discuss the procedures outlined in the job sheets.

G. Discuss spark plug heat range.

H. Discuss the different methods of ignition bypass.

I. Give test

II. Student:

A. Read. objective sheet.

B. Study information sheet.

C. Complete job sheets.

D. Take test.

INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS

I. Included in this unit:

A. Objective sheet

B. Information sheet

C. Transparency masters

1. TM 1--Componerts of the Ignition System

2. 'CM 2--Primary Circuit
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3. TM 3--Secondary Circuit

4. TM 4--Distributor Components

5. TM 5--Operation of the Ignition System

6. TM 6--Operation of the Ignition System (Continued)

7. TM 7--Operation of the Ignition System (Continued)

8. TM 8--Operation of the Igr;tion System (Continued)

9. TM 9--Operation of the Ignition System (Continued)

10. TM 10--Major Components of the Electronic Ignition System

D. Job sheets

1. Job Sheet #1--Remove and Install a Distributor

2. Job Sheet #2--RemoVe and Replace Contact Points and Condenser

3. Job Sheet #3--Adjust Dwell on an Externally Adjostable
Distributor

4. Job Sheet #4--Check and Set Ignition Timing

5. Job Sheet #5--Remove, Service, and Replace Spark- Plugs

E. Test

F. Answers to test

II. References:

A. Fundamentals of Service: Electrical Systems. Moline, Illinois: Deere and
Company.

B. Billiet, Walter E., and Goings, Leslie F. Automotive electrical .Systems. 3rd
ed. Chicago, Illinois: I merican Technical Society.

C. Crouse, William H. Automotive Mechanics. New York, New York: Webster
Division/McGraw-Hill Book Company.
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I. Terms and definitions

IGNITION CIRCUITS
UNIT IV

INFORMATION SHEET

D - 143-F

A. Timing--Igniting the fuel-air mixture at the exact instant that will enable
the engine to develop maximum power

B. Timing marks--Marks used to synchronize the ignition circuit so that plugs
will fire at the precise time

(NOTE: Timing marks are usually located on the vibration damper or
flywheel.)

C. Primary ignition circuitLow voltage circuit which energizes the ignition
coil

D. Secondary ignition circuitHic : voltage circuit which produces electrical
current to jump spark plug .3,3p

E. DwellNumber of degrees of distributor cam rotation that the ignition
points aru closed

F. Condenser--A unit installed between the breaker points and coil to prevent
arcing

(NOTE: A condenser has the ability to absorb and retain surges of
electricity.)

G. Coil polarity--A means of connecting the coil primary windings to the
distributor so that current produced at the spark plug will travel from center
electrode to ground

Example: On negative-ground systems, the negative primary terminal
of coil is connected to the distributor. On positive-ground
systems, the positive primary terminal is connected to the
distributor

H. Electronic ignition systemIgnition system using a control unit and magnetic
pickup to open and close the'primary circuit

II. Purpose of ignition circuit The ignition circuit produces a high voltage spark
which ignites the fuel air mixture in the engine cylinder

9L0
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INFORMATION SHEET

III. Components of ignition circuit (Transparency 1)

A. Battery

B. Ignition switch

C. Primary resistance unit

D. Ignition coil

E. Contact points

F. Condenser

G. Distributor

H. Breaker cam

I. Spark-advance mechanism

(NOTE: There are two types of spark-advance mechanisms, vacuum and
mechanical. Engine vacuum controls timing advance in relation to engine
load. Mechanical advance changes engine timing according to engine speed.)

J. Rotor

K. Distributor cap

L. Spark plug

M. Primary ignition wire

N. Secondary ignition cable

0. Ignition bypass circuit

IV. Components of the ignition circuit and functions (Transparency 1)

A. Battery--Source of electricd power

B. Ignition switch--Opens :-,nd closes the primary circuit between battery anu
contact points

C. Primary resistance unit Reduces voltage in the primary circuit to protect
the contact points

D. Ignition coil- Transforms low voltage ir,to high voltage necessary to jump
the spark plug gap

E. Contact points- Make and break the primary circuit to allow the coil to
produce high voltage at the spark plugs
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INFORMATION SHEET

F. Condenser--Device that absorbs surges in the primary circuit when the
opening of the ignition points causes an interruption in current flow

G. Distributor--Contains the contact points and condenser; distributes the high
voltage current from the coil to the proper cylinder

H. Breaker camOpens and closes the ;ontact points

I. Spark-advance mechanism Regulates the timing of the high voltage circuit
for best ignition during all speed and load conditions

J. Rotor--Takes the' high voltage current from the coil and directs it to the
correct cylinder

K. Distributor cap--Holds the coil and spark plug wires in a sequence and
provides a cover for the distributor

L. Spark plug -- Provides a spark gap inside the engine cylinder to ignite the
fuel air mixture

M. Primary ignition wire--Carries low voltage from the battery to the primary
side of the ignition coil (light wire)

N. Secondary ignition cable--Carries high voltage from the secondary side of
the coil to the spark plug (heavily insulated wire)

O. Ignition bypass circuit--Primary ignition circuit that bypasses the ignition
resistance unit, permitting full battery voltage to the ignition coil during
starting only

V. Ignition circuit components

A. PrimaryLow voltage circuit iTransparency 2)

1. Battery

2. Ignition switch

3. Resistance unit

4. Primary winding of the coil

5. Contact points

6. Condenser

7. Low voltage wire that connects the units



INFORMATION SHEET

B. Secondary--High voltage circuit (Transparency 3)

1. Secondary winding of the coil

2. Distributor cap

3. Rotor

4. Spark plug

5. High voltage wire that connects the units

VI. Distributor components (Transparency 4)

A. Distributor cap

B. Rotor

C. Centrifugai advar-T mechanism

D. Condenser

E. Vacuum advance unit

F. Breaker plate

G. Distributor cam

H. Contact points

I. Distributor housing

J. Primary lead wire

K. Distributor ji.ve gear

VII. Operation of the ignition circuit

A. With the ignition switch on and the contact points closed, low voltage
current flows from the battery through the primary winding of the coil
and through the contact points to ground (Transparency 5)

B. The flow of low voitage currPnt through the primary windings of the coil
causes a magnetic field buildup (Transparency 6)

C. As the contact points open, current attempts to flow across the point
surfaces; the condenser attached to the points absorbs this flow of current
(Transparency 7)
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INFORMATION SHEET

D. Stopping this flow of current causes the magnetic field of the coil to collapse
across the secondary coil windings, causing a high voltage surge
(Transparency 8)

E. This high voltage surge is directed from the secondary windings of the coil
through the distributor cap and rotor and on to the spark plug to ground
(Transparency 9)

VIII. Transistorized and capacitive discharge ignition systems

A. Both variations aesigned to increase primary voltage to coil and reduce
voltage to points or eliminate points

B. Transistorizeci ignitions

1. Amplifier included in circuit between points and ignition coil

2. Transistors allow very low voltage through the paints and very
high voltage to the primary windings in coil

C. Capacitive discharge system

1. System contains special ignition distributor, amplifier, and special
coil

2. System operates to charge a capacitor to a high voltage which,
on signal from distributor, is then discharged through the primary
windings in coil

IX. Major components i the electronic ignition system (Transparency 10'

A. Dual ballast r Astor

(NOTE: This component is not used on all models.)

B. Control unit

C. Magnetic pickup assembly

D. Armature or -eluctor

X. Function of the major components of the electronic ignition system

A. Dual ballast resistor Maintains constant primary current with variations in
engine speed

(NOTE: The dila: ballast resistor is bypassed during engine starting::
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INFORMATION SHEET

B. Magnetic pickup assembly--Sends a small voltage pulse to the control unit
to trigger switching transistor to stop current flow in the coil primary
windings

C. Armature or reluctor--Rotates with the distributor shaft, producing a voltage
pulse in the magnetic pickup

(NOTE: The armature contains the same number of tips as the engine
contains cylinders.)

D. Control unit--Controls the flow of current in the primary windings of the
ignition coil and maintains constant dwell
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Contact Points

Primary Circuit

Condense/

ii 95310

Resistance Unit

Ignition Switch

Primary Winding t Low Voltage

Wire

Coil
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Distributor Components

Distributor Cap

Rotor
Mechanism

D - 155-F .

Centrifugal Advance

Contact Points

Condenser

%IN

hiliiiiimu

Distributor Housing

Vacuum

Advance

Unit

Distributor Cam

Distributor Drive Gear
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Breaker Plate
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Major Components of the Electronic Ignition System

Dual Ballast Resistor-4)3

'.....

0
0\ Distributor

I=Control Unit=

1
_____13
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gnition Coil

Magnetic Pickup Assembly
Distributor Housing

Armature or Reluctor
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IGNITION CIRCUITS
UNIT IV

JOB SHEET #1--REMOVE AND INSTALL A DISTRIBUTOR

I. Tools and materials

A. Basic hand tool set

B. Set of ignition wrenches

C. Special distributor wrenches as required

D. Auxiliary starter button

E. Spark plug socket wrench

F. Shop towels

G. Safety glasses

II. Procedure

A. Remove distributor

1. Remove air cleaner if required

2. Remove the distributor wire from coil or distributor as required

3. Remove the distributor cap and position out of the way

4. Mark position of the rotor

(NOTE: It is necessary that the position be marked or indicated
in some manner for re-installation.)

5. Remove vacuum hose line from distributor
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JOB SH:ET #1

6. Remove distributor clamp screw and hold-down clamp (Figure
1)

FIGURE 1

REMOVE THIS CLAMP
7. Pull distributor up slowly and check direction the rotor turns

(NOTE: The amount the rotor turns and the direction i'. turns
will be necessary for re-installation.)

8. Remove distributor from engine

(CA:)riON: Avoid dropping belts, brackets, or foreign material
into opening. Cover with a shop towel.)

9. Service distributor as required

B. Install distributor

1. Remove number one cylinder spark plug

2. Install auxiliary stt ter button and crank the engine until
compression is felt on number one cylinder

3. Crank the engine with short movements until the timing marks
on the flywheel indexes with the timing marks on the front cover
(Figure 2)

FIGURE 2
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JOB SHEET #1

4. Place distributor in cpening

(NOTE: The rotor must be pointing in the same direction as it
was before removal.)

5. The distributor may have to be moved around to engage the oil
pump shaft

(NOTE: Occasionally the distributor will not fall into place
because the oil pump eiaft has moved. The rotor should be
positioned as cicse as possible to the beginning location and the
engine rotated slightly until it falls into place. Some distributor
drives will be driven by oil pump and gear mesh will not be
necessary)

6. Install hold-down clamp and clamp screw

7. Static time point openings

(NOTE: A connection between distributor side of coil and ground
with a light or buzzer can he used.)

8. Tighten the hold-down screw slightly

9. Replace vacuum lines

10. Replace distributor cap and wires if removed

11. Replace spark plugs and plug wires

12. Replace distributor lead wire

13. Check all connections for correct placement

14. Start engine and check timing

15. Check operation of automatic advance
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IGNITION CIRCUITS
UNIT IV

JOB SHEET #2REMOVE AND REPLACE CONTACT POINTS AND CONDENSER

I. Tools and materials

A. Basic hand tool set

B. Ignition wrenches

C. Feeler gauges, .010 .025

D. Distributor cam lubricant

E. Point alignment tools

F. Timing light

G. Shop towel

H. Safety glasses

II. Procedure

A. Remove distributor cap and place out of the way

B. Remove rotor

C. Determine condition of contact points and location of wires screws, and
eccentric as used

D. Disconnect contact point primary lead wire and condenser wire by loosening
screw (Figure 1)

FIGURE 1
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JOB SHEET #2

E. Loosen screws holding contact points in place (Figure 2)

FIGURE 2

F. Remove contact point set

G. Remove screw holding condenser in place

H. Remove condenser

I. Clean breaker plate and distributor cam

J. Lubricate the distributor cam with a light
3)

(NOTE: On distributors with hee centrifugal
of light oil on each weight pivot post.)

FIGURE 3

coat of cam lubricant (Figure

weights accessible, place a drop

LUBRICATE DISTRIBUTOR CAM

K. Place the contact points in distributor and install attaching screws

L. Replace condenser and attaching screw; tighten

978
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JOB SHEET #2

M. Replace the primary lead and condenser wires

(NOTE: Position the wires in such a manner to avoid binding or grounding.)

N. Tighten primary lead and condenser wires securely

0. Check point alignment and adjust as required

P. Check contact point breaker spring tension

Q. Adjust contact point opening (Figure 4)

(NOTE: Crank the engine to position the rubbing block of the contact
points on the peak of the cam lobe.)

I

FIGURE 4

Contact Points

Feeler

IA

ADJUST CONTACT POINT OPENING
R. Adjust contact points to manufacturer's recommendations

S. Tighten contact point attaching screws securely; recheck contact point
opening

T. Install rotor

(NOTE: Make sure the rotor is positioned correctly and securely in place.)
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JOB SHEET #2

U. Install distributor cap

(NOTE: Make sure the distributer is positioned correctly and securely in
place.)

V. Replace distributor in engine, if removed

W. Start engine

X. Set timing to manufacturer's specification (Figure 5)

FIGURE 5

TIMING

1
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IGNITION CIRCUITS
UNIT IV

D - 177-F

JOB SHEET #3--ADJUST DWELL ON AN EXTERNALLY ADJUSTABLE DISTRIBUTOR

I. Tools and materials

A. Dwell meter

B. Hex contact point adjusting tool

C. Safety glasses

II. Procedure

A. Connect dwell meter (Figure 1)

(CAUTION: Observe correct hookup procedures and position wires away
from moving engine parts.)

FIGURE 1

Distributor Side of Coil

(NOTE: Be sure and disconnect vacuum line.)

B. Refer to manufacturer's specifications for desired dwell setting

C. Start the engine

D. Adjust idle speed to manufacturer's specification

E. Raise distributor cap adjustment window
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JOB SHEET #3

F. Insert hex wrench into contact point adjustment screw (Figure 2)

FIGURE 2

Contact Point

Adjusting Screw

G. Adjust contact point dwell while observing dwell meter reading to comply
with manufacturer's specifications

(NOTE: Recheck engine idle speed.)

H. Remove hex wrench and recheck dwell reading

I. Shut off the engine

J. Remove dwell meter

K. Push window on distributor cap down securely

(NOTE: Replace vacuum line to distributor.)
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IGNITION CIRCUITS
UNIT IV

JOB SHEET #4--CHECK AND ScT IGNITION TIMING

I. Tools and materials

A. Timing light

B. Combination end wrenches, 7/16" - 9/16"

C. Special distributor wrenches as required

D. Chalk

E. Shop towels

F. Safety glasses

II. Procedure

A. Obtain manufacturer's specifications for ignition timing, dwell, and rpm

(NOTE: RPM and dwell must be set to manufacturer's specifications before
timing is set.)

B. Remove vacuum line at the distributor (Figure 1)

FIGURE 1

too
REMOVE VACUUM LINE

C. Locate and clean the ignition timing marks on the harmonic balancer; mark
with chalk

D. Locate and clean the timing pointer or plate on the front cover

E. Connect the timing light according to the instructions for the light being
used

(NOTE: Do not puncture spark plug cables with pins or clips to make
connections.)
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JOB SHEET #4

F. Position wires away from moving engine parts

G. Start the engine

H. Make sure the engine is idling at manufacturer's recommendations

(NOTE: The engine must idle correctly to prevent incorrect timing caused
by the centrifugal advance.)

I. Direct the timing light toward the timing marks (Figure 2)

(NOTE: If the timing is correct, the timing marks will line up at the check
point. If the timing is incorrect, proceed as follows.)

FIGURE 2

CHECK TIMING

J. Loosen the clamp or lock screw on the distributor
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JOB SHEET #4

K. Move the distributor until the timing marks are lined up (Figure 3)

FIGURE 3

MOVE DISTRIBUTOR TO ADJUST TIMING

L. Tighten the clamp or lock screw on the distributor

M. Recheck timing

N. Shut off engine

0. Disconnect timing light

(NOTE: Remove timing light adapter on spark plug if used.)

P. Replace vacuum line on distributor
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JOB SHEET #5--REM

I. Tools and materials

A. Spark plug socket, 3/8" drive

B. Ratchet, 3/8" drive

C. Extensions, 3" - 6" - 10" by 3/8" drive

D. Spark plug cleaner

E. Wire brush

F. Small point file

G. Shop towels

H. Safety glasses

II. Procedure

A. Remove spark plug wires

(NOTE: Pull the wire from the spark plug by grasping the terminal, not
by pulling on the wire.)

B. Loosen the spark plugs

IGNITION CIRCUITS
UNIT IV

OVE, SERVICE, AND REPLACE SPARK PLUGS

C. Clean the area around the spark plug by blowing, wiping, or brushing (Figure
1)

(NOTE: Protect your eyes when using compressed air.)

FIGURE 1

CLEAN AROUND

SPARK PLUG
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JOB SHEET #5

D. Remove the spark plugs

(NOTE: Arrange the spark plugs in order as they are removed. The
condition of the spark plug can tell a lot about the operation of a particular
cylinder. See Figure 2.)

FIGURE 2

I 2t 3

ARRANGE IN ORDER

E. Remove the spark plug gaskets if used

F. Determine the condition of the spark plugs and decide whether to replace
or service

G. Service by cleaning the spark plugs on a spark plug cleaning machine (Figure
3)

FIGURE 3

/ iii,,.r
CLEAN SPARK PLUGS
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JOB SHEET #5

H. Clean the threads with a wire hand brush (Figure 4)

FIGURE 4

CLEAN SPARK PLUG THREADS

I. Bend the ground electrode slightly to open gap

J. File the center electrode to flatten the surface and square up the edges
(Figure 5)

FIGURE 5

FILE CENTER ELECTRODE FLAT
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JOB SHEET #5

K. Reset gap on new and serviced spark plugs to manufacturer's specifications
(Figure 6)

(NOTE: Use a wire gauge to check the gap. Make sure the electrode surfaces
are parallel. Regap everytime plugs are serviced.)

(CAUTION: Bend only the ground electrode.)

FIGURE 6

RESET SPARK PLUG GAP

Gap Setter

round Electrode

L. Install new spark plug gaskets as required

M. Install spark plugs and tighten

(NOTE: Use caution when starting the spark plugs to avoid cross threading.)

N. Torque the spark plugs to manufacturer's recommendations

0. Replace the spark plug wires in the proper order

(NOTE: Push the spark plug wires securely into place and make sure they
are in the brackets or holders.)
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IGNITION CIRCUITS
UNIT IV

NAME

TEST

D - 187-F -

1. Match terms on the right to the correct definitions.

a. Igniting the fue!-air mixture at the exact 1. Condenser
instant that will enable the engine to
develop maximum power 2. Timing

marks
b. Marks used to synchronize the ignition

circuit so that plugs will fire at the 3. Electronic
precise time ignition

system
c. Low voltage circuit which energizes the

ignition coil 4. Secondary
ignition

d. High voltage circuit which produces circuit
electrial current to jump spark plug gap

5. Dwell
e. Number of degrees of distributor cam

rotation that the ignition points are 6. Timing
closed

7. Primary
f. A unit installed between the breaker ignition

points and coil to prevent arcing cimuit

g. A means of connecting the coil piimary 8. Coil
windings to the distributor so that polarity
current produced at the spark plug will
travel from center electrode to ground

h. Ignition system using a control unit and
magnetic pickup to open and close the
primary circuit

2. Explain the purpoi,e of the ignition circuit.
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3. Identify the components of the ignition circuit.

a.

b.

C.

d.

e.

h.

J.

k.

f. m.

9. n.

o.
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4. Match the components of the ignition circuit on the right to the correct
functions.

a. Source of electrical power

b. Opens and closes the primary circuit
between battery and contact points

c. Reduces voltage in the primary circuit
to protect the contact points

d. Transforms low voltage into high voltage
necessary to jump the spark plug gap

e. Make and break the primary circuit to
allow the coil to produce hiCh voltage
at the spark plugs

f. Device that absorbs surges in the primary
circuit when the opening of the ignition
points causes an interruption in current
flow.

g. Contains the contact points and
condenser; distributes the high
voltage current from the coil to the
proper cylinder

h. Opens and closes the contact points

i. Regulates the timing of the high voltage
circuit for best ignition during all speed
and load conditions

j. Takes the high voltage current from the
coil and directs it to the correct cylinder

k. Holds the coil and spark plug wires in
a sequence and provides a cover for the
distributor

I. Provides a spark gap inside the engine
cylinder to ignite the fuel air mixture

m. Carries low voltage from the battery to
the primary side of the ignition coil
(light wire)

992

1. Ignition switch

2. Primary resistance
unit

3. Spark plug

4. Primary ignition
wire

5. Breaker cam

6. Distributor

7. Secondary ignition
cable

8. Distributor cap

9. Spark-advance
mechanism

10. Condenser

11. Ignition coil

12. Rotor

13. Contact points

14. Battery .

15. Ignition bypass
circuit
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n. Carries high voltage from the secondary
side of the coil to the spark plug
(heavily insulated wire)

o. Primary ignition circuit that bypasses the
ignition resistance unit, permitting full
battery voltage to the ignition coil
during starting only

5. Distinguish between primary and secondary ignition circuit components by
placing a "P" next to primary components and an "S" next to secondary
components.

a. Resistance unit

b. Condenser

1---- c. Distributor cap

d. Ignition switch

e. Rotor

f. Secondary winding of the coil

g. High voltage wire that connects the units

h. Low voltage wire that connects the units

i. Contact points

____j. Battery

k. Primary winding of the coil

I. Spark plug

6. Identify the components of the distributor.

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

f.

g.

h.

i.
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I.

k.

D - 191-F

7. Discuss the operation of the ignition circuit beginning with the battery through
one complete cycle.

8. Discuss the transistorized and capacitive discharge ignition systems.
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9. Identify the major components of the electronic ignition system.

b

10. Discuss the functions of the major components of the electronic ignition system.

a. Dual ballast resistor

b. Magnetic pickup assembly

c. Armature or reluctor

d. Control unit

11. Demonstrate the ability to:

a. Remove and install a distributor.

b. Reinove and replace contact points and condenser.
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c. Adjust dwell on an externally adjustable distributor.

d. Check and set ignition timing.

e. Remove, service, and replace spark plugs.

(NOTE: If these activities have not been accomplished prior to the test, ask
your instructor when they should be completed.)

C'
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IGNITION CIRCUITS
UNIT IV

ANSWERS TO TEST

1. a. 6 d. 4 g. 8

"b. 2 e. 5 h. 3

c. 7 f. 1

2. Explanation should include--The ignition circuit produces a high voltage current
which ignites the fuel air mixture in the engine cylinder

3. a. Battery

b. Ignition switch

c. Primary resistance unit

d. Ignition coil

e. Contact points

f. Condenser

g. Distributor

h. Breaker cam

i. Spark-advance mechanism

j. Rotor

k. Distributor cap

I. Spark plug

m. Primary ignition wire

n. Secondary ignition cable

o. Ignition bypass circuit

4. a. 14 f. 10 k. 8

b. 1 g. 6 I. 3

c. 2 h. 5 m. 4

d. 11 i. 9 n. 7

e. 13 j. 12 o. 15
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5. a. P e. S i. P

b. P f. S j. P

c. S g. S k. P

d. P h. P I. S

6. a. Distributor cap

b. Rotor

c. Centrifugal advance mechanism

d. Condenser

e. Vacuum advance unit

f. Breaker plate

g. Distributor cam

h. Contact points

i. Distributor housing

j. Primary lead wire

k. Distributor drive gear

7. Discussion should include:

a. With the ignition switch on and the contact points closed, low voltage
current flows from the battery through the primary winding of the coil
and through the contact points to ground

b. The flow of low voltage current through the primary windings of the coil
causes a magnetic field buildup

c. As the contact points open, current attempts to flow across the point
surfaces; the condenser attached to the points absorbs this flow of current

d. Stopping this flow of current causes the magnetic field of the coil to collapse
across the secondary coil windings, causing a high voltage surge

e. This high voltage surge is directed from the secondary windings of the coil
through the distributor cap ahci rotor and on to the spark plug to ground
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8. Discussion should include:

a. Both variations designed to increase primary voltage to coil and reduce
voltage to points or eliminate points

b. Transistorized ignitions

1) Amplifier included in circuit between points and ignition coil

2) Transistors allow very low voltage through .the points and very
high voitage to the primary windings in coil

c. Capacitive discharge system

1) System contains special ignition distributor, amplifier, and special
coil

2) System operates to charge a capacitor to a high voltage which,
on signal from distributor, is then discharged through the primary
windings in coil

9. a. Dual ballast resistor

b. Control unit

c. Magnetic pickup assembly

d. Armature or reluctor

10. Discussion should include:

a. Dual ballast resistor--Maintains constant primary current with variations in
engine speed

b. Magnetic pickup assembly--Sends a small voltage pulse to the control unit
to trigger switching transistor to stop current flow in the coil primary
windings

c. Armature or reluctor--Rotates with the distributor shaft, producing a voltage
pulse in the magnetic pickup

d. Control unit--Controls the flow of current in the primary windings of the
ignition coil and maintains constant dwell

11. Performance skills evaluated to the satisfaction of the instructor
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GENERATOR CHARGING CIRCUITS
UNIT V

UNIT OBJECTIVE

Aker completion of this unit, the student should be able to state the purpose of the
generator charging circuit and explain the operating stages of the charging circuit. The
student should also be able to identify the components of a generator and match the
components to the correct functions. The student should also be able to test, disassemble,
inspect, repair, and reassemble a generator. This knowledge will be evidenced through
demonstration and by scoring eighty-five percent on the unit test.

SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

After completion of this unit, the'student should be able to:

1. Match terms associated with the generator charging circuit to the correct
definitions.

2. State the purpose of the generator charging circuit.

3. Name two kinds of charging circuits.

4. Match the names of the components in the DC charging circuit to their
functions.

5. Identify the major parts of a generator.

6. Explain the three operating stages of the charging circuit.

7. Explain how current flows in a basic generator.

8. Explain how the field circuit is created in the generator.

9. Explain how tne generator converts AC to DC current.

10. Distinguish between an "A" generator field circuit and a "B" generator
field circuit.

11. Match the names of the generator regulator components to the correct
functions.

12. Match the types of generators to their uses.

13. Match the types of electrical failure to their causes.

14. Explain how reverse polarity in a DC generator can damage the charging
circuit.
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15. Demonstrate the ability to:

a. Test venerator output.

b. Remove and replace a generator.

c. Disassemble, test, and reassemble a generator.

d. Test and adiust a regulator unit.

1001
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GENERATOR CHARGING CIRCUITS
UNIT V

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

I. Instructor:

A. Provide student with objective sheet.

B. Provide student with information and job sheets.

C. Make transparencies.

D. Discuss unit and specific objectives.

E. Discuss information sheet.

F. Demonstrate and discuss the procedures outlined in the job sheets.

G. Demonstrate lathe turning of commutation.

H. Give test.

II. Student:

A. Read objective sheet.

B. Study information sheet.

C. Complete job sheets.

D. Take test.

INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS

I. Inciuded in this unit:

A. Objective sheet

B. Information sheet

C. Transparency masters

1. TM 1--Kinds of Charging Circuits

2. TM 2- -Parts of the Generator

3. TM 3Stages of Charging Circuit

4. TM 4--Current Flow in Basic Generator
...

100 2
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5. TM 5--AC Converts to DC

6. TM 6--Extemal Generator Regulator and Cut-Out Relays

7. TM 7--External Generator Regulator and Cut-Out Relays (Continued)

8. TM 8- Types of Generators

D. Job sheets

1. Job Sheet #1--Test Generator Output

2. Job Sheet #2--Remove ana Replace a Generator

3. Job Sheet #3--Disassemble, Test, and Reassemble a Generator

4. Job Sheet #4--Test and Adjust a Regulator Unit

E. Test

F. Answers to test

II. References:

A. Fundamentals of Service: Electrical Systems. Moline, Illinois: Deere and
Company, 1972.

B. Stockel, Martin W. Auto Service and Repair. Homewood, Illinois:
Goodheart-Willcox Company, 1969.

C. Billiet, Walter E., and Leslie F. Goings. Automotive Electrical Systems. Third
Edition. Chicago, Illinois: American Technical Society, 1970.
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GENERATOR CHARGING CIRCUITS
UNIT V

INFORMATION SHEET

I. Terms and definitions

D - 203-F

A. Armature--Series of wire conductors in the form of a loop, rotating in a

stationary magnetic field

B. Commutator-Bars on end of armature drive shaft and connected to the
ends of each wire conductor

C. Pole shoes-Permanent magnets that are fixed to the inside of generator
housing, and set opposite each other to create a weak magnetic geld

D. Field circuit-One wire conductor wound around both poles many times
and attached to the brush

E. Reguiator--An assembly which houses the cut-out relay, voltage regulator,
and current regulator

F. Arcing -- Current attempting to cross between the commutator sections and
the brush

G. Polarity--Direction of current flow through the generator

H. Oren nircuit -Circuit in which a wire is broken or disconnected

I. Sh_rt c.: ^..0.- -Wirt touching another wire and providing a shorter path for
current to flow

J. Grounded circuitCircuit in w!-:ch a wire touches ground causing the current
to flow to ground instead of through trie circuit

II. Purpose of the generator charging circuit- -The generator charging circuit recharges
the battery and generates current during operation of the engine

III. Kinds of charging circuits (Transparency 1)

(NOTE: Both circuits generate an alternating current, but differ in how they
rectify the alternating current to direct current.)

A. Direct current

(NOTE: Direct current charging circuits are associated with generator type
systems.)
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INFORMATION SHEET

B. Alternating current

(NOTE: Alternating current charging circuits are associated with alternator
type systems.)

IV. Components of the DC cnarging circuit id their functions (Transparency 1)

A. Battery

1. Starts the circuit by supplying spark to start engine

2. Helps out during peak operation when electrical loads are too
much for generator or alternator

3. Stabilizes voltage in system

B. Generator

1. Supplies electrical power to accessory circuits

2. Recharges battery

C. Regulator

1. Opens and closes the charging circuit (cut-out relay)

2. Prevents overcharging of battery (voltage regulator)

3. Limits the generator's output to safe rates (current regulator)

D. AmmeterMeasures the rate of current flow

E. VoltmeterIndicates produced voltage

V. Parts of a generator (Transparency 2)

A. Pulley

B. Fan

C. Drive end frame

D. Generator housing

E. Field coils

F. Commutator 1005
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INFORMATION SHEET

G. Thru bolts

H. Brushes

I. Armature

VI. Operating stages of charging circuit (Transparency 3)

A. StartingBattery supplies all load current

B. Peak operation--Battery helps generator supply current

C. Normal operation--Generator supplies all current and recharges battery

VII. Current flow in basic generator (Transparency 4)

(NOTE: The armature rotates through the magnetic field of the poles generating
voltage.)

A. Current flows from armature loop to the commutator ring

(NOl E: The left end of the armature loop is positive while the right end
is negative.)

B. Current flows from the commutator ring through brushes to a wire
connected to a load

C. Current flows when circuit is complete

VIII. Field circuit wiring--Wire conductors are wound around the magnets (magnetic
poles) and connected to the brushes to strengthen the field (Transparency 4)

IX. AC converted to DC current (Transparency 5)

A. The commutator is split in two parts creating a gap as the commutator
passes the brushes

(NOTE: This is called the static neutral point where no voltage is created.)

B. Past this point the other half of the commutator contacts the brushes
reversing the current flow

C. At the same time the rotating armature reverses its polarity converting AC
to DC

X. ".A" and "B" generator field circuits

A. "A" generator field circuitCurrent flows from the armature circt: it through
the field to the regulator, then to ground
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INFORMATION SHEET

B. "B" generator tield circuit-Current Nows from the regulator through the
field coils to ground

(NOTE: "B" circuits are seldom used in farm and industrial machines.)

XI. Functions of the generator regulator components (Transparencies 6 and 7)

A. Cutout relay--An automatic switch which closes when generator is running
for battery charging and opens when generator stops to prevent battery
discharg.

B. Voltage regulatorControls the amount of voltage the regulator produces
through a shunt coil and contact points controlling the strength of the
magnetic field; prevents overheating

C. Current regulator-Controls the current flow similar to the voltage regulator

(NOTE: Both the voltage regulator and the current regulator are used but
while one is working the other is not.)

II. Types and uses of generators (Transparency 8)

A. Shunt-Used as a standard generator for most normal operations

B. Third brush Elim;nates the use of a current regulator, is relatively easy
to change third brush position and control the output, and is used in systems
with low speed and low load requirements

C. Interco leProvides a better commutation point and extends brush life,

D. Bucking field Used where there is a wide variation of lord and speed
requirements

E. Split fieldUsed in systems with low speed, but high load requirements

XIII. Types and cause of electrical failure

A. Short circuits--Unwanted connections, usually copper-to-copper, that allow
current to bypass all or part of the circuit

B. Open circuits -Breaks in the circuit which cause extremely high resistance

(NOTE: Usually no current will flow through an open circuit.)
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INFORMATION SHEET

C. Grounded circuits--Unwanted connections that bypass all or part of the
circuit from the insulated side to the grounded side

(NOTE: A grounded circuit is usually a coppertoiron connection.)

D. High resistance circuits--Usually caused by poor or corroded connections
and frayed or damaged wires, creating greater resistance in the circuit

XIV. Reverse polarity

A. Generator polarity is opposite that of the battery

B. Battery is in series with the generator

C. Generator builds up voltage and closes the cut-out relay points

D. High voltage can create enough current and heat to weld the points together

(CAUTION: After any service polarize the DC generator.)

(NOTE: Pole shoe polarity is determined by the magnetism of the fi,:!d
coils the last time current passed through the coils; a slight current through
the field coils when servicing can accidentally change pole polarity.)

J. -.)1 0 0
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Kinds Of Charging Circuits

Voltmeter

/

Battery

GENERATOR

Ground

Ignition Switch

Alternator

Battery

ALTERNATOR

Ground
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Stages Of Charging Circuit

BATTERY SUPPLYING LOAD CURRENT

GENERATOR AND BATTERY

SUPPLYING LOAD CURRENT

GENERATOR SUPPLYING LOAD

CURRENT AND CHARGING BATTERY
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Field Circuit

Curren' Flow In Basic Generator

Field Circuit

COMPLETE PARTS OF BASIC GENERATORS

Direction Of Rotation

_ Magnetic

Direction Of Field

Current Flow

BASIC GENERATED VOLTA '3E

1013

Magnetic Poles

Armature
(Rotating Wire Loop)

THE BASIC PARTS OF A GENERATOR

Brush

Brush

Circuit Wires

BASIC CURRENT FLOW IN GENERATOR
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AC Converts To DC

First Half

Of Revolution

Second Half
Of Revolution

OW THE POLARITY OF THE ARMATURE

At Static "Neutral Point"
No Voltage Is Generated

Gaps Between
Commutator

Halves

HOW GENERATOR CONVERTS

CHANGES DURING EACH REVOLUTION A.C. TO D.C. CURRENT
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External Generator Regulator And Cut-Out Relay

Current-Voltage Regulator

Cutout Relay

CUTOUT RELAY
CURRENT-VOLTAGE REGULATOR

Current Regulator

Voltage Regulator\

Cutout Relay ''

CUTOUT RELAY
VAG

CUTOUT RELAY,
CURRENT REGULATOR

AND
VOLTAGE REGULATOR



External Generator Regulator And Cut-Out Relay
(Continued)

Battery

Cutout Relay Current Regulator

Shunt Winding

Voltage
Regulator

Series Winding

Ammeter Battery
Resistances Field

Generator
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Types Of Generators

Higher Output

Increased Voltage
Increased Current
Greater Magnetic
Strength

FIELD

THIRD BRUSH

Lower Output

FIELD

Reduced Voltage

Decreased Current

Less Magnetic
Strength

A

SPLIT FIELD

Bucking Field Normal Field

BUCKING FIELD INTERPOLE
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GENERATOR CHARGING CIRCUITS
UNIT V

. JOB SHEET #1--TEST GENERATOR OUTPUT

I. Tools and materials

A. Basic hand tool set

B. Switch

C. Ammeter

D. Voltmeter

E. Carbon pile

F. Jumper leads

G. Generator specifications manual

H. Safety glasses

II. Procedure

A. Connect an ammeter and switch in series with a battery to the generator
output terminal (Figure 1)

FIGURE 1

F A Switch

Carbon Pile Resistor

TESTING THE GENERATOR OUTPUT

B. Connect a voltmeter from the generator output terminal to ground (Figure
1)

C. Connect a carbon pile across the battery (Figure 1)

D. Connect a jumper lead to the generator field terminal (Figure 1)

E. Operate the generator to obtain battery voltage and close the switch

F. Speed up the generator to its rated value, and adjust the carbon pile to
obtain the specified voltage



JOB SHEET #1

G. Compare the current output with the generator specifications

H. If the generator output is below par, disassemble it for further testing

(NOTE: The output test shown in Figure 1 is for the common "A" circuit
generator. For "B" circuit models, a different test hookup is used.)
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GENERATOR CHARGING CIRCUITS
UNIT V

JOB SHEET #2REMOVE AND REPLACE A GENERATOR

I. Tools and materials

A. Basic hand tool set

B. Belt tension gauge

C. Battery cable puller

D. Shop towels

E. Safety glasses

II. Procedure

(NOTE: Always disconnect battery cable before working on charging circuits.)

A. Remove the leads from the generator terminals (Figure 1)

.-.

FIGURE 1

B. Remove the generator beit adjusting bolt from the generator

1 12 i
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JOB SHEET #2

C. Move the generator -vard the engine (Figure 2)

FIGURE 2

D. Remove the generator belt from the generator pulley

E. Remove the bolts holding the generator to the engine mounting bracket
(Figure 3)

FIGURE 3

F. Lift the generator out of the bracket

G. Service the generator as required

H. Replace by positioning the generator in the engine mounting bracket

I. Start generator retaining bolts and tighten securely

J. Position generator belt on pulley and move generator away from engine
to tighten belt

K. Install generator adjusting bolt
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JOB SHEET #2

L. Pry the generalf away from engine to adjust generator belt and tighten
adjustment bolt

M. Check generator belt tension with a belt tension gauge and adjust to
manufacturer's specifications (Figure 4)

FIGURE 4

CHECK BELT FOR TIGHTNESS

N. Install wire leads that were removed from generator

(NOTE: On installations using the condenser on generator, the condenser
lead is attached to the "A" terminal, never the "F" terminal.)
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JOB SHEET #2

0. Before starting engine, polarize the generator

1. Polarize negative grounded circuit generators by holding one end
of a jumper wire against the regulator BAT terminal, and scratch
the other end of the jumper wire on the regulator GEN terminals
(Figure 5)

FIGURE 5

Jumper Wire

"A" CIRCUIT

2. Polarize positive grounded circuit generators by removing the lead
from the FIELD terminal of the regulator and strike (or
momentarily touch) the F-lead to the BAT terminal of the
regulator (Figure 6)

FIGURE 6

"B" CIRCUIT
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GENERATOR CHARGING CIRCUITS
UNIT V

JOB SHEET #3--DISASSEMBLE, TEST, AND REASSEMBLE A GENERATOR

I. Tools and materials

A. Basic hand tool set

B. Growler

C. Test lamp or volt-ohmmeter

D. Generator pulley puller

E. Ball bearing grease

F. Hacksaw blade

G. Spring tension gauge

i
H. Shop towels

I. Eye protection

II. Procedure

A. Disassemble generator

(NOTE: Scribe generator case before separating.)

1. Remove generator thru bolts (Figure 1)

FIGURE 1

REMOVE THRU
BOLTS

IO2;
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2. Lightly tap the generator commutator end frame and remove from
housing

3. Remove the drive end frame and armature assembly from the
generator housing (Figure 2)

FIGURE 2

REMOVE DRIVE END FRAME AND ARMATURE ASSEMBLY

4. Remove the generator brushes (Figure 3)

FIGURE 3

REMOVE BRUSHES
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JOB SHEET #3

5. Place the armature and drive end frame assembly in a vise (Figure
4)

(NOTE: Use brass jaws on vise.)

FIGURE 4

REMOVE PULLEY NUT

6. Remove the pulley nut

7. Remove the pulley from the armature using a pulley puller as.
required (Figure 5)

FIGURE 5

REMOVE PULLEY

1 0 14 ).'i
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JOB SHEET #3

8. Slide the drive end frame and spacer columns off armature shaft

9. Remove armature from vise

10. Remove bearing retainer and gasket from drive end frame

11. Remove drive end bearing from drive end frame

B. Service and test

1. Clean all generator components

(NOTE: Do not wash the fields or armature with a degreasing
solvent.)

2. Inspect generator drive end frame bearings for roughness or scored
races

3. Inspect generator brush holders to see if they are bent or
deformed; check generator brush springs for proper spring tension

4. CheL.:. fit of armature shaft in bushing in commutator end frame

(NOTE: If bushing is excessively worn, the end frame should be
replaced.)

5. Inspect armature commutator for roughness or out-of-round

(NOTE: If armature commutator is rough or out-of-round, it
should be turned or serviced on an armature turning lathe.)

6. Test amiature for shorts (Figure 6)

a. Place the armature on a growler and turn on

b. Rotate the armature while holding a hacksaw blade over the
armature core

(NOTE: If the blade vibrates, the armature is shorted and
will require replacement.)
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JOB SHEET #3

ARMATURE TEST FOR SHORTS

7. Test armature for ground (Figure 7)

a. Place one lead of a test lamp on the armature core or shaft

b. Touch second lead to the commutator segments on the
commutator

(...,,-,

c. Rotate the lead around the commutator, being certain to
touch all segments

(NOTE: If the lamp lights, the armature is grounded and will
require replacement.)

FIGURE 7

ARMATURE TEST FOR GROUND

8. Test armature for open

a. Place one lead on a commutator segment
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JOB SHEET #3

b. Place the other lead on the segment common with it

(NOTE: On a two brush generator they will be 180° apart,
on a three brush they'll be 120° apart. The light should burn
between these common segments.

c. Proceed around commutator until all segments have been
checked

9. Test field coil for open circuit (Figure 8)

a. Place one lead of a test lamp on field terminal

b. Place the other lead on the end of the field coil lead through
the armature terminal

(NOTE: If lamp does not light, the fields are open and must
be replaced.)

FIGURE 8

FIELD COIL TEST
FOR OPEN CIRCUIT

10. Test field coil for ground (A circuit only) (Figure 9)

a. Place one lead of a test lamp on generator housing

b. Place the other lead on field terminal

(NOTE: If lamp lights, the field coils are grounded and must
be repaired or replaced.)

FIGURE 9

FIELD COIL TEST
FOR GROUND
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JOB SHEET #3

11. Check insulated brush holder for ground (Figure 10)

a. Place one lead of a test lamp on brush holder

b. Place the other lead on the generator housing

(NOTE: If lamp lights, insulated brush is grounded and must
be repaired.)

FIGURE 10

INSULATED BRUSH HOLDER TEST FOR GROUND

12. Inspect all parts for wear or damage

13. Replace all damaged or worn parts

C. Reassemble generator

1. Pack the generator ball bearings with high melting point ball
bearing grease

2. Instal! the hai! bearing in the drive end frame

(NOTE: Make sure gasket is in place and retainer screws tightened
securely.)

3. Install the drive erd frame and bearing assembly onto armature
shaft

(NOTE: Make sure ball bearing spacers are in place if used.)
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4. Install ball bearing spacers, fan, pulley, and retaining nut

5. Tighten retaining nut securely

6. Install new brushes in brush holders and push brushes back against
spring tension (Figure 11)

(NOTE: If brushes are over 1/2 of original length they can be
reused.)

FIGURE 11

PUSH BRUSHES BACK AGAINST SPRING

7. Install armature and drive end frame assembly into generator
housing

8. Release brushes so they will contact commutator

9. Assemble commutator end frame over end of armature shaft

10. Rotate both end frames until dowels engage, then si.drt thru bolts

11. Tighten thru bolts securely

12. Check generator operation before replacing on vehicle

1032
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GENERATOR CHARGING CIRCUITS
UNIT V

JOB SHEET #4--TEST AND ADJUST A REGULATOR UNIT

I. Tools and materials

A. Basic hand tool set

B. Air gap gauge

C. Technical manual for regulator

D. 1/4 ohm fixed resistor

E. Voltmeter

F. Variable resistor

G. Safety glasses

II. Procedure

A. Test and adjust voltage regulator

1. Measure air gap

a) Push down on the armature until points are just touching

b) Mea4, re the gap between the armature and the core with
proper size gauge as specified by the technical manual

c) Adjust gap as specified by technical manual (Figure 1)

(NOTE: On some regulators, a screw post at the top of the
unit is adjusted to lengthen or shorten the distance) Figure
1)

Voltage Regulator

STANDARi ;LTAGE
REGULAIOR

Turn Contact Support
Nut To Set Air Gap

Proper Size
Gauge

FIGURE 1

Air Gap
(Check With
Points Just
Touching)

POST-TYPE VOLTAGE REGULATOR
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2. Test volts e setting

f

a. Test using fixed resistance method

1) Insert a 1/4-ohm fixed resistor into the charging
circuit at the battery terminal. (Figure 2)

Regulator
1/4 Ohm Fixed Resistance

Connect To
Ground

To Battery

Voltmeter Generator

FIXED RESISTANCE METHOD

2) Connect a voltmeter from the battery terminal to
ground

3) Operate the circuit for lb minutes at specified
speed to warm it up

4) Cycle the generator by one of two methods:

a) Slow it down until voltage drops to about 1/4
of rated value

b) Cycle the generator by inserting a variable
resistance into the field circuit

5) Slowly increase resistance until voltage drops to
about 1/4 of rated value

6) Decrease the resistance and note the voltage
reading
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JOB SHEET #4

7) Adjust the voltage setting by turning the adjusting
screw (Figure 3)

Adjusting Screw
(Turn To Adjust

Setting)

VOLTAGE SETTING ADJUSTMENT

(NOTE: If the adjusting screw is turned to its
limits, it may be necessary to bend the spring
support. However, do this very carefully.)

8) Make final adjustment by increasing the spring
tension

(NOTE: If the setting is too high, adjust the unit
below the specified value and then bring it back
to this value by increasing the spring tension.)

9) After each adjustment and befcre taking a reading,
replace the cover and cycle the generator

b. Test using variable resistance method

1) Connect a variable resistor and an ammeter into
the charging circuit at the battery terminal (Figure
4)
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Regulator

JOB SHEET #4
Connect To

Ground FIGURE 4

Variable
Resistance

Ammeter Voltmeter Generator

VARIABLE RESISTANCE METHOD
Checking The Voltage Setting Of Voltage Regulator

2) Connect a voltmeter from the battery terminal to
ground

3) Start generator and adjust resistor to get a current
flow of not more than 10 amperes

4) Ope.ate the generator at specified speed to warm
it up

5) Cycle the generator as in a4) above

6) Adjust the voltage as in a5) above

R. Test and adjust cut-out relay

1. Check air gap

a. Disconnect battery from regulator

b. rush the cut-out armature down until the points are just
touching
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JOB SHEET #4

c. Measure the air gap between the armature and the center
of the care using a feeler gauge (Figure 5)

AIR GAP ADJUSTMENT OF CUTOUT RELAY

d. Adjust the air gap

e. Raise or lower the armature as needed and make sure the
points are aligned

f. Tighten the screws after adjustment

2. Check point opening and adjust by bending the armature stop
with a tool (Figure 6)

FIGURE 6

Armature Stop
Bending Tool

Armature Stop

POINT OPENING CHECK

1.03;4
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3. Check closing voltage

a. Connect voltmeter between the generator terminal and
ground (Figure 7)

Regulator

FIGURE 7

Connect To
Ground

Variable
Resistance

CHECKING CLOSING
VOLTAGE OF CUTOUT RELAY Voltmeter Generator

b. Slowly increase the generator speed and note the relay
closing voltage

c. Decrease the speed and make sure the points open before
specified current flow is exceeded (with the battery
connected)
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d. Adjust the closing voltage (Figure 8)

Adjusting Screw
(Turn To Adjust
Closing Voltage)

FIGURE 8

ADJUSTING CLOSING VOLTAGE OF CUTOUT RELAY

e. Turn the screw clockwise to increase setting

C. Test current regulator

1. Test and adjust air gap as in B.1., voltage regulator above

2. Check currant setting

(NOTE: Most current regulators have a temperature
compensation. For these units, make the following test by the
"load method.")

a. Connect an ammeter into the charging circuit (Figure 9)
F.Connect To Ground ---%

FIGURE 9

Additional Lo,.d

Gen.
Variable ResistanceBat.

CHECKING CURRENT if

SETTING OF CURRENT 4"____,

REGULATOR Ammeter To Battery
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JOB SHEET #4

b. Turn on all accessories and connect an additional load across
the battery (such as a bank of lights) to drop the system
voltage about 1 volt below the voltage regulator setting

c. Operate the generator at specified speed to warm it up

d. Cycle the generator and note the current setting

e. Adjust the setting in the same way as for voltage setting
(Figure 3)

(NOTE: Before slowing down the generator, be sure to
remove the extra load. This will prevent overloading of the
wiring.)

D. Clean contact points

1. Remove upper contact support (Figure 10)

FIGURE 10

Nylon Support
Nuts

Spoon Or
Riff ler File

-.9...t...--. Upper Contact
Support

CLEANING THE REGULATOR CONTACT POINTS

2. Cleal the points with a riffler file or crocus cloth and then wash

40
.(NOTE: Never use emery cloth or sandpaper to clean the contact
points. However, No. 400 grit silicone carbide paper or cloth may
be used.)



GENERATOR CHARGING CIRCUITS
UN'T V

TEST

1. Match the terms on the right to the correct definitions.

NAME

a. Series of wire conductors in the form of
a loop, rotating in a stationary magnetic
field

b. Bars on end of armature drive shaft and
connected to the ends of each wire
conductor

c. Permanent magnets that are fixed to the
inside of generator housing, and set
opposite each other to create a weak
magnetic field

d. One wire conductor wound around both
poles many times anc. attached to the
brush

e. An assembly which houses the cut-out
relay, voltage regulator, and current
regulator

f. Current attempting to cross between the
commutator sections and the brush

g. Direction of cut rent flow through the
generator

h. Circuit in which a wire is broken or
disconnected

i. Wire touching another wire and
providing a shorter path for current to
flow

Circuit in which a wire touches ground
causing the current to flow to ground
instead of through the circuit

2. State the purpose of the generator cnarging circuit.

3. Name two kinds of charging circuits.

a.

b.

nv±

D 247-F

1. Arcing

2. Pole shoes

3. Field
circuit

4. Regulator

5. Armature

6. Commutator

7. Polarity

8. Open circuit

9. Grounded
circuit

10. Short circuit
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4. Match the names of the ^omponents in the DC charging circuit on the right
to their correct functions.

a. Starts the circuit by supplying spark to 1. Ammeter
start engine

2. Generator

b. Measures the rate of current flow
3. Regulator

c. Supplies electrical. power to accessory
ry

circuits
4. Battery

d. Prevents overcharging of battery (voltage
regulator)

e. Opens and closes the charging circuit
(cut-out relay)

f. Indicates produced voltage

9. Limits the generator's output to safe
rates (current regulator)

h. Helps out during peak operation when
electrical loads are too much for
generator or alternator

i. Recharges battery

5. Identify the major parts of a ge-erator.

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

f.

9.

h.

1042
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6. Explain three operating stages of the charging circuit.

a. Starting- -

b. Peak operation-

c. Normal operation-

7. Explain how current flows in a basic generator.

a.

b.

c.

8. Explain how the field circuit is created in the generator.

9. Explain how the generator converts AC to DC current.

a.

b.

c.

1043
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10. Distinguish between an "A" generator field circuit and a "B" generator circuit
by placing an "X" next to the description of an "A" generate( field circuit.

a. Current flows from the regulator through the field coils to ground

b. Current flows from the armature circuit through the field to the
regulator, then to ground

11. Match the names of the generator regulator components on the right to their
correct functions.

a. An automatic switch which closes when
generator is running for battery charging
and opens when generator stops to
prevent battery discharge

b. Controls the amount of voltage the
regulator produces through a shunt coil
and contact points controlling the
strength of the magnetic field; prevents
overheating

1. Voltage
regulator

2. Current
regulator

3. Cut-out
relay

c. Controls the current flow similar to the
voltage regulator

12. Match the types of generators on the right to their\ uses.

a. Used as a standard generator for most
normal operations

b. Eliminates the use of a current regulator,
is relatively easy to change third brush
position and control the output, and is
used in systems with low speed a /c1 low
load requirements

c. Provides a better comr-utation point and
extends brush life

d. Used where there is a wide variation of
load and speed requirements

e. Used in systems with low speed, but high
load reouirements

1. Split field

2. Interpole

3. Third brush

4. Shunt

5. Bucking
field

13. Match the types of electrical failure on the right to their causes.

a. Unwanted connections, usually
coppetocopper, that allow current to
bypass all or part of thu circuit

1044



b. Breaks in the circuit which cause 1. Open circuits
extremely high resistance

2. Grounded
c., Unwanted connections that bypass all or circuits

part of the circuit from the insulated
side to the grounded side 3. High resistance

circuits
d. Usually caused by poor or corroded

connections and frayed or damaged 4. Short circuits
wires, creating greater resistance in the
circuit

14. Explain how reverse polarity in a DC generator can damage the charging circuit.

15. Demonstrate the ability to:

a. Test generator output.

b. Remove and replace a generator.

c. Disassemble, test, and reassemble a genc:ator.

d. Test and adjust a regulator unit.

(NOTE: If these activities have not been accomplished orior to the test, ask
your instructor when they should be completed.)

1 0/3.t ci



1. a. 5

b. 6

c. 2

d. 3

e. 4

GENERATOR CHARGING CIRCUITS
UNIT V

ANSWERS TO TEST

f. 1

g. 7

h. 8

i. 10

j. 9

0 - 253-F

2. The generator charging circuit recharges the battery and generates current during
operation of the engine

3. a. Direct current

b. t-NIternating current

4. a. . 4 f.

b.. 1 g. 3

c. 2 h. 4

d. 3 i. 2

e. 3

5. a. Pulley

b. Fan

c. Drive end frame

d. Generator housing

e. Field coils

f. Commutator

g. Thru bolts

h. Brushes

i. Armature

1.046'
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6. a. Starting- Battery supplies all load current

b. Peak operation--Battery helps generator supply current

c. Normal operation-Generator supplies all current and recharges battery

7. a. Current flows from armature loop to t.,a commutator ring

b. Current flows from the commutator ring through brushes to a wire
connected to a load

c. Current flows when circuit is complete

8. Wire conductors are wound around the magnets (magnetic poles) and connected
to the brushes to strengthen the field

9. a. The commutator is split in two parts creating a gap as the commutator
passes the brushes

b. Past this point the other half of the commutator contacts the brushes
reversing the current flow

c. At the same time the rotating armature reverses its polarity converting AC
to DC

10.

11. a. 3

b. 1

2

12. a. 4

b. 3

c. 2

d. 5

e. 1

13. a. 4

b. 1

c. 2

d. 3 1047
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14. a. Generator polarity is opposite that of the battery

b. Battery is in series with the generator

c. Generator builds up voltage and closes the cut-out relay points

d. High voltage can create enough current and heat to weld the points together

15. Performance skills evaluated to the satisfaction of tha instructor

10
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ALTERNATOR CHARGING CIRCUITS
UN!"1 VI

UNIT OBJECTIVE

After completion of this unit, the student should be able to state the purpose of the
alternator charging circuit and explain the differences between an alternator and generator.
The student should be able to identify the components of an alternator, match the
component to the correct function, and test, disassemble, inspect, repair, and reassemble

alternator. This knowledge will be evidenced through demonstration and by scoring
eighty-five percent on the unit test.

SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

After completion of this unit, the student should be able to:

1. Match terms associated with the alternator charging circuit to the correct
definitions.

2. State the purpose of the alternator charging circuit.

3. Match the nan,2s of the alternator charging circuit components to the
correct functions.

4. Identify th.F major parts of an alternator.

5. Explain the differences between an alternator and a generator.

6. List two advantages of an alternator as opposed to a generator.

7. Explain why the alternator produces more current at low speed than a
generator.

8. Discuss the construction of the stator windings.

9. Discuss how the alternator is controlled by the regulator.

10. Match the component parts of a transistorized regulator to the correct
functions.

11. Discuss the operation of the transistorized regulator.

12. List safety rules for working with alternator charging circuits.

13. Demonstrate the ability to:

a. Test the alternator charging circuit and regulator.

b. Rei.nove and replace an alternator.

c. Disassemble, test, and reassemble an alternator.

d. Test and repair a transistorized regulato...

1 0
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ALTERNATOR CHARGING CI RCUITS
UN IT VI

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

I. Instructor:

A. Provide student with objective sheet.

6. Provide student with information and job sheets.

C. Make transparencies.

D. Discuss unit and specific objectives.

E. Discuss information sheet.

F. Demonstrate and discuss the procedu;es outlined in the job sheet.

G. Demonstrate diode removal procedure.

H. Give test.

II. Student:

A. Read objective sheet.

B. Study information sheet.

C. Complete job sheets.

D. Take test.

INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS

I. Included in thi

A. Objective sheet

B. Information sheet

C. Transparency masters

1. TM 1 --Alternator Charging Circuit Components

2. TM 2--Alternator Circuit Schematic

3. TM 3--Parts of the Alternator

4. TM 4-- D ifferences in Alternator and Generator

5. TM 5Stator Winding Construction

100
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D. Job sheets

1. Job Sheet #1--Test the Alternator Charging Circuit and Regulator

2. Job Sheet #2--Remove and Replace an Alternator

3. Job Sheet #3--Disassemble, Test, and Reassemble an Alternator

4. Job Sheet #4--Test and Repair a Transistorized Regulator

E. Test

F. Answers to test

II. References:

A. Fundamentals of Service: Electrical Systems. Moline, Illinois: Deere and
Company, 1972.

B. Stockel, Martin W. Auto Service and Repair. Homewood, Illinois:
Goodheart-Willcox Company, 1969.

C. Billiet, Walter E., and Leslie F. Goings. Automotive Electrical Systems. Third
Edition. Chicago, Illinois: American Technical Society, 1970.

D. Toboldt, William, K., and Puruis, Jud. Motor Services Automotive
Encyclopedia. Homewood, Illinois: Goodheart-Willcox Company, 1965.
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ALTERNATOR CHARGING CIRCUITS
UNIT VI

INFORMATION SHEET

I. Terms and definitions

D - 261-F

A. Rotor -Wire coil wrapped around an iron core and mounted on a rotating
shaft

(NOTE: The rotor assembly does the same job for the alternator as the
field coil and pole shoe do for the generator; however, the rotor assembly
ravo I ve s .)

B. Stator--Laminated soft iron ring with three groups of coils

(NOTE: The stator assembly does the same job as the armature in a

generator; however, the stator is fixed while the armature turns.)

C. DiodeDevice that allows current to flow in one direction and blocks current
in opposite direction

D. Slip rings--Metal conductors in the form of a ring, fastened to each end
of coil and mounted on rotor shaft

(NOTE: Current flows through the regulator, through the insulated brush,
through one slip ring into the coin, and out through the other slip ring
and the other brush to ground.)

E. Short circuit--Wire touching another wire and providing a shorter path for
current to flow

F. Open circuit--Circuit in which a wire is broken or disconnected

G. Grounded circuit--Circuit in which a wire touches ground causing the current
to flow to ground instead of through the circuit

H. Transistorized regulator--Fully electronic unit composed of resistors, diodes,
zener diode, transistors, and thermistor

I. Heat sink--Dissipates heat from diodes

(NOTE: High ampere alternators often use finned diodes for better heat
removal.)

U. Purpose of the alternator charging circuitThe alternator charging circuit
recharges the battery and maintains a supply of electrical current to meet the
operating needs of the equipment

u 2
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III. Alternator charging circuit comportents and functions (Transparencies 1 and 2)

A. Battery

Starts the circuit by supplying spark to start engine
i

2. f Helps out during gelak operation when electrical load is too much
for alternator

..---\\
3. Stabilizes\-sy tem voltage_.

B. Alternator k

1. Supiplies electrical power to accessory circuits
1

2. Recharges batte

1.C. Regulator- units t e alternator voltage to a safe, preset value

D. Arr meter--Measures the rate of current flow

E. Voltmeter--Indicates produced voltage

F. Indicator lights -- Indicates prohlems in system; used in place of a meter

IV. Major parts of an alternator (Transparency 3)

A. Drive end frame

B. Rotor assembly

C. Stator assembly

D. Slip ring end frame

E. Diodes

F. Brush assembly

G. Pulley

V. Differences between alternator and generator (Transparency 4)

A. Alternator

1. Rotates the field inside the stationary windings

2.. Rectifies the AC current to DC with a series of diodes

1053
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INFORMATION SHEET

B. Generator

1. Rotates the windings (armature) inside the field

2. Rectifies AC current to DC through the use of a segmented
commutator and brushes

VI. Advantages of an alternator as opposed to a generator

A. Produces higher output at lower engine speeds

B. Simplicity in construction requires less maintenance and space

VII. Reason alternator produces more current at low speed than a

generator--Alternator has metre pole pieces than the generator so that many more
magnetic lines of force are cut during one revolution of the rotor

(NOTE: The alternator usually has fourteen pole pieces and the generator usually
has two.)

VIII. Construction of the stator windings--Windings have three phases or groups of
windings, with each winding connected to a positive and negative diode
(Transparency 5)

IX. Control of alternator by regulator--Regulator places a resistance in the field circuit
which reduces current flow to the alternator rotor

(NOTE: No current regulator is needed, since the alternator iimits its output
by setting its own opposing field during operation.)

X. Component parts of transistorized regulator and functions

A. Resistors--Devices made of wire or carbon which prevent a resistance to
current flow

B. Zener diode--Diode connected in a reverse bias, which will conduct a reverse
current beyond a predetermined voltage

C. Transistor--Semiconductors which control the flow of current by either
allowing it to flow or stopping it

D. Thermistor--Temperature-compensated resistor whose degree of resistance
varies with the temperature

(NOTE: It controls the zener diode so that a higher system voltage is
produced in cold weather, when needed.)

1O5
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INFORMATION SHEET

Xl. Operation of transistorized regulator

A. Allows battery current to excite the alternator field coils

B. Controls charging voltage at safe values during operation

XII. Safety rules for working with alternator charging circuits

A. Never attempt to polarize the circuit

B. Be sure the battery is in good operating condition before making any tests
or adjustments

C. Never operate the alternator in an open circuit, except when instructed
in the technical manual

Never short or ground the alternator terminals

E. Do not disconnect the voltage regulator while the alternator is running

F. Disconnect the negative battery cable first when removing the alternator
or battery

G. Do not use acid-core solder on th"e alternator terminals; use only a rosin-core
solder

H. Never immerse the circuit components in cleaning solution
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Alternator Charging Circuit Components

Ignition Switch

Ammeter Alternator
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Wye

Alternator Circuit Schematic

Negative Diode Plate

Neutral Junction

Negative Diode Plate

f
Positive Diode Plate

i
T

Stator
Ground

Capacitor

Battery

Delta

Stator

?-7--

Ground

TCapacitor

+ Battery

Positive Diode Plate
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Parts of the Alternator

Drive End Frame

Brush

Assembly

Stator Assembly

Rotor Assembly

Slip Ring End Frame



Differences In Alternator And Generator

Direction Of Current

DC Generator

Load

10G0

Alternator

1



Stator

Stator Winding Construction

6-Diode Rectifier

f
Battery

Stator 6-Diode Rectifier

Battery

DELTA-CONNECTED STATOR WINDINGS "Y "- CONNECTED STATOR WINDINGS

1061
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ALTERNATOR CHARGING CIRCUITS
UNIT VI

JOB SHEET #1TEST THE ALTERNATOR CHARGING CIRCUIT
AND REGULATOR

I. Tools and materials

A. Basic hand tool set

B. Voltmeter

C. Ammeter

D. Variable resistor

E. Jumper wire

F. Safety glasses

II. Procedure

A. Perform test no. 1

1. Connect the voltmeter across the regulator terminal and ground
terminal (Figure 1)

FIGURE 1 Alternator

Regulator
Ground
Terminal

Regulator
Terminal utput Voltmeter

Terminal

Voltmeter Test Connections

2. With the engine, ignition key switch, and accessories off, the
voltmeter should read less than 0.1 volt

(NOTE: A high reading indicates a shorted isolation diode or
ignition key switch.)

B. Perform test no. 2

1. Under the same conditions as test no. 1, turn the ignition key
switch on
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JOB SHEET #1

2. The voltmeter reading should be between 2 and 3 volts

(NOTE: A high reading could be caused by a high resistance in
the alternator field, defective brushes, or a defective regulator.
A low reading might indicate a shorted alternator field, a defective
regulator, or an open circuit.)

C. Perform test no. 3

1. Leave the voltmeter connected to the ground terminal and
regulator terminal of the alternator (Figure 2)

FIGURE 2

Ground
ermine!

Regulator
Terminal Output Terminal Voltmeter

Voltmeter Connections

2. With the engine running and the key switch on but all accessories
off, the voltmeter should read more than 15 volts

3. Move the voltmeter lead from the regulator terminal to the output
terminal; the voltmeter should read 1 volt less

(NOTE: If the regulator terminal voltage is correct and the output
terminal is the same as battery voltage, then the isolation diode
is open.)

D. Perform test no. 4

(NOTE: This test is usually performed if test no. 2 indicated a malfunction.)

1. With the engine and switch off, disconnect the
regulator-to-alternator field terminal wire (Figure 3)
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FIGURE 3 JOB SHEET #1

Field Terminal

11111,111

Resistor

Output
Terminal

Green Wire Disconnected

Ammeter
DO NOT ALLOW
REGULATOR TO

GROUND OUTPUT
TERMINAL OR

ISOLATION DIODE

D - 277-F

Ammeter Connections
(NOTE: Let the regulator hang on the wires connected to the
regulator and ground alternator terminals. Be very careful in how
the regulator hangs. Do not allow it to ground on the output
terminal.)

2. Connect the ammeter in series with a variable resistor to the field
terminal and output terminal

3. With all resistance eliminated, the ammeter should read 2.0 to
2.5 amps with the alternator cold

(NOTE: A high reading indicates a shorted field winding or
brushes. A low reading means a high resistance in the brushes
or slip ring, or an open circuit in the field windings.)

E. Perform test no. 5

1. Connect the voltmeter and jumper wire (Figure 4)
FIGURE 4

Field Terminal

Regulator
Disconnected

1111All
1 DO NOT ALLOW

REGULATOR TO
GROUND OUTPUT
TERMINAL OR
ISOLATION DIODE

Jumper Wire And Voltmeter Connections
2. Run the engine at a specified speed

EXAMPLE: 800 RPM

10 P7
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JOB SHEET #1

3. This should give a voltmeter reading of 15 volts

(CAUTION: Do not allow voltage to go above 16.5 volts.)

(NOTE: If this test proved to be satisfactory, but test no. 3
voltage was below specifications, the regulator is probably at fault.
If this test voltage was low, but tests no. 2 and 4 were satisfactory,
the altemator is probably faulty.)

F. Test wiring resistance

(NOTE: if the alternator and regulator operate properly, check the wiring.)

1. Make a quick visual check of the lead connections and wires

2. Disconnect battery ground cable, then disconnect altemator
output wire and connect ammeter (Figure 5)

FIGURE 5 Indicator Lamp Regulator

Starter
Solenoid

12-Volt
Battery Ammeter

Wiring Test Points

3. Connect ground cable and run engine to obtain a 10amp charging
rate

4. With a voltmeter, check the voltage at different points (Figure
5)

5. The voltage between these points should be as follows:

Test Points Max. Voltage

A-C
B-D
B- E

0.3 volts
0.3 volts
1.3 volts

1066
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JOB SHEET #1

6. Always disconnect battery ground cable to prevent accidental
grounding while connecting the alternator output terminal wire

7. Reconnect battery ground cable

(NOTE: A high reading indicates a high resistance in the wiring
or components.)

G. Test regulator

1. Connect the voltmeter (Figure 6)

(NOTE: Use an accurate voltmeter, one that will measure to
within plus or minus 0.1 volts.)
FIGURE 6 Alternator

Regulator Ground
Terminal

Regulator
Terminal

Output Voltmeter
Terminal

Regulator Test Connections
2. Run the engine to obtain a 10-amp charging rate for about 15

minutes to stabilize the . egulator temperature

3. Measure the regulator temperature about one inch from the
regulator and check the voltmeter reading

4. Compare the reading with manufacturer's specifications

(NOTE: If the voltage is not within limits, the regulator is faulty.)

106:7
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ALTERNATOR CHARGING CIRCUITS
UNIT VI

JOB SHEET #2--REMOVE AND REPLACE AN ALTERNATOR

I. Tools and materials

A. Basic hand tool set

B. Belt tension gauge

C. Battery cable clamp removal tool

D. Shop towels

E. Safety glasses

II. Procedure

A. Remove battery ground cable

E. Remove wire leads from alternator

(NOTE: The battery lead on the alternator will be dangerous to remove
unless the battery ground cable has been removed from the battery.
Alternator leads should be tagged for replacement.)

C. Remove the alternator belt adjusting bolt

D. Move the alternator toward the engine

E. Remove the alternator belt from the alternator pulley

1063
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JOB SHEET #2

F. Remove the bolts holding the alternator to the engine mounting bracket
(Figure 1)

FIGURE 1

Remove Bolts Holding Alternator
To Engine Mounting Bracket _

G. Lift the alternator out of the bracket

H. Service alternator as required

I. To replace, position the alternator in the engine mounting bracket

J. Start alternator retaining bolts and tighten securely

K. Position alternator belt on pulley and move alternator away from engine
to tighten belt

L. Pry the alternator away from the engine to adjust the alternator belt tension

(NOTE: Use caution when adjusting the alternator belt to avoid damaging
the alternator. Refer to manufacturer's recommendations for tightening
procedures.)

M. Install the alternator adjusting bolt

1060
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JOB SHEET #2

N. Check alternator belt tension with a belt tension gauge and adjust to
manufacturer's specifications (Figure 2)

(NOTE: The alternator belt must be adjusted properly.)

FIGURE 2

Check Belt For Tightness

0. Install wire leads that were removed from the alternator and tighten securely

P. Install battery ground cable

(NOTE: Never attempt to polarize an alternator.)

1 0;0
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ALTERNATOR CHARGING CIRCUITS
UNIT VI

JOB SHEET #3--DISASSEMBLE, TEST, AND REASSEMBLE
AN ALTERNATOR

I. Tools and materials

A. Basic hand tool set

B. Alternator pulley removal tools

C. Alternator diode removal equipment

D. Alternator testing equipment

E. Torque wrench

F. Shop towels

G. Safety glasses

II. Procedure

A. Disassemble alternator

1. Scribe the alternator before disassembly (Figure 1)

FIGURE 1

Remove Thru Bolts

Scribe Alternator

2. Remove thru bolts 'holding the end frames together

1 07i
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JOB SHEET #3

3. Pry at bolt locations tc separatII e the drive end frame from the
slip ring end frame (F.jure 2)

(NOTE: Be sure stator stays with slip ring el.d of frame.)

4. Remove the slip ring end frame and stator (as an assembly) from
drive end frame and rotor assembly

5. Remove the three stator lead attaching nuts

6. Separate stator from slip ring end frame

7. Remove screws, brushes, and brushholder assembly

8. Remove heat sink from end frame

9. Remove pulley retaining nut (Figure 3)

FIGURE 3

Remove Pulley Retaining Nut
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JOB SHEET #3

10. Remove pulley and fan using pullers as required

11. Remove rotor and spacers from end frame assembly

12. Remove drive frame bearing retainer and bearing from drive end
frame

B. Service and test alternator

1. Wash all metal parts except stator, diode, and rotor assemblies

2. Clean bearings and inspect for pitting or roughness

3. Replace bearings as required

4. Inspect rotor slip rings

(NOTE: The slip rings should be clean and free of scratches.)

5. Service as required

6. Inspect brushes for wear

7. Replace brushes as required

8. Test the rotor for grounds (Figure 4)

a. Connect one lead of a test lamp from either slip r;ng to
the rotor shaft

b. Observe test light

(NOTE: If test lamp lights, the rotor is grounded.)

FIGURE 4

Test Rotor For Grounds

073
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JOB SHEET #3

9. Test the rotor for open circuit (Figure 5)

a. Connect one lead of a test lamp to one slip ring and the
other lead to the remaining slip ring

(NOTE: Test on side of rims to keep from damaging
surfaces.)

b. Observe the test lamp

(NOTE: If the test lamp does not light, the circuit is open.)

Test Rotor For Opens

10. Test the rotor for short circuit (Figure 6)

a. Connect a twelve -volt battery and ammeter in series with
the two slip rings

b. Read the ammeter

FIGURE 6

(NOTE: An ammeter reading above specified field amperage
draw indicates a short circuit. Refer to manufacturer s
specifications.)

Test Rotor For Shorts
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JOB SHEET #3

11. Test the stator for grounds (Figure 7)

(NOTE: Stators can be checked for ground only through output
tests.)

a. Connect one lead of a test lamp to the stator frame

b. Connect the other lead to any stator lead

(NOTE: If the lamp lights, the windings are grounded.)

Test Stator For Grounds

12. Test the stator for open circuit (Figure 8)

(NOTE: This test will not work on a delta wound stator.)

a. Connect a test lamp between each pair of stator leads

b. Observe the test lamp

(NOTE: If test lamp fails to light, the stator windings are
open.)

FIGURE 8

Test Stator For Opens

1 0
-
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JOB SHEET #3

13. Test heat sink diodes

(NOTE: If a test lamp is used instead of an ohmmeter, voltage
should be 12 volts or less.)

a. Zero ohmmeter if used

b. Test positive diodes (Figure 9)

1) Touch one lead or probe to positive heat sink

2) Touch one lead to stator lead terminals one at a
time

FIGURE 9

3) Reverse leads to check flow in opposite direcion

Diode Tester

Set Selector At 10

Contact Each Terminal

Diode Test

1 0 $
0.-1 b,

Contact Heat Sink
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14. Test the end frame diodes

a. Connect one lead of a twelve-volt test lamp to end frame

b. Connect the other lamp lead to the diode lead

(NOTE: If lamp lights in both directions or fails to light
at all, the diode is defective.)

c. Replace any parts found defective

d. Replace any diodes found defective

NOTE: Use proper diode removal and replacement tools.)

15. Replace slip ring end frame bearing assembly, if grcee supply
is exhausted

(NOTE: Make no attempt to relubricate and reuse bearings.)

16. Repack drive end bearings with proper lubricant

C. Reassemble alternator

1. Assemble heat sink to end frame

2. Install brush holder and brushes into slip ring end frame (Figure
10)

(NOTE: Insert a pin or wire through the hole to hold the brushes
in the holder.)

FIGURE 10

Brushes In Position

Brushes

M .h!q..111lilaqh1J/ ,7' .z-e-,-
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JOB SHEET #3

3. Install stator assembly in slip ring end frame and locate diode
connectors over the relay, diode, and stator leads

4. Install and tighten terminal nuts securely

5. Install bearing in drive end frame

6. Install rotor in drive end frame

7. Install fan, spacer, pulley, and retaining nut

8. Tighten nut to manufacturer's specifications

9. Assemble slip ring, end frame, and stator assembly to drive end
frame and rotor assembly

(NOTE: Align end frames by referring to scribe marks put on
during disassembly.)

10. Install thru bolts in the end frame assembly

11. Tighten bolts securely

12. Remove wire holding brushes in place

13. Check alternator operation
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ALTERNATOR CHARGING CIRCUITS
UNIT VI

JOB SHEET #4--TEST AND REPAIR A
TRANSISTORIZED REGULATOR

I. Tools and materials

A. Basic hand tool set

B. VPItmeter

C. Carbon pile resistor

D. Ammeter

E. Jumper wire

F. Safety glasses

II. Procedure

(NOTE: For a particular test procedure always follow the equipment technical
manual.)

A. Test regulator voltage

(NOTE: This test can be performed either on or off the machine. Use an
alternator that is known to be in good repair.)

1. Set up the test circuit (Figure 1)

FIGURE 1

Regulator Carbon Pile Resistor

Jumper Wire
Ammeter

Voltage Test For Transistorized Regulator

2. Connect a voltmeter to the alternator ground and output terminals
(Figure 1)

N
12-Volt
Battery

(NOTE: Be sure to use a voltmeter with an accuracy within 0.1
volts.i
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JOB SHEET #4

3. Start the engine, momentarily connect jumper wire to excite the
field, and apply a load of about 10 amperes (use lights, motors,
carbon pile resistors, etc.)

4. Operate the circuit for about 15 minutes to stabilize the
temperature of the regulators

5. Measure and record the temperature about one inch from the
regulator case

6. Compare the voltmeter reading with the voltage specifications
listed in the machine technical manual

7. Adjust the reading for the temperature recorded above

B. Adjust and repair and transistorized regulator

1. Use adjusting screw to change the operating voltage for different
conditions

(NOTE: This may not be used on some transistorized regulators.)

2. Since most transistorized regulators are seated units, repair by
replacing if they are found faulty

(NOTE: This type of regulator is usually more reliable than other
kinds.)

1 0 S



ALTERNATOR CHARGING CIRCUITS
UNIT VI

NAME
TEST

1. Match terms on the right to the correct definitions.

a. Wire coil wrapped around an iron core 1. Open circuit
and mounted on a rotating shaft

2. Diode
b. Laminated soft iron ring with three

groups of coils 3. Transistorized
regulator

c. Device that allows current to flow in one
direction and blocks current in opposite 4. Rotor
direction

5. Stator
d. Metal conductors in the form of a ring,

fastened to each end of coil and 6. Heat sink
mounted on rotor shaft

, 7. Grounded
e. Wire touching another wire and circuit

providing a shorter path for current to
flow 8. Short

circuit
f. Circuit in which a wire is broken or

disconnected 9. Slip rings

g. Circuit in which a wire touches ground
causing the current to flow to ground
instead of through the circuit

h. Fully electronic unit composed of
resistors, diodes, zener diodes,
transistors, and thermistor

i. Dissipates heat from diodes

2. State the purpose of the alternator charging circuit.
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3. Match the alternator-charging circuit components on the right to the correct
functions.

a. Starts the circuit by supplying spark to
start engine, helps out during peak
operation, when electrical load is too
much for alternator, and stabilizes
system voltage

b. Measures the rate of current flow

c. Supplies electrical power to accessory
circuits and recharges battery

d. Indicates produced vo!tage

e. Limits the alternator voltage to a safe,
preset value

f. Indicates problems in system; used in
place of a meter

4. Identify the major parts of an alternator.

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

f.

g.

1. Indicator lights

P.
Ammeter

3. Alternator
...

4. Regulator

5. Battery

6. Voltmeter
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5. Explain the differences between an alternator and a generator.

a. Alternator

1)

2)
..1

b. Generator

1)

2)

6. List two advantages of an alternator as opposed to a generator.

a.

b.

7. Explain why the alternator produces more current at low speed than a generator.

8. Discuss the construction of the stator windings.

9. Discuss how the alternator is controlled by the regulator.

10. Match the component parts of a transistorized regulator on the right to the
correct functions.

a. Devices made of wire or carbon which
prevent a resistance to current flow

b. Diode connected in a reverse bias, which
will conduct a reverse current beyond a
predetermined voltage

10&3

1. Transistor

2. Thermistor

3. Resistors

4. Zener diode



c. Semiconductors which control the flow
of current by either allowing it to flow
or stopping it

d. Temperature-compensated resistor
whose degree of resistance varies with
the temperature

11. Discuss the operation ,if the transistorized regulator.

12. List five safety rules for working with an alternator charging circuits.

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

13. Demonstrate the ability, to:

a. Test the alternator charging circuit and regulator.

b. Remove and replace an alternator.

c. Disassemble, test, and reassemble an alternator.

d. Test and repair a transistorized regulator.

(NOTE: If these activities have not been accomplished prior to the test,
ask your instructor when they should be completed.)
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1. a. 4

b. 5

c. 2

d. 9

ALTERNATOR CHARGING CIRCUITS
UNIT Vi

ANSWERS TO TEST

e. 8 i. 6

f. 1

9. 7

h. 3

D - 299-F

2. The alternator charging circuit recharges the battery and maintains a supply of
electrical current to meet the operating needs of the equipment

3. a. 5

b. 2

c. 3

d. 6

e. 4

f. 1

4. a. Drive end frame

b. Rotor assembly

c. Stator assembly

d. Slip ring end frame

e. Diodes

f. Brush assembly

g. Pulley

5. Explanation should include:

a. Alternator

1) Rotates the field inside the stationary windings

2) Rectifies the AC current to DC with a series of diodes

1 0 b 3
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b. Generator

1) Rotates the windings (armature) inside the field

2) Rectifies AC current to DC through use of a segmented
commutator and brushes

6. a. Produces higher output at lower engine speeds

b. Simplicity in construction requires less maintenance' and space

7. Explanation should includeAlternator has more pole pieces than the generator
so that many more magnetic lines of force are cut during ore revolution of
the rotor

8. Discussion should include -- Windings have three phases or groups of windings,
with each winding connected to a positive and negative diode

9. Discussion should includeRegulator places a resistance in the field circuit which
reduces current flow to the alternator rotor

10. a. 3

b. 4

c. 1

d. 2

11. Discussion should include:

a. Allows battery current to excite the alternator field coils

b. Controls charging voltage at safe values during operation

12. Any five of the following:

a. Never attempt to polarize the circuit

b. Be sure the battery is in good operating condition before making any tests
or adjustments

c. Never operate the alternator in an open circuit, except when instructed
in the technical manual

d. Never short or ground the alternator terminals

e. Do not disconnect the voltage regulator while the alternator is running

f. Disconnect the negative battery cable first when removing the alternator
or battery
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g. Do not use acid-core solder on the alternator terminals; use only a rosin-core
solder

h. Never immerse the circuit components in cleaning solution

13. Performance skills evaluated to the satisfaction of the instructor.
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OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE
UNIT I

UNIT OBJECTIVE

After completion of this unit, the student should be able to list the major duties of an
engine operator and the inspections to include in a checklist before starting an engine
and during the normal operation. The student should also be able to match the cause
to the corrective action when an engine fails to start, when an enaine fails to come up
to speed, and when the engines misfire. This knowledge will be evidenced by scoring
eighty-five percent on the unit test.

SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

After completion of this unit, the student should be able to:.

1. Define terms associated with operation and maintenance.

2. List four major duties of an engine operator.

3. List inspections to include in a checklist before starting a diesel engine. .

4. List inspections to include in a checklist during normal operation.

5. List factors to inciude in the procedure for stopping a diesel engine.

6. Name two performance records that should be maintained.

7. Match the causes of engines being hard to start or will not start to the
corrective actions.

8. Match the causes of an engine failing to come up to speed to the corrective
actions.

9. Match the causes of an engine misfiring to the corrective actions.

10. List causes of engine knock.

11. List causes of an overheated engine.

12. List four causes of smokey exhaust.
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OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE
UNIT I

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

I. Instructor:

A. Provide student with objective sheet.

B. Provide student with information sheet.

C. Discuss unit and specific objectives.

D. Discuss information sheet.

E. Give test.

II. Student:

A. Read objective sheet.

B. Study information sheet.

C. Take test.

INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS

I. Included in this unit:

A. Objective sheet

B. Information sheet

C. Test

D. Answers to test

II. Reference--Kates, Edgar J., and Luck, William E. Diesel and High Compression
Gas Engines. Chicago: American Technical Soceity, 1974.



OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE
UNIT I

INFORMATION SHEET

I. Terms and definitions

A. Symptom--Subjective evidence of mechanical trouble

B. Log--Form for keeping engine operating and accountability records

C. Checklist -- Series of inspection points for determining if maintenance or
servicing is needed

II. Major duties of an engine operator

A. Starting engine

B. Normal running of engine

C. Stopping engine

D. Record maintenance

III. Inspections before starting engine

A. Cooling system

B. Lubricating system

C. Fuel system

D. Starting system

1. Air supply

2. Fuel supply

3. Compression

(NOTE: Immediately after starting, check the lubricating oil pressure. cooling
water flow, and fuel supply. Watch entire engine to see if all part; function
properly. Run at light load, if possible, until it reaches operating temperature.)

n 4.-
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INFORMATION SHEET

IV. Inspections during normal operation

A. Inspect engine frequently

B. Watch loading

C. Regulate jacket water temperature (if used)

D. Keep lubrication system clean

E. Check combustion conditions

(NOTE: Do this on larger engines by taking firing pressure readings through
use of indicator cards or pyrometer.)

F. Listen to the engine

V. Stopping procedure

A. Make sure starting equipment is fully charged

B. Check to see that all pressures and temperatures are normal

C. Take load off engine gradually

D. Let engine idle until temperature falls

E. Shut off fuel injection

(NOTE: If independent water pump or oil pump are used keep in circulation
for about 15 minutes.)

VI. Performance records

A. Operating records

(NOTE: Typical record form or log should include cooling water and
exhaust temperatures, turbocharger pressure, lube-oil pressure, and
temperature, electrical, and load date.)

B. Accounting records

(NOTE: Typical record form or log should include what the plant produces
in terms of kilowatt-hours, water pumped, and ton-miles pulled; and what
the plant used in terms of fuel, lube oil, operating labor, supplies, parts,
and repair labor.)
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INFORMATION SHEET

VII. Causes of engines being hard to start or will not start and corrective actions

A. Not enough fuel--Check fuel tanks, be sure all valves are open, check transfer
pump, clean air fiiters

B. Air in fuel line-- Prime and vent pump and piping

C. Water or dirt in fuel--Drain fuel system and clean tank

D. Starting valves out of order (if used)--Make sure starting valve is not stuck
open or leaking

E Low compression--Check for improper valve seating, stuck piston rings,
cylinder head or valve cage gaskets leaking

F. Cranking speed too low--Charge or replace battery, service starter

G. Fuel injection improperly timed--Time injection to manufacturer's
specifications

VIII. Causes of an engine failing to come up to speed and corrective actions

A. Not enough fuel--Adjust governor or throttle controls; check for air or water
in fuel

B. Fuel nozzles dirty or clogged--Clean or replace nozzles

C. Injection pump valves leak--Regrind or replace valve and seat assemblies

D. Loyz, .-zemprzssion-Check for improper inlet or exhaust valve seating,
cylinder head or valve .:age gaskets leaking, compression release not in
position

E. Engine overloaded--If electrical load, open switches; if mechanical load open
(dump) clutch

F. Too much friction--Eliminate cause of excess friction

I X. Causes of an engine misfiring and corrective actions

A. Water or dirt in feelDrain and refill with clean fuel

B Gasoline in diesel fuel--Drain and refill with proper fuel

C. Air in fuel system Bleed the system
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INFORMATION SHEET

D. Poor nozzle operation--Clean and check nozzle spray pattern

E. Faulty injection pump--Check and calibrate the fuel injection pump

F. Nozzles not seated properly--Reposition nozzles and tighten retaining
screws to specified torque

X. Causes of engine knock

A. Injector valves sticking; broken valve spring

B. Fuel timing wrong

C. Inlet or exhaust valve sticking

D. Poor quality fuel; dirt or water in fuel

E. Worn bearings; excessive valve tappet clearance

(NOTE: Pounding may be caused by loose crankpin, excessive clearance
in wrist pin; excessive clearance, liner-to piston.)

Xl. Causes of an overheated engine

A. Overload

B. Poor cooling

C. Late combustion

D. Lubrication inadequate

E. Hot bearings

XI I. Causes of smokey exhaust

A. Engine overloaded (fuel to air ratio)

B. Poor combustion

C. Excessive lubrication

D. Clogged air cleaners 1093
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OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE
UNIT I

NAME

TEST

L Define terms associated with operation and maintenance.

a. Symptom-

b. Log-

c. Checklist--

2. List four major duties of an engine operator.

a.

b.

c.

d.

3. List three inspections to include in a checklist before starting a diesel engine.

a.

b.

c.

4. List four inspections to include in a checklist during normal operation.

1.

b.

c.

d.
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5. List four steps to include in the procedure for stopping a diesel engine.

a.

b.

c.

d.

6. Name two performance records that should be maintained.

a.

b.

Match the causes of engines being hard to start or will not start on the right
to the corrective actions on the left

a. Check fuel tanks, be sure all valves are
open, check transfer pump, clean air
filters

b. Prime and vent pump and piping

c. Drain fuel system and clean tank

d. Make sure starting valve is not stuck
open or leaking

e. Check for improper valve seating, stuck
piston rings, cylinder head or valve cage
gaskets leaking

f. Charge or replace battery, service starter

g. Time injection to manufacturer's
specification

1095

1. Low compression

2. Starting valves
out of order
(if used)

3. Fuel injection
improperly timed

4. Cranking speed
too low

5. Water or dirt
in fuel

6. Not enough
fuel

7. Air in
fuel line



8. Match the causes of an engine failing to come up to
the corrective actions on the left.

a. Adjust governor or throttle controls; 1.
check for air or water in fuel

b. Clean or replace nozzles

c. Regrind or replace valve and seat
assemblies

2.

3.

4.
d. Check for improper inlet or exhaust

valve seating, cyiinder head or valve cage
gaskets leaking, compression release not 5.
in position

speed on the right to

e. If electrical load, open switches; if 6.
mechanical load open (dump) clutch

f. Eliminate cause of excess friction

9. Match the causes of an engine misfiring on the right to the corrective actions
on the left.

a. Drain and refill with clean fuel

b. Drain and refill with proper fuel

c. Bleed the system

d. Clean and check nozzle spray pattern

e. Check and calibrate the fuel injection
pump

f. Reposition nozzles and tighten retaining
screws to specified torque 5. Poor nozzle

operation

Low compression

Not enough fuel

Fuel nozzles
dirty or clogged

Injection pump
valves leak

Too much
friction

Engine
overloaded

1. Faulty injection
pump

2. Air in fuel
system

3. Nozzles not
seated properly

4. Water or
dirt in
fuel

10. List four causes of engine knock.

a.

b.

c.

d. 1098

6. Gasoline in
diesel fuel



11. List four causes of an overheated engine.

a.

b.

c.

d.

12. List four causes of smokey exhaust.

a.
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OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE
UNIT I

ANSWERS TO TEST

1. a. Symptom--Subjective evidence of mechanical trouble

b. Log--Form for keeping engine operating and accountability records

c. Checklist--Series of inspection points for determining if maintenance or
servicing is necessary

2. a. Starting engine

b. Normal running of engine

c. Stopping engine

d. Record maintenance

3. Any three of the following:

a. Cooling system

b. Lubricating system

c. Fuel system

d. Starting system

1) Air supply

2) Fuel supply

3) Compression

4. Any four of the following:

a. Inspect engine frequently

b. Watch lc ading

c. Regulate jacket water temperature (if used)

d. Keep lubrication system clean

e. Check combustion conditions

f. Listen to the engine
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5. Any four of the following:

a. Make sure starting equipment is fully charged

b. Check to see that all pressures and temperatures are normal

c. Take load off engine gradually

d. Let engine idle until temperature falls

e. Shut off fuel injection

6. a. Operating records

b. Accounting records

7. a. 6 e. 1

b. 7 f. 4

c. 5 g. 3

d. 2

8. a. 2 d. 1

b. 3 e. 6

c. 4 f. 5

9. a. 4 d. 5

b. 6 e. 1

c. 2 f. 3

10. Any four of the following:

a. Injector valves sticking; broken valve spring

b. Fuel timing wrong

c. Inlet or exhaust valve sticking

d. Poor quality fuel; dirt or water in fuel

e. Worn bearings; excessive valve tappet clearance

11. Any four of the following:

a. Overload

b. Poor cooling
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c. Late combustion

d. Lubricaticn inadequate

e. Hot bearings

12. a. Engine overloaded (fuel to air ratio)

b. Poor combustion

c. Excessive lubrication

d. Clogged air cleaners
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DIAGNOSIS AND TESTING OF ENGINES
UNIT II

UNIT OBJECTIVE

After completion of this unit, the student should be able to list basic steps to follow
in diagnosing an engine malfunction or failure. The student should also be able to list
major check points when inspecting and operating Pn d complete a diesel troubleshooting
guide. This knowledge will be evidenced through demonstration and by scoring eighty-five
percent on the ur.it test.

SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

After completion of this unit, the student should be able to:

1. Match terms associated with diagnosis and testing of engines to the correct
definitions.

2. List seven steps in diagnosing and testing an engine.

3. List four major checkpoints when inspecting a diesel engine.

4. List major checks to make when operating the engine.

5. List tests that are made with a dynamometer.

6. Name three factors necessary for the engine to produce horsepower.

7. Select the possible causes of a diesel engine being hard to start or will
not start.

8. Select the possible causes of a diesel angine starting but not running.

9. Select the items which would cause a diesel engine to misfire.

10. Select the items which would cause a diesel engine to knock.

11. Select the items which would cause a diesel engine to overheat.

12. Select the items which would cause a diesel engine to have lack of power.

13. Select the items which would cause a diesel engine to use too much oil.
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14. Name causes of high oil pressure.

15. List causes of low oil pressure.

16. Complete a diesel troubleshooting guide.
_.....

17. Demonstrate the ability to:

a. Load test an engine with a dynamometer.

b. Test engine cylinder compression.

c. Check air intake system for restriction.

d. Check crankcase pressure, exhaust back pressure, and air box pressure.
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DIAGNOSIS AND TESTING OF ENGINES
UNIT II

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

I. Instructor:

A. Provide student with objective sheet.

B. Provide student with information, assignment, and job sheets.

C. Discuss unit and specific objectives.

D. Discuss information and assignment sheets.

E. Demonstrate and discuss the procedures outlined hi the job sheets.

F. Explain how to properly use and read a mercury and a waterfilled
manometer.

G. Give test.

II. Student:

A. Read objective sheet.

B. Study information sheet.

C. Complete assignment and job sheets.

D. Take test.

INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS

I. Included in this unit:

A. Objective sheet

B. Information sheet

C. Assignment Sheet #1 --Complete a Diesel Troubleshooting Guide

D. Answers to assignment sheet

E. Job sheets

1. Job Sheet #1--Load Test an Engine with a Dynamometer

2. Job Sheet #2--Test Engine Cylinder Compression

1103



3. Job Sheet #3--Check Air Intake System for Restrictions

4. Job Sheet #4--Check Crankcase Pressure!, Exhaust Back Pressure,
and Air Box Pressure

F. Test

G. Answers to test

II. References:

A. Toboldt, Bill. Diesel: Fundamentals, Service, Repair. South Holland, Illinois:
Goodheart-Willcox Company, 1973.

B. Kates, Edgar J., and Luck, William E. Diesel and High Compression Gas
Engines. Chicago: Arrierican Technical Society, 1974.

C. Fundamentals of Service: Engines. Moline, Illinois: Deere and Company,
1972.

D. Service Manual, Detroit Diesel Engines. Detroit, Michigan: Detroit Diesel
Allison, 1975.

E. Cummins Engine Company Shop Manual. Columbus, Indiana: Cummins
Engine Company, 1974.
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DIAGNOSIS AND TESTING OF ENGINES
UNIT II

INFORMATION SHEET

I. Terms and definitions

D - 21-G

A. Diagnosis--In engine service, the use of instruments to troubleshoot the
engine parts to locate the cause of failure

B. Dynamometer-Instrument for measuring the power output of an engine
by applying a load to the engine, thereby testing the horsepower and torque

C. Vacuum gauge--Instrument used to check the air intake system of an engine

(NOTE: A vacuum gauge measures pressure of liquids and gases.)

D. Manometer--Instrument using mercury or water in a U-tube, indicating
positive or negative (vacuum) pressure by the difference in height of the
two columns

E. Tachometer--Device measuring speed of rotation

F. Pyrometer--Instrument for measuring temperatures beyond the range of a
mercurial thermometer

II. Steps in diagnosing and testing an engine

A. Know the system

(NOTE: Study technical manuals, how engine works, knowledge of three
basic needs: fuel-air mixture, compression, and ignition.)

B. Ask the operator

(NOTE: Ask operator what warning signs preceeded the trouble; what
previous work has been done on the engine; has similar trouble occurred
before.)

C. Operate the machine

D. Inspect the machine

(NOTE: Check all fluid levels.)

E. List the possible causes

F. Reach a conclusion

G. Test your conclusion
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INFORMATION SHEET

III. Major checkpoints

A. Water system

B. Oil system

C. Fuel system

D. Electrical system

(NOTE: Keep a list of all trouble signs noted from above checks.)

IV. Checks when operating an engine

A. Gauge readings

B. Unusual sounds (where? at what speed?)

C. Smells (any signs of unusual exhaust)

D. Smoke

E. Controls

F. Power under load

G. Idle speed

H. Battery condition

I. Alternator or generator output

V. Tests made with a dynamometer

A. Engine horsepower

B. Exhaust smoke analysis

C. Fuel consumption

D. Crankcase blow-by

E. Air cleaner restriction

F. Oil pressure

G. Clutch operation 1106
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INFORMATION SHEET

H. Exhaust temperature

I. Air box pressure

J. Exhaust pressure

VI. Factors necessary to produce horsepower

A. Fuel-air mixture

B. Compression

C. Ignition

VII. Causes of a diesel engine being hard to start or will not start

A. No fuel or improper fuel

B. Water or dirt in fuel or dirty filters

C. Air in fuel system

D. Low cranking speed

E. Faulty nozzle operation

F. Improper timing

G. Faulty injection pump

VIII. Causes if diesel engine starts but will not run

A. Dirt in fuel

B. Air restrictions

C. Clogged filter

IX. Causes of diesel engine misfiring

A. Water or dirt in fuel

B. Gasoline in diesel fuel

C. Air in fuel system

D. Faulty nozzle operation

E. Faulty injection pump
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INFORMATION SHEET

F. Nozzles not seated properly in cylinder head

G. Low compr:'ssion

X. Causes of diesel engine knock

A. Improper injection pump timing

B. Worn engine bearings or bushings

C. Excessive crankshaft end play

D. Loose bearing caps

E. Foreign material in cylinder

F. Scored piston

G. Faulty injection nozzle

H. Bad fuel

Xl. Causes of diesel engine overheating

A. Defective radiator cap

B. Radiator fins bent or plugged

C. Defective thermostat

D. Insufficient coolant

E. Loose fan belt

F. Cooling system limed up

G. Overloaded engine

H. Faulty cngine timing

I. Engine low on oil

J. Wruog type: cif fuel

K. Faulty water pump

I_ Faulty shutter operation (if used)

M. Faulty nozzles

N. Fan problems
1108



INFORMATION SHEET

XII. Causes of a diesel engine having lack of power

A. Air cleaner dirty or otherwise obstructed

B. Restricted air flow in intake system

C. Restriction in fuel lines or filters

D. Wrong type of fuel

E. Valve failure

F. Incorrect valve tappet clearance

G. Low engine speed

H. Crankcase oil too heavy

I. Low compression

J. Low operating temperature

K. Faulty injection pump delivery

L. Exhaust restriction

M. Incorrect camshaft timing

XIII. Causes of a diesel engine using too much oil

A. Crankcase oil too light

B. Worn pistons and rings

C. Worn valve guides or stem oil seals

D. Loose connecting rod bearings

E. External oil leaks

F. Oil pressure too high

G. Engine speed too high

H. Crankcase ven'ulator pump not working

I. Restricted air intake or breather

J. Excessive oil in rocker arm assembly
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INFORMATION SHEET

XIV. Causes of high oil pressure

1 A. Stuck relief valve

B. Defective pressure gauge

C. Wrong oil pump

D. Oil to thick

XV. Low oil pressure

A. Worn bearings

B. Poor relief valve seating

C. Too light oil

D. Worn oil pump

E. Engine low on oil

F. Loose connection or leaky seals at oil filter, pump, or ovoler

G. Defective oil pressure gauge

H. Dilution of oil
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DIAGNOSIS AND TESTING OF ENGINES
UNIT II

ASSIGNMENT SHEET #1--COMPLETE A DIESEL TROUBLESHOOTING GUIDE

The following questions provide a guide for beginning analysis of troubleshooting a diesel.

Select the method on the right that would most likely answer the question.

1) Is acceleration normal? a. Ask operator

2) How does it start when cold? b. Visual
inspection

3) How does it start when hot?
c. Operate engine

4) Is there any misfiring?
d. Compression

5) Under what condition does it misfire? gauge

6) Is exhaust normal? e. Dynamometer
test

7) Does the engine surge at any speed?
f. Pyrometer

8) Is there any oil leakage? (if used)

9) Is there any coolant leakage?

10) Is there any fuel leakage?

11) Is there any air leakage from
turbocharger or b!ower?

12) Does the engine run hot?

13) When was the last service work
performed?

14) What work was done on the engine?

15) Under what conditions is the engine
operated?

16) Are any knocks apparent?

17) Under what conditions are the knocks
apparent?



ASSIGNMENT SHEET #1

18) What is operating temperature of
individual cylinder exhaust?

19) Is'exhaust gas analysis normal?

20) Is there any restriction in air duct? Any
leakage?

21) What is the compression pressure of
various cylinders?

22) Has the brand of fuel been changed
recently?
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DIAGNOSIS AND TESTING OF ENGINES
UNIT li

ANSWERS TO ASSIGNMENT SHEET

1. a 12. c

2. a 13. a

3. a 14. a
.1

4. a, c 15. a

5. a 16. a, c

6. c 17. a, c

7. a, c 18. f

8. b 19. e

9. b 20. b, e

10. b 21. d

11. b 22. a
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DIAGNOSIS AND TESTING OF ENGINES
UNIT H

JOB SHEET #1--LOAD TEST AN ENGINE
WITH A DYNAMOMETER

I. Tools and materials

A. Basic hand tool set

B. Live engine

C. Dynamometer

D. Engine technical manual

E. Dynamometer instruction manual

F. Safety glasses

H. Procedure

A. Connect the engine to the dynamometer using the manufacturer's
instructions (Figure- 1)

(CAUTION: Rotating parts are a safety hazard.)

Portable Dynamometer
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JOB SHEET #1

B. Operate the engine at about one-half load until the coolant and crankcase
oil temperatures are up to normal

(NOTE: Warm up will take about 30 minutes, but i very important to
a good test. Keep close check on engine oil pressure and temperature during
test.)

C. Gradually increase the load on the engine until its speed is reduced to rated
load speed as given in the engine technical manual

D. Read the horsepower on the dynamometer

(NOTE: On some models a conversion chart or calculator is required to
find horsepower. Horsepower can be affected by testing conditions such
as altitude, humidity, and temperature.)

E. Compare the horsepower with that given in the engine technical manual

(NOTE: Do not expect engines to always equal these specifications. If the
engine -ates much lower than normal, this is a signal that service is needed.)

F. While the engine is operating under load, note the outlet of the crankcase
ventilating system

G. Remove the crankcase oil filter cap if too much vapor appears

(NOTE: If an excessive amount of vapor or smoke appears here as well
as at the vent, there is blow-by in the engine cylinders and they must be
reconditioned before the engine will perform at its best.)

H. Check engine technical manual for specified amount of engine vapor flow

(NOTE: Any increase in flow over the specified amount indicates crankcase
blow-by.)

I. Recondition the engine for good operation if the blow-by is excessive

(NOTE: Even though the engine develops its rated horsepower using a
normal amount of fuel, a tune-up may still improve its efficiency. Consider
both hours of operation and the conditions under which the engine has
been operated. It is far more economical in he long run to tune the engine
before a lack of performance makes it mandatory.)
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DIAGNOSIS AND TESTING OF ENGINES
UNIT II

JOB SHEET #2--TEST ENGINE CYLINDER COMPRESSION

I. Tools and materials

A. Basic hand tool set

B.

C.

D.

Compression gauge

Live engine

Safety glasses

II. Procedure

A.

B.

C.

Warm up the engine to operating temperature

Remove the energy cells injectors, or injection nozzles

Connect a pressure gauge to the cylinder port (Figure 1)

D.

E.

Set the engine speed control to stop position

Turn the engine with the starter until the pressure gauge registers no further
rise in pressure

(NOTE: It is a good practice to count the number of compression strokes,
indicated by movement of the gauge needle, and check each cylinder with
the same number of strokes. The engine must be at full cranking speed
or as specified in appropriate service manual to get a good reaaing.)
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JOB SHEET #2

F. Check the pressure reading against the engine technical manual

(NOTE: Low pressure indicates leakage through valves, rings, or gaskets.
Variations in cylinder pressures of more than 10% usually indicate a need
for cylinder reconditoning.)
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DIAGNOSIS AND TESTING OF ENGINES
UNIT II

JOB SHEET #3--CHECK AIR INTAKE SYSTEM FOR RESTRICTION

I. Tools and materials

A. Basic hand tool set

B. Live engine

C. Water filled manometer

1")

D - 35-G

(NOTE: A vacuum gauge can also be used to make this check.)

D. Pipe tee

E. Shop towels

F. Safety glasses

II. Procedure

A. Check air intake system for restriction on a naturally aspirated engine

1. Connect manometer to manifold that does not have a restriction
indicator

a. Connect manometer to side of intake manifold near middle
of manifold (Figure 1)

FIGURE 1

(NOTE: If a plug is not provided in the manifold intake
area, make reading as close to engine as possible in intake
piping.)

...f

..,--

Intake Manifold

c
.....-...:-.r. -

Manometer or
Gauge Connection
Point "'
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JOB SHEET #3

b. Start engine and bring to normal operating temperature and
governed speed

c. Check the normal air inlet vacuum at various speeds (no load)

d. Compare results with the engine technical manual operating
specifications,

2. Connect manometer to manifold with restriction indicator

a. Remove the indicator

b. Install a pipe tee fitting

c. Reinstall the indicator

d. Connect the gauge to the tee fitting

e. Start engine and bring to normal operating temperature and
governed speed

f. Check the normal air inlet vacuum at various speeds (no load)

g. Compare results with the engine technical manual operating
specifications

3. Check the operation of the air restriction indicator, if used

a. Use a board or metal plate to slowly cover the air intake
opening

b. Note the action of the indicator in relation to the reading
on the gauge

c. Replace indicator if it does not operate properly

B. Check air intake system for restriction on a turbocharged engine

1. Connect manometer to air intake pipe

(NOTE: Connection should be made about 2" upstream from
turbocharger inlet, in a straight section of pipe.)

2. Start engine and bring to normal operating temperature and at
governed speed
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JOB SHEET #3

3. Measure the restriction when engine is under full !oad

(NOTE: On some engines you may remove the air cleaner and
ducting and note the gauge readings at various speeds; the
difference between the two readings, with and without the air
cleaner and ducting, is the actual restriction caused by the air
cleaning and ducting.)

4. Compare results with the engine technical manual operating
specifications
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DIAGNOSIS AND TESTING OF ENGINES
UNIT II

JOB SHEET #4--CHECK CRANKCASE PRESSURE, EXHAUST BACK PRESSURE,
AND AIR BOX PRESSURE

I. Tools and materials

A. Basic hand tool set

B. Live engine

C. Water filled manometer

D. Mercury filled manometer

E. 1/8" pipe plug

F. Small tap and die set

G. Shop towels

H. Safety glasses

Procedure

A. Check crankcase pressure

FIGURE 1

1. Connect water manometer to ine oil dipstick opening in the
cylinder block (Figure 1)

Plastic Tubing

Open to Atmosphere

Water Column (Color

Vacuum Scale

1 /2" Maximum
Negative Pressure

ed for Easy Reading)

1121

Pressure Scale

1/8" Maximum
Positive Pressure



JOB SHEET #4

2. Operate the engine at manufacturer's rated load speeds and note
the readings obtained

3. Compare the readings to specifications in the engine technical
manual operating conditions

B. Check exhaust back pressure

1. Remove 1/8" pipe plug in exhaust manifold

(NOTE: If no opening is provloed, drill an 11/32" hole in exhaust
manifold companion flange and tap the hole to accomodate a

1/8" pipe plug.)

2. Connect the mercury manometer to the exhaust manifold (Figure
2)

(NOTE: On turbocharged engines check the exhaust back pressure
in the exhaust piping 6" to 12" from the turbine outlet.)

0

Pg
0
04
0

Note: Manometer as Shown

Columns of Mercury Indicates 2" Mercury Back Pressure

3. Start engine dnd operate to normal operating temperature

4. Take back-pressure readings when engine is developing rated
horsepower at governed speed
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JOB SHEET #4

5. Add reading of mercury in both columns for final figure(Figure

Example: If mercury is 1 inch high in left column and 1
inch low in right column, there is 2 inches of
pressure; if mercury is 1 inch high in right column
and 1 inch low in left column, there is 2 inches
of vacuum

6. Check the engine technical manual operating conditions for
maximum permissible back pressure

C. Check air box pressure

1. Connect manometer to an air box drain tube

2. Operate the engine at manufacturer's rated load speed and note
pressure readings

3. Compare readings with the engine technical manual operating
conditions
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DIAGNOSIS AND TESTING OF ENGINES
UNIT II

NAME
TEST

D - 43-G

1. Match the terms on the right to the correct definitions.

a. In engine service, the use of instruments
to troubleshoot the engine parts to
locate the cause of failure

b. Instrument for measuring the power
output of an engine by applying a load
to the engine, thereby testing the
horsepower and torque

c. Instrument used to check the air intake
system of an engine

d. Instrument using mercury or water in a
U-tube, indicating positive or negative
(vacuum) pressure by the difference in
height of the two columns

e. Device measuring speed of rotation

f. Instrument for measuring temperatures
beyond the range of a mercurial
thermometer

2. List seven steps in uuagnosing and testing an engine.

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

f.

9.

1124

1. Vacuum gauge

2. Diagnosis

3. Tachometer

4, Manometer

5. Dynamometer

6. Pyrometer
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3. List four major checkpoints when inspecting a diesel engine.

a.

b.

c.

d.

4. List five major checks to make when operating the engine.

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

5. List six tests that are made with a dynamometer.

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

f.

6. Name three factors necessary for the engine to produce horsepower.

a.

b.

c.

7. Select the possible causes of a diesel engine being hard to start or will not start by
placing an

possible
in the appropriate blanks.

a. Low cranking speed

b. Faulty nozzle operation

c. Cracked or eroded distributor rotor

d. Defective coil or condenser
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e. Air in fuel system

f. Improper timing

g. Water or dirt in fuz.I or dirty filters

h. Too heavy' oil in air cleaner

i. No fuel or improper fuel

j. Faulty injection pump

8. Select the possible causes of a diesel engine starting but not running by placing an
"X" in the appropriate blanks.

a. Dirt in fuel

b. Air restrictions

c. Clogged filter

d. Defective coil or condenser

Select the items which would cause a diesel engine to misfire by placing an
"X" in the appropriate blanks.

a. Water or dirt in fuel

b. Gasoline in diesel fuel

c. Cracked distributor cap

d. Air in fuel system

e. Faulty nozzle operation

f. Faulty injection pump

g. Nozzles not seated properly in cylinder head

10. Select the items which would cause a diesel engine to knock by placing an "X"
in the appropriate blanks.

a. Improper injection pump timing

b. Worn engine bearings or bushings

c. Excessive crankshaft end play

d. Loose bearing caps

e. Foreign material in cylinder

f. Restricted fuel line
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11. Select the items which would cause a diesel engine to overheat by placing an
"X" in the appropriate blanks.

a. Defective radiator cap

b. Radiator fins bent or plugged

c. Defective thermostat

d. Insufficient coolant

e. Loose fan belt

f. Cooling system limed up

g. Overloaded engine

h. Faulty engine timing

i. Distributor advance mechanism stuck

j. Engine low on oil

k. Wrong type of fuel

I. Faulty shutter operation (if used)

12. Select the items which would cause a diesel engine to have lack of power by
placing an "X" in the appropriate blanks.

a. Air cleaner dirty or otherwise obstructed

b. restricted air flow in intake system

c. Restriction in fuel lines or filters

d. Wrong type of fuel

e. Frost at fuel-lcck strainer

f. Governor grinds

g. Distributor points buwed

h. Incorrect camshaft timing

i. Low operating temperature

j. Faulty injection pump delivery

k. Improper hitching or .felting of machine

I. Valve failure
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m. Incorrect valve tappet clearance

n. Low engine speed

o. Crankcase oil too heavy

p. Low compression

D - 47-G

13. Select the items which would cause a diesel engine to use too much oil by
placing an "X" in the appropriate blanks.

a. Crankcase oil 'too light

b. Worn pistons and rings

c. Worn valve guides or stern oil seals

d. Loose connecting rod bearings

e. External oil leaks

f. Oil pressure too high

g. Engine speed too high

h. Crankcase ventilawr pump not working

i. Restricted air intake or breather

j. Excessive oil in rocker arm assembly

k. Oil pressure too low

14. ilame two causes of high oil pressure.

a.

b.

15. List five causes of low oil pressure.

a.

b.

C.

d.

e.

16. Complete a diesel troubleshooting guide.
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17. Demonstrate the ability to:

a. Load test an engine with a dynamometer.

b. Test engine cylinder compression.

c. Check air intake system for restriction.

d. Check crankcase pressure, exhaust back pressure, and air box pressure.

(NOTE: If these activities have not been accomplished prior to the test, ask
your instructor when they should be completed.)

l
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DIAGNOSIS AND TESTING OF ENGINES
UNIT II

ANSWERS TO TEST

1. a. 2

b. 5

c. 1

d. 4

e. 3

f. 6

2. a. Know the system

b. Ask the operator

c. Operate the machine

d. Inspect the machine

e. List the possible causes

f. Reach a conclusion

g. Test your conclusion

3. a. Water system

b. Oil system

c. Fuel system

d. Electrical system

4. Any five of the following:

a. Gauge readings

b. Unusual sounds (where? at what speed?)

c. Smells (any signs of unusual exhaust)

d. Smoke

e. Controls
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f. Power under load

g. Idle speed

h. Battery condition

i. Alternator or generator output

5. Any six of the following:

a. Engine horsepower

b. Exhaust smoke analysis

c. Fuel consumption

d. Crankcase blow-by

e. Air cleaner restriction

f. Oil pressure

g. Clutch operation

h. Exhaust temperature

i. Air box pressure

j. Exhaust pressure

6. a. Fuel-air mixture

b. Compression

c. Ignition

7. a, b, e, f, g, i, j

8. a, b, c

9. a, b, d, e, f, g

10. a, b, c, d, e

11. a, b, c, d, e, f, g, h, j, k, I

12. a, b, c, d, h, i, j, I, m, n, o, p

13. a, b, c, d, e, f, g, h, i, j

14. Any two of the following:

a. Stuck relief valve

b. Defective pressure gauge
1131
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c. Wrong oil pump

d. Oil to thick

15. Any five of the following:

a. Wo..1 bearings

b. Poor relief valve seating

c. Too light oil

d. Worn oii pump

e. Engine low on oil

f. Loose connection or leaky seals at oil filter, pump, or cooler

g. Defective oil pressure gauge

h. Dilution of oil

16. Evaluated to the satisfaction of the instructor

17. Performance skills evaluated to the satisfaction of the instructor

D - 51-G
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TUNE-UP AND ADJUSTMENT
UNIT I I I

UNIT OBJECTIVE

After completion of unit, the student should be ahle to tune-up and service a diesel
engine. This knowledge. .III be evidenced through demonstration and by scoring eighty-five
percent on the unit test.

SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

After completion of this unit, the student should be able to:

1. Define terms associated with tune-up and adjustment.

2. List five major items to include in a visual inspection checklist.
9

3. Demonstrate the ability to:

a. Tune-up and service a diesel engine.

b. Tune-up a Cummins diesel engine.

c. Tune-up a General Motors diesel engine.

d. Tune-up a Caterpillar diesel engine.
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TUNE-UP AND ADJUSTMENT
UNIT

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

I. Instructor:

A. Provide student with objective sheet.

B. Provide student with information and job sheets.

C. Discuss unit and specific objectives.

D. Discuss information sheet.

E. Demonstrate and discuss the procedures outlined in the job sheets.

F. Discuss procedures for stopping .a "run-away" engine

G. Discuss three valve adjustment methods.

H. Give test.

II. Student:

A. Read objective sheet.

B. Study information sheet.

C. Complete job sheets.

D. Take test.

INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS

I. Included in this unit:

A. Objectia sheet

B. Information sheet

C. Job sheets

1. Job Sheet #1--Tune-Up and Service a Diesel Engine

2. Job Sheet #2--Tuile-Up a Cummins Diesel Ennine

3. Job Sheet #3-Tune-Up a General Motors Diesel Engine

4. Job Sheet #4--Tune-Up a Caterpillar Diesel Engine
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D. Test

E. Answers to test

II. References:

--...,..........,,,,,..,...,,.........,/

1

A. Kates, Edgar J., and Luck, William E. Diesel and High Compression Gas
Engines. Chicago: American Technical Society, 1974.

B. Fundamentals of Service: Engines. Moline, Illinois: Deere and Company,
1972.

C. Service Manual, Detroit Diesel Engines. Detroit, Michigan: Detroit Diesel
Allison, 1975.

D. Cummins Engine Company Shop Manual. Columbus, Indiana: Cummins
Engine Company, 1974.

E. Engine Service Manual. Peoria, Illinois: Caterpillar Tractor Company, 1972.
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TUNE-UP AND ADJUSTMENT
UNIT III

INFORMATION SHEET

I. Terms and definitions

D 57-G

A. Tune-up--Process of making checks and minor adjustments to improve the
operation of the engine

(NOTE: Some companies consider tune-up to he preventive maintenance.)

B. Service--To clean, inspect, adjust, lubricate, or repair a component or part
as needed

C. Replace-To install a new or rebuilt component or part

II. Visual inspection checklist

(NOTE: Engine should he kept as clean as possible.)

A. Oil and water leakage

B. Electrical system

C. Cooling system

D. Air intake system

E. Fuel system

I.
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TUNE-UP AND ADJUSTMENT
UNIT III

JOB SHEET #1--TUNE-UP AND SERVICE A DIESEL ENGINE

I. Tools and materials

A. Basic hand tool set

B. Compression tester with adapters

C. Appropr iate engine special tools

D. Torque wrench

E. Nozzle tester

F. Radiator and radiator cap tester

G. Thermostat tester

H. Dynammeter

I. Appropriate engine service manuals

J. Dynamometer technical manual

K. Battery service manual

L. Safety glasses

II. Procedure

(NOTE: In the spaces to the right of each step, indicate the action which was
taken. Inspection is the preliminary step prior to either servicing or replacing
the component. Serviced means that the component or component part has been
cleaned, insnected, adjusted, lubricated or repaired as needed. Replaced means
that new or rebuilt components or component parts have been installed.)

A. Service air intake and exhaust system

1. Clean pre-cleaner (if used)

2. Remove and clean a.r
cleaner

3. Swab out inlet pipe in air
cleaner body

4. Inspect exhaust s,,,stem and
muffler

5. Check crankcase ventilating
system for restrictions

1137
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JOB SHEET #1

B. Service basic engine

1. Recheck air intake for
restrictions

2. Check radiator for air
bubbles or oil indicating
compression or oil leaks

3. Check for leakage at
cylinder head gasket

4. Retighten cylinder head cap
screws

(NOTE: Refer to
appropriate job sheet or
engine service manual.)

5. Adjust valve clearance

(NOTE: Refer to
appropriate job sheet or
engine service manual.)

6. Check compression pressure
in each cylinder

(NOTE: Refer to
appropriate job sheet or
engine service manual.)

C. Service fuel system

1. Check fuel lines for leaks cr
restrictions

2. Clean fuel pump sediment
bowl

3. Test fuel pump pressure

(NOTE: Refer to
appropriate job sheet or
engine service manual.)

4. Check speed control linkage

5. Service diesel fuel filters

6. Check diesel injection pump

lispected Serviced Replaced
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JOB SHEET #1

(NOTE: Refer to
appropriate job sheet or
engine service manual.)

7. Check and clean diesel
injection nozzles

(NOTE: Refer to
appropriate job sheet or
engine service manual.)

8. Bleed diesel fuel system

9. Check diesel injection pump
timing

(NOTE: Refer to
appropriate job sheet or
engine service manual.)

D. Service lubrication system

1. Check operation of pressure
gauge or light

2. Service oil filter

3. Check condition of
crankcase oil

4. Check engine oil pressure

E. Service cooling system

1. Check water pump for leaks
and excessive shaft end play

2. Inspect radiator hoses

3. Clean and flush cooling
system

4. Test thermostat and
pressure cap

5. Test radiator for leaks

6. Check condition of fan belt

F. Service electrical system
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JOB SHEET #1

1. Service battery

a. Clean battery, cable,
terminals, and battery
box

b. Tighten battery cables
and battery hold-down

c. Check specific gravity
of electrolyte and add
water to proper level

d. Make high discharge or
load test of battery
condition

(NOTE: Refer to
appropriate job sheet or
battery service manual.)

2. Service generator or
alternator

a. Check belt tension

b. Test alternator or
generator output

(NOTE: Refer to
appropriate job sheet or
engine service manual.)

3. Service starting circt..t

a. Check safety starter
switch

b. Check current draw of
starting motor

Inspected Serviced Replaced

fl
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4. Service clutch free r--
clutch pedal or lever (if
used)
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JOB SHEET #1

G. Check engine performance by
conducting a load test with a

dynamometer

(NOTE: Refer to appropriate job
sheet or dynamometer technica
manual.)
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TUNE-UP AND ADJUSTMENT
UNIT III

JOB SHEET #2--TUNE-UP A CUMMINS DIESEL ENGINE

I. Tools and materials

A. Basic hand tool set

B. Cummins special tools

C. Torque wrench

D. Thickness gauge

E. Cleaning solvent

F. Diesel fuel

G. Shop towels

H. Safety glasses

II. Procedure

A. Adjust injector

1. Remove hood if applicable

2. Remove valve cover

(NOTE: Check the inside of the covers for presence of water
condensation.)

3. Loosen the injector rocker lever adjusting nut on all cylinders

4. Rotate engine until tho first "VS" mark on the pulley or damper
is aligned with the index mark on the housing

5. Use an inch/lb torque wrench and in a near continuous motic
draw the injector adjusting screw to it s specified torque

B. Adjust valve crosshead

1. Loosen the adjusting screw lock-nut and back off the adjusting
screw one turn

2. Uss light finger pressure at the rocker lever contact surface to
hood crosshead in contact with the valve stem nearest the pushrod

3. Turn adjusting screw down until it contacts its mating valve stem

1142
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JOB SHEET #2

4. For new crosshead and guides, advance the adjusting screw 20°
more to straighten the stem in its guide; worn crosshead may
be advanced 30° to straighten tt.- stem in its guide

5. Haiti the adjusting screw in this position and tighten locknut to
specified torque

C. Adjust valve

(NOTE: On engines equipped with compression release apparatus be sure
that the shaft is properly adjusted before adjusting valves.)

1. Loosen rocker arm locknuts

2. Using a specified thickness gauge, turn the adjusting screw to
obtain a good contact on the thickness gauge

3. Adjust both the intake and exhaust valves

4. Tighten locknuts

5. Bar engine over in direction of rotation and firing order, and set
the rest of the injectors, crossheads and valves

6. Install valve covers

D. Check fuel pump filter screens

1. Remove cap

2. Lift screens uut and inspect magnet for metal particles

(NOTE: Large pFirticles show excessive wear in gear pump.)

3. Clean screen

4. Reinstall and torque to specified limits

E. Adjust engine idle speed

1. Low idle

a. Attach tachometer to the drive outlet on top of the fuel
pump
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JOB SHEET #2

b. Remove pipe plug from spring pack cover

c. Set engine idle to manufacturer's specifications

(NOTE: Engine idle speed may change when the housing
fills with fuel.)

2. Adjust high idle

a. Attach tachometer to the drive outlet on top of the fuel
pLmp

(NOTE: If high idle has to be changed, consult the
appropriate shop manual or service bulletin.)

b. Shut engine down

c. Remove spring pack cover

d. Remove snap ring

e. Increase or decrease shims to regulate engine speed. Each
.001 inch shim will increase or decrease engine speed by 2
rpm

(NOTE: Never set maximum speed to please an operator.)

3. Check pump operation

a. Check manifold pressure

1) Install gauge at the shut-off valve

2) Operate engine 400 rpm below governed speed

3) Accelerate to governed speed

4) Observe gauge for specified pressure

b. Check inlet restriction

1) Install vacuum Gauge of gear pump inlet

2) Operate warmed up engine 5 minutes after
installation of gauge

3) Observe gauge readings

(NOTE: :lead:ngs should not exceed 8" to 8.5"
vacuum.)
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JOB SHEET #2

c. Check suction side, air leakage

1) Shut down engine

2) Install sight gauge on pump inlet side and operate
engine

3) Check for air bubbles

(NOTE: Bubbles indicate an air leak.)
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TUNE-UP AND ADJUSTMENT
UNIT HI

JOB SHEET #3--TUNE-UP A GENERAL MOTORS DIESEL ENGINE

I. Tools and materials

It

A. Basic hand tool set

B. Cleaning solvent

C. GM diesel special tune-up tools

D. Torque wrench

E. Thickness gauge

F. Shop towels

G. Diesel fuel

H. Engine service manual

I. Safety glasses

I I. Procedure

A. Adjust exhaust valve clearance

1. Adjt valves on cold engine

a. Aemove loose dirt from valve rocker cover

b. Remove the cover

c. Place governor speed control lever in the idle speed oositi:in

d. Position engine by rotating the crankshaft until the jector
follower is fully depressed on the cylinder to be adjusted

(CAUTION: When using a wrench on the crankshaft bolt
at the front of the engine, do not turn the crankshaft in
a left-innd direction of rotation as the bolt will be loosened.)

e. Loosen the exhaust valve rocker arm pushrod locknut
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JOB SHEET #3

f. Place a .013" feeler gauge between the valve stem
valve rocker arm (Figure 1)

FIGURE 1

and the

g. Adjust tie pushrod to obtain a smooth pull on feeler gauge

h. Remove feeler gauge, hold the pushrod with a 5/16" wrench
and tighten the locknut with a 1/2" wrench

i. Recheck the clearance

J.

(NOTE: If the adjustment is correct, the .011" feeler gauge
will pass freely between the valve stem and valve rocker arm
but the .013' feeler gauge will not pass through. This is
referred to as "go-no go' measurement.)

Rotate engine in the direction of travel and adjust remaining
valves in same manner as above

(CAUTION: Remove device used to bar engine before
starting.)

2. Adjust valves on hot engine

a. Start engine and bring to normal operating temperature
(160-185°)

b. Recheck exhaust valve clearance with feeler gauge

(NOTE: Valve clearance will decrease when engine is hot,
therefore, "go-no go" clearance will be .008" and .010")
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JOB SHEET #3

c. Readjust the pushrod, if necessary

d. Adjust and check the remaining exhaust valves in the samemanner as above

B. Time fuel injector

(NOTE: Adjust the exhaust valve clearance before timing injectors.)
1. Place governor speed control lever in idle speed position

(NOTE: Secure stop lever in stop position, if used.)
2. Rotate the crankshaft, manually or with the starting motor, untilthe exhaust valves are fully depressed on the particular cylinderto be timed

(CAUTION: If a wrench is used on the crankshaft bolt at thefront of the engine, do not turn the crankshaft on a left-handdirection rotation or the bolt may be loosened.)

3. Place the small end of the injector timing gauge in the holeprovided in the top of the injector body with the flat of thegauge toward the injector follower (Figure 2)

FIGURE 2

Injector Follower

(NOTE: Refer to service manual for correct timing gauge and
timing dimension for the injector being timed.)
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4. Loosen the injector rocker arm pushrod locknut

5. Turn the pushrod

6. Adjust the injector rocker arm until the extended part of the
gauge will just pass over the top of the injector follower

7. Hold the pushrod

8. Tighten the locknut

(NOTE: Check the adjustment and, if necessary, readjust the
pushrod.)

9. Time the remain.,:g injectors in the same manner as outlined above

10. Install the valve rocker cover, using a new gasket

C. Adjust limiting speed mechanical governor and injector rack control

(NOTE: These procedures should be completed after adjusting the exhaust
valves and timing the fuel injectors.)

1. Adjust governor gap--Single weight governor

a. Start engine and bring to operating temperature

b. Stop engine

c. Loosen the lever and disconnect the fuel modulator, the
power control device, the load limiting device, or the air
cylinder link, if the engine is so equipped

d. Remove the two attaching bolts

e. Withdraw the governor high speed spring retainer cover
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f. Back out the buffer screw until it extends approximately
5/8" from the locknut (Figure 3)

FIGURE 3

Buffer Screw

g. Start the engine

h. Loosen the idle speed adjusting screw locknut

i. Adjust the idle screw to obtain the desired idle speed

j. Hold the screw and tighten the locknut to retain the
adjustment

uel Rod

(NOTE: The recommended idle speed is 550 rpm for single
weight governors, but may vary with special engine
applications.)

k. Stop the engine

I. Remove the governor cover and lever assembly

m. Clean and remove the valve rocker cover

n. Remove the fuel rod from the differential lever and the
injector control tube lever
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o. Check the gap between the low speed spring cap and the
high speed spring plunger with gauge (Figure 4)

I,

FIGURE 4

Spring Cap

Gauge

djusting Screw

Lock Nut .

Spring Plunger

p. Loosen the locknut and turn the gap adjusting screw until
a slight drag is felt on the gauge, if required

q. Hold the adjusting screw

r. Tighten the locknut

s. Recheck the gap and readjust if necessary

t. Install the fuel rod between the governor and injector control
tube lever

u. Install the governor cover and lever assembly

2. Adjust governor gap on a double weight governor

a. Start engine

b. Bring to operating temperature

c. Stop engine

d. Remove the two attaching bolts

e. Withdraw the governor high speed spring retainer cover

f. Back out the buffer screw until it extends approximately
5/8" from the locknut (Figure 3)
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FIGURE 5

JOB SHEET #3

Start the engine

Loosen the idle speed adjusting screw locknut (Figure 5)

D - 75-G

Idle Speed Locknut

i. Adjust the idle screw to obtain the desired idle speed
j. Hold the screw and tighten the locknut to retain the

adjustment

(NOTE: The recommended idle speed is 450 rpm for double
weight governors, but may vary with special engine
applications.)

k. Stop the engine

I. Remove the governor cover and lever assemble

m. Clean and remove the valve rocker cover

n. Remove the fuel rod from the differential lever and the
injector control tube lever

o. Start and run the engine between 800 and 1000 rpm by
manual operation of the control tube lever

(CAUTION: Do not overspeed the engine.)
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Check the gap between the low speed spring cap and the
high speed- plunger with a .0015" feeler gauge (Figure 5)

(NOTE: If the gap setting is incorrect, loosen the locknut
and adjust the gap adjusting screw.)

Hold the gap adjusting screw

r. Tighten the locknut

s. Recheck the governor gap

t. Stop the engine

u. Install the fuel rod between the differential lever and the
control tube lever

v. Install the governor cover and lever assembly

D. Position injector rack control levers

1. Disconnect any linkage attached to the governor speed control
lever

2. Loosen the idle speed adjusting' screw locknut

3. Back out the idle speed adjusting screw until 1/2" of the threads
project from the locknut when the nut is against the high speed
plunger

4. Loosen all of the inner and outer injector rack control lever
adjusting screws

(NOTE: On engines equipped with a yield link type fuel rod,
attach a small "C" clamp at the shoulder of the rod to prevent
the yield spring from compressing while adjusting the injector rack
control levers.)

5. Move the governor speed control lever to the full-fuel position

6. Hold the lever in that position with light finger pressure

7. Turn the inner adjusting screw on the no. 1 injector rack control
lever down until a slight movement of the control tube is observed
or a step up in effort is noted.

(NOTE: This will place the no. 1 injector rack in the full-fuel
position.)

8. Turn the outer adjusting screw down until it bottoms lightly on
the injector control tube
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9. Alternately tighten both the inner and outer adjusting screws
,

(CAUTION: Overtightening of the injector rack control lever
adjusting screws during installation or adjustment can result in
damage to the injector control tube. The recommended torque
of the adjusting screws in 24-36 in-lbs.)

10. Hold the speed control lever in the full-fuel position

11. Press down on the injector rack with a screwdriver or finger tip
and note "rotating" movement of the injector control rack when
the speed control lever is in the full-fuel position (Figure 6)

FIGURE 6

Injector Control Rack

12. Hold the speed control lever in the full-fuel position

13. Use a screwdriver to press downward on the injector control rack

(NOTE: The rack should tilt downward and when the pressure
of the screw drive is released, the control rack should "spring"
back upward. See Figure 7.)

FIGURE 7
Screwdriver

Injector Control
Rack
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14. Check to see if rack returns to its original position

(NOTE: If it is too loose, back off the outer adjusting screw
slightly and tighten the inner adjusting screw slightly. If too tight,
back off the inner adjusting screw slightly and tighten the outer
adjusting screw slightly.)

15. Disconnect the fuel rod from the injector control tube

16. Hold the No. 1 injector in the full-fuel position

17. Turn down the inner adjusting screw of the No. 2 injector until
the injector rack has moved into the full-fuel position and the
inner adjusting screw is bottomed on the injector control tube

18. Turn the outer adjusting screw down until it bottoms lightly on
the injector control tube

19. Alternately tighten both the inner and outer adjusting screws

20. Recheck the No. 1 injector rack to be sure that it has remained
snug on the ball end of the injector rack control lever while
adjusting the No. 2 injector

(NOTE: If the rack of the No. 1 injector has become loose, back
off slightly on the inner adjusting screw on the No. 2 injector
rack control lever and tighten the outer adjusting screw. When
the sevings are correct, the racks of both injectors must be snug
on th- bal! end of their respective rack control levers.)

21. Position the remaining injector rack control levers

22. Connect the fuel rod to the injector control tube lever

23. Turn the idle speed adjusting screw in until it projects 3/16" from
the locknut to permit starting the engine

24. Tighten the locknut

(NOTE: Remove the C clamp from the fuel rod on units equipped
with a yield link.)

E. Adjust maximum no-load engine speed

1. Loosen the locknut
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2. Back off the high speed spring retainer approximately five turns(Figure 8)

FIGURE 8

Speed Control Lever

Lock Nut

Spring Retainer

3. Place the speed control lever in the full-fuel position with the
engine at operating temperature and no-load on the engine

4. Turn the high speed spring retainer in until the engine is operating
at the recommended no-load speed

5. Hold the high speed spring retainer

6. Tighten the locknut

F. Adjust idle speed

1. Remove the spring housing to uncover the idle speed adjusting
screw

2. Turn the idle speed adjusting screw until the engine is operating
at approximately 15 rpm below the recommended idle speed

(NOTE: The recommended idle speed is 550 rpm for single weight
governors and 450 rpm for double weight governors, but mayvary with engine applications.)

3. Hold the idle screw

4. Tighten the locknut

5. Install the high speed e firing retainer

6. Retain with the two bolts
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G. Adjust buffer screw

1. Turn the buffer screw in so that it contacts the differential lever
as lightly as possible and still eliminates the engine roll (Figure
9)

FIGURE 9

./Lock NutSpring Plunger

Idler Screw
Buffet. Screw

(NOTE: Do not increase the engine idle speed more than 15 rpm
with the buffer screw.)

2. Hold the buffer screw

3. Tighten the locknut

4. Recheck the maximum no-load speed

(NOTE: If it has increased more than 25 rpm. back off the buffer
screw until the increase is less than 25 rpm )
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TUNE-UP AND ADJUSTMENT
UNIT III

JOB SHEET #4--TUNE-UP A CATERPILLAR D:ESEL ENGINE

I. Tools and materials

D - 81-G

,
A. Basic hand tool set

B. Caterpillar special tools

C. Engine service manual

D. Shop towels

E. Compressed air source

F. Feeler gauge

G. Safety glasses

H. Procedure

A. Adjust valve lash

(NOTE: Engine should be run
temperature.)

1. Stop the engine

2. Clean the top of the
cover

2. Remove the brackets
gauges (Figure 1)

FIGURE 1

until it reaches normal operating

cylinder head and the base of the valve

holding the lines to the instrument panel

4. Remove the valve cover

(NOTE: Keep dirt from falling inside the engine block or into
the valve mechanism, as the valve cover is removed.)
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5. Remove the flywheel housing timing cover (Figure 2)

FIGURE 2

6. Bar the flywheel (Figure 3)

(NOTE: Refer to appropriate service manual for direction of
rotation.)

FIGURE 3

7. Align the "TC-1" timing mark with the flywheel housing timing
pointer tFigure 4)

FIGURE 4
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8. Check the No. 1 cylinder rocker arms for movement and
determine if the piston is on compression or exhaust stroke

(NOTE: Compression stroke indicates both inlet and exhaust valve
rocker arms can be easily moved with finger pressure. With the
exhaust stroke, only inlet valve rocker arm can be moved freely
with finger pressure.)

9. Check the lash of the appropriate valves as necessary

(NOTE: Refer to appropriate service manual for procedures for
valve adjustment.)

B. Set valve lash

1. Loosen the locknut on the adjusting screw

2. Turn the adjusting screw to obtain the proper lash

(NOTE: Refer to appropriate service manual for proper lash
setting.)

3. Hold the adjusting screw and tighten the locknut (Figure 5)

FIGURE 5
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, 4. Recheck the lash (Figure 6)

,

FIGURE 6

C. Check valve rotation

1. Start the engine

2. Move the governor control to low idle position

3. Watch the serrations on each valve retainer

(NOTE: Each valve retainer should turn slightly each time the
valve closes.)

4. Stop the engine

5. Inspect the valve cover

6. Install a new gasket, if necessary

7. Install the valve cover

8. Install the flywheel housing timing cover
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D. Check fuel injection pump timing

1. Locate (TC) compression position for No. 1 piston (Figure 7)

FIGURE 7

2. Time engine according to engine manufacturer's specifications

(NOTE: Use timing procedures as outlined for the timing indicator
group or with a fuel pump lifter gauge.)

E. Set fuel rack, dial indicator and circuit tester

(NOTE: Always shut down the engine before adjusting rack setting.)

1. Refer to rack setting information in engine service manual to
obtain correct rack setting dimension

2. Disconnect the governor control linkage, at the most convenient
location

3. Remove the fuel ratio control from the rear of the governor

4. Connect dial indicator and rack positioning tool

(NOTE: Refer to appropriate service manual for installation on
specific model.)

5. Zero the dial indicator

(NOTE: Consult the appropriate service manual for installation
on specific models.)

(CAUTION: Before starting the engine, be sure the rack moves
freely throughout its entire length of travel.)

6. Attach one end of circuit tester to the brass screw terminal on
the outside of the governor housing
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7. Rotate the governor control lever toward the fuel-on direction
until the taster light comes on bright

(NOTE: Depress the speed limiter to complete this step.)

8. Rotate the governor control lever toward the shutoff position
until the light goes out

(NOTE: Rotate the lever slowly.)

9. Rotate slowly the governor control lever toward the fuel-on
position, until the tester light just barely comes on

(NOTE: Rack collar is now just touching the stop bar or torque
spring.)

10. Read the rack setting directly from the dial indicator

11. Adjust rack setting, if necessary

(NOTE: Refer to appropriate service manual for adjustment of
rack setting.)

F. Adjust governor

(CAUTION: Only competent personnel should attempt to adjust the low
and high idle rpm.)

(NOTE: Consult the appropriate service manual for the low and high idle
rpm and rack setting dimensions.)

1. Remove the cover at rear of fuel ration control

2. Engage slot in cover with cross-dowel in adjusting bolt

3. Turn the adjusting bolt in as far as possible

(NOTE: This prevents the head of the bolt from limiting the travel
of the fuel rack.)

4. Install rack positioning bracket group over the front end of the
fuel rack and dial indicator in the bracket

5. Remove the plug from the bottom of the governor

6. Install plug

7. Use rod to push in the speed limiter plunger through opening

8. Tighten plug just enough to hold rod in place
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9. Center the rack

10. Set the dial indicator on zero

11. Remove the spacer

12. Move governor control lever to full load position

(NOTE: Complete this step with the speed limiter plunger held
in.)

13. Hold the lever in the full load position _while making the
adjustment

14. Turn adjusting bolt out with cover until the proper dial indicator
reading is obtained

(NOTE: The proper reading is listed in the rack setting
information of the appropriate service manual.)

15. Turn cover clockwise the amount necessary to align the bolt holds

16. install cover

17. Remove the rack positioning bracket group and dial indicator

18. Install the rack cover

19. Remove plug

20. Install the standard plug

(NOTE: Refore starting the engine, make certain the governor
control lever will move the governor to the shutoff position and
that all parts operate freely.)
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TUNE-UP AND ADJUSTMENT
, UNIT IV

NAME
TEST

D - 89-G

1. Define terms associated with tune up and adjustment.

a. Tune-up- -

b. Service--

c. Replace-

2. List five major items to include in a visual inspection checklist.

Aa.
d

b.

c. 1

ci.

e.

3. Demonstrate the ability to:

a. Tune -ut and service a diesel engine.

b. Tune-up a Cummins diesel engine.

c. Tune-up a General Motors diesel engine.

d. Tune-up a Caterpillar diesel engine.

(NOTE: If these activities have not been accomplished prior to the test, ask
your instructor when they should be completed.)
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TUNE-UP AND ADJUSTMENT
UNIT IV

ANSWERS TO TEST

1. a. Proms of making checks and minor adjustments to improve the operation
of the engine.

b. To clean, inspect, adjust, lubricate, or repair a component or part as needed,

c. To install a new or rebuilt component or part

2. a. Oil and water leakage

b. Electrical system

c. Cooling system

d. Air intake system

e. Fuel system

3. Performance skills evaluated to the satisfaction of the instructor
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ENGINE STORAGE
UNIT IV

UNIT OBJECTIVE

After completion of this unit the student should be able to define temporary and permanent
engine storage and demonstrate the ability to prepare an engine for temporary storage,
prepare an engine for permanent storage, and prepare a stored engine for service. This
knowledge will be evidenced through demonstration and by scoring eighty-five percenton the unit test.

SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

After completion of this unit, the student should be able to:

1. Define terms associated with engine storage.

2. Discuss the effects of climate on an engine in storage.

3. List five systems that must be protected during permanent storage.

4. Demonstrate the ability to:

a. Prepare an engine for temporary storage.

b. Prepare an engine for permanent storage.

c. Prepare a stored engine for service.
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ENGINE STORAGE
UNIT IV

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

1. Instructor:

A. Provide student with objective sheet.

3. Provide student with information and job sheets.

C. Discuss unit and specific objectives.

D. Discuss information sheets.

E Demonstrate and discuss the procedures outlined in the job sheets.

F. Give test.

II. Student:

A. Read objective sheet.

B. Study infcrmation sheet.

C. Complete job sheets.

D. Take test.

INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS

1. Included in this unit:

A. Objective sheet

B. Information sheet

C. Job sheets

1. Job Sheet #1--Prepare Engine for Temporary Storage

2. Job Sheet #2--Prepare Engine for Permanent Storage

3. Job Sneet #3--Prepare a Stored Engine for Service

D. Test

E. Answers to test

II. Reference--Cummins Engine Company Shop Manual. Columbus, Indiana:Cummins Engine Company, 1974.
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ENGINE STORAGE
UNIT IV

INFORMATION SHEET

I. Terms and definitions

D - 97-G

A. Temporary storage--Protection pre-ided to an engine against rust andcorrosion which will be out of service from four weeks to six months
B. Permanent storageProtection provided to an engine from tust and corrosionwhich will be out of service over six months

II. Effects of climate on an engine in storage

A. Unpainted machine surfaces are subject to rust and corrosion
B. Rate of corrosion varies with climatic condition

III. Systems protected during permanent storage

A. Lubricating

B. Cooling

C. Fuel

D. Crankcase

E. External parts
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ENGINE STORAGE
UNIT IV

JOB SHEET #1--PREPARE AN ENGINE FOR TEMPORARY STORAGE

I. Tools and materials

A. Basic hand tool set

B. Portable container of diesel fuel

C. Portable container of preservative oil, U.S. Military Specification MIL-L-644
Type P9

D. SAE #10 lubricating oil

E. Hand or power sprayer

II. Procedure

A. Start engine

B. Increase speed gradually to 1200 rpm until engine is thoroughly warm

C. Stop engine

D. Disconnect both fuel lines at fuel supply tank (the line to engine fuel filter
and the injector drain line)

E. Fill two portable containers, one with regular diesel fuel and a second with
preservative oil, U.S. Military Spec;fication MIL-L-644 Type P9

F. Start the engine with the fuel line to the filter and engine, pulling fuel
from the can with regular fuel

(NOTE: The injector drain line can flow into '''-e container with regular
fuel.)

G. Switch the fuel line to the container with the preservative oil after engine
is running smoothly at idle

H. Operate five to ten minutes on the preservative oil

I. Stop the engine and reconnect the fuel lines to the supply tank
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J. Drain oil sump, fuel filters, and fuel tank and reinstall drain plugs

(NOTE: New o:' may be added or sump may remain empty until engine
is ready for use.)

K. Tag engine with warning tag, if sump remains empty

L. Remove engine air line from air cleaner to intake manifolds

M. Turn fuel pump manual shut-off valve to "off" so engine will not start

N. Spray SAE #10 lubricating oil into intake manifold and air compressor
with hand or power sprayer while bar cranking engine,

:.0. Cover all intake manifold openings with tape to prevent entrance of dirt
and moisture

P. Cover all engine openings, including coolant inlets, cylinder block, oil
breather, and crankcase

Q. Drain coolant from cooling system unless it is permanent type antifreeze
with rust inhibitor added

R. Store engine in a place protected from weather where air is dry and
temperature uniform

S. Bar engine crankshaft two or three revolutions every three to four weeks
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ENGINE STORAGE
UNIT IV

JOB SHEET #2--PREPARE AN ENGINE FOR PERMANENT STORAGE

I. Tools and materials

A. Basic hand tool set

B. Preservative oil, U.S. Military Specification MIL-L-21260, Type P-10, Grade
SAE 30

C. Preservative oil, U.S. Military Specification MIL-L-64, Type P9

D. Preservative oil, U.S. Military Specification MI L- C- 16173C, Type P2, Grade
1 or 2

(NOTE: Consult the manufacturer of the preservative oil or compound for
the proper grade and kind of oil for preservation of the engine if there
is a question regarding the correct oil.)

E. Two portable containers

F. Heavy paper

G. Tape

H. Oil spray can or brush

II. Procedure

(NOTE: Make sure engine is thoroughly clean)

A. Start engine, gradually increase speed to 1200 rpm or a fast idle, with no
load, and operate until the engine is thoroughly warm

B. Stop engine and drain old oil

C. Fill crankcase to full mark on bayonet gauge or dipstick with preservative
oil, U.S. Military Specification MIL-L21260, Type P10, Grade 2 SAE 30

D. Disconnect both fuel lines at fuel supply tank (the line to engine fuel filter
and the injector drain line

E. Fill two portable containers, one with regular diesel fuel and a second with
preservative oil U.S. Military Specification MIL-L-644 Type P9
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F. Start the engine with the fuel line to the filter and engine pulling fuel
from the can with regular fuel

(NOTE: The injector drain line can flow into the container with regular
fuel.)

G. Switch the fuei line to the container with preservative oil after the engine
is started and running smoothly at idle

H. Operate five to ten minutes on the preservative oil

I. Stop the engine and reconnect the fuel lines to the supply tank

J. Drain fuel tank, if so equipped and reinstall drain plug

K. Cover filler vent with tape

L. Drain all oil sumps of pumps, compressors, coolers, filters and crankcase

M. Replace all plugs after draining

N. Remove intake and exhaust manifolds

0. Spray all intake and exhaust ports, including air compressor intake port,
with preservative oil

(NOTE: Bar or turn engine to make sure oil goes into cylinder.)

P. Replace intake and exhaust manifolds

Q. Inspect coolant in cooling system

(NOTE: If coolant is contaminated, drain and flush, fill with rust
preventative compound. Drain while hot and replace plug. Use a water
soluble oil with anti-rust inhibitors obtainable from an oil company. Soluble
oil requires thorough flushing of cooling system before placing in service.)

R. If air starter is used, remove exhaust plate from top of starting motor and
spray with preservative oil

S. Replace exhaust plate

T. Loosen V-belt tension

U. Brush or spray a film of rust preventative compound on all exposed,
unpainted surfaces of engine with a rust preventative conforming to Type
P-2, Grade 1 or 2, as described in U. S. Military Specification MI L-C-16173C
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V. Remove cylinder head covers and spray preservative oil over rocker levers,
valve stems, springs, guides, crossheads, and push tubes

W. Replace cover

X. Cover all engine openings, including manifold exhaust and intake port,
coolant inlets to cylinder head and. block, oil breather and crankcase with
heavy paper and duct tape

Y. Tag engine to indicate that it has been treated with preservatives and that
crankshaft should not be barred over until ready to run

(NOTE: Tag should show coolant has been removed, date of treatment,
and indicate that engine is not ready to run without prior removal ofprotective film.)

Z. Store engine in a place protected fr6m weather and where air is dry and
temperature uniform, if possible

(NOTE: Engines in storage more than 24 months should, if practical, be
thoroughly flushed out with a suitable solvent or light, hot oil and then
be reprocessed with rust preventative materials. Periodically inspect engines
for rust or corrosion. Take corrective action if necessary.)
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ENGINE STORAGE
UNIT IV

JOB SHEET #3--PREPARE A STORED ENGINE FOR SERVICE

L Tools and materials

A. Basic hand tool set

B. Solvent

C. Degreaser

D. Mineral oil

E. Lubricating oil

II. Procedure

A. Clean engine

1. Clean off all accumulated dirt from exterior of engine

2. Remove all paper covers, tape and wrappings

3. Remove rust preventative compound from unpainted surfaces of
the engine, using a suitable solvent, cleaner, or degreaser

4. Refill crankcase with clean lubricating oil

5. Flush cooling system

B. Inspect engine in storage less than six months

1. Adjust injectors

2. Adjust valves

3. Adjust belts

4. Check head cap screws

5. Check oil filter and connections

6. Check air filter, screens, and traps
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C. Inspect engine in storage six months or more

1. Flush entire fuel system with clean fuel oil until all preservative
oil is removed

2. Remove plug from oil header and force hot, light mineral oil
through the oil passages to flush away all preservative oil and
gummed oil that. may have accumulated

3. Bar over engine crankshaft three or four revolutions during
flushing operation

(NOTE: When the combustion chambers are treated, remember
that total volume of combustion space is small and any excessive
preservative oil may cause hydraulic lock, seriously damaging
engine if it is started before all the oil is removed.)

4. Remove all screens

5. Check to make sure they are clean before engine is started

D. Start engine

1. Pressurize the lubricating system including the turbocharger prior .

to starting the engine

2. Start engine as described in operation and maintenance manuals
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ENGINE STORAGE
UNIT IV

NAME

TEST

1. Define terms associated with engine storage.

a. Temporary storage--

b. Permanent storage-

2. Discuss the effects of climate on an engine in storage.

3. List five systems that must be protected during permanent storage.

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

4. Demonstrate the ability to:

a. Prepare an engine for temporary storage.

b. Prepare an engine for permanent storage.

c. Prepare a stored engine for service.

(NOTE: If these activities have not been accomplished prior to the test, ask
your instruction when they should be completed.)
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ENGINE STORAGE
UNIT IV

ANSWERS TO TEST

1. a. Temporary storage--Protection provided to an engine against rust and
corrosion which will be out of service for a period of four weeks to six
months

b. Permanent storage--Protection provided to an engine against rust and
corrosion which will be out of service over six months

2. Discussion should include:

a. Unpainted machine surfaces are subject to rust and corrosion

b. Rate of corrosion varies with climatic conditions

3. a. Lubricating

b. Cooling

c. Fuel

d. Crankcase

e. External parts

4. Performance skills evaluated to the satisfaction of the instructor
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ARC WELDING
UNIT I

UNIT OBJECTIVE

After completion of this unit, the student should be able to name kinds of arc welders,
select equipment needed, and list safety pret.autien. observed in arc welding. The student
should also be able to strike an arc, run a bead, and construct a butt weld. This knowledge
will be evidenced through demonstration and by scoring eighty-five percent on the unit
test.

SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

After completion of this unit, the student should be able to:

1. Match terms associated with arc welding to the correct definitions.

2. List safety precautions used in arc welding.

3. Name kinds of arc welders.

4. Select common equipment used in arc welding.

5. List types of electrodes.

6. Select the common sizes of electrodes used in arc welding.

7. Identify the meanffigs of the numbers in the electrode classification system.

8. Select purposes of electrode coating.

9. List factors to consider in selecting electrodes.

10. Describe the effects of raising and lowering the arc welding current.

11. Name two methods of striking an arc.

12. Select characteristics of proper arc length.

13. Label the parts of a drawing showing the welding process.

14. Identify kinds of welds.

15. Identify types of weld joints.

16. Name the four welding positions.
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17. List reasons for poor welds.

18. Demonstrate the ability to:

a. Start, stop, and restart a bead.

b. Construct a pad weld.

c. Construct a butt weld.

d. Make a pad in the vertical up position.

e. Makp a pad in the overhead position.
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ARC WELDING
UNIT I

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

I. Instructor:

A. Provide student with objective sheet.

B. Provide student with information and job sheets.

C. Make transparencies.

D. Discuss unit and specific objectives.

E. Discuss information sheet.

F. Demonstrate and discuss the procedures outlined on the job sheets.

G. Invite welding equipment supply companies to give class presentation.

H. Give test.

(NOTE: There are several good films and filmstrips available from the various
welding supply companies. See your local distributor about films and filmstrips
that are available.)

II. Student:

A. Read objective sheet.

B. Study information sheet,

C. Complete job sheets.

D. Take test.

INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS

I. Included in this unit:

A. Objective sheet

B. Information sheet

C. Transparency masters

1. TM 1-Welding Process

2. TM 2Kinds of Welds
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3. TM 3--Types of Weld Joints

4. TM 4--Welding Equipment

5. TM 5--AWS Classification of Electrodes

6. TM 6--Methods of Striking an Arc

7. TM 7--Welding Positions

D. Job sheets

1. Job Sheet #1--Start, Stop, and Restart a Bead

2. Job Sheet #2--Construct a Pad Weld

3. Job Sheet #3--Construct a Butt Weld

4. Job Sheet #4--Make a Pad in the Vertical Up Position

5. Job Sheet #5--Make a Pad in the Overhead Position

E. Test

F. Answers to test

II. References:

A. Jones, M. M. Shopwork on the Farm. 2d ed. New York: McGraw-Hill Book
co., Inc., 1955.

B. Phipps, Lloyd J.; McColly, H. F.; Scranton, L. L.; and Cook, G. C. Farm
Mechanics Text and Handbook. Danvill3, Illinois: The Interstate Printers
and Publishers, Inc., 1964.

C. Kugler, Harold L. Arc Welding Lessons for School and Farm Shop.
Cleveland, Ohio: James F. Lincoln Arc Welding Foundation, 1957.

D. Hallenberg, A. H. How to Teach Arc We /ding in Farm Mechanics. Cleveland,
Ohio: James F. Lincoln Arc Welding Foundation.

E. Hobart Welding School Workbook. Troy, Ohio: Hobart Brothers' Technical
Center.

F. New Lessons in Arc We /ding Cleveland, Ohio: The Lincoln Electric
Co./James F. I. incoln Arc Welding Foundation.

G. Pierre, E. R. Welding Processes and Power Sources. Appleton, Wisconsin:
Power Publications Co., 1968-69.

H. Jefferson, T. B. The Welding Encyclopedia. Morton Grove, Illinois:
Monticello Books, 1968.
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ARC WELDING
UNIT I

INFORMATION SHEET

I. Terms and definitions

A. Base metal--Metal to be cut or welded (Transparency 1)

B. Arc--Flow of current across a narrow gap, usually from the tip of theelectrode to the base metal (Transparency 1)

C. Fusion process--Process of heating metal to a molten state and allowingit to cool

(NOTE: The heat is produced by the electric arc in arc welding.)

D. Arc welding--Joining together of two or more pieces of metal by the fusion
process

(NOTE: This is sometimes referred to as shielded metal arc welding or
SMA W.)

E. Crater- Depression at the termination of a weld (Transparency 1)

F. Pass--Single progression of a welding operation along the length of P jointor weld deposit

G. Electrode--Metal rod which conducts a current from the electrode holder
to the base metal (Transparency 1)

(NOTE: The metal rod melts and deposits the metal in a bead.)

H. Bead weld--Weld made by one pass of an electrode (Transparency 2)

I. Bevel--Angular cut made on the vertical edge to allow better weld
penetration (

J. Butt joint--Weld between two metal joints on the same plane (Transparency
3)

K. Tack weld--Weld made to hold parts in proper alignment until the final
welds are made

(NOTE: This type of welding is for assembly purposes only.)

L. Piddle- -That portion of a weld that is molten at the place the heat is
supplied (Transparency 1)

M. AWS--American Welding Society
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INFORMATION SHEET

II. Safety precautions in arc welding

A. Do not look at the arc with the naked eye

B. Wear a head or face shield that is in good condition

C. Wear suitable clothing to protect all parts of the body

Examples: Long-sleeved shirt, leather gloves, turned-down cuffs, high
top shoes or boots, buttoned-down collar

D. Do not strike an arc or weld until you are sure those in the vicinity have
protsctivc equipment or will look the other direction

(NOTE: Shout "Cover" before striking the arc.)

E. Do not weld around combustible or flammable materials

F. Use suitable tools to pick up hot metal

G. Do not weld in confined places without proper ventilation

H. Open main switch or disconnect plug when checking a welder

I. Do not leave electrode holder on welding table or in direct contact with
grounded metal

J. Do not use worn or frayed cables

K. Stand on dry footing when welding

L. Keep areas around welder clean

M. Keep tools and metals in proper location

III. Kinds of arc welders

A. AC or alternating current

B. DC or direct current

C. Motor generator

(NOTE: This generator produces only DC current.)

D. Engine generator

(NOTE: The engine generator can be designed to produce AC, DC, or
both types of current.)
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INFORMATION SHEET

E. AC/DC transformer-rectifier

(NOTE: This welder, which is supplied by an AC power source, can beswitched to produce either AC or DC welding current.)

IV. Common welding equipment (Transparency 4)

A. Welding machine

B. Electrode holder with lead

C. Ground clamp with lead

D. Shield or helmet

E. Gloves

F. Chipping hammer

G. Safety goggles or glasses

H. Wire brush

I. Electrode

V. Types of electrodes

A. Mild steel

B. High carbon steel

C. Hard surfacing

D. Low hydrogen

E. Alloy

(NOTE: Alloy electrodes are.used for welding special metals such as castiron and aluminum.)

VI. Common sizes of electrodes

(NOTE: Common sizes of electrodes range from 1/16" to 5/16".)
A. 3/32"

B. 1/8"

C. 5/32"

D. 3/16"
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INFORMATION SHEET

VII. Meanings of numbers in the electrode classification system (Transparency 5)
A. E--Stands for electric arc welding

B. First two digits--Indicate tensile strength deposited in thousand pounds persquare inch

C. Third digit-Indicates welding position

1. "1" indicates all positions

2. "2" indicates flat and horizontal only

3. "?" indicates flat only

D. Fourth or last digit-Represents special characteristics and usability of theelectrode

Example: Last Digit Characteristics
Last

Digit Power Arc Type of Penetration
Supply Action Flux Characteristics

0 10, DC4; Digging 10, organic; 10, deep
20, AC;
or DC

20, mineral 20, medium

1 AC or DC4 Digging Organic Deep
2 AC or DC Medium Ductile Medium
3 AC or DC Soft Ductile Light
4 AC or DC Soft Ductile Light
5 DC4 Medium Low hydrogen Medium6 AC or ')C+ Medium Low hydrogen Medium
7 AC or DC Soft Mineral Medium3 AC : CC+ Medium Low hydrogen Medium

(Reprinted by permission from T. B. Jefferson, The Welding Encyclopedia,p. E-4, Monticello books, Morton Grove, Illinois, 1968.)

VIII. Purposes of electrode coating

A. Stabilize the arc

B. Shield molten puddle from air

C. Float impurities out of puddle

D. Form slag and slow cooling

E. Increase speed

F. Improve quality of weld
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INFORMATION SHEET

IX. Factors to .consider in selecting electrodes

A. Base metal strength properties

B. Base metal composition

C. Welding position

D. Welding current

E. Joint design and fit-up

F. Thickness and shape of base metal

G. Production efficiency and job conditions

X. Effects of raising and lowering arc welding current

A. Raising the current produces more heat

B. Lowering the current produces less heat

Xl. Methods of striking an arc (Transparency 6)

A. Scratching

(NOTE: This method is similar to striking a rr atch.)

B. Tapping

XII. Characteristics of proper arc length

A. End of electrode is the same distance from-the base metal as diameterof electrode

Example: For a 1/8" electrode the arc length should be 1/8"

B. Correct arc length makes a steady hum of the welder and a "frying" soundat the arc

XIII. Parts of the welding process (Transparency 1)

A. Electrode

B. Wire core

C. Coating (flux)

D. Arc
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INFORMATION SHEET

E. Gaseous shield

F. Weld

G. Slag

H. Heat lines

I. Base meta!

J. Penetration

K. Crater

L 15° - 30° angle of electrode

M. Direction of travel

XI V. Kinds of welds (Transparency 2)

A. Fillet

B. Groove

C. Bead

XV. Types of weld joints (Transparency 3)

A. Edge

B. Butt

C. Corner

D. T

E. Lap

XVI. Welding positions (Transparency 7)

A. Flat

B. Horizontal

C. Vertical

it.

(NOTE: The bead may be started either from the top or the bottom
depending on the characteristics of the metal.)

D. Overhead

...
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INFORMATION SHEET

XVII. Reasons for poor welds

A. Machine adjustment too hot or too cool

B. Electrode size too large or too small

C. Improper movement of electrode

D. Improper angle of electrode

E. Improper base metal preparation

(NOTE: Base metal should be clean and free from oil and rust.)

F. Arc length too long or too short
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AWS Classification Of Electrodes

Electric Arc Welding

Tensile Strength thousand lbs per sq inch

E6011 MILD STEEL ELECTRODE

1195

Special char.
polarity
penetration
type of welder

Welding Position

1. all positions
2. flat and horizontal
3. flat



Methods of Striking
an Arc

Scratching

IBC

NW\\14aW

Tapping



-Welding Positions

Vertical
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ARC WELDING
UNIT I

JOB SHEET #1--START, STOP, AND RESTART A BEAD

I. Tools and materials

A. Piece of metal 1/4" to 3/8" thick, 4" x 4"
B. Welder

C. Electrode holder with lead

D. Ground clamp with lead

E. Helmet

F. Gloves

G. Electrodes

H. Safety goggles

I. Chipping hammer

J. Wire brush

II. Procedure

A. Prepare metal for welding

(NOTE: Metal should he clean and free of oil and rust,)
B. Strike arc 1" from edge where bead is to begin (Figures 1 and 2)

FIGURE 1

Tapping

i 1 ,A n,

/

Scratching

hit

1198

FIGURE 2

To Start
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JOB SHEET #1

C. Move to edge when arc burns brightly, maintaining the correct arc length;
begin forming the puddle

D. Move across metal two inches

E. Move electrode back through the puddle ant; lift up to stop bead (Figure
3)

FIGURE 3

(NOTE: This will prevent cracks from forming in the puddle.)

F. Strike arc about 1" in front of crater to restart (Figure 4)

FIGURE 4

G. Move back through the crater when arc burns brightly and then resume
the bead

(NOTE: This is necessary in order for beads to blend with one another
without a change in continuity.)
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ARC WELDING
UNIT I

JOB SHEET #2--CONSTRUCT A PAD WELD

I. Tools and materials

A. Piece of metal 1/4" to 3/8" thick, 4" x 4"

B. Welder

C. Electrode holder with lead

D. Ground clamp with lead

E. Helmet

F. Gloves

G. Electrodes

H. Safety goggles

I. Chipping hammer

J. Wire brush

11. Procedure

A. Prepare metal for welding

B. Strike arc and move to point to begin pad (Figure 1)

FIGURE 1

C. Lay a straight bead across the plate using a weaving motion

(NOTE: When using a E6011 electrode, it is necessary to use some type
of rod manipulation in running a bead.)
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JOB SHEET #2

D. Hold electrode at a 15° to 30° angle in direction of travel and lower electrodeas rod burns away to maintain correct arc length (Figure 2)

FIGURE 2

E. Move electrode steadily from right to left across pad

F. Clean the slag from each bead before starting the next one

G. Run beads until pad is full, overlapping each bead (Figure 3)

FIGURE 3

Overlap about
1/3 of bead

=:1
This Not This

H. Let each bead cool until slag is black before chipping

I. Run additional layers until desired thickness is obtained
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ARC WELDING
UNIT I

JOB SHEET #3--CONSTRUCT A BUTT WELD

I. Tools and materials

A. Pieces of metal 1/4" to 3/8" thick, 3" x 6" (2)

B. Welder

C. Electrode holder with leads

D. Ground clamp with leads

E. Helmet

F. Gloves

G. Electrodes

H. Safety goggles

I. Chipping hammer

J. Wire brush

II. Procedure

A. Prepare metal to be welded (Figure 1)

(NOTE: if metal thickness is over 1/8", the edges should be beveled.)

FIGURE 1

-6,-I I-0-

1/16" to 3/32"

B. Place two pieces of metal parallel to each other

(NOTE: Leave a space from 1/16" to 3/32" between them. See figure 1.)
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JOB SHEET #3

C. Tack weld pieces together at both ends (Figure 2)

FIGURE 2

Tack

D. Complete weld using a single pass (Figure 3)

FIGURE 3

E. Chip slag and brush weld
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ARC WELDING
UNIT I

JOB SHEET #4--MAKE A PAD IN THE VERTICAL UP POSITION

I. Tools and materials

A. Arc welding station and required tools

B. Mild steel plates 3/8" thick, 6" by 6"

C. Electrodes E-L'' 0 1/8" or 5/32"

1. 1/8" 75-130 amps

2. 5/32" 90-175 amps

D. Current Direct Current Reverse Polarity + at 1/8" electrode 75-130 amps

E. Protective clothing

F. Safety goggles

II. Procedure

A. Adjust machine to correct type and amount of current

B. Prepare and tack metal in a vertical position

(NOTE Vertical up welding has deeper penetration than the vertical down;
this technique is usually reserved for thicker metals and requires lower
amperage settings.)

C. Position electrode at 90° angle to plate and tip down from horizontal 10-15°
for first bead
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JOB SHEET #4

D. All other beads require a 10° side angle with each previously laid bead
with the 10-15° angle down from horizontal remaining the same (Figure
1)

E. Strike an arc on the lower left hand corner of plate, hold high arc length
1 to 2 seconds and start welding upward to top of plate

(NOTE: A slight manipulation of the rod tip will be necessary.)

F. After laying first bead, chip and brush weld clean, and check surface for
porosity and slag inclusions

(NOTE: Crater at end of each pass should be filled.)
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JOB SHEET #4

D - 35-H

G. Deposit additional beads overlapping each at least 1/3 until pad is filled
(Figure 2)

FIGURE 2

Too Much Overlap

Not Enough Overlap

II

Proper Overlap

End View
Proper Bead Lap

End View
Improper Bead Lap

H. After a complete layer of passes have been applied, clean thoroughly and
turn in to instructor for evaluation
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ARC WELDING
UNIT I

JOB SHEET #5--MAKE A PAD IN THE OVERHEAD POSITION

I. Tools and materials

A. Arc welding station and required tools

B. Mild steel plate 1/4" or 3/8", two pieces 6" x 6"

C. Electrode E-6010 1/8" or 5/32"

1. 1/8" - 75-130 amps

2. 5/32" - 90-175 amps

D. Protective clothing

E. Safety goggles

II. Procedure

A. Adjust welding machine to correct current and amperage setting

B. Prepare and tack metal in the overhead position

(NOTE: Metal will be in horizontal position with floor.)

C. Strike arc at edge of plate; hold a high arc for one or two seconds toheat up base metal
.,`

(CAUTION: Avoid depositing first bead too close to edge of plate.)

D. Move electrode along plate with a slight angle in the direction of travel(Figure 1)

FIGURE 1 Overhead Welding

Side View .44f
0.15°

Travel
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JOB SHEET #5

(NOTE: Metal should be deposited with a very short arc. A slight whipping
motion may be helpful in controlling bead shape.)

E. Start et the end of plate and progress across plate

(NOTE: After completion of each bead thoroughly chip and brush the weld
checking for bead appearance which will determine if current, amps, or
welding, technique needs to be changed.)

4

F. Deposit additional beads until plate is completely covered

(NOTE: Each additional head should be overlapped about 1/3 of previous
bead. Bead should have a smooth surface without noticeable "valleys" or
"trapped slag.") (rigure 2)

(NOTE: Alternate travel direction for each pass.)

FIGURE 2/ /
Proper Overlap

Too Much Overlap

Not Enough Overlap

End View End View
Proper Bead Lap Improper Bead Lap

G. After completing the required layer of passes, clean pad and turn in for
instructor's approval
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ARC WELDING
UNIT I

NAME
TEST

D 39-H

1. Match the terms on the right to the correct definitions.

a. Metal to be cut or welded 1. Arc welding

b. Weld made by one pass of an electrode 2. Fusion process

c. Metal rod which conducts a current from 3. Arc
the electrode holder to the base metal

4. Base metal
d. Joining together of two or more pieces

of metal by the fusion process 5. Crater

e. Depression at the termination of a weld 6. Pass

f. Angular cut made on the vertical edge 7. Bead weld
to allow better weld penetration

8. Bevel
g. That portion of a weld that is molten

at the place the heat is supplied 9. Butt joint

h. Process of heating metal to a molten 10. Tack weld
state and allowing it to cool

11. Electrode
L Single progression of a welding operation

along the length of a joint or weld 12. Puddledeposit

j. Weld between two metal joints on the
same plane

k. American Welding Society

I. Flow of current across a narrow gap,
usually from the tip of the electrode to
the base metal

m. Weld made to hold parts in proper
alignment until the final welds are made
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2. List five safety precautions used in arc welding.

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

3. Nains., two kinds of arc welders.

a.

b.

4. Select common equipment used in arc welding by placing an "X" in the
appropriate blanks.

a. Welding machine

b. Electrode

c. Gloves

d. Wire brush

e. Cart

f. Shield or helmet

g. Chipping hammer

h. Bal! peen hammer

i. Safety goggles or glasses

j. Hacksaw

k. Screwdriver

5. List three types of electrodes.

a.

b.

c.
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6. Select the common sizes of electrodes used in arc welding by placing an "X"
in the appropriate blanks.

a. 1/16" f. 3/16"

h. 1/8" g. 3/8"

c. 3/32" h. 3/64"

d. 5/16" i. 3/4"

e. 5/32" j. 1/2"

7. Identify the meanings of the numbers in the electrode classification system.

a

c

8. Select purposes of electrode coating by pining an "X" in the appropriate blanks.

a. Increase speed

b. Stabilize the arc

c. Protect the welder frcm shock

d. Shield molten puddle from air

e. Keep electrode from shorting out

f. Form slag, and slow cooling

g. Tack metal to be welded

h. Float impurities out of puddle

i. Improve quality of weld
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9. List four factors to consider in selecting electrodes.

a.

b.

c.

d.

10. Describe the effects of raising and lowering the arc welding current.

11. Name two ifiethods of striking an arc.

a.

b.

12. Select characteristics of proper arc length by placing an "X" in the blanks.
a. Arc length is 1/2" long

b. Arc length ir, the same as the length of the electrode

c. End of electrode is the same distance from the base metal as diameterof electrode

d. Correct --c length makes a steady hum of the welder and a "frying"sound at the arc

13. Label the parts of the welding process in the drawing below by writing thecorrect narn,,s in the blanks. e

a c.

d

(4weatamvueq0 tett"

,,,
0(44.1

-gal A
m.k.
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14. Identify the following welds.

D - 43-H

a b C.

15. Identify the following weld joints.

a.

C.

e

b.

d.
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16. Name the four welding positions.

a.

b.

c.

d.

17. List four reasons for poor ,welds.

a.

b.

c.

d.

18. Demonstrate the ability to:

a. Start, stop, and restart a bead.

b. Construct a pad weld.

c. Construct a butt weld.

d. Make a pad in the vertical up position.

e. Make a pad in the overhead position.

4

4..bAsommono...1

(NOTE: If these activitier have not been accomplished prior to the test, ask
your instructor when they should be completed.)
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ARC WELDING
UNIT I

ANSWERS TO TEST

1. a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

f.

g.

4

7

11

1

5

8

12

h.

i.

j.

k.

I.

m.

2

6

9

13

3

10

2. Any five of the following:

a. Do not look at the arc with the naked eye

b. Wear a head or face shield that is in good condition

c. Wear suitable clothing to protect all parts of the body

d. Do not strike an arc or weld until you are sure those in the vicinity have
protective equipment or will look the other direction

e. Do not weld around combustible or flammable materials

f. Use suitable tools to pick up hot metal

g. Do not weld in confined places without proper ventilation

h. Open main switch or disconnect plug when checking a welder

i. Do not leave electrode holder on welding table or in direct contact with
grounded metal

j. Do not use worn or frayed cables

k. Stand on dry footing when welding

I. Keep areas around welder clean

..m. Keep tools- and metals in {doper location
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3. Any two of the following:

a. AC or alternating current

b. DC or direct current

c. Motor generator

d. Engine generator

e. AC/DC transformer-rectifier

4. a, b, c, d, f, g, i

5. Any three of the following:

a. Mild steel

b. High carbon steel

c. Hard surfacing

d. Low hydrogen

e. Alloy

6. b, c, e, f

7. a. E--Electric arc welding

b. 60--Tensile strength deposited in thousand pounds per square inch

c. 1--Welding position; all positions

d. 0--Special characteristics and usability of electrode

8. a, b, d, f, h, i

9. Any four of the following:

a. Base metal strength properties

b. Base metal composition

c. Welding position

d. Welding current

e. Joint design and fit-up

f. Thickness and shape of base Ametal

g-

-... ii

Production efficiency and job conditions
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10. Description should include:

a. Raising the current produces more heat

b. Lowering the current produces less heat

11. a. Scratching

b. Tapping

12. c, d

13. a. Slag

b. Weld

c. Gaseous shield

d. 15° - 30° angle of electrode

e. Electrode

f. Wire core

g. Coating (flux)

h. Arc

i. Heat lines

J. Base metal

k. Penetration

I. Direction of travel

m. Crater

14. a. Fillet

b. Groove

c. Bead

15. a. Butt

b. Corner

c. T

d. Lap

e. Edge
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16. a. Flat

b. Horizontal

c. Vertical

d. Overhead

17. Any four of the following:

a. Machine adjustment too hot or too cool

b. Electrode size too large or too small

c. Improper movement of electrode

d. Improper angle of electrode

e. Improper base metal preparation

f. Arc length too long or too short

18. Performance skills evaluated to the satisfaction of the instructor
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OXYACETYLENE CUTTING
UNIT II

UN'T OBJECTIVE

After completion of this unit, the student should be able to set up, light, adjust, and
turn off an oxyacetylene cutting outfit following the proper order and safety precautions.
The student should be able to make ninety-degree cuts on mild steel and cut round stock.
This knowledge will be evidenced through demonstration and by scoring'eighty -five percenton the unit test.

SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

After completion of this unit, the student should be able to:

1. Match. terms associated with oxyacetylene cutting to the correct definitions.

2. Identify the parts of an oxyacetylene cutting outfit.

3. Identify the parts of a torch body and cutting attachment.

4. List rules for the safe handling of oxygen and acetylene equipment.

5. Identify the types of oxyacetylene cutting flames.

6. List reasons for poor cuts.

7. Select from a list causes of a backfire.

8. Describe what happens when a backfire occurs.

9. Describe what happens when a flashback occurs.

10. List in the proper order the steps to follow in case of 3 flashback.

11. Demonstrate the ability to:

a. Set up equipment for oxyacetylene cutting.

b. Turn on, light, adjust to a neutral flame, and turn off oxyacetylene
cutting equipment.

c. Make ninety-degree cuts on mild steel and restart a cut.

d. Cut round stock.
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OXYACETYLENE CUTTING
UNIT II

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

I. Instructor:

A. Provide student with objective sheet.

B. Provide student with information and job' sheets.

C. Make transparencies.

D. Discuss unit and specific objectives.

E. Discuss information sheet.

F. Secure color flame charts showing types of flames from welding supplier.

G. Obtain film from local welding supplier to show various techniques in
cutting.

H. Demonstrate and discuss the procedures outlined in the job sheets.

I. Give test.

II. Student:

A. Read objective sheet.

B. Study information sheet.

C. Complete job sheets.

D. Take test.

INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS

I. Included in this unit:

A. Objective sheet

B. Information sheet
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C. Transparency masters

1. TM 1--Oxyacetylene Cutting Outfit

2. TM 2--Parts of a Torch Body and Cutting Attachment

3. TM 3--Types of Oxyacetylene Cutting Flames

D. Job sheets

1. Job Sheet #1--Set Up Equipment for Oxyacetylene Cutting

2. Job Sheet #2--Turn On, Light, and Adjust the Cutting Torch

3. Job Sheet #3--Make Ninety-Degree Cuts on Mild Steel and Restart
a Cut

4. Job Sheet #4--Cut Round Stock

E. Test

F. Answers to test

II. References:

A. Althouse, Andrew D.; Turnquist, Carl H.: and Bowditch, William A. Modern
Welding. Homewood, Illinois: The Goodheart-Willcox Co., 1970.

B. Phipps, Lloyd J.; McColly, H. F.; Scranton, L. L.; and Cook, G. C. Farm
Mechanics Text and .4andbook. Danville, Illinois: Interstate Printers and
Publishers, Inc., 1964.

C. Smiths Short Course for Gas Cutting, Welding, Brazing. Minneapolis,
Minnesota: Division of Tescom Corp./Education Department of Smith
Welding Equipment.

D. The Oxyacetylene Handbook: A Manual on Oxyacetylene Welding and
Cutting Procedures. New York: Linde Div./Union Carbide Corp.
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OXYACETYLENE CUTTING
UNIT II

INFORMATION SHEET

I. Terms and definitions

A. Flashback--Fire inside of the torch

(CAUTION: This is a very dangerous condition.)

B. Backfire--Momentary burning back of the flame into the

C. Flame cutting--Process by which iron or steel is heated to
where it can be rapidly oxidized by high purity oxygen
pressure through a cutting torch

tip

(NOTE: As the metal is oxidized, the preheat flame
temperature necessary to keep the oxidation process going in
across the length of the base metal.)

D - 53-H

a temperature
flowing under

maintains the
a narrow zone

D. Slag box--Metal container with a layer of water or sand to catch hot slag

E. Slag--Metal which melts away during the oxyacetylene cutting process

F. Dragline--Situation in which the
lags behind the stream nearest

G. Kerf--Area of material removed
torch

most distant portion of the cutting stream
the cutting tip

from a piece of metal by a saw or cutting

H. Oxide-Substance that is produced when oxygen is combined with an
element

Examples: Rust, corrosion, coating, film, or scale

I. Oxidizing--Combining oxygen with another substance

Example: A metal is oxidized when the metal is cut

J. Purge--To remove any foreign material from a system
flushing with the gas used in that system

II. Parts of an oxyacetylene cuttiny outfit (Transparency 1)

A. Oxygen cylinder

B. Oxygen regulator

1222
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INFORMATION SHEET

C. Oxygen pressure regulating screw

D. Oxygen cylinder valve

E. Acetylene cylinder

F Acetylene regulator

G. Acetylene pressure regulating screw

H. Acetylene cylinder valve

1. Safety chain

J. Cylinder truck

K. Oxygen hose

(NOTE: The color code for oxygen is green.)

L. Acetylene hose

(NOTE: The color code for acetylene is red.)

M. Oxygen fitting

(NOTE: The oxygen fitting has right-hand threads.)

N. Acetylene fitting

(NOTE: Th acetylene fitting has left-hand threads with a grooved nut.)

0. Oxygen torch valve

P. Torch body

O. Acetylene torch valve

R. Cutting attachment

S. Oxygen preheat valve

T. Oxygen cutting lever

U. Tip

V. Tip out
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INFORMATION SHEET

Ill. Parts of the torch body and cutting attachment (Transparency 2)

A. Cutting torch

1. Oxygen fitting

2. Acetylene fitting

3. Oxygen torch valve

4. Acetylene torch valve

5. Torch body

6. Oxygen cutting lever

7. Oxygen preheat valve

8. Tip nut

9. Tip

B. Cutting tip

(NOTE: The selection of the correct tip for the job is determined by the
thickness of metal, the size of tip orifice, and the oxygen cutting pressures.
See manufacturer's recommendations.)

1. Preheat orifice

(NOTE: The preheat orifice heats meta! to kindling point of
approximately 1600° F 755° C .)

2. Cuttin6 orifice

(NOTE: The cutting orifice removes oxidized metal.)

IV. Rules for safe handling of oxygen and acetylene equipment

A. Secure cylinders in an upright position to prevent damage to valves or
regulators

B. Purge cylinder valve before attaching regulators

C. Release adjusting screws on regulator before opening cylinder valve

D. Stand to one side of regulator while slowly opening .he cylinder valve
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INFORMATION SHEET

E. Do not use acetylene at pressures higher than 15 psi

(NOTE: Acetylene becomes unstable at pressures higher than 15 psi and
becomes highly explosive.)

F. Purge oxygen and acetylene passages before lighting torch

G. Light acetylene gas before opening oxygen valve on torch

H. Do not use oil on regulators, torches, fittings, or any place that it may
come in contact with oxygen

(NOTE: Oil or grease and oxygen have a very great attraction for one
another and will unite with explosive violence.)

Do not use oxygen as a substitute for compressed air

J. Keep heat, flames, and sparks away from combustibles

K. Use safety goggles, gloms, and protective clothing

(NOTE: Keep gloves, hands, and clothing free from oil and grease.)

L. Test connections for leaks with soapsuds and paintbrush

M. Do not weld on container.- that have been used for combustable materials

N. Avoid breathing toxic fumes when welding

Example: Galvanized metal

0. Do not leave a burning torch unattended

P. Do not cut or weld near concrete

0. Operate torch in a well-ventilated place

R. Weld or cut at least five feet from cylinders

S. Protect !loses from hot metal, rupture, or mechanical damage

V. Types of oxyacetylene cutting flames (Transparency 3)

A. Carburizing fi e

(NOTE: The e has an excess of acetylene gas.)
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INFORMATION SHEET

B. Neutral flame

(NOTE: The flame has the proper ratio of oxygen to acetylene.)

C. Oxidizing flame

(NOTE: There is an excess of oxygen.)

VI. Reasons for poor cuts

Example:

(NOTE: This is a correctly made cut in one-inch plate. The edge is square andthe draglines are essentially vertical and not too pronounced.)

A. Preheat flames too small

B.

Example:

(NOTE: The cutting speed was too slow, causing bad gouging at thebottom.)

Preheat flames too long

Example:

(NOTE: The top surface has melted over, the cut edge is irregular, andthere is an excessive amount of adhering slag.)

C. Oxygen pressure too low

Example:

(NOTE: The top edge has melted over because the cutting speed was tooslow.)
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INFORMATION SHEET

D. Oxygen pressure too high; nozzle size too small

Example:

it1! di
ittiik*It

/ '44'
11.

)

(NOTE: The entire control of the cut has been lost.)

E. Cutting speed too slow

Example:

(NOTE: The irregularities of the draglines are emphasized.)

F. Cutting speed too fast

Example:

11111411111111111

(NOTE: There is a pronounced break to the dragline and the cut edge
is irregular.)

G. Blowpipe travel unsteady

Example:

(NOTE: The cut edge is wavy and irregular.)
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INFORMATION SHEET

H. Cut lost and not carefully restarted

Example

11 11;11111'450

D - 59-H

(NOTE: Bad gouges were caused at the restarting point.)

VII. Causes of a backfire

A. Insufficient acetylene or oxygen pressure

B. Loose cutting tip

C. Dirty tip

D. Overheating of cutting tip

E. Bad "0" ring in torch body

(NOTE: The above causes should be carefully checked to avoid backfire.)

VIII. What happens when a backfire occurs

A. Flame burns momentarily back into tip

B. A loud snap or pop is emitted from the torch

C. Flame either goes out or continues to burn in normal manner

IX. What happens when a flashback occurs

A. Flame disappears inside the torch body

B. Squealing noise, smoke, and/or sparks are emitted from the torch tip

X. Steps to follow in case of a flashback

A. Close oxygen preheat valve

B. Close oxygen torch valve

C. Close acetylene torch valve

D. Releasc oxygen regulator screw
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INFORMATION SHEET

E. Release acetylene regulator screw

F. Examine acetylene unit

G. Reset regulator pressures

H. Light torch

(NOTE: If heavy smoke comes out of the torch tip and the torch body becomes
hot, the flashback has probably traveled past the nixing chamber into the hose.
In this case, shut off the oxygen cylinder valve and the acetylene cylinder valve
and then notify the instructor.)
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Acetylene Pressure
Regulating Screw

Acetylene
Regulator

Acetylene
Cylinder
Valve

Oxyacetylene Cutting Outfit
Oxygen Cylinder Valve

Oxygen Regulator

Oxygen Pressure Regulating Screw

Flashback Check Valve

Oxygen Hose

Acetylene
Cylinder

I ,

Safety Chain

Oxygen Cylinder

Oxygen Fitting Oxygen Cutting Attachment

(Right-hand threads) Cutting Lever

Oxygen Torch Valve

Tip Nutt

Acetylene Oxygen
Torch BodyTorch Valve Preheat Valve

Acetylene Fitting
Tip(Grooved nut, left-hand threads)
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Cylinder Truck Acetylene Hose

2.F.)
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Preheat
Orifice

Parts of a Torch Body
and Cutting Attachment

-Tip

Cutting Orifice

Oxygen Preheat Valve

Acetylene Fitting
(Grooved nut,
left-hand threads)

Tip Nut .,:a, Acetylene Torch Valve

Oxygen Cutting Lever

Torch Body

Oxygen Torch Valve

Oxygen Fitting
0

(Right-hand threads)
(4.
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Types of Oxyacetylene Cutting Flames

Inner Cone /Outer Flame

/ r.

CARBURIZING FLAME

Inner Cone

I

Acetylene Feather

Outer Flame

NEUTRAL FLAME

Inner Cone (shorter than neutral or carburizing flame)

OXIDIZING FLAME Outer Flame
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OXYACETYLENE CUTTING
UNIT II

JOB SHEET #1--SET UP EQUIPMENT FOR OXYACETYLENE CUTTING

I. Tools and materials

D - 67-H

A. Oxygen cylinder

B. Acetylene cylinder

C. Oxygen regulator

D. Acetylene regulator

E. Hoses

F. Wrench

G. Cylinder holder

H. Water container

I. Liquid detergent

J. Clean paintbrush

K. Torch body with tips

II. Procedure

A. Secure cylinders in a vertical position

B. Remove caps from cylinders

C. Crack valves of each cylinder to remove foreign material; close valves

D. Connect oxygen regulator to oxygen cylinder

(CAUTION: Do not use oil on any connections on the oxyacetylene
system.)

1. Turn adjusting screw on regulator counterclockwise until tension
on spring is released

2. Turn cylinder valve wide open slowly
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JOB SHEET #1

E. Connect acetylene regulator to acetylene cylinder

1. Turn adjusting screw on regulator counterclockwise until tension
on spring is released

2. Open cylinder valve 1/2 to 3/4 of a turn

(NOTE: Never open cylinder valve more than 1 1/2 turns.)

F. Connect acetylene hose to acetylene regulator; purge hose

G. Connect oxygen hose to oxygen regulator; purge hose

H. Connect torch body to oxygen and acetylene hoses

I. Close both valves on torch body

J. Attach cutting attachment to torch body

(NOTE: The tip size is determined by the thickness of metal to be cut
and the manufacturer's recommendations.)

K. Close oxygen preheat valve on cutting attachment

L. Turn adjusting scraw on oxygen regulator clockwise until working pressure
is reached

M. Turn adjusting screw on acetylene regulator clockwise until correct working
pressure is reached

N. Test all cunentions for leaks with liquid detergent suds and water

NOTE: Apply soap suds with a clean paintbrush.)
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OXYACETYLENE CUTTING
UNIT II

JOB SHEET #2--TURN ON, LIGHT, AND ADJUST THE CUTTING TORCH

I. Tools and materials

A. Oxyacetylene cutting outfit

B. Wrench

C. Gloves

D. Safety goggles

E. Coveralls or protective clothing

II. Procedure for turning on, lighting, and adjusting the cutting torch to a neutral
flame

A. Check all cylinder, regulator, and torch valves to make sure they are closed

B. Open acetylene cylinder valve 1/2 to 3/4 of a turn

(NOTE: Never open cylinder valve more than 1 1/2 turns.)

C. Open acetylene valve on torch one turn

D. Turn adjusting screw on acetylene regulator clockwise until desired pressure
is reached

(NOTE: Oxygen and acetylene pressures and size of tip depend upon the
thickness of metal to be cut. Use pressures arid tip siz;. recommended'-"
manufacturer.)

E. Close acetylene valve on torch

F. Open oxygen cylinder valve all the way

G. Open oxygen torch valve all tt.i way

H. Open oxygen preheat valve on cutting attachment one turn

I. Turn adjusting screw on oxygen regulator clockwise until desired pressure
is reached

J. Close oxygen preheat valve on cutting attachment

K. Open acetN,Iene valve on torch 1/4 turn
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JOB SHEET #2

L. Light the torch with flint lighter and adjust until smoke on flame clears

M. Open oxygen preheat valve slowly and adjust to a neutral flame

N. Depress the oxygen cutting lever and check to see that a neutral flame
is present

(NOTE: If necessary, adjust the oxygen preheat valve with the oxygen
cutting lever depressed until a neutral flame is secured.)

III. Procedure for turning off the me and oxyacetylene unit

A. Close acetylene valve on torch

B. Close oxygen preheat valve

C. Close acetylene cylinder valve

D. Close oxygen cylinder valve

E. Open acetylene valve on torch

(NOTE: When gauges reach no", close torch valve and release adjusting
screw on acetylene regulator by turr,ng counterclockwise.)

F. Open oxygen preheat valve on to:

(NOTE: When gauges reach "On, close oxygen preheat valve and release
adjusting screw on oxygen regulator by turning counterclockwise.)

G. Close oxygen valve on torch

H. Place torch and hose on hanger or brackets provided
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OXYACETYLENE CUTTING
UNIT II

JOB SHEET #3--MAKE NINETY-DEGREE CUTS ON MILD STEEL
AND RESTART A CUT

I. Tools and materials

A. Cutting outfit

B. Mild steel plate 1/4" to 1/2" thick, 4" wide or wider, 8" long or longer

C. Soapstone with a sharp point or edge

D. Straightedge

E. Gloves

F. Safety goggles

G. Pliers

H. Coveralls

I. Flint lighter

J. Welding or cutting table

K. Slag box

L. Can of water

M. Cutting tip

II. Procedure

A. Mark four parallel lic,in 2" apart on plate to be cut

B. Adjust oxygen regulator

C. Adjust acetylene regulator

D. Place plate over slag box

E. Light torch

F. Adjust to neutral flame

G. Assume comfortable position
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JOB SHEET #3

H. Place hoses behind you

I. Maneuver torch with both hands

J. Hold preheat flame with tip of inner cone 1/16" to 1/8" above top of
plate at right edge until red spot appears

K. Depress the oxygen cutting lever and move from right to left across the
plate (Figure 1)

FIGURE 1

Mild Steel Plate
1/4" to 1/2" thick

90°

L. Held the tip at right angle to work while cutting with inner cone being1/16" to 1/8" above work

M. Make 90° cuts until you have developed the proper procedure

N. Cool metal by placing in can of water with the aid of pliers

0. Show samples to instructor for approval and grading

III. Procedure for restarting a cut

A. Release the oxygen cutting lever

B. Preheat edge only where cutting action was stopped

C. Depress oxygen cutting lever slowly and continue cut
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OXYACETYLENE CUTTING
UNIT II

JOB SHEET #4--CUT ROUND STOCK

I. Tools and materials

A. Cutting outfit

B. PiecE.s of reinforcing bar, 1/2 ", 5/8", 3/4", or 1"

C. Soapstone with sharp point or edge

D. Tape measure

E. Gloves

F. Safety goggles

G. Pliers

H. Coveralls

I. Flint lighter

J. Welding or cutting 'able

K. Slag box

L. Can of water

M. Cutting tip

II. Procedure

A. Mark reinforcing bar tc desired length

B. Adjust oxygen and netylene regulators

C. Place area to be cut over slag box

D. Light torch

E. Adjust to neutral flame

F. Assume comfortab'e position

G. Place hoses behind you

H. Maneuver torch with both hands
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JOB SHEET #4

I. Hold preheat flame with tip of inner cone 1/16" to 1/8" above edge of
reinforcing bar until it becomes red

J. Depress the cutting lever and rotate torch tip into the direction of traveluntil rod is cut (Figure 1)

Figure 1

K. Repeat the procedure for each bar or rod
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OXYACETYLENE CUTTING
UNIT II

TEST
NAME

D 75-H

1. Match the terms on the right to the correct definitions.

a. Fire inside of the torch 1. Slag box

b. Momentary burning back of the flame 2. Oxidizing
into the tip

3. Flashback
c. Process by which iron or steel is heated

to a temperature where it can be rapidly 4. Drag line
oxidized by high purity oxygen flowing
under pressure through a cutting torch 5. Oxide

d. Metal container with a layer of water or 6. Backfire
sand to catch hot slag

7. Kerf
e. Situation in which the most distant

portion of the cutting stream lags behind 8. Purge
the stream nearest the cutting tip

9. Flame
f. Combining oxygen with another cutting

substance

10. Slag
g. Substance that is produced when oxygen

is combined with an element

h. Area of material removed from a piece
of metal by a saw or cutting torch

i. To remove any foreign material from a
system or component by flushing with
the gas used in that system

j. Metal which melts away during the
oxyacetylene cutting process
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2. Identify the parts of the oxyacetylene cutting outfit by writing the correct names
in the blanks.

3. Identify the parts of the torch body and cutting attachment by writing the
correct names in the blanks.
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4. List eight rules for the safe handling of oxygen and acetylene equipment.

a.

b.

C.

d.

e.

f.

g.

h.

5. Identify the following three types of flames.

a

Pal
b

c
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6. List five reasons for poor cuts.

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

7. Select the causes of a backfire by placing an "X" in the appropriate blanks.

a. Too much oxygen

b. Insufficient acetylene or oxygen pressure

c. Toc much acetylene

d. Loose cutting tip

e. Overheating of cutting tip

f. Bad "0" ring in torch body

g. Dirty tip

8. Describe what happens when a backfire occurs.

9. Describe what happens when a flashback occurs.
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10. List in the proper order the steps to follow in case of a flashback.

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

f.

g.

h.

11. Demonstrate the ability to:

a. Set up equipment for oxyacetylene cutting.

b. Turn on, light, adjust to a neutral flame, and turn off oxyacetylene cutting
equipment.

c. Make ninety-degree cuts on mild steel and restart a cut.

d. Cut round stock.

(NOTE: If these activities have not been accomplished prior to the test, ask
your instructor when they should be completed.)
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OXYACETYLENE CUTTING
UNIT II

ANSWERS TO TEST

1. a. 3 f. 2

b. 6 g. 5

c. 9 h. 7

d. 1 i. 8

e. 4 j. 10

2. a. Oxygen pressure regulating screw

b. Oxygen regulator

c. Oxygen cylinder valve

d. Acetylene regulator

e. Acetylene pressure regulating screw

f. Acetylene cylinder valve

g. Acetylene cylinder

h. Safety chain

i. Oxygen cylinder

j. Cylinder truck

k. Oxygen hose

I. Acetylene hose

m. Acetylene fitting

n. Acetylene torch valve

o. Torch body

p. Tip

q. Oxygen preheat valve

r. Tip nut
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s. Cutting attachment

t. Oxygen cutting lever

u. Oxygen fitting

v. Oxygen torch valve

3. a. Oxygen fitting

b. Acetylene fitting

c. Oxygen torch valve

d. Acetylene torch valve

e. Torch body

f. Oxygen cutting lever

g. Oxygen preheat valve

h. lip nut

i. Tip

j. Preheat orifice

k. Cutting orifice

4. Any eight of the following:

a. Secure cylinders in an upright position to prevent damage to valves or
regu I ators

b. Purge cylinder valve be fore attaching regulators

c. Release adjusting screws on regulator before opening cylinder valve

d. Stand to one side of regulator while slowly opening the cylinder valve

e. Do not use acetylene at pressures higher than 15 psi

f. Purge oxygen and acetylene passages before lighting torch

g. Light acetylene gas before opening oxygen valve on torch

h. Do not use oil on regulators, torches, fitting, or any place that it may
come in contact with oxygen

i. Do not use oxygen as a substitute for compressed air



J. Keep heat, flames, and sparks away from combustibles

D 83-H

k. Use safety goggles, gloves, and protective clothing

I. Test connections for leaks with soapsuds and paintbrush

m. Do not use weld on containers that have been used for combustible materials

n. Avoid breathing toxic fumes when welding

o. Do not leave a burning torch unattended

p. Do not cut a weld near concrete

q. Operate torch in a well-ventilated' place

r. Weld or cut at least five feet from cylinders

s. Protect hoses from hot metal, rupture, or mechanical damage

t. Others as added by instructor

5. a. Carburizing

b. Neutral

c. Oxidizing

6. Any five of the following:

a. Preheat flames too small

b. Preheat flames too long

c. Oxygen pressure too !ow

d. Oxygen pressure too high; nozzle size too small

e. Cutting speed too slow

f. Cutting speed too fast

g. Blowpipe travel unsteady

ih. Cut lost and not carefully restarted
1

7. b, d, e, f, g
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8. Description should include:

a. Flame burns momentarily back into tip

b. A loud snap or pop is emitted from the torch

c. Flame either goes out or continues to burn in normal manner

9. Description should include:

a. Flame disappears inside the torch body

b. Squealing noise, smoke, and/or sparks are emitted from the torch tip

10. a. Close oxygen preheat valve

b. Close oxygen torch valve

c. Close acetylene torch valve

d. Release oxygen regulator screw

e. Release acetylene regulator screw

f. Examine acetylene unit

g. Reset regulator pressures

h. Light torch

11. Performance skills evaluated to the satisfaction of the Listructor
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OXYACETYLENE FUSION WELDING
UNIT III

UNIT OBJECTIVE

After completion of this unit, the student should he able to demonstrate the ability to
light, adjust, and turn off the oxyacetylene welding equipment, handle the equipment
properly, and make welds with or without filler rod. The student should also be able
to select proper tip size and list factors that determine the correct type of filler rod
to use. This knowledge will be evidenced through demonstration and by scoring eighty-five
percent on the unit test.

SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

After completion of this unit, the student should be able to:

1. Match terms associated with oxyacetylene fusion welding to the correct
definitions.

2. Identify the parts of oxyacetylene fusion welding equipment.

3. Select factors that determine weld quality.

4. List properties of a good weld.

5. Select factors that determine tip size in oxyacetylene welding.

6. List two factors that determine the type of filler rod to use in oxyacetylene
welding.

7. State the purpose of a fil'cr rod.

8. Identify types of oxyacetylene fusion welding flames.

9. Demonstrate the ability to:

a. Turn on, light, adjust, and turn off oxyacetylene welding equipment.

b. Construct a corner weld without filler rod.

c. Lay beads on gauge metal without filler rod.

d. Lay beads on gauge metal with filler rod.

e. Weld butt joints wish filler rod.
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OXYACETYLENE FUSION WELDING
UNIT III

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

I. Instructor:

A. Provide student with objective sheet.

B. Provide student with information and job sheets.

C. Make transparencies.

D. Discuss urit and specific objectives.

E. Discuss information sheet.

F. Demonstrate and discuss the procedures outlined in the job sheets.

G. Secure films on oxyacetylene fusion welding to show to the class.

H. Give test.

I. Student:

A. Read objective sheet.

B. Study information sheet.

C. Complete job sheets.

D. Take test.

INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS

I. Included in this unit:

A. Objective sheet

B. Information sheet

C. Transparency masters

1. TM 1Oxyacetylene Fusion Welding Equipment

2. TM 2-Melding Torches
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3. TM 3--Welding Regulators

4. TM 4-Oxyacetylene Fusion Welding Flames

D. Job sheets

1. Job Sheet #1--Turn On, Light, Adjust, and Turn Off Oxyacetylene
Welding Equipment

2. Job Sheet #2 -- Construct a Corner Weld Without a Filler Rod

3. Job Sheet #3--Lay Beads on Gauge Metal Without Filler Rod

4. Job Sheet #4-Lay Beads on Gauge Metal with Filler Rod

5. Job Sheet #5--Weld Butt Joints with Filler Rod

E. Test

F. Answers to test

II. References:

A. Smith's Instructor's Manual for a Basic Course in Oxyacetylene Brazing,
Cutting, and Welding. Form 424. Minneapolis, Minnesota: Smith Welding
Equipment Tescom Corporation.

B. Smith's Instructor's Manual Answer Key. Form 429. Minneapolis,
Minnesota: Smith Welding Equipment/Division of Tescom Corp.

...........

C. Phipps, Lloyd J.; Mc Cony, H. F.; Scranton, L. L.; and Cook, G. C. Farm
Mechanics Text and Handbook. Danville, Illinois: The Interstate Printers
and Publishers, Inc.

D. Althouse, Andrew D.; Turnquist. Carl H.; and Bowditch, William A. Modern
Welding. Homewood, Illinois: Goodheart-Willcox Co., Inc. 1965.

E. The Oxyacetylene Handbook: A Manual on Oxyacetylene Welding and
Cutting Procedures. New York: Linde Division/Union Carbide Corp.
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OXYACETYLENE FUSION WELDING
UNIT III

INFORMATION SHEET

I. Terms and definitions

D - 89-H

A. Fusion welding--Joining of pieces of metal by heating the adjoining edges
to the fusion or melting point and allowing them to flow or run together
and then cool

B. Penetration--Distance froni the original surface of the Base metal to that
point at which fusion ceases

C. Base metal--Metal to be welded

D. Alloy--Mixture with metallic properties; composed of two or more elements
of which at least one is a metal

E. Inner cone--Inner white part of a neutral flame

F. Tack weld--Short weld used for temporarily holding metal in place

G. Backfire--Momentary burning back of the flame into the tip; flame goes
out with a loud snap or pop

H. Flashback--Fire inside the torch; indicated by a hissing or squealing sound

(CAUTION: This is a very dangerous condition.)

II. Oxyacetylene fusion welding equipment (Transparencies 1, 2, and 3)

A. Acetylene cylinder

B. Acetylene cylinder valve

C. Acetylene fitting

D. Acetylene regulator

E. Oxygen cylinder

F. Oxygen cylinder valve

G. Oxygen fitting

H. Oxygen regulator

I. Oxygen torch valve
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INFORMATION SHEET

J. Torch body

K. Acetylene torch valve

L. Welding tip

M. Welding goggles

N. Welding gloves

0. Safety chain

P. Flint lighter

Q. Cylinder truck

R. Oxygen hose

S. Acetylene hose

III. Factors that determine weld quality

A. Proper flame adjustment

B. Angle of tip

C. Distance from work

D. Speed of travel

E. Movement of tip

IV. Properties of a good weld

A. Consistent width

B. Straightness

C. Slightly crowned

D. Fused into base metal

E. Clean appearance

V. Factors that determine tip size

A. Thickness of metal
5.--

B. Size of welding rod

(NOTE: Always use manufacturer's recommendation on tip size.)
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INFORMATION SHEET

VI. Factors that determine filler rod selection

A. Roa with similar properties as base metal

B. Thickness of metal

(NOTE: A general rule is to use a rod with a diameter equal to the thickness
of the base metal.)

VII. Purpose of filler rod--To add strength to weld or joint

VIII. Oxyacetylene welding flames (Transparency 4)

A. Carburizing flame

(NOTE: The flame contains an excess of acetylene and is identified by
an acetylene feather visible on the inner cone. It is recommended for welding
cast iron. Carbon is introduced into the weld, causing hardening of the
metal.)

B. Neutral flame

(NOTE: The flame burns equal parts of oxygen and acetylene at a
temperature of approximately 5950°F or 3270°C. It is identified by a clear
well-defined white inner cone.)

C. Oxidizing flame

(NOTE: The flame burns an excess of oxygen and is identified by a short
inner cone. It is the hottest of the three types of welding flames. It oxidizes
the metal, causing it to harden and become brittle, and is therefore not
recommended for welding most metals. It is recommended for brazing when
slightly oxidized.)
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Oxyacetylene Fusion Welding Equipment

Flashback Oxygen
Check Cylinder
Valve Valve

Acetylene
Regulator

Acetylene
Cylinder

Acetylene
Cylinder

Valve

Oxygen
Regulator

Safetyl::;
Cha'n'.1 41,41

I . i,i la
Acetylene ; Oxygen ,...

Hose = Cylinder ,;,.

Oxygen
Hose

),

B. )

Welding Goggles

Flint Lighter

Welding Gloves

Oxygen Fitting (Right-hand threads)

Oxygen Torch Valve

Torch Body Welding Tip

.1g

1.258

Cylinder Truck

Acetylene Torch Valve

Acetylene Fitting
(Hex-grooved nut, left-hand threads)

a
CD
CA)

]259=



Welding Torches

Welding Heed Blowpipe Handle Oxy en Naive

to
/IPIII \"..\\W

Injector Acetylene Valve
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Welding Regulators

OXYGEN REGULATOR GAUGES

CYLINDER PRESSURE GAUGE 0 to 3000 PSI

WORKING PRESSURE

GAUGE 0-150 PSI

D - 97-H

OXYGEN CYLINDER

INLET FITTING

OXYGEN REGULATOR ADJUSTING SCREW

OXYGEN HOSE

OUTLET FITTING CYLINDER
PRESSURE GAUGE

0-400 PSI

ACETYLENE REGULATOR

WORKING

PRESSURE GAUGE

0 TO 30 PS I

ACETYLENE REGULATOR

ADJUSTING SCREW

ACETYLENE HOSE OUTLET FITTING ----).
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D 101-H

OXYACETYLENE FUSION WELDING
UNIT III

JOB SHEET #1--TURN ON, LIGHT, ADJUST, AND
TURN OFF OXYACETYLENE WELDING EQUIPMENT

I. Tools and equipment

A. Oxygen cylinder

Acetylene cylinder

C. Hoses

D. Oxygen and acetylene regulators

E Torch body and welding tips

F. Cylinder holder and hose rack

G. Flint lighter

H. Welding goggles with #5 lens

I. Appropriate gloves

II. Procedure

A. Turn on and light torch

B.

1. Check all cylinder, regulator, and torch valves to make sure they
are t. rued off

2. Open acetylene cylinder valve 1/2 to 3/4 of a turn

(CAUTION: Never open valve more than 1 1/2 turns.)

3. Open acetylene valve on torch one turn to purge line

(CAUTION: Acetylene pressure should never exceea 15 psi.)

4. Turn acetylene regulator pressure adjusting screw clockwise until
desired working pressure is reach9d

(NOTE: The working pressure is determined by the size of the
tip.)

5. Close acetylene valve on torch

6. Open oxygen cylinder valve all the way and tighten in open
position
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JOB SHEET #1

7. Open oxygen torch valve one turn

8. Turn oxygen regulator pressure adjusting screw clockwise until
desired pressure is reached

(NOTE: The working pressre is determined by the size of the
tip.)

9. Close oxygen valve on torch

10. Open acetylene valve on torch 1/4 turi

11. Light the torch with flint lighter and adjust until smoke on flame
clears

12. Open oxygen torch valve and adjust to a neutral flame with a
tiny trace of feather on the inner cone

B. Adjust welding torch for the three types of flames, starting with a neutral
flame

(NOTE: To pro::+uce a carburizing flame, reduce the supply of oxygen by
slowly closing the oxygen torch valve until an excess acetylene feather is
produced. To produce an oxidizing flame, increase the supply of oxygen
by slowly opening the oxygen torch valve until a short, white inner cone
is produced.)

C. Turn off the torch and oxyacetylene welding unit

1. Close acetylene torch valve

2. Close oxygen torch valve

3. Close acetylene cylinder valve

4. Close oxygen cylinder valve

5. Open acetylene torch valve

(NOTE: When gauges reach 0, release acetylene regulator pressure
adjusting screw and dose to,c1-. valve.)

6 Open oxygen valve on torch

(NOTE: When gauges reach 0, release oxygen regulator pressure
adjusting screw and close torch valve.)

(CAUTION: Do not open the acetylene and oxygen torch vale es
at the same time.)

7. Place torch and hoses on hanger or brackets
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OXYACETYLENE rusioN WELDING
UNIT III

JOB SHEET #2CONSTRUCT A CORNER WELD WITHOUT A FILLER ROD

I. Tools and materials

A. Oxyacetylene welding unit

B. Welding tip (according to manufacturer's recommendations)

C. Gloves

D. Goggles

E. Pliers

F. Wire brush

G. Flint lighter

H. Firebrick

I. Mild steel, 2 strips of 16 gauge, 1 1/4" x 6"

II. Procedure

A. Prepare metal for welding

B. Place metal in welding position

C. Turn on oxyacetylene unit

D. Set working pressure

(NOTE: Refer to manufacturer's recommendations.)

E. Light torch and adjust to a neutral flame with very slight feather

F. Tack weld metai in position

G. Place inner cone about 1116" to 1/8" from plate

(NOTE: Do not begin travel until you have established a molten puddle.)

H. Begin welding at right end
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JOB SHEET #2

I. Hold tip vertically at 45° angle from direction of travel (Figure 1)

J. Move flame slowly down the joint, forming a puddle as you travel from
right to left

K. Examine welded joint for good bead characteristics and penetration

L. Show welded joint to instructor
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OXYACETYLENE FUSION WELDING
UNIT III

JOB SHEET #3--LAY BEADS ON GAUGE METAL WITHOUT FILLER ROD

I. Tools and materials

A. Oxyacetylene welding unit

B. Welding tip (according to manufacturer's recommendations)

C. Gloves

D. Goggles

E. Pliers

F. Wire brush

G. Flint lighter

H. Firebrick

I. Mild steel, 1 strip of 16 gauge, 1 1/4" x 6"

II. Procedure

A. Prepare metal for welding

B. Place metal in welding position

C. Turn on oxyacetylene unit

D. Set working pressure

(NOTE: Refer to manufacturer's recommendations.)

E. Light torch and adjust to a neutral flame

F. Place inner cone about 1/16" to 1/8" from metal

(NOTE: Do not begin travel until you have established a molten puddle.)
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JOB SHEET #3

G. Hold torch 30' to 45° from center in direction of travel (Figure 1)

FIGURE 1

H. Move the torch forward slowly, allowing the metal to melt

I. Show beads to instructor
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OXYACETYLENE FUSION WELDING
UNIT III

JOB SHEET #4--LAY BEADS ON GAUGE METAL WITH FILLER ROD

I. Tools and materials

A. Oxyacetylene welding unit

B. Welding tip (according to manufacturer's recommendations)

C. Gloves

D. Goggles

E. Pliers

F. Wire brush

G. Flint lighter

H. Firebrick

I. Mild steel, 1 strip of 16 gauge, 1 1/4" x 6"

J. Mild steel tiller rod (according to manufacturer's recommendations)

II. Procedure

A. Prepare metal for welding

B. Place metal in welding position

C. Turn on oxyacetylene unit

D. Set working pressure

(NOTE: Refer to manufacturer's recommendations.)

E. Light torch and adjust to a neutral flame
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`JOB SHEET #4
4P

F. Hold torch 30° to 45° from center (Figure 1)

FIGURE 1

G.

ASP OI)PV

Place inner cone about 1/16" to 1/8" from surface of puddle

(NOTE: Do not begin travel until you have established a molten puddle.)

H. Add filler rod to front edge of puddle in front of torch

I. Move puddle forward with torch and allow puddle to form in base metal

J. Add rod to front edge of puddle and withdraw rod as you move puddle
forward

K. Keep puddle the sanie size and shape for the entire length of the bead

L. Show bead to instructor when completed
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OXYACETYLENE FUSION WELDING
UNIT III

JOB SHEET #5--WELD BUTT JOINTS WITH FILLER ROD

I. Tools and materials

A. Oxyacetylene welding unit

B. Welding tip (according to manufactureCs recommendations)

C. Gloves

D. Goggles

E. Pliers

F. Wire brush

G. Flint lighter

H. Firebrick

I. Mild steel, 2 strips of 16 gauge, 1 1/4" x 6"

J. Mild steel filler rod (according to manufacturer's recommendations)

II. Procedure

A. Prepare metal for welding

B. Place metal in welding position

C. Turn on oxyacetylene unit

D. Set working pressure

(NOTE: Refer to manufacturer's recommendations.)

E. Light torch and adjust to a neutral flame

F. Tack weld metal together at both ends of joint
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JOB SHEET #5

G. Hold torch 30° to 45° from center (Figure 1)

Tack 1/16'
to 1/8"

FIGURE 1

poop000 ) ack

(NOTE: Do not begin travel until you have established a molten puddle.)

H. Place inner cone about 1/16" to 1/8" from surface of puddle

I. Add filler rod to front edge of puddle in front of torch

J. Move puddle forward with torch and allow puddle to form in base metal

K. Add rod to front edge of puddle and withdraw rod as you move puddle
forward

L. Keep puddle the same size and shape for the entire length of the bead

M. Show bead to instructor
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OXYACETYLENE FUSION WELDING
UNIT III

TEST

1. Match the terms on the right to the correct definitions.

D - 111-H

NAME

a. Metal to be welded

b. Fire inside the torch; indicated by a
hissing or squealing sound

c. Joining of pieces of metal by heating the
adjoining edges to the fusion or melting
point and allowing them to flow or run
together and then cool

d. Inner white part of a neutral flame

e. Distance from the original surface of the
base metal to that point at which fusion
ceases

f. Short weld used for temporarily holding
metal in place .

g. Mixture with metallic properties;
composed of two or more elements of
which at least one is a metal

h. Momentary burning back of the flame
into the tip; flame goes out with a loud
snap or pop
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1. Tack weld

2. Flashback

3. Backfire

4. Inner cone

5. Alloy

6. Base metal

7. Penetration

8. Fusion welding



2. Identify the parts of the oxyacetylene fusion welding equipment illustrated below
by writing the correct names in the blanks.

q

r.
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3. Select factors that determine weld quality by placing an "X" in the appropriate
blanks..4

a. Proper flame adjustment

b. Angle of tip

c. Distance from work

d. Thickness of metal

e. Speed of travel

f. Movement of tip

g. Width of bead

4. List three properties of a good weld.

a.

b.

c.

5. Select factors that determine tip size by placing an "X" in the appropriate blanks.

a. Size of welding rod

b. Temperature of metal

c. Thickness of metal

d. Distance to work

6. List two factors that determine the type of filler rod to use in oxyacetylene
welding.

a.

b.

7. State the purpose of a filler rod.
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8. Identify the three types of flames illustrated below by writing the correct names
in the blanks.

a.

ti

b.

c.

9. Demonstrate the ability to:

a. Tern on, light, adjust, and turn off oxyacetylene welding equipment.

b. Construct a corner weld without filler rod.

c. Lay beads on gauge metal without(filler rod:

d. Lay beads on gauge metal with filler rod.

e. Weld butt joints with filler rod.

(NOTE: If these activities have not been accomplished prior to the test, ask
your instructor when they should be completed.)
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OXYACETYLENE FUSION WELDING
UNIT III

ANSWERS TO TEST

1. a. 6 e. 7

b. 2 f. 1

c. 8 g. 5

d. 4 h. 3

2. a. Oxygen regulator

b. Oxygen cylinder valve

c. Acetylene regulator

d. Acetylene cylinder valve

e. Acetylene cylinder

f. Safety chain

g. Oxygen cylinder

h. Cylinder truck

i. Oxygen fitting

j. Oxygen torch valve

k. Torch body

I. Welding tip

m. Acetylene fitting

n. Acetylene torch valve

o. Oxygen hose

p. Acetylene hose

q. Welding goggles

r. Flint lighter

-s, -Welding gloves
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3. a, b, c, e, f

4. Any three of the following:

a. Consistent width

b. Straightness

c. Slightly crowned

d. Fused into base metal

e. Clean appearance

5. a, c

6. a. Rod with similar properties as base metal

b. Thickness of metal
fT

7. To add strength to weld or joint

8. a. Carburizing

b. Oxidizing

c. Neutral

9. Performance skills evaluated to the satisfaction of the instructor
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OXYACETYLENE BRAZE WELDING
UNIT IV

UNIT OBJECTIVE

After completion of this unit, the student should be able to describe the differences
between braze welding and fusion welding and list advantages and disadvantages of braze
welding. The student should also be able to describe the reaction when adding bronze
to base metal that is too hot, too cold, or of correct temperature. This knowledge will
be evidenced through demonstration and by scoring eighty-five percent on the unit test.

SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

After completion of this unit, the student should be able to:

1. Match terms associated with brazing to the correct definitions.

2. List advantages and disadvantages of braze welding.

3. State the importance of having a chemically clean metal surface in braze
welding.

4. Select methods for removing oxides from a clean metal surface.

5. Describe the differences between braze welding and fusion welding.

6. List purposes for using flux.

7. Describe the reaction of molten bronze when the temperature of the base
metal is too hot, too cool, and correct.

8. Demonstrate the ability to braze weld a square groove butt joint.
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OXYACETYLENE BRAZE WELDING
UNIT IV

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

I. Instructor:

A. Provide student with objective sheet.

B. Provide student with information and job sheets.

C. Make transparency.

D. Discuss unit and specific objectives.

E. Discuss information sheet.

F. Demonstrate and discuss the procedure outlined in the job sheet.

(NOTE: The instructor may want to secure the film on braze welding from
a local welding supplier to show to tie class.) .

G. Give test.

II. Student:

A. Read objective sheet.

B. Study information sheet.

C. Complete job sheet.

D. Take test.

INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS

I. Included in this unit:

A. Objective sheet

B. Information sheet

C. Transparency master: TM 1--Braze Welding a Butt Joint

D. Job Sheet #1--Braze Weld a Square Groove Butt Joint

E. Test

F. Answers to test
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II. References:

A. The Oxyacetylene Handbook: A Manual on Oxyacetylede Welding and
Cutting Procedures. New York: Linde Div./ Union Carbide Corp., 1960.

8. Althouse, Andrew D.; Tumquist, Carl H.; and Bowditch, William A. Modern
Welding. Homewood, Illinois: Goodheart-Willcox Co., Inc., 1965.

C. Giachino, J. W.; Weeks, William; and Brune, Elmer. Welding Skills and
Practices. Chicago: American Technical Society, 1967.
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OXYACETYLENE BRAZE WELDING
UNIT IV

INFORMATION SHEET

I. Terms and definitions

D - 121-H

A. Braze welding--Heating the base metal to a dull red color and depositing
a bead over the seam (joint) with a bronze filler rod; the base metal is
not melted (Transparency 1)

B. MalleabilityProperty of metals which allows them to be bent or
permanently distorted without rupturq; opposite of brittleness

C. Ductile-Capable of being drawn or stretched out

D. Tinning operationMelting a small amount of bronze rod onto the surface
and allowing it to spread along the entire seam (joint)

(NOTE: It is this flow of the thin film of bronze which is known as tinning.)

E. FluxChemical used to clean metals and to promote fusion during the
welding process

II. Advantages and disadvantages of braze welding

A. Advantages

1. Provides less chance of destroying main characteristics of base
metal since it is not heated to a molten condition

2. Consumes !es; gas

3. Can be used on thin metals

4. Used on malleable castings

5. Increases speed of joining metals

6. May be used to join, different kinds of metals

B. Disadvantages

1. Cannot be used on metal where stress is a factor

2. Expensive to use
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INFORMATION SHEET

3. Not recommended for parts which are raised to temperatures
higher than the melting point of bronze, either in service or during
heat treatment

(NOTE: Bronze will lose its strength at temperatures above 500°F
or 260°C.)

4. Will not bond unless base metal has corrosion-resistant properties
similar to bronze

Ill. Importance of a chemically clean surface in braze welding

A. Ensures that the molten bronze will stick to the base metal

B. Has a stronger bond on base metal

C. Allows bronze to flow smoothly and evenly over entire weld area

IV. Methods for removing oxides from clean metal surface'

A. Mechanical means

1. Wire brush

2. Grinder

B. Chemical means--Flux

(NOTE: Both methods should be used to completely remove the oxides.)

V. Differences between braze welding and fusion welding

A. Braze welding

1. The base metal is not melted

(NOTE: The base metal is heated only to a dull red color.)

2. An alloy rod is used to lay a thin coat of bronze along the seam

E. Fusion welding

1. Base metal is melted and joined

2. Rod with similar characteristics of base metal must he used
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INFORMATION SHEET

VI. Purposes for using flux

A. Clean the base metal chemically

B. Prevent oxidation of filler metal

C. Float and remove oxides already present

D. Increase flow of filler metal

E. Increase ability of filler metal to adhere to the base metal

F. Bring the filler metal into immediate contact with metals being joined

G. Permit the filler metal to penetrate the pores of the base metal

VII. Reaction of molten bronze at different temperatures

A. Too hotThe molten bronze Ina tend to boil and form little balls

B. Too cool--The molten bronze will form into drops rather than flowing evenly
over the surface

C. Correct--The molten bronze will spread evenly and flow over a considerable
area
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Tack
1116" to 1/8"

Braze Welding A Buff :Joint
30-45° 30-45°

Flux Must Cover Molten Metal

End View
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OXYACETYLENE BRAZE WELDING
UNIT IV

JOB SHEET #1--BRAZE WELD A SQUARE GROOVE BUTT JOINT

1. Tools and materials

A. Oxyacetylene welding unit

B. Appropriate gloves

C. Safety glasses

D. Goggles with No. 5 lenses

E. Welding tip (according to manufacturer's recommendations)

F. Wire brush

G. Flint lighter

H. Firebrick

1. Mild steel, 2 strips of 1/8" thick and 1 1/4" x 6"

J. Bronze filler rod (according to manufacturer's recommendations)

K. Welding flux

L Acetylene valve wrench

II. Procedure

A. Clean metal

B. Place metal in brazing position, 1/16" to 1/8" apart

C. Turn on oxyacetylene unit

D. Adjust proper working pressure of oxygen and acetylene

(NOTE: Use manufacturer's recommendations.)

E. Place metal on firebrick

(NOTE: Do not lay metal flat on brick. Arrange metal so a small space
will be between the base metal and the firebrick.)

F. Light and adjust torch to a neutral or slightly oxidizing flame
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JOB SHEET #1

G. Preheat the end of the brazing rod and dip in the flux or use fluxed rod

H. Tack metal in place using braze filler metal

I. Heat the surface of the weld area slightly

J. Hold torch 30° to 45? vertically; hold filler rod at same angle in opposite
direction (Figure 1) -

30-45°

FIGURE 1

Flux

r.

Tack 1/16"

to 1/8"

30-45°

4010011)APAYP
Flux Must Cover Molten Metal

End View

Tack

K. Melt a small amount of bronze rod onto the surface and allow it to spread
along the entire seam when a cherry red color occurs

L. Start depositing the proper size bead when the base metal is tinned
sufficiently

(NOTE: When metal is not hot enough, the bronze will form into drops;
when metal is too hot, bronze tends to boil.)

M. Complete the weld

N. Have instructor inspect weld

0. Practice doing other welds
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OXYACETYLENE BRAZE WELDING
UNIT IV

TEST

1. Match the terms on the right to the correct definitions.

a. Capable of being drawn or stretched out 1. Flux

. b.,..Cheitkal- used to clean metals and to 2. Braze welding
promote fusion during the welding

D - 129-H

NAME .

process 3. Malleability

c. Property of metals which allows them to
be bent or permanently distorted
.without rupture; opposite of bttleness

d. Heating the base metal to a dull red
color and depositing a bead over the
seam (joint) with a bronze filler rod; the
base metal is not melted

e. Melting a small amount of bronze rod
onto the surface and allowing it to
spread along the entire seam (joint)

4. Tinning
operation

5. Ductile

2. List three advantages and three disadvantages of braze welding.

a. Advantages

1)

2)

3)

b. Disadvantages

a'8 8

ft



3. State the importance of having a chemically clean metal surface in braze welding.

4. Select methods for removing oxides from a clean metal surface by placing an
"X" in the appropriate blanks.

a. Wire brush

b. Hammer

c. Acid

d. Grinder

e. Flux

f. Water

5. Describe the differences between braze welding and fusion welding.

a. Braze welding

b. Fusion welding

6. List five purposes for using flux.

a.

b.

c.

d.

e. 1289



D - 131-H 7

7. Descrit the reactions of molten bronze when the temperature of the base metal
is:

a. Too hot

b. Too cool

c. Correct

8. Demonstrate the ability to braze weld a square groove butt joint.

(NOTE: If this activity has not been accomplished prior to the test, ask your
instructor when it should be completed.)
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OXYACETYLENE BRAZE WELDING
UNIT IV

ANSWERS TO TEST

1. a. 5

b. 1

c. 3

d. 2

e. 4

2. Any three from each group:

a. Advantages

1) Provides less chance of destroying main characteristics of base
metal since it is not heated to a molten condition

2) Consumes less gas

3) Can be used on thin metals

4) Used on malleable castings

5) Increases speed of joining metals

6) May be used to join different kinds of metals

b Disadvantages

1) Cannot be used on metal where stress is a factor

2) Expensive to use

3) Not recommended for parts which are raised to temperatures
higher than the melting point of bronze, either in service or during
heat treatment

4) Will not bond unless base metal has corrosion-resistant properties
similar to bronze

3. a. Ensures that the molten bronze will stick to the base metal

b. Has a stronger bond on base metal

c. Allows bronze to flow smoothly and evenly over entire weld area
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4. a, d, e

5. DescriptiOn should include:

a. Braze welding

1) The base metal is not melted

2) An alloy rod is used to lay a thin coat of bronze along the seam

b. Fusion welding

1) Base metal is melted and joined

2) Rod with similar characteristics of base metal must be used

6. Any five of the following:

a. Clean the base metal chemically

b. Prevent oxidation of filler metal

c. Float and remove oxides already present

d. Increase flow of filler metal

e. Increase ability of filler metal to adhere to the base metal

f. Bring the filler metal into immediate contact with metals being joined

g. Permit the filler metal to penetrate the pores of the base metal

7. Description should inciude:

a. Too hot--The molten bronze will tend to boii and form little balls

b. Too conlThe molten !bronze will ft rm into drops rather than flowing evenly
over thry, ni f- e

c. CorrectThe rho'Len Pronze will -mead evenly and flow over a considerable
area

8. Performance skills evaluated to the satisfaction of the instructor
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